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PREFACE 
' 

Delay in the publication of" the Proceedings volume of the 
Patna Session held in the year 1946 is very mu'bh regretted. 
Reasons h;:tve been many. The year 1947 was the most unusual 
year in the life of the country. Efforts will be made., henceforth 
to bring out •th€ proceedings volumes before a session takes 
place. It is expected that the proceedings volume of the Bombay 
Session will be out before we assemble at Delhi. 

June 15th 1948. 0. P. BHATNAGAR, .• 
Jt. Secretary. 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

PROF. K. A. NILAKANTA SASTRI 
. 

·I am deeply sensible of the high honour that you have 
conferred on me.in calling upon me to be president of this 
Session of the Indian History Congress. It is 'the highest 
honour to which .any student of history in our country 
can aspire. Starting with the limited aim of confining its 
attention to modern Indian History, the Congress soon 
extended the sph&re of its activity to cover the whole range 
of Indian history, and has now come to be. recognised as 
the most important gatheaing of the histor-ians of India. 
I am conscious of my limitati~ns for the tas~ of conduct. 
ing the deliberations of so learned and comprehensive a 
conference; yet I have accepted the invitation it} the hope 
tha~ the hearty co-operation of the scholars assembled, 
particularly of the presidents of the different sections who 
are specialists each in his own field, will enable us to 
mainta-in--the high. standard of work this Conference has 
set for itself in its past sessions. . · 

Before proceeding further, it is my sad duty to men
tion the demise of two of our former-presidents, In the 
death of Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit so soon after his 
retirement from the Director Generalship of Archreol9gy, 
Indolog~ has. sustaine~ a ve1·y serious l?ss. T.his brilliant· senora r and archreologlst was engaged 111 active work on . 
two schemes of Indian history' which are now in progress, 
and a cruel fate has snatched him before he could complete 
the work. Again, the death le~ss than a month ago of the 
doyen of Indian historians, Diwan Bahadur Dr. S. Krishna
·swami Aiyangar-, has made another big void in the editorial. 
board of our history scheme which it will not be easy to 
fill. Full of years and honours, h·e too was actively engaged 
to the last in seeking to complete the chapters ·undertaken 
by him for our projected history of India. We in this 
conference have special reason tcvlament the loss of these 
two scholars who have had so large a·~hare in guiding and 
inspiring the .work of this Congress from its beginning. 

The year has witnessed a most momen"tous event in 
our national history, the arrival of India on the threshold 
of f~eedQ\11 with the fol-'mation Qf a national Q-overnlllen~ 
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under the leadership of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. .And it 
.is a happy and significant coincidence that we should be 
meeting so soon after in the precincts of a'lcient Patali
putra, the ~~at of the first great national government which, 
in historical times, under Chandragupta Maurya and his 
successors, brought practically the whole of India under 
one rule. Patna 'now celebrates in this Conference of· the 
students of our national history, tho auspicious rebil'th of 
our national government not unattended "by the natural 
pangs. It is as well that at this moment we remind 
ourselves of the resources of our past which can be drawn 
upon to fortify the nation and carry it through its grand, 
though difficult, re-emergence. While .Plunging into a 
whole vast series of changes, novelties and inventions 
inevitable in the setting up of a n~w order, India bas need 
to resume contact with her traditwnE~,. · In a time of crisis 
and re.creation like this, it is•essential to maintain a close 
touch with our own past. For unlike several other coun. 
tries, in India the whole of her past may be said to live 
and lie coiled up inside the present, potent for good and ill 
in the shaping of our future. 

India has had a past which has known glory as well as 
tragedy, triumph as well as failure. fulfilment as well as 
frustration. The present, we venture to hope, in spite of 
all appearances to the contrary, will be an epoch of the 
glorious fulfilment of an ideal '\\ hich haB fascinated and 
fired the hopes and aspirations of the famous heroes of our 
history. Max: Muller used to say: 'My interest lies 
altogether with the people of India, when left to them
selves, and historically I should like to draw a line a'fter 
the year 1000 after Christ.' And in a very large measure 
he was right. For the best contributions of Indian Civlliz
ation to the stock of human culture had been made by then; 
the subsequent history of India may well be looked upon 
in one sense as a sustained rear-guard action calculated to 
conserve the gains of past ages against the impact of alien 
and unsympathetic forces. If I were required to name the 
period when Indian civilization attained i.ts apogee, I would 
point to the five or six centuries that followed the establish
ment .of the Gupta empire, with a considerable extension 
of the period by some centuries for South India. For you 
will see that in that age tbe most advanced races of men 
lived not in Ell#ope or America, but in .Asia; and among 
the Asiatic nations, we in· India held the foremost place 
in aU the arts of civilized life. Our ancestois were qui~e 
Qonfldent of theJUselvef{3 · and r¢ady to reco$ni~e rqeftt 
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wherever they found it, as when Varahamihira .said that 
the Greeks deserved as much respect as our own rishis for 

' their eminence in astronomy. India then meant not only 
the extensive peninsula now so called, but its vast hinter
land in Central Asia, happily styled Serindia· to.day, as
also the sister peninsula of Indo-China and the neighbour
ing. archipelago; in fact India extended wherever her 
anc_ierit classical language was studied, her gods worshipped, 
and her ceremoi1ies followed, her way of life, her arts, and 
her literature accepted. Then was the Indian ocean pro
perly so called, for India's ships and India's mariners , 
roamed at large over all the ports and emporia from Africa 
to· China. ADd the Chinese who then shared with Indians 
the front rank in•the c.ivilized world turned to India with 
admj_ration,~ and followed her steps diligently in all the 
higher reaches of religiorl' and philosophy ; scores of their 
pious pilgrims and eager s<!holars braved the unkn-own 
dangers of deserts, mountains, and seas in order to worship 
at the shrines of the holy land of India and drink deep at 
hor fountains of learning. And they often took back with. 
them not only sacred relics and scriptural texts, but prea
chers and pandits who could expound the law· of Dharma 
in far off lands and ·translate its -texts into the language 
of the country. For any one who takes a broad view, this 
intercourse between China and India, maintained for 
·many· generations, and renewed more than .once after 

. intervals, holds an important place in the intellectual 
commerce of ·humanity;· the obscure pandits and sramanas 
whose names alone have floated down to us, and others even 
ITroT"IJ numerous, who must remain forgotten, for ever, 
accomplished a high and noble work, for they helped to 
bring together whatever was best and most universal in 
two great civilizations. They overcame the barriers of . 
geography, race, and language, and united two great peoples 
in an intimate communiqn of thought and soul. 

From time immemorial the idea of Indian unity has 
been cherished in legend· and song. The empire of the 
ancestors of Sri Rama, the Ikshvakus of Ayodhya, is said 
to· have extended over the whole world, by which was 
meant the world of Jambudvipa, Iudia a·s' it wa-s then 
known: 

~CfT'{ci~lf ~~PU«1~~~Errr <r~f~u I 
Likewise in the Mahabharata, Yudhi~thira tells Sri 

Krishna just before the Rajasuya: 
~CJ~~ llftrq-1 «6fT ~u::t illi'lJ -Clef~ I 
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According to one account, Prthu Vainya was the first 
monarch of the world, and the earth came to be called 
Prthivi after him. Bhara.ta, the son of Dushyanta. and 
Sakuntala~ was among the first emperors of all India, and 
after him the land bore the name of Bharatavarsha. The 
Aitareya Brahmana contains a list of the anointed emperors 
of all India in early times of whom history, as known to 
us, has little to tell. The clearest and the most decisive 
statem~nt on the unity of India occurs in tbe Arthasastra, 
the first great treatise on Indian polity from the pen of 
the thinker and states man who was, at least in part, the 
architect of the political unity of Iudia as it was realised 
in the Maury an empire. Kautilya laid it down distinctly 
that the ]and which extends north td' south from the 
Himalayas to the sea, and measures a thousand yojanas 
across, is the field of the Cakravaftin (Cakravarti-kshetram). 
Kautilya·s ideal was fully• realised under Asoka whose 
empire was even vaster and greater than that which 
Britain is relinquishing in India to.day. But politics was 
by no means the main pre-occupation of our ancestors as 
it is with us and with other nations to.day, and even in 
the long periods when India comprised a number of states, 
the conception of ht:~r unity vis-a-vis the rest of the world 
did not flag or falter for a single moment. Indian unity, 
the eEsence of her nationality, was cultural, not political. 
The unity of India is to be four1d in the a1:pp1e range of her 
holy places of pilgrimage, in the names of the rivers and. 
mountains of the country which are as music to the ear 
of an Indian, in the firm hold on the popular mind of her 
noble epics and ballads whose characters and sttuati<ms 
are lovingly localised in every part of India, and even in 
Indo.China. It found its expression not in parliament 
or empire, but in the comprehensive social ideal of Dharma 
to which all her children naturally conformed without 
exception. Asoka's noble utterances in his edicts furnish 
the most outstanding evidence that this was no pious senti
ment or remote ideal, but the lamp of daily life for officials 
as for citizens. 

The advent of Islam into India at the close of the 
twelfth centup-y A.D., indeed threatened to break up the 
unity· of India for a time, as it threatens to ·do again in 
our own day. But as the effects of the first onset wore 
out with time,,Muslim and H~ndu were not slow to dis
cover that perpetual antagon1sm between groups whose 
lot was cast together was both .uunatura.l and inhumaa. 

'The gQod men hnm hnt.h t:iiAAA' ,f\R.IIlA t.nm.&~A,. An n-on,.A a.cdl. 
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more friendly and equal terms with results that declared 
themselves in the movements of religious' reform and 
reconstruction both in Hinduism and in Islam, and in the 
fresh creative efforts that marked every sphere of the 
nation's life, its l'a.nguage and literature, its •architecture 
and its painting; its music and dance. It was a process 
of mutual education that bonefited. both parties and went 
a good way .to assimilate their culture and outlook. There 
were, of course, extremists on either side who sought to 
foment strife and keep up and exaggerate the differences, 
and unfortunately history chronicles their actions and 
their evil'fruits in greater detail than they merit~ almost 
to the exclusion, or at least relative neglect, of the more 
normal and fnti.tful activities of their peaceful social life. 
The Muslim rulers of India were quite alive to~ the unity 
of India, and the Khaljta and Tughlaks and later Aurangzeb, 
brought nearly the whole coo.ntry unde·r their sway though 
only for short periods. But their efforts were, in the 
conditions of the case, boupd to provoke reactions, and · 
Vijayanagar, the· Mahrattas, Raj puts and Sikhs were bound 
to take up the implied challenge. The illustrious Akbar 
made a conscious and deliberate attempt- to promote 
national solidarity by cultural eclecticism, political policy 
and administrative action; but he was too much in advance 
of his _times, his dreams remained unfulfilled; the .later 
Mugbals reversed gear and undid much of the good work 
that had gone on before. . 

The more modern hi story of India is a tale of dis. 
~nion and dissension, neglect of s'ea-power, and failure 

••itQ·ca-tch up with the advances in the art of warfa:re among 
the newly risen nations of the West, leading to the gradual 
an.d inevitable subjugation of the entira country to the 
most talented, if also the most fortunate, among the nations 
of1 Europe that competed for the rich prize in the East. 

·The present i.s hardly the time for casting the· final balance~ 
sheet of the relations between England and India. But· 
on any reckoning, the greatest achievement of British rule 
in India and the most beneficent is the political unification 
of the country and the organization of its rule under a 
firmly knit administrative system. Modern conditions of 
transport and communication have rendered this possible, 
and the repercussions of world politics during and since 
the second world war leave no shadow of doubt tht.tt a 
divided India would be a menace to the p~ce both of her .. 
self and the world, while, united and progressfve, she may 
yet shed the lustre of her great and ancient' culture on tht;) 
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rest of the world and save it from stumbling into the abyss 
of a third world war. 

History, said Seeley, is past politics-a dreary limita
tion which few are inclined to accept at a time when 
history has• come to be regarded, and regarded rightly, 
as the entire record of men living in societies in their 
geographical and physical environment. But if hist'ory 
is much more than past politics, ·present politics is at least 
half history. What we have been determines in a large 
measure what we are, and mas well influence, if not decide, 
what we 8hall be. It may not then be without interest 
to confront the past experience of the nation with some 
of its present problems. In doing this I dp not mean to 
suggest a revival of past ideas, practices or institutions; 
for this is by no means possible, and may not be desirable 
in m0dern conditions even to the Irmited extent to which 
it may be held possible by som~. Nor do I mean to suggest 
that direct guida nee can be derived from them for the 
solution of our present problems. But I do think that a 
contemplation of those aspects of national history will 
help to bring about an awareness of the neglected sides 
of the genius of the people which may have a tangible 
though indirect use in the task of planning the future of 
the nation. For this purpose I shall devote more attention 
to the earlier and the more seminal phase of our history 
when all the great problems of social organisation were 

. faced and solved, and the foundations of an abiding national 
culture laid by the original thinkers and 8eers of the com
munity. Much of this is obviously subjective valq,ati_.on ... 
though based on established facts of history, and I shaTI 
not be surprised if these views do not find universal accept
ance; indeed I should rejoice if the utterance of my tenta
tive thoughts on these important subjects leads to more 
coherent and fruitful studies from some of my learned 
colleagues. 

From the earliest times the history of India has been 
a more or less continuous story of accommod~tion and 
adjustment between different culture groups. · The group 
which spoke the language which developed into classicaJ 
Sanskrit in later times, the 'Indo-Aryans' as they have 
been called, e::s:hibited qualities of leadership which secured 
for them the first place in society wherever they went; 
and so in course af time the whole of India was 'Aryanised' 
and the. 'Indo.Aryan' himself became muo.h more Indian 
ill bls oU:tloQk. tTbe resuJ.tiug I.ndhr.n culture was a blend 
.t',•"' < ' ' ' • ,. 
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in which Aryan and pre-Aryan elements were mixed in 
different proportions and with varying results in the 
various parts of the country. It was a great task, that 
of civilizing large sections of the human race, undertaken 
and executed with· great skill, patience and• humanity. 
And the work was continued outside India also. Mohenjo. 
dar~ and Harappa indeed render it probable that parts of 
India at least knew a- higher material culture than that 
at the command o( the Aryan& when they appeared in 
India.; but of the actual conditions that prevailed in these . 
parts when the Aryans came we have as yet no definite 
knowledge; and ihe general picture of the Aryanization 
of India ~till remains in its outlines what it was before the 
discovery of th~lndus valley culture. However that may
be, the most significant factor in the whole situation is 

- the understanding sho«rn and the experience gained in 
ac,commodating many loca-l differences in one general 
scheme and evolving a complex: culture-system which was 
remarltably aJ.ike for the unity of the general framework 
accepted all over, and for the flexibi1ity which found room 
for innumerable variations. This characteristic, Indian 
culture has retained through the ages; particularly in its 
social and religious organisation. The Persians and Greeks, 
Sakas and Huns were all accepted as they came in, and 
more or less rapidly Indianized and absorbed into the social 
structure. · 

.The principles of caste organization formed an im ... · 
portant element in so ordering society that its different 
elements found full scope for their development and self-

·"'mcpre·ssion while at the same time they co-operated wher
ever possible and necessa'ry for the· common good of society. 
The social and economic benefits of the institution of caste 
hav~ not been overlooked by dispassionate students of the 
subject. That in .recent times caste has departed far from 
its original nature and pur~ose, and developed several un. 
desirable features such as its extreme rigidity and its 
tendency. unnecessarily to multiply sub-divisions is also 
admitted on all hands. But that the tendency for society 
to divide itself into different strata of a more or .less ex
clusive character is not the monopoly of India is not as 
well recognised as it should be. _ We have as yet known 
no society which in practice is fully egalitarian. And some 
Western writers like Gerald Heard and Charles Waterman 
are seen deliberately advocating the formation of some
thing like the ancient varnas of India as the greatest desi
q~ra~um of Western societr at the -mom\mt? in. order tQ 
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correct its universal absorption in the pursuit of purely 
economic ends. The truth of the rna tter is, inequality of 
various kinds is real among men, and you have to take 
account of them in the dispositions of society; the West 
has chosen tbe path of proclaiming equality in theory, and 
for the rest of it, except for the vote which seems now to 
satisfy nobody, following the philosophy of 'devil take .the 
hindmost' in the arrangements of daily life; the economic 
oonsequen·ces of its incidence are now sought to be corrected 
by means of social security schemes. The old Indian way 
followed the other alternative of recognizing inequalities 
incapacities and needs as facts, organizing society into 
different more or less homogeneou~ groups, and regulating 
the relations among them according to the •equitable stan
dards of dharma. This system worked on the whole very 
well, and what is more, it enab!ed It.dian society to weather 
many a storm successfully. OIIBte as we know it now does 
indeed stand in need of much reform, and there is every 
need for resuming and quickly completing 1;he process of 
securing a. proper place in society for the so-called 'caste· 
less'-Harijans as Mahatmaji has named them. But the 
assertion so often and so confidently made that caste is 
incompatible with democracy is only true in the Jimited 
and relatively unimportant sense that it affords no scope 
for the doctrinaire theory of equality; in practice caste 
has not been found a hindrance to the adoption of the same 
laws, civil and criminal, to. govern all strata of society, 
or to the progressive realisation of political freedom under 
democratic institutions. 

The same capacity to achieve unity in div~rstty-· 
marked the political arrangments of the ancient Indian 
state. Politics, as already observed, did not fill so large a 
place in the life of the past as it does to-day. In those Q.ays 
they looked to the state for very little. The ruler was 
expected just to uphold the existi:gg social order and protect 
it from internal trouble and foreign invasion, and receive 
as his wage the taxEs paid by the people, particularly a 
part of the produce of land. The social order itself had 
its roots elsewhere-in Revelation (sruti), tradition (smriti) 
and the practice of the elite (acara). The ruler had ordi
narily littie control over the numerous social, economic 
and religious concerns of the people, except by way of 
dispensing justice when disputes were brought before him 
or his courts. The details of the daily life of the people 
were looked after by numberless .autonomous groups and 
apsociations, l}o~nd by" tjes. of locality, Qaste• occqp~tioq o:r 

''\, > < I 
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religious affi1iation. These groups generally followed 
custom and ancient practice, though they were by no 
means unwilling to try new methods should occasion 
demand it. Each group h&.d its own constitution, generally 
well uuderstood by its members, and flexible "enough for 
meeting- new situations. There was usually a general 
ass:Jmbly which met rarely except perhaps once a year on 
some definite festive or ceremonial occa.sion, and a:Q. execu
tive body in charge of the daily routine. The executive 
was often chosen by lot from among persons possessing 
certain prescribed qu·:tlifications of age, learning or property. 
Dacision by- majority of votes was not unknown, but usually 
the aim was to reach a unanimous :;t.nd integrated decision 
by reconciling t'he different interests and points of view. 
Guilds o.f merchants, associations of craftsmen, artisans 
and manufacturers, of fftudents, ascetics, temple.:!servants,
priests, and so on, besides t~e terri to rial assem hl ies of the 
village and higher administrative units-all functioned 
more or less i-ndependently of the king's government. In 
some periods as und-er the Mauryas and the Guptas, and 
the Oholas and Akbar, a fairly strong and centralised 
administration did come ·into AX:i'3tence and promote the 
weU being of the subjects in a remarkable manner ; but on 
the whole steady control from the centre was the exception 
rJther than the rule, and social life rriaintain~d its integrity 
mostly by the efficiently functioning of the autonomous 
pluralistic local organisations. In most of them member
sb.ip was voluntary, and in all every effort was made to 
secure the acquiescence if not the enthusiastic approval of 
t'lnr tnErmbers for the lines of a.ction followed. There was 
thus full scope for the rea liz 1 tion of the su))stance of demo
cracy ; and though life was lived at a much slower tempo 
than in our age of speed, the are.1 of realized social satisfac-
tion was very much greater. · . ' 

The modern state is concerned with a complicated 
economy w1th its ramificaiions extending throughout the 
world, and it is obvious that the old notions regarding the 
role of the ruler that I have sketched· above have no 
meaning in the present cootext. But the consistent adop
tion of the principle of autonomy in the organis~tion 
of religious and social institutions perhaps . deserves some . 
emphasis as it may stili be availed of for the solution of 
prvblems arising out of diversities of religion and culture. 
By long and continuous tradition the Indian'state ha~ been 
most hberal in its religious policy; Asoka. with all his zeal 
for the pr,o:p~gat\oQ of ~be ethios of Buddhis~ throughout 
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the world did not dream of pressing his subjects to adopt 
his creed ; the many Hindu rulers of Western lndia willing. 
ly allowed the Arab Muslim traders who came and settled • 
in the ports and cities of the land to build mosques and 
practise their religion without let or hindrance ; it was 
part of Akbar's magnificent dream that by doing away 
with the E?pecial disabilities of the Hindus and the special 
privileges of the Muslims and thus treating Hindus and 
Muslims alike, he would bring them together and lay the 
foundations of perpetual friendship between the two 
religions ; except on the few occasions when Muslim rulers 
endeavoured to force their religion on their subject, the 
authority of the state- was never employed in India to foster 
the spread of one religion at the expense 4bf another; and 
the principle of oujus regio ejus religio never found acceptanct~ 
in this country. If there is any c~~1try in the world where 
freedom has prevailed an(l m:1,.- be expect~d to prevail for 
all religions to flourish sid\1 by sile it is India. it i~ only 
a modicum of good sense that is needed on the part of any 
one to see that this is so. May that measure of good sense 
enter the minds of those few who in the nartid of religion 
have contrived to throw the country into turmoil and 
confusion. 

The growing demand for linguistic provinces raises 
in its turn many thorny probl'3m~ that m J.Y well prove 
impossible of satisfactory solution. But if the concern 
of the protagonists of the movement is truly for the langu. 
ages and literatures they represent and the culture em bodied 
in them, and if they are not using the cry as a clQ.l~ igt, 
some unstated ulterior purposes, they may be invited to 
reflect whether the setting up of properly con3tituted volun
tary cultural agencies, liberally supported by the govern· 
ments and people of the areas ooncerneJ, will not prove an 
easier and more satisfactory means of attaining the ends 
they have in view. 
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colonies brought as much good to the lands colonized as 
Indian empires did to the conquered lands. Systematic exo 
ploihtion of occupied lands formed no part vf the policy of 
the conqueror or colonist. The empires and .colonies of 
India excelled not so much by the strength of their military 
organization or the ubiquity of the cleruchy as by their 
achievement in the realms of culture and art. What the 
cleruchy was to the military empires of the ancient Western 
world, and military, naval and air bases are to the modern 
imperialist powerf·, that the agrahara was to their ancient 
Indian counterparts. Not armed forces, but groups of 
learned men, were enabled, by the multiplication of these 
foundations, to ~o and spread the light of their teaching and 
the ideals of the good C1.nd noble life in almost every village 
and township. The tern~le, the vihara, and the math·1.. were ~ 
other symbols of empire and colony which repaid a hund
redfold the pious attention~ lavished on them by their 
founders. The results of the wider peace established by the 
Indian empires and colonies, and. the fuller opportunities 
opened out by them for the self-expression of the people, 
are to be traced, not in the political subjection or economic 
rujn of nations, but in the growing eagerness of 'our people 
to seek contacts with the outside world, to learn from the 
foreigner, as well as to teach him-all in a friendly way, in 
the greater refinement of our architecture and the arts, and 
in the richer maturity of our lHerary creations. Among the 
most characteristic contributions of Ancient India to the 
sum of human bappi-ness must be counted things like the 
religious and artistic in flue ncAs that flowed on the kingdoms 

·or-t1ie ~outhern Sea, as the Chinese called them, from the 
Andhra and Pallava kingdoms of South India and the Pala 
empire of Bengal.. Does this carry no lesson to these colo
nial powers of the West wlro are still clinging desperately 
to the antiquated notions and practices fraught with danger 
to the peace and happiness of the nations of the world ? 
And may it not be that in standing up for the freedom of 
India and the lands of South-Eastern Asia from external 
political and economic domination, our leaders are only 
seeking the recovery of the conditions- that once conduced 
to the happiness of these lands and the good of the world? 
E1:perience has indeed taught Britidn the futility of attempts 
to exploit colonies, and the value of free association with 
them, but even she lacks as yet the capE\City for r~ally 
generous and free association on equal term:-i with peoples 
o~ a different co_lour anq culture .. The cosmo~olitan hun~a
msm of the anment Indian colomsts dese>rves to be recogrns-
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.ed as a .. rare product of the highest culti~ation of the human 
. (\;pirit. 

India was counted among the richest countries of the 
ancient wo;ld, and was long noted for her manufactures and 
trade along different lines. Still the ;:,ncient economy was 
much simpler than that of the present day, and in many 
respects whs,t held good th~ n will do so no longer. But we 
are still at t}le bFginning of our Industrial Revolution, and 
the attempt to modernize our system of production and 
distribution on Western patterus ha.s not yet proceeded far. 
It may be of some use at this jun.Jturd to recall the salient 
features of the vanishing economy and to assess it3 strong 
points; f( r that will enable us in flome m~.sure to realise 
the cost at which we may be purchasing the benefits of the 
new order, and may be it even Rets_our captains of Industry 
thinking of w 1.ys in which th'it cost m:lY be reduced to a 
minimum, and some at least of the old values conserved 
and worked into the new order. 

Some western students of India's past, and let us grate. 
fully acknowledge that till the oth9r day there were few 
others so diligently oc:mpied in unravelling and interpret
ing our p.1.st for us, once persuaded themselves that the 
people of ancient India were more concerned all their Jives 
with preparing for life in the other world, thrl.n with living 
in this, and tb'l-t they were altogether indifferent to mun
dane well-being and prosperity. That this was true only 
of the sanyasis or asca~ic:;. and to a limited extent of the 
class of Brahmins who devoted the.nsel'-tes to learning and 
religion and were suppJrted by the community, and~id .QI;)~ 
apply to the people as a whole at any time, is now well 
renognized. For the rest, the desire for wealth and the 
comfort and distinction it bringa to its pos8essor, was quite 
as strong among Indians as am6ng tho people of any other 
country. Only its operation in anti-social ways was more 
or less effectively restrained by a voluntary allegiance to 
t'he itt~al of dharma. 

• 
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social milieu was such that a ma.n commanded the esteem 
of his fdlowmE><n and of the rulers of the land to the extent 
to which he followed the law of 1 ha.rma. 

Local self-sufficiency, and production for c0nsumpti0n 
wa::s the 1'ule with regard to the essential coll'tmodities of 
life. ThEre was inter-regional trade in some commodities 
like salt and sugar, and a fairly developed foreign trade 
in fine cloth of various qualities and articl6s of luxury. 
By no means impressive in its volume according to modern 
standards, the maritime trade in Indian exports was enough 
to alarm the moralists and economists of the early Roman 
empire,· and the finat1ciere of China at a later time. But 
all production ir:clurl.ing that for exr;ort was domestic 
production, an~ the craftsman worked generally in his 
own house with simple tools and at his o·,vn convenience. 
Every article he produ~ed was as much an expression of 
his own personality as an e:i'ort. to meet the wishes of the 
customer. The achievement of great and striking results 
with relatively simple tools was the lt'ading trait of the 
best worl;: in those days in all s·pheres, and what Mr. Percy 
Brown says of .the construction of a Hoysala temple at 
'Belur, is typical 0f much else in t.he ancient industrial-arts 
of India; The navaranga of the Chennakesava temple; he 
:says, is a hall 92 ·feet by 78 and as there are in. it forty-six 
pillars 'all of which, save the four iri the central bay, a~e 
each· of different design, the variety of form and complex: 
character of the whole is astonishing. It seems as if the, 
system employed in the design and construction of these, 
pillars was that of entrusting each example to one head 

• trrti:ie- and his assistants, who combined as a team to 
producA their finest work. Set to· compete against one 
another in such a rna nner, each pillar became, therefore, 
an individual masterpiece, the fertility of invention and 
the minuteness of the execution in every instance being 
phenomenal. One column in the middle hall is so unique 
in character that it has been distinguished by the name 
of the Narasimha pilla.r, for to show his cleverness the 
sculptor has not only carved its capital. shaft, and base, 
into a repeating pattern of niches in each of which is 
enshrined a.n image, but has ingeniously contrived th~t the 
whole pillar could be rotated at will. Yet underneath all 
these interlaced mouldings and intrica~ely finished forms 
it is possible to see~ in spite of his plastic overlay, that 
the basis of the design is in confonnity wi"h the Chalukyan 
order, that there is throughout a certain conventional 
combination of elements which is ~nrnis\akable. That 
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each detail of the building was the work of specialists in 
their craft, .a not uncommon procedure in other forms of 
Indian art, is indicated by the fact that on a number of 
the images, partic.ularly those on the brackets, there is 
inscribed thoe name of the sculptor, like a signature, thus 
showing that each individu tl artist had contributed to the 
scheme a selected specimen of his handiwork.'• The same 
scope for freedom and personal initiative within the frame
work of broad conventions mukecl the practices of the 
useful arts as much as of the fine arts, and the artisan 
was nearly as much a creative artist as the poet, musician 
or painter His standard of life might not have been as 
high as that of his modern countNpart; but unlike the 
latter, he wa.s a man, not a 'hand.' • 

Modern industry as we all. know, is altogether a 
different story. Ever since ~dam Smith expounded the 
economic possibilities of division of labour and the enor
mous increase in the quantity of production resulting from 
a labourf.1r devoting himself entirely to the making of the 
eighteenth part of a pin instead of the whole pin, quantity 
and speed have been accepted as the ideals of industry 
in the West; the protesting voices of Carlyle, Ruskin 
and Morris, prophets of quality and art, went unheeded; 
though in recent years social legislation h·'ls made notable 
efforts to obviate the evils of reckless profit-hunting and 
restore somewhat of the lost integrity of human persona
lity, there is as yeL no sign that the struggle fur markets land 
raw materials has either abated or may not lead to more 
warfare. • • --

As for ourselves, we have already gone some way 
down the slip9ery slope, and have begun to experience 
both t.he good and bad effects of incipient industrialisation. 
But the main question is whether, in the indispensable 
re-organization of our economic life on modern lines, we 
shall follow the path of the Western nations in every 
deta.il, or endeavour somehow to evolve another way which, 
without denying us the benefits of modern machine pro
duction, would conserve as far .as possible the human, 
et~ical and resthetic values characteristic of our national 

.. ~· T}.lis, it seems to ~e, is the difficult problem 
.. th~ philos'?p;tly of Gaudh.ism and its emphasis on 

.1~ .. r9-raJ OQ4upat.io.M. The. great mes
:ila-t of. <letachment ,fiftl<i · modera.tion in 
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the pursuit of material ends, and it behoves our captains 
' of Industry and planners of national poiicy to try and set 

a new model to an acquisitive world. . 
India would sc;rve herself and the world best by re

taining her individuality and developing on line~ consistent 
with her long and instructhre experience, and with the 
burna ne wisdoni of successive generations of her philoso. 
phers and seers. Hindus and Muslims, Buddhists, Jdins 
and Sikhs, and to a less extent even the Portuguese, French 
and English have made their contributions, to the mosaic 
of the Indian culture of to.day. It is the task of the 
historians of India to delineate impartially the successive 
phases of the countr.r's ·development through the ages and 
enable ·the read~r to arrive at a just appraisal of the good 
and tbe bad, the strength and the weakness, that marked 
it at every stage. In th~ last century and the first decades 
of the present this work "fras being done very largely, 
and on the whole very well, by generations of European 
scholars anrl arcluxnlogists working in the libraries and 
Universities of Europ3, or in the field in India, in the 
East Indies or ·in Indo-China as well as Central Asia .. 
Much wa.s don!:lby way of g-athering and annotating the 
source-material, though even here much of course. still 
remains to be done. But t.he task of co-ordination and a 
large-scale interpretation of the material, especially of 
the history of ancient India, has not progressed far enough . 
. Lassen's monumentq,l Indische Alterthumskunde, still worth 
perusal, is U')t history, hut the prolegomena to it. Elphin
stone's classic . narrative of the Muslim a.nd Mara.tha 

• ]:"eriod's of Indian history, and the multi-volume histories 
of British India by Mill, Thornton, Beveridge and Martin 
are the nearest approach t() general histo.ries of India. 
Smith's Early History of India in its successive editions 
did much to settle tbe outli.nes of the political history of 
Ancient India, and his Oxford History of India will long 
remam, in spite of its limitations, one of the best single 
volume histories of our country. Inter.pretation, sometimes 
even on a meagr•e factual background, receives more atten. 
tion in 'A Sh1rt Historyof India' by Moreland and Ohatterji, 
one of the most readable books on the subject. And we 
welcome with pleasure the latest addition to the group, the 
very adequate and competent Advanced History of India 
by three of our eminent scholars- Majumdar, Rayohau-
dhury and Datta. ' . 

The Oambridge History of India is th!:l most compre· 
lwnsive at~empt to treat th~ qistory- of lnqll. ~~ tl> who1e1 
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and many of it3 chapters are enduring monuments of the 
scholarship of the different contributors. B11t it still remains ' 
incomplete, as its second volume covering the best pa1't of 
the history of ancient times yet remq,ins to be published, 
and very often the point of view of the different writers is 
not exactly th'l.t which commends itself most to us. In 
particular the treatment of the history of British conquest 
and rule lacks frankness and fulness. In this respect the 
histories written a century or m.ore ago were much better. 
Then there was no national movement in India and the 
activities of Britain in India could be described and criticis
ed without fear of political repercussions or administrative 
difficulties. Things have been different in the last fifty 
years and more, and several writers in this part of the 
Cambridge history have naturally co;ne from the ranks of 
British Indian administrators. In •the Rise :md Fulfilment 
of British Rule in India MeR!frs. L'hompson and Garratt 
have made a gallant effort ~o revert to the st·1.ndards of an 
earlier time and have received little thtnks for it from 
their compatriots. 

That henceforth the study and writing of Indian 
history should become increasingly the concern of Indian 
scholars is now widely recognised. To this we owe the 
almost simultaneous inception some years ago of a number 
of schomes, h 1.ving doubtles3 the Cambri iga History of 
India for their model, for the proluction of several multi
volume histories either of the whole of India or lrtrge 
well-marked sections of it like Bengal and Deccan. The 
most recent addition to such schemes is, I believe, the 
plan for a History of Malava in three volumes. • Oll'f • 
Congress has itself sponsored one of these schemes for a 
twelve. volume history of the whole country, and gone 
some way in collecting the resources, material and literary, 
for the execution of the scheme. That lndit:tn historical 
writing at its best can hold its own in comparison with 
that of the rest of the world is seen clearly from the 
:published work of recent times; and t}1e first volume 
-of the Jli'Btory o/ Bengal issued from Dacca and the sixth 
~olume 'Of the. New J!l:istory' of· th~ lndlan · Peop·le, th.e first 
4Kf be !published' in ~he twenty-volume scheme of the 

~ ...... M•''c•·~•,• 'tc&t.i ~ tl,'l•, -~ -~: .11 _____ P. 
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wanting of a rising feeling of disappointment in the minds 
of the public. Doubts have also often been expressed 
whether there is the need and scope for'more than one 
large scheme for the history of· the entir~ country, 
especially as all of them have apparently to depend on 
the co-operation of more or less the same set of scholars. 
Let us hope that in spite of everything, these several 
schemes will yet render a good account of themselves, and 
that, in a reasonable time. _ . 

But we should do well frankly to recognise the weak
nesses in the present position of Indian historical studies 
and put forth our utmost efforts to remedy them as early 
as possible. I~ the twenty or twenty-five years before 
the outbreak of the war in 1939, we had a fair crop of 
monographs and disserta.tions of a fairly high standard 
that elucidated different asp~ts ()f our history and gave 
evidence of a growing 'interest i.n its study ; but there ha.s 
been a perceptible falling off since, and I doubt, very 
much if this is merely due to the difficulties of publication 
under war-conditions. At any _rate some of us who have 
had something to do with the pl~anning and editing of 
the different volumes of the series of histories just men
tioned, have experienced considerable difficulty in finding 
suitable contributors for :1. good number of chapters. And 
it is well known that many scholars of proved competence 
are lost either to lucrative administrative offices under 
government or have to spend all their time and energy in 
heavy routine teaching for degree courses which leaves 

·.t~Ill 11.0 time for any work of their own. Only a few of our 
universities maintain chairs in Indian History or offer 
other facilities for research in it, and these, we must 
acknowledge with gratification, are doing a good -deal for 
the illumination of many . neglected aspects and corners 
of Indian history. But there ought to be many more 
centres of advanced study und research and the teachers 
of the subject should be employed in the colleges and 
univers,ities in sufficient numbers for them to command 
the leisure required to pursue independent researches of 
their own in addition to lecturing to undergraduates, thus 
maintaining a live and mutually beneficent contact bet
ween enquiry and exposition. Above all it should be 
recognised clearly that -while periodical conferences and 
contributing papers to them and. even to Qpmmemoration 
and presentation volumes have their own place in the 
academic life of the country, they can never ¥ a substitute 
for the constant and steady pursuit throughout the year, 
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and perhaps for many years running, of some topic which 
requires elucidation and which may excite our interest 
and curiosity. Indeed some good work is coming to ' 
light in the pages of the learned periodicals of our country 
devoted to ·Indology, but much of it is jejune stuff which 
does little credit to the author or the Journal which accepts 
it. Here it seems to me that the Indian History Congress 
can make a decisive contribution towards setting up proper 
standards by running a quarterly Journal of Indian 
history, publishing only papers and notes marked by 
undoubted freshness and originality, serving as a clearing
house of the latest news and views of archreological and 
historical interest, and discussing the ipnumerable pro
blems related to the teaching of history in the different 
stages of School and Collegiate e~ucation. 

The Archreological Survey of India, the Imperial 
Record Office and the Record Offices of the major pro
vincial governments have been doing excellent service in 
the recovery, preservation, and publication of much valuable 
source material. But it is common knowledge that these 
departments are often inadequately staffed, that the pace 
of their work is very slow, and that they have been gene
rally slack in enlisting the co-operation of universities and 
other learned associations and individual scholars who 
could have helped to speed up publication and suggested 
improvements in methods and standards. After suffering 
a long period of starvation and relatiV'e neglect, the archreo
logical department has, one is glad to note, apparently 
entered on a period of expansion and renewed ~tiviJiY. 
:But under the new regime, epigraphy does· not appear to 
be getting the measure of attention it merits. This is a 
·matter of importance to all students of the ancient and 
medireva.l history of India, and it is vital to the study of 
South Indian history. Only a small fraction of the tens 
of thousands of. inscriptions listed has been published -as 
ret. ani·· much of it With no sort Of aids to the S'tl,Jdent ; 
:. >., ' ,. • • 
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in general, and history in particular, in our schools, 
colleges and universities. Humanities are any day a 

• more complex and difficult discipline than the sciences, 
and from the point of view of ·examinations, high marks 
and distinctions are more difficult to obtain in•them. It 
has been rightly said that the astronomy of souls is a 
much more difficult science than that of the stars. .And 
now the.craze is all for science and technology, and in 
their eagerness to promote rapid industrialization, our 
governments have come to believe in the supreme virtue 
of sending out annually at .public expence ship1oads of 
promising young men to England and America for adva
nced scientific and technical training with no clear ideas 
of the nature of the training or the place where it is to be 
had. I would not be understood to deny the need for or 
the value of this develop,nent, though I certainly think., 
and I know that some emine!l.t .. scientists of our country 
also share the view, that there is much room for a more 
co-ordinated plan, and that .haste, in this as in all other 
things makes waste. But I am concerned more im
mediately with stressing the need for the cultivation· 
of the humanities, and of history in particular. Mainly 
because of the advances in the physical sciences· and their 
impact on human life and society, the human sciences are 
in our age 'the most vital, the most essential ·and the 
most exciting subjects of our intellectual effort.' (Rowse). 
The story of man is far more wonderful than the wonders 
of physical science, and one of the wisest of men observed, 
'histories make men wise.' The superb ed:ucational value 
-o:t-hi'stt>ry and its place in a properly articulated systeQl 
of education cannot be put better than in the words of , 
Professor Rowse. He says : 'Nothing gives unity to 
all other arts subjects so much as history. So many of 
them spring out of H, or find much of their material in 
history-such subjects as anthropology, sociology, econo
mics and law, to a lesser extent languages. All of them 
have their historical fi>Bpect and meet together in history. 
It is a subject above all catholic, capacious, mixed ; not 
a pure subject like mathematics, music, or logic ; it is as 
wide and various as Jife. Nor does it only provide the 
best common meeting ground for all the separate art
disciplines ; it gives them the best and most fruitful 
junction with the natural sciences.' If the increasing 
fascination of the B. Sc., and M.Sc., ~r our under
graduates ~s against B. A., ·and M.A., is· not. counteracted 

, in time, not only will they as a class lo\e the ·benefits 



of a broad-based and humane education, but we may 
soon find ourselves faced with other difficulties of a 
serious nature. Recruitmer.t from abroad for the all
India services by the Secret-ary of State has come to a 
stop, and in future we shall have to depend almost entirely 
on our own resources for the personnel of the entire 
administrative system. A good academic course in history 
and allied subjects is admittedly an essential preparation 
for the career of those whose daily task is the proper re
gulation of the conduct of men and their affairs. Again, 
for the wor'k of the teachers in our numerous schools, and 
their numbers must be multiplied very largely if our 
educational system is to meet our needs adequately, fo1 
this teaching work, the narrowly spec,alised B.Sc. anc 
M.Sc. courses are hardly a proper preparation, and Wf. 
should need many more men ~nd women with a mucll 
bJoader training than are elikely to be available if thE 
present drift is allowed to go on unchecked. In fact stu. 
dents of arts subjects in general, and specially of histon 
and allied subjects, should form the natural recruits fm 
the educational services, the civil and djplomatic services 
and the body of social services which will be coming UI 
under the new order, for the legal profession and al 
literary professions such as writing, publishing and jour. 
nalism. Let us hope that the necessity for the promotior 
of the 8tudy of history and the arts on a much wider scalE 
than is evident to-day will be realised by all concerne< 
before it is too late, and suitable steps taken to secure th1 
desired result. Our Congress, it seems to me, has a grea 
part'to play in keeping this problem constantly beior~ "nl: 
t:>ublic eye and in focussing thought towards an effioien 
solution of it. 

I have said little so far directly on the writing ·of 
history, and it· is not my purpose to enter now at any 
leng.th on this entr~ncing and varied !subject. The task 
of.Jlistory is tq~~eveal the past as it was, for .its own sake, 
and to explajn the evolution of.the,px:esent state of thi.egs 
trpm ~.e past~ ~As Trep-elyan has admiraib}i, put it,· there 
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propaganda the consequences· are apt to be deadly. '.And 
in the writing of the history of our coun~ry. the temptatjon 
to select some facts and suppress others .that go against· 
your thesis, or in. your judgment do riot redound to our 
credit, is strong, but must be resisted. An· abso1utely objec
tive history is impqssible, for the historian . cannot cease 
to be a man ; and here lies the value of different. historians 
dealing-with one and the same theme, each in his own 
way-· they tend generally ·to·· correct and supplement one·. 
another, and enable their readers to make a riearer ap:..> 
proach to historical truth :than is possible· with the aid of 
a single work of history .. Eut eve:rt for .th~s, it is essential 
that each historian should accept the. ideal of truth a~d 
impartiality, and refrain from deliberate' suppression and 
distortion. Our own· ~alhana accepted- 'the ideal' ·wbdle-. 
heartedly and said: . . ·' · '• 

• + ·' ' ' • l ~ 
~~~~~ij' ~er ~~~lif. U~lif'i"l~'fia~ 1 _ · · · · ' · -

~aril'fitic:i _ '1_.~<t ~q~~~q- ij'~~<la1 : 11 : : 

' That noble-minded· one is alone worthy Qf praise whose 
word, like that of .;a\ Judge,· keeps free from love or hatred 
in relating the facts: of the past.' -·We can have no better 
s~}~~nd_ard fo!. th? 1hi~tor~an. :. • , , . _ y · 

i There has :been :much. argument on whether :history 
_'is· a science or a· branch of litera'ture ; this is· really a· 

nineteenth century controversy . which ·has lost its edge 
under changed conditions. Twentieth· century science is 
no longer so. cocksure' of 'its objectivity as before. 'Th'e 
historian's work· is .different from that of- the·- sciE-n·tifl-t, an'ci . 

• possibly more difficult, because ,at, e'v'efy stage ihe subject• . 
matter of his thought is man,-and his· actions in all· their 
complexity, and the method of experiment under controlled 
conditions cannot guide his speculation. But it is well 
recognised now that there is much in common between the 
methods of science and of history. Objectivity is not. the 
monopoly of the scientist, any more than the study of 
records and the determination of facts in the light of 
evide1:1ce form the exclusive province of the historian~ And 
the scientists are becoming more and more conscious of 
the social consequences of the ;results reached in the la bora
tory. History has to be scientific in its method, but it bas 
got to be much more. Its task?~ ~o_!;_merely to ascert~in 
the facts about the past, but to reca11 them to hfe. 
The learned monograph is not history ; in a true history 
learning should underlie the narrative, b~ not overwhelm 
it. And the appeal of history to the enli~htened mind is 
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in the last r.esort poetic. Carlyle· writing on Boswell's 
Life of Johnson said: 'History after all is the true poetry 

·. . . Now this Book of Boswell's, this is precisely a revoca
tion of the edict of Destiny, so th~t Time shall not utterly, 
not so soon• by several centuries, have dominion over us! 
They who are gone are still here ; though hidden they are 
revealed, though dead they yet speak.' Much the same 
spirit marks the attitude to the past of two of our own 
masters who wrote centuries before Carlyle. Acarya Dan
din says: 

wrre:~r;wqu)tiP:~Il~U snq em:---"~~ 1 

a1fl't~efw~ritsfq if ~ert.j qtlf 9Jflifff II 

The fame of ancient Kings stands impeNshable, being 
reflected in the mirror of speech, though they are no longer 
here. • 

And again Kalhana. : • 
~s;zt: lfHijfJJfa'-tiPCt it«' sr~q~crt ~JJ: 1 

i!fiferq~r:nflf~ll~t<rr ''llforllT:(({(lr~o:r: u 
;r "'~~~ht~w.>lr<rr•srfcHlllf ~~ 1 
a~~~lK~ f<t;fir'f ~ i!fi~: II 

~ Who else but poets, resembling Prajaptis (in creative 
power) and able to bring forth lively images of things 
>an conjure up the past before the eyes of men ? If th~ 
~oet did not see in his mind's eye the forms which he is to 
reveal to all men, what other sign could there be of his 
Ming divinely inspired ?" The role of historical imagina
iion haif . seldom ·been be'Uer expressed ... · E'vert one OlollllQt • 
)OVtt·,:to write. Jike Gibbon ; b1ilt history must '~ readable· if 
it·~·iO j~ ita .work; in tbll' •a'ftdt • · • ', · ·· · · 

• 



SPEECH 

OF 

LT. COL. SIR C. P. N. SINGH, KT., M.A., C.l.E., M:L.A. 
Vice-Chancellor, P ~tna University and Chairman 

of the Reception Committee. 

Mr. President, ~elegates to the History Congress. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, • .... 
, On behalf of the Recep'!Pi.on Committee, the University 

of Pi:ttna and the Province of Bihar, it is my privilege to 
accord you all a most cordial welcome. We have a homely 
saying in qur villages which, translated into English, would 
meal} "hallowed-is the house on the threshold of which a 
guest sets his feet," I use no mere formality of convention 
when I S:l.Y that by your kind response (in such gratifying~ 
numbers) to our invit::ttion, you have overwhelmed us with 
joy and we wish we were in a position to provide you ,with 
the comforts and amenities of modern life; wa are conscious .. 
of ou:r lack of resources, and can only ask you to tak;e the 
wish for ~he deed; and we hop a you will kindly ex:c~:~se us 
for the many inconveniences at1dJ.discomforts of your stay 

.. ill, a.oolf.grown town· like ours. '· 

What Pa.tna: lacks in modernity, it more than makes' 
up for in antiquity : here wo stand on historical soil: the 
procession' of ltdian history would unroll itself -here to the 
historian' as he muses standing on the banks of the 'Ganges 
much as Gibbon mused amidst the ruins of the splendour 
that was Rome. and conjures up images of the past. From 
comparatively modern times, froin the struggles of a s:r.nall 
trading company, filled with visions .of founding a glorious 
overseas empire on the ruins of a disintegrating· Mughal 
empire, and purduing stead1ly · to that end a course" of 
tortuou3 diplomacy and military aggression, the mind· 
wanders back to mediaeval times-to M<1n Singh and Akbar, 
to Sher Shah and Humayun; further bac~ to Bukhtiyar 
Khiliji a.nd his tornado· of wild horsemen; to M'aurya. 
Emperors, "wielding far, paace or war"; t(\ the Bu_d~ha 
and his band of faithful disciples, prea.ching ahd pract1s1n~ · 



the JoftieE~t humanism that the mind of man ever conceived; 
to Raj nshi Janak and the glories of Mithila, till the mind 
is lost in a tangle of myths, legends and stories. As this 
procession unrolls itself,-not so much as a mere chronicle 
of the rit:le abd growth of kingdoms and of empires, far less 
as a 'sad story of the d'eath of kings', but as a !:!tory of the 
amazing vitality of a people that has survived many a 
change and upheavals and even retained much of its ai.toieut 
culture,-the mind project/::) itself into the future and tries 
to pierce the veil of destiny. 

For the future bas its roots in the pae<t. If it is true 
that 'no man can walk save iu his own shadow,' no nation 
can take even a step forward save long Jines almost pre
determined by its historic past. Traditionar and historical 
heredity is as powerful in a nation as personal heredity 
in an individual. Much of the evlnescent and superficial 
character of current politics in -.£ndia is due to the neglect 
of the fundamental axiom, that "history without politics 
has no fruit, politics without history was no root." The 
problem of constitution-making, for instance, is now the 
most pressing one in India, and we have before our mental 
vision the im&ge of an "independent sovereign republic,'' 
all three words bearing the impress of the west ; and for 
parallels and patterns, we are advised to study the consti
tutions of the Swiss republics, of Soviet republics, and of 
the United States of America. Yet, here in our homeJy 
Bihar, we had at Vaisali, in the remote past, an almost 
perfect lhtle republic, complete in all the essentials and 
in even many of the formalities of the most advanced 
republic of to-day. If properly anal~ sed and studie<t, •the • 
constitution of ancient Vaisali should give guida11ce to 
the solution of many of our present problems ; for at Vaisali 
the chur:·h a11d the state combined and blt.-nded, each con
tributing for the individual citizen, whatever his creed, 
equal opportunities of ''life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness ;" it was in its structure and functions ·•a govern
ment of the people, for the people and by the people." The 

·West bas many gifts to offer us, priceless gifts of knowledge 
and of application of knowledge; but its knowledge is often 
dogmatic and intolerant and its ignorance is btill more often 
dogmatic and intolerant; and what is worse, our indiffer
ence to our own past tempts us to look elsewhere for guid
ance. ·Imitation is generally crude and lifeless, and trans
pl~nt~ion yielcfs hybrid products, strange of flavour and 
baiJ'en of SUStjnance. Much of our present day difficulty, 
much of the fluitl~ss cont,roversy ·over forms and symboJs 



is, to my mind, due to the attempt to transplant western 
social and political institutions on to an alien and therefore 
unresponsive soil. They do not take root- easily, nor <Io 
they prosper, and they have, therefore, to be kept artificially 
alive by strange and devious expedients, wliich in their 
turn, become, as they are bound to, fruitful sources of evil. 
Our political institutions shall have to have their roots in 
our own traditions. and in our own- history. We talk of 
democracy and discourse on concepts of democracy from 
Aristotle to Lenin; forgetting all tlie while thd.t in Kautilya 
we have a complete analysis of political ideas ,a_nd institu
tions, such as took root in Indian -soil, and remaihs of which 
still linger in~our village communities, remains that have 
withstood the 'avages of times and that may yet form the 
firm foundation of our ~olity of the future. Indian history 
and Indian politics have; therefore, to be closely linked up,
and Indian politics inforn!ed and guided by a thorough 
comprehension and correct interpretation of Ind.ian history. 
The permanence or otherwise of human institutions depends 
on •their spiritual basis, for it is the spirit alone that 
endures ; and it is the duty of historians to bring out Clearly 
and in proper perspective the eternal unity, in varieties of 
our national history. When that is done we shall have 
something we could claim and recognise as our ow:n: and 
whatever arrangement is evolved then on local :foundations 
to guide and control human relations in the .country will 
not only ensure enduring peace but also yield well ordered 
opportunity a'nd prosperity for all. / 

. I feel that the history of India has· yet to be w.ritten. 
·E~d'\.lgh has been written about sections d Indian history

the rise and fall of kingdoms and empires, but the true 
history of. Indian people from the time when o~r Aryan. 
fathers settled in the land of thA five rivers, or from even 
before, and of the slow fusion of a long , succession of the 
conquerors and tbe conquered into one organic- Indian 
nation,-this history is yet to ·be written., Our histories, 
such as they are, are too full ofthe conflicts between Aryan 
and non-Aryan, between Greek and Hindu, ,between Saka 
and Hun, between Pathan and Hindu, between Mughal and 
Pathan, finally between Indian and European; but we have 
too little of the history of the common men who -lived the 
same pattern of life of common weals and woes in and 
through these conflicts. We· need a historian to. do for 
Indian history what Green did for En~lish history-re
orientate it into 'a history of the Indian p~ple._' For India 
js one, and its peoples have been welded, ay 'the stress of 
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Geography and of History, into one: the po~fs vis!on made 
this clear to Rabindranath as he made h1s obeisance to 
the 'Spirit of Man,' standing by the shore of the 'ocean of 
humanity that is India'· the daring vision of the poet 
pierced through the pheno:nena and perceived the reality; 
the historian has yet to make this reality clear to the 
common man, present it as a concrete objective historical 
fact,-! mean, this fundamenta.l unity of India. It is to 
this sacred task that I most humbly invite you, scholars 
and students of Indian history, to bring your offerings, 
"of treasures and of gold,, your treasures of knowledge and 
your gold of wisdom. 

INAUGURAL. ADDRESS 

BY 

·:&. 

"' 

HON'BLE SHRI SRI KRISHNA SINHA, 

Prime Minister, Bihar Government. 

Ladies .and Gentlemen, 
I am here to inaugurate this Congress not only because 

it is an honour and privilege, but also because it is a. sacred 
duty which one should like to perform. We stand now 
on the threshold of a new era in the history or our country, 
which is bound to be predominantly an era of recon~t!UC.: • 
tion. In order that this reconstruction may be done on 
sound lines, it is necessary that a full note is taken of the 
genius of the people inhabiting this land as unfolded through 
its history extending over centuries. A proper interpre
tation and appreciation of the past is bound to be of 
immense value in the reconstruction of the fuliure and who 
can interpret the past better than the distinguiehed scholars 
whom I find assembled from all over India here in this 
Congress who aJ'e determined to rescue the history of India 
from oblivion and to rewr-ite it from the result of their 
laborious researches ? The mission in the fulfilment of 

··Which you have all gathered here is thus sacred and it is 
·because of ·this th::1t I consider it a sacred duty to inaugu-
,~~ \hjs ,pongress. _ . _ , · \ 
· t~· · :. i~ refer~ilJl t9ihe, genb1~ •. o~ ~;. people, I have 

;~m, .·:. h •.•. f.y~J,~4~nJ~. • l~,~ap. 'J!)l~r~ ~~ve .l)een 
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much discussion about the meaning and purpose of history 
and the use that can be made of it in shaping the future 
of man. A celebrated man of the last century stigmatised 
history as a 'poor insignificant guess-work science'. But 
there are others who consider history no more i11significant 
and no more i.he suLject of guess-work than any other 
of the human science. According to them on both ·these 
counts history is like the other sciences. Where opinions 
differ,so widely, it is dangerous for a layman like myself 
to take distinguished scholars like you all into a discussion. 
What I can do is to lay before you the hope which has 
drawn me here in your midst. I don't know if there is 
any such thing as. philosophy-- 'of history. According to 
some, philosoph1 aims at a knowledge of that which is 
eternal and inherently necessary-the super-reality~~ Per
haps, there may not be• a philoEophy of history in this 
sense •. -But 'there are others according to whom llte aim 

_ of philosophy is a critical enquiry into what dllen do in 
this world and its purpose is search for wisdom, search for 
the ends ·and values that give direction to our collective 
human activities., A philosophy of history a.t least in this 

· sense of a search for wisdom· which will enable men to 
apply what is known to the, intelligent conduct of human 
affairs, can be said to be a reality and it is a philosophy 
of history in this sense th~t can be of much' use to us in 
the great work of national reconstruction. that lies ahead 
of us. · 

Like changes in other conce'(Jts, -there have been changes 
in the concept of history too. There was a time when· 

• histery was merely military and diplomatic and contained 
full accounts of wars and negotiations. In supercession of 
this there has arisen a concept uf history :wide enough to 
cover the entire activities of man. The history of witrs and 
negotiations has become a mere branch of history in ·this 
new and pervasive sense~ History now deals with the 
formation of moral institutions in the broadest sense of 
the term, including religious institutions and revolutionary 
sects, including sentiment~, custome, fancies and myths 
that are practical in tendencies and content''. History is 
thus a branch of learning which embraces within its fold 
the entire activities of man. It is a record of the mighty 
efforts made~ by the human race to ascend from the level of 
a primitive humanity. In this great march ·of the caravan 
of human progress, in the great. movem~nts of history 
typified i!,1 the rise, growth and decay of civilisations, the 
historian sitsdown to nnd ~ 9-irectiop. and a tlo~. rfhe ~as}} 
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is baffling but 'it has to be done if a study of history is to be 
a source of wisdom to those who have to guide this caravan 
to its goal. !-\ proper undt:>rotanding of this direction and • 
flow and the tendencies made observable to man by history 
in the course of human progress, is bound to be of great 
help in appraising the hopes and desires surging through 
the heart of mankind at present aud a just appraisement 
of these is necessary for a proper reconstruction of the 
future, a task which bas to be done with great care and 
caution if mankind is to rise in the scale of civilisation. 

A study of history thus possesses immense importance 
for us at a time when we stand at the end of the distressing 
present and at the commencement of a. thrilling future. 
Historians have compared the movement of the human 
race to the great tides of the.ocean. But these tides 
consist of innumerable waves .which have their own laws 
to guide then. The entire mankind has not yet become 
permeated with that degree of social consciousness wnich 
would be necessary to form a world society. Mankind is 
still divided into smaller societies which function with 
a degree of autonomy, integration and self-consciousness. 
The result of this is that while men have a good deal in 
common, they because of their b.elonging to different 
groups, possess peculiarities which distinguish rren of 
one group from those of another. we who inhabit this vast 
land also have got our own peculiarities wrought in us by 
environments and circumstances to which we have been 
subjected through centuries. The history of India is a 
testimony of how environment and circumstanc~.h~v~ 
worked to make of us a different sub-group of the human 
race. It is these peculiarities which make Indian History 
of special importance to us. It cannot be gainsaid that a 
corrrect and comprehensive study of deeds and conditions 
of life of the Indian people through successive episodes 
is indispensable at the present moment when we are on 
the threshold of a new world order and a new era in our 
country. Traditions and knowledge oof the past must be 
fairly known and fully utilised to effect a sound re
adjustment between the old and the new, a thing so neces
sary for a fruitful and sound reconstruction of Indian life. 

, In tile vast panorma of human- history t· the history 
of ow land, with the peculiar rythm of its own, occupies 
an important If}ace. We are inheritors of a mighty'civiUsa
ti~n Mhieh h~ its l-oots back in a_ past~ which igno.tance and 
jJtejudice hare 89 ·far .been respoas~b~e for ~eepin~ a way _ 



from the gaze of the world. A whole army of indefatigable 
searchers after truth is required. to reconstruct a true 

• history of India, especially of the period which !Zoes by the 
name of prehistoric India. It is a matter of profound 
gratification to find that scholars possessed of. zeal and 
devotion like those whom I ·find assembled here, have taken 
up the-work of presenting to th.e world a true ,picture of 
India that was and I am sure that while engaged in digging 
the debris to unearth the India that was, they will discover 
ample materials to reward. their l-1bour and keep up their 
•spirit. In tpeir arduous· task they will meet not only those 
who dreamt dreams of founding republics and empires but 
also those who taught men how to live and what is 'all this 
effort .of manki!ld to ascend from· the· primitive level, 
:which we find enshrineo in history, but a11 ·effort to live 
better ? · • · - cv • 

Gentlemen, I have· alrea<!y taken· much of your time 
and I do not want to take more· of it. But l cannot finish 
without telling you of the hope that has drawn me here. 
I belong to a class which is sometimes ridiculed as a class 
of politicians. It is said that our main occupation. is to 

·arouse pop~lar passions and harness them to the ends that · 
we set before ourselves. Yes, politicians sometimes do 
such a job, hut those are the perverted type of politicians, 
as there are also historians .of the_ perverted type who 
-instead of interpreting the past in its true perspective,- so 
interpret it as to inake history a sto~e-house' of materials 
which instead of drawing men together, make their). :fly 
against one another. But the right types of politicians 

•aBd ti:Pstorians have a nobler work to do and in this work 
the roles of the politicians and t1ie historians_ are comple~ 
mentary. The constructive business ot a politician is to 
cai1alise the moral forces worki-ng in society and on the 
basis of this rear up a political structure in which liberty 
ana authority will be so reconciled as to make the realisa. 
tion, of good life possible for men living in society. History 
is the great laboratory in which a tternpts in this direction 
have been made in the past. It is the sacred task of the 
historian to interpret these experiments made in the past, 
which are bound to be,of great help in reconstructing the 
future. The end of the most humiliatiEg period of Indian 
history seems to have come~ We are on the height from 
which the promis{~d land seems to be in sight. Very soon 
we shall be called upon to reconstruct a •freQ Iudia on the 
basis of those high principles which the great father of the 
Indian people has been pro~lai~ing to a wea~1 wor_ld. A~ 
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such a moment, histori ms with a true grasp of the genius 
of the Indian people are bound to be of immense help to us. 
I have a hope that the historians of our land will rise to 
the occasion and help us in this work. It is this hope 
which has ~rawn me here and I am sur~ my hope will be 
fulfilled. 

PH.ESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY • 
K. A. NILAKANT., 8ASTRI, 

Professor of Indian History and Archaeology, 
University of Madras. 

I am deeply sensible of the high honour that you have 
conferr.ed on me in calling upon me to be president of this 

. Session of the Indian History Congress. It is the highest 
honour to which any student of history in our country can 
aspire. St.arting with the limited aim of confining its atten
tion to modern Indian History, the Congress soon extended 
the sphere of its activity to cov.:r the whole range of Indian 
history, and has now come to be recognised as the most 
important gathering of the historians of India. I am consc
ious of my limitations for the task of conducting the deli
berations of so learned and comprehensivJ a conference,. yet • 
I have accepted the invitation in the hope that the hearty 
co-operation of the scholars assembled particularly of the 
presidents of the different sections who are specialists each 
in his own field. will enable us to maintain the• high stand
ard of work this Oonferenca has set for itself in its past 
sessions. 

Before proceeding further, it is my sad duty to men
tion the demise of two of our former presidents. In the death 
of Rao Bahadur K. N. Dik:)hit so soon after his retirement 
from the Director Generalship of Archreology, Iv.dology has 
sustained l} very serious loss. rrhis brilliant schplar and 
archmologi§t was engaged in active work on two schemes 
of Indian history which are now in progress, and a cruel 
fat~dr&s ·snaiichett him·befvre he could complete the work. 
Aga+n,:~be dea.• l~ss tha n ·a· month ago of the doyen of 
Indian }jistoritlons/ Dhvan BJh~du:r> · • S. Krishna a wami · 
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Aiyangar, has tnade another big void in the editorial board 
of our history schem.e which it will not be easy· to fiil. 
Full of years and honours, he too was actively engaged tv 
the last in seeking to c_omplete the chapters undertaken by 
him for our projected ':history. of India.· We in this eon
ference have special r,eason to lament the loss of• these two 
scholars who have ha.d so large a Rhare in guiding aud 
inspiring the work of this Congress from its beginning. 

The'year has w_itnessed .. a most momentous event in 
O'Qr national history, the arrival of India on the threshold 
of freedom with the formation of a national Government 
under the leadership of Pi1ridit J awaharlal Nehrll. And it 
is a. happy and significant coincidence that we should be 
meeting t=;O soon ~fter in the preci nets of ancient Patalipu-

. tra, the seat of the firBt..- great nation;:d g)Vernment which, 
in historical times, undfli Ohan~hagupta -Maurya and his 
successors, brought 'p.racticall~·the whole of India under one 
rule .... Patna -now celebrates in this Conference of the 
students of our national history, the auspicious rebirth of 
our national _government not unattended by the natural 
pangs. It is as well that at this moment, we remind 

ourselves of the resources of our past which can be drawn 
upon to foitify the nation B.nd carry it through its grand, 
though difficult, re-emergence. While plunging into a whole 
vast se_ries of changes, novelties and invention111 inevitable 

.in the setting,up of a new oJ'Cler, India has need to resume 
contact with her traditions. In a time or. crisis· and 
recreation like this, it is.essential ~0 maintain a close tO).lCh&. 
with our own paot. For unlike· several other countries, in · 
India the whole of her past ma'y he· said to live and lie· 

·coilerup inside the present, potent for good and iil in the 
shaping of our futurei 

India has had a past which has· known glory as well 
as tragedy, triumph as' well as failure, fulfilment as well as 
frustration. The present, we venture to hope, in spite of 
all a.ppeaJ'ance,s to the contrary; will be ·an epoch of the 
glorious -.:fulfilment of an ideal which has fascinated and 
fired :th~ hopes and aspirations of the famous heroes of 
our hfstory. 1!axMuller used to say : · 'My .interest lies ·• 
altogether with the people of India, when left to themselves, 
and historically I should like to draW a Jine after the year 
1000 after Christ.' And in a verJ large measure he was_ 
right. For the best contributions of Indian Civilization to 
the stock of bun1an culture had been mad~ by then;· the -
subsequent history of India may well be l~ked upon : in 

2 
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one sense as a sustained rear-guard action calculated to 
conserve the gains of past ages against the impact of alien 
and unsympathetic forces. If I were required to name the 
period when Indian civilization attained its apogee, I would • 
point to the five or six centuries that followed the establish
ment of the ' upta empire, with a considerable extension 
of the period by some centuries for South India. For you 
will see thu.t in that age the most advanced races of men 
lived not in Europe or America, but in Asia, and among 
the Asiatic nations, we in India held the foremost place 
in all the arts of civilized life. Our ancestors were quite 
confident of themselves and ready to recognize merit wherever 
they found it. as when varahamihira said that the Greeks 
deserved as l!lUCb respect as our own rishis for their emi
nence in astronomy. India then meant !lPt only the ex
tensive peninsula now so c.alled. but its vast hinter-:and 
in Central Asia, happily styled .serindia to-day, as also 
the sister peninsula of Indo.China and the neighbouring · 
archipelago: in fact India e•xtended wherever her ancient 
classical language was studied, her gods worshipped. and 
her ceremonies followed, her way of life, her arts, and 
her literature accepted. Then was the Indian ocean propely 
so-called, for India's ships and India's rna riners roamed at 
large over all the ports and emporia from Africa to China. 
And the Chinese who then shared with Indians the front 
rank in the civilized world turned to India with admiration~ 
and followed her steps diligently' in all the higher reaches. 
of religion and philosophy; scores of their pious pilgrims 
and eager scholars braved the unknown dangers of deserts, 
mountains, and seas in order to worship at the shrines of 
the holy land of India and drink d~ep at her fountains of 
learning. And they often took back with them noroniy. 
sacred relics and scriptural texts, 'Dut preachers and pandits 
who could expound the law of Dharma in far off lands and 
translate its texts into the language of ,the country. For any 
one who takes a broad view, this intercourse between China 
and India, maintained for many generations, and renewed 
more than once after intervals, holds an important pla'cf:l in 
the intellectual commerce of human'ity; the obscure pandits 
and sramanas whose names alone have floated down to us, 
and others evsn more numerous, who must remain forgotten 
for ever, accomplished a high and -noble work, for they 
helped to bring togeth• whateJTer was best and most uni
ver~~l in two great• civilizations. They overcame the 
l$tti~rs of geogr_aphy, race,. and ,Janguage, and united ·two 
gJreaiJ>eoples in. l:fn intimate communion of $bought and .soul. 

; t .... · . i • . . 
;: ''·.~\ 
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From time immemoria+ the idea of Indian unity has 
been cherished in 'legend and song. The empire of the 

~ ancestors of Sri Rama, tpe Ikshvakus of Ayodhya, is ~aid to 
have extended over the whole world, by which was meant 
the world of Jam budvipa, India as it 'was then k~own: 

trCfT'!effir<T ~~rmtrr<:i~<rr cr~f1:1~T I 

Likewise in the Mahabharata, "Yudhisthira tells Sri 
Krishna just before the Rajasuya : -

c<H~ tJ:fP.f<iT ~ ;r~ i!i~l!J crcra- I 

According to one account, Prthu Vainya was the first 
monarch of the world, and the earth came to be called 
Prthivi after hirp. Bharata, the son of Dushyanta and 
Sakuntala, was a rnong the first emperors of all India, and 
after him the "land bore t~ name of Bharatavarsha. The 
Aitareya Brahmana contains a_ list of the anointed empe
rbrs of all India in early times of whom history, as known 
to us; has little tO tell. The clearest and the most decisive 
statement on the unity of India occu:rs in the Arthasastra, 
the·first great treatise on Indian polity from the pen of the 

~·thinker and statesman who was, at least in part, the archi
tect of the political un'ity of India as it was realise.d in the 
Mauryan empire. Kautilya laid it down distinctly that 
the land which extends north to south from the Himalayas 
to the sea, and:--measures a thousand yojanas across, is tlie 
field of the Cakravartin (Cakravarti-kshetram). Kautilya''s 
ideal was fully realised under Asoka whose empire ~as 
even vaster and greater than that· which Britain is relin
quishi~ in India to-day. But politics was by no mea.ns the. 
niain pre-occupation of our ancestors as it is with' use and 
with other nations to-day, and even in the long periods when 
India comprised a number·of states, the conception of her 
unity vis-a-vis the rest of the world did not flag or falter for 
a sin~le moment. Indian unity, the ese.en_ce of her national., 
ity, was cultural, not political.: The unity of India is to be 
found in the ample range of her .holy places of pilgrimage.'in 
the names of the rivers and mountains of the country which 
are as music to the·,ear of an Indian, in the firm hold on the' 
popular mind of her noble epics and ballads whose charac
ters. an~ situatio.ns are lovi?gly localised. in every part of. 
India, and even 1n Indo-Chma. It found 1ts ex.press10n no~ 
in parliament or empire, but in the comprehensive ·social . 
ideal of Dl1arma to w!.hich all ber children naturally 'confo
rmed without exception. Asoka's noble. uttel-ances in his 
edicto furni8h the most outstanding• evidence t~at this was 

\ ' 
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no pious r::entiment or remote idea], but the lamp of daily 
life for officials as for citizens. 

The advent of Islam into India at the close of the 
twelfth century A.D., indeed threatened to break up the 
unity of India for a time, as it threatens to do again 
in our owR day. But as the effects of the first onset 
wore out with time, Muslim and Hindu were not slow 
to discover that perpetual antagonism between groups 
whose lot was cast together was both unnatural and 
inhuman. The good men from both sides came together 
on more and more friendly and equal terms with results 
that declared themselves in the movements of religious 
reform and reconstruction both in Hinduism and in Islam, 
and in the fresh creative efforts that marked every sphere 
of the nation's life. its language and lite,ature, its archi
tecture and its pninting, its music and dance. It was a 
process of mutual education that be~efited both parties and 
went a good way to assimilate their culture and outlook 
There were, of course, extromists on either side who sought 
to foment strife and keep up and exaggerate the differences, 
and unfortunately history chronicles their actions and 
their evil fruits in greater detail th~n they merit, almost 
to the exclusion, or at le11 st relative neglect, of the more 
normal and fru:tful activities of their peaoeful social life. 
The Muslim rulers of India were quite alive to the unity 
of India, and the Khaljis and Tughlaks and later Aurang
zeb, brought nE-<arly the whole country under their sw '3-Y 
though only for short periods. But their efforts were in 
the conditions of the case, bound to provoke reactions, and 
Vijayanagar, the Mahrattas, R·'ljputs and Sikhs were bound 
te> take up the implied challenge. The illustriou:; 1rkbar • 
made a conscious and deliberate atternpt to promote nation
al solidarity by cultural eclecticism, political policy and 
administrative action; but he was too much in advance 
of his times, his drPams remained unfulfilled; the later 
Mughals reversed gear and undid much of the good work 
that had gone on before. 

The more modern history of India is a tale of disunion 
a.nd dissension, neglect of sea-power, and failure to catch 
up with the advances in the art of warfare among the newly 
risen nations of· thf' West, leading to the gradual. and 
inevitable subjugation of the. en·tire country to the '-most 
talented, if also the :rftost fortunate, among the . nations of 
Europe tJ:lat competed for the ·rich prize in the East. The 
present is bard]p the time for· casting •'the final balance
aheet of....tbe re)ations between England and India. But on 

' 
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~ny reckoning, the greatest achievement of British rule in 
India and the most beneficent is the political unification---of 
the country and the organization of its rule under a firmly 
knit administrative system. Modern conditions of trans
port and communication have re!ldered this possible_, and 
the repercussions of world politic·s during and since the 
second· world war leave no shadow of doubt that a' divided 
India would be a menac·e to the peace· both. of herself and
the world, while, united and progressive, she may yet shed 
·the lustre of her great and ancient, culture ori the rest of 
the world and save it from stumbling into the abyss of a 
third world war. · .... 

History, said Seeley, is past politics-a dreary limita
tion which few are inclined to .accept at a time when history 
has come to be regarded, and regarded rightly, as the entire 
record of men living in SIOcieties in their geographical arid 
physical environment. But ii hi$tory is much more than 
past politics, present politics is at least half history. Wha~ 

~ we have been determines in. a large measure what we are, 
and may well influence, if not decide, what we shall be. It 
may not then be wit,hout interest ~o confront the past 
experience ofthe nation with some of its present problems. 
In doing this I do .not mean .to suggest a revival of past 
ideas, practices ·or institutions; for this is by no means 
possible, and may not be desirable in modern con<fitions 
even to the limited extent to -whicl-1 it may be held possible, 
by some. !'-or do I mean to suggest that direct guidance 
can ·be derived from them for, the -solution of our present 
problems .. But I do think that a contemplation of those 

• asp~s of. national history will help to bring about an aware
ness of the neglected s"ides of the genius of the peopl~· which 
may have a tangible though indirect use in the task of 
planning the future of the nation. For this purpose I shall 
devote more attention to the earlier and the more seminal· 
phase qf our history when all the great problems of social' 
organisation were faced and ~olved, and the foundations 
of an abiding national culture laid by the .. original 

. thinkers and seers of the community. Much of thisis 
obviously subjective. valuation though based on established 
facts of history, and·r shall not b_e surprised if these 'Views 
do not find universal acceptapce; indeed I should rejoice if 
the utterance of my tentative thovghts on 'these important 
subjects leads to more coherent and fruitful studies from , . 
some of my learned colleagues~ , · • 

From, the earliest times the history ·of ~ndia has been 

' 
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a more or less continuous story of acconimodation and 
adjustment between different culture groups. The group 
which spoke the language which developed ir1to classical 
San8krit in later times, the Indo- Aryans as they have been 
called, exhibited qualities of leadership which secured for 
them the first place in society wherever they went; and so 
in c~urse of time the whole of India was '-\ryanised' and 
the Indo- Aryan himself became muoh more Indian in his 
outlook. The resulting Indian culture was a blend in which 
Aryan and pre-Aryan elements were mixed in different 
proportions and with varying results in the va.rious parts 
of the country. It was a great ta~5k, that of civilizing 
large sections of the human race, undertaken and executed 
with great skill, patience and humanity. A ng the work was 
continued outside India also. Mohenjodaro and Harappa 
indeed render it probable that parts of India at least knPw 
a higher material culture than that a•t the command of 1he 
Aryans when they appeared itf India; but of the actual 
conditions that prevailed in these parts when the /l ryans 
came we have as yet no definite knowledge, and the ger.eral 
picture of the Aryanization of India still remains in its 
outlir.es what it was before the discov<"TY of the Indus valley 
culture. However that may be, the most significant factor 
in the whole situation is the understanding shown and the 
experience gained in accommodating many local differences 
in ohe general scheme and evolving a complex culture-system 
which was remarkablE~ alike for the unity: of the geperal 
framework accepted all over, and for tbe flexibility which 
found room for innumerable variations. This characteristic, 
Indian culture h....::::-s retained through the ages, particularly 
in its social and religious organisation. The Persians lnld 
Greeks, Sakas and Huns were all accepted as they came in, 
and more or less rapidly Indianized and absorbed into the 
social structure. · 

The principles of caste organization formed an im
portant element in so orderirg society that its different 
elements found full scope for their development and self-ex
pression while at the same time 'they co-operated wherever 
possible and necessary for the common good of society. 
The social and economic benefits of the inatitution of cast~ 
have no't be-en overlooked by dispassionate students of the 

. ~ub~ec~ .. That in recent times c•te bas departed far from 
ltS O!Jgmal nature an(l purpose, and developed several 
.undesifabl8.features such a·s its extreme rigidity and i:s 
~Q.~nq!t;\~ .p.nue. pes.rily. to m.·ul_tiply sub;.div. is ions is· also 
~dnl:ttte(lQp .,llhf¥1ds. »P.\-~t the tendency: for society to 
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·divide itself into different strata of a more or less exclusive 
chara"cter is not the monopoly of India, is not as well 
recognised as it should be. We have as yet known no 
society which in practice is fully egalitarian. And some 
Western writers like Gerald Heard and Charles Waterman 
are seen deliberately advocating the-formation of something 
like the ancient varnas of India as the greatest desideratum 
of Western society at the moment, in order to correct its 
universal absorption in the pursuit of, purely eco,p.omic ends. 
The truth of the matter is, inequality of various .kinds is 
real among mep, and you have to :take account of them in 
the dispositions of ~::~ociety; the West has chosen the path 
of proclaiming equality in theory, and for the rest of it, 
except for the vote which seems now to satisfy nobody, 
following the pl!ilosophy of 'devil take the 'hindmost' iil 
the\ arrangements of_da.ily life; the economic consequences 
of fts "incidence are now iovght to be corrented by means of 
social securHy schemes. Th~ old Indian ·way followed the 
other alternative of r~cogpizing inequalitie:s in cap1;1cities 
and needs as facts, organizing society into different' more 
or less homcgeped'us groups, and r~gulating the relat!ons 
among them according to the e.quitable standards of dharma. 
This system worked on-the whole very well, and what is 
more, it enabled Ineiian t?ociety to weathe"r many a storm 
successfully. Caste as we know' it now does indeed stand 
in need of much reform,· and there is every need for fesmn
ing and quickly completing the po;rcess of securing a proper 
place in society for the so-called 'ca.steless'-Harijans as 
Mahatma.ji has named them. But the assertion so often 
and so confidently made that caste is incompatible with 
democracy is only true in the limited and relatively 

·unimportant sense that it affords no .scope for the doc
-trinaire:theory of equality; in practice caste .ltas not, 'been 
found a hindrance'to the' adoption of the same laws, Qivil 
and· criminal, to \govern aU strata of society, or to ·the 
progressive realisation of political freedom under democratic 
realisations. o 
_ · The same capacity to achieve unity in diversity mark.:. 
ed the political arrangements of the ancient Indian state. 
Politics, as already observed: did not fill so large a place in 
the life of the past as it does to-day. In those days they. 
looked to the state for very little. The ruler was expected 
just to uphold the existing social order and protect it from 
internal trouble and foreign invasion, and receive as his· 
wage the taxes paid by the people, particularly a part of the. 
produce of land. The social order itself had its' roots elsewhere· 
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-in Revelation (druti), tradition (smriti) and the practice 
of the elite (acara). The ruler had ordinarily little control 
over the numerous social, economic and religious concerns 
of the people, except by way of dispensing justice when 
disputes were brought before him or his courts. 'l he details 
of the daily. life of the people were looked after by numberless 
autonomous groups and associations bound by ties of locality, 
caste, occupation or religious affi.lia tion. These groups 
generally followed custom and ancient practice, though 
they were by no means unwilling to try new methods 
should occasion demand it. Each group had its own cons
titution, generally well understood by its members, and 
flexible enough for meeting ne::w situations. There was 
usually a general assembly which met rarelY except perhaps 
once a year on some definite festive or ceremonial occasion, 
and an executive body in charge of the daily routine. The 
executive was often chosen by k>t from among persons 
possessing certain prescribed qilalifications of age, learning 
or property. Decision by majority of votes was not un
known, but usually the aim was to reach a. unanimous and 
integrated decision by reconciling the different interests 
and points of view. Guilds of merchants, associations of 
craftsmen, artisans atld manufacturers, of students, ascetics 
temple-servants, priests, and so on, besides the territorial 
assemblies of the village and higher administrative units
all" functioned more or less independently of the king•s 
governmer~t. In some periods as under the Mauryas and 
the Guptas, and the Cholas and Akbar, a fairly strong and 
centralised administration did come into existence and 
promote the well being of the subjects in a remarkable 
manner ; but on the whole steady control from the Qantre • 
was the exceptioY rather than the rule, and social life 
maintained its integrity mostly by the efficient functioning 
of the autonomous pluralistic local organisations. In most 
of them membership was voluntary, and in all every effort 
was made to secure the acquiescence if not the enthusiastic 
approval of the members for the lines of action followed. 
There was thus full scope for the realiz'ltion of the substance 
of democracy; and though life was lived at a much sl~·Wer 
teJDpo than in our age of speed, the ar~a of realizcld froci a1 
satisfaction was very much greatqr. 

< The "modern state ie oonojrned wi~h ' .complicated 
OOQJ:\QtnY w~th its tamifioa.ti'otlts extending _\lir®ghout the 
·w~rl~ ¥fd it is obvious thfit the old ·liotiqnis ... regarding 
tMii.Q,\2 ,:,of the. rti~T t'hat I· h'a•e. · . ·. ·····.. :·.:$bove ·have 

~· .··w-:;.~~!~~;!J~.the. ~!~f .~ti~x!V ;,'~ ·· " e$nsistent 
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adoption of the principle 0f autonomy i D. the orga ni:sation of 
religious and social institutions perhaps deserves sorn e 
emphasis as it may still be availed of for the Rolution of 
problems arising ()Ut of diversities of religion and culture: 
By long and continuous tradition the Indian stat.e has been 
most liberal in its religious policy; Asoka wtth all his zeal 
for the prop ~gation of the ethics of Buddhism throughout 
the world did not dream of pressing his subjects to adopt 
his creed; the many Hindu rulers of Western India willingly 
allowed the ·Arab Mu:;lim traders who cn.me and settled 
in the ports and cities of the land to build mosques and 
practise their religion without let or hindrance; it w<1s part 
of Akbar's magnificent• dream ·that by doing away with tthfl 
special dis.'l.bilit~s of the Hindus and the specia.l privileges 
of the Muslims arid thus treating Hindus and Muslim~ 
alike, he would bring the~ together arJd lay t)le foundation"-
of perpetyal friendship betwei3n the two religion~ ; exeept 
on the few occasions when Muslim rulers endeavoured to 
force their religion on their subjects, the authority of the 
state was never employed in India to foster the sprN>d 
of one religion at the expense of another; a.nd the principle 
of cujus regio ejus~ religio never found acceptance in this 
country. If there is any country in the world where free
dom has prevailed and may be expected to· prevail for all 
religions'tofLmrishside·bf·side, it is India. Itis only a~ 
modicum of good sense that is- needed on the part. of a.ny 
one to see that this is so. May th~t measure of good sense 
enter the minds of those few who in the name of religion 
havA contrived to throw the country into turmoil and 
confusion. -Tbe growing demand for linguistic provinces raises 
in its turn nuny thorny problems that may w~ll prove 
impossible of satisf&.ctory solution. But if the concern of 
the protagonists of the movemen-t is truly for the languages 
and literatures they tepreHent and the culture em bodied in 
them, and if they are not using the cry as a cloak for ·some -
unstated ulterior purposes, they may be invited to reflect 
whether the setting up of properly .constituted voluntary 
cultural agencies, liberally supported by the governments 
and pt>ople of the areas concerned, will not prove an easier 
and more satisfactory means o'f attaining_ the ends they 
have in view. · 

One further aspect of the politic':1l parctice of ancien.t 
India deserves more than passing attention 'n the present 
posture of world affairs, especially in South-Eastern Asia. 

3 ' 
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Tne mu1Hrneut of Aryanizatirm, after it had covered the 
whole 0f India, then crossed the seas a11d flowed on to 
Burma, Y1a.l:-ty:-:~.l T ndo-Ohina and the .Arch~pelago. But this 
spread of Indian culture abroad was mr re the unfoldment 
of a natural creative process in the ca1\0.~ uf human progress 
than the penetration of <tlien countrie~ by ioree or fraud for 
the a~graodisement of the ho.ne country l'1dii.n colonies 
brought as much good to the lands coloniz'21d a"' Indian 
empire~ did to the conq.1ered bnJs. ;System -~.tic e~phitation 
of occllpied lands forcned no p trt of the policy of the con. 
queror or colonist. The empires and colonies of In Ha ex
celled not so much by the strclngth of their military organiz
ation or the ubiquity of thf'l cleruchy as' by their achievement 
in the realms of culture and art. Wh:1.t the.cleruchy w.1s to 
the military empires of the ancient \:Vestern world, and 
military, ncwal atvl air ba~es are t~ the modern imperialist 
powers, that the agrahara wast~ their ancient. Indian counter
parts. Not armed forces, but groups of learned men, were 
enabled, by the multiplication of these found<1tions, to go a11d 
spread the light of their teaching and the ideals of the good 
and noble life in almost every village and t0wnship. The 
temple, the vihara., and the matha wert'l other symbols of 
empire and colony which repaid a hundredfold the pious 
attentions lavished on them by their founders. Th.e result" 
of the wider peace established by the Inrlian eml)ire;; anrl 
colonies, and the fullBr op:Jortunitie3 opened oat by t~em 
for the self-expr14s~ion of the people, are to be tr·ctced, not 
in the political subjection or economic ruin of nations, but 
in 1he growing eagerness of our people to seek contacts 
with the outside world, t0 learn from the foreigner, as well 
as to teach him-all in a friendly way, in the greater· 
refinement of our architecture and the arts, and in the richer 
maturity of our literary creations. Among the most 
characteristic contributions of Ancient Inrlia to the sum 
of huma.n happiness must be counted 1hin~s lik~ the religious 
And artistic influences that flowed on the kingdoms of the 
SrJuthern Sea, as the Chinese call8d them, from the Anhdra 
and Pallava kingdoms of South India and the Pala empire 
of Bengal. Does this carry no le~son to these colonial 
powers of the West who are still clinging desperately to the 
antiquBted notions and prRctices fr'-'.ught with danger to 
the pearce and happit1ess of the nations of the world? And 
may it not be that in st;,nding up for the freedom of India 
and the lands of South-Eastern Asia from e_xternal polit.ical 
and economic 'domination, our leaders are only seeking 
the recovery tf the conditions tbat once conduced to the 
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happiness of these lands and the good of the worlJ? E~peri
ence has indeed taught Britain the futility of attempts to ex
ploit colonies, and the value of free association with them, 
but even she lacks as yet the capacity for really generous and 
free associatjon_on equal terms with peoples of .a different 
colour and culture. The cosmopolitan humanism of the 
arir.ient Indian colonists deserves to be recognised as a rare 
product of the highest cultivation of the human spirit. 

India counted among thh richest countries of the 
ancient world, and was long noted for her manufactures 
and trade along different lines. Still the ancient economy 
was much simpler than that of the ·present day, and in 
many respects what held good then -will do so no longer. 
But we are still at the beginning of our Industrial Revolution, 
and the attempt to modernize our system of production and 
distribution"on Western ]!atterns has not yet proceeded far. 
It may be of some use at this fupcture to recall the salient 
features of the vanishing' economy and to assess its strong 
points; for that will enable us in some measure to realise 
the cost at which we may be purchasing the benefits of 
the new order,. and may be it even sets our captains of 
Industry thinking ·of ways in .which that cost may be 
reduced to a minimum, and some at least of th3 old values 
conserved and worked into the neW order. 

Some western students of India's past, and let us grate
fully acknowledge that till the other day there were few 
others so diligently occupied in unravelling and interpret
ing our past for us, once persuaded themselves that the 
people of ancient India were more concerned all ·their" lives 

"with1)reparing for life in the other world, than with living 
in this, .and that they were altogether indifferent to 
mundane well-being and prosperity. That this was 

1
true 

only of the sanyasis, or ascetics, and to a limited extent 
of the class of Brahmin-s who dt:lvoted themselves to learn
ing and religion and were supported by the community,
and did not apply to the people as a whole at any timet 
is now well recogniz'3d. For the rest, the desire for wealth 
and the c.omfort and distinction it brings to its possessor, 
was quite as strong among Indi<>ns as among the "people 
of any other country. Only its operation in anti-social 
ways was more or less effectively restrained by a voluntary 
allegiance to the 'ideal of dharma. -

Til.e code etljoined on even a manufa-cturer- and trader 
not to be too relentless, too eager and gra.bbin~ in the pursui~ 
of wealth, but to fol)ow the path of rectitudl, and jnsti.ce. 
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It was Fqually in~istent that tre wealth accumulated was to 
be spent on worthy causes. We may not believe that these 
ideal prescriptions were always and everywhere followed 
to the letter; but literature and epigraphy show beyond 
doubt that tbey actively influenced the daily life of vast 
numbers from generation to generation, and that the social 
nilieu was such that a man eommanded the esteem ')f 

his fellowmen and of the rulers of thf> land to the extent to 
which he followed the law of Dharma. 

Local self-sufficiency, and production for consumption 
was the rule with regard to the essential commodities of 
life. There was inter-regional trade in some commodities 
hke salt and sugar, and a fairly developed foreign trade 
in fine cloth of various qualities and artPIJles of luxury. 
By no mE>ans impresive in its volume according to modern 
btandards, the maritime trade iJ.It Indian exports was 
t>nough 1o alarm the moralists ~nd economists of the early 
Roman empire, and the fina.nciers of China at a later time. 
But all production including that for export was domestic 
production, and the craftsman worked generally in his 
own house with simple tools ancl at his own conveniencP. 
Every article be produced was as much an expression of 
his own personality as an effort to meet the wishes of the 
customer. The achievement of great and striking results 
with relatively simple tools was the leading trait of the 
best work in those days in all spheres, and what Mr. Percy 
Brown f'ays of the construction of a Hoysala temple at Belur 
is typical of much elt!e in the ancient Industrial arts of India. 
The navaranga of the Chennakesava temple, he says, is a 
hall 92 feet by 78 and as there are in it forty-six pill~s all • 
of which, save the four in the central bay, are each of 
different design. the variety of form and complex character 
of the whole is astonishing. It seems as if the system 
employed in the design and construction of these pillars 
was that of entrusting each example to one head artist and 
his assistants, who combined as a team to produce their 
fhwst work. Set to compete against one another in such 
a manner, each pillar became, therefore, an individual 
masterf)iect>, the fertility of invention and the minuteness 
of the execution in every instance being phenomenal. One 
column in the middle hall is so unique in character that it 
has been distinguished by the name of the Narasimha 
pillar, for to show his cleverness the sculptor has not only 
carved its capit~l, shaft, and base, into .a repeating pattern 
of niches in ea<1h of which is enshrined an image, but has 
ingeniously contrived that the whole pillar coutd be rotated 
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·at will. Yet underneath all these interlaced mouldings 
and intricately finished forms it is possible to see, in spite 
of this plastic overlay, that the basis of the design is in 
conformity with the Chalukyan order, that there is through. 
out a certain conventional combination of elem.ents which 
is unmistakable. 'fhat each detail of the building was the 
work of specialists in their craft, a not uncommon proc'edure 
in other forms· of Indian art, is indicated by the fact that 
on a nu~ber of the images, parGicularly those on the 
brackets, there is inscribed the name of the sculptor, like a 
signature, thus showing that each individual artist had 
contributed to the scfi'eme, a selected speciJnen of his 
handiwork.'* The same t scope for freedom and personal· 
inittative withitn the framework of broad conventions 
marked the practices if the useful' arts as much as of the 
fine arts, and the artisan•was nearly as much a creative 
artist as the poet, musician.or painter. His standard. of 
life mig.ht not have been as high as that of his modern 
counterpart j but unlike the latter, he was a man, not a 
'hand' 

Modern industry as we all know, is ·altogether a 
different story. Ever since Adam 'Smith expounded the 
economic possibilities of division of labour· and the enor
mous increl:l.se in the quantity of production resulting from 
a labourer devoting himself entirely to the making of the 
eighteenth part of a pin instead of the whole pin, quantity 
and speedhave been accepted as ·the ideals of industry. in 
the West; the protesting voices of Carlyle, Ruskin and 

'Morris, prophets of quality and art, went unheeded; though 
·in re'trent years sociallegisb.tion has made notaole efforts 

to obviate the evils of reckles.s profit-hunting and restore 
somewhat of the lost integri.ty of human personality, there 
is as yet no sign that. the struggle for markets and raw 
materials has either abated or may not lead to more 
warfare. ' 

As for ourselves, we have already gone some . way 
down the slippery slope, and have begun to experience both 
the good and bad effects of incipient industrialisation.· But 
the main question is whether, in the indispensable re
organization of our economic life on modern lines, we ·shall 
follow the path of the Western nations in every detail 
or endeavour somehow to evolve another way which, without' 
denying us the benefits of modern machine production 

\ ' 
*Indian Architecture, I, p. 167. 
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would conserve as far as po .. sible the human, ethical and 
resthetic values characLeristic of our national culture. This, 
it seems to me, is the difficult problem posed by the philosophy 
of Gandhism and its emph11.sis on elemental virtues and rural 
occupation&. The great message of India is that of detach
ment and moderation in the pursuit of material ends, and it 
behoves our captains of InduRtry and planners of national 
policy to try and set a new model to an acquisitive world. 

India would serve herself and the world best by retain-· 
ing her individuality aud developing em lines consist~nt with 
her long and instructive experienc~. and with the humane 
wisdom of successive generations of her philosophers and 
seers. Hindus and Muslims, Buddhists, Jains and Sikhs, 
and to a less extent even the Portugue~e, French and 
English have made their contributions, to the mosaic of 
the Indian culture of to.day. It if:. !he task of the historians 
of India to delineate impartiaP!y the succes~ive phases of 
the country's development through the ages and enable 
the reader to arrive at a just appraisal of the good u.nd the 
bad, the strength and the weaki>eSE~, that marked it at every 
stage. In the last century and the first decades of the 
present this work was being done very largely, and on the 
whole very well, by generations of European scholars and 
archreologists working in thf' libraries and Univer~ities of 
Europe, or in the field ir:. India, in the East Indies or in 
Indo-China as Wf'll as Central Asia. Much was done by 
way of gathering and annotating the Eource-matetia I, 
though even here much of course still remains to be done. 
But the task of co-ordination and a large.scale interpreta. 
tion of the material, eRpecia lly of the history of armient • 
India, has not progressed far enough. Lassen's monu
mental Indische Alterthumskunde, still worth perusal, is not 
history, but the prolegomena to it. Elphinstone'd cbssic 
narrative of the Muslim and Maratha pedods of India.n 
history, and the multi.volurne histories of British India by 
Mill, Thornton, Beveridge and Martin are tt e n..,arest 
approach to general historieR of India. Smith's Early Hlst::.ry 
of India in its successive editions did much to settle the 
outlines of the poiitical history of Ancient India, and hb 
Oxjord.History of India will long rem~ in, in t~pite of its 
limitations, one of the best ~inglP volume histories of our 

·country. Interpretation, sometimes even on a meagre 
:factual baekground, receives more attention in 'A Short 
Bi!ltory of Indiajby Moreland a.nd Ohatterji, one of the mo~t 
rea.d~ble bookev on the subject. And we welcome with 
pleaetue·the latest addition to the group, the very adequate 
' f -
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and competent Advanced History of India by three of our 
eminent scholars-.·Majumdar, Raychaudhury and Datta. 

The Cambridge History of India is the most comprehen
sive attempt to treat the history of India as a whole, and 
many of jts chapters are enduring monume.nts of the 
scholarship of the different contributors. But i~ still 
remains incomplete, as its second volume covering the best 
p:ut of the history of ancient times yet remains to be 
published, and very often the point of view of the different 
writers is not exactly that which commends itself most 
to us~ In particular the treatment of the history of British 
conquest and rule lacks frankness and fulness. In· this 
respect the histories written a century or more ago ·were • 
much better. T~en there was no national movement in 
India and the .activities of B:litain in India could be 
described and criticised without fear of political repercuss
ions or administrative diffi6luities._ Things have· been· 
diff~rent in the last .fifty years and more, and several wr~ter~ 
in this pa.rt of the Cambridge history have naturally come 
from the ranks of British Indhn administrators. In the Ri.se 
and Fulfilment of British Rule in India M·es~rs. Thompson 
and Garratt have made a gallant effort to revert to the·
starldards of ·!fn earlier time and have received little thanks 
·for it frum their compatriots. · 

That henceforth the study, and ~riting of Indian 
histrry should be.come increasingly the concern of Indian 
scholars is now widely -recognised. To this we owe the 
almost simultaneous inception some years ago of a number r 
of-schemes, having doubtless the Cam bridge History of India 

·for t1Teir model, for the produ9tion of 'several multi-volume 
histories-either on the whole of India or large well-marked 
sections of it like Bengal and Deccan. · The most recent 
addition to such schemes is, I believe,: the plan for a History 
of Malava in three volumes. Our Congress has itselC 
sponsored one of these schemes for a twelve-volume· history 
of the whole country, and gone some way in collecting the 
.resources, material and literary, for the execution of -the 
scheme. That Indian historical writing at its best can 
hold. it.s own in comparison with that of the rest of the 
world is seen clearly from the published work· of recent 
times; and the first volum.e of the Histpry of Bengal issued 
from Dacca and the sixth volume of the New History of the 
Indian People, the first to be published in the twenty-volume 
s ·cheme of the Bharatiya Itihas Parishad. ~re clearly seen 
toconform to the best standards a.nd traditio\ls_ of historical 
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scholarship. But the pace at which all the schemes are 
progressing is unduly slow; the great dislocation due to 
war conditions, though it ex:p~~1ina much qj the delay, • 
appear:; by no means to be the only factor in ihe situ<-ltion; 
and signs are not wanting of a rising feeling of disappoint
ment in the minds of the public. Doubts have also often 
been expressed whether there is the need and scope for 
more than one large schem& for the history of the entire 
country, especially as all of them have apparently to depend 
on the co-operation of more or less the same set of scholars. 
Let us hope that in spite of everything, these several 
schemes will yet render a good account of themselves, and 
that, in a rPasonable time. 

But we shoutd do well frankly to reco~nise the weak- -
nesses in the present position of Indian h1~torical studies 
and put forth our utmost efforttl t~ remedy them as early 
as possible. In the twenty or twenty.fi.ve years before the 
outbreak of the war in 1939, w~ had a fair crop of mono
graphs and dissertations of a fairly high standard that 
elucidated different aspects of our history and gave evidence 
of a growing interest in its study; but there has been a 
perceptible falling off since, and I doubt, very much if this 
is merdy due to the difficulties of publication under war
conditions. At any rate some of us who have had some
thing to do with the pla.nntn!!: and editing of the different 
volumes of the slries of histories just mentioned, have 
experienced considerable difficulty in finding suitable con
tributors for a good numbPr of chapters. And it is well 
known that many scholars of proved competence are lost 
either to lucrative administrative ( ffice8 under government 
or have to spend all their time and energy in heavy r6"lltine • 
teaching for degree courses which leaves them no time for 
any work of their own. Only a few of our universities 
maintain chairs in Indian His tory or offer other facilities 
for research in it, and these, we must acknowledge with 
gra ti:fication, are doing a good deal for the illumination of 
m-' ny neglected aspect8 and corners of Indian history. But 
there ought to be many more centres of advanced study 
and research and the teachers of tlie subject should be 
employed in the colleges and universities in sufficient num
bers for them to command the leisure required to pursue 
independent researches uf their own in addition to lecturing 
to under-gradu1:1tes, thus maintaining a live and mutually 
beneficent contact between enquiry and exposition. Above 
all it should be :aecognised clearly that while periodical con
ferences and <fontnbuting papers to them and even to 
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commemoration and presentation volumes have their own 
place in tne a_cade~Jc life_ of the country, they can never be 
a substitute for the cons.t_ant and steady pursuit throughout 
the ·yea'r, -f!,nd perhaps 'for many years running, of some 
topic which r.equires elucidation and which may -excite our 
intere~~ .and-curiosity .. Indeea some good work is ~oming 
to light in ~he ·pages of the learned periodicals of our country 
devoted to lndology, but much of it is jejune stuff which 
does little c.r.edit to the author or the Journal which accepts 
it. Here:1t seems to me that the Indian History Congress 
can make' a decisive contribution towards setting up proper 
standards by running a quarterly Journal of Indian history, 
publishing only papers and notes marked by undoubted fresh
ness and origirlb,lity, serving as a clearing-house of the 
latest news'and views of archreological and historical interest, 
and discussing the inn¢nerable problems related to the 
teach~ng ~f hi;r?~ory in t4e different stages of School arid 
Collegiate ed11:ca~ion. . . 

.. , Th~ Archreological Survey of India; the Imperial 
Record, Office .. and the Record Offices of the major pro
Yincial governments have been doing excellent service 
-in the" recovery,' preservation, and publication of much 

' valuable sour.ce· material. But it i~ common knowledge 
that these departments are often inadequately. staffed, that 
the pace o.f their work is very slow, and that they have 
heen .. gen erally sJack, in enlisting the co-operation of univer. 
sities and other learned associaHons and individual schQlars 
wbo could bave)1elped to speed up publication· and suggested 
iiijlprovements i_n methods and .standards. Afte.r suffering 

·a long period, of starvation and relative neglect. the arch
B;lqlogical depa,rtment· has, one 'is glad to note; apparently 
ente;t:ed o.n a .Period o expansion and renewed activity. 
B,ut under th~ new regimfe, epigraphy does not ~ppear do be 

· gefting t.he Il}~asure of attention it merits. This is a matte,r 
of importanc~ tP all students of the ancient and med·ireval 
history of In9ia, and it is vital to the study of South 
lndi~n h,isto.ry.. Only a small fraction of the tens of 
tpousands of inseript~ons listeq 4as been published as yet, 
·~n.d rquch of it with np sort of aids to, the student; and 
wl111t ~s more, large areas rich in their ipscriptions still 
13-wait SY!'tem~tia sury;ey and exploration., The need for 
~~r.engtpeni~g th.e epigraphical branch of the archreological 
~urv~y partic-q}arly in the Southern Circle both for explo
;ra.tion .anq fqr speeding up the pub}icati~ of the annual 
repq:rts ·whJch h~v~ not appeared aft~r ~938 a\J.d of the texts 
pfJns9.ription§ i~ jnde~d very ~rgel}t. 

4 



But the most disquieting aspect of the situation is the 
diminishing numbers of students studying arts subjects in , 
general, and history in particular, in our schools, colleges 
and universities. Humanities are any day a more complex 
and difficult discipline than the sciences, and from the point 
of view of examinations, high marks and distinctions are 
more difficult to obtain in them. It has been rightly said 
that the astronomy of souls is a much more difficult science 
than that of the stars. And now the craze is all for science 
and technology, and in their eagerness to promote rapid 
industrialization, our governments have come to believe 
in the supreme virtue of sending out annually at public 
expense shiploads of promising young men to England and 
America for advanced scientific and technical training with 
no clear ideas of the nature of the training of the place 
where it is to be had. I woulanot be understood to deny 
the need for or the value ~f this development, though I 
certainly think, and I know that some eminent scientists of 
our country also share the view, that there is much room 
for a more co-ordinated plan, and that haste, in this as in 
all other things, makes waste. But I am concerned more 
immediately with stressing the need for the cultivation of 
the humanities, and of history in prticular. Mainly because 
of the advances in the physical sciences and their impact 
on human life and society, the human sciences are in our 
age 'the most vital, the most essential and the most exciting 
subjects of our intellectual effort.' (Rowse). The story of 
man is far more wonderful than the wonders of physical 
science, and one of the wisest of men observed, 'histories 
make men wise.' The superb educational value of lii.story· 
and its place in a properly articulated system of education 
cannot be put better than in the words of Professor Rowse. 
He says: 'Nothing gives unity to all other arts subjects so 
much as history. So many of them spring out of it, or find 
much of their material in history-such subjects as anthro
pology, sociology, economics and law, to a lesser extent 
languages. All of them have their historical aspect and 
meet together inihistory. It is a subject above all catholic, 
capacious, mixed; not a pure subjeot like 'mathematics, 
musj.c, or logic; it is as wide and various as life. Nor does 

. only provide the best common meeting ground for all 
· separate art-disciplines ; it gives them the best and 

fruitful junction with the natu:fal soience.' If the 
· .· of . tP,e B,So., &1id M.Sc., for our 

tatt·ll. '·a:s ag$in~t .JJ...!., and lf.A.,.is not counter
., ... enlt'"WiJ\JlVJlS '~Olt\.}08& the bem~fitit 
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of a broad-based and humane· education, but we may soon. 
find ourselves faced with other difficulties of a serious 
nature, Recruitment from abroad for all-India services by 
the Secretary of State has come to a stop, and in future we 
shall have to depend almost entirely on our own resources 
for the personnel of the entire administrative system. A 
good academic course in history and allied subjects is 
admittedly an essential preparation for the career of those 
whose daily task is the proper regulation of th'e conduct of 
men and their affairs. Again, for the work of the teachers 
in our numerous schools, and their nmnbers must be multi~ · 
plied very largely if our educational system is to meet our . 
needs adequately, for this, teaching work, the narrowly 
specialised · B.S~. and M.Sc. courses are hardly a proper· 
perparation, and we .should n~ed many more men and 
women with a much· bro'arter training than are likely to be 
available if the present drift it.allowed to go on unchecked·. 
In fact students of arts subjects in general, and specially 
of history arid allied subjects, should form the natural recruits 
for the educational services, the civil and diplomatic service~?, 

_ and the body of social services which will be coming up· 
under the new order, for the legal profession and all literary 
p~ofessions such as writing, publishing and journalism. 
Let us hope that· the- necessity for. the promotion of the 
study of history and the arts on a much wider scale than 
is evident to-day will be realised by ·all concerned before it 
is too late, and suitable . steps taken to secure the desired 
result .. Our Congress, it ·~;eems to me, has a great part to 
play in-keeping this problem constantly before the public 

·eye and in focussing thought towards an efficient solution 
ofit. · 

· I have said little so far directly on the writing of his~ 
tory,.agd it is not my purpose _to enter now at any length on · 
this entrancing and va.ried subject. The task of history is 
to reveal the past as it was, for its own sake, and to explain 
the evolution of the present state of things from thtl past. 
As Trevelyan has admirably but it, there is no greater 
triumph of the modern intellect than the truthful reconstruc
tion of past states of Society that have ·been long forgotten 
and misunderstood, recovered now by the patient work of 
archreologists, antiquarians, and historians. It is as great an 
achievement as to make ships sail under the sea or through 
the air. Truthful re-construction- mark y.ou 1 The harm 
that results from one-sided history is immeQ.se, and when 
history is used a1;1 propaganda . the consequen~es are apt to 
be deadly. . And in the writing of the history of our country 

' 
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the temptation to select some facts and suppress others that 
go against your thesis, or in your judgment do not redound 
to our oredit is strong, but must be resisted. An absolutely 
objective history is impossible, for the historian cannot 
cease to be· a man; and here lies the value of different 
historians dealing with one and the same theme , each in 
his own way ; they tend generally to correct and supp. 
lement one another, and enable their readers to make a 
nearer approach to historical truth than is possible with 
the aid of a single work of history. But even for this, it 
is essential that each historian should accept the ideal of 
truth and impartiality, and refrain from deliberate sup
pression and distortion. Our own Kalhana accepted the 
ideal whole-heartedly and said : • 

~~ ~ ~r-r W~il.il'~~r 1 

~r~trrt ~ ~~ ~'~ u 
'That noble-minded one is alone worthy of praise whose 
word, like that of a Judge, keeps free from love or hatred 
in relating the facts of tho past.' We can have no better 
standard for the historian. 

There has been much argument on whether history 
is a science or a branch of literature; this is really a nine
teenth century controversy which has lost its edge under 
changed conditions. Twentieth century science is no longer 
so cocksure of its objectivity as before. The historian's 
work is different from that of the· scientist, and possibly 
more difficult, because at every stage the subject.matter 
of his thought is man and his actions in all their complex- • 
ity, and the method of experiment under controlled .condi
tions cannot guide his speculation. But it is well recognised 
now that there is much in common between the methods 
of science and 'of history. Objectivity is not the monopoly 
of the scientist, any more than the study of records and 
the determination of facts in the light of evidence from 
the exclusive province of the historian. And t.he so.ientiste 
are becoming more and more conscious of the sooia.l conse
quences of the results reached in the laboratoJ!y. History 
has to be scientific in its method• but i1 haf! be mlioh 
mor~. Its task is not m~rely to . about 
the past, but to recall them to life. · 
is not history ; in a true leS~l'llfiQK 
the :qarrative, l»lt not. 
histoey to the.elliglltened:.-.•.. • ·""""""' 
Oadyle. wri:ting .op. :BoaweR!s.: 
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after all is the true poetry . Now this Book of Boswell's, 
this is precisely a revocation of the edict of Destiny, so 
that Time shall not utterly, not so soon by several centuries, 

·have dominion over us! They who are gone are still here; 
though hidden they are revealed, though dead they yet 
speak.' Much the same spirit marks the attitude to the 

_past of two of our own masters who wrote centuries before 
Carlyle. Acarya Daudin says: 

SJI'~~Uf~+if~~ Sfltlf ~ ~ I . ~ 

~mrfvr"l'fflsfcr ;r ~erGt q~q ;r~ II 

The fame of ancient Kings stan~s imperishable, being 
reflected in the mirror of speech, though they are no longer 
here. 

And again Kalhana•: 

<msr<J: ~fuijiro:~ il'fl. Jf~m ~: 1 

'tiM Sllji Itt a-l~~<r-Rerr ~~f;rnt~ur~;r: II 

;r ~cf~~T~~ ~ I 
~~~~ ~ ~qct <i~: II 

'Who else but poets, resembling Prajaptis (in creative 
power) and able to bring forth lively images of things, ca.n 
conjure up the past before the eyes of men ? If the poet 
did not see in his mind's eye the forms which he is 'to 
reveal to all men, what other sign could there be of his 
being divinely inspired ?'' The role of historical imagin~-

• tion has seldom been better expressed. Every one cannot 
hope to write like Gibbon ; but history must he readable 
if it is to do its work in the world. . 

\ 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

DR. JITENDRANATH BANERJEA, M.A., PH.D. 

Ancient Indian History and Culture, History, Sanskrit 
and Pali Departments, Calcutta University. 

Friends and Fellow Workers : 
I cannot sufficiently express my thanks for the honour 

which you have conferred on my by asking me to preside 
over the Ancient India Section of the Indian History 
Congress-Ninth Session, in the historic- city of Patna. 
I know that it is your kindness which has led you to choose 
me for this onerous task which, I ttm afraid, I may not be 
able to fulfil to your satisfactitm. 

The section over which I have been asked to 
preside covers a period which is one of the most interesting 
and intriguing in the whole history of India. The interest 
as well as importance attaching to it is mainly due to the 
fact that as a whole it is a period when races and tribes 
be~inning from the 'Wiros' of the remote past to the 
Hl\:QaS abd other aHied tribes from lands for distant were 
coming to and settling in India and helping in their respec
tive ways to build up the Indian culture of the subsequent 
times. The origins of most of the institutions, secular and 
clerical, that came to characterise the life of the Indians 
lie imbedded in this period and the cultural heritage of a. 
vast majority of the people was built up piecemeal in this 
eary formative period of Indian history. Even before the 
Wilos' or the Aryans migrated into the country, part of it 
was inhabited by a race possessing great material culture 
and civilisation, who might also either have been immig
rants or might have been the children of the soil. Their con
tribution to the composite civilisation was immense, though 
it is difficult to analyse its constituent elements after the 
lapse of so many milennia. 

Our knowledge about ihe first part of this age is still 
tively meagre and this is eo for the very simple 

t many Df th~ materials we poseess for recons
in it~ wider sense ·are open to inter-

~r' not'!nive~lly aoc~pted. The hi.story 
~lij\Ut& 'C,'&n .no doubt be partly ~ecovered ,, ..... ''0~- ' 
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with the help of many interesting ·structur~l and other 
rem:1ins that have been brought to light by the archaeolo
gist; but in the absence of any clear literary data of 
contemporary or St1bsequent times for the confirmation of 
our present day ex:pl.-tna tions of rna ny of our .finds, this 
work of reconstruction has necessarily been partial and 
incomplete in character. One of the most interesting 
discoveries in this region, the host of seals and seal. 
impressions with the various pictographic characters on 
them, has made our ta.sk difficult on account of their very 
enigmatic nature. Serious and laudable attempts have 
been made in the past and are still being made by a devoted 
band of researcqers for the decipherment of the charac
ters on them, wnich, if it could be done to the satisfaction 
of all. may throw a flood of light on this dark. period of 
Indian history. But the•se attempts are at their best so 
many hypotheses which ca.n~vt claim thcl honollr of bei tlg -
re~arded as well-estaalished truth. The seals themselves 
and numerous other major and minor antiquitiea of this 
period, however, give us a glimpse into the mental workings 
of the people who made them, and it is possible to trace 
thdr influence in the Indian concepts of historical times. 
The Aryans who came to India during the last phase of the 
activities of the earlier Indus valley settlers have left us 
material objects of no consequence from which we can 
derive our knowledge about them; but the large mass of 
literature divisible into chronological groups that h\l.Ve 
survived have compensated to a very great extent the 
paucity of archaeological remains. These have enabled. 
us to form an idea about their thought-developments and 
find the roots of many of the beliefs, practices and conven· 
tions in these very conceptual operations of our remote 
ancestors. The Vedic Aryans also appear to have imbibed 
in .course of their prolonged contact with the earlier inhabi
tants many cultural trait::> which modified and re-shaped 
their cfvilisation. From the end of the Vedic age upto 
the end of the period under review, it is a loi1g process of 
transformation and development-the change of the Vedic 
religion and culture iutu 'Lhe composite Hindu culture of 
the subsequent times- brought a bout by various factors. 
mostly indigenous and several· others foreign. The post-. 
Vedic age saw the growth and development of various 
religious creeds, the administrative experiments of far. 
reaching character resulting sometimes in \he formation 
of separa.te monarchical or non-moncJ.rchica1 systems of 
government or at other times in the ~radual integration 
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of most of them into a vast empire, the systematisation 
of numerous institutions, legal, judicial, economic, socio
religious and religio-philosophical in character, various 
orderly arrangements of language, the vehicle of surging 
thought, and different classifications of the rules of speech 
in which San1-krit and Prakrit were moulded, the evolution 
of scripts, Brahmi and Kha roshthi, and lastly the rise and 
progress of muhifarious artbtic activities which culmi
nated into the sublime achievements of the Gupta age. 
Thus, this period, from whatever angle we view it, is one 
of outstanding importance, and it is a matter of deep 
satisfaction that a devoted band of researchers, both eastern 
and western, have made their best efforts to.tbrow light on 
;.he dark corners of its history in its various aspects. It is 
upon us now that the task oft he earlier torch-bearers bas 
fallen and the sacred duty of eve~y oiJe of us, especially 
the Indians, is to advance further the know ledge about the 
early history and culture of our beloved couutry. 

It is not my present "task to take stock of what has 
already been dr,ne and what is now being done as regards 
the fulfilment of the noble work of reconstruction of the 
ancient history of India in its different branches. I do not 
think it will be necessary for my le11rned friends assembled 
here today who have made distinct contributions them
selves. But I should like to lay stn ss here> on one important 
point. Scholars in the past have done a great deal for the 
unravelling of various knotty problems of political, adminis
trative and institutional history of India of this period; 
many of the present generatio1.1 art also tngaged in the 
same task and by their disinterest(d and one-souled endeav- • 
ou1s have added and are constantly adding copiously to the 
stock of our knowledge of th1s nature. This is just as it 
should be, though more earnest efforts of generations of 
scholars are still necessary foi the solution of numerous 
such problems which still remain unsolved. But what I 
should like to emphasise is that we have not yet applied 
the same amoubt of celleotive energy to the proper eluci
dation of the history of Indian religious systems, especially 
of t.Qe Brahma:ttical ones, as was devoted to the other 
btanches of Indological research. Vedism, Buddhism. and 
to.~ certain extent Jainism no doubt engaged the attention 
ofa.large number of ardent researchers, both easfern and 
WJ~stern, and their contribution to the study of these subjects 
h:~• ·qe~n imme ~e and varied in oharaoter~ ~s regards the 
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and sect'~, there is much that still remains to be done. The 
reason for the comparative dearth of a collective study in 

• this branch of I noology is probably to be found in the 
earlier a·version in the mindR of Indologists towards the 
Pura:oas as useful sources for the reconstruction of authen
tic history of any importance. It is the Puraoas, _however, 
especially the major earlier ones, which are some of the 
real repositories of interesting and imporbciont aata about 
th:> Brahmaoical cult8 which are sometimes called, and 
righly so, 'the Puril!JiC religions.' But thanks to the un
grudging toi is of an earnest group of • workers·, mainly 
Indian, the suspicion with which the Puraoas had origin..tlly 
been regarded as a fruitful source for the study of partictllar 
branches of Indotogy has been greatly cleared and it is 
desirable that work connected with the history of the evolu
tion of the early Bra.hm1,1ical cults be taken up in right 
earnest. The Puraoic litera,Ure supplemented by other. 
literary and archaeological data is the principal source 
for the study of this subject and elucidation of many pro
blems that would constantly arise in its course. It is not 
that no start has been made; but it may be confessed that 
our knowledge of this topic has not advanced a great dectl 
·beyond the stage it reached when R. G. Bhandarkar wrote 
his work 'Vaishoavism, ~aivism and Min_or Religious 
Systems' a few decades ago. I do not refer' here to the 
prog,ress of our idei:l.s about the philosophical or doctrinal 
aspects of these cult:3, but I particularly allude to the recons
truction of their rt'lgular and system a tic history derivable· 
not only frQ~ ample literary sources. which require to be 

-studied with care and circumspection, but also a large mass 
of archaeological mn.terials, monumental or sculptural, 
epigraphic and numismatic, that are still preserved to us. 
I know that some notable· progress has been made since 
tne publication of the 'above work just mentioned, especially 
in the systematic study of the historical-evolution f>f ::;everal 
of the rri.ajJr branches of the sectarid.n religions, like Vaish
Q.avism, Saivi:3m and othe.r.s. ,Much, however, still remains· 
t~) be done not only with~ regard to the elucidation of the 
history of other minor branches of the Puraoic religions 
studied very little up till now, but the historical .. study of 
the m·ajor ones also needs be continued with zest and devo
tion in the light-of fresh disco-.reries of literary and arch-

, at-~ological character. When L. R. Farnell brought out his 
magnificent work on The OuZts of the Greek States about half 
a century ago, he attri l)uted the .cause of t~e · neg_iect for 
the study of Greek religion by English scholars to 'the 
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confusion of Greek mythology-that app.Hently bizarre and. 
hopeless thing-with Greek religion' made by them. He 
tried to disentangle myth from religion, only dealing with 
the former so far as it seemed to illustrate or reveal the 
latter, and aimed at giving a complete account of the names 
and ideas that were attached, and of the ceremonies that 
were consecrated, by the Greek states to their chief divi
nities. In fulfilling this bsk, he surveyed the most im
portant texts and monuments that express the actual reli
gious conceptions of the various Greek communities at 
different historical epochs. I do not know whether it will 
ever be possible for us to bring out a work on the history 
of Brahmao.ical cults of ancient India of such a comprehen
sive character, for it is to be confessed 11bat though our 
literary data of the early period for this purpose are not 
negligible in bulk and importc1nce,•the archaeological ones 
of the comparatively ancient ~imes are of a limited and 
fragmentary nature. But a systematic and intelligent study 
of whatever material we posoess at present and those we 
hope to discover later in the course of explorations and 
excavations of old s1tes of India, many of which are still 
waiting for the excavator's spade, will enable us to emulate 
Farnell's magnificent achievement. A good start has 
already been made; what is required now is a sustainec 
effort in this sort of enquiry and research. 

Y AISHNA VISM 

I shall now briefly draw your a tte11 tion to a few pointt 
of interest connected with this topic, which have arisen t< 
my mind in the course of my humble studies in Indiar 
archaeology. I shall only take here the early history o: 
Vaisho.avism and btiefly draw your attention to the method1 
of its historical study which appear according to my humbl~ 
opinion ~ be in the right lines. It was long ago showi 
by R. G. Bhandarkar aud scholars like Grierson, Garbe 
Raychaudhury, Chanda and <;>ther that the foundations o 
VaishQavism, one of the two majDr cults of India, at firs11 
designated by such nameA as Satvata, Pancharatra, Bhaga
vata, Ekantika, etc., were well-laid sometimes before PaQini 
who refers to the workshippers of Vasudeva and Arjuna. 
Though the manner in which the great grammarian puts 
•these names in his Sutra (IV. 3, 98) leaves no doubt that the 
Jormer was the more honoured among the two, yet it is 
p()$Si-.ble . that )be latter bad also some cult importance at 
that time, for· his workshippers (1Jhakk181 are seuaratelY 



tnentioned. In the Bhagavadgita,, Arjuna, the interlocutot, 
appears in the role of the greatest devotee (bhakta)-of the 
god who came to live among men as the Vasudeva of the 
Vrisbois, and there is no evidence here about the existencR 
of an associate cult ceptering round him. But did such·~ 
cult ever exist as we are led to believe by the aforesaid sutra 
of Paoini? If so, it must havA been arrested in its growth 
due to the phenomenal rise to importance of that.of his 
relation Krishoa -Vasudeva, who after his identification 
with the cosmic god Narayaoa of the Brahmaoas and the 
Aditya Vish:r;LU of the Vedas became the principal cult· 
picture ·of the Vait-hl)avas, a11d it was absorbed completely 
like so many other elemen1s in the well-developed Bhaga. 
vata cult. ·TJa:t!es of the worship of Arjuna, however, seem. 
to b€ preEerved in some epic passages, where Arjuna and 
Vasudeva are deEcribed a, Nara and Narayaoa who along 
with·, Hari and KrishQa art represented as the sons of 
Dharma and AhimEa. It is said in one of them (Udyoga.
parvan, 49, 19) that 'the two heroes, Vasudeva and Arjuna, 
who are great warriors, are the old gods Nara and Narayao.a. 
This is the tradition.' Nara and Nara.yaQ.a were alao great 
divine sages who practised austerities in the holy Badari. 
kasrama, and in the·. list of the 39 inca rna tory forms 
(Vibhavas or avataras) of Vasudeva. Vishnu given in the 
Satvata,, one of t)le oldest Panchara.tra Samhitas, they occupy 
the 31st and 32nd positfons; their earliest extant icono
graphic representation is found in one of the side niches 
of the Dasavatara temple of the Gupta period at Deogarh 
(Jhansi, Central India). Here Nara and Nara)l ana are 

• depicted almost in the same manner, the only noticeable 
difference being that Nara is endowed with two arnis, while 
Narayana with four, thus emphasising the comparative 
greatness of the latter. The epic tradition clearly shows 
that they were great heroes as well as sages, and this sage. 
like character may be traced to the Vedic tradition about 
the Rishi Narayana having been the seer. of the Purusha
sukta (R. V., X, 90). The worship o1 the heroes (viras) was 
one of the most important f'eatures of the original Pancha
ratra, and the number o·f them came to be somewhat :.stereo
typed at· one of its early evolutionary stages. But Arjuna 
who~was a Kaurava d1d IJOt find a place i11 this list which 
as has beeu shown by me elsewhere .(Journal oj the India1: • 
Society of Onental Art, vol. X, pp. o5-8) c<Jntamed the names 
o1 Samkarshana or Baladeva, Vasudeva Krishna, Pra
dyumna, Samba ana AniruuCiha, aU of who'm belonged to 
the Vrishni clan and were close relations :of one &notbef, 



The epic and Puranic tradition clearly proves that they 
were originally human beings who were later raised to the 
position cf divinities. The Vayu Purana (ch. 97, vv. 1-4) 
says that the gods who were human by nature (manushya
prakriti) were Samkarshana and the four others just men
tioned, and they were 'celebrated as th<" five heroes of the 
clan, evidently tbe V rishni cia n (parachaite vamsavtrah pra
kirtitah). This list of divine Panchaviras should not be 
confused with the other epic lists of Vrishni heroes, a.tirathas, 
maharathas, etc., an:ong whom a few of t.he above five some
times find their place, who were primarily great warriors. 
Thus Rauhineya (SamkarshaQ.a, the son of Vasudeva by 
RohiQ.i). Krishna. Vasudeva and Samba who is like Sa uri in 
battle, along with Charudeshna, his brother,4()hakradeva and 
Satyaki lHe the seven atirathas among the VrishQ.is, while 
the seven rnaharl:i.thas of the same clan are KritavHman, 
Anadhrishti, SJmrka, Sami.tinj8ya, Kanka, Sanku and Kun ti. 
Most of these latter class of heroes had no cult significance, 
which the five Vri8hni virae undoubtedly posse5~ed. This is 
fully corroborated by earlier epigraphic data, for the Morc1 
Well inscription of the time of Mahakshatrapa Soqasa (c. 
beginning of the 1st century A.D.) refers to the enshrine
ment of the images of the five holy Vrishnivuas (bhagavatam 
VriBhninam Panchaviranam pratima) in a stone temple by 
a lady Tosha by name, most probably of foreign extraction. 
It should be noted that excepting Samba, the fourth in this 
list, all the others constitute the four primary Vynhas or 
the ernanatory iorms of the highest god (Para Vasudev<.J.) 
devotion to whom was one of the most importavt features 
of the early Pancharatra or Bhagavc;~.t'::l. cult. The question • 
then may be raised about the introduction of the Vynha 
worship in it, and the eliminatioi, of Samba from the list 
of the worshipful ones of the Vrishnis. The earliest refer
ence to the former is found by some scholars in the Brahma
•utra passage, II. 2, 42, but it must be said that it is not 
explicit there and it is in the commentaries by Sankara
charya and Ramanuja that we find their clear mention. It 
is possible that Patanjali (c. 2nd century B.C.) was aware 
of the Pancharatra. Vyuha.vada, for while commenting on 
Pa.nini's sutra, VI. 3, 6, he explains the form atmachaturtha 
(llot atmana cb,atuTtha) in the passage Janardanastatma-

,;nifJ"-4~t:<. ma eva Qited by him as a Bahuvrihi compound (atma 
liH1iiMNl'flaJ. But are we. sure abou\)t? . R. G . .Bhandarkar 

to dlaw the :attep.tion of scholars to the 
tioq w~ bi:mll6lf .4Pubtful. In a.ny 
."o.~ a..-.-Kes.a.va i~. hi• 
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commentary on Panini, II. 2; 34, and in his bhashya on II. 
79, 23, he describes Krishna as. ~econd to Samkarsha11a 
(Samkarshana dvitiyasya Krishnasya). 'I he Besnagar inscrip
tion of Heliodorus, who was himself a Bhagavata convert, 
refers only to Devadeva Vasudeva, but the N agui inscrip
tion of king Sarvatata contains the names of Samkarshana 
and Vasudeva. The order ·in which the names ·are placed 
in the latter record which is also dated by most scholars 
in the 2nd century B.C. leads me to suggest that in that 
context they are not two of the Vyuhas, but two of the 
prominent Vrisbnivuas; had they belongerl to the category 

.of the former, the form of the compound in the inscription 
should have be~n bhagava(d)bhyam Vasudeva-Samkarshana· 

. bhyarrt, in place of bhagava(d)bhyam Samkarshana-Vasudeva
b~yam, for in the Panch~ratra Vyuhavada, Samkarshana 
who was the possessor of jnant and bala, two of the six 
ideal Gunas of the Pancharatrws (jnana, bala, virya, aisvarya, 

. saki~ and tejas) was a secondary or an ema,.natory form of 
the great god Vasudeva, the possessor of all the six. If 
Patanjali were redlly aware of the Vyuha doctrine, it may 
be suggested that jt was of a recent growth and had not 
been stereotyped at-that date, the belief in the cult of the 
Vua s being then more promin-ent. This seems to be borne 
out by the absence of any reference to it in the Bhagavad
gita, which comparatively recent scholarship dates in the 
3rd-2nd century B.C. My suggestion appears to be further 
confirmed by the Nanaghat 'Cave Inscription of Nayanika 
(2nd half ofthe 1st century B.C.) where among the various 
gods invoked, the names of Sarnkarshana and Vasudeva 

·occur in this order. When, however, even a law book like 
the Vishnusamhita of a much later date refers to the Chatur
vyuhas (67: 2), Vasudeva is named first, and then Samkar. 
shana, Pradyumna and Anituddha are mentioned (Vasu
deviya Samkarshanaya-Pradyumnayaniruddhaya); this should 
be tha correct order in ·the Vyoha doctrine, where Samkar
shana the elder brother of Vasudeva emanates from him, 
Pradyumna, the son of Vasudeva, from Samkarshana, and 
Aniruddha, the son of Pradyumna, from his father. It 
should be noted that there is no place for Samba in this 
~ist; it is clear that along with the growing importance • 
of the cult of the Chatur-Vyo.ha.s, he gradually lost court 
with the Bhagavatas, and all sorts of opprobrium were 
showered on him. I hav~ suggested elsewhere (Proceedings 
of the Madras ~ession of the Indian History Congress, pp. 8L-9~) 
that this elimination of Samba from the list of the· holy 
and worshipful ones might he ascribed to his myt4ical 
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association with the Iranian Sun cult and its introduction 
in to India, and to the story of his having been born 
to Jambavat1, the non-Aryan wife of Krish1;1a. Vasudeva 
(according to t.he epic and Puranic tradition she was the 
daughter of the Riksha king; the Mahaummagga Jataka 
says that she was a ch~nq.ala woman) through the grace 
of Siva, the principal deity of a rivd.l cult. It is also 
possible thcJ.t his identity, was grd.dua.lly merged in the cult 
picture of the north-Indian Sun worship which owed much 
of its re-orientation to Iranian influence, for the Varaha 
Purana refers to the enshrinement uf such a deity as Samba
ditya. The points raised by me above would show tha.t 
the origin of the Panoharatra cult should be traced to the 
worship of the human heroes who were grad'ually raised to 
the position of divinities, and some time after their divine 
nature was well-established, the tebet8 about the five-fold 
aspects of the one great god, ~evadeva Vasudeva, such as 
Para (the highest aspect), Vyuha (thtj emanatory one). 
Vibhava (the incarnatory form), Antaryamin (the god in 
every individual controlling all his actions) and Archa (his 
concrete representation in the shape of images), were 
developed. This uevelopment had begun a little before the 
beginning of the Christian era, and continued its progress 
in the early centuries of the era and afterwards, when the 
major authoritative .Pancharatra Samhitas were composed. 
I have shown elsewhere (J.I.S.O.A., Coomaraswamy, vol., 
pp. 13-20; Development of Hindu Iconography, pp. 114·15) that 
the worship of tb.e three man-gods in the Besnagar area 
in the 2nd-1st century B.C. is well attested not only by the 
Heliodorus inscription referred to ctbove, but also by several • 
other fragmentary sculptures discovered there. Two 
capitals of columns,• whose shafts are no\y missing, are 
shaped one as a tala (fan palm) and che other as a makara 
(crocodile) and there is little doubt (·h Lt tb.ese wb.en they 
were whole, served as the votive columns dedicated to 
Samkarsha1;1a and Pradyumna. Two otb.er sculptures of 
the, Maurxa-Sunga period found by Cunningham in the 
same locafity and which are now exhibited in the Indian 

' Museum, Calcutta, may be mentioned incidentaUy in th1s 
connection on account of their possible Pancharatra asso

One is that of the so-called Yakshioi which has 
tW,~d by me elsewhere·· as the ea~!iest sculptural 
t!qn of eri, the ,\he .. active anergic 
· ~~~ots, Bhutisakti 

s'tt. · · · 'ntal cause -spe 
:lfJ~~fMfli:h:.(J .off .. e~qient q~us~) _ 
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are born the six ideal gunas of the Panchara.t:rins mentioned 
above; the other is that of the so-called Kalpadrum or the 
wish-fulfilling banyan tree coming down from whose 
branches are sho~ n thC:J eight treasures (aahtanidkis) the 
presiding deity over which is none other than the goddess 
Lakshrni herself (Proceedings of the Hyderabad Session of the 
Indian History Oongress); 

The literary and archaeological data briefly discussed 
by me leave little doubt that the Pancharatra or the Bhaga· 
vata cult was in its evdutionary stages in the centuries 
immediately preceding the Christian era. The progress 
continued in the subsequent times, and the Gupta period 
was marked bY. a great development of the creed, when its 
tenets were sy:temati8ed. It is in this period that it was 
gradually transformed int.o Vaishoavism, and though most of 
the Gupi:a monarchs describe ~emEelves in their inscriptions 
and coin-legends as ParamabBagavatas, the epithet Parama
vaishoava was not tardy in making its appearance. One 
of -its earliest uses can· be traced to the coin legend of the 
Trajkataka king Dahrasena, who flourished sometime about 
the middle of the 5th century A.D. (Raychaudhury, Materials 
for the -.study of the Early lf.istorg of the Vai8hnava Sect., 2nd 
edition, p. 18.). The doctrine of divine incarnation (vibhava, 
avatara) played a prominent part in this transformation 
and this is.· the reason why the worship of the avataras 
became ·a notable feature of the Gupta period, the inscrip
tions referring to the Varaha, Vamana and Narasimha 
forms. But absence of any reference to the Vyuhas in the 
Gupta inscriptions would not prove that they were displaced 

•by the Avataras and that their.displacem'ent was a charac
teristic trait in the transformation of Bhagavatism into 
Vaishnavism. That they remained a pctent force in the 
re-orientated creed of the early and late mediaeval periods 
can be clearly demonstrated with the help of literary and. 
archaeological data. The four..faced · images of Vishnu
Chaturmurti 'of the mediaeval and even ~arlier period, . 

. hailing from Kashmir, Mathura and Benares fully prove 
that the Vyuha element in the mediaeval Vaishnavism was 
one of its strong and livjng features. The Vishnu_dharmot
tara (late Gupta period; explains the: symboli"sm underlying 
tbis peculiar Vishnu icons with the faces of a man (central) 
one), a boar (on the left), a lion (on the right) and a demon 

·(back) with the help of the self-same doctrine of the Vyuhas; 
nay, the very name Vishnu Chaturmurti shows that it 
ell1 bodied in one concrete form all the four primary Vyuhas, 
the central human face standing for V.asudeva; while the 

9 I 
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lion, boar and demon faces symbolising in an esott>ric 
manner the three other Vyoha~, Samkarshaoa, Pradyamna 
and ~ niruddha respeotively (for details, cf. Proceedings of 
the Laho're Sdssion of the Indian History Congress, pp. 61-4). 
The Sri Vaishnavism of later times which owed much to 
the earlier P~ncharatra theology reserves an honoured 
place for this element in itR tenets. It was in the early 
mediaeval times that the number of the four Vyuhas was 
increased to ae many as twenty-four, and separate images 
of ·many of them have been di~covered in eastern and 
southern India (the latter mostly belong to Mysore and 
area of the Hoysala school; cf. Rao, PJlements of Hindu 
Iconography, vol. I, pp. 227-44). These discussions will prove 
that the laudable and assiduous endeavours~n the collection 
of materials for the study of the subject by pioneers like 
R. C. Bhandarkar, H. C. Raychauahury, R. P. Chanda and 
others in this field of Indology should be continued with 
devotion, in order that a compreh-ensive work on the early 
history of the cult may be undertaken. 

SAIVISM AND OTHER SYSTEMS 

The line of approach to the historical study of Vaish
navism which I have just indicated should also be followed 
in reconstructing the history of the other Brahmaoical cults 
like Saiva, Sakta, Saura and Gal}-apc~.tya-which colrectively 
make up the Panchopasana. It will not be possible for me 
to refer even briefly to their history in the course of this 
short address which I do not intend to prolong for fear of 
tiring your patience and good will. Yet I cannot resist· 
the temptation to place before you one or two problems 
associated with the origin of one of these cults. Take the 
case of Saivism which is also a rn:1.JOr creed; one of its 
earliest forms was the Pasupata system said to have been 
founded by Lakulisa who according to the Puranic evidence 
was the 28th·or the last incarnation of Siva. 'rhe historicity 
of Lakulisa wc~.s demonstrated long ago by D. R. Bhandarkar 
on the basis of several inscriptions of the early and late 
mediaeval periods and some extracts from Vayu and other 
Puraoas (Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, XXII, t51ff., .Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey 
of India, 1906-07). The Mathura Pillar Inscription of 
()ba.ndragupta II, G. E. 61, edited by the same scholar in 
JCPt9raphia Indica, vol. XXI, pp. 1-9, fully corroborates his 
earlier conclusions for it records the erection of two images, 
e&:U~d Kapilesvara ~nQ. Ut>all\ite~vara (reaUy two Sivaliniat:? 



named after Kapila- and Upamita, the teacher and the 
teacher's teacher of the donor), in the Gurv-vayatana, by one 
Uditacharya, the Mahesvara teacher, aescribed in the record 
as tenth in apostolic succession from Kusika (Kusikad. 
dasama) Now, this Kusika was none other than one of the 
four immediate disciples of Lakulisa (Kusika, Mitra, Garga 
and K turushya), who acc'Jrding to an .inscription usually 
known as Ointra Prasa~~i (between 1274 and 1296 A.-D.) 
were the founders of four_ lines amongst 'the Pasupatas. 
Bhandarkar on the basis· b'f this very helpful and conorete 
data furnished .by_ the Mathura record supported his own 
dating of Laktilisa which was fixed by him in his earlier 
writings as early ctS the first century A. LJ. Allotting 25 years 
to each generatfon, the founder .of the Pasupata sect was 
assigned a date, 105 .. 130 A.D., which agreed pretty closely 
with his earlier view. 'r"his seems to be a sound line of _,. 
argument, but the resultant ~onclusion confronts us with 
an: interesting problem. Was this sect of the Pasu-patas 
then quite different from that of the Sivabhagavatas men. 
tioned by Patanjali" in his comment on Pa1,1ini's sutra, 
V. 2, 76? The aphotism lays down that the affixes thak 
and than come respectively after ayahsula and dandajina 
(in the sense of "one who strive~ to gain something by 
that"). The great commentator describes in this connection 
a. Sivabhagavata who -carried an iron lance (sula) and a staff 
(danda), and wore a hyde (ajina); these marks were the outer 
badges of the sectary's devotio_q, and, Patanjali expressly 
tells us that the p..:trtwular devotee saeko to obtain his desire 
by violent means, the fulfilment of which -should be sought 

·for by mild ways, and tt1us is calleJ ayahsulika (Ki~ yo'yah
sulenanvichchati sa ayahsulikah kim chatah Bivabhagavate prap:. 
noti .......... Yo mridunopayenanveslitavyan•arthan-rabhasena-nvich-
ohati sa uoliyata ayahsulikah,). Tne very characteristic refer~ · 
ence here to the w .~ys by which a Sivabha:gavata sought 
to obtain his desire distinctly reminds us of the_ fourth 
topic -i.e., the Vidhi or means by adopting which a Pasupata 
desired his-goal w~1ioh. was. Dukhanta (cesaation of misery'). 
Madhavacharya glVcl:3 us a glimpse of its nature in his 
Sarvadarsana-samg1'aha, and its study clearly shows how 
some of its features were violent. This led R. G. Bhandar. 
kar to describe the PaSllpatd. school with two of its off. 
shoots, the Kapala and Ka.lamukha, as Atimargika or 
'schools that are away from the path or go astray, and are 
spoken of by Sambhudeva as revealed by Rudra.' I may 
mention here that the outlandish means pre.scribed in the 
Pasupa ta system for the attainment 9f the sectary's goal 
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led Utpa.la the commentator of the Brihatsamhita to describe 
one class of Siva-worshippers as the followers of the Vatula~ 
tantra, i.e., 'the code of lunatics'; Varahamihira undoubtedly 
refers to them in the original passage as sabhasmadvija th~ 
ash-besmeared twice-born ones, who are none other than 
the Pasupatas, as we know from a passage in Lakulisa's 
own work the Panohadhyayi or Panoharthavidya, quoted by 
Madhava ("'He, i.e., a Pasupata., should besprinkle his body 
at the three points of the day, and lie down in ashes ;-the 
definite practices are six," which are stated by the author of 
the Sutras to be laughing, singing, dancing, Hudukkara, i.e., 
muttering a peculiar sound, prostration, and inaudible re:
petition'"). The above observations leave little doubt that 
the author of the Mahabhashya was aware of the nature of 
some of the practices of the Pasupata, or of a similar Saiva 
sect, if we accept Bhandakar's dating of Lakulisa the founder 
of the former; for the usuallJ accepted date of Patanjali 
would put the Sivabhaga.vatas a few centuries earlier. But 
even the summary chl'Lracterisation of the la.tter by the 
grammarian shows such a similarity with the Pasupata 
practice that one is inclined to suggest that the originators 
of the Siva-bhagavatas and the Pasupa.t·-ts were one and 
the same person who flourished some time before Patanjali. 
This is a problem whicff should be carefully investigated, 
before any final verdict can be offered. I may add in passim 
that the name which was frequently used to denote the Pasu
pa ta sect in the Kushan and Gupta periods was Mahesvara, 
as the coin-legends of Wema Kadphises and the Mathura 
inscription noted above show ; this practice was not dis
continued afterwards. Take again the question of the · 
incorporation of Linga worship into Saiva. ritualism. I 
have shown elsewhere (D. H. I., pp. 125-27, pl. I, figs, 9, lO, 
13, 14) that numismatic data clearly prove that the connec
tion was already well-established in the 3rd-2nd century 
B.C., and we need not concur with D. R. Bhandarkar's view 
that his association was comparatively late (Oarmichael 
Lectures, 1921, Lectures 1). But it is true that. the formal 
recognition of the practice by an orthodox. section of the 
people was a little tardy, which is proved by the fact that 
it is only in some of the la.test sections of the Mahabharata 
~hat we find its mention as an integral part of Siva worship. 
The. extreme realism of the early Sivalingas was possibly 
.~f> reaso:p. for this apparent aversien in the minds of some, 
whio~.; might also explain the gradual oonventionalisation 
of these cult-objects.· . 

·., . , . ~~.. ,f~r ~ th~, o~her minor Bra.bmanicat system&, 

l. -
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many interesting deductions can be made regarding their· 
historical evolution if we proceed in the above lines. I hope 
I have made myself clear regarding the methodology to be 
adopted in this kind ·of research. Religious and other 
kinds of literature, no doubt, will ever remain one of the 
principal sources for such work) but a systematic, careful 
and intelligent ·use· must- be made of the extent sculptural 
and architecturftl remains connected with one or other of 
the Brahm 1nical creeds. They are some of the concrete 
expressions of the inner religious urge of the people for 
whose use they were made, and when they are correctly 
and clearly understood they will be of immense help to us 
in this respect. The images and temples are more often 
than not studie<:r.by us as so many objects of ancient Indian 
art and architecture and in judging and appraising them 
only from the point of· view of their artistic merits or 
demerits we are ever prone• to miss their deep religious 
import which will supply us with many interesting clues 
useful for the solution of different problems connected with 
our topic. The historical study of the cults should also be 
conducted with the help·of the extant inscriptions which are 
numerous especially in the latter part of our period. Some 
use of these materials has no doubt been made already by 
scholars with noteworthy contributions on this subject _to 
their credit; but they can be made to yield many more 
informations, if they are systematically studied from this 
angle. 

I feel I have left unsaid much that Iwi~hed to say to 
you in con~ection with the above and. ·otber fields of Indo-

• logical research. Our time and my capacity are limited. 
I can, however; refer. to one other fascinating br 1nch of 
Indology which does not appear to me to have attracted 
hitherto that amount of attention from scholars which it 
deserves. I mean the social history of India especially 
during the several centuries of the Christ.ian era falling 
within our period. It is in these times that the numerous 
foreign people gradually acclimatised them~elves and merged 
themselves in the untold millions of the country. To trace 
the history of this social and culturtd merger, as well as to 
e;-tudy the social activities of the mix.ed population, in their 
variqus branches, on the basis of literary and archaeological, 
especially inscriptional, data is a gigantic task which ought 
to be taken up in right earnest by a devoted band of 8Cholars. 
Such work may at first be conducted on zonal or regional 
basis and w-hen-some appreciable progress has been made 
the informations acquired may be pooled together and 

' 



studied from a bigger all India perspective. What is of 
primary importance for the scholars engaged in the pursuit 
of such studies and investigations in this and many other 
branches of Indology is the possession of a first hand know
ledge of th~ ancient remain~ of their country, their past 
heritage, which are collected in the different museums of 
India and of countries outside India, and are scattered in 
accessible or inaccessible places. This would require money 
and encouragement, and our central and provincial govern
ments, the universities, the rich trading and other magnates
of the country should come fo1ward and unstintedly en
courage all organised work and enterprise of this character. 
It would be in the fitness of things, that in these days of 
national awakening we should strive to k~1ow our remote 
past, for such knowledge is undoubtedly one of the many 
factors which would hE:llp us to build our future . • 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RES~ARCHE_, IN COCHINCHINA 
(8. W. INDOCHINA) OR THE DISCOVERY OF 

FOUNAN'S SITES 

BY 

MRS. KARPELES, Ecole Franoaise of the d'Extrim Orient. 

The general public, even ten years ago, regarded, as estab
lished the fact, that no trace of any very ancient civilisation· 
could be found in the Mekong and Bassac Delta, as the swampy 
soil of these regions are of recent formation. 

The few remains of the Khmer occupation one kn8W' of in 
Cochinchina, seemed to afford 80me justification for this belief. 
As a matter of fact no systematic investigations had ever been 
undertaken in that ancient Cambodian site, with the exception of 
those carried out in 1909, by Mr. Henri Parmentier. When in 
1938, Monsieur Louis Malleret, member of the E. F. E. 0. under
took a thorough archaeological survey of thi!? very p.art of 
Coohinchina, district by district, he was far Jrqm. Q~pecting that 
thes& researches would lead him to the. disooyery of Fou-Nan 
~~gdom wbicli flourished earlier than the Southern Indochinese 
lthlber Empire. · · 

· .. ~e firilt researches were most enoour,;ing and full of 
··~- ·~-·~~y-bro.t,to light'mauy pieces of>ievidence regard· 

::. ~·,, ... :~ll P9t~d. It ~id not-~~·.'' i* baa done, · 

~~-~?E>~'?;i::)~; ... i•:,,;;~~.--~;·?'.',i"';:· ·:~ ~.~:·;,(;,. ' .... ,::;. ;-... ;/ ;,:,}i~~i~· 
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it would add several bygone centuries to the history of these 
districts. Though the archaeological researches in Cochinchina 
were greatly handicaped by the war, it was between. 194~-1944 
that, in spite of innumerable difficulti{ls, the most important dis, 
coveries were made. 

Monsieur Malleret undertook the survey of the Delta's lowest 
l'egions, which revealed the existence of very ancient human' 
settlements, that had remained burie'd under ~ feet of alluvial 
deposits. Amongst the discovered settlements, the most important 
is the one known under the name of OCEO. It is a big town which 
lies 25 miles -from the. coat:>t of the gulf of Siam. Aerial obser
vation has enabled Mr. Malleret to notice that the to.wn was in·· 
shape a vast rectangle of about- 3 by 1 and 1/2- kilometer, 'covering 
aq area of more t~an 400 .hectares or 8 acres 4 roods_ 130 perches, 
i;e. to say half the area of· Angkoi' Thome the aricierit Khmer 
capital. - · - · 

Cutting across the town of .OCEO· widthwise runs a canal 
Jt .. ading to another site which seems to have been an ancient 
harbour; thus may one think that OOEO must have be.en a -
maritime town directly connected with the sea through a · 

. . ·""' .. prevwus port .. ~ :-; · . _ . 
~ J I 

The excavations which Mr. Malleret undertook in 1944 lasted · 
three. months, and revealed the -existence of two archaeological 
levels corresponding to deposits of piles~ habitations, a few of the ·' 
pilss being still in situ. Foundations of brick buildings have also · 
been found but on sandy browhills, two of which are of an archi
tecture! style. not yet me.t with in "Indo-China. ·During these . 
excavations m~ny articles have been brought to light: polished 
stone axes, as well as pottery; of the crude variety and of a sober 
refined kind _which in shape and decoration are closely related to 
"the already known finds from the prehistorical In do-chinese sites, 
'and to those discovered by I. H. N. · Evans at Kuala Silingsing 
in Malayas ; more than 8,000 crystal, carnelian, onyn, amethyst 
and glass beads of different colouring. Some of them, are th·e 
so-called "Roman beads," others are gilded with a thin sheet 
of gold between two pieces of glass and are known as ''gilding 
beads"; iron articles, lead amulets b~aring 13rahmaJ;tical symbols ; 
silver "sun" coins of a most rare variety in Indo-china but common 
in Siam and Burma. The most striking discovery made is certai'nly -
that of several hundred articles of gold jewellery : rings, finger
rings, seals, clasps, pendants, ear-drops,-otnaments of various kind, 
bead necklaces etc. with thin chasing or filigree work, showing 
a very deJicate craftmanship. Hardly less important, is a collec
tion of about fifty .cornelian, crystal' or sardonyx intaglios and 
cameos with Sanskrit inscription, animal figures or symbols, some 
of which show, Hellenistic affinities. One must also mer1tien a 
big "cabuchon," polished but uncut piece of glass paste bearing 
;:t :proijle witn llettecl be~rd .~11cl h~ir, ~nd hayin~ a bo11net .of 
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Scythic style as head dre~s. It is possible for one to recognise 
in it a Sassanid effigy without any difficulty. Articles of Roman 
origin were also found, and on a carnelian intaglio one may 
distinguish the bust and the profile of a face, that leaves no doubt 
about its Roman origin. A golden medal bears the effigy of one of 
the Antonines with a very mutilated inscription reading AVREL .. ; 
the legend on one coin reads clearly "Antoninus the Pius" with 
a date corresponding to 152 A. D. 

The diversity of these discoveries proves the long occupation 
of· the site representing most probably several different periods. 
The Sanskrit inscription on the seals are in an archaic type of 
script belonging to the first century of the Christian era according 
toM. G. Ooedes, Director of the E. F. E. 0. 

As for the Sassanid '' Cabuchon," it belotfgs most probably 
to the middle of the 4th century during which period, a sovereign 
of Iranian descent, ruled over an ancient Hinduised state of Indo
china known as the " Founan." • 

Up till now, the only sources of information regarding this 
ancient kingdom have been Chinese texts and a few Sanskrit 
inscriptions. These last Cochin-chinese discoveries enable us, 
henceforth, to place this very kingdom on the map with a fair 
amount of certainly, and to acquire a much more precise idea 
about its material civilisation and art. They throw also an 
"unthought of" light on certain aspects of Indian colonisation 
in Indo-china, and it may be considered as one of the most 
important achievements of Frencn ac\1aeology during the past 
past years. Doubtless the maritime towt) known today under the 
name of OCEO was a big "emporium" where traders from far 
away places used to meet; only such a hypothesis could explain 
the Roman and Hellenistic articles found. 

Aerial survey has also revealed ancient canal system and a 
land surface divided into small portions, where big estates now.a
days are to be found. So all this area opened to modern colonisation, 
less than 30 years ago, was once densely populated with small 
proprietors who, it appears, must have been skilful hydraulic 
engineers; fishery also must have been one of their means of 
livelihood,, as in their art the maritime fauna occupies quite an 
important place. 

Their town was also provided with many goldsmith's lapida
ry's, and glass craftmen's workshops ; much of the jewellery has 
most lik~ly been manufactured on the spot and traces of metal
lurgiCil.l industry have also been found in seVefal places during 
t~ ~xeavation . 

.. ' ':What h~13 caused the ruin of such an impo:rtant city, even, 
llll3m4~r:v of which was utterly lost, is· ene of the most 

these qje00veries pUt before us. The 
;tih8!l'\lftlii·.M&n fomld in a Rnatt.AIIAil 
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state allow us to think that a sudden cataclysm destroyed it · 
totally, but happily ~t has also preserved the town from being 
ransacked. 

About a dozen of :other sites, discovered in 1944, amongst 
which M. Malleret recognises at least a second town, nearly all 
are situated in the depressed regions of the Bassac's overflowing 
areas, in nunda ted each year for a couple of weeks. It seems 
to indicate, that important modifications have taken place during 
the past centuries concerning housing conditions in the low Delta 
and it thus raises a geographica 1 problem of acute interest. 

One deeply regrets that the wa;r: and the sudden outbreak of 
the Japanese on the 9th March 1945, have paralysed and inter
rupted the pursuit of these researches which may be considered 
as a real disaster for two of the newly discovered Cochin 
chinese sites. 

1 They have been unscrupulou,ly plundered by local jewellery 
seekers. Twice M. Malleret pr9tested vehemently, but the Japanese 
authority took no steps whatever to put an end to such devasta
tion which without exaggeration may be said a catastrophy for 
Science. 

Monsietir'Malleret's publication on his researches will appear 
...,...in French....,....in the. B.E.F .E.O. under the title of· "Transbassac 
Archaeolqgy" and will consist of the following fascicules each 
printed under separate cover". 

I. Evolution of the Melong Delta. 
II. Transbassac exploration. (ground and aerial survey). 

Ill. Oc -Eo Excavations. 
IV. Lithic material.· 
V. Bronze and iron metallurgy. 

VI. Lead metallurgy. 
VII. Jewellery. 

VIII. Jeweller's trade and glass ware. 
IX. Glyptic art. 
X. Pottery. 

XI. Statuary. 
XII. Tranbassac ancient civilisations. 

The preliminary report of the 1944 Excavations will also 
appear in the B.E.li.,.E.O. 
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THE XJIVfKAS AND THEIR PLACE· IN ANCIENT 
INDIAN HISTORY 

BY 

BATY A. PRA:KASH, M.A . ., (HONS.). 

It is a common belief that the Ajivikas figure as ascetics 
in Buddhist and Jaina texts and owe their origin to Gosala 
Mamkhaliputta (according to the Jainas) and to Mak.khali Gosala 
Maskarin Gosala or Gosalikaputra (according to the Buddhists). 
Dr. Hoernle has described at length the significance of the above 
two words and illustrated very clearly that Gosala was his real 
name and Makkhali or Maskarin shows him as one belonging by 
birth to a certain sect of mendicant friars. lfe contend that 
.Maskarin means an ascetic carrying a single bamboo staff 
(Maskara) and fGosala refer to the sect of mendicants usually 
called ekadandins~or the orthodox Saivas . • 

The existence of such Maskara-carrying Monks is ascertained 
not only by the name Mamkhaliputta, but also by Paq.ini (vi, 1, 
15 4). {Maskaramaskarinan venuparivrajikayoh]. Mainkhali
putta may be regarded as a: noun of the same kind as Nigantha
putta or Sa:kyaputta, names of the followers of Mahavira, the 
Niggantha, and Gotama, the great ascetic of the Sa;kya clan. 

But this statement is not clear to the author of the Bhagwati
sutra (p. 1204), who states that Gosala was called Mamkhaliputta, 
as being the son of Mamkhali or a mamkha, a wandering mendi
cant. Abhayadeva explains mamkha as being a medicant who 
tries to get alms from the ,people by showing them pictures of 
malignant deities which he carried about with him. 

This explanation of Abhagadeva does not seem to be sa tis
factory for there is no real word mamkha and the word is an • 
invented word. Under these circumstances it is proper to stick 
to the former view that Gosalas' father was rather a maskarin-
a mendicant carrying one staff of bamboo, an ekdandin. 

A peep into the sacred literature of the Hindus reveals to 
us certain interestin'g details in this connection. It seems probable 
that the name was not originally taken up by the followers of 
the heresiarch Gosala themselves but was from the beghming 
a nick name given to them by their opponents a:p.d mea:nt to 

, them as practising ascetic rules only as a means of gaining 
· (ajitJa). So (fji-vika means 'professional' or something 

te say, this seems to be the most probable explana-
. . .. .. word. But it J.i ms{lJY ·probably that 

back tQ a more .. l:-bl~ . 'antiquity than 
. ' . . '..::~§~:~:{;?:: • . ······ ..... 
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that of Gosala, who was the contemporary of Mahavira the 
J~ina, and Gotama, the Buddha. 

The verb ajiv is met first in the Mahabharta but the noun 
ajiva-"Iiveli hood"-"mode of life" occurs in texts certainly much 
older than the great epic poem .. In the Sveta Svatar(J fJpanishad 
(i, 6) we find Sarvajiva and 8aniyag•ajiva; Sammajiva is well 
known to designate one of the stations of the "ttoble eight fold 
path" in the sacred love of the 'Buddhists. In Buddhist scriptures 
toO', ajivika as the name /of hetrodox ascetics is frequently met 
with in the · Vinaya Pitaka (i, 8), ,the Majjhma Nikaya (i, 170) 
and the 1Tinaya Pitaka (ii ; 130, 284: etc.), but the name of Gosala 
is not mefitioned in connection with it. It is only from . the Jaina 
Canonical texts that we learn that Gosal11 was the head of the 
Ajiviyas mentioood there. As for the epigraphical mentions of 
the word ajvika it may be assisted thaiYthe first of it dates fr0m the 
time of Asoka and his successor Dasaratha. 

It is a common notion that•Siva worship' was of considerable 
importance in Eas,tern India hi pre•Buddhistie times. It is there. 
fo·re probable that thEl use of the word Ajr vrka da-tes· froni the 
tinit:~ before Buddha und must have been designat•ed originally 
to mean an ascetic of the samek:ind as Gosa•la's father, a 
mendica;nt friar belonging to s6me Saiva sect. Here it is inteTest
ing to note that inspite of the fact that tlile. word marrikha was 
only a: blunder of Abhayadev.a., his sta-tement eoncernin:g the 
carrying of a pi~t.ure• of a, del!'tain ugly lo'Gkii::ng deity se·ems 
to be quite right. 'I'hi:s as~ru:mption i·s based orr a tefer:~nee 
td Paryini (v.; 3, 98 jivik-arthe •Jtapanya) and a-lso from the ex. 
planations of Patanjali and others fwrn whom we learn that 
·a picture ·of Siva or some other deity that was fabricated for 
~ale should' oo called Sivaka, while another picture of the _ 

• same god, carried out by a deval.aka (cf. devajiva tu de?Jalah
Amerakpsha i-i 10, 11) and shown to the :people for earning money 
was ca.U6Jd.. Siva. According to this sutra PaQini must have been 
well accustomed to the profession of carrying about idols for, the 
purpose of earnin·g m.oney. A:Iid such a mode of life must .. have 
been ratber traditional at this time, as the grammarian had 
already been· able to make such nice distinctions as to the various 
uses of Siva-· and Sivaka, when the words were used to denote 
these pictures. Thus the explanation of Abhayadeva_quoted above 
stands in union with what is told .by PaQilli. 

No# it is oftgreat interest to note too, that Siva should be 
usE:ld here for exemplifying the ruld of Pai)ihi and tha~t the other 
ex:ample·s' are· Skanda an:d Visakha who are both very closely 
connected with Siva. From tliese iridic·ations we may, conclude 
that the Mali.gn.ant deity which Go5ala's father, the Mamkhale 
was G:arrying about, must have b·een just the saine Siva, of whom 
ugly looking and· terrible pictures may, after all, have been 
known,sinc~ very old. times, in India. And in relation tu the 
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conjunction it may also be stressed that Ajivika seems to be 
sometimes used as a Synonym of eka·dandin, a Siva by sect 
and that the maskarin of PaQini (vi, 1, 154) can scarcely have 
been anything but such a Saiva ascetic carrying one staff. 

This is one side of the picture. Now coming to the other aide 
I may refer to Vinaya Pitaka (i, 8) which tells us that Gotama, 
on his way from Gaya immediately after his enlightenment met 
a certain. Upaka, whom the text calls an ajivika. It is almost 
certain that Buddna died at the age of eighty in about 480 B. C. 
and was accordingly born in about 560 B. 0. Dr. Hoerules' calcu
lation makes us feel that Gosala died in about 500 B. C. The 
Bhagavati Sutra F~tates that=Gosala founded his order of mendicants 
at Sa:va tthi sixteen years before his death. If these calcula tiona 
could be proved, this Upak.a, whom the VinayQt Pitaka calls an 
ajiVika, was certainly not a disciple of Gosala but belonged to a 
sect previous to his. 

Doubtless to say that much importance can not be ascribed 
to these uncertain chronological calculations; but the statement 
of the Vinayapitaka can be viewed in the light of the fact that 
the Buddhists never denote the Ajivikas as real followers of Go5ala. 
It is important to note here. that both Jaina and Buddhist texts 
name many older Brahminical order of ascetics, but the names 
generally denote subtle difference of doctrine and not in the 
corporate names of schools called after their founders take the 
Sakiyaputta Samanas or the Nigantha Nataputtas. The Bambha
jala Suttr mentions as many as sixty-two systems of doctrines 
held by the SramaQaS and the BrahmaQas while in Jaina works 
their number is 363 of the several names contained in a list in the 
Anguttara nikaya, the Ajivikas figure as one. They are mentioned 
to be the followers of the sect which went about naked and 
claimed special strictness in their means of livelihood. 

In the Samannaphala Butta we are told that Makkhali 
Gosala was so-called because he was born of a slave confined to 
a cowpen by his master. His doctrine was the denial of Karma 
and its <fefects. He admitted the face of depravity but held that 
it could be evoked out by transmigration and not by any action 
of t)le individual concerned. A part from the reference quoted 
before, (losala figures in the Jaina texts as the founder of the 
sect of AjiVikas made famous by the inscriptions of Asoka record-

.bis gift to them of cave-dwellings. At first he was a disciple 
... .....,.·~ .. '"" but later on, quarrelled and separated (Hoernle's-

. ·· · ·· The Jains nick:-named him !jivika .as one who 
ascletltc for tbe sake :Of ~funing a living (ajiva). The 

not stand an ljivika. 
the · show the 

In the 
tn.an· ... 

;fm•Milill tb.a · .._d: ;;i~ 
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class. Thus the antiquity of the Ajivika sect and alsG that of 
Gosala is established. We are told in a Jaina work that Mahavira 
met Gosa:la first at Nalanda and .both lived together for 6 years 
in austere asceticism at a place near Khollaga. callEd Parvijn 
bhumi (Uvasagadasao, Appendix). Then they differed and sep1,1rated 
and became criti:·s of each others doctrines. Gosa:la settled down 
at Sa:vatthi (as I have said before), taking up his abode in a potters 
shop, the property of a landlord named N alakanta, and became 
known as the founder of tl!._e Ajivika sect. In its insistence on 
nakedness and denial of all comforts, in the general mode of 
life it prescribes, the system of Gosala is hardly different from 
that of MahtiVira. And yet the two became irreconcilable opponents 
and fought out their differences generally through their followers. 

The Sutra ~ritan]'' (II. 6) represents Gosala. criticising the 
tenets of Maha:v1ra and that defence . by his disciple Ardhapa. 
One of his criticism.is, "As a merchant desirous of gain shows 
his wares or attracts a crowd ttt do business, in a similar way 
rloes the Sramana Jna:ti putra." In another, he says that Maha
Vira avoids public places for fear of questions from more iearned 
monks whom he may meet there'. The Jaina text on its part 

' ascribes to Gosala the strange lev:ity of permitting to the monks 
-of the order intercourse with women. 

I have tried to put in the above pages the two views of the 
pioture-one showing th.e part played by the Ajivikas in the Jaina 
and the Buddhist literature and the other showing that the 
order AJivika originally was not particularly connected with 
Gosala, but was a much older one 'designating a sect to which 
G..>sala an~ .. his desciples originally belonged. 

•· 

MAHA.KOSALA IN ANCIENT LITERATURE 

BY 

K. D. BAJP.A.I, M~A., Curator, Curzon Museum, Mathura·~ 
' 

The ancient kingdom of Mahakosala roughly corresponds to 
almost the whole of the upper valley of the Mahanadi including 
the districts Sambalpur, Bilaspur and Raipur, the modern Gond
wana ... and the eastern hilly portions of Mandla and Balagha t 
districts in C. P. But its boundaries often changed, sometime 
extending considerably towards west and north-west. The country 
was also known as Dakshina Kosala to distinghish it from Uttara 
(North) Kosala, whose capital was Ayodhya:. The prefix maha
indica tes that the south Kosala, at any rate at the time of its 
ascendancy, had become superior to its rival, the north Kosala, 



whose importance was now gradually fading away. As regarrls 
its extent also, the south Kosala comprised a greater area than 
the north Kosala. 1 

It is to be admitted that up to about sixth century B. C. the 
northern India and particularly the country watered by the Ganga 
and Yamuna (later on known as Madhya desa) was regarded as 
the land par excellence. It finds mention time and again in the 
contemporary Buddhist and Hindu literature. It was mainly 
due to the fact that the northern India till then was the home
land of Aryan culture. It was the land of activities not only 
of Rama and Krishna but also of Buddha and Mahavira. Although 
by the end o( the. sixth cent. B. C. some of the border lands along 
with the tribes inhabited in them were known, yet there was 
little definite information about them. Most•important of these 
border countries were A&maka, Mahishmati:, Vidarbha and Kalinga, 
Of these Vidarbha seems to have gradually grown into a big 
kingdom, later on known as the Maha:kosala. 

In the early Buddhist literature there is no mention of 
Maha:kosala, while it abounds in references regarding the north 
Kosala, with 1ts capitals Sa:keta and Savatthi, WIJose king Pasenadi 
(Prasen~jit) has been immortalised in that literature. The Jatakas 
(II,237; IV, 342), the Anguttaranikaya and the Dighanikaya throw 
interesting light on the contemporary conditions of the north 
Kosala. Panini too, who flourished in the 5th Century B. C., is 
silent about· Maha:kosala though in his Ashtadhyayi (IV, i, 171) 
he refers to north Kosala whose capital was Ayodhya:. He also 
mentions Kalinga at one place (IV, 1,170). The Mahabharata in 
course of its description of the eastern and sout.h-eastern kingdoms 
mentions a number of them. For example, in the Sabhaparva 
(48,17) are named four peoples of the neighbouring kingdom-the 
Vailgas, the Kaliilgas, the Tamraliptas and the PuQg.ras-

• C!Wf: ctif~~anrM8T: ~~: 1 
H~Je the people of Mahakosala are conspicuous by their 

absenee • 

• • It appears, therefore, that upto about the 3rd ~entury B.C. 
Mabiiko~afa. or Dak8hi,na Kosala ha:d not a~umed 1ts na.me as 
such and the country was generally design a ted by the term 
Vidarbfta which might h&ve ~<1mprised a. much bigger area than 
t~.:Pteeent Berar. 
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In the Dhauli edict of Asoka there is mention of Tosali,· 
which is Tosale of the Gr0ek geographer Ptolemy. This 'Tosali ' 
might have changed into 'Tosala' or ' Kosala.' Near' Dhauli hill, 
to the south of Bhuvaneshw.ar in the Outtack district, Orissa, 
there is a river called Kosalaganga. . This also lends support to 
the identification of Tosali with Kosala. It may be added here 
that the ancient city Tosalr, which was the headquarter of Asoka's 
eastern territories, has be.en identified with the modern ruined 
vilJage,.of Dhauli. · 

In the Puralfas, however, the kingdom .of (south) Kosala has 
been mentioned. The Vayu, Brahmanda and Vishnu Puranas, 
while describing in their usual prophetic tone the dynasties that 
ruled in the northern India in the 3rd century A.D., after referring. 
to the Pushyami~as and Patumitras and the kings of Mekala 
speak about the kings of (south Kosala as follows-

<6)~Pti g U~twn ~fq-~f.ij' ii~J<r~r: I 
itqr ~RI' ~'Hlf~~rcrr: ~f~ ;:r~Ef sx 11 'It 

That is, 'there will be nine kings in the dynasty of Kosala 
known a.s the Meg has and they will be very strong and intelligent.' 
Nothing more is given in the Pural)as to enable us to know about 
the names of these nine kings or their reigning.periods. But from 
the context it is evident that th.ese Megbas or Maghas ruled south 
Kosala in the 3.., d century A. D.· 

There was nothing knuwn .about this dynasty from any 
other ·source. But recently quite a large number of coins of the 
dynasty have been discovered at Kosam (Kausambi, Allahabad 
district) and Fatehpur in U. P. and from some plac.es of Central 
India. Several inscriptics have also been found at Kosam 
and Bandhogarh in the Rewa state, whos~ evidence combined 
~ith that of the coins has revealed the names of as many as 
8 kings of this dynasty. These kings have been called Maghas, 
e.g. Bhadrt;l.magha·, Sivarnagha and others, in the coins and 
inscriptions.!! : .. 

Va:tsyayana in his Kamasutra,- composed at the end•of the 
3rd century A. D., while dealing with · various erotic practices 
current in different part!'! of India mentions Kosala or Maha:kosala 
several . times. In section 4 of Ch. II of Kamasutra he mentions 
only the names of three countries-Gauda, Dakshina and Maha:
ra!}tra. But in section 5 of the same chapter there is a long list 
of different countries in connection with their women's tempera
.ments and the amatory, practjces current among "them. In II, 

2. See·Pa.rgiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age, p. 61. 
3. For a. fuller account of this dynasty of Kosa.la see Dr. A. S. 

Altekar's pa.per-'The Maghas of South Ko3ala' in the Journal of Ganga~ 
"a&h Jha Research Institute, Feb. 1944, pp. 149-160.. · 
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5, 27 Vatsya:yana mentions Kosala along with Stru·ajya, The 
Jayama:ngala: oommantary of Yasodhara (Benares ed.) oomme nts
,~~~~~~~~q~:qit;r di~F~!I;r.'. But in the Jaipur edition of the Kamasutra 
Pt. Durga Prasad has-'ijijfCIPd~l(IJ~q~il'ir-r ijft~JVCI4{ '. Dr. Hiralal 
taking the second one as correct reading, identified Ba;ravantadesa 
with modern Bairagarh in the Chanda district of C. P. This 
8trirajya appears to be the same as the 'Eastern Strirajya' of the 
Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang ( Watter.~, I, 330), and may corres
pond to the western part of modern Chanda district. In that 
case Kosala of Vatsya:yana is to be located on the east or north
east of the Chanda district. It may be added here that Va:tsya:yana 
mentions Vidarbha also twice (V, 5, J4 and V, 6, 36), which tends 
to indicate that in his time Kosala a.nd Vidarbha were two 
separate countries. 

• 
In the Brihatsamhi ta of V arahamihira written in the 6th 

century A. D., Kosala is mentioned a number of times. In 
Oh. XVII, 22, the country of KosaJa has been placed along with 
Kalinga and Vanga. At another place (V, 70) it is said that if 
the Lunar eclipse occurs in the month of Margasirsha it brings 
disaster to the people of Kosala and some other oountries-

~Tt~~'lii'WJ: eil~"\ ~·~"\I 

~ ~o:lfT~rro"Pd"~ ! . 
In XIV. 7 Vara:hamihira while enumerating the eastern countries 
places Kosala along with Utkala, Kasi, Mekala, Ambashtha 
Ekapa:da and Tamraiipti. 

In the Ratnavalinatika (act 4) of Sriharsha an interesting 
episode is described how Udayana; king of Vatsadesa with his 
capital at Kau5a:mbi, conquered the country of South Kosala. 

In the Kathasaritsagara, the capital of Mahakosala is given 
as Ohirayw.. Can it be identified with Amraoti, (Amara:vati) now 
a town in.:8erar ? Both the words Chira:yu and Amarava ti convey 
almost...the same meaning. 

•The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang visited the country of 
Mabakosala in the 7th century A.D. He says that from Kalinga 
li~. ¥,~veiled some 1800 or 1900 li (300 to 317 miles) no.rth-west 
, .·. , ·. · n re$cbed Mabakosala. Yuan Chwan describes the 



ACHARYA SAMANTBHADRA AND PA'rALIPUTRA 

'.. ' BY 
. .~ ..... 

MR. o: G. MAH~JAN, Working President, C. P. & Berar Jain 
·.Research Institute, Yeotmal. 

Sum.mary of the Paper. . 
Jain Acharya Samantbhadra's name has been associated 

with PATALIPUTRA and it has been a belief of the scholars 
till late, that Acharya visited Pataliputra--Patna at present.· 
This belief has a basis in the inscription as follows :-

tef' r:m:~1~ ~~ ;m~ m:r +111r a-r~ar 1 • 

q~ ~mer ~ o!fi fcrsrif 'fif'i1~ ~~ 11 / 

srrffiii 'fi~~ OJ&~ f<r?Jm ~i I 
cr~til~ ~~l"¥lf( ;r~qij- vr{~ ~~a-11. 11 

Learned friend Pandit Jugalkisor Muktiya~ and other scholars 
on the strength of this inscription are led to believe that· Acharya 
visited Pataliputra-Patna during his travel in the country, as 
referred to in the above inscription. 

While I was on tou}i in South India, on · the occasion of the 
Indian History Congress Session held at Madras and Annamalai 
University, I came across a town CUDDALORE, which was then 
known as Pataliputra and hence a doubt arose in my mind to 
find out whether the reference to Pataliputra in the. above inscrip
tion as the place to which Acharya visited .is referred to this 
southern Pa taliputra, or to thE:) other- Pa tna. 
• No doubt that Pataliputra-Patna was a flourishing city in. 
the times of Chandragupta Maurya, as the capital of Magadha ; 
but it lost its importance after the overthrow of the:Mauryan 
Dynasty, at the hands of Pushyamitra, Agnimitra ~and King 
Kha:ravela 'of Kalinga Desa in the 2nd century B. C. and even 
before that. Thus the city of Pataliputra was destroyed many 
times and lost its importance and magnificence, .glory and 

1 grandeur forever. All these events took place before the Christian 
· Era, and since then there is nothing to the. credit of Pa:taliputra 

to show that it had regained its past days, upto- the times of 
Acha:rya Sa:mantbhadra, who is supposed to have flourished in 
the 2nd century A.D. and· under the above circumstances n) 
justified reason can be found out .for Acharya to go to Patna, which 
was n.ot the seat of learning and religious activities. As Acharya 
was from Ta'llil land in South· India, and there were many big 
centres of learnings at Kanchipura,_ Madura and others, he had . 
no reason to gQ to Patna. Moreover he was not in a sound 
condition of helth, but was suffering from a dangerous de~cease 

57. 
8 
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"Bhasmakavyadhi". Therefore it gives rise for the doubt that 
ne might have visited some other Pataliputra in India. This will 
be clear from the following possibilities. 

The town of CUDDALORE, headquarter of the South Arcot 
District of the Madras Presidency was no other than the ancient 
Pataliputra, refered in Tamil works and literature as "THIRU
PADARlPULIYUR" the corrupt from of which is "THIRUPPA PU · 
LIYUR". Of this ancient city, the "PETTA!". Thriahindrapu. 
ram, Tiruvadikai" etc., are the suberbs, with ancient ruins and 
relics spread all over the area of 12-15 miles. There are ancient 
caves, caverns, temples, mathas-monastaries, palaces etc., under 
utter ruins even today. Panruti town is nearly 15 miles away 
from Cuddalore and near it is Tiruvadhihal .village, in which 
there is ancient Jain temple, converted in to Siva temple by 
Mahendravarman and another temple Virateswar suffered the 
same fate. There are Jain ido~s .. in these temples all mutilated 
and thrown outside the temple lVlulagraham. All this was done 
by Mahendra varma n I at the instance of Saint APP AR, who 
were the conv:erts from Jain religion to Saiva Sect in 6th C.A.D. 

Tamil works and literature throw more than sufficient light 
over the existance of the city of Pataliputra called as THIRU
PADARIPULIYUR in Tamil, which was in the ancient THONDA.I
M ANDALAM or THONDAIN ADU. This country was the counti'y 
which produced many great men and persons, such as Pandits, 
scholars, Munis, Ya tis, Logicians, Pholosophers, administrators, 
N aiyaiks, Vedantis, etc., in verious religions and sects that ex. is ted 
then, from time to time. 

Let us see how far Thirupadaripuliyur-Thiruppapuliyur means 
the city of Pataliputra. City was called so, after the tree "PADARI" 

·in Tamil, while "PULIYUR" means a tigar village (i.e. Puli-a• 
tigar and Ur-aplace) Puliyur is the suffix given to those places 
visited by Muni Vyagrapad. (Muni having a tigar like legs with 
lower body and a human body above) It is said that he worshiped 
Siva here under the tree "PADARI". This tree Padari also called 
as "PADALI or PATALI" in Sanskrit and place "PADALIPUTRA 
or P ATALIPUTRA" and the forest round about it as "P A TALI-
VAN A.". . 

Archaeological finds such as inscriptions and other rna terial 
throw sufficient light over the town of Pataliputra. The inscrip
tions found from the ruins of the ancient temple in Pataliputra, 
c;iut of which one was in the Garbhagraham of the said temple ; 

begins with "TALAITY THIRUPADARIPULJYUR---·· 
. ·. · that the temple in the town of PATA,Ll of thick foliage 

for the diety .named· ''K~U,Ul'YA.LAN MAHA.
it . clel)·r··· th .. a. t . · . · itt Taqpl . mean~ "SRI" 
· ; . . .~ a. · · · Qf t1gar like and 

· · · .· · .,.,..... -1-ort it· ai:vt:1A ;~ 
* ~.q. ~ . . ~.~Jl"":':'.i!.<m~; 
. r:: : ;:·(t:.0t\~)'z.dt:~ 
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complete reference to the existance of the ancient Pataliputra 
in Tamil coun.t1·y. 

/ 

In the vicinity of this ancient Pataliputra there are good 
many ancient J·ain places still in cxistance such as Thirunaran 
kunram, Thirukkoilur, Devanur, Tindur, Perumduretc. Round 
about the villages and the ancient Patalivana there are many 
Samadhisthanams or Nishadhis of the Jain Acharyas and Munis 
and Yatis and as such it is a tradition that there were. once 
existed 6000 Samadhisthanams or Nishadhis at THIRIV ANN A
MA LAI and THIRUKKOILUR villages in South Arcot Dist., very 
near, to the ancient Pataliputra the present town of CUD:OALORE . 

.There are pre-historical tmrial grounds spread all over the part 
in great number ropnd about these Jain villages. Still the natural 
caverns. and ca~es under most delapidated conditions are at 

.. KALARAYAN HILLS, which were the abode of the Jain 
Acharyas, Munis, Yatis and Saints in ancient days, when Patali. 
putra was ·at its absolute Zenith. 

·~ ' . 
While concluding from the above discussion, it will be proved 

that Pataliputra-the present Patna was not at Zenith and 
important seat from any point of view' in the 2nd ·century A. D. 
when Acharya Samantbhadra lived and as such Acharya Samant
bhadra might have visited Pataliputra-the ancient Thiru
padaripuliyur, the moder Cuddalore, in the ·Tamil country itself, 
which was associated with other cities Kanchipuram, Madura. 
Urayur, Bhaddalpur, Uragapur, etc., where and when Jain religion 
and culture attended the highest degree of importance in the 
times of Acharya Samantbhadra. 

' Thus I have made an attempt to show that it was not the 
Pataliputra~Patna supposed by the scholars uptill now but in my 
humble opinion that the refered Pa taliputra was in South India:-

• Tamilnadu-the ancient Thirupadaripuliyur and no other city 
in India. I have given this. only with a hope and view that the 
scholars may again try to find the .tru~h in the light of my 
observations made in the subject rna tter as above. · 

Notes :-Some of the most important notes are given below out of 
.• those :refered in the artiole in main. ... 

1. Sravanabelgola inscription No. 54 old and 67 new. It ~s also 
called "Mallisenprasasti" -which was written in 1050 Sak 
Samvat i.e. 1100. A.D. · 

2. · Anoient India ·'Vol. No. IV, pages 113, 114, By Dr. T.,L. Shah. 
3. Mr. Levis Rise in his "Inscription at Sravanabel gola and 

preface to "Karnatakshabdanusasan'' and "Patavali" pub
lished in Bhandarkar Oriental Report 189.3-84. page 320 . 

. 1. Studies in· South Indian Jainism page No. 30. 
5. Prof. A. F. Rudolf Haernle-India.n Atiquity Vol. XXI. There 

father ~attavalies of Digambars P_ages 60, 61. 
.• 



Notes :-6. Prof. A. F. Rudolf Hornle·Report on the Archaeological 
Survey of India, V:ol. No 1906-0-7. • 

7. Epigraphica Indi. Vol. No. 6 and Vol. 331. 
8. Tamil ''Periyapuranam, Sthalapurnam, Thevarm Rhiems". 
9. South Arcot Distcit Gazettier of Madras Presidency, 

Tamil "Patalipur Puranam" manuscript No. 1136/5. 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

j 4. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

.. 

,. ''Puliyur Puranam" in Sanskrit. 
, "Parijatakachal Mahatma'' mass No. 11303. 
, "Kanchi Puranam'' all manuscripts from the Maharaja 

Sarafoji Saraswati Mahal Library at Tanjore . 
Tamil work ' Thirupadaripuliyur-Kalamba.kam" a work veri
fied structure directory by Mr. Tukapiat Tewar. 

Tamil "Periya.puranam" part II. page 52, ~nder the heading 
"Tirupuliyur and Tirupuriyurattam" or "Tiruviuttam" from 
Tanjore library as above. , ; 
"District History of South Arcot" by Mr. P. V. Ja.ga.disha 
A.yyn. of the Archaeologi~al Survey of India page, 35. 
Mr. Apate's Dictionary page 1049 and "Classical Account of 
India''. 
The Geogrophical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediva.l India 
by Mr. Nandala.lDay, M.A.., B.L. 
Rao Ba.ha.dur A. Chakravarti, M.A. his preface to "KURA.L" 
a Tamil work translated into English. 

"Swami Sama.ntbhadra." a Hindi publication by .Pa.ndit Jugal
kisor Mukatiyar. 

MAHESHVAR 

BY 

D. B. DISKALKAR, M.A., Curator, State Museum, Indore 

Maheshvar is the most important and ancient-place in the 
Nimar District of the Holkar State and is situated on the right 
bank of tlie river Narmada. The name Nimar of the larger 
province, which, besides the Nimar District of the Holkar State 
includes portion o( the Central Provinces and of the Barwani 
and Dhar States in Central India, can be derived from the word 
Narmada-ahara i.e. the Narmada valley like the name Karad 
from Karha-ahara and Varhad from Vardha-ahara.1 It extends 

: 1. ,!fhe name of the pla.oe Nema.swar in the Holkar State which is 
the nwthern. hank of the N~mada. oaa :a}$0, be derieved from 
~JIIlattl&J:IUi' Plentioned in the A.e,:\i pub-

na.l~tA·rtv · · · · Poona., Vol. 
· Diskaltat. 
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roughly from Hoshangabad in C. P. in the east to Hiranphal in 
the Holkar State in the west where the two mountains, Vindhyas 
and Satpudas seem to meet each other: 

·The peculiar geographical position of the· province being 
situated midway between the Northern India and the Southern 
India is maily responsible for its always being the bone of 
contention between the sovereign power in the North and 
that in the ·South from the earliest Mahabharat times to 
the latest Maratha times. The passes in the . Viudhyas and 
the fords on the Narmada being situated in this province the 
invading 'armies as also the. peaceful travellers from the North 
to the South and vice-a-Versa had to cross the Narmada through 
the province and generally at Mahishmati. . -M:ahishmati is mentioned to be the most- important place 
in this. province in the early Brahamanical, Buddhist and Jain 
literatures. According to some scholars this Mahishmati is to be· 
identified with Mandla in C. ep_ The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen ' 
Tsang states in his account that from Jajhoti he proceeded to 

' tl:w North for 900 Li or 150 miles to Maheshv::trpura, the king of 
which was a Brahmana. The Kingdom was 500 miles in extent. 
According to Cunningham, if the word 'northern' is a mistake 
for the word 'southern' Mandla suits the description and Mahish
mati can well be identified with Mandla.1 According to some 
scholars, Mahismat~ is to be identified with Onkar-Mandhata, 
which 'is said to have been founded by the mythological hero 
Muchkund, son 'of Mandhata and which has continued to be a 
place of considerable religious imoprtance from the early times to 
this day. Moreover, a copper-plate gr·ant of the Paramara king 
Devapaladeva of V. S. 1282 said to have been issued from 
Mahishmati was in Mandhata. This identification is generally 

• accepted by scholars, even by Mahamahopadhyaya Principal V. V. 
Mirashi who has made a deep study of the history ofthe province 
in his latest paper 2 of March 1946. But Mahishmati is· no doubt to 
be identified with modern Maheshvar Jor the following reasons,. 
Although like Maheshvara, Mandhata and Mandla are :situated 
on the bank of the Narmada and are on the route from Northern 
India to Southern' India, as Mahishmati is stated in' the accounts 
to be it is the place Maheshvar at which the river Narmada 
is known to have been frequently crossed in the historical period 
at least during the last one thousand years. The statement in 
traditiotial literature that the lines of communication between 
Paithan and Ujjain and Vidisha pass through the city of Mahish
mati suits more to Maheshvar than to Mandla or even Mandhata. 

1. Cunningham's Ancient Geography of India, edited S. N, 
Sha.shtri, p. 559. 

2 .. Journal Indian History XXII-38• 



The geographical situation of Mandhata which is rather situated 
in mountain cliffs shows that it could not be the capital of a big 
kingdom whi0h Mahismatr claims to have been. Although Mandla 
possesses archaeological remains scatt(;!red over an extenf'ive area, 
they are not of an early period, while the antiquities fout:td at 
Maheshvar and near shout it are at least two thousand years 
old. Among others the following reasons leave no doubt about 
the identity of Mahishmati with Maheshwar. Two copper-plate 
grants assignable to the fifth century A.D. have been found, one 
at Barwani and the other in the well-known Bagh-caves which 
record donations by a king named 8ubandhu of Mahismati. 
Barwani antl Bagh are in the: neighbourhood of ~aheshvar. 
Although the donated villages cannot be identified the fact that 
the plates were found near about Maheshvar helps us to identify 
Mahishmati with Mabeshvar rather than Wlith Mandhata or 
Mandla. A more convincing proof about. the identification is 
found in two Sanskrit inscriptions of the sixteenth century A.D. 
of the time uf Akbar found in tije temples at Maheshvar itself. 
They makt' a definite mention of the place a.s Mahishmati which 
clearly shows Lhat the tradition that Mahishmati and Maheshvar 
are identical was carried down to the ltith century A.D. One 
of the two inscriptions again, found in the Kaleshvar temple 
on the confluence of the river Narmada and the river Mahishmati 
makes a mention of the Agnitirtha and Kalagnirudrakshetra. 
We know that in the epic mythology Agni is said to reside perma. 
nently in Mahishmati on the Narmada. 

A Sanskrit account of Maheshvar under the name Mahish
mati.-Mahatmya exists. But it~ authorship and time cannot 
be ascertained, though it is said to be a portion of the Vayu 
Purana. The places in Mahishmati whivh the account enjoins 
pilgrims to visit can be identified in the neighbourhood of Matwsvar. 

In the Vedic lit~·rature neither the mountains of the Vindhyas· 
nor the river Narmada nor the place-Mahishmati aru found men
tioned, which shows that the Aryans might not have advanced 
so far to the south in the Vedic period. 

The earliest mention of Mahishmati or rather of the Mahishak 
country is found in the Ramayana along with the countries of 
Vidarbha and Rishika. Mahishak. as suggested by Principal 
Mirashi must have been the name of the countsy which bordered 
Vidarbha or Berar and Rishik. or Kh~.Tndesh on the north i.e. the 
modern province of Nimar and Mahishmati must have been its 
~apita.l. 

In the Mahabharat Mahishmati is Raid to be thEt capit-al of 
Qr Mekala country governed by the Haihaya kings 

race. In, this family a king .named _ Mahishma t 
the city was named: Mahishmati. His 

_, ~i~ of. Taf&janghas also called. 
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Sahasrarjuna, who was a powerful ruler and had performed many 
sacrifices,l In the Mahabharat it is also Htated that the Pandava 
brother Sahadeva during his conquering expedition to the south 
defeated a ruler named Nihiof Mahishmati in the Anupa country. 
But this Nila along with his son-in-law Agni is.said to have fought 
in the great battle on the side uf the Kauravas. The king of 
Mahishmati was a separate ruler from that of Malwa or Avanti. 
It is also said to be lying on the road to the Dakshinapatha. 

The Harivamsh and the Puranas give more or less the same 
information about the mythological Haihaya kings of Mahishmati. 
They refer to the Mahishakas as·the people of Mahishmati. · Wqat 
truth there is in the tradition recorded by Ka tyay ana that Mahish -· 
mati derives its nj.me from the prevalence of buffaloes (Mahishas) 
in that region cannot be stated with certainty. 

In B.uddhist texts like the Dighanikaya Mahishmati is said. 
to be the capital of Avanti whi~h was' regarded as one of the 
seven principal countries in the Jambudvipa. But in some other 
Buddhist texts Mahishmati is said to be the capital of the southern 
province of A vanti which was one of the sixteen countries of India 
at the rise of Buddhism in the sixth century B. C. 

Coming to· historical times we have reason to belive t)lat 
Mahishmati must .have formed part of the Maury empire it 
being included in its western presidency of which Ujjain was the 
capital. Nothing is known of the people or the ruling faimly 
of the place at the time. In my 'opinion the people Satiyputas 
mentioned in the edicts of Asoka may be the people of the Satpuda 
region and the Mahishmandala to which according to the Maha. 
vavansa and Deepvansh Buddhist mission was sent by Moggali
putta Tissa may be identified with the province of Maheshvar. 

·If this opinion is accepted; we can say that Mahishmati was an 
important place before and in the time of Asoka in the third 
century B. C. Two inscriptions on the Sanchi Stupa, which make 
a mention of Mahishma ti, show that ,it was one of the important: 
places of Buddhist worship in those days. · ' 

Whether Mahishmati was included in the empire of ·the 
Sungas who had Vidisha in east Malwa as their second capital 
in the second century B. C. is not known. But that it must have 
felt the power of the Andhras in the two centuries immediately 
before and after the Christian era can be said with certainty. For 
coins of the Andhras which are nf the Malwa fabric show that 
they had traversed the intervening territories of N imar and 

• 
1. There is a legend that Kartikeya when visited by Ravarsa 

attempted to prove his strength by obstructing the course of the Narmada 
but the mighty river burst into thousand torrents through the spaces 
between the name and forJl!ec;l the falls of the ~ahasraqhara, thr~e mH~s 
below Maheshva.r, · 
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conquered the kingdom of Avanti when they were largely ci;culat
ed. It must be supposed that Satakarni wrested Ujjaiyini from 
the Sunga king Pushyamitra or hi~ successor before the numis
matic change was effected . .. 

The Andhra rule over the province of Nimar was ousted by 
the Mahakshatrapa Rudradaman in the beginning of the second 
century A. D. as the Girnar im;cription of 150 A. D. states that 
the Anupa country (which was older name of modern Nimar) 
was included in his dominions. 

The rule of the Kshatrapas did not last long over the 
province The Andhras seem to have seized it back and in about 
A. D. a Saka ruler named Mana at first a subordinate of the 
Andhra~ founded a dynasty with Mahishmati as• his capital and 
began to issuA copper coins in his own name. As shown by 
Principal Mirashi it was probably the rise of these Sakas in 
Central India which led to the.disappearance of the Kshatrapas 
from Malwa and Nimar. 

That Buddhism continued to flourish in the neighbourhood 
of Mahishma ti during all these centuries since the time of Asoka 
probably because of the special patronage of the foreign dynasties 
can be seen from the fact that among the remains excavated 
at Kasrawad, which is only six miles to the south of Maheshvar 
on the southern side of the Narmada a number of Buddhist Stu pas 
are found. Some of the pieces of pottery found in th6 excavations 
are inscribed in Brahmi charaoters assignable to the first 
century A. D. The language of the inscriptions is Prakrit. One 
of the pieces of pottery gives the name of a Vihara nameq Nigata 
(Nirgrantha) Vihara and another bears the name of the well
known Buddhist place Taxila with which Kasrawad might have 
some connection in those days. Among the Punchmarked and 
Ujjain symbol coins found in the excavations is a copper coin of • 
a Magha ruler probably Vijayamagha of Kaushambi which 
might have travelled to Kasrawad with a pilgrim coming from 
Ka\IShambi to Ujjain. ~A· ston~ slab found in the excavation 
contains an extremely worn out inscription of about seven lines, 
a few unconnected letters in which can be read: The name of one 
Krishnanaga (Kasanagasa), can be read in the inscription. 

About the middle of the third century }.... D. the Abhiras 
probably under Ishvarsena subdueli the Anftpa country and 
introduced th~ir own era beginning with 249 A. D. which was 
continued in 'use for many years even after t}leit disappearance 

'imperial power. Unfortunately of such a powerful sovereign 
rio historical are found ttbeir . . . -
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their existence as P.etty rulers for many generations. An inscrip
tion assignable to 35l A. D. found at a village near Sanchi 
mentions a military officer (Dandanayaka) name Saka Shri
dharvarman whom Principal Mirahi supposes to be a descendent 
of the above-mentioned Saka Mana or Saga Mana of the coins, 
and who like him may have ruled from Mahishmati. According 
to Principal Mirashi Saka Shridharvarma had a fairly e.x:tensive 
kingdom stretching over Anupa, eastern Malwa and possibly 
western Malwa also thougli he does not mention any high sounding 
royal title in his epigraph. According to Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar 
and Mahamahopadhyaya Mirashi the Saka ruler who was defeated 
by Samudragupta as stated in the Allahabad pillar inscription 
might have been this Shridharvarma whose family was allowed 
to rule at Mahishmati u.ntil he was dispossessed by Chandra- . • gupta II. 

Two copper-pia te grants of a king of Mahishmati named 
Subandhu are found which are reatll.ly_ the earliest historical records 
mentioning the name of the place and the rule of a local family. 
One of the grants found at Burwani and dated in the year 167 
probably ·corresponding to 48~ A. D. records the grant of a village 
by Subandhu to a Brahman and the other fou.nd in the well-known 
Bagh caves and containing an illegible d'ate records a grant by 
Su.bandhu towards the maintenance of the Buddhist monks re
siding· in the Kalayana Vihara which is no doubt to ·be identified 
with the Bagh caves themselves.- Nothing is known of the royal 
family to which Subandhu belonged nor of the sovereign power 
to whom he might have acknowledged allegiance though in all 
likelihood the latter m1ght have been the .Gupta emperor Kumar
gupta. For it is difficult to suppose that the power of the Gupta 
sovereigns' who had held Malwa under them and even more 
distant countries as far as Kathiawad could not have been felt 
over the intervening province of Nimar simply because Suban~hu 
does not make a specific mention of the Gupta sovereignty and 
instead of using the Gupta era in his grant used the old era of -. 
the Abhiras which was long in use in the country. • 

• 
The sovereign~.fule of the Gupt;s ·over Malwa and Nimar 

3eems to have lasted from the time of Ohandragupta II from 
about 400 A. D. to the end of the reiga of Skandagupta to about 
!65 A. D. Unfortunately no Gupta record is found iri the province 
or one which refers"'to the province or to its illustrious capital 
ahishmati. The hoard of 21 gold coins at Barnnala in the Nimar 
istrict not far from Maheshvar contains coins of Samudragupta, 

andragupta. IJ and Kumargupta I. There is one very rare 
in of Samutlragupta in •the hoard which bears the unusual legend 
Sri Vikrama with the name of Samudragupta. The discovery 

f the gold coins of the Gupta emperors in such a distant province 
and to the south of the N arma·da is important. By the end of 
Kumargupta's reign the Gupta power was endangered b~ the 

l\ 
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revolt of the Pushyamitras a tribe in Central India living in the 
upper rece8ses of the Nal'mada. Nimar seems to have slipped 
out of the hand of the Gupta emperor Skandragupta in the period 
of disorder which followed the Huna invasions. The territories 
between the Jumna and the Narmada which Surasmichandra 
was governing on behalf of the Gupta Emperor Budhagupta as 
stated in one of the latter's inscriptions seems to be the eastern 
Malwa rather than western Malwa and Nimar. 

The Vakataka king Pravarsena II states in his Balaghat 
plates that his father Narendrasenss (450-470 A. D.) supremacy 
was acknowledged oy the rulers of Malwa and Mekala. It may 
therefore be supposed that the local ruler of Anupa whose name 
is not known acknowledged the power of the Vakatakas in about 
470 A. D. soon after the end of Skandagupta's reign. Principal 
Mirashi has shown that the ruler Punyava'tma of Vidarbha 
mentioned in the Dasakumarcharita, who had incorporated 
Mahishmati into his dominions and placed one of his sons on 
the throne may be identified • with the Vakataka ruler Hari
shena II. In that case the Vakataka rule seems to have con
tinued over the province at least upto 550 A. D. when Krishna
raja the founder of the early Kalchuri dynasty, a branch of the 
ancient Haihayas established himself at Mahishmati. Krishna
raja's son Sankaragana and grandson Buddharaja seem to have 
continued to rule over the place for about fifty years more. The 
ruler of Malwa at this time is said to be Devagupta but whether 
he had any connection with Nimar or with the Kalchuris names 
above is not known. 

In thE~ first quarter of the seventh century the Kalchuris were 
defeated and driven to the east-towards Jubbulpur by the Chalukya 
sovereigns of the Deccan probably Pulikeshi II. The Aihole ins
cription of 634 A. D. states that the Chalukya emperor Pulikesh II 
had defeated the rulers of Late Malwa and Gurjara. Re must 
have done this after defeating the ruler of Anupa or Nimar. 
Who the king of Nimar was at the time is not known. The 
inscription further states that he had also defeated Harsha the 
emperor of the North and in order to prevent ,him from invading 
the south he kept a strong army in the V"indhya region and 
guarded the passes of the Narmada. The army must have been 
kept in the Nimar District probably near about Mahishmati. 

The Chtnese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang is lglown to have visi 
in about 640 A. D. But his account of tlie place and of 

to it is confounding. As stated above he states that 
.,,.. •• ,.,. ... ,,...,..,, 11 for 150 miles to the north of Jajhauti and went 

"'lTn·r;.unn··,._ the king of which was a Brahman as that 
products o which were lillie those of U1;jan. He 

of the Pasupata sect. Buddhism as 
flourishing -in an~ &bQ;g;t ,Mahisbma ti for 

. ·. ,s. o •. tcj .the sixth century 
~-IPJ~Wl~~~fi·· ;;~,ant speak anything 
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it. It seems that Mahesapura which he visited after Jajhanuti 
was different from Mahislimati or Maheshwar. • 

Tradition goes that the great Vedanta philosopher, Sankara
charya on his way to the south from the north had visited Mabish
mati where he met and defeated in philosophical discussions, 
Mandanamishra the most reputed pundit of the place. The memory 
of Mandanamisra is still commemorated by jiemples in Maheshwar 
and Mandleshwar which is close to Maheshwar. Unfortunately 
their account cannot be authenticated by historical source5. 

How long Nimar remained under the sovereign rule of the 
Ohalukyas of the Deccan is not known. But it seems that in the 
beginning 'of the eighth century when the Pratiharas had risen 
to be a sovereig~ power in the North they must have held Malwa 
under them. They were frequently engaged in warfare against 
the Rashtrakutas who had succeeded the Ohalukyas in their 
sovereign power in the South. Success favoured them a·lternately. 
In the beginning of the ninth c~ntury the powerful Rashtrakuta 
king Govind III directed his attention to the conquest of M:alwa 
and as the Radhanpur plates of 808 suggest, the king of Malwa 
submitted to him and was allowed to govern his territory. But 
in a few years Govind thought it better to annex the province 
and to hand it over to one of his,officers for administration,' 

-In the latter half of the 9th century A. D. the Gurjara
Pratiharas under Mihir Bhoja reasserted their power ana tried 
to seiz~ back all the territories. Bhoja overran the tract round 
Ujjain upto the Narmada river. Then he tried his strength 
against the Rashtrakutas in the south evidently to take back the 
province of Nimar but he had to suffer defeat more than once 
some time before 867 -A. D. ~:But his son and successor Mahendrapal 
was more successful. He seems to have held the intervening 

·territories not only ot Malwa but also of Nimar as he is known 
to have held territories- so far away as Kathiawar where 
his feudatories Ba.lavarman and Avanivarman U were ruling. 
Mahendrapal's son and successor Mahipal also was a still more 
powerful ruler and he must have continued to hold sway over 
all the provinces of the Pra tihar empire. But after his death 
in the middle of the tenth century the 'vast empire of the 
Pratihars collapsed. The Paramaras a subordinate family of the 
Rashtrakuta sovereigns of the Deccan took advantage of this 
opportunity and with their sovereign's help succeeded in founding 
a kingdom in Malwa and Nimar. One of their .;family named 
Siyak who was an ambitious man and aspired to be independent 
of the Rashtrakuta sovereignty rebelled against the Rashtrakuta 

,king Khottiga and defeated him in a battle at Kalighatta which 
is no doubt to be identified with Kha-lghat, an important ford 
on the bank of the Narmada close to Maheshvar on the modern 
Bombay-Agra Road. Siyak is said to have advanced as far as 
Manyakheta. The Parmara power was now firmly established 
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over Malwa and Nimar. There was a continued warefare between 
Munja and the new sovereign of the Deccan· named Taila in which 
they were alternately victorious. Munja's successors also enter
tained the same ambition of pushing their southern frontier 
forward. The great Paramara king Bhoja, is known from his 
copper-plate inscriptions to have conquered even thA distant 
province of Konkan. The Yadavas who were ruling in the 
northern part of the Deccan had consequently to face the attacks 
of the Paramaras which were sometimes repelled with success. 
The Yadava ruler Irammadeva is seen to have held Nemawar 
on the northern bank of the Narmada in 1098. The Paramara 
rulers Vindhyavarma and Subhatvarma were defeated by the 
Yadava rulers Bhillam and Singhan. But the greatest enemies 
of the Paramaras were the Chalukyas of Gujrat_ whose encroach
ments into Nimar and Malwa, the Paramaras found very difficult 
to repell. Of the two powers the Chalukyas of Gujrat proved 
stronger and for some years in the time of the Gujrat Sovereigns 
Siddharaj J aisingh, Kumarpal a-nd their one or two successors 
Malwa was reduced to a subordinate position. The large number 
of Gujrati Brahmins under the sub-sects of Audich, Nagar, Jamou 
etc. which make up the Brahmin population of Maheshvar and 
also of Nimar must have migrated during the sovereign power 
of the Chalukyan. When the power of the Chalukyan began to 
decline the Paramars regained their independence though they 
were never able to attain their former greatness, and ultimately 
succumbed to the irresistible power of the Muhammadans in the 
beginning of the fourteenth century A. D. 

Unfortunately, very few records of the Paramars of Malwa 
are found in Nimar and none at Maheshvar. Only one copper
plate grant of the Paramara king Devapaldeva of V. S. 1282 
which was found at Mandhata was issued from Mahishmati. But 
some copperplate grants of the Paramars make a mention of • 
several places in the neighbourhood of Maheshvar, like Chilkalda, 
Khalghat etc. At Un which is on the southern side of the Narmada 
river and at a distance of a bout forty miles to the south-east of 
Maheshvar, an inscription of the Parmar king Udayaditya is found. 
Similarly a portion of Khandesh is said to have been held by thE 
Parmars of Malwa. All this shows that the province of NimaJ 
with its chief place Maheshvar was under the Parmars. 

Some of the ancient monuments found in Maheshvar an< 
elsewhere in liJ.mar can no doubt be assigned to the Parmar perio< 
though for want of inscriptions their exact dates or the name1 
of the rulers who built them are not known. Tradition goes tha1 
the Parmar king Munja well-known as a g;reat builder had buil 
"•ptple and a tank at Maheshvar but unfortunately they caqno 
~:~..-tifie.d. The lara~ tank at Ohali ne.ar Maheshvar seem 
J5i:~~;9e~n b~ilt ue Parama1· perio.d as the large numbe 

· ;: .tiMiliiluhiCUb:dates. nable to that ner1od are found near tb 
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tank and in the village. The Brahmanical temple of Kale.shvar 
and Matangeshvar and some Jain temples in Maheshvar, which 
were repaired in the time of Akbar as known from the inscriptions, 
must have been built in the time of the Paramars. Similarly 
the ruined temple of Jaleshvar to the west.of the Kaleshv11r temple, 
the so-called . Bhartraharig.upha near the Matangeshva·r temple 
and the foundations of the modern Siddheshvar temple in Mahesh
var can be assigned to the Paramar period. The destructiou of 
these temples must have heen effected in the time of the 
Mohamedan invasions of the Sultans of Delhi or during the strong 
and bigoted rule of the Sultans of Mandu. 

Alberuni writing in the eleventh century states that he 
travelled from D~r southwards to Mahumuhra (Maheshvar)" and 
from where to Kundaki (Khandwa) and the Namawar (Nemawar) 
on t~e banks of the Nar·wada, but he gives no account of the 
poli r.ica_l rule of the place in his t~me. • 

When in 1305 A. D. Malwa was seized by Allauddin Khilji 
who appointed Ainulmulk as his governor of Malwa, Nimar must 
have acknowledged his supremacy. With the declaration of 
independence by Dilawarkhan Gori in 1393, Nimar automatically 
passed under his rule and the Sultan of Malwa continued to hold 
these provinces upto 1531 A. D. , ' 

Like the Chalukyas of Gujrat and the P~ramaras of Malwa 
the Sultan of Gujrat and the Sultans. of Malwa were constantly 
at war with each other being alternately successful. The Sultan 
of Khandesh from N andurbar also sometimes joined in the wars 
which were waged around Nimar and thereby Nimar was 
frequently devastated. In those days Maheshvar rose to Q.e the 
first place, and Sa twas now in the Kannod district of the Holkar 
State rose to be the second place in Nimar. In 1422 when the 
Sultan of Malwa had gone to Orissa on an expedition, the Gujrat 
Sultan Ah_med invaded Malwa and captured Maheshvar on 
17-2-1422. Maheshvar seems .to have obtained the importance 
of a frontier post on the bank of the Narmada. The result of the 
contest between the Sultans of Gujrat and Malwa was unfavourable 
to the Sultan of Malwa who proved weaker. At last in 1531, 
Bahdurshah the Sultan of Gujrat succeeded in putting an end 
to the Sultanate of Malwa. But he could not keep his hold on 
Malwa.for more than four years for in 1535 the Mughal emperor 
Humayun invaded Malwa and defeated him. Humayun's rule 
ever the province was also short lived, for Shershah who had 
jdefea ted him and seized the throne of Delhi invaded Malwa in 
~542 and appointed Sujatkhan as his agent to govern Malwa and 
Nimar. Sujatkhan's son Baj Bahadur was defeated by Akbar 
who invaded the country in about 1551 and annexed Malwa and 
Nimar to-his empire. Nimar must have been in complete disorder 
during all these days. •.. · 
,- ' 



Akbar's undisturbed rule gave sufficient peace to Nimar and 
in his time Maheshvar probably because of its strategic position 
rose to great importance. Three Sanskrit inscriptions are found 
at Maheshvar which refer to the glorious rule of the Mughal 
emperor Akbar and to the regime of Khoja Ajij Beg and Khoja 
Suleman at Maheshvar when Devadasa was the MJ.ndloi of the 
place. The first inscription found in the modern Kaleshvar temple 
is dated 1565 A. D. (V. d. 1622, Saka 1487) and records the restor
ation by the Mandloi Devadasa of the Maheshvar temple called 
Adilinga at a place called Agnitirtha, Kalagni-rudrakshetra, 
Dasalakshgtirtba, situated at Mahishmati on the bank of the 
Narmada, near Mandapachala in Malwa, on the confluence of 
the rivers Reva and Mahishmati. The second inscriptiOn found 
in the modern Matangeshvar temple is dated 1571 .. A. D (V. S. 1626, 
Sak a 1491) records the restoration of the temple of Kala v ar by 
the Mandloi. The third inseription found in the Jain temple is 
dated 1571 A. D. (V. S. 1627, Sakjt 1492) and records the restor
ation by Mandloi Devadasa of the Adinath temple. One more 
Sanskrit inscription referring to the sovereign rule of Akbar is 
found in the Siva temple at a place calleJ Markati Sangama on 
the confluence of the rivers Narmada and Veda near Mandleshvar 
six miles to the east of Maheshvar. It records the restoration 
of thCl temple in 1578 A. D (V. S. 1635, Saka 1500) by the Mandloi 
Jagannath. 

Two Persian inscriptions of the reign of Akbar are also found 
at Maheshvar. One of them records that in 1600 A. D. (1008 A. D,) 
Akbar went to conquer the Deccan and Dandesh and in 1601 A. D. 
(1009 A. H.} he passed through the place Maheshvar back to 
Hindustan. As it is recorded in history that Akbar left Ashirgarh 
in April 1601 and reached Agra probahly in May 1601 his visit 
to Ma'heshvar may be fixed in the middle of April 1601. The fact 
that the route from the North to the South generally passed through· 
Maheshvar or Mahishma ti gets support from this inscription. The 
other inscription records the building of the Dalalwadi mosque 
by Mian Sahrfuddin son of Ruk1;1uddin. The names of some 
officers of Akbar, viz. Mirza Alif Shah, Amir Sherkhan, Kaji 
Zabbar, Kaji Moin are mentioned in the inscription. 

O.ae of the fords on the N armatia below Maheshvar which 
was named Akbarpur most probably after the emperor Akbar 
became subseq_uently famous in Maratba history. 

In .Akbar:s days Maheshvar was the he;ldquarters of Choli
MaheshV'ar Mahal in the Mandu Sark:ar of the Subha of Malwa, 

·. be·i·11g· .tae ad.minis.tratiV'e hea~qua .. rt.e .. rs. '~.·)ld,.Maheshvar the 
... ~.u.,.~.•,~; post. The revenue of .Mahtebva~ J:.~Jl,i,~ lilJ;D.e was 96J370 

by Malharra.o 
y ~ been built by 

I I~-
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Much is not known about ·the Mughal rule in Maheshvar 
in the times of the succeeding Mughal emperors. But it seems 
probable that Aurangzeb spent some days at Maheshvar and in 
some places near about. A Persian inscription found at Mahesh
var states that Qazi N ajib Khan in the reign of Shah Moinuddin 
(Aurangzeb) built a stately Idgah for·the convenience of Muslims 
in 1112 A. H. The Muhamedan monuments like the Masjid and 
the Shahi Bath at Kasrawad which is close to Maheshvar might 
have been built in the time of Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb seems to 
to have specially favoured the place Khargone which is at a· 
short distance from Maheshvar, where the head quarters of the 
whole Sarkar Bijagarh was moved from Bijagad and Jalalabad, 
and which was assigned as a Jagir to Shahu by Aurangzeb when 
the former was in his custody. 

An undatea. Persian inscription found at Maheshvar records 
that a tomb was built. by a Darvesh Husain when he got the 
place by an order of the emperor Mohemadshah. 

Although some Maratha 4.'aids over Malwa are said to have 
taken place in 1696 by the armies of Chhatrapati Rajaram it 
seems that they ·began their regular expeditions in Malwa since 
the year 1715 when Davalji Somavanshi crossed the Narmada at 
the Akbarpur ford between Maheshvar and Dharampuri and laid 
waste the territories. In 1729 Sayaji Gujar is known to have 
collecte.d a tribute of ten thousand rupees from the pargana of 
Maheshvar and Dharampuri. 

In 1781 the Peshwa a.signed Malwa to Sindia and Holkar 
and Pa~ar and in 1732 he made a special grant of the Pergana 
of Maheshvar and nine villages in the pergana of Indore to 
Malharrao Holkar, which continued -to be called Personal Jagir 
by the Holkar family. Its',income was Rs. 263,000 in those days. 

When Malharrao took possession- of the fort of Maheshvar 
• in 1734 he commenced its repairs. In 1745 he passed a royal 

guarantee deed to the residents with the 'object of populating 
the town. A Persian inscription found in Maheshvar states 
that during the administration of Rao Malharrao was created a 
construction by Matkar in 1177 A. H. Maheslivar did not however 
become a place of importance until 1767 when Ahilyabai because 
of har religious temparament and the situation of Mahesh\lar on 
the banks of the sacred Narmada preferred to stay at Maheshvar 
ra ~her than at Indore the real capital of the Holkar territories, 

~ 
which continued to possess military importance. Vakils from 
different courts of· .the .Maratha rulers and other rulers in India 

t, atten<:ed Ahilyabai's court. Under Ahilyab's auspices Maheshvar 
} rose to great importance both politically and commercially. Many, 
~ state buildings and palaces. of important Sardars were built. A 

number of temples ·exceeding seventy were built. Learned men 
specially from the South were invited to settle there and open 
their respective schools and lceep the torg!l of learnin~ burnin~. 



For the commercial growth o£ tlie town bankers, traders, merchants 
and specially weavers were invited from outside and were gi...-en 
special facilities. · 

A persian inscription found in a mosque in Maheshvar state 
that Muhammad Shariff built the ·mosque in the year 1187. 

Maheshvar contin~ed to decline in importance from the time 
of Y eshvantrao I who preferred to stay at Bhanpura in the 
Garoth District rather than at Maheshvar or Indore. But still 
he added to the magnificience of Maneshvar by building a great 
Ghat and a Chha tri there. An inscripti, •n records that the shrine 
and Ghat to the memory of Ahilyabai, who resembled the Ahilya 
of ancient days (i.e. the wife of sago Gautama) were commenced 
by Yeshvantrao Holkar I in V. S. 1856 (1799 A. D.) and completed 
V. S. 1890 (1833 A. D.) by Krishnabai his wife. S~me more Ghats 
and Uhatris of the relatives of the royal family were subsequently 
built which had improved the appearance of the town. But in 
recent times Maheshvar has lojt all its former importance and 
looks like a deserted place. 

A RARE TYPE OF VISHNU IMAGE IN THE RAJPUTAN A 
MUSEUM, AJMER 

BY 

S. K. SARASWATI, Calcutta University. 

The image under note represents a deity riding on the 
shoulders of a fat dwarf, which by its beak-like nose may be 
recognised as Garu4.a, the carrier of Visht;~u. It is shown in • 
the attitude of flying through the ai.r with its divine master. 
The god has fourteen hands, of which the main pair are shown 
in the Dhyana pose with a rosary placed on them. Other right 
hands from above show a mace (gada), a bunch of arrows (sara), 
a spear (sauti), an elephant-goad (ankusa), a long staff-like weapon 
(musala ?), and varada pose with a lotus held by the stalk. The 
additiol}alleft hands have a discus (chakra), a bow (dhanus, sarnga), 
a lasso (pasa), a weapon, which is broken away, held by the 
handle, a trident (trisula) and a conch (sankha) in the similar 
order. The god is heavily bejewelled, but in contrast to the 
j~welled ornaments, the hair, tucked up wi.th t.h.e help of a peculiar 
band into a tytted crown, is worth noticing •• :· The ornament in 
~ch o~ the two ears again is made qp of a ~f3J.'l}fll}t cq~ling through · .{,.le ~Q<t4~)lo~~r lobe. · ~>-" 

·-~~ d?~b~tt 'l;~e __ ,four du~tmot.'"'" 
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attributes of VishQu, all point to the same conclusion. Images 
of Vishnu with more than four hands are known in literature 
as well as in art. Of these many-handed varietieH the eight-handed 
form is very comriion. This form~ according to all the avail~ble 
texts (Brihat Samhita, chap. 57}; Habasirsha Pancharatra, chap 24; 
Agnipurana, chap. 49; Matsyapurana, chap. 25t5; Devatamurti
prakaranam, chap. 5: etc.) is to have a sword, a mace, an arrow 
and varada or a lotus in tile right and a shield, a discuss, a bow 
and a conch in the left hands· respectively. Sometimes the god 
is described as riding on G aru~a and of the eight attributes six 
may be recognised in the present image. The Agnipurana (chaps. 
49 and 306) and the Hayasirska Pancharatra (chap. 25) describe 
an eight-handed from of . Vishq.u under the name of Trailokyan 
mohana. Unfortunately'thA relevant texts are corrupt, but con
sidered together, it•can be inferred that the god is to be shown 
as riding on Garu9a and to have a discus, a conch, a b~w. an 
arrow, a mace, a staff an elephant-goad and a lasso in his eeight 
hands. It may be seen that the ~ttributes in the hands of the 
present image closely tally with those of the above list. Six: more 
hands still remain to be accounted for. It should be pointed out 
in this connection that fourteen is rather an uo.usua.l number • 
in the multiple-handed forms of gods and goddesses in Indian 
iconography. Of the forms of Vish1,1u, besides th~ eight-handed 
ones, we have a sixteen-handed variety of Tratlok.yamJbana 
VishQU in the Devatamurtipra~aranam (chap. 5) of Mct1,1~ana. 
Though most of the attribute~? in that list a.re identi<Jal witll those 
of the image under note, including -the pose of medttatwn in a 
pair of hands, an identifioa tion of the image with this particular 
variety is seriously precluded on· account of the absence of three 
additional heads, which this particular form of the god is to have. 
Similarly 'too, we cannot identify the image as Vish1,1u in his 
Visvarupa form, which, as the available texts (Agnipurana, cb ap. 
~9; Hayasirsha_Panchara..tru., chap.· 25 ; Devatamurtiprakaranam, 
chap. } ; Rupamandanam; chap. 2, etc.), is to have twenty hands 
and four faces .• 

The crown of matted locks on the head of the present image 
is a point which cannot be missed. A pair of serpentine ear 
ornaments is ~nother fectture, unusual in tne case of an image 
of VishQU. The latter is particularly a distinctive feature of ttle 
god Siva, and some of the attributes in the hands of tb.e present 
image, such as, trident, lasso, spear, rosary, elepllant-goad, et.c., 
may also be referred to him. Tnough the ttlird eye, the bull, the 
crescent moon on tlfe matted orown, etc. are absent, it is possible 
to assume that we have here ~n attempt to some sort of reappro· 
chement between the c.ults of Vishnu and S1va, an attempt that 
was responsible for the evolut.ion ot the conception of Hari-Hara 
(also known as Hari-t:>ankara, Siva-Narayai)a, KrishQ.a-Sankara, 
etc.). The most common torm of this god is tlla t of a tour-handed 
deity showing the attributes of Vish9u pn one si'de and those of 

10 
• 

' 
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Siva on the other, the respective mounts, dress and ornaments 
of the two gods being equally distributed over the image. The 
Sabdaknlpadruma quotes from the Vamanapurana a dhyana of 
Hari Hara with sixteen hands ancl it may mo presumed that such 
images with so many additional hands were not altogether 
unknown. In the Devaf;qmurtiprakaranam (chap. 6, verse 58) 
we are told of the thirty-two different varieties of images formed 
by the combination of Krishna and Sankara (Rrishna-Sankara
samvogaddvatrimsad-bhedamuriayah). ~Sutradhara MaQQ.ana, the 
author of the Devatamurtiprakaranam, flourished in Rajputana, 
where this image hails from, and it may be that in this part of 
India many different forms of imagea resulting from the combina
tion of VishQU and Siva were in voguP. Unfortunately these 
different forms have not been described. It is not impossible that 
the present image might be the outcome of such-varied experiments 
in combining the two gods, VishQU and Siva, into one form, a 
superior importance being however given to the former in this 
particular case. • 

SOHNAG TERRACOTTA SEAL OF AV ANTIVARMAN 

BY 

P A.NDIT M.A.DHO SARUP V A.TS, M.A. 

In September, 1945, the Collector of Gorakhpur informed 
the Secretary to dovernment, United Provinces, Public Works 
Department, Lucknow, of the find of a terracotta seal in village 
Sohnag, Poliee Station Lar, Tahsil Sa1empur of the Gorakhpur 
district by one Tapeshar Rai, while digging in the fields, and this 
information was kindly conveyed to me by the Additional 
Assistant ~ecretary to Govemment, Public Works Department, 
United Provinces, in October last. The District Magistrate, 
Veoria, sent me the above mentioned seal in June last, when 
I proceeded on leave, adoing that it was only a casual find 
in a field not associated with any ancient ruins. 1t may, however, 
be stated that the find-spot, lying within the Gorakhpur district, 
was well within th~ Tarai, which marked the northern boundaries 
of the Maukhari kingdom.l 

1. The photograph of the image was made over to me for 
identification in the year 1939 and a note to the following effect was 
to the Curator, t<.ajputa.na Museum, Ajmer. This type of images appears 
to have be~n rather faidy popular in Rajputana where a number of 
im.~ges of this kind have been found. 

1. Of. Dr:R. 8, Tripathi: Rise~, ·CJf KfJJ'ItJrtj (1937), p. 55 . 

• 
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The seal is of terraootta but the baking is imperfect, the 
surface of the inscription having become smoky in a reducing 
atmosphere in the kiln. It is a plane-convex oval, which including 
the rim measures 7.3" by 6.6". but the sunk, inscribed portion 
measures 6" by 5t". The oonvex reverse rises to 2.6" from the 
rim but is rather irregular and shows a hole in the thickness 
just below the inscription for attachment even as seals were 
attached to land grants. It weighs 184 tolas. A little more_ 

. than one third of the upper fiel~ of the seal is occupied by certain 
figures showing in the centre a garlanded bull to proper right, 
behind whose hump rises an umbrella with two streamers flowing 
backwards Jike those from a wheel or sunemblem held in his 
left hand by an atten'dant to proper right, whose figure is, however, 
blurred. The niap. to left holds a chauri brush or a stick in his 
right hand and a long handled axe in his left. These figures 
appear to be exactly similar to those ·depicted on the Asirgarh2 
and N alanda:s seals 9f 'Sarvavarma' with this difference only 
that in the present seal a flowing• end of the garment is also shown 
on the figure to proper right. ·Explaining these figures, Dr. Hira• 
nanda Sastri says, "The bull stands for dharma ; <[~ ft l=!n<fT"l, ~~: 1 
T.he two male figures are, perhaps, the chaQ.~al'as, who want to 
kill the animal. The idea underlying the emblem seems to be 
that the tampering with the seal is a~ heinous as the killing 
of a l::lull or violating the dharma."8 This interpretati\m of the 
symbols would amount to an imprecation and· limit their utility 
only to the safety of tlie seal, though it is well'known that royal 
seals in ancient India show varied symbols which could hardly 
be so explained. On the other hand they had a direct bearing 
on the religious tendency of a ruler or a particular dynasty ,4. 

Thus Garu9a oii the Gupta seals~'> refers to their being CJ~ l=!Pi"''Cf, 
the bull on the Sonpat seal6 of Harshavardhana recalls his title of 

• q~JI ~t~cr~; the _Bhagavat1 on the· Pratihara seals represents the 
tutelary deity of the dynasty. D. R. Sahni rightly calls •·the · 
flying figure of Garuda and a concllshell" in the Ga:hadava:la 
seals· to be "jh conformity with the YaishQava faith of the. 
king who issued the plates''7. This commrm practice would 
indicate that the seal symbols had a wider significance than that 
i_magined by Dr. Sastri. Probably the li{ij held by the men led 

· Dr. Sastri to call them cha:.nda:las but they might be attendant 
. protectors or GaQ.as of the buii, ;rR of ;:)iva, one of whose weapons is 

'Rij. 'This Saiva interpretation of the symbols is in conformity 

2. J. F. Fleet : Corpus lnscription I ndicarum, Vol. Ill, pp. 216-20. 
3. Evigraphia indica, Vol. XXI, pp. 73.74. -
4. Cf. J. N. Ba.nerji; Dev.eluptilent of ~indu l()onogra.phy. p. 11~ 
5. Hira.na.nda Sastri: Memoirs of the Archaeolog~cal Survey, 

No. 66, pp. 64-67. · 
6. Fleet, op. cit., pp.-228-30. 
7. E. I., Vol. XlV, PP• 193-96. 
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with the Brahmanioal proclivities of the Maukhari rulers, also 
borne out by their assumption of the title !R~ffl while the ~ 
(umbrella) may refer to their claim of sole sovereignty of the earth 
(~~~( ~mr: ~)s 

The characters belong to the Northern class of alphabets and 
may be stated to the latter part of the sixth century A. D. when 
forms with a profusion of flourishes had already been long in 
vogue. In this connection attention may be invited to the 
formation of_~ in line 3 in W'ltctlllirft, which is entirely different 
from the same Q' in all the known seals of Sarvavarman, but is 
similar to that found in the Aphsad inscription9 of .Adityasena. 
The language is Sanskrit prose throughout. In respect of ortho
graphy may be noticed the doubling of en and Q' in conjunction 
with the following ~ e.g., in !Jl"Rf<fijift:Q' and <iifRr in 1~ 1, ~'ij' in different 
parts of the insc-ription, and also the doubling of ,;r in"conjunction 
with the following :q as in the work ~3~~Tcr in different parts of 
the inscripfion. The orthograplty is, therefore, similar to that 
of the seals of Sarvavarman with this difference only that whereas 
in the Asii·garh seal the :a-q~;m-;::ft:q occurs between ~if and ~+r~l~Cf'~ 
in l. 7 and f~~~ in• N alanda seals, neither of these is found in the 
present epigraph. The omission is probably -due to the scribe. 

The seal refers to the Maukhari king Avantivarman, who 
is for the first time known from the present epigraph as the son 
and successor of Sarvavar,nan begotten 011 his queen Ma:hadevi 
Chandrabhatui:rika. This information puts an end to the long
drawn controversy as to the successor of Sarvavarman, and 
Susthitavarman against whom Mahasenagupta fought, as re
corded in the Apl:).sad inscription,to clearly falls out of the Maukhari 
line. A vantivarman is here described as q~+r+rT~~~ and +r{IU~TN~T~ 
exactly as Sarvavarrnan is descnbed in the Asirgarh and Nalanda • 
seals. It may be noted further that Avantivarman's name also 
ends with the dynastic title of +i'f@R even as Sarvavarman's ends 
in his seals referred to above. This would indicate that the 
dynastic name was added at the end of the seal after the name 
of the issuer, and no special meaning need be read in the associa
tion of this title with any particular ruler, as was supposed by 
Dr. R. S. Tripathi in his History of Kanauj, p. 45. 

A.s the first six lines of this inscription are identical with 
the text of the known seals of Sarva varman there seems to 
be no necessity of translating it, while lines 7 and 8 only give 

8. Cf. Kalidasa ~~~. canto II. verse 47, where this very expres
sion is.used. a.is<;> cf. ~«~in Bha.sa's ~~where a. similar idea 
is expressed by ~TQ~ I 

9. Fleet: Of). cit., pp, 203-6. . 
10. Ibid ~ trlpatbl : OD. cil •• DD. 4W9. 
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the name, title and peroenta ge of Avantivarman, the Maukhari 
The textn is as follows:-

1. 1 :qg~~iSURf<fijif;a<iilre: SfoT'lT~UlJ)r:ro:rtrT~U'31'T ('31'l) <:f~~~Ji' olfi!J~trrr:r;:r Sf~ 

J. 2 :q'ffli~'<f<f~'<t{ ~"!" Sf'31'TOJT+rRng: ~l+r{ [I] \Pr ~ftcrnr [11 [II] tr~<r wa~qHJ-
~'l:l'TOT'31' I . 

l. 3 <i~crrftr.:r1 ~~fR'iif~i11f~l~: ~~ ~{TU'31'Tfu<rcr++~t [II] ~'l ~'1_~oi''l£Cl:r~~?lfal 
'31''1~1!Jif~;;rll2 ~ 

l. 4 l=I~TR<fif~o<ff~~q~: ~t+r{HT~{Hcr•+rt [II] tf(<:f 3~~a-~qi~r~~;.rro a''l&ff 

l:l~rft;;pr 

1. 5 ~1fr~c'lWI +r~q~r~r~ arl tur;:rcr~~=~r [II] o~<r ~~~gi''1T~r~~ror 

I. 6 ~~f:n:fi ~~rR'fiT +r~r{olff!I~'q~) +!'q:r~ ~rN'u~ arl:u-ocrcr++rr [II] 

1. 7 o~lf 1 3 !1'9:~oc·:rr~r~~i:!To [ u ] :q'1{.~,~ l:l~TR'fiT+J{f~o'H!I~q;;r [ x ] q~+r+rr~<R) 

1~ 8 +r~ru~rf-.:ruijf ~ fM<:rfro"..+J:IT 1 5 +r"l~ft: ulj 

11. It is necessary to state in this connection that of all the 
Maukha seals. copper or terra.cotta- the relief of letters in the present 
seal is v'ery small and at plac~s the text has become more or less 

. blurred. The surface of the seal is also uneven and this has caused 
greater wearing of certain parts. 

12. The mother of ~Cf,<:f+JliJ is ~timrr l=!'~TR<iiT in all the seals of 

Sarvavarman, and '31''i~CfT~I who in line three of the present record 

is stated to be the mother of t~cr\cr+lfo:J; is presumably a mistake for 
~ 

~IS!mff on the part of the scribe. 
13. The relief in the last two lines has almost faded and they 

cannot be clearer on the' photograph. In line 7 too many letters 
have been inserted in a comparatively small space and their size is 
naturally smaller, 

14. There is no doubt as to the r~ading of the word :q~~T 
in the original. However, there is a possibili~y · of the first letter :q 

being mistaken for { but form of the letter, as given in line 2, is quite 

different. The difference is even clearer on the plaqoe. 
5. ~f.a<:r+~T has . become very blurred in the photograph, but 

in the original it is quite distinct. Here, too, one ca.fi see the right 
hand vertical line of-~ quite clearly, "!' is just a line thickened in the 

middle, the loop 'to the left having merged in the thickness, and traces of 
f.a a:re also visible. 



GOVINVAGUPTA A NEW GUPTA EMPEROR 

BY 

PROF. JAGAN NATH, M.A., Oriental College, Lahore. 

The name of Govindagupta first became known by the 
discovery of the Basarh clay seal of his mother Maha:devi 
Dhruvasvamini.t In this Seal Dhruvasvamim is described as 
the chief queen of Mahara:ja:dhira:ja Sri Candragupta and the 
mother of Maharaja Sri Govindagupta. Before the discovery of 
this seal Kuma:ragupta I was the only son of Candragupta II 
known to us and as the inscriptions depict him as the immediate 
successor of Candragupta he was naturally •regarded as the 
eldest son of his father. The ciscovery of the Basarh Seal (raised 
the question of the relation between Kumaragupta and Govinda
gupta. Allan regarded him as aeyounget brother of Kuma:raguptaD 
and so did S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar who suggested that 'in 
the absence of Kumaragupta from Vaisali, his younger brother 
Govindagupta had been put in charge of the administration of 
the province of Vaisali but as he happened to be two/young, the 
actual administration was carried on by his mother Dhruvasamim.s 
In both these views the consideration of the important point 
why Dhruvasva:mim had been styled as the mother of Maharaja 
Govindagupta was altogether ignored. Dr. D. R, Bhandarkar 
with his usual insight into epigraphical problems, duly noted 
this point and discussed it, in some detail. He remarked, "But 
let us proceed a step further and ask why, if Kuma:ragupta was 
also a son of Candragupta and Dhruvasvamim his name is 
omitted and that of Govindagupta alone mentioned. The name 
of the latter only is specified because I think he was Yuvara:ja. 
For in the seal of a queen it is natural to expect the names of her· 
husband the king and her son who is heir-apparent to the throne."' 

At the time when Dr. Bhandarkar wrote there were no 
inscriptions or coins to show that Govindagupta ascended the 
throne after the death of his father Candragupta II, and the 
omission of his name in the Gupta genealogies rather suggested 
the possibility of his having died during the life time of his 

• father. It must be remembered however, that the omission of a 
name from an official genealogy cannot by itself prove that a 
particular person did not rule. As Hoernle observed, the official 
lists are intended to record the line of descent rather than the 
line of succession. 

1. ASR. 1903 .. 4, p. 107. . 
t. Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta Dynasties, p. XI. 
3. Studies in Gupta History, p. 60. 
f, lnl.U•n Antiquary, 19U p. S • 

. ·16 
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Dr. Bhandarkar therefore, rightly assigned to Govindagupta. 
a brief rule between Candragupta II and Kuma:rgupta from 
G. S. 93 to G. S. 95, and suggested th~t he might either have been 
ousted by his brother Kuma:ragupta or died a natural death. 
Dr. Bhandarkar further opined that ·the gold coins bearing· the 
legend Prakasadi-tya may be attributed to Govindagupta and 
that he was identical with Candrapraka:sa mentioned by Va:mana 
as a son of Candragupta.o 

· Ten years after the publication of Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's 
article, Mr. N. B. Gorde, Superintendent (now Director) of Arch
aeology Gwalior, announced the discovery of a new inscription 
from Mandasor dated Ma:lava Samvat 524-467 A:. D.6 This 
inscription contained the names of Candragupta, his son Govinda
gupta and also of a feudatory ruler Prabhakara and his general 
·Dattabhata. Vsrious views have been expressed with regard to 
Govindagupta, simply on the basis of the brief summary of the 
contents given by Mr. Gat·de .. Prof. H.. D. Bannerji made the 
following observations:- ... · • 

"But the second inscription (i.e. Mandasm· inscription dated 
524) does not mention Skandagupta. Did Govindagupta refuse 
to acknowledge his nephew after his brother's deatl1 in 155 A. D., 
or had he done so after Skandagupta's death"? 7 It may be 
inferred from this that Prof. Bannerji rogarded Govindagupt.a 
as the Viceroy of Ma:lava, during the rule of his brother 
Kumaragupta, and that he ha;d asserted his independeuce either 
immediately after the death of his brother Kuma:ragupta, or 

' after the death .of his nephew Skandagupta, R. D. Bannerji 
was not quite sure,s whether Govirtdagupta was alive or dead 
in 524 M. 8., but his suggestion that he was GovernJr of_ Ma.lava 
has influenced the views of all later writers who have tacitly 
taken Govindagupta as a Governor of Ma:lava in 467 A. D. 'who 

• had rebelled against the the imperial authority after Kuma:ra
gupta's death,9 But this view is absolutely untenable. The 
principality of Dasapura (Mandasor) was not an imperial province. 
It was an autonomous State whose rulers acknowledged the 
overlordship of the Gup.tas. l'here can be, therefore, no question 
of the appointment of a Governor of Da5apura, which was ruled 
over by an indigineous -line of kings-the Varmans. The refer
ence to Govindagupta in the Mandasor inscription. must he in 
his capacity of a suzerain ruler as will be shown below. 

5. Ibid. 
6. ASR, 1~22-23, p. 187. 
7. Age of tlie Imperial Guptas, p. 51. 
8. Ibid, p. 66. 
~. Of. R. .N. Dandeka.r, History of the Guptas, p.120, R.N. Seletor, 

Life in the Gupta Asie, p. 35, R. C. Majumdar, History of the indian 
Peopte, Vol. VI, p. 174. N. N, D!los Gupta, B. C. LaUJ Volume, (Part I) 
pp. 6~2. - . . 
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In the Gupta inscriptions we usually find that the name of 
the suzerain ruler is mentioned first, and then the name of the 
provincial Governor or feudatory ruler as the case may be, is 
stated. But in the present case this convention of the style alone 
is not helpful t0 us in determining the status of the persons 
named. Here Candragupta's name has been brought in because 
he was the father of Govindagupta; and the latter is mentioned 
because it was the son of his general Va:yurak~ita by name 
Dattabhata who constructed the public works (mentioned in the 
inscription). Another ruler Prabha:kara, who appointed Da ttbhata 
as commander-in-chief, is also men tioued. It is, thereforP, idle 
to talk of Govindagupta's Governorship of Malava on the basis 
of the Mandasor inscription. It may also be pointed out here 
that Govindagupta was not alive in 524 M. 8. (467 A. D.), His 
region has been referred to in the past.10 Tl!e use of the past 
perfect tense in narrating the happenings connected with Vayu
rak!?ita, the general of Govindagupta, show that both he and 
his master lived in the past. Tbis further makes it clear that 
it was not Govindagupta who was ruling at Da5apura, in 467 A. D. 

. It may be argued that Govindagupta might have set up 
an independent kingdom in Malava after the death uf his father 
Candragupta Vikramaditya But th1s supposition is barred out 
by definite epigraphic evidence. From 40 l A. D. to 42J A. D. 
Dasapura was ruled by the Varmans. In 404 A. D. Naravarman 
was the King of Da5apura, and in 4'3 A. D. his son Vi5vavarma 
was ruling there.n In tile Mandasor Inscription of the Guild 
of silk weavers dated 436 A. D. Kuma:rgupta I is mentioned as 
ruling the earth bounded by the four oceans and Bandhuvarman 
was governor of DRsapura. After him the wvereignty of 
Skandagupta over western lndia is proved by the Girnar Rock 
Inscriptwn of that emperor himself. Thus the possibility of 
Govindagupta having set himself up as an independent and • 
rival monarch in Western India is altogether ruled out. It would 
be equally useless to suggest that Govindagupta held the post 
of Governor of Malava first under his brother Kumaragupta I 
and then under his nephew :::>kandagupta, for the simple reason 
that so far as 1Ja5apura is concerned, it was governed by the 
local dynasty of Varman ruler~ and there was no room for appoint 
a Governor by the lmperial power. 

10. Of. 
~f~il'q~«rfii~:u«rr~: fu~fq,rf<ffijfo qra;q~: 1 

e 
R'OifH<iJ~ RS~UN'qrsfi ~lf'i{lo: 6iiH{~I{ 11 
~;rrqfa"«r~ GJ~<i rrrifr <r~fr~rrr {~<r'i~rr 1 
ii~7.Uf' ~<IT~tr!J~ ~rrt rr ~~li~~j{:q;r;Jrmt1i: II 

11. Vide Mandasor stone insoription dated M. 8. 461, and 
GaDidhar inloription dated M.. S. 480. 
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The reference in the Ma ndasor Inscription to 'Govind~gupta's 
'name therefore must indicate that he was at one time the suzerain 
of Dasapura. It has bee.n stated above that the Basarh Seal 
indicates that he "!'as the eldest son of Candragupta II. and had ·· 
been appointed heir-apparant. The passage from the new 
Mandasor inscription dated 467 A. D. quoted above, tells us that 
feudatory kings deprived of their glory touched his feet by their 
heacis. The description clearly indicates that Govindagupta was 
a sovereign ruler commanding the allegiance of several feudatory 
kings·. Therefore we may conclude that Govindagupta. who had 
been appointed as Yuvaraja in the life time of Candragupta 
ascended the throne after the death of his father sometimes about 
413. He enjoyed a very short rult>, ·having either died, or been 
ousted by his brotlter Kuma:ragupta in 415 A. D. It is probable 
that Govindagupta met with a violent end. In the Tumain 
inscription Kuma:ragupta is described protecting the earth like 
a good wife whom he had seized by force.12 

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has recently suggested that Kumara
gupta and Govindagupta are identical.13 He argues that no 
-coins of Govindagupta have so far been discovered, but on a 
v:ariety of the coins of Kumaragupta there are the. letter Ku 
and go which he thinks stand for Kumaragupta and Govindagupta 
respectively and their occurance on the same coins indicates . ttJ.e 
idenU ty of the two names. But that go 'does not stand ~or 
Govinda, is conclusively proved by its occurance on the cl1ms 
of Narasimhagupta14 also. Evidently we cannot infer that 
Govindagupta and Narasinhagupta are identical. Mor\jover the 
coins of Kuma:ragupta on which the letters Ku and go ·occur are 
all of the heavier st~ndard of 148 grains, which was introduce.d 
.for tb e first time by . Skand agupta, and was continued by h1s 
.saccessors. The gold·coin of the preceding reigns was of a lighter 
weight-128. grains. Therefore the coins with the letters· Ku and 
go belong to Kumaragupta II, · a successor of Skandagupta and 
not to Kuma:r.agupta I, the brother of Govindagupta. 

The absence of the coins of Govindagupta cannot prove 
that he did not·rule. No coins of Ra:magupta·· have been found 
so far, but the literary and epigraphic evidence has definitely 
established his existence as a ruler. As Govindagupta enjoyed 
a brief rule of about two years only, the number of coins: struck 
during his reign must have been very small. It is no won~er, 
therefore, that his coins did not find a place in the hoards buned 
in subsequent timE:)s . 

. . 
, 

12. ''ey ~r"<rlf+i<I '<T+h~<rl <r1'{hr~t~~cru~ <I.fir I 
13. 
14. C. C, G. D., pp, 137·39. 

ll 
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A word may be said with regard to the position of Prabha
kara. In the new Mandasor inscription he is described as the 
destroyer of the enemies of the Gupta Dynasty. Dr. N. P. Chakra
varti thinks that 'Prabhakara was the successor if not the son 
of Bandhuvarma.'~5 This view is quite plausible; but since the 
familiar name-ending-Varman is absent it is more probable 
that Prabhakara did not belong to the Varman dynasty. The 
Mandasor inscription of the Guild of Silk-weavers does not 

mention any successors of the local ruler Bandhuvarman nor 
any of the Imperial Gupta overlords. All the kings between 
436 and 472 A. D. are summarily dismissed by the enigmatic 
statement that many kings had passed away during this interval, 
It appears that after Bandhuvarman, the Varmans fell out with 
the Guptas, and were defeated. Prabhakar~ a strong partisan 
of the Guptas was then made king of Dasapura. He or his 
successors ruled over Dasapura, till Yasodhareman re-asserted 
the Varman ascending and 'l'aised his family to higher and 
greater glory. 

"TYPES OF LAND IN NORTH-EASTERN INDIA" 

(From 4th century to 7th century A, D.) 

BY 

SUDHlR RANJAN DAS, M. A., Calcutta. 

A large number of inscriptions of the period between 4th and 
7th centuries of the Chrisrian era reveal an elaborate system -of 
land tenure in ancient India. These inscriptions which are mainly 
copper plate charters while recording grants of land describe 
various types of land which can be roughly divided into two 
groups-communal and individual. 

Communal land is owned by the whole community of the 
village or of the locality for the communal benefit. Such lands 
can be classed under two heads-land within the village and 
outside the village. Of the communal lands within the village 
mention may be made of Go-margo, Go-vatq, Go-patha, Go
chara, etc. From these terms it is clear that communal lands 
within the village are particularly associated either with the 
cattle route or with the grazing fields. Even today in many 
parts of north-eastern India Ga-patha and Ge-chara land are in 
existence but they are no longer communal lands. Go-chara is 

15. ~ I. XXVI, t»· 131, f. n. 4. 



undoubtedly, Go-charana-bhumi, i.e. the land where the cattie of 
the community moves and grazes. Existence of. Go-chara:bhumi 
has been considered essential for an ideal village by the early 
writers. Accoraing to Kautilya each villa-must be surrounded 
by the Go-chara-bhumi and it has been laid down· that the 
cowherds "shall graze the herds in the forest to which are alloted . 
as pasture ground for various seasons''.~ Similar is the direction 
given by Manu and Yajnavalkya. Manu says that "on all sides 
of a village a space, one hundred dhanuo or 3 samya-throws 
(in breadth) shall be reserved (for pasture) and thrice (that space) 
round a town."2 Lik~wise the inscriptions as well refer to-"trina
(suti) or trina-putt Go-charana-'bhumi''. In the Nirmand copper 
plate of Samudrasena we have, "sva-sima-trina-kashtha-prasvana
yuti". 3 In the inscriptions from Chamba we however find the 
mention of "Go-suii" which refers to the land where the cattle · 
is tied,4 In the inscriptions ot: the latter period also we have 
the mention of "trina-puti-go-chara-paryantah". Trina; is the 
general name for grass and p!di may refer to a particular 
kind of grass as it assoJiated trina. The constant association 
of grass, wood, jungles, etc. with the Go-chai-a-bhumi indicate 
that such lands are covered with grass, jungles, etc. It is still 
a common practic.e with the rural people to the cattle in an area 
which is covered with grass, jungles, etc. for. feeding the cattle. ' 
Such lands are no doubt the Go-chara-bhumi of the earlier days. 
Our inscriptions do n~t tell us . anything about the ownership of 
such lands and the taxes to be pai·d. It seems that these lands 
belonged to the state which for the benifit of the people used to 

· preserve and maintain such lands . 

. Besides, ~here were other communal owned lands lying 
outstde the vtllage. These lands have been described in the 
inscriptions as van a, aranya, and jangala-bhun~i.6 It is also clear 
{rom the inscriptions that the king is the owner of these lands 
an:d we often find him granting these lands for converting them 
into habitable or dwelling places. This is clear from the Tippera 
inscription of Lokana tha where we have a reference to the 
establishment of 211 Bra:hmanas verded in the Vedas in "atavi-bhu
khanda in Suvvaingu vi:;aya.7· According to Kautilya Vana and 
aranya are the properties of the king or the state and such lands 
can be granted to the Brahmanas for the cultivation of Dharma. 
How such an aranya-bhumi is cleared and made habitable for the 

1. Sha.masa.stry, Ka.utilya's Arthasa.stra., p. 161. 
2. ManuS. B. E. Vol. XXV., VIII. 8. 237, p. 296.; Yagnava.lkya., 

II. 167. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

" 6. 
7. 

· Fleet, Gupta. In.soriptions, p. 289 ; 1. 10. 
Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba, pp. 167-68. 
Arthasastra, p, 54. 
Fleet, p. 289. 
E. I. Vol. XV. p. 307, 311. 
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people has been also described by Kautilya,1 It seems that 
Lokantha's inscription follows closely the principles laid down 
in the Arthasastra. 

Moreover in the Maliya copper-plate of Dharasena II (571-72) 
we have the mention of "siva-padraka and Bh11mbhusapadraka, 
100 padavartas" ,2 'I here is a good deal of controversy regarding 
the meaning of the term padraka. According to William 
padraka is a fuller expression of the term pndra meaning a village 
earth or district. 8 Buhler thinks that it signifes the modern 
expression pac;tr i.e., a grazing place. 4 Wilson however contends 
that it is a common land left uncultivated.5 Measurement of 
land as given in the inscription shows that it is a bigger area 
and Dr. Saletore thinks that such a extensive area was most 
probably used for common purposes.6 Mr. K. Gullta supposes that 
it refers to village. In support of his contention h~ has also 
quoted certain referennces in the inscriptions of Jayabha tta and 
Dadda where we have the expressions, "padraka-grama and 
padrakam-esa-gramah".7 Dr. S~letore thinks that padraka in 
these cases does not mean a village which is the lowest adminis
trative unit but a still biger unit in area.s He further says that 
if padroka means a common land in a village then there arises 
difficulty in the expression dvesa and vaidula ·lands is refered 
to in the Nirmand inscription. The passage in question runs as 
follows-" ... (the land) including the dvesa land (that had been 
given) by the cultivator Vakkhalika (whose holding was) on the edge 
of the newly constituted vaidula of the village of Sulisagrama and 
the dvesa land, with udranga (and) including the edges of its boun
daries (that had been given) by a cultivator of the town of 
Talapura ....•. ". 9 Meaning of both these terms is not clear. 
Dr. R. Mitra explained the former as a grazing ground and bas not 
quoted any authority for the same.10 It dvesa land is really a 
grazing field then it is not certainly a communal land but an. 
individual land as the grant is made by a cultivator. Some take 
the term Vaidula to be a varriation of Vidula. According to 
Bhagawan Lal lndraji it is "one of the articles leveied from 
every village in times of war and the grant allows the donee an 
exception from taking away of arms and ammunations in times 
of war".11 But this is not quite in accord with to spirit of the 

1. Arthasastra, p. 55~56. 
2. Fleet. p. 170. 
3, Fleet, p. 170. 
4. I. A. Vol. XV. p. 3J7. 
5. Glosa.ry of Indian terms. p. 285. 
6. Saletore, Life in the Gupta. age. p. 339. 
7. I. A. Vol. Xlii, pp. 77-79 and.-82·84. 
8. Sa.letore, 339. 
9. Fleet, p. 289. -

10. lb.d. 
11. L A. Vol • .XIII, p. 129. 
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statement made in the inscription. If we take these two terms to 
· mean waste lands in the village then there is probably no difficulty 

in the interpreatations of these two term~. lt is likely that such 
lands were. originally no man's waste land but became individual 
land . only after it is being cleared and made cultivable or 
habitable by a particular individual. Such a suppsition is quite 
in- accord with the spirit of the statement made in the inscriptions. 
Padraka may mean a common land in the village used by the 
people for the common purposes and dvesa and vaidula . lands 
may mean individual waste la.nd. As to the contention of 
Dr. Saletore it can be noted that we do not get any reference to the 
mention of padraka as a still bigger administrative unit than the 
grama in any inscription. On the other hand it is more likely 
that it means common land in the village owned-by the king who 
made a grant df the same land to a Brahmanana for the main· 

. tenanoe of the religious tires a:r;td practices. · 
" Of the types of land owned ·by the lndividual mention may be 

made of Vastu, ksetra, khila-ksetra, vapaka-bhumi, vastka, etc.1 

In the Damadarpur · copper-plate.of Bhanugupta (533-34) we llave. 
the reference to three important types of land as ••khila-ksetra~Jya
vastuna" According to wilson vastu is the sito for the foundation 
of a houRe.2 It is clear from all the references that vastu is to a 
kind of land which ~is ma.inly used for res-dential purposes. 8 Even 
today, in Bengal vastu-puja is performed with in the area of the 
home in an eleveted place in the cultivated field on the last day of 
the month of Paus. This observance is considered as a sort of 
'indication to the efect that it is a sort or declaration that the land 
in question belong to the observer of the rite. In the ·Baigram 
copper-plate we have a reference to "shala vastu-bhumi".4 In ·some 
inscriptions of the later period such a land is called f/yabhu i. e., 
land tor dweling but wfthout any bundary. Ksetra is the general 

• designation for all ploughed and cultivated lands from whiCh the 
coloquial Bengali term khet has been derived. · Granting of such 
lands means only the · transfer of the ownership of the land in 

· questioJ?.. Besides there is another class of land which is, no doubt, 
cultivated land but is not cultivated. It is often a common 
practice with the peaseants to allow certain land to remain 
fallow for some times because continuous cultivaton for years 
together may render the :field less fertile. Hence ·after 3· or 4 
years of interval such a land is cultivated. This type of land was 
most probably called k'hita-bhurni. But khila~bhumt as described 
in the inscription seems to be barren and un:fiffor cultivation. The 
Nandapura inscription:. giyes a description how a khila-ksetra is 

1. E. I, XV, .p. 144. 
2. Wilson, Glossary of Indian terms, p, 544. 
3. E. I. Vol. XV, p. 144. 
4.. E._l. Vol. p. 
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to be purchased.1 Even today in Bengal khila-jami or ks~tra i~ 
one which is barren or which is not cultivated i. e., waste land. In 

·the Gunaighar plate of Vanyagupta we have the mention of 
hajjika-khila-bhumi i.e., water-logged waste land which has been 
as well described as "suny-p~tikara" 2 i. e., devoid of any taxa
tion. In the Damodarpur copper-plate of Kumaragupta we have 
the mention of an other class of land called "parc-adaprahatta'', 
and khila-bhumi is also refered in the same record. 3 According 
to Amarakosa khila and aprahata are identical but Halayudha 
explain khila as a waste land.4 Though both terms are identical 
yet it seems that there is difference otherwise these two terms would 
not have been mentioned side oy side. Yadavapraka~a in his 
work Vaijay anti (ll th century) says "Khilamprahatam sthanusa
vatyasarer.au".5 Though it appears that khila and aprahata are 
same yet it is clear that the former is no doubt a kind of cultivable 
land but of inferior quality and most probably allowed the field to 
fallow for a longer period. This will be clear from the explanation 
given by Na:rada. According to' him the land which has not 
heen cultivated for one year is called ardha-bhumi and that which 
has not been cultivated for 3 years called khila-bhumi and that 
which has not been under cultivation for more than five years is no 
better than a forest. 6 In the grant of Jayabhata we have refer
ence to another kind of land calle::l "vapaka-ksetrr&m." 7 The 
meaning of the term is not clear. Mr. B. Inraji thinks that it 
was a "field which by means of irrigation yield a rabi crops of 
riec, etc.'' But he has not cited any authority for the same. In 
the Chamba plate of Yagakaravarman we have the mention of 
Kolhika-satka-bhu, Scibdabagga-nama ksetram, Kutika, etc. 8 

Dr. Vogel explains the term Kothika by irrigated land. The word 
is derived from kuhl (a) meaning a channel. It is the sanskritised 
kolhi which indicate an irrigated field used for nee cultivation and 
is regularly found in the vernacular porsions of the Chamba title • 
deeds. Bagor bagh means a field. It has been explained as a very 
fertile land which is meant mainly for cultivation of various impor
tant vegitables.9 As to kutika it may be noted that the term kut 
means "cultivated land lying at a high level, yielding in course 
of two y6ars only two crops 10 Besides we have also few reference~ 
to terraced land, land full of pits, etc. 

In the Vaigram copper-plate we have the mention of tala-

1. E. 1. Vol. XXIII, p. 54. 
2. I. H. Q., Vol, VI, pp, 56-60. 
3. E. I. Vol. XV, p.131. 144. 
4. Ama.rakosa.. II, 10. 5.; Ha.la.yudha., 2. 3. 
D. Vaija.yanti, p. 124. . 
6; Narada, S. B. E, Vol. XXXIII, p.160. 
'l. I. A. Vol. Xlll, p, 78. 
8. 4. S. I. R. l,9p2-3, p. 2~9. 

, 9. Q:l91l8ary of hldia11 terms, p. 44.~ 
'" ' ~·~· ~. ~ ltuw. p. 250 • 

• 
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vata. The land which is being purchased is no doubt vastu-bhumi 
for building houses and to live therein. In order to do this he 
shall also have to :find out land and water ways. In Khalimpur 
plates we have "tala-pataka" ~hic_h seems to be a varriant of 
tala-vatka. Even at present lll d1fferent parts of north-eastern 
India the term vata is used for the,, word patha i:e., way or road. 
Tala, no doubt, means below of under-neath. In that case tc:la
vata may mean water drain or nala for the drainage of water. 
We also :find mention of the word al in the inscription of the 
8th century.· As the water-drain generally runs alon'g with the 
way hence we find mention of tala-vata. ln the inscriptions of 
the 8th century we also have the mention of "satalah soddesa is 
high land and water-drain. According to some tala means also 
water-logged a1:ea. 

From this dessertation on various types of land it is clear 
that the land was grouped into different types according to the 
production of the soil a_nd the quality of land. It is highly 
interesting to note that this description of the different types of 
individual owed land resumable to a greater extent the description 
of the types of land as given by Abul-b.,azal in his Ain-i-Akbari. 
He says that the land which was anually cultivatea for~ each crop 

· and was never allowed to be fallow is called Polaj land. This 
kind of land was under continuous cultivation and yielded 
'revenue from year to year~ This seems to be the same as the 
ksutra-bhumi of the earliest days. The land which is' cultivated 
for one or two years is called Parauti-bhumi; when such land 

_ is not cultivat.ed for three or four years it is called Ohachar-bhumi, 
·and that which is left uncultivated ·for five years or for more 
than :five years is called Banjar-bhumi. These· later classes of 
land seem to be same. as the khila-bhum1 of, the earlier days. 

RELIGOUS HISTORY OF A.NDHRADESA DURING 
THE P03T-SA.T.A. VA.HAN.A. PERIOD 

BY 

• DR. M. R4MA RAO, M . .A... PH. D. 
(Lecturer, Hindu College, Gunt'\lr). 

The post-Sa:tava:hana period i.e. the period between 225-625 
.A.. D., constitutes a definite and important landmark in the early 
history of .Andhradesa. It saw the rise of the Ik!?vakus of Vijaya
puri to power and imperial dignity in the e~rly years and subse
quently the emergence of· the Pallavas, the A.nandas, the Brhat-

. phala:yanas, the Sa:lankayanas, the Visnukutidins, the Matharas·, the · 
vasi!?tas and a few other f~milies in c;:o"astal" ~ndhral T~e countqr 
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witnessed in the pnst-Sa:tavahana period the revival of the old 
Brahmai)ical Hinduism and the rapid decline of Buddhism. 

The pf'riod of nt arly five centuries of Satava:hana rule 
(225 B. C. to 215 A. D.) was predominantly the age of Buddhism. 
Though .Andhra Buddhism is distinctly pre·Asokan, that faith 
must have received a fresh impetus during the reign of that 
monar£ih. Simultaneous with the monastic cells and caitya 
halls cooped out on hill sides at Nasik, Na:na:ghat, Karle and Ajanta 
in the west, samgha:ramas and caityagrhas were excavated in 
.Andhradt>sa at Ra:mat1rtham Sankharam, Guntupalli and Koru. 
konda. Buddhist stupas and other establi-;hments were also 
constructed on plains at various places like .Adurru, Gudiva:da 
GhantaRala, Jaggayyapeta, Ra:mireQ9ipalli, .Amar~vati, 'Na:g~r: 
junakOI,H~a, Goli, Rentala, Buddha:m, Chinaganjam etc. The entire 
coastal region was dotted with caityas and monasteries inhabited 
by monks and nuns belonging to n~merous sects, while Amara:vati 
became the centre of this faith and later of the Madhyamika 
school. Brahmai)ical Hinduism also flourishEd during this period 
and even found powerful royal patrons. Sa:takarr:li I was a staunch 
devotee of this faith and performed numerous Vedic sacrifices 
like Asvamedha, Ra:jasuya, Agnya:dheya, Anvarambhal,liYa, Gava:
mayana, BhagaJadasara:tra, Aptomayana, Gargatriratra, Trayo
dasaratra and Dasara:tra. Gautamiputra Sa:takarni was the 
zealous protector of Varna,a:srama and Dharma ai1d was the 
Ekabrahmana .. Personal names like Rudrasn, Sivasri and Siva
datta indicate the prevalence of Saivism while the mention of 
Siva, Pa5upati, Gaun and Ganesa show that several deities of 
the Sa:ivite pantheon were worshipped. Similarly names like 
Kr~IJa, Vi~I)upaiita and the mention of f:>amkar~al,la, Vasudeva, 
Hari, Trivikrama and the reference to Ra:dhii and the Gopis and 
the rise of La.k~?mi from the milk ocean in the Saptasataka indicate 
the worship of Vi~I)U and the deities of the Vaii?I)ava pantheon. 
The cult of Skanda aPd the worship of the Na:gas were also known 
at this time. 

The lksvaku period. 

The Ik~vakus of Vijayapuri were the earliest successors of 
the Satava:hanas on the east. They held sway for about half a 
century over the eastern and southern part of the Satava:hana 
empire having contracted matrimonial alliances with the Sakas 
of Ujjain in the north-west and the Cutu-Na:gas in the south-west. 
The commencement of their rule synchronised with a powerful 
Brahma1:.1ical revival. Ca:mtamula I, the first ruler of this line, 
performed Asvamedha, agni$toma, agnihotra and Vajapeya. The 
performance of these sacrifices was not only a direct ·challenge 
.to :th~ prevailing Buddhist principle of ahimsa .but also an open 
.,,procl~•ijon of d.Elvotion to the Vedio dharma. The male members 
;,,of,th&IIt~ku t'atnihi were: ardent followers of this faith. There 
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is a peculiar sculpture at Nagarjunakonda in the Guntur district 
which depicts a king with the usual" 'parapharnelia setting his 
right foot on a linga enclosed by the thoods of a cobra with a 
face indicative of a violent emotional outburst. According to 
one scholar the king is identical with Iksvaku SriVirapurisadatta 
and the scene descriptive of his apo~tisation from Bra:hmaoical 
Hinduism. The prevalence of Saiva, Vai~9ava, Skanda and Na:ga 
cults at this time can be gleaned from a number of personal names 
like Rudrabhaw1rika:, ViQhusiri, Kamdasiri, and Nagasiri. Cai:nta-
mula I was a devotee of Sva:mimaha:sena. · 

Buddhism too received great encouragement during the 
Jk!?vaku period. Mostt of the lady members of the royal family · 
were ardent devotees of this faith and the renovation and 
beautification of ·•the Maha:caitya of Vijayapuri and the construe .. 
tion of numerous caitya halls and monasteries round it was the 
result of their piety and munificience. It is known that monks· 
belonging to numerous Buddhist sects like the Aparamaha:vina- . 
seliyas, Bahusutiyas, Ayirasa&ghikas and Mahisasakas lived at 
Vija.yapuri during this period. 

The Pallava period. 

The Pallavas succeeded the Iksva:kus in the overlordship of 
southern and eastern .Andhras: They too ·were great _lovers of 
the V aidicdharma and redered signal service to it's rejuvenation 
and progagation. They bore the titles Dharmamaha:ra:ja and 

- Dharmamaharaja:dhira:ja. Sivaskarrdavarman, ·the first illustrious 
· king nf this line, performed Asvamedha, agni!?toma and Vajapeya. 

Kumaravisnu I. his successor, was· also an a5vamedhin. The 
preambles'1n the charters of the Pallavas describe them as purified 
on account of many asvamqdhavabhrtasnanas, as fiftn lokapalas, 

.as those bent on up-lifting dharma weakened on account of the 
evils of the Kali age. The phrase Kaliyuga-dosavasarma
dharmoddharana-diksita is very significant. Probably it indicates 

_ that the Brahmaoical dharma was weakened on account of the 
prevalence and predominance of Buddhism and other non-Brah
manical faiths for centuries before and that the Palla vas now 
made the strengthening of this faith their main concern. The 

- prevalence of several Brahmanioal cults at the time is proved by 
a number of place and personal names occuring in Pallava 
inscriptions. Names like those of Kumaravi!?QU, Vi!?Qugopa and 
Simhavarma.ri indicat0 the popularity of the Vi!?Qll cult while the 
name Skandavarman occuring frequenly inf, Pallava genealogy 
indicates the existence of the worship of Skand·a. There are 
references in inscriptions temples of Siva and Vi;;QU existing at 
this'time. There was the Kulimaha:ta:raka temple of good~Na:ra:yaQa _ 
at Dalura, the Visnnubara temple in the village of Kundukura and 
that of Sambhu a·t Vamkesvararo. One remarkablo feature of the 
religious condition of this :period i~ the. buildin~ of temples 

l2 
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either excavated in hill sides or raised in the 0pen. There are 
groups of cave temples dedicated to Siva and Vi~?Q.U excavated in 
hills at Bezwada, Mogala:japuram, Un9avilli and BhairavakOQ.Qa in 
the Krishna, Guntur and Nellore districts anri independent structures 
at Chebrolu and Cezerla in the Guntur district. These are not 
only excellant specimPns of early Pallava art but also the earliest 
BrahmaQ.ical temples in Andhradesa. On the Indrakila hill on 
the bank of the Krishna at Bezwada are to be found two sets of 
caves, one at a lower level and the other higher up. The much 
worne out sculptures that can still be seen and a reference in a 
late Eastern CaJukyan inscription show that the lower set of caves 
constituted a Siva temple known as Samastabhuvanasraya in the 
CaJukyan period. It is not possible to state to whom the upper 
caves were dedicated but the probability is. that they also 
Saiva shrines. In the village of Mogalrajapuram 3ituated near 
Bezwada there is a grdup of eight caves carved in hills and 
hillocks. The majority of these were de ltcate l tr) Siva and contain 
important sculpturees and carvigng like those of Ardhanal'isvara 
and Nataraja. There is no mistaking of the authorship of these 
caves because they contain all the features of early .f>allva 
architecture. On the souGhern bank of the Krishna is the small 
village of U~9avilli.. There is a small but elegant cave here 
excavated in the early Pallava style with numerous Vaii?Q.ava 
symbols. Very near it is the famous three storiee cave dedicated 
to Vi~?Q.U Anantasa:yi. The sculptures on the pillar and walls in 
the interior depict the ten avatars of Vi~Q.U and scenes from 
Vaisnava mythology. Hence too the te:}hnique of excavation is 
that 'of the early Pallava temples. At Cezeralo is a peculiar orick 
temple with a barrel-vaulted roof dedicated to Siva under the 
neme of Kapotesvara. The structure is undoubtedly a Buddhist 
ciatya hall in the first instance and seems to have been converted, 
with slight alterations, into a Saivite shrine. Mention has already. 
been made of the temple of Kuma:rasvamin at Chebrol in the 
Guntur district. This temple is now de:;troyed but there are two 
others near its site one dedicated to god Ke5ava and the other to 
god Bbimesvara. The pillars and the sculptures on the walls and 
inner ceiling of both the temples are ail of the early Pallava 
pattern. Thus by building these temples the Pallavas gave a 
tremendous fillip to BrahmaQ.ical Hinduism in and all this sects. 

Of Buddhism we hear very little during thi.; period. The 
excavations at celebrated sites likes Amara:vati and Nagarjuna
konda ha'\le not brought to light a single donative record belonging 
to 't'he post-Satava:hana period. Nor do the copper-plate charters 
of this period contain references to Budhism or Buddhist monks. 
They are all grants made to Brahmans learned in the Vedid lore, 
or to Saiva and Vai~Q.ava temples. The description of the Ananda 
gotra king Damodaravarman as a devotee of Samyak: Samkuddha 
&nd .the mention, in a latter Pallava inscription, of the 
u~eace of ~Jemple of the Buddha at Dha:nyaghata and §ermons 
on Dharma 'being preached there are the ol).ly exceptional 



•. evidences whicb show that Buddhism did not disappear altogether. 
Obviously the people were attracted by the neo.BrahmaQism and 
its mythologies and withdrew their support to Buddhism. .The 
evidence of Hieun Tsang indicates that most of the Buddhist 
establishments were deserted and decaying. Probably a few 
monks stuck to important centres like Amaravati and pursued 
their faith· in an unpretentious manner. Another point of interest 
may also be mentioned here. It is very curious t.hat in a number 
of places in .Andhradesa Saivite shrines of the early Pallava period · 
are to be met with on or mear sites which were formerly celebrated 
Buddhist centres. Amara:va ti, Chebrol and Madugula are instances 
to the point. Probably the• same process 'of reconversion of 
buildings that was at work at Cezerla was largely in vogue nll 
over the country. 

Salankayanas and Visnukundin:s. 

That part of coastal A.ndhra which the north of the Krish·na 
and which constitued the state of Vengi was under' the rule of 
the Brhatphala:yanas, Sa:lanka.yanas and Visnukundins while the 
Palla vas held sway to the south of the river ... The rulers of Vengi 
too were ardent de~otees of the revived Bra:hrna9ical 1faith. King 
Jayavarman of the Brhatphala:yana gotra who ruled over part 
of the region, was a paramamahr?svara. The Sula9kayana king 
Vijayadevavarman, the founder of the line, was an as?Jamedhayajin 
and a paramamahesvara. His successor N andivarman was a 
paramabhagavata and made a gift to god Vi~Qugrhasvamin. The 
expression Bhagavatcitraratihasvami-padanudhyatah occurring .in 
the inscriptions of this family indicates that sun worship was a 
popular cult in those days. 

, 
The Visnukundin:s were also great patrons of the ·vedic 

• dharma. The'ir names like Vikramendra, Govinda and Ma:dhava 
and ·titles like paramamahesvnra and paramabhagq,vata prove 
their intense love of this faith. Ma.dhavavarman, the greatest 
of the kings of this line, performed eleven Asvamedhas and 
numerous Vedic kratus like Sarvamedha, Suvarna, Pundanka, 
Purusamedha, Va:japeya, Yuddhya:sodasi, Pradhirah~a. Pra:jipatya, 
Ra:jas·u~ a etc. He was in . fact the last king in A.ndhradesa: to · 
have performed a Vedic sacrifice and- the later counterpart of 
the great Sa:tava:hana king Sa:takarni I. · The Visnukundins 
described themselves as the devotees of the lord 'of SriparvatH. 
Two Sriparvatas are known to us, one at Vijayapuri, the Ik!?vaku 
capital and the other the celebrated hill of that name in the 
Karnul district. Since the former contained a number of Buddhist 
establishments and sir.ce ~the Visnukundins · were ardent Hindus 

. it cannot be identified with. the ·~riparvata of the Vi~Qukli!]."in 
inscriptions. Srisailam, on the otber hand, was a celebrated 
Saivite centre from the early middle ages. If Sirithana in the 
expression Sirithana-Oakora of the Na:sik inscription of Gautami 
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Balasri be taken to indicate Srisailam, the antiquity as well as 
sanctity of the place is enhanced and the place seems to have 
obtained considerable prominence even by the beginning of the 
Christian era. It is to be noted further that the dynastic name 
Vi!]~UkUQQin is closly allied to VinukOQQa the name of a village 
in the Guntur district situated very near Snsailam. It is very 
likely that the Visnukundins hailt-d from Vinukonda. No wonder 
then that they became devotees of the lord of Sril)inva ta. 

Kalinga. 
KaJinga, lying to the north of the Godavary, was brought 

under the sway of the Sa:tava:hanas probably about the beginning 
of the Christian era. Mention has already been made of the 
existence of Buddhist caityas and establishments at places like 
Ra:ma.tirtham, Sankharam, .Adugu and Ka:pavaram. Nothing is 
known as to what happened to these places after the fall of the 
Sa:tavahanas. A handful of copper-plate ins~riptions are the only 
source of information for the reconstruction of the history of this 
region in the post-Sa:tava:hana period. There appear to have been 
three centres Pistapura, Simhapura ani Kandali where numerous 
chieftains ruled~· There are instances of th8se kings describing 
themselves Paramabrahmanyns, P tramadaivatas, Paramamahes
varas and Paramabhagavatas. It is rather strange that not one 
of them performed the asvamedha or other Vedic sacrifices while 
their contemporaries in the south were credited with such acts 
of extra-ordinary piety. There are many personal names like 
.Anantavarman, Uma:varman. Kuma:rasarman, Nagasarman, 
Sivabhojaka, Haradatta, Vasudeva and Kesavadeva proving the 
existence of Saivism and Vai!?Qavism in this region. llaja Ptthvi
mula, a ruler in the Goda:vary delta, was a protector of the varnas, 
asramas and dharma. There is no mention of any existing temples 
of Siva or Visnu in the records available to us nor have any. 
buildings of this period been found so far. The Timma:puram 
plates of Kubjavi!]QUVardhana describe that king as a devotee 
of the bhagava:n residing at Pi!?tapura. Pi!?tapura or modern 
Pithapuram contains a temple of Ma:dhava which is very famous. 
Probably it existed from very early times. 

Greater India 

H will not be out place to mention here another interesting 
aspect of the religious hietory of the post Satava:hana period. 
There are several places in Greater India with place names 
similar to tho.3e of important .Andhra towns like Kakulam, 
Amara:va ti, Kauthara, KaJinga ete. Inscriptions found in there 
counpries of east Asia are written in a script resembling that of 
the Salanka:yana and Visnukndin records. Most of these countries 
carried on brisk trade with e"astern .Anqhra. There is a tr~ditioo 
that a certain king named San Lan Krom introduced Buddhism 
into BurmB. An inscription from Nagirjuuako,~a reoorda the 



erection of a building for the benefit of monks who converted 
,countries like Kasmira, Gandhara, Cina, Oila:~a, Tosali, ,.,Avari:mta, 
Vanga, Vanavasi, Yavann, Damila, Palura and the sile of Tamba
panni. In view of what haR been stated above it is beyond doubt 
that Buddhism, Saivism and Vai~l).avism spread from ~f\ndhradesa to 
the countries of eastern Asia. 

, Conclusion 
Thus the fou~ centuries following the _fall of the imperial 

Sa:tavahanas witnessed ,remarkable religious activity in A.ndhra
de5a. Brahmanical Hinduism in its Saiva and Vaisnava forms 
accompanied by the wor:;bip of sevaral .,connected minor deities 
took field -and drove Buddhism into t~e backgronnd. Cave temples 

- and independent structures · came to be ·raised in honour of 
these eities and an intense religious fervour pervaden the entire 
atmosphere.- · 

DO THE REFEREI'CES TO THE YAVANA INVASTON _OF 
INDIA FOUND IN THE YUGAPURANA, PATANJALI 
MAHABHASHYA .AND THE MALAVIKAGNIMITRA 

FORM THE EVIDENCE OF ONE $INGLE EVENT? 

_N. N. GHOSH,-Allahabad University. 

·This paper is focussed on the suggestion made by certain 
• scholars that the reference in the Malavikagnimitra to the ·sunga
. Yavana batt~e on the bank of the Sindbu provides supplementary 

evidence to that in the Yuga Purana and Patanjali"s MahafJhashya 
of the same event, namely, the.Yavana invasion of India in the 
time of Pushyamitra Sunga ending in the siege of Pata.liputra 
in the_ first phase and .of the battle -of the Sindhu in the next, 
under the same leader.1 This paper purposes to show· that the 
Yavana invasion mentioned in the YuJa Purana and the Maha
bhq,shya which ended in the siege of Pa talipu tra was a differf:m t 
event and was separated by a long period of time from the Yavana 
·battle on the bank of the Sindhu, that the two battles were fought 
under separate Yavana leaders and that the references in the 
Yuga Purana and the Mahahhashya cannot be mixed up with that 
in the Kalidas's drama as the evidence of one common event. 
References of the Yavana wars in India in the second century 

1. Rapson, CHI Vol. I, p. 544 and p. 5H; Ra.yahaudhri, PHAI, 
3rd. Edition, p. 259, p. 267. 
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B. C. during the reign of Pushyamitra Sunga are found in t.he 
Greek writings of the first century B. C. and bt century A. D. 
as well as in the Indian literatures of the second and first century 
B. C. and in a Sanskrit drama about whose date scholars differ 
between the first century B. C. and fifth century A. 0. 1 

The Greek writers give prominence to two names-De:netrius 
and Menander-among the conquerors of Indian kingdoms. But 
the Indian literatures do not name the Yavana loader or leaders 
who made Indian conquests. 

The earliest reference is made in P:ttanjali's Maha:bha:shya 
(C. 150 B. C.~ : Arunad Yavanah Saketam, Arunad Ya11an 
M.adhyamikam. ('The Bactrian Greeks were besieging Saketa 
(Ajodhy) and Madhyamika (Chittor). 

Patanjali was a contemporary of Pushyamitra Sunga. 
There is a passage in the Mahabhal?hya which states-iha Pushya
m~tra Yajayarnah "here we perform the sacrifices for Pushya. 
mitra." The use of the present tense to denoate an action 
which has been begun but not fiuished shows that the author 
of the passage was a contemporary of a Pushyamitra for 
whom he was officiating in the sacrifice. A passage in the 
Yuga Purana of the Gargi Samhita (1st. Century B. C.) refers 
to the Yavana inaasion of Saketa, Panchala and Mathura 
and the siege of Pa:talipu tra. The passage is as follows ~ Tatah 
8aketamakramya Panchalamathuram tatha Yavanah dushtavi· 
krantah prapshyantt Kusnmadhvajam: *"J:iaving invaded Saketa 
(Ayodhya), Pancha:la and Mathura the viciously valiant Yavanas) 
will reach Kusumdhvaja (Pataliputra)". The names of the places, 
arranged according to the poetic flow, are evidently not in geog. 
raphical order, as I shall show latter. The two lines following 
the ·above passage indicat('R that there was a siege of Pataliputra 
and a fierce battle under the mud walls of the city.2 A subsequent 
passage3 in the Yuga Purana further shows that the Greeks had· 
ultimately to to withdraw from Middle India because there broke 
out a terrible civil war among themselves in their home province. 

There is no doubt that the Yavanas referred to here are 
the Bactrain Greeks. A study of the history of the Bactrian 
Greeks confirms the truth of the traditions preserved in tho 
Indian literature referred to above. The Greek Satrap of Bactria, 
Diodotus I, revolted from his master, the Greek Emperor of Syria 
about 250 B. C. Since then Bactria remained an independent 
Greek monarchy and defied the power of the Seleucid empire of 

1. A.mong the scholars who claim the earlier date (B. C. 100) 
are Pandit K. Chattopa.dhyaya. and Rajvali Pande. The most pro, 
minent among those who argued for the latest date {A.. 0. 400- 500) 
is M. M. V. Mirashi. 

2. Jaya.ewa.l, .T. B. 0 R s. 1928. 
3. Lines 40-44. 
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Syria, although the house of Diodotus was replaced in Bactria by 
the house of Euthyd'emos in the last quarter of the third century 
B. C. By 208 B. C. Antichus III,~ the Seleucid monarch of Syria 
made a determined attempt to recover the lost province of Bactria 
which he invaded, and ultimately came to terms wiih Euthydemoe, 
recognising the latter's.independence and accepting his friendship 
which was further cemented by giving his daughter in marriage to 
Euthydemu's eon, Demetrius. [206 B. u.~ 

Immediately following the treaty with Euthydemuf'l, Antiochus 
led an invasion to India.- Passing down the Kabul valley he 
found_ himself in the territory of an Indian raja ruling a kingdom 
in the country west of the Indus. The Greeks call him Sopha
gasenos, [Subhaga~ena.] The name indicates. that he may have 
descended-from the line of Virasena who, according to Ta:ranatha 
(History of Buddhism, trans. Shiefner, pp. 481) founded an in
dependent,western line of the Maurya family, ruling in Gandhara, · 
perhaps during the reign of Samprati (C. A. I. Vol., pp. 512). 
The invasion yielded no tangible result except a rene.wal of the 
traditional friendship between the. two houses of the ~eleucids 
and the, Maurys. At any rate, Ant.iochus was in no mood to 
emulate the Indian aqventure of Alex :tnder th_e Great and l}urried 
back to Mesopotamia to meet fresh dange~s nearer home. 

Euthydem!ls took full advantage of his treaty with Antiochus 
and of the lessons of the latter's Indian expedition, which having 
passed unresisted through the former territories of the Maury an 
Empire up to the Indus revealed the w~akness of the Indian ~ 
resistance that could be offered against a properly .equfpped army. 
So, the policy of Greek cGnquest of India initiated by Alexander, 
and later emulated with ill success by SeltJucos Nikator and 
Antiochus III, WCIS taken up by Euthydemus. He pushed t4_e 

• frontiers of the Bactrian kingdom sguthwards .until they included 
the whole of Southern AfghE!-_nisthan. From this vantage positi<?n, 
he cast his longing l=lYes towards the land of the .five rivers 'and 
probably ventured the execution of his anrbitious deeign not before 
197 B. C., when Ant'iochus was hopelessly involved· in the moshes · · 
of the anti-Roman policy ·which ultimately proved his.' ruin. 
Eutbydemus' Indian expedition was undoubtedly left in the hands , 
of his son, Demetrius' who had already proved himself to be a. 
worthy deplomat in 206 B. C. when he successfully negotiated 
a treaty with Antiochus on behalf of his father and married a 
Seleucid princess. He, is described by the Greek writers as 'a 
comely youth' whostJ qualities, impressed Antioch us. He • must 
have been in 206 at least l't-or 18 years old. So in 197 B. C he 
was a full grown young man of 24 or 25 years. Demetrius and 
Menander are often bracketed by Greek writers as the conquerors 
of India (Strabo XI, 516). But Demetrius was no doubt the 
elder contemporary of Menander who survived the forrrier by 
at about ten to fifteen years (infra). The romantic career of 
Pemetrius has S"\lrviyed iQ. Chaucer's picturesque description of , . . ' 
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the 'grete Emetreus, the King of India'. Demetrius must have 
made himself the master of the Upper Indus valley and Central 
Punjab during his father's life time and fixed his capital at 
Sag ala (Sialkot) which he named Euthydemia in honour of hi"' 
father. The death of his father Euthydemus in 190 B. C. occasioned 
an interruption in his Indian career. He went back to Bactria 
to be crowned king at the age of 33 or 34. He could not leave 
Bactria immediately after his accession to the throne and had 
to suspend his Indian compaigns for some years. He left his 
eldest son Euthydemus II as his sub-king in Bactria and appointed 
his second son, Demetrius II, as his satrap to rule the country 
between the Hindukush and the Indus (Tarn, p. 137). 

It is during this final phase of his campaigns in India that 
he penetrated into the heart of the country as far as Pataliputra 
referred to in the Gargi-Samhita cited above. The route indicated 
in the passage is confirmed by Patanjali's Mahabha51hya. It was 
by way of Chitor (Rajputana), Matbura (Western U. P,), Panchala 
(Western U. P.), Ajodhya (Eastern U. P.) to Pataliputra. He 
must have taken the lower Indus route to reach India. The 
country of the Sauviras in Sind was first conquered by him. He 
founded a town there and cailed it Demetrius after his own name, 
since he was the king now after his father's death. A scholian 
(Weber, Indische Studien, p. 50) to the grammarian Patanjali, 
(p. 146) mentions a town Datta:mitri among the Sauviras and 
sayR it was founded by Oattamitra, who is named in the 
Mahabharata as king of the Y Gtvanas and Sauviras. A Nasik 
cave inscriptivn (~p. Ind, VIII, 1905.6, p. 90 ; Ind. Hist. Quart. 
lV, 1928, p. 743) also refers to the existence of the town of 
Dattamitri in Sind. There is thus no doubt that Demetrius, after 
the manner of the Greek conquerors, founded this polis to 
signalise his victory and also to keep his communications with 
the rear safe. The region of the Upper Indus was already secure • 
under the rule of one of his brothers or sons. The fact that he 
called this new Greek polis in Sind after his own name shows 
that this new conquest took place after his father's death and 
his own accession. There is thus no doubt that in his second 
and final Indian venture ho made Demetrius (Sind) his starting 
place for further penetration into the h~art of 1ndia which 
ultimately led to the siege of Pataliputra referred to in the Indian 
literature. 

The Greek writers unfortunately do not name the places 
that Demetrius and Menander conquered in India, how far they 
entered and what places they passed through. That information 
is obtained from the Indian literature. Demetrius, as argued 
above; must have started from Demetrius .{Sind) and as the 
geography of the country will show. he had to cross the desert 
o.f Rajputana to come straight to Madhyamika (N agari near 
(Jbitor). From there b~ moved up, perhaps fotlowin~ the course 

:>t-
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of the Charmanavati (Ohambal) which flows within tOO miles of 
Madhyamika to reach Mathura on the right bank of the Yamuna. 
From Mathura he crossed the Yamuna to reach the Pafichala 
country. From this point he must have followed the course of 
the Ganges towards the 8outh for some distance and taken the · 
easterly route to reach Saketa (Ayodhya:) and then a southern 
turn to reach Pataliputra. Unfortunately neither the Indian 
sources or the Greek sources name the 1 eader of -the Ya van a 
invasion of Pataliputra. But a combined study of the two 
sources leaves little doubt as to the possibility of Demetrius being 
the leader. 

The invasion of Pataliputra must have been timed at the. 
time when prospects of success were most favourable. He became 
King of Bactrla in 190 B. C. when his father died. It must have 
taken a few years-3 or 4 years at the least-before he could 
leave Bact.ria after making satisfactory arrangements for its 
governance and that of the Paropa·risadal. His conquests of 
Sind and the foundation of a Greek Polis there to make the 
headquarters for further operations into the interior of the couutry. 
again must .... have taken considerable tirne. His conquest of 
Madhyamika was not an easy task, in as much as he had to 
fight a most warlike people, the Sibis who inhabited that country. 
It was followed by the conquest of Mathura where he must have 
consolidated his rule, probably putting Menander at its head. 
All these again must have taken a year or two in the least. 
At Mathura he must have watched the political situation in 
Pataliputra when the coup d'etat was successfully carried out by 
Pushyamitra Sunga in 184, and time(l his march to the imperi~l 
city through Pafichala and Ayodhy a referred to in the Yuga 
Purana and in the Mahabhashya. 

According to the Greek sources the leader may be either 
Demetrius or Menander both of whom have been bracketed together 
as the conquerors of India. It is, therefore, not a matter . of 
surprise that many European and Indian scholars have differed 
as to who was the leader of the Ya va na forces fighting against 
Pushyamitra. Dr. Bhandarkar (~nd. Aflt. 1911~ p. 114) holds tha-t 
the siege of Pa:tahputra was led by Demetrius. Dr. Roy Ohaudhari 
holds the same view and says that "Menander could not have 
been the lndo·Greek contemporary of Pushyamitra Sunga. lt is 
Demetrius, who should be identified'· with the Yavana invader 
referred to be Patanjali and Kalidasa, one of whose armies was 
defeated by Prince Vasumitra" (I?HAI. 3rd. Ed. p. 267). Tarn 
(GBL) seems to favour Menander as the leader of the Yavaaa 
forces invading Pataliputra. t>rof. Rap,on like Dr. Roy Chaudhuri. 
mixes up the references in the Yugu. Purana and Mahabhashya 
with that of the Malavikaganimitra as evidence of the same war 
with Sunga forces, 1 but differs from JJr. Roy Chaudhuri in ascribing 

1. CHI, Vol. I, p. 544, ~nd V· 55l, 
j~ 

' 



the leadership of the Yavana forces to Menander. I do not 
~ubscribe to the view that Menander led the Yavana forces which 
having passed through Madhyamika, Mathura, Paiicha:la and 
Ajodhya: besieged Pataliputra. The mistake of those writers who 
hold this view is primarily due to the mixing up of the references 
of the Yuga Purana and the Mahabhashya with that in the 
Malavikagnimitra. The earliest date of the siege of Pataliputra 
by tbe Yavana forces cannot be fixed before 184 B. C. when 
Pushyamitra Sunga ascended the throne. Demetrius was then 
in his full manhood, 47 or 48 years old. Even though in his 
second Jndian expedition, Menander and his brother Appolodotus 
accompanied him as his lieutenants, it is more than improbable 
that he should have left the supreme task of invading the· imperial 
capital in the hand of one of his younger and less-experienced 
captains, instead of leading the forces himself. Appolodotus was 
probably put in charge of the Greek Polis of Demetrius,1 also 
of Madhyamika (near Chitor) from where he may have taken 
the south-westernly road to conquer Broach (the Barygaza of 
the Periplu~) where large numbers of his coins are reported to 
have been in circulation by the author of the Periplus of the 
Erythrean Sea in the first century A. D., although that region 
including Surashtra had already passed into the hands of the 
Sakas in the firut century B. C. Menander, likewise, may have 
accompanied Demetrius in his north-easterly march from Madhya
mika to Mathura:. It may be that sometime may have elapsed 
between the conquest of Mathura (if effected earlier than 184 B. C.) 
and the expedition to Pataliputra. If so, like a good general 
lte must have1timed it with the great Brahman revolution and 
the coup-detat led by Pushy amitra Sunga, before the latter should 
liave time to consolidate his position on the throne, and when the 
feelings of the Buddhist subjects of the Maurya rulers were still 
running high against the ut:~urpation of the Brahman Senapati. • 
This leads to the strong presumption, I repeat. that the invasion 
could not have been much after 184 B. C. This is an important 
consideration which cannot be lightly dismissed, in connection 
with the correct finding of the leadership of the Yavana forces 
of the expedition. I shall show later that the Yavana war on 
the bank of the Sindhu referred to in the Malavikagnimitra could 
not have taken place in 184 B. C. This reference speaks of a 
second war under a different leadership, when Pushyamitra was 
an old man celebrating hh; Asvamedha sacrifice, perhaps a second 
one-, and when Demetrius was long dead and gon€:1 . ..• 
. ·There is no doubt that Menander played an equally, if not 

n,.ore, ,important part in the ;Judo-Greek hiRtory of India, but 
t~t p~rt. he played afj;er Demetrius I and his immediate successors 



died or· got killPd in action against Eucratides, and after the 
latter conquered the dominions of the house of Euthydemus in 
Bactria, Kabul valley and ·in both western and eastern Gandha:ra 
(Pushkalavati and Takshashila). Eucratides took: Bactria in 
0. 168 or 167 B. 0. and supplanted the house of Euthydemus by 
his own. The fight of Demetrius l against the usurper must have 
been a long and bitter one in which he, his two sons and his 
brother were killed. 

Th~re are numismatic evidences that Euthydemus II, the 
eldest son and his sub·king of Bactria, died young. His coins 
show a very youthful potrait. Demetrius II, his second son, former .. 
gave nor of the Paropanisadas replaced his brother as his father's 
sub-kirng of Bactria andwas ruling the country when Eucratide 
attacked it in 168 or 167 13. C. (Tarn, p. 157 and p. 166), a.nd ·was 
probably killed in the early phase of the-war. Agathocles, the 
youngest so~ of Deme-triu::~ I, was evidently rultng the ParopanL 
sandal from Kupisa, when Eucratides, after crossi~g the Hindu 
Kush, attacked and took the city. Agathocles might have met 
his death early, as all his coins issued from Kapisa show a young 
he_ad, and. Eucratides' square bronze bilingual Kapisa coins 
replaced them. (E. J. Rapson, JRAS 1905, p. 783, No. l). That 
Appolodottus, brother of Demetrius I, ruled Gandhara is evident 
from the type of his coins. His silver coins bear the typeS", 
'Elephant: Indian bull.' The elephant and the· bull are comrnol'l 
emblems in Indian mythology and are associated with the deities 
worshipped by var:ious sects. The bull, as a numismatic emblem; 
is particularly associated with coins issued from the city of 
Pushkala:vati (Charsadda) in the Peshawar'District. Eucratides 
had restruck a large number of such Gandha:ra coins of Appolo: 
dotus (BMG, p. XXXV). ThiH shows that he• conquered Appolo· 

. dotus 'Kingdom of Gandha:ra and in the figbt'Appolc:idotus probably 
• died about 163 or 162 B. C. which is about- the date when 

Demetrius I also died. 1 

This left only Menander among the companions of Demetrius 
to continue the fight against. Eucratides. He was ruling the' 
small territories eas-t of the Jhelum as the representative of the 
house of Euthydemus. That the Indian conquests of Eucratides 
and his house were confined to Gandhara and did not extend 
beyond the western bank of Jhelum is clear. The coins of. 
Eucra tides or his son Heliocle who succeeded him do not indicate 
their rule in the central and south Punjab. This shows that · 
Menander -had successfully resisted Eucra tides and his .-house. 
The relationship between Menander and Demetrius I is not-
definitely known. But that it was a close one is clear. If 
Rapson is to. be believed Menander was his son· in-law, having - . 

1. Tarn, p, 216, CHJI, pp. 447, and 457, 
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married Aga thocleia, the youngest daughter of Demetrius. Ho 
was born in a village called Kalasi in the Alasandadripa1 

(Al<'xendria-under-the Caucasus) the_ruins of which have been 
discovered near Charikar, between the Panjshir and Kabul river. 2 

According to Tarn he was not an Euthydemid by birth (Tarn, 
p. 124). If so, he must have been a man of uncommon merit, 
and having joined the army of Euthydemus, rose to the rank 
of a general by the time Demetrius invaded India. After the 
death of Demetrius and other direct heirs to the Euthydemus line, 
he probably legalised his position as the head of the Euthydemid 
family by marrying Agathocleia, and assumed the royal title. 
He is undoubtedly to be identified with the Milanda of the Buddhist 
book, who ruled his kingdom from Sagala (Sialkot). His dominions 
in the east undoubtedly included Ma thura. The passage in the 
Yugapurana which states that the Yavarias had ultimately to 
leave the Middle country on account of a severe fratricidal war 
among themselves evidently refers in the first instance to 
Demetrius-Eucra.tides war in whieh Demetrius lost his life about 
162 B. C. and to the loss of all the Greek possessions of the 
Madhyadtsa except Mathura. Menander who was probably 
a general govermng Mathura was put in charge also of the 
Central and Eastern Punjab which Demetrius rules himself from 
the capital of his Indian empire-Euthydemia (Sialkot) before 
leaving to meet Eucratides in Bactria. Menander's association 
with Mathura is a long one-as its Governor under Demetrius 
and then as the Greek king of the Central and Eastern Punjab. 
The discovery of large number of his coins and a hoard or 96 coins 
of his son Strata I in Mathura, undoubtedly shows that Mathura 
remained a part of Menander's dominions till the time of his 
son. This is an important fact which will help us to identify 
the river Sindhu on· the banks of which a Yavana battle was 
fought as referred to in the Malvaikagnimitra. 

There is both numismatic and literary evidence that Menander· 
was a Buddhist. The use of symbol of eight-spoken wheel3 on 
one of his bronze issues of cr)ins proves his adherence to Buddhism. 
In the Milindapanha we find that he became a convert to Buddhism 
after a protracted discussion with the Buddhist Thera Na:gasena, 
and after his doubts were satisfactorily removed. A convinced 
convert generally becomes a jealous upholder of his faith. His 
court became the resort of Buddhist monks whom he sheltered 
from the persecution of Pushyamitra Sunga. Taranath, the 
_Tibetan historian bears clear testimony to this fact. This is borne 
out by a passage in the Divyavadana (of much earlier date) that 

Millndapauha, p. 126. 
O. AGI, p. 5~0. 
, however, d,,es not believe it and thinks that the 'wheel' 

11110m~il1: the Raiaaha.k.ra.vartin. 
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Pushyamitra Sunga issued a proclamation, settling a price of 
one hundred dinaras on each head of a Srai:naqa living in Sakala. 
1 have shown elsewhere1 that Pushyamitra Sunga as the head 
of the Brahman reaction against the Buddhist rule of the Mauryas · 
and the leader of the succe~;sful coup-d'etat which installed the 
Brahman Sunga rule in Magadha had as a mater of }<,gical 
sequence to events follow a vigorous ant-Buddhist policy. Under 
this his~orical back-ground it is not possible to dismiss the 
testimony of Tarana:th and Divyavadana as mere baseless tradition. 

With this back-ground it is possible to understand Menander's 
Indian policy vis-a-vis Pushyamitra Sunga in clear perspective. 
The growing empire of the Sungas butted on Menander's eastern 
outpost of Mathura: from Pancha:la in the north and ViJisa in 
the south. This was the political motive of his conflict with the 
Sungas. Added to this was his religious affiiation which rallied 
round his banner the Buddhist elements against the Sunga rule. 
He challenged.PusbyamiJ.ra's imperial claim when the latter was 
preparing to perform a horse sacrifice and the imperial forces 
guarding the sacrificial horse were camping somewhere in Central 
India above Vidisa and below Ma thura. The challenge was well
timed. It·was a resistance to the Horse Sacrifice, bound to invoke 
enthusiasm of the Buddhist adherents. The nearness of ths 
Imperial forces to Mathura:, where a strong Greek force always 
resided, gave him a strategic advantage which he was bound 
to utilise. According to the Malavikagnimitra, the battle took. 
place on the bank of the Sindhu in·which the Yavana force was 
defeated. A close view of the map of. that part of the country 
will show that the reference in the dram~ as to the battle ground 
was correct.~ The highroad from Mathura down the bank of 
the Yamuna met at a point, about a hundred miles below the 
city, where the river Sindhu branched off from the Yamuna as 
its tributary to flow .southward into Central India. There is no 

·doubt that the Yavana force issuing out of Mathura: followed 
this high-road and met the Sunga army somewhere on the bank 

· of the Sindhu. · 
Now I come back to my original thesis, that the Yavana 

war referred to in the Malavikagnimit'ra and the Yavana war 
referred to in the Yuga Purana and by Patafijali are two different 
events, independent of each other and separated by a considerable 
time. The Yavana invasion of Pataliputra through Madhyamika 
Mathura, Panchala and Ajodhya as referred to in the Yuga .Purat:ta 
and the Mahabhashya took place when Demetrius· was alive and 
Pushyamitra had just sat on the throne. The Yavana war on 

1. Vide my article in B. C. Law Memorial Vol. I 'Did Pushya-
mHra Bunga. persecute the Buddhists ? '. · 

1. The vie..v of the scholars who identify the Sindhu with the 
Indus is unacceptable. 
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the river Sindhu took place when Pushyamitra Sunga was an 
old man, having had a grandson of sufficient age to be able to 
command the Imperial forces guarding his sacrificial Horse. 
Again it is highly inconsistant that Pushyamitra should celebrate 
a horse sacrifice to substantiate his claim to suzereinty of the 
Middle India, referred to in the drama at a time when even the 
neighbouring privinces of Saketa, and Paficbala were in the Greek 
hands and Pataliputra itself was besieged, as referred to in the 
Yuga Purana. 

Patafijali's use of the present tense in his reference to the 
performance of a horse sacrifice for Pusbyamitra and the imperfect 
tense in his reference to the siege of Madhy amika and Ajodhya 
n0 doubt proves that the two events were almost contemporary 
and occurred during his life time. Patafijali's reference to the 
siege of Madbyamika and Saketa certainly corroborates the 
evidence of the Yuga Purana regarding the events which ultimately 
ended with the f'iege of Pataliputra, aud if the horse sacrifice 
mentioned in the Mahabhashya was a contemporary event, as 
probably it is, it must have been performed by Pushyamitra, 
either in celebration of the relief of Pataliputra from the Yavana 
attack, or as a royal act of the revival of Brahmanical sacrifices, 
or both, but never as a claim to suzereinty of the· Middle India. 
That claim could only be advanced after he had recovered most 
of the lost provinces in the U. P. and Central India and built 
up an empire and consolidated it. The evacuation of the Yavanas 
from the Madhyadesa except Mathura must have helped con
siderably in his task of empire building. A considerable time 
must have elapsed between the earlier Yavana movement through 
Madhyamika, Mathura, Pafichala and Ajodhya ending in the 
siege of Pataliputra and now when another Yavana battle was 
fought on tho bank of the t:)indhu on the occasion of his horse 
sacrifice. This was perhaps his second Asvamedha, after Patafi
jali was probably dead. For, if he was alive. he would probably· 
hav~ made use of his important historic event to illustrate a 
grammatical rule. He made frequent use of current historical 
events for the purpose. An independent piece of evidence, the 
Ajodhya inscription (Ep. Ind. XX, pp. 54·5~). Valuable, though 
indirect, lends support to this conclusion. The inscriptions contains 
this significant passage: 'Kosaladhipena dvirasvamedhayajina 
sen.apateh Pushyamitrasya.' This shows that he performed at 
least two horse sacrifices, the first one as an act of revival of 
Brahmanism not long after his accession to the throne, and the 
relief of Pataliputra from the siege of the Yavanas under 
Deme'tdus, and the second one to uphold )lis claim to suzereignty 
of the Madhyadesa in the evening of his lif~, }Jrobably a few 
years before his death. 

• ~herefore, it is clear that the horse M{}ri~ mentioned by 
P~t$~$li and that mentioned by Kalidasa '~ .. ~ form the '·' 

,;..;,-, 
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under two different Yavana leaders-one under the walls ef 
Pataliputra, and the other on the bank of the Sindhu, each 
separated by a long period. 

The leader of the Pushyamitra-Yavana war, I have shown, 
was Demetrius. But he 'Yas dead and gone when the second 
Pushyamitra- Y avana battle on the river Sindhu was fought. 
The Yavana leader of this war w·as undoubtedly Menander or 
one of his generals. 

Two · Circumstances point to the personal leadership of 
Menander. First, Menander was alive at that time. Pushyamitra 
died in C. 148 B. C., and the horse-sacrifice was, 'ipso facto, . held 
earlier than this date. The battle on the bank of the Sindhu 
was in connection with thi~ sacrifice and was fought still earlier: 
So the event of the battle may be reasonably put 2 or 3 years 
before his death. Menander's death, accordin-g to Tarn calcula
tion based on Greek records of which he is an authority, took . 
place about 150-145 B. C. (Tarn, p. 226). H cannot be said either 
that he had .become a very old man when he died, and as such 
was incapable of leading an army. The fact that his son, 
Strato I, was a minor when his father died, points to the fact 
that Menander had not reached a very old age. His latest coins 
show the head of a middle-aged man.1 Secondly, Menander, a 
Buddhist, knew that his personal command of the army would· 

' invoke the enthusiasm of the Buddhist adherents and effect. a 
rally round his flag in his crusade against Bra:hmatjism arid 
Bra:hmai).ic rule. This well-known war strategy he was not 
likely to ignore. 

-----
BHARADW AJA'S ASHRAMA 

BY 

M. V. KIBE 

The traditional location of the A~hrama of Bharadwaja, as 
described in Valmiki's Ramayan, is not far away from the Ganges 
in Prayag or Modern Allahabad, ·It is near Swaraj Bhuvan. 
That eminent jurist of -,A:llahabad and now a Minister of a Province, 
Dr. K. N. Katju, has tried to carry it further' up near Rajapur 
and Shringverpur or modern Singrur. Although he h!'ts quoted~ 
from Valmiki's Hamayan, his attention does not seem to·, have 
been called to passages other than quoted by him. 

In 7.45-17 and 18 the Tamasa is described as the boundary 
of the Kingdom of Ayodhy a 

f~p;p:uo:ij .... • • • .... • • • a~~ra1~~rma-: 1 

l,. Oil, Vol. I, pla.tes V:t, 14, pl. 12, 6, ~1. VI, 7 
.. 
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After leaving Ayodhya, R::}.m'L. Sita and Laxman left Kosala 
country by a. chariot 

,it;r ~ ~~: <il~~qer~o I (2-50.20) 

Then they are described coming to the banks of the Ganges. 
At not a great distance from those Banks. Rama (and his party) 
came to an I ngudi tree. It was the country of Guha who was 
his friend (2-50-33). (This and the few previous chapters are full 
of pathos and are pathetic, embodying the best type of poetry) 
Guha asked his Ministers to prepare a boat for the crossing of 
th~ Ganges by the pa1·ty. Rama here parted with his chariot 
and the chariotior, telling him that he will carry back the chariot, 
and Ram a will go back to the great forest on foot. 

,tt ferulf ~litg ilfil"~1.ffm +~e:rcr-:r+r.-2-5 2.14 

After Rama had crossed the Ganges, he saw the chariot on the 
other bank of the river, and he shed tears (2-5t-100). The next 
night was spent under a tree away from habitation (2-53-2). 
Next morning they left for the place where there was the function 
of the Ganges and Yamuna, after leaving the great forest 
(2-54-1 and 2). Before they came to Prayag, the place of the 
junction, they passed many regions (~~rm;:r} and countries (~:atanfq 
-ibid S). 'Ihen one evening Rama drew the attention of Laxman 
to the smoke rising in front, from which Rama surmised that it 
must be issuing from the huts of some Rishis, who were sacrificing 
in fire, and from other signs, he concluded that they had arrived 
at the junction of Yamuna with the Ganges and the habitation 
of Bharadwaja t2-54-4 and 8). Then when he neared it, he asked 
Sita and Laxman to wait and himself entered the presence of 
the Rishi, who had finished giving oblations in the sacred fire. 
Bharadwaja said "I see you after a long time. I know the cause. 
of your exile. You now stay here in this beautiful place on the 
confluence of the Ganges (2-54-21). Rama replied •·This place is 
near habitation and people will come to it and to me. I wish 
to live in a quiet place. Therefore I do not like to live here. 
Kindly show me some quiet place for us to live "(2-54-24-26) 
Bharadwaja replied" Ten Kos from here is a mountain called 
Chitra.kuta, where live ascetics. You go and stay there (2-5(-28-29). 
This distance he also repeals to Bhara t, when later tle visits the 
~hrama. He mentions three and half yojanas as the distance 
~<rr,f a~~~~ (2-92~10). A Yojana-is either six or eigijt miles 

so'!e.lso a Kosha is 2 or 3 nitles. According · .· what he' told 
.p~~p,al:.··, the Ohitrakuta mountain was ten . · ·· t is 30 miles 

same dista~ce he told ' miles and 
more, total 28: ·· 
· te. The 
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'liT~~T~lfO~m~l-2-55-4 and 
{fQ"cfrtrr;rm~~~ ~~fiif: ~;:II<n:fQ"-2.55-lO 

then they went to the place where the river was to be crossed 
<WTfut .:<{1 :5l~~g;;:f<U~ I 5JI'?.ff{Jf"llg <iiT~1~1 .. "· .... · · ;ra:l~ ( 2 ~ 5 5 ~ 13 ) 

There they thought of devices for crossing and so (2-55-14). 
. Later Bharata arrived at Shringverpur for coming to the 

'Ganges (2-84). While Guba had brought one boat for . .Rama, 
he gave five hundred boats and one a .splendid ope for Bharata 
(2-89-10 and 12). Bharadwaja's Ashrama was also=in a. big forest 

· W1liT :q~TifCf;r!i~~~ (2-89-21) and +f~art for!.lcr~~ll ~+?.f~ (2-89-23) 
from there after going a long distance, when. his conveyance· was 
tried ~mcrr 't~~~>tJr;::f tJCfR~P'otJTH! (2-93-6) 
"This is Ci traku ta and this is the Manda kin river" (2-53-8). 

All this will show that Rama did not go accross from 
Shringverpur to the Ashram a of Bharad waja to the crossing of 
the Yamuna, but came a considerable distance and then went 
to the crossing. · In B~arat's case the crossing of Yamuna is not 
described· as it was at the same place where Rama. crossed it. 
Directing him Bharadwaja, who had accompanied him sqme 
distance;.as previously shown, directed Rama "After bearing the 
influence of the Yamuna and Ganges, you follow Kalindi, i.e. 
Yamuna, going west" (2-55-4). Then he points to a families place 

{JCf<'t~r~?£~2:~ ifa'": fi"~slU) ~·n" (ibid 9) 
He further said in the way "You will see a blue forest, (by blue 
he means thick) (ibid 8). So after 'all the crossing was at some 
distance 'from his place. 
' The conclusion is t that Bharadwaja's Ashram a was ·at the 

• place traditionally said to be where it is. Close by flows Saraswati, 
by the side of the house of Dr. Acharya; .built by him a.ccqrgi_ng 
to the ancient science ef architecture, as·-he covers. · 

In a Khila of Rigveda mention is made of the coufluence 
in thee words · 

~?£ if'ifl''T.:f ~B;;:rr· ~:;r <nf:;;r ~'~~fer 1 ~:;r ~1it~or~ ~or)" .. • · · .. • · 
. -~ . ' 

It appears that it is later :than Kalidas's Raghuvansha. In the 
13th Canto of that epic in five graphic stanzas (55 to b8), he 
confluence of the Ganges and the Yamuna is described. But he 
mentions no Saraswati. So also it will be useful to know the 

,o~i~in•and aate of the Mantra, wh!ch is as follows, · 
. ' "~r ~ ~·=p:ft+f~>~ ~~ffr ij'~~crfu'" ._ 

and which is recited by the priests at the confluence, when asking 
pilgrims to bathe on the spot. If Kalidas makes no mention of 
Saraswati) no wonder Hiuen Sang does not notice it . 

.. . 



THE VR.ATYAS AND THEIR REFERENCE IN BR.AHMANICAL 
AND BUDDHIST LITERATURES 

BY 

PROF. L. B. K.ENY 

Magadha is brought into a significant connexion with the 
Vratya, in a mystic hymn, which has not been clearly explained 
as yet. N. N. Ghose describes it as "a very citadel of puzzles."l 
In the 15th book of the .Atharva Veda, in the so-called Vratya 
book, a Magadha is said to be a friend and adviser, a crony, 
and a thunder of the Vra:tya.a In the Vajasaneyi Samhita of the 
Yajurveda, the Vra:tya is further included in the list of the victims 
at the Purusamedha 'huma1 sacrifice'.& A further oonnexion 
between Mag':l.dha and the Vra:tya is evident from the fact that 
the Srauta Sutras of Ka:tya:yana4 and Latya:yana5 enjoin that 
after the Vratyastoma, a rite that procured the admission of the 
Vra:tya into the Aryan Brabmat:tical community ,6 the belongings 
of a Vratya or the equipment characteristic of him, had to be 
bestowed either upon an inferior Brahmin of Magadha 'Brahmin 
in name only' (brahmabandhu), or one who had not given up the 
Vratya practices. But this inferiority of the Magadha Brahmanas 
is not found in the Pancavimsa Brahmana.7 On the other L.and, 
as the Kausitaki .A.ranyaka states, respectable Brahma1;1as some
times lived there.s Oldenberg, however, seems perfectly right in 
regarding this as unusual.9 

The above data, especially the custom of giving away the 
habits of the enfranchised Vra:tya to a BrahmaQa of Magadha, 
incase a Vra:tya were not found at hand to receive it, have 

1. Ghose,Indo-Ar.)lan Literature and Culture (Origin.s), p. 44. 
2. Atharva Veda, XV, 2, 1-4, Of. Macdonell and Keith, Vedic 

Index II, p. 116, Law, Ancient ],,dian Tribes, I, p. 93, Rayohaudhury, 
Political HistorY of Ancient Iadia', p. 79. 

· 3. XXX, 8; Of. Taittiri:Va Brahmana, iii, 4, 5, 1. 
4, VIII, 6, 28. 
5. XXII, 4, 22. 
6. Chhatterji, Origin and Dovelopment of Bengali Langua~e. I, 

p. 46; Barua, "Alpines in Eastern ladia'', Indian Culture, Ill, p. 116; 
Chanda, Indo-Aryan Races, I, p, 39; Rangaoharya, Pre-Musalma~lndia, 
II, p._ 334 ; C.H.l., I. p. 124; Samaddar, Glories of Magadlsa, p. 10, I 
Griffith's Translation of Atharva Veda. II, p. 185 (f. n.) 

7. XVII, 1. 16. 
8. VII, 13. It is interesting to note that the earlier Aicare.va 

Aranyaka does not mention this. 
9. Oldenberg, The Buddha. p. 400 (f. n.), Of. Weber, HistM".V of 

lfl4ian ldttrature, p. 112 (f. n.). 

JQ6 
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raised a suspicion in many scholars that the original home of 
the Vra:tyas was Magadha.t But as a matter of fact the1·e is 
nothing to determine the exact native country of the Vra:tyas. The 
Latyayana Srauta Sutra states that. the vipatha "rough chariot" 
or ''cart" of the Vra:tyas was called Prachyaratha "eastern chariot" 
only hinting thereby that the Vra:tyas were most numerous in the 
east. But this does not prove that they were confined to the 
east alone. They were,· on the other hand, as the Atharva Veda 
maintains, in every direction. But their expansion in the north· 
was limited by the Himalayas, in the\ south by: the Vindhyas, 
and in the west by the pressure of other tribes, while in the 
east they had almost unlimited- scope for expansion. It would 
thus appear wrong to consider the_ Vra:tyas as the Ma:gadhas, 
though some of the Magadhas may be styled as 'Vra:tyas' as we 
shall see later on. • 

To what stock did the Vra:tyas then belong? . . 

. Before trying to answer this question it would be advisable 
on our part to see their social customs. 

The Pancavimsa Brahmana of the Sama Veda 2 states that 
the Vratyas rove about in bands in open chariots of war, carry 
bo_ws and lances, wear turbans and garments, with a red border 
and having fluttering ends, wear shoes and sheepskins folded 
double, and possess cattle; their leaders are distinguished by 
brown robes and silver ornaments for the neck. The pursue 
neither agriculture nor commerce, their laws are in a state 
of confusion; they call an expression difficult to pronounce,. when 
it is not difficult to pronounce; they speak 'the language of the 
initiated' diksitavacam, · though "uninitiated" adiksita,8 and do 
not observe the rules"of. Brahmacharya 'the principle regulating 
the Brahma~tic order of life.' · 

· The man of Magadha, again is, as we· have seen before, 
brought into close connexion with the Vra:tya .in- some mystical 
hymns of the .Atharva Veda, which c~lebrate the Vra:tya as a 
type of the supreme power in the universe. These hymns with 
their deification of a wandering Vra:tya priest,· with his strange· 
paraphernalia and his cortege seem to be a. little puzzling. 
Referring to these hymns Dr. S. K. Chatterji says that "they 
suggest the presence of a Saiva cult amorig tho Vra:tyas, and 
certainly a cult quite different from that· presented by the Vedic . . 

1. Of. Bhagwat, "A Chapter from the Tandya' Brdhmana of the· 
Sama Veda. and the Latyay ana. Sutra on the admission of the non
Aryans into Aryan Society in the Vedic Age", J.B.B.R.A.S., XIX, 
pp, 3_6~ti3; Sastri, Magadhan Litera&ure, p. 9. 

. ~ ' . 
2. Panca vimsa BrahmafU!-, XVU. 4, 1-9; Atharva VedrJ, XV, 1-4. 
3. ~~ Cffcf~ S~~- WTg: .......... ";j{'f{tf'eyQf a.:({eyQCff<fll Cff{frij' 1. 



world. The extravagant respect paid to the Vratya in these 
poems", continues the scholar, "either shows the hand of the 
followers of Vra:tya cults themselves ; or they are the work of 
Vedic Aryans who felt fascinated by the Vra:tyas with their 
non-Midland practices, and perhaps by their wild mysticism, for 
the Atharva Veda hymns are highly mystic in this connection"1 

But Dr. Haraprasad Sastri, on the other hand, while commenting 
upon the passage of the Pancavimsa Bruhmana, maintains that 
"they were Daiva.praja: worshippers, worshippers and favourites 
of gods-the same gods as were worshipped by the Vedic Aryans." 2 

Prof. Ghose identifies the Eka Vra:tya of the Atharva Veda with 
King P~thu Vail!ya of the Pural!as-tbe first amongst the rulers 
of men. 11 

What was then the exact religion of the Vra:tyas? 
Before giving an opinion at this stage, let us see into their 

other qualities. As regards their speech, the Vra:tyas, though 
unconsecrated, spoke the tong.ue of the consecrated. And this 
again was confirmed by the statement that they called what 
was easy of utterance, difficult to utter. This only proves that 
they had some Prak~it form of speech.4 

With the above data we could only state at this stage that 
the Vra:tyas were certain people, wh('ther Aryan or non-Aryan, 
but certainly living outside the pale of Brahmanism. To use· a 
modern expression, they were persons regarded as outcasts. But 
the fact that they had a turban to keep the sun off, and were 
clad in skins and white garments with red borders, and had 
silver o_rnaments rouud their neck, and wore ''black and pointed 
shoes",5 shows that they certainly were not savages but a civilized 
people.6 

Different schol·-1rs have identified these Vra:tyas with different 
people. Barua takes them to be the Alpines of Iran or the 
Magians of the Gangetic valley who spoke the Aryan tongue· 
and migrated to this place centuries before the Vedic Aryans 
arrived in India. 7 Dutt suspects them to be "Turanians who 
pressed into Behar through the Himalayas and gradually adopted 
Hindu language and civilization." 8 Jayaswal, on the other hand, 

1. Chatterji, or. ci 1 , I, p. 46; Of. Collecttd Works of Sir R. G. 
Blwndarkar, IV, p. 149. 

2. Magadhan LiteraturP, p. 5. 
3. Ghose, op. cit., p. 3n. 
4. Of. Chatterji, op. cit, I, p. 47; Indo-Aryan and Hindi, p, 56; 

Chanda, op. cit., I, p. 38 ; Macdonell and Keith, op ctt., 11, p. 34S. 
5. Katyayana Srauta Sutra, XXII, 4. 
6. Of. Sarkar, Some Asp~cts of the Earliest Social History of 

India, pp. 57. 64, 68-70. , 
7. Barua, ''.Alpines in Eastern India,'' Indian Culture, III. 

pp'. 166·67. 
8, Dutt, A HistorY of Civilization in Ancient India, p, 203. 
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states that '•the term Vra:tya indica.ted those who had the tradition 
of the Jinas and Buddhas amongst them even before the sixth 
century B. C. Buddha and Jina."1 But to say the least about 
these statements they seem to be farfetched and so preposterous, 
because, as we shall presently sEle, the earliest reference to the 
Vra:ty a agrees with none of them. •· 

The Vra:tya book .of.,. the Atharva Veda describes a Vra:ty~ 
as a wandering Vedic priest, roaming in the different non-Aryan 
provinces and converting the people. of those places to the 
Brahmanic fold. 2 ·so this Vra:tya, mentioned fof the first time, 
was an Aryan preaching ·Bra:hmalfism to the non-Aryan people 
for the first time. But we find a sudden change in the application 
of the term •Vra:tya'. The first band• of the Vra:tyas who went 
to foreign places to teach their own religious teachings were, it 
seems, themselves tempted by the non-Aryan teachings and huge 
wealth. The ninth and. the tenth .hymns .of the Vralya book· 
hint at this slow progress of the Vra:tya towards his own degra-. 
dation. "He went away", according to the fit·st hymn·, "to the 
people. Meeting and Assembly and Army and wine followed him. 
He who hath this knowledge becomes the dear home of Meeting, 
Assembly, Army, and Wine. So let the King, to whose house. 
the Vra:tya who po_ssesses this knowledge comes as a guest," 
continues the next hymn, ''honour him ~as :superior to himself." 
This shows the slow progress of the status of the Vratya, rising 
from a mere wandering preacher to ·a man superior even to a 
king. And this change in position was due to the huge wealth 
he made through the conversion-rites. ''Meeting,·Assembly, Army, 
and Wine followed him" wherever he went. ·He started by 
meeting individuals whose number increased to form an assembly. 
His preachings in assemblies had the necessary effect and bis 
following amounted to an 'army' as it were, meaning thereby, 

•that he had a huge following of the Aryanised non-Aryans. 
But this position tempted him towards luxury. Wine was intro
duced, it seea1s, as a necessity, in thtJ form of fees, along wit4 
the number of cows, as we shall presently see. . 

With luxury started the degradati<1'h in the position of a 
Vra:tya. The Pancavimsa. Brahmana gives us the next stage. 
"The Gods, forsooth," it states "went to the world of heaven: 
of them the adherents of 'the God'· were left behind (on earth), 
leading a Vratya life. They came to the spot where the gods 
were gone to the world of heaven. (But) they found neither 
that stoma nor that metre by means of which they might reach 
them. Then the gods said to the Maruts. 'Deliver ye to those 
that stoma, that metre, by means of which they may reach us. 

1. Jayaswal, ''Revised Notes on the Brahmin Empire," J.B.O.R.S., 
XIV, p. 26. 

2. Acharva Veda, XV, l a.nd 2. •· 
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To them," continues the same passage, "they (the Maruts) delivered 
that sixteen-versed stoma.... Thereupon, they reached them." 1 

This shows that the first Aryan preachers who went to preach 
to the non-Aryans forgot their own duties of life as the study 
of the Vedas and other rituals necessary for an Aryan. The same 
Brahmana goes on furthPr to de~cribe the qualities of the Vratyas. 
"Those who lead the life of a joined group," states the passage, 
"are destitute, left behind. For they neither practise the study 
of the Veda nor do they plough or trade. It is by the sixteen
versed stoma that this can be reached." 2 "Swallowinf! poison 
are those who eat foreign food as Brahman's food, who call good 
words bad, who use to strike the guiltless with a stick, who though 
being not initiated, speak the speech of the initiated. The guilt 
of these may be removed by the sixteen-versed stoma." 8 These 
passages also help to prove the influence of the non-Aryan culture 
upon the Vedic preachers. The Vratyas of the first stage remained 
neither pure Aryas nor pure Ana:ryas. They not only neglected 
and so fo.·got their Brahmanic rituals, but even did not till the 
land or carry on trade like the non-Aryan Easterners as the 
Ma:gadhas, for example. And as it could very easily be found 
out, this was due to their getting buge wealth from the non
Aryan inhabitants. They never cared for the above things 
because they were able to settle without them. They enjoyed 
the non-Aryan dishes and adopted even their language to a 
certain extent. 

To these Vratyas we may apply very weJl, the description 
by the Buddha, of his contemporary BrahmaQas, to Ambatta, 
a young Brahmal}a pupil of Pokkharasadi who was "knowing 
the mystic verses by heart; one who had mastered the three 
Vedas, with the indices, the ritual, the phonology, and the exegesis 
(as a fourth), and the legends as a fifth, learned in the idioms. 
and the grammar, versed in the Loka:yata sophistry, and in the 
theory of the signs on the body of a great man."4 As the Buddha 
states in the Ambattha Butta, these BrahmaQas "parade about 
well-groomed, perfumed, trimmed as to their hair and beard, 
adorned with garlands and gems, clad in white garments, ia 
the full possession and enjoyment of the five pleasures of sense, 
.•• live, as their food, on boiled rice of the best sorts, from which 
all the black spooks had been sought out and removed, and 
flavoured with sauces and curries of various kinds, ... waited upon 
by women with fringes and fur round their:. loins, .. ,go about 
driving chariots drawn by mares with plaited manes and tails, 

1. Pancavimsa Brahmann, XVII, 1, 1 (Tr. by Dr. W. Oaland), 
Cf. XVIII, 1, 7 ; Cf. Sastri, op. cit .. pp. 5-6 • 

. ~ . :#. Ibft:l, XVII, 1, 2. 
3. ;JW., ~VU;tl, 9, 
4. lllifia Nlllo:Pa. I. o. 8S (Tr. bY :Rb.Ys Davids}. 
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using long wands and goods the while, ... have themselves guarded 
in fortified towns, with moats dug out round them and cross-bars 
let dow!l before the gates, by men girt with long swords."1 

According to the above pas sages the Vra:tya did not remain 
tk.e Aryan wandering preacher. The term came to be applied 
to those Aryans who were outside the splfere of Brahmin culture, 
and who were allowed to become members of the Bra.hmaQical 
communj ty by performance of the rHual prescrjbed, which would 
hardly be S) natural in the case of the non-Aryans. The first 
Vra:tyas, viz., the Aryas of the first migration, carne to stay long 
in the non-Aryan provinces like Magadha. Naturally they not 
only Bra:hmaQised aeveral non-Aryans of the Eastern provinces 
and accumulated huge wealth in cash and kind, but themselves 
became addicted to luxuries and forgot their own duties of 
preaching Bra:hmaQisrn as well as their own Aryan brethren in 
the west The latter, otf the other hand, tried hard to bring their 
degraded brethren-who in course of time themselves came to 
be styled Vra:tyas-to ·their· own original Aryan fold. Thus there 
came into existence two types of Vra:tyas. The first were pure 
Aryans but the Recond had a great non-Aryan influence upon 
their culture and habits. The latter even went to the extent of 
settling with the non-Aryan women, as we shall presently see. 
The second stage of the Vratyas was thus that of those people 
who had left their hearth and home, and had made their brethren 
and relations assume a contemptuous .attitude towards them and 
the country of their adoption. And <Yonsequently the non-Aryan 

·people of the Eastern provinces were also looked down upon and 
styled by the same denomination.1 Manu, for example, describes 
the Vratyas as persons whom the twice born begot on women of 
their own classes, but. who omit the prescribed rites, and have 
abandoned the gayatri. 2 The Mahabharata puts the Vra:tyas in 

.the same category of the outcaste classes as the CaQ<;lalas and the 
Vaidyas, and descdbas them as the progeny of a Sudra man and 
a K!?atriya woman.8 

There are four kinds of Vratya-stoma which,)n the beginnin·g, 
seem to have been a prayer for tl:w regeneration or readmission 
of.the degraded Aryas into the Aryan fold. and later on, for the 
conversion of the non-Aryans into the same. The first Vratya,. · 
stoma, according tC> the Paficavimsa Brahmana, readmitted the 
degradedj Aryas into the Aryan · fold.• The 'second stoma 'rite' 
admitted the 'base' and the 'censured' into the Brahmanic fold.o 
Bhagwat_explains the 'base and the 'censured' as the "guilty of 

1. Of. Oha.tterji, op. cie., I, pp. 45-46, Sa.maddar, op. cit., pp. 10-11. 
2. Manu, X, 20. · 
3. Mahabharata. A.nusasanika parva, 2621. _ . 
4.. Pancavimsa Brahmana, XVII, I. 1 i Of, Bhagvat? op. cit., p. 3a9, 
O• Ibid., ~VII, 2, :J.. . 
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mam;laughter," and continues further that "these having fled 
from justice or being condemned to banishment, after passing 
some years among alien races, naturally yearned to return to 
their kith and kin."1 But to our mind this rite was meant not 
for readmission but for conversion. The 'base' and the 'censured' 
here mean the non.Aryans. This is further corroborated by the 
same passage of the Brahmat:~a when it states that cattle played 
an important part in this rite. "It is the cattle that leads the 
base to superiority,"2 says the Brahmana. And cattle formed 
the major portion of the wealth of the non-Aryans acceptable to the 
Aryans. This was thus, the rite which admitted non-Aryan people 
like the 'Asura Easterners of Magadha' into the Aryan fold.s 
The third Vra:tya.stoma was meant for the readmission of those 
Aryans who stayed with the non-Aryans since childhood and 
were thus 'nearly denationalised.'4 And the fourth rite was 
meant to entitle the degraded A.ryas to procure a re-admission into 
the .Aryan fold, even in a very advanced age. 5 These old degraded 
A.ryas were, according to Bhagvat, men who had enfeebled their 
constitutions by undue intercourse with the non-Aryan women.6 

With the above data at our di~posal, we could safely conclude 
that since the Vedic times the conception of a Vra:tya consider
ably changed. In the beginning the Vra:tyas were Aryan nomadic 
hordes (vrata-a 'horde).7 But in course of time the term came 
to be applied to those A.ryas woo fN~;ot their duties and indulged 
in luxuries with the A.na:ryas. This degradation brought in hatred. 
And the same denomination was applied contemptuously to the 
latter like the Ma:gadhas, who were outside the pale of Aryanism. 
And it is this contempt alone that has given rise t.o the definition 
of a Vra:tya as the son of a 'twice-born' father and mother, who, 
not fulfilling their sacred duties, were excluded from the savitri.S 
The memory of their having been a contemptuous people w.as 
even retained in the same word meaning, later on, those Brahmana; 
Kshatriyas and Vai5yas," who, their thread ceremony not be{ng 
performed for 16, 22, or 23 years r~pectively, either from birth 
or from conception, had lost their claim to the honour of being 
called brethren by the three regenerate castes. "9 "Curiously 

1. Bhagva.t, op. cit .. p, 360. 
2, Pancavimm Brahmana, XVII, 2, 4. 
3. Of. Ba.nerji Sa.stri, Asura India, p. 71. 
4. • .P.uncavimsa Brahmana. XVII, 3, 1 ; Of. Bha.gva.t, op. cit., 

pp, 360, 362. 
5. Pancavimsa Brahmana, XVII, 4, 1. 
6. Bha.gvat, op. cit., p. 360. " 
7. Sa.stri, op. cit., p. 4. It should be noted here that the Aryans 

who migrated in the beginning, to the non-Arya.n countries, moved 
a} ways in _groups. ·· 
''· 8. Mdftu Smr.ei, X, 20; Of. Sa.stri, op. cit., p. 3, 

~. · Bh~at, op. cit., :p,. 363. 
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enough," as Bhagvat states, "the word vratya is still preservetl. .. 
in the sense of 'naughty, unmanageable, playing pranks' in the 
everyday language of the Maratba people.'' 1 

The Vra:t.yas were thus the few non-Arya ns, so denominated 
by the Aryans, tht'Ough contempt, irt course of .time, though they 
had a better status in earlier days; 

ROCK-QUT CAVES IN THE PANDYA COUNTRY 

BY 

V. VENK.ATASUBBA AYYAR, B.A. 

Senior Assistant to the Goverqmeat Epigraphist for India. 

In the PaQ.Q.Y country comprising roughly the present Madura, 
Ramnad and Tirunelveli Districts, rock-cut caves are founrl which 
from a separate class by. themselves and yet ex:hiuit a marked re
semblance to those found in the Pallava territory. Similar caves 
Pudukkottai and Travancore states, at Namakkal within the old 
exist in the Chera dominion and in Malabar, the latter bei·ng con
nected with eschatological beliefs. Caves, many therefore, be said to 
have sprung up throughout South India under different dynasties 
of rulers. affording an interesting lfne•bf research, but in this short. 
:paper, it is intended only to indicated the main line of enquiry 
~wi_th out going onto details. · · 

At the out3et it is necessary to distinguish a carvern from 
a cave, though it is generally taken that the former is a large 
ca:ve. For our purpose, a carvern may be taken as a natural hollow 
fromed by the dispo:;ition of boulders on hills,· while a cave is the 
'bereation of art. Some-times cavems W8re aiso improved. by art 
by introducing beds, driplines, sculptures ect. Sanskrit and' Tamil 
literatures do not make any:distinction between them. In Sanskrit. 
they are know as darigriha, Silavesma, Kandaragriha, layana 
(lena1 in prakrit) anJ guha, atid in Tamil as pali and guhai. 
Tamil inscriptions describe a cave as taU excavated in a hill, an 
excavated temple (kudaivitta Srikoyit), or merely, stone. temple 
(karrali). · 

Caves are found distributed throughout India, but the Bom
bay Presidency is exceptionally rich in tht'!~e mounm~nts.2 The 

1. · Ibid., p. 364. ~~ 

1. In the Pandya oount"ry, at Kongarpuliya.ngulam (Madura 
District), the word len is used to indicated a cavern. 

2. A.coording to Dr. Burgess, there are not less than 900 rook
out excavation of various Eorts and dimensions in ·western India, the 
majority of which are within the limits of the Bombay Presidenoy • 

. 15 
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Kaila:sa temple at Ellora assignable to the 8th century A. D. is 
adjudged to be the most extensive and elaborated rock-cut templo 
in India. The caves may be divided into three classes, according 
to the sects to which they belong viz., Buddhist, Brahmanical and 
Jaina. The earliest known examples dating from about the 3rd 
century B. C. arP Buddhist, next come Bra'Pmanic caves connected 
with the cult of Siva or Vishr;tu which n nge from about the 4th 
century to about the 8th century A. D. and the Jaina caves which 
are later extending to about the middle of the 15th century A. D.• 
There are a few insignificant caves beyond India, in Ceylon, 
.Afghanistan and Baluchistan, but an important monument of 
this type datable before the 3rd century B. 0.2 is brought to notice 
in Iran by Sir Aurel Stein in his book "Old Routes of Western 
Iran". This cave is at Deh-i. naw and is known as Da-u-dukhtar. 
It is excavated on the precipitous face of a stiff cliff at an in
accessible height.B 

!n India caves were used as residence for monks and as 
places of worship in which latter category they also sometimes 
served as art galleries. It has been pointed out that the cave 
(cavern?) in Ramagarh hill in Sarguja, a feudatory state in 
Central Provinces and the so called Queen's cave and that of 
Gar;tesa at Udayagiri were used as dramatic halls.4 According 
to Kalidasa, courtesans inhabited these caves and probably they 
also took part in the performances given there. Luders has 
pointed out that these also served as residence for lena -sobhik3 
(i.e.) cave actresses and ganikas and their lovers.o In Malabar6 

1. 'Buddhist Cave Temple': Burgess : Vol. VI, p. 2. 
2. Prof. Herzfeld assigned this cave to the time of one of the 

predecessors of Cyrus the Great. 
3. This cave consists of a rectangular chamber with a verandah • 

in front supported by four columns with quasi-Inoic capitals. The edifice 
is 19ft, high and about. 18ft. in length. Though it is taken as a sepulchral 
monument, there is nothing to indicate this supposition, and it i:i also 
devoid of any sculptural decoration. The ascent to it is by a stiff olimb 
of some 500 ft. without any support and it is difficult to aocount for 
the position chosen for the excavation of the monument. 

4. Ind. Ant., Vol. 34, p. 199. 
5. Ibid. 
i. The caves are funerary monuments in Malabar. They are 

hemespherioal in shape and are perfect imitations of hut. Within the 
distriot such caves are-found in the following pla.oes: Chattapuramba, 
Ponmala near Kottakal, Mala.ppuram and Manjeri in the Ern ad taluk; 
Kadirur and Pernngulam near 'T el/ichei""J!; Padinattumuri in Calcue 
taluk; Taliparamba'in Ch~rakkal taluk; Menna.puram in Kannampalli 
desa.m, Kolavallur desam, Peringalam and Ma.ilanj&nman amsoms and 
on Pura.limala in Mula.kkunnu amsom in the Kotea.vam taluk : Parambil 
dee.llom, ~uyilfpoda, :lokka.lur, Velur a.msoms and desams and a few other 
·Jlaoes in tlwJ(urumbranad &aluk and at Panayur desam near V&man 
~ulam in Wr.a#..wanad taluk. 
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these caves were used as rest houses for the dead. One main 
darwback in the study of 'caves' is the want of external archi
tectural from; as such, inscriptions, sculptures and embellishments 
found in them are the on!y means to judge there age. 

It is generally accepted by scholars that the excavation of 
rock-cut caves was introduced into South India about the first 
quarter of the 7th century A'. D. by ,the Pallava king Mahendra-
v arm an I,l whole probably developed a taste in this line from the 
Buddhists when he lived in the Telugu country at the beginning 
of hls reign. This monarch assumes various birudas, among which 
Ghitrakarapuli(t. e.,) 'tiger among artists' and Vichitrachitta (i.e.,} 
'mventi ve or curious midded' indicate his interest in art. Dr. ' 
Dubreuil has pointed out that by assuming the latter little, the 
king seemed to take credit for excavating temples in rocks which 
was curious and entirely a new idea and for passing on this ide't 
to the workmen of the provirice. It may therefore be taken that 
these were the earliest extant temples cut in rocks and that there 
were no caves in South India before the 7th century A. D. 2. On 
plan, these caves generally consist of a small shrine with an 
open 'hall in front. Figures of dvarapalaka8 guard the entrance to 
the central shrine and sometimes the interior walls contain in 
panels figures of gods in high relief. Ordinarily, pillars are either 
square or cubical in the upper and lower protion and octagonal in 
the middle. The capitals of pillars are simple corbels or brackets 
supporting the architrave above. The "underside of the bracket is 
rounded upwards and sometimes decorated with horizontal rows 
of roll ornament. The central shrine if dedicated to Siva, contains 
a Liiiga in the centre, and if to Vishnu, his representation on the 
back, wall. 

' 
In the area in which we are at present .. interested, rock-cut 

caves ar'e 'sometimes found side by side with caverns know as 
Amanpali (i. e.) Jaina caves resort, aEJ at 1'irupparankurn·am, 
Virasikha:mar;ti KuQr;takuc;li. Trichinopoly, Sittar;tr;tava:sal ect. Besides 
beds and inscriptions, these caverns ha.ve' drip-lines, on their brows 
to prevent rain water from getting inside, thus indicating their 
occupation by recluses, evidently of the Jaina sect. 3 The 

1. His inscription from Mandagappattu (S.mth A.root District) 
states that' this brickless, timberless and mortarless temple which is a 
mansion for the gods Brahma, Isvara metalless, and Vishnu, was caused 
to be created by the King Vichitra-Chitt, (i, e.) Mahendra .(Ep. lnd,) Vol.. 
17, p, 17). . . 

2. But the rock cut caves of Malabar are dated much earlier and 
supposed to represent the Vedic age. 

3. Some scholars are of the opinion that these caverns were 
occupied by Buddhist monks, but considering the existence of Jaina 
images oloseby and that Buddhism had little foot hold in south India, 
lt lB b~tter t~~oke th~se.as Ja.ina. '.fhe ar~ument for their B'qddhisti9 
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Pallava king Mahendaravarman I was first a Jaina and was 
converted to the cult of the Linga by the Saiva teacher Tiruna:v
ukkarasar. Since nearly all the rock-cut caves are Brahmanic, 
it may be inferred that the zeal to excavate these caves was the 
result of the ohange of faith by the Pallava sovereign and the 
active propaganda carried on in defence of the faith by the Saiva 
Nayanmars. As a result caves attributable to the Pallavas are 
found as far south as Tnchinopoly and the adjacent Pudukkottai 
State between the 7th and 9th centuriP-s A. D. in the Pallava 
territory. 

The rise of Saivism found an echo in the Pandya country 
which was the nucleus of Jainism prior to 7th century A. D. Just 
like the Pallava monarch, the Pandya king NinraSir .Neduma:ran 
(8ht century A. D.) apostized to ·saivism from· ·Jainism ·at the 
insance of the saint Tirunana-sambandar.I A vigorous campaign 
was carried on against Jainism which, amongst others, expressed 
itself in the excavation of temples for glorifying through externity 
the new faith, by the use of an imperishable medium. Caverns 
in South India may therPfore be generally associated with Jainism 
and rock-cut caves with Hinduism. The former were the abodes 
of recluses while the latter, eE-pecially in Suuth India, became 
places of worship. These cave temples gradually developed a 
style of their own, full of vitality and eloquent with the message 
of the new faith. 

The chief rock cut temples in the Pat;~<}.Ya country are 
distributed among the following villages :-

Madura district. 
(1) A9aimalai 
(2) Tirupparankut;~ram 
(3) Kut;~t;~a ttur 
(4) Arittappatti 

Ramnad district. 
(1) Kut;~t;~nkkudi. 
(2) TirukkaJakkudi 
(3) PiHaiarpatti 
(4) Mahipalat;~malai 
(5) Pirat;~malai 
(6) Tirumalai 

Madura taluk. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

Melur taluk. 

Tiruppattur taluk. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

Sivagana. 

origin (Ep. Sep. 1909 p, 70) that the Brahmi charac.ters_ fou~d. in them 
are not know to have been used in the early Jama msonpt10n of the 
south lo!*!S its force after the interpretation of these Tamil records. 
Somehow the Jains of ·the south seem to have satisfied themselves with 
these natural caverns without seeking the help of tlleir patrons to 
provide them with comfortable oells as their brothers did i~ ~orth. 

1. This saint is best know as the opponent of Jam1sm and the 
s~ene of his most remarkable al:hievements against this religion was 
the court of1 the Pandyan ruler of Madura. He is given the little 
P.tm!&mantiata · kotart. ll.e.) lion to enemy faiths and Aruhasani (i.e.) 
•unqtltbo1t ~-the ar#uUfo with him nothiB~ is V\1~ but s-ivism. 
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Tirunelveli district. 
(l) Tirumalaipuram Sankaranayinarkoil taluk. 
(2) Malaiyadikurichchi Ditto. 
(3) ViraSikhr:lamani Ditto. 
(4) Vadikkottai Ditto. 
(5) KuJugumalai Kovi]patti taluk. 

From the abovo list it will.be seen that'the caves are found in the 
hills' near Madura, Tiruppattur and Sankaranayinarkoyil and 
that the place names wb_ere these caves are found end with 
"malai, kunram, Kurichchi (i.l3.) village in ,the hilly tract, Kudi 
near kurnam (Kul.lt;takkuc;ll), malaipurq,m etc., indicating their 
connection with hills. -

Definite land marks for a study of these caves are afforded 
by those" at AQaimalai, Pi!Jaiya:rpatti and Tirupparafiku I)ram. 
The cave at Atjaimalai with two pillars cut out of sulid rock is 
a small shrin~ chamber dedicated to Vishl.lu and the two inscrip. 
tions in them mention that this stone temple was constructed 
by Marafigari, also known as Madhurakavi, the minister of the 
Pal.l9Ya king Marai) Sa9aiyat;t ; but since he died, his brocther 
MaraQ Eyil)aQ alias Pai)9imangalavisaiyaraiyaQ who succeeded 
him as minister, completed the construction by adding a mukha
mandapa bestowed it upon the public1 on a Sunday in the month 
of Kartti.ka of the Kali year 3871 (expired) corresponding to A. D. 
770. 2 This is now known as N arasinga-Pe_ruma! temple and the date 
of this cave hffords a definite starting point. A few yards away_ 
from the cave, there is another rock-cut cave. temple with an 
adytum and an outer porch supported on two square pillars with 
chambered corners and ornamented with . the conventional lotus 
flower design similar to those found on Pallava pillars and on 
the stone rails of the Amaravati stupa. In the central shrine 
is a. sculpture in relief of VishQU with his • corisort and within the 

• porch are four figures, two of which apparently represent devotees 
bringing flower!3. Outside this porch, there 'is a small_~-platform 
approached on either side by a flight of half a dozen steps. (See 
plate I). AI.laimalai is referred to in the Teveram by saint 
Tirufianasamuandar as a stronghold of the Jains and vestiges 
of this faith are even now found on a rock overhanging a cavern 
closeby. A number of Jaina figures are sculptured on ,the rock, 
some standing, some seated, some witb sacred· triple ·umbrellas 
over their heads and some surrounded by attendant figures bearing 
chamaras and other objects. One of these can be identified with, 
the Jain a teacher Ajja1;1andi 3 from a label below it. This cavern 

1. Trav. Arch. Series Vol. I, p. 157n. 
2. E.p. 1 na. Vol. VIU, pp. 318ff. . 
1. No. 67 of 1905. This popular te!ioher is also noticed in the 

inscriptions at Aivarinalai (No. 692 of 05); Utta.mapalaiya.m (No. 729 of 
US); Vallimalai (Ep. J tld. l V p. 141); Alagarmalai (Ep. Rep. for 1909), 
p. 6~). kongarpuliyankula.m (No. 54 of lnO)i R1lakkudi (No. 64 of 191.0 
and Eruvadi (No: 603. of 19.15). · 
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must have been occupied by the Jains prior to A. D. 770. We 
thus have at AQaimalai. a cavern occupied by the Jains and rock 
out caves dedicated to VishQ.u. 

The rock cut cave at PiJJaiya:rpatti in the Ramnad district 
oontaiu early sculptures on its walls and is similar in design 
to the second cave noticed above at A.naimalai. This temple, 
now dedicated to Ka:si Visvanatha, cuntains an early inscription 
of two lines 0n a pilaster in VatteJuttu characters of about the 
7th century A. D. mentioning a certain lkkatturukkorruru [Aifi] 
chaQ who wa~ probably responsible for the excavation of this 
cave.1 As at AQaimalai, there is also a natural cavern here on 
the hillock locally known as Kunramedu containing writing 
attributable to about the 13th and 15th. centuries A. D. 

The sculptured panel of Siva in the Karpagavinayaka temple 
here, favours comparison in dress. ornaments, pose etc. with similar 
figures found in caves of the Pallava country. 

The rock cut caves at Tirupparafikur;~ram near Madura is 
bigger than those noticed at .Ar;~a~malai and Pq!aiya:rpatti and 
it is now known as Subrahm:lnya temple. On the walls of this 
cave are sculptured in panels figurt:Js of Narsimha, V1shnu, Varaha
murti, Jyeshthadevi (now worshipped as Subrahmar;~ya), Durga, 
Parvati and dancing Nataraja.2 BeE~ides these, in two separate 
cells facing each other in this cave, are found sculptures of Vishnu 
and Soma:skanda. There is a linga in the centre of the cell 
containing the panel of Homaskanda, as in Pallava caves. In 
addition, there is a Jyeshtha gl'oup sculptured on the same rock, 
but this is not open to view now. 3 An inscription4 of Maran 
Sa9aiyaQ~> dated in the 6th year (0 8th century A. D.) in the cave 

1. Er>. Rep. for 1936, p. 5! S:>me of the lettera used here 
resemble elosely those found in the oavern at Triohinopoly attributable 
to the same period (See No. 140 of 1937-38). 

2. For a. disoription of the oa.ve see Ep. Rep. for 1903, page 58. 
3. This group is covered by a. modern room and a.ooess to it is 

through a long dark passage. The panel whioh is in a. V'ery good state 
of preservation, oonsists of three im>.iges seated on pedestals, the central 
:figure is represented with both the legs hanging down, holding a 
Nilotpala flower in the right hand, while the left is stretched and rests 
on the thigh of the left figure. To the right of this figure, is a. bull
fa.oed hum~1l beirig, its right leg hangs down and the left being bent 
and resting on the seat. In the right hand is a. dand::z while the left 
rests on the thigh. The third figure is sculpture with full breasts and 
breast-band and with the left leg thrown down, whit the right is bent 
and rests on the seat. There is a. Nilocpala flotver in the right hand and 
the left is stretched straight and rests on the seat. 

4. No. 37 of 1908: see also Ind. Ant. Vol. XXII, p. 67 
5. This king has ueen identified with Maran-Sadaiya.n of th~ 

A..naimalai reeord (Tra. Achl. Series Vol. I, p. 15t1J. ,: " 
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mentions that Nalikaiikorri the wife of the chief Sa:ttan Ganapati 
built a temple of the Gocidess Durga and a temple of Jyeshtha:. 
The Durga image may be identified with the one found in the 
panel adjacent to the.one now worshipped as Subrahmat;~ya,1 which 
must itself be the Jyeshtha .referred ,to .. in the inscription. The 
Jyeshtha panel occupies a conspicuous place in the cave and it 
may be pointed out that this image is· unknown t'J Pallava art. 
In this ·village there is also a cavern, as at AQ.aimalai and 
PiUaiya:rpa t ti. .... . . . . ·-- . ' 

At Sittannavasal in the Pudukkottai State2 which was 
included in the Pandya country in the 9th century A .. D. there is a 
rock-cut temple which has been assigned to the time of the 
Pallava king Mahendravarman I on account of its similarity 
and proximity to the rock-cut cave of this monarch at Trichina
poly. Sculptures of Jaina thirthankaras found in the cave have 
led scholars to assign it to the period before the conversion of 
Mahendravarman from Jainism. This is probably the only rock
cut cave so far known in the Tamil country dedicated to the Jaina 
faith and its patron might have been a. Pal)c;lYa king, not neces
sarily a Palhva king as has hitherto been supposed. Tl1e reno
vations and additions effected to tbis eave is noticed in an ihscrip
tion8 found in it of the time·of the Pandya king Sr1vallabha with 
the title ''A va9-ipasekharan" who may be identified with the king 
of the name and the predecessor of Var~gu9-avarman of aceession 
86~ A. D. This inscription states .th~t Ital}.-Ga'utama9- who is 
described as an asiriyan of Madurai repaired on behalf of the 
king, the agamandapa of·- the temple at A~Qava:yil and that he 
added a mukha-mandapa in front of it. The provision of mukna
mandapa to rock-cut caves is aho referred to at Nartta:malai4 

and Anaimalai, 5 but in all these cases, this mandapa appears to 
have beEm a separate construction in front of. the. rock-.cut temple 

• which ~onsists only of the garbhayriha and ardha-mandapa. 
The unfinished rock.cut · temple at KaJugumala! ·in · the 

Ramnad district occupies a unique place in the architecture of 
the Pa9c;lY a country and calls for a special study altogether. "It 
is locally known as V ettu yal}.koyil, and as usual, consists of a 

z 
1. Vide also 'Elements of Hinciu Iconography'; Vol. I, pt. II,-p. 

-392. At some period, this jyesthadevi group•yVas taken as Subrahmanya 
by confusing tl.te figure to the right with the bovine face as N a.ndik:es
vara and that to the right as the firest oon~ort of the god,;and the crow 
banner of J yeshtha as the cook-banner of Subrahmanya. 

? • I am obliged to Mr. K. R. Shreenivasan, Asst. Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey Madras, for drawing my attention to .his paper 
on 'Cave temples in the Pudukkottai State read before the All-India 
Oriental Conference held at Hyderabad. 

3. No. 368 of I 904. 
4. S. I. I. Vol. XII. No. 36. 
5. Ep. Ind. Vol. VIII. p, 321. 
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central shrine with an outer hall. The interior is perfectly plain, 
but surmounting the garbhagriha is a dome rich with sculptures 
which form the main attraction of the place. The d1)me is !'imilar 
to the one in Arjuna and Dharmaraja rathas at Maha:balipuram 
and it may be said to furnish a link between the rcok-cut caves 
and structural monuments in the Par;tt;Iya country. Mo::>t of the 
figures sculptured on the vt'mana of this cave are rPpresented in a 
setting posture. The sculptures exhibit a reasoned restraint of 
details and include figures of bulls, monkeys, dwarfs with 
humorous expressions, miniature templeEl, vignettes, cornice de
corated with dormer window ornament, each of which arrests 
the attention of the onlooker lending a perfect unity to the whole 
monument. Fergusson assigned this cave to the lOth or 11th 
century, but Havell is rightly inclined to take it a century earlier. 
'fbe logical development of this monument is to be found in some 
of the e:uly structurul monuments now found in the Pudukkottai 
State. 

Not far away from the temple are sculptured on rock, figures 
of tirthankaras, over a hundred in number, with labels in old 
Vatteluttu characters explaining their identity. Considering the 
existei1ce of these images in the vicinity and the absence of any 
linga in the central shrine, a Jaina origin is ascribed to the rock
cut temple. But the images of Dakshir;tamurti, Umamahe5vara, 
Vishnu, bulls etc. found on the vimana prove that the cave is 
Hind·u and not Jaina. 

We may next take up for consideration two caves situated 
far away from the Patlava territory and yet bearing a strong 
resemblance to their Pallava counterparts. One is at Tirumala
puram about 12 miles from T0r;tkasi in the 'l'irunelveli di£Jtrict. 
There are two caves here, one is unfinished and therefore of little 
importance, but the other is of intere::>t as exactly resembling the 
rock cut cave of the Mamalla period (see plate II). The facade • 
here is similar to that of the Dharmara:ja-maq!Japa at Mahabali
puram and on plan, it resembles the upper cave temple in the 
roek at Trichlnopoly. The cubical portions of the pillars here 
are decor a ted with lotus medallions and the underside of the 
corbels, with roll ornament as in the Mr.thendra temple at Trichi
nopoly. 'Ibe resemblance is so great that Mr. Longhurst is forced 
to conclude that it must have been excavated by the Pallavas. 1 

But Pallava rule did no& ex-teitd so far south. 
The othej·cave is at Kaviyur in the Travancore State. 2 This, 

&s usual, comhsts of the central shrine with a verandah in front 
'!' .. 

l.; .• Memoirs of the Arch. &avev No. 3 !-Palla.va Architecture-pt. 
n~a . 

2. In the Trava.noore State there are rook-cut cb.ves at Tirunan
dikkarai and on the top of Madavurpara about 10 milts north of Trivan
dram. The latter is a orude piece of e;r;qavation, but ~e former cousists 
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E'Upported by two independent pillars .with a pilaster at the 
extremities. The corbels surmounting the pillars are simple and 
their ends which are .turned upwards are decorated with a slight 
variant of the usual.roll ornament in horizontal rows. One of 
the dvarapalakas is an exact replica of tl)e door-keeper guarding 
the entrance a:t the left in the Mahendravarman's cave at 
Trichinopoly. Another similar cave is also found at ViJi)lgam 
in the Trivandrum taluk of the same State. 

Similarity to Pallava architecture extends even further south 
into the island of Ceylon. , At Anuradhapura is an unfinished 
Ganga (Ganges) memorial sirriilar to the one at. Mahabalipuram. 

·The selection of the site,. the clefc and terrace on top of the rodr, 
the tank below and the group of unfinished elephants at. the 
water's edge, these details alone, according to Mr. Longhurst, 
indicate that the monument was st~rted by the P'allavas from 
Maha:balipuram.t 

This statement takes us to a consideration of the question 
as to how far the caves in the Pandya country were inspired 
by Pallava influence. As pointed out ·above, the Pallava territbry 
did not extend beyond_ Tricbinopoly in the south. But from 
Trichinopoly down to 1ille extreme south, we find rock-cut caves 
flimilar to those Iound in the Pa1lava terr-itory. As explained 
before, the zeal for the propagation ·of the new Saiva faith after 
the conver~ion of the ruling king from Ja·inism wa:s presen-t both 
in the Pallava and Pal).c;lYa territories. The Saiva Nuyanmars and 
Vaishnava Alt•ars were ~moving from place .to place preaching 
Hinduism among the masse~'< and condemning Jainism. These 
bha~tas drawn from all clasl:'es of socitty txercised a strong 
influenc-e over the masses. -

· The Palla vas under N arasimhavarmart I captured and 
• retained for some years the western Chaluky a capital Vatapi (i.e.) 
- Blidami in the Bombay province containing rock-cut caveH~ dating 

from 578 A. D. Further, this monarch claims to have vanquished 
the Cheras2 and" also to have a~Fisted Man-avamnm the prince 
of Ceylon when the latter sought refuge under him, with a naval 
expE-dition to regain his throne. SubH quent J'allava. monarchs 
won yictories over the Pandyas and the latter in their "turn, vrere 

~ 
of a central shrine with a verandah supported on two. pillars and two' 
pilarsters. It contains inscription ai'Signable to the latttlrs half of the 
_8th century A. D. Trau. Arch. Series,~ Vol. III, p. 201). Mr. Vasudeva 
Ptduva.l, Director of Archaeology in the State informs me that there are 
rook-cut caves at Kallil is North Travancore, and at Chittaral in 
southern Travanoore. " 

1. Cevlon·Arch. Rev; 1936, p.19: :-
2. Narasimhavarman's pred· cessor Simhavisbnu is credited with 

the conquest of tbe Pandyas and the Keralas (S. 1. I. Vol. II, p 356) 
16 . . 
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not slow to retrieve their fortunes. The PandYa king Rajash:Uha P 
(c. 740-765 A. D.) won many successes against the Pallavas and 
the Kongu kings. 

Further. the monuments of this class in the Pudukkottai 
State bordering on the present Madura and Ramnad districts 
may be said to form a connecting link between the Pallava and 
Pandya art in rock-cut monuments. Inscriptions of the Pallava 
kirig Mahendravarman I and some attributable to his period and 
a few others to a latc·r period, are found in a number of rock-cut 
temples in this sta te.2 There is an inscription of Srivallabha, the 
predecessor of VaraguJ:.lavarman in the cave at SHtaQJ:.lava:sal 
indicating the inclusion of the ='tate under Pandya control before 
862 A. D. But perhaps the strongest influence in this direction 
must have been exercised by the MuttaraiyHr chiefs who were 
first vassals under the Pallavas in the region comprising the 
present Pudukkottai State and Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts, 
and later under the Pandyas when the latter invaded their 
territory. A Muttaraiyar figures as one of the nobles greeting 
the newly chosen Pallava king Nandivarman Pallavamalla in 
an inscription from VaikuJ:.ltha-Peruma! temple at Conjeeveram. 
Chiefs of this family have excavated the rock-cut temples at 
Malaiya<;}ipatti and Nartta:malai in 'the Pudukkottai State. The 
title 'MaraJ:.l' assumed by Perumbi<;tugu MuttaraiyaJ:.l {8th century) 
styled 'the Lord of Tafijai' indicates that he was either of PaQ<;lYa 
descent, or was a chief subordinate to that family. The peculiar 
script known as 'Pallava-grantha.' used by the Pallavas, is also 
found at Nilaiyur in the Madura district. 3 Thus there were 
several influences at work in importing the technique of Pallava 
art in excavating rock-cut caves into the Pandya country. This 
special art found, at first, a congenial soil in· 'the new land but 
it remained static and imitative without any advancement. Most 
of the sculptures in the PaQ<;}ya caves reveal by the lack of • 
delicacy of treatment that they w~re executed not by Pallava 
artists but by others deriving inspiration from them. Some of 
the distinctive Pallava features, such as kudus on the projecting 
cornice, embellishments of facade, capitals, pillars eto. are abaent 

1. The Madras Museum Pht,tes call this Pandya king Pa.llava
bhanjana and the Sanskrit por~ion of the Velvikudi grant states that 
he defeated Pallava.malla field from the who field of battle. 

2. Som~ of the important rock-cut temples assignable to 7-9th 
centuries A. D. are found in the stflte in the following places: Tirugok
a.ranam, Kudmniyamalai, Sitta.nnavasal. Malayakkoyil, Tiruma.yam, 
Malaiyadipatti, Deva.rmalai, Puvalaikkudi, Kunna.ndarkoyil, Mangudi 
Kottaiyur, Rl}.yava.ra.m and N a.rtt!malai. ' 

3. No. 223 of 1941. In the rock. out caves at Namakkal (.,a.lem 
district which lay outside the Pallava. terrtory, this script is found (No. 7. 
of 1906 and 328 and 329 of 1939). 
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in PaQcyY ~i. caves. The tendency to introduce portrait sculptures 
in caves is in evidence. Cave art in the Pandya country bursts 
t~ a unique height at KaJugumalai and- stops there leaving its 

·vestiges in the early structural monuments now found in and 
around the Pudukkottai State. It will thus be seen that the 
rock-cut caves of the PaQdya country reveal a phase in the 
migration of Pallava art which extended even beyond the limits 
of India greatly influencing the culture of the new land. 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

N. VENKATARAMANAYYA, M.A., PH.D. 

I am grateful to the Executive Committee of the 
Indjan History CongreEs for the honour they have done 
me in asking me to preside over the deliberations of 
Ancient India, Section II of the present session, and I hope 
that it will be possible for me, with your help and coopera
tion to hold up the standard of work attained by the distin
guished scho]ars who prtJceded me as the Presidents of this 
section. 

To begin with, I should like to say a few words about 
the scope of this section, as there appAars to be some un
certainty regarding the exact limit<;J of the period wit.hin its 
purview. The section is comparatively recent in its origin, 
and though it is said to embrace the period extending from 
A. D. 711 to 1206, the temptation to trespass its limits appear 
to have been so strong that sume of my predecessors had 
ignored them deliberately and made incursions into the 
fields beyond its jurisdiction. This is only natural, as they 
are fixed arbitrarily without any regilrd for the internal 
history of the country. The year A. D. 711, the upper limit 
of our period, no doubt, marks the arrival of the earliest 
Muslim invaders to our country; but their activities were 
confined to the-small province of Sindh, and produced no • 
effect on any aspect of our national life. Outside the tiny 
province of Sindh, the conditions remained unchanged; 
and the Kingdoms and empires of the country pursued their 
careers without interruption. Similarly, the choice of 
A. D. 1206 as the lower limit of our period has not much 
to recommend it. True, it marks the establishment of 
the first Indian Muslim State with Debli as its capital; 
but the power of this Muslim State was not great; it was 
torn with dissensions; and it encountered stern opposition 
on all eides. Though the Mussalmans succeeded in estab
lishing their supremacy practically over the whole of 
Northern India by the end of the thirteenth century, their 
authority was unknown Jn the Deccan and South India, 
and they exercised no influence over the life of the people. 
For these re~sons, the dates fixed as the limits of our period 
must be rejeoied as unsuitable. Dr. M. H. Krish1;1a in his 
Presidential Address of this Section in the fourth session 
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of the Congress held at Hyderabad in 1941, suggested 550 
and 1310 as the upper and lower limits respectively of our 
period; and Mahamahopadhy aya V. V. Mirashi, in his 
presidential address at the Ma~ras Session of the Congress 
in 19H endorsed his views; but this demarcation also is 
not quite satisfactory, as it bifurcates, on the one hand, 
the history of the Pallavas who exercised a profound in
fluence over the political, cultural, and colonial history 
of the South, and stops on the other with the beginning 
of the Muslim penetration into the Deccan and South 
India. I believe that it would be far more satisfactory 
to adopt A. D. 2.50 and 1323 as the limits of the period;· 
for, about the former'date the Sa.tavahana empire fell and 
gave rise to a large number of small states both in the -_ 
north and the south; and the latter marks the completion 
of the Muslim conquest of India from the Himalayas to 
the Kanyakumari and from the Arabian Sea to the Bay 
of Bengcd. This is a mere suggestion, and it may be 
accepted if it finds favour with the learned body of scholars 
assembled here. . 

The period. of Indian history that comes under the 
purview of our section is generally considered as backward 
and unprogressive in character. The late .Dr. V. A. Smith 
expressed the opinion that with the death of Harsha the 
partial unity of Indian. history V'anished; and 1that the 
medely of petty states which came into existence were 
engaged in unceasing internecine warfare; and that in the 
period that followed "everything declined, and polity 
literaturE'\ and religion sank into mediocrity.'' This view 
h~:ts been accepted as correct mor~ or less oy all the writers 
oil [ndian history; and as a consequenoe n.> serious attempt 
has been .made till recently to investigate the history of · 
this :period and present a true picture of the conditiQ)ls 
which shaped its course. This is far from the truth. It 
was, as'a matter of faot, one of the most glorious periods 
in our history, marked by great progress in almost every . 
aspect of our national life. 'rhe statement that Indian· 
history lost even the p trtial unity after Harsha's. death 
cannot be accepted; for the bonds of unity which hold 
together the different people of this subcontinent did not 
snap at any time since the beginning of our history. 
Political unity or the allegiance to a COlitmon state,. though 
desirable, was not considered essential. The lack of political 
unity did not impede. in any way the nation's progress. 

· An Indian to whichever part of the country he belonged 
felt that he was in the midst of his own people in all parts 
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of the land from the Himalayas to the Cape, and from 
eastern to the Western Sea. Whether he was in Gandhara 
or Pandya, in Maharashtra or Kamarupa, he never felt 
that he was in an alien atmosphere. No doubt, the langu
age and the government, varied from place to place; but 
the social, religious, and economic institutions, and the 
cultural heritage were the same; there was some strong 
unbreakable bond hidden deep down in the structure of 
the various communities inhabiting this vast land which 
drew them together, and separated them at the Sl:iome time 
from the peoples of other countries. This fundamental 

· unity of the Bharatakhaoqa was never lost sight of ; 
and consequently the frequent political changes that 
c1;1.me over our country never retarded the progress of our 
national life. . . 

The partial political unity, the absence of which 
Dr. Vincent A. Smith deplores su much, was not unknown 
in the age that followed the death of Harsha. The whole 
of the Deccan and parts of Centrlll Ionia were under the 
Ka.rr;tatakas for several cen1mries. Three Karoatakl\ dynasties, 
the Chalukyas of Badami, the Rashtrakotas of Malkheq, 
and the Chalukyas of Kalyaoi, held sway successively over 
this vast area, so that notwithstii nriing the frequent wars 
which disturbed the land, it was politically united without 
a break from A. D, 600-1260. Further South, the Pallava 
empire (250-890) embraced the bulk of South India; and 
the Pallavas were succeeded in power by the imperial 
Cholas who controlled the destinies of the Peninsula from 
890 to 1220 A. D. Large Kingdoms were not altogether· 
unknown even in North India. The Chalukya inscriptions 
of the 7th and 8th centuries refer to a Saka 1-ottarapathesvara 
or the lord paramount of the whole of Northern India. Th~ 
Got;ara Prattharas of Kannauj and the Palas of Beng::~.l 
established their sway over large tracts of Northern India 
and attained to the imperial position in the succeeding 
centuries. These Kingdoms were by no means petty, and 
though they frequently indulged in warfare on account 
of the accepted idealogy of the age, they never failed to 
promote the welfare of their subjects and encourage the 
arts of peace. 

The age which followed t)le death of Harsha was 
indeed one of the most creative epochs in our history. In 
every field of human activity,-government, society, science 
a.rt,.religlon-it witnessed far reaching changes. Monarchy: 
no doubt, was the usual type of government; its characteJ 
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remnined l.lnchanged. It was .the same limited· type of 
Hi nuu ffiOIHlTOhy which was .. functioning in the previous 
age. The King and his ministers carried on their work 
pretty n)uch in the S3me manner as before; OUt the system 
of administration underwent a change. The polity deve
loped in the Kautihya Arthasastra gradually transformed 
itself into a new system of administration, which m·ay be 
termed for the sake of convenience as~ the niyoga system. 
A'll the employees (niyogins) of the State were divided into 
a number of classes, according to the kind of service which 
they haq to perform; there were seventy-two such niyogas 

·under the ,Chaluky~s of Kalyaoi each with its own adhipati; 
and th·e whole organization was subjected, to the authority 
of a sjngle officer called bahattara-niyog-adhipati who was 
also the prime minister and the suprerpe h~ad of the 
administration. The niyogas are scarcely noticed in the 
available works on Artbasastra. In the days pf Kautilya, 
the only writer who gives an accoU:rifof .the,admhiistrative 
organization, the niyogas, in the sense understood in later 
ages, were practically unknown. The later writers laid 
exclusive emphasis on the duties of the kings and ministery, 
and the· principles of inter-state relatbns; and ignored 
completely the administrative organization, and the regula
tions governing the conduct of the Gover.nment servants. 

Another aspect of 'An_cient Hindu Polity, which 
demands investigation, is the growth of the popular institu
tions in the South Indian Kingdoms. Students of South 
Indian history had long been familiar with the iir and the 

~ Sabha, the two classes of Village assemblies in the Tamil 
Country under the Chotas; but they were neither peculiar 
to the Cholas nor c-onfined to the limits of the Tamil 
Country. There is good reason to believe that they were 
common to the whole of South India and parts of Southern 
Deccan. Popular institutions, other than the village as
semblies, have hardly received the attention which their 
importance deserves. The Hindu monarchy, in South 
India· at least, was not ·a centralised autocracy, but a 
decentralised type of Government under a monarch whose 
power was limited not only by law as laid down in the 
Dharma Sastras but by the existence of Popular bodies 
enjoying considerable autonomy. Besides the Sabha and 
ur already mentione_d there was the natta:r that is the 
assembly of naqu, which played an important part in .the 
administration of the naq.u. They had certain specific 
rights enjoined by custom and recognized by the State ; 
and the· King and his ministers had to carry on the 

17 
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administration with their help and cooperation. How these 
district assemblies were constituted cannot be definitely 
ascertained. The available evidence however seems to 
indicate that it was a representative body consisting of 
delegates of the village assemblies within the jurisdiction 
of the naqu. 

In addition to these there were communal and com
mercial bodies which looked after their own affairs, gene
ralJy without the interference of the State. Of the former 
the Pancha:l)as or the Pa:nchalaEl, and the Kaikkolas are 
the most important. They were craft.guilds and managed 
not only the business matters concerning their crafts but 
also their social and religious affairs. '['he N aga ra or 
Nakara mentioned frequently in the records of the period 
was a merchant guild, which bad an a8sembJy of its own, 
presided over by an elected president called Setti-pa tta:oa
sva:mi. Besides nakaram several other mercantile bodies 
called manigra:mam, anjuma:nam, Ayyavoles, Nanadesis, 
Sva.desis, Paradesis, Svadesa-paradesa-nanadesis, Salumulais 
etc., are referrea to in the inscriptions. They were power
ful mercantile corporations engagE'<i in international com
merce to which local trade guilds all over the Country 
were affiliated. Each of these corporations was controlled 
by the General body of the merchants connected with it, 
Business was carried on sound democratic lines, the affairs 
of common interest being decided at the meeting of the 
general body which usually assembled in the mukha
mantapa of a temple. Though engaged in peaceful a~oca
tions, they were obliged, by the conditions under which • 
they transacted business, to transform themselves into 
quasi-military organizations. The roads were very often 
mere tracks passing through hills and jungles infesttld with 
robbers. To protect themselves and their properties, they 
had not only to learn the use of arms but to maintain a 
military force under capable Officers. 

Reference must also be made in this connection to the 
numerous temple sthanas whi0h served as schools in the 
art of local self-government. Very often they consisted 
of the representatives of the temple priests and servants; 
but instances where outsiders were also ~Cil~ittEfd are not 
. · · n. The temple esp .. ec!alll\jp the D·~~o.an and South 

· .. ·. . was not ·a mere place. of" gathe:1: · . ... for religious 
. · but a p~~~£~. \Vl:l.e:~~·.th · 1~9eial ·~; · · mie, and the 

~(l~:o:~all\tll Jt It was ~~~ 
. -:-#<~-~.. :. ;:;;;: ed· .as i:ac ~-:--·:..;.;:t;,;:; 

"'-':;-'!i,V&U:IJR:' tl .•.. ·\IW. ~... w ~ lt.f~~iili' 
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advancing loans to needy farmers; it maintained a school 
anrl imparted education to the young. Above all, it offered 
employment to a large number· of people, and. encouraged 
the arts of dancing, music and allied fine arts. Most of 
our information on the subject lies scattered ·in inscriptions 
and literary works of the period. This has to be gathered 
together and collated before we can form a clear idea 
of the system and the circumstances· under wnich it had 
taken shape. 

The·Ancient Hindu society which was thrown .into' 
confusion oy the activities of the Buddhists and the. Jains. 
W<IS completely overhauled. This was mainly due to the 
Hindu revivalist movement which appears to have begun 
as early as the mir:ldle of the 5th century A. D. A sustained 
attempt was made by Kings and religious teachers to 
reclaim the people who stra.yed away from .the path of 
ancient Dharma and reorganize Hindu society in .a .. ··manner 
suitable to the changed circumstances. of the ~age.·: The 
Pallava Kings of Kanchi, who . traced their descent from 
the Brahman epic Warriors, Dro1,1a and Asvatthaman,. 
championed, like the Sungas and the Guptas, the cause 
of the ancient faith. They assumed the· title of Dharma' 
Maharaja, performed Vedic sacrifices, and offered protec
tion to the Hindu dharma, which, being assailed by the 
evils of the Kali was on the brink of destruction. The 
Kadarnbas, the Chalukyas, the Cholas and the Pa1,1qyas who 
succeeded to their political power continued their work, 
and by their generous patronage and magnjficent donations 

·to Brahm:;tns and temples, the two symbols of Hinduism, 
infused fresh vigour into it, and made it once again the 
religion of the masses. More important still was the. work 
of the reformers and. religious teachers, They laboured 
hard to divert the people ·from the heretical creeds and 
focus their attention on the new type of Hinduism which 
they propagated. Their work was two-fold. In the first 
place, they provided a philosophic background to the 
reformed faith by fresh interpretations of the Vedas, the 
Upanishads, and the .Gita ih which they laid emphasis, 
while accepting the old ritualistic religion, on faith and 
devotion. Of the religious reformers of the age, Kumarila, 
the implacable foe of the Buddhist and the Jains, deserves 
notice at first. He is said to have ma.stered the pnilosophy 
and theology of the heTetical faiths, and defea t.ed their 
advocates on tneir own ground. He was a. strict adherent 
of the Vedic religion, and propagated the old sacrificial 
creed in which he had great faith .. He wrote an· important 



commentary on the Purva-Myma.msa which served as a 
stimulant for thinkers in later ages. Ths most important 
of the religious teachers was, of course, the great Sankara 
who toured the whole Country holding desputations with 
the Buddhists, the Jains, and the other heretical sects 
defeating them in philosophical discus1'ions, and reconvert
ing them into the Hindu faith. Sankara was a great 
philosopher and reformer of Hindu EOociety. He wrote 
several commentaries and treatises expounding the Advaita 
Vedanta, and established a monastic system with branches 
in every part of the Country. According to tradition, he 
also reorganized the Hindu society, and estahlished 18 castes 
in the place of the old faur to accomodate the various com
munities that rose to prominence in the course of centuries 
that elapsed before his time. 'l'hP al'htarlasa van;t3S of 
the later Hindu Society are frequently referred to in 
inscriptions, and are spoken of still today in the South. 
The centuries which followed Sllnkara saw the expansion 
of the bhakti cult. Though it had its origin in the north, 
it spread to the South, under circumstances not known at 
present, and became the ropular faith in its new home. 

Several new creeds, specially among the Saivas, made 
their appearance for the first time in tl1is age. Of these 
the Kalamukhas, the Pasupatas, the Siddhas, .. nd the 
Kapalikas are the most important. They vied with one 
another in propagating an aggressive form of Saivism, 
which anticipated in some respects Basava's Lingayatism 
by a few centuries. Each of these new sects, notwith
standing its general resemblance to the others, differed • 
from them in essential particulars. Very little is known 
at pTesent about the contribution of these Saivite sects to 
our religious and philosophical thought. An attempt, no 
doubt, has been made in recent years by the late Sir R. G. 
Bhandarkar to estimate the value of thest:l systems; but 
his account is neither complete nor satisfactory. Bhandar
kar was a pioneer in this as in many other fields of research. 
His wotk has to be supplemented by others. The field is 
rich; and labourers are few. It promises very good returns 
to all who care to exploit it. 

Apart from their contribution tor religion and philo
~, ....... r·~.r, these Saiva sects played a.n important part in the 

land sooiaLlife of the'~ommunity. They took 
in int~Jleotual matters. They not only expounded 

and pP,~psophy. but cont~ibuted richly t? thA 
', Q:J ;,llJJ~,: ,~~bJeots., Besuies, they cult1 va~ed 
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belles-letters, and wrote authoritative works on all secular 
subjects. More important than this was their work as 
educators. They establish..ed schools and colleges in. their 
monasteries, and imparted education to all who cared to 
learn. They not only established dispensaries but rendered 
medical aid tothe sick and the wounded, and. distributed 
food and medicine, all free of cost. They patronised fine·. 
arts and offered protection to those who needed. They took 
care of the poor and the maimed and provided· them with 
food and raiment. The part played by them is very wen 
illustra.ted by an inscription dated A. D. 1162, which gives an 
account of Koq.iya.mathn, one of the establishments iQ the 
Kt:~n.Jata Country of the Muvarakooeya. Santati of the Saldi
Parushe, of the ParvatavBli a branch of the Kalamukha -
Church .. It is said that the Koq.iya-matha was the place 
where the four Vedas, Rig, Yajus, Sarna, and. Atbarvan, 
were studied; where the fou·r kinds of grammar of Kumara, 
Paoini, Sakatayana, and Abhinava Saka1ayRna, and the 
six Danhnas, viz, the Nyaya, the Vaiseshika/ the (two1 
Mimamsas, the Sankhya, a 11d the Baudha, were •commented 

~upon; where the Eighteen Pnraocts, · Dharma Sastras, the 
Kavyas. the Nap.kas and the Natikas, as well as all kinds 
of arts were studied and taught; where the poor, the helP
less, the lame, the blind, the deaf, the dumb, 1he mini8trels, 
the songsters, the rnusi.cians, flutists, ihe nnkecl, tl1e maimed, 
the Kshapaoakas, the eka dal)qins, tri-dDl)<;lins, the hamsas, 
the Paramahamsas, and the ueggers _of aU •tbe Countries 
were fed -freely_ without interruption.; where all the destitute 

.and ~ick people were cured by medical treatme11t ;.,and 
where .all crbatures were offtlred asylum. .The Kcq.iya. 
matha was one of the numerous Saiva-mathas engaged in 
similar activities found all over the Country. It is evident 
that these monastic establi~hments were not abodes, where 
recll}ses spent their lives in idle contempL'I.tions but centres 
of light and learning which active y helped peopleto lighten 
the burdens of life. They not only catered to the -spiritual 
needs of the people but shouldered the responsibilities of 
educating the people, and makinsr provbion for the indigent 
section of tl1e community, thereby taking upon themselves 
some of the most importa:nt duties of the State. 

The religious reformers and teachers were no Je~s 
·busy in the extreme South. The Sa iva Nayinmars and the 
Vai$1)'-i.Va a.Jvar::; rooted out Buddhism and Jainism from the 
Dravida Country, and la:ld the foundations of their respec .. 
tlve faiths; and famous thinkers -came in their WfJke and 
provided the bhakti cult with a philosophical basis. '1 he 
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closing centuries of our period witnessed a fresh religious 
revival, thanks to the activities of the famous reformers 
Fuch as Ramanuja in Dravida, Madhva and Basav~ in 
Kan;tlitaka, and MaJlikarjuna Paoqitaradhya in Andhra. 
'rh e teachings of these reformers deserves special mention; 
many of them, speciall:v Ramanuja and Basava., disregarded 
the distinctions of caste and threw open the portals of 
heaven to every one who bore the hall-mark of bhakti. 
Tbe activities of these great leaders of religion who exer 
cised a profound influence on our national life are practi
cally unknown to us. That ks to the efforts of the great
savants like Sir. S. Radhakrishnan and Das Gupta, the 
V(-'il of obscurity hiding the past is just lifted. Much hard 
an:l patient work is still necessary before we can gain a 
complete knowledge of their work. 

In the fields of art and literature the contribution of . 
our period was indeed remarkable. Two schools of Indian 
architecture, the Dravidian and the Chalukya, not only 
had their origin but attained their perfection during this 
age. In the pre-Pallava times, the temples were probably 
huilt of timber and other perishable materials. The great 
Pallava monarch Mahendravarman adopting the practice 

' of the Buddhists, scooped out rocks and hills, and provided 
1he Gods with permanent abodes in the form of cave 
tPmplts. This was a laborious and costly undertaking; and 
the hard rock did not offer sufficient scope for the develop
ment of the builders' art. Soon this impediment was got 
over; and the architects of the time of Narasimhavarman 1. 
freed the South Indian temple builder from the tyranny 
of rocks and hills by erecting structural stone temples sur
mounted by Vimanas in the same material. An improve
ment was introduced later perhaps during the reign of 
Rajasimha; brick was substituted for stone in order probably 
to lighten the burden on the body of the temple. It became 
massive and elaborate in the age of Cholas; the extensive 
prakaras and the huge gopuriiS made their appearance for 
the first time under them. The evolution of the Dravidian 
temple thus attained perfection and it assumed its charac
teristic shape which it retains until today • 

.. The history of the Cha}ukyan temple' is not so clear. 
Ita origi ri is lost in obscurity.. Probably it is older than 
its Dr:atidian prototype, and dates back perhaps to the later 

· · · ana times. The Talagunda PiUar inscription of 
/.of:.~be ltadamba _Kak-us thavarman refers to a 

.. :JllV~ ;:~a 'Jh,e:pl&~ w!hi® was formerly worshipped· 
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with Great devotion by Satakaroi and other Kings, It is 
11ot unlikely that the Chalukyan temples of the 7th century 
A. D. were directly connected with the templPs known 
earlier in Southern Deccan under the Satavahanas ; but 
as the links connecting the two are completely lost, it is 
not possible to trace· its early history. Its later develop
ment can be studied in detail, though no systematic attempt 
has been made so far owing to the peculiar difficulties of 
.the task. Most of the territory over which the Chalukyas, 
Rasbtrakuts and the Kalchuris ruled is now included in 
the Hyderabad State: and no aceouut of the Hindu monu
ments in the State is available for study;. nor is it 
easy for the non-Mulkis to tour the Dominions of His 
Exhalted Highness, the Nizam, if e!'pecially he happens 
to interest hims'elf in the past history of the country. 
Nevertheless, with the scanty . material at his disposal 
Cousens and more recently Percy Brown have been able 
to present a fairly accurate account of its development.. 
Though it has the same general design· as the Dravidian 
temple, it presents certain important peculiarities which 
demand attention The Chalukyan temple differs from the 
'Dravidian in its decorative de-tail and the shape of its 
S.ikhara One import~nt problem connected with its history 
which deserves investigation, is its relation with the later 
Hoysala temple. Some are of opinion that the latter evolved 
from the former, whereas otb.ers assert that there is no 
connection between them. It is not possible to arrive at 
a final conclusion unless all th'e Chalukyan temples hidden 

• in the Hyderabad State are properly surveyed,· for temples 
in the Hoy~ala style are said to :)e found· in, certain parts 
of the St~te. A. · 

. The study of sculpture is much more important than 
architecture, both from arti::;tic and historical points of 
view. Hindu sculpture reached,. in the period under con
sideration, a degree of pf-lrfection unknown hefore; moreover 
it thr()WS considerable light on the social and religious 
conditions, which a student of our past history can hardly 
afford to neglect. In spite of the wealth and excellence 
of thf' material, much is not known about the history and 
development of scurptpre in our period. The treatises on 
Indian art de7ote, no doubt, some space to it; but the 
account is meagre and does not throw any light upon it. 
This has perhaps to be attributed to.tme general indiffereDce 
of the people, and their failure to gra;sp its importance in 
the reconstruction of our past history. Apart from its 
a1 t ~stic value, sculpture affords us a glimpse into the Socic..l 
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and religious practkes that were current in our period. 
Two claE'Fes of sculpture, the VHakal~, and the mastikals, 
mhy be mentioned _here Ly way of illu1"tration. Their 
artistic value is not perhaps very great; but as historical 
documents of a by gone age, they are inv-aluable. The 
VIrakal, as its name significls, is a stone set up in memory 
of a hero who fell in a fight with the enemy. Usually it 
contains an inscription eulngisi ng his prowess, accompanied 
by a carving representing his likeness on the eve of the 
battle, or actually erlgaged in the combat. Very often the 
carving on the hero-stone is divided into three or four 
panels, representi-rg various st11ges of his passage from 
the fi~ld of battle to Svarga; the lowest shows the warrior 
pro('ePding with his retinue to the battle-field; the second 
th!:' fight between the hero and his enemies; the third the 
hero surrounded by apsaras engaged in singing and dancing; 
and the last and topmost the hero seated in a worshipful 
posture in front of a linga or some other symbol of the 
deity as suited to the creed of the hero concerned. These 
panels give us an insight into the social and military 
practices. They show us how men and women dressed, 
adorned and amu~ed themselves. We also see how the 
warriors were accoutred and armed, and bow they rode 
and fought. The n astika 1~ or stones set up to commemo
rate the Sahagamana of great ladies or mahasatis present 
another aspect of the soc1al life. They are divided into 
two panels, the lower containing the images of a man 
and his wife or wivfls, the latter holding her or their right 
fore.arrn uplifted; and the upper the same images in a • 
sitting or standing posture in front of the symbols, charac
teristic of the deity to whose creed they belonged. Besides 
the two classes of the carv-ed memorial stones, there are 
others which are Pqually important. These represent 
common people ;:1nd Ve}aikkars sacrificing their own lives 
in fulfilment of some religious vow or promise given to 
their master or mistress. Monuments such as these must 
be carefully examined and studied, before we can think 
of writing a satisfactory history of the people in this period. 
A monumental survey of India, conducted on scientific 
lines, is bound to be immensely helpfu(; but ~uch an under
taking is beyond the means of indfvidual scholars and 
resea~h institutions. We look, in vuin, to the Govern
ment· Arch l Department for help and guidance. 

ar:e neither bistoritf.»s nor lovers of 
uritl~~'&'!!ldq t\8,ir hi•'f$tical value,, D?r 

t-tt'U_Ii·t1 1-e_ <iU"~"- wi.e.re '$U'bh exists. T~y 
• <• f ·.,\~ ~- • .(;~~~,'~~~·:<; "::!.:· ·J :~·.~~j • 1 
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are shackled by routine, and shy at anything new or 
original. 

The contribution of our period to literature, both 
Sanskrit and Prakrits as well as the vernacular languages 
of the Country is immense. The main lines on· which the 
Sanskrit and Prakrit literatures developed during this 
period are fairly well-known. I do not propose to touch 
upon the subject. The case of vernaculars, especially those 
spoken in the South, is somewhat different. It was in this 
age that some of these languages attained a literary status. 
In Tamil, the oldest of them, literature gre~ up early; 
the poetry of the Sangam ages goes bac;k perhaps to the 
opening centuries. of the Christian era. Literature both 
in Kannada and Telugu made its appearance comparatively 
late; but it grew up rapidly, and by the time of the Mu~:~lim 
conquest of the Deccan it became mature and prolific. 
ln the early sta"ges the Jains played an . important part 
in the development of the ."Southern languages; they pro· 
duced works on grammar, prosJdy, and rhetoric; and 
initiated the composition of Puraoas and Ka.vyas on Sans
krit and Prakrit models. Their contribution is greatest 
in the case of Kannada and least in the case of Telugu. 
The Jains soon lost ground; and the Hindus who took up 
their place contmued ,their work .and !produced master
pieces which remain mudels of poetic composition for 
all time. 

; 

The foregoing survey of so~re of the main currents 
·.of our r1ationul aclivity brief as it is, is enough to show 

that the age succeeding the death of Har.sha was not one 
of decay and ·disintEgration, but of remarkable progress 
in .every direct'ion. In the field of military enterprise, 
governmetJt, religion,. philosophy, art and literature it 
rivalled the Golden age of the Guptas which preceded it. 
U llfortuna.tely, the achievements of this age are not yet 
iully known and appreoiated. No doubt, a good deal of 
valuable work has already been done to reconstruct the 
history of the dynasti~s that flourished in this period. The. 
valuable· researches of Drs. R. C. Majumd~r, A. S. Altekar, 
R. D. Banerjee, H. e. Ray, R. S. Tripa.thi, D. C. Ganguly 
in the north, and of -Prof. K. A· Nilakanta Sastri in the 
South deserve special mention in this c'onnection. Much 
more has yet to be done. The work of these scholars, 
valuable as it is, is necessarily incomplete, as they have 
laid emphasis more or less exclu~iv~ly on Political history. 
The picture presented i:;~ dimly visible, distinct only in its 

18 
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main outlines; but political history, however important, 
is only sectional, and it does not provide us a full account 
of the progress of our people in the course of ages. It may 
however be asked whether it is possible to write such a 
history as the one adumbearated here. The answer is 
in the affirmative. True, no contemporary account of 
the conditions of life in the age under consideration has 
come down to us; but relevant historical material on 
which such an account can be based is available in 
plently, embedded mostly in the innumerable inscriptions 
one meets with in all parts of the country. The inscrip
tions, however, have to be copied and decipherPd in the 
first instance by specially trained experts before the 
material embodied herein can be utilised for historical 
purposes. The work involves heavy expenditure of money 
which is beyond the means of private individuals and insti
tutions. The Government of India maintains, of course, a 
department specially for copying and publishing the inscrip
tions; but the work of the department has been slow and 
on the whole unsatifactory, owing to certain facts which 
hamper their activities. In the first place, the niggardly 
financial policy of the Government is not a little respon!'<ible 
for putting a break on the activities of the department. 
Certain schemes of publication originally adopted by them 
during the time of Hultzsoh had to be modified on account 
o1 the lac·k of funds in such a manner as to make the nubli
cations thorou~Zhly useless to people not conversant with the 
languages in which the records are written. The progress 
of epi~r<lphical research in the Southern Native States
with the exception of course of Hyderabad-offers a perfect 
contrast to what obtains in British India. In Mysore, 
Travancore, and Pudukota all the available inscriptions 
have already been copied, and published in handy volumes 
so as to enable scholars interested in hi~torioal resea-rch to 
utilise the information contained therein in their work. 
British India and Hyderabad with their larger resources find 
it difficult to be more open handed in organizing the work of 
this department. A more serious impediment to the work 
of the department is its association with the department of 
Archaeology, where it is assigned the position of a subor
dinate. This is indeed unfortunate. Our archaeologi~ts, 
with the honourable exception of the late Rao Bahadur 
K. N. Dikshit, generally take no interest in Epigraphy. Some 
of them regard it, as a matter of fact, an inferior kind of work 
with which they need not soil their bands. The Director 
General of .Archaeology who is the head of both of the 
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Archaeological and Epigraphy .departments is naturally 
biassed in favour of the former, and is inclined to allot 
as ·small a sum of money as possible to ·meet the 
needs of epigraphical research. The policy adopted by the 
authorities of the department illustrates this clearly. The , 
offices of the Superintendent and the Assistant Superin
tend~mt of Epigraphy which .had fallen vacant have not 
been filled up ; the sa.rrie is the case with' :Assistant Epigra.:. 
phis~s who retired from service; tours for the collection 
of inscriptions have been practically abandoned. - The 
Archaeological Department, on the contrary, is treated with 
special consideration. Although the activities of the 
department remain pretty much what they were before, 
its personnel has increased vastly. In the place of one 
Director-General we have now two .officers of the same 
rank, drawing equal salaries. Several .new posts have been 
created; nearly a dozen officers of· the ·rank of Superin
tendents and Assistant Superintendents, not to speak of 
numerous subordinate staff of Surveyors, Supervisors etc~~ 
have been recruited. To Justify these new appointments, 
as it were, new circles are being created. These facts speak 
for tqemselves. So long as this unequal partnership between 
the two department~ continues, the cause of epigraphy is 
bound to suffer. In the interests of historical research, 
this partnership•ruust be dissolved,· and the departmflnt of 
Epigraphy must be placed on ·an independent basis. More
over, the large collection of inscr.!ntions.-which still remains 
unpublished, must be made accessible to scholars who are 
interested in historical studies. · The permanent head
quarters of the Epigrophy department is located on the 
summit of Dodabetta. After a good deal of agitation a 
branch was opened in Madras in charge of one of the 
Assistant Superintendents. Later the office of the Superin· 
tendent was also shifted- to the same place. During the 
1·ecent World War II, these offices were taken back aga_in 
to the Nilgiris, and were temporarily locat~d in Qoty. · 
Though the war is over and all the officers have come back 

, to Madra8, the Director-General.of Archaeology is still 
unable to make up his mind in the matter. It is rumoured 
that he is contemplatipg the possibility of transfer of the 
headquarters of the Epigraphy Office Calcutta to some •. 
wher~ in North India. This would be nothing short of a 
calamity, for eighty per cent of inscriptions comes from 
South India and the Deccan; they refer to Southern dynasties 
and are written mostly in South Indian languages. It 
would be a great hardship for researchers in this field 
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most of whom 1ive in the South to make frequent pllgrimages 
to Simla or some such remote place to consult the documents 
dealing with their past history collectf·d from thei. r own 
Country. I hope that it will be possible for the National 
Government to pay some attf'ntion to the working of these 
departments and reorgatdze them in such a mannf'r as to 
enable them to speed up their work, and help actively 
scholars engaged in historical research. 

THE CBERA EMPIRE IN THE 9TH AND 10TH 

CENTURIES A. D. 

BY 

PROF. V. NARAYANA PILLAI, Trav<mcore 
University, Trivandrum. 

Introduction. 
It is said that after the Sangam Age "a profound night" 

overtook the Cheras and that we have. only a few general 
references to their wars and defeats before their conquPst by the 
Imperia.! Cholas.1 In this paper a brief study is made of the 
history of the Cheras in the 9th and lOth centuries A. D. i\n 
examination of the evidence available tends to establi!.'lh that a 
J?OWHful Chera Empire flourished in the west coast during these 
centuries. Its history cannot fully be traced. Its chronology is 
largely uncertain. Yet it is possible now to give at least in 
outline, the history of this Empire, its extent and its resources. 

Extrmt of the Empire. 
This empire may be designated the second Chera Empire, the 

first being the empire that flourished during the Sangam Age 
in the early centuries of the Xian Era. 

The capital of this empire was Thiruvanchikkularn, also 
called Mahodayapuram, Mahothai, Vanchi. The emperors excer· 
cised authority over the whole of the west coast excepting the 
extreme south, comprising nearly the whole of M~dern Malabar, 
Cochin and Travancore. Trivandrum was the southern limit of 
this empire till about 925 A. D.~ 

1. R. Sa.thia.natha lyer. Indian History, Vol. I, p. 284-5. 
2. The Paliyam Pla.tes of V araguna.. 'fhe d•te (\f this imcrip

tion is not 8&8 a,s ti~e,.i by Mr. Sw.-a.mi Kannu Pillai. Karunandadaka 
came to the .throne hi 857. Inscriptions belonging to his reign till the 
t2qa r~~J}al year have been found. His reign must have extended 
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In thm~e days Venad was one of the' principalities into which 
the Cher~:~ Empire was divided. It was ruled by a Samanta or 
dependent. In the time of Stanu Ravi Venad was ruled by 
Aryyanatikal, a samanta of the Emperor. It comprised Quilon, 
the capital, and its neighbourhood. 

When the Ay Kings·· disappeared from south Travancore, 
Chera empire extended further Fauth so as to include some more 
districts south of Trivandrum. The extreme south of Travancore 
came under Chola rule as is evidenced by the discovery of inscrip
tions of Parantaka. Chola (907-53) in various places in Nanchinad 
in south Travancore. 

Relations with the Cholas and the Panayas. 
As a rule the Cheras were on friendly terms with the Chatas 

till about the middle of the lOth century. We know from Tillai 
btanam records that cordial relations subsistPd between Sthanu 
Ravi and Adity I and the same relationshi\> continued even in 
the days of Parantaka. He and his queen Kokishanatikal have 
offered gifts to the temple as Thiruvalla,l in the Chera country. 
But the relations were becoming strained because of the extension 
of the Choi::t Empire to south Travancore and the protection 
afforded by the Chera Emperor to the Pa.ndyan King, Raja~ 
simha II, who was defE·ated by Parantaka. This hostility resulted 
in the gradual conversion of the Vedic Colleges (Salais) into 
military settlements by the Chera Emperors~ The Kantallur 2 

Sala, which served as the model of all the other Salas in later 
days, is transformea into the most important military settlement 
in the south. 

. -. 
In the 8th century the Cheras arid the Pa ndyas were rivals 

·for political supremaey in the EOuth. The Cheras are mentioned 
as allies of one Adigan who was defeated hy Varaguna Maharaja 
(P~r~ntaka .N edun Ghadayan) on the north bank of the, Kaveri. 
His mscr ptwns alw mention invasions of Venad, and the capture 
and destruction of Vilinjam. But the conquest ~as never final 
and we have evidences of the .rapid recovery of Vilinjam and 
later invasions of the place by Pandyas and Chotas. But from 
about the middle of the 9th century relations becarrie 'more 
cordial. Parantaka Viranarayana Sadoyan had for his queen 
Sri Vanavan Mahadevi, a Chera princess, and Raja Simha II, 

up to at least 879 A. D. Varaguna could have coma to the throne_ onlv. 
after 8';9 at the earliest. The d<~.te has bcon se:tlod with thE' kdp c f 
a5trnnomical evidence bv Mr, P N. Kunji.n .Pillai in his, Histnr:v of 
Ay Kiugs in M:dayalau;, He gives \:125 as. tho d11.te uf the Paliyam 
Platts. 

1. T. A. S. Vol. II The Huzur Treasury plate~, pp. 131.207. 
2. T. A. 8. Vd. I Huzur-Office Plates No.1, pp 1-14. 
a. 1'. A. S. Vol. II page 67. 
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a son by this marriage, sought refuge in Kerala after his defeat 
by Parantaka Cbola. The fact that the Chera kings were ~::ought 
as allies and were feared as adverEaries is an indication of the 
strength and resources of the Cbera Empire. 

The b£:ginning of the second Emp;re. 

Almost all the Emperors of this imperial Chera line use the 
title Kulasekbara. Prabhakara the famous mimamsaka of Kerala 
.was patronised by a Kulasekhara of Mahodayapuram (Thiru
vanchikkulam). Vasudeva Bhattathiri who is the author of the 
fcur Yamaka Kavyas was the court poet of a.nother Kulasekhara 
of this empire. Sankaranarayana, the commentator of Lakhu
bhaskariya was the court astronomer to Sthanu Ra.vi Kulasekhara. 
The famous autl:or of the three Sam.krit. dramas Tapatisam
varanam, Subhadra Dhananjayam and Vichunnabhishekam was 
a Kulasekhara of Mahodayapuram. The titles Kulasekhara 
perumal, Kulasekhara Chakravartikal, Kulasekhara Koylathi
kaikaP etc. are found used in inscriptions of this period. Tl.lus 
we find that almost all the rulers had the title Kulasekhar<1. added 
on to their personal names and it ib likely that the empire might 
have been founded by the earliest and most famous among the 
Kulasekhare, Kulasekhara Alwar. 

Political Hi~tory. 

The earliest Chera inscription so far discovered belongs 
to the reign of Rajasekhara,2 the Chera Emperor whose reign 
may be fixed on paleographic and linguistic evidence somewhere 
about 800 A. D. This Rajasf'khara may in all probability be 
identical with the Rajasekhara mentioned in literature as a 
Contemporary of Sankaracharya. • 

The next sovereign about whom we have definite information 
is Sthat:tu Ravi. His reign began 844 A. D. and he must have been 
ruling till about 880 A. D. because he is mentioned as a coutem
porary of Adi~ya I (871-907) whom he helped with an army to 
fight against. the Pallavas.3 Vijayaraga who is mentioned in 
Tarisapalli Plates of 849 A. D. was the s:m-in-law of Sthanu Ravi 
Kula!'IPkhara. Vijayaraga's daughter Nili was probably "married 
to a ChoJa prince. We get a good deal of information about the 
splendour of his capital, the prosperity of his reign from the 
unpublished commentary of Sankaranarayana. His inscriptions4 

also testify to his power and prestige. 

1. 'f. A. S. Vol. V, pp. 3.'-40, pp. 40-46. 
T. A. S. Vol. IV;p. 145. 

2. T. A. S, VoL U. pp, 8-12. 
3 Ti.ll•i Stanain Beoord T •. A.'S. Vol.:.II page 76·7 7 • 
.&. T~ A:S. 'Vol. 11, pp. 60 8G . 
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Raniavarina Kulasekhara, son of Sthanu R~tvi succeeded 
him to the throne, about whom reff'rence has. been made in the 
Sankaranarayaniyam. Vasudeva Bhatta.thiri, the author of the 
Yamakakayyas referred to before, refers to his patron as Rama
varma Kulasekhara, and there is every probability of this 
Ramavarma Kulasekhara being identical with the Hama Varma 
the son and successor of Stha1,1u Ra vi. The principle of succession 
to the throne in the Chera dynasty during this period· was the 
same as that of the ChcJas and the Pan~yas. The sol).s succeeded 
to the throne of their father. 

The next powerful king about whom we have evidence is 
Indukotha Varma. His inscriptions1 have been found in many 
parts of Cochin and Travancore and they range up to the- 17th 
regnal year of his'reign .. He was the immediate predecessor of 
Baskara Ravi, a fact which is clear from the names of the 
witnesses occurring in the inscriptions of these rulers. 

The date of Bhaskara Ra vi has be€'n for long a knotty 
problem. It has now been established with the help of epigraphic 
and astronomical evidence, that his reign commenced in 9622 A. D. 
and he ruled for about 58 years. His inscriptions, copper plates 
and lithic records, have been discovered in all parts of Kerala. 
From the inscriptions3 of this period we can learn that the empire 
was divided into a number of principalities ruled over hy pro· 
vincial governors or 'feudatories called Samantas. Venad, 
Nantalainadu Munjunadu (near Kottayam), Kilmalainadu, Vem
palanadu, Kalkarainadu, Paraikilunadu, Nadupuraiyurnadu 
{Palakkad), Val\uvanadu, Ramakudam etc., were· some of the 
divisions of the Chera empire mentioned in the inscriptions. The 
"rulers of these provinces recognised the Ch1 ra Emperor as their 
Rovereign and they used the regnal years of the emperor in all 
their records. There is also reason to believe that many of· these 
feudatories ·were appointed by the emperor with the approval 
of the people. In one of the Thrikkadithanam4 inscriptions Govar
dhana Marthanda who was the rukr of Venad was appointed 
by the Koila thikari of Bhaskara Ravi in the year 976, as the 
ruler of Nantuzhainac'u. This practice seems to have been followed 
in other cases as well. These provincial governors were directly 
under the control. of the royal representative Koiladhikarika l 
and they were also responsible to the popular assembly called 
Munnuruvar. 

1. T. A. S. Vol. V, pp. 33-34, 
2. Elankulam P. N. Kunja.n Pilla.i. .,.Beginnings of 

core History. U 
3. T. A. s. Vul. II, pp. 31-52, Introduction, and Vol. V. 

Travan-
' 

4. T. A. fl. Vol. V, pp. 176·178. 
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The Chera Empire continued as a s~rong power until the 
rlose of his reign. But with the Rccession of Rajaraja the Great 
in the Chola Empire the situation c.;hanged. The ()heras had now 
to meet a more formidable rival Raja. Raja decided to extend 
his dominion over the whole south India, by conquering thP Cheras 
and the Pandyas. But the strength of tht' Chera Empire induced 
him first to turn against the PanQ.yas anti the t>imhalas before 
he attacked the Chera Empire.2 Having subjugated the Pandyas 
and the Simhalas he tmoed againkt the Uheras. He sent" his 
navy to tre west coast to fight the Chera navy and his land army 
marched iuto the Ohera country. One division invaded from 
the south and the other marl5hed to the capital through the 
Palghat gap. The naval victory at Vizhinjal and Kantallur 
tt-mporarily brought the southern part of tl1e Chera Empire under 
Chola rule. In the north the success was not so easy and after 
a prolonged campaign extending over some years, the capital 
was captured and an army was stationed at Uthakai. The 
success of the Cholas in the wars did not result in the per,nanent 
conquest of the country as we find from inscriptions that H.aja 
HaJa himself and his succesRor tl.ajendra had to undertake expedi
tions to conquer the Chera Country again and again. But there 
is every reason to believe that in the reign of Bajendra the Chera 
Empire was shattered beyound recovery and the empire breaks 
up into autonomous units and the subsequent struggle with the 
Cholas was carried on by them though not in a concerted way, 
till the close of the lith century. During all this long period of 
struggle we do not find that the Cholas exercised any authority 
over the region north of Trivandrum. The amount of opposition 
the great Chol'l Emperors hacl to meet in Kenla is proot positive 
to the power and influence of the Chera Empire of this period. 
The statement in the Thiruvala ngad plates is a conclusive testi- • 
mony to the strength of the Chera Empire. 

Though the s·ruggle with the Chc,Jas ended in the break up 
of the Chera Empire, KelasL khara Chakravartikal, the last of 
the Chera E.nperors who ruled at Thiruvanchikulam, organised 
the Ohaver (suicide squarJs) of Kerala who played a prominent 
part in the later history of Kerala, and they were responsible for 
the final expulsion of the ChoJas from Kerala, and the permanent 
annt-xation of south Travancore north of Kottar, to Cbera Empire,3 
The final defeat of the Chohs at the hands of the Chavera 
might have contributed to the ·decline of the Cho~a Empire after 
Kulottunga. 

1. Suchindram Inscription of Raja.raiu. T. A. S. Vol II, pp, 1-8. 
2. The Chola.s by N. Su.stri. 
3. Cholapuram r&eord of Kulottang;1, T. A. S. V·Jl, VI, pp. 14-20 

and :&.llottanga Chola.n WlJ.. 



1 HE ACCESSION OF THE WESTERN CALUKYAN KING 
JAGADEKAMALLA JAYASIMHA II 

(1015-1042 A. D.) 

BY 

V. VENKATARAY AN. 

Jayasimha II, the la~t brother of Vikrama:ditya V, of the 
Western Ca)ukyas of KalyaJ:.li, appears to have succeeded to the 
throne some time in A. D. 1015, and assumed the titles 'Mallika:
m'Jda' and 'Jagadekamalla'. There appears to have been a gap 
of at least two years between the last known regular date of 
Vikrama:ditya V and the earliest of Jayasimha. The last known 
date .for Vikrama:ditya in Saka 935 Sra:vana,' equivalent to July, 
1014 A. D. (S. I. I. IX-I, 7\:J). • But the record is damaged and does 
not give the cyclic year. Even the figure 6 in the date appears 
to be doubtful. The last clear and regular date is Saka 933 
Paridha:vi, Pushya, Su. 13, Monday, corresponding to Monday, 
the 29th of December. 1012 A. D. (Local records Vol. 2fi, P·. 47). 
There are no records bearing the cyclic years Prama:din and 
;\nanda, either for Vikrama:ditya or Jayasimha whereas the 
earliest known record of the latter is in Saka 937 Ra:kshasa 
(E. C. VIII Sb. 16). 

The name of AyyaJ:.la, another of Vikramaditya's brothers 
is given in some lists of the reign of Some5vara I and his descen
dants between the names of Vikramaditya and Jayasimha (Insl.l~ 
of Nagai, Hyd. Ar. Series 8 B, 1. 28). Hence it. is to be supposed 
that Ayyana ruled for a short period between these .. two kings. 
This view is further strengtJ;lened by the statements in the records 
that he was King and was a great warrior (S. I. I. IX-I. 153, 1. 11; 
lbid-118, 1.14'; B. K. 109 of 1929-30). But unfortunately this 

• Ayyana 'Kshitisvara' is nowhere mentioned in the records of his 
immediate successor and brother Jayasimha. Neither the Dau
la tabad plates nor the Miraj copper grant mention the name 
of Ayyana who is mentioned for· the first time in the records 
of his n'ephew Somesvara I. This omission of AyyaQa's name 
in the genealogical liat of his immediate successor call for an 
explanation, as the records of Somesvara could~ easily be relied 
upon and memory of Ayyana could not have faded away so soon. 
Tt is also clear that Ayyana was alive after the death of Vikrama
ditya as he is mentioned a·fter the latter. Hence it is likely that 
Ayyana lived for some time after the demise of his brother but 
died soon after without being able to crown himself, for if he had 
really crowned himself and ruled even for a few months Jaya
sitnha's records would not have omitted his name. It cannot 
be argued that Ayyana ruled for a year or. more between Vikrama 
and Singa for there a·re no records ~irectly referable to his reign 
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found so far. The mention of his name in Some5vara 's records 
may be due to an attempt to complete the royal genealogy and 
the terms 'Kshit isvara' and •N rPa' should simply be taken to 
mean that he was only of the Royal family but never ruled. 

It is not clear why AyyaQ.S was not able to crown himself. 
But these facts create in our minds a (.l;enuine E:mpicion whether 
there was any trouble at home of the Kingdom was disturbt:'d 
by soml\ foreign invasion which ended the life of AyyaQ.a and 
delayed the peaceful accession of Jayasimha. There is no direct 
evidence toE-hew that there was any trouble at home about the 
succession but it is clear from the Cola records that the Colas 
invaded the Rattapadi, the dominions of the CaJukyas, duri"ng 
the latter part of the reign of \'ikran1aditya V and continued 
their hostilities with Jayasimha immediately after hi!> accession. 
The "Tirumanni VaJara" prasasti of the third year of Ra:jendra 
Cola, refers for the first time, to his conquest of Idaiturainadu, 
Vanavasi, Kollippakkai and Mai)I)aikkadakkam (451 of 19C'8; 
Colas VoL I p. 236). Rajendra CoJa was af'sociated with his 
father in the administration of the Kingdom from about 1012 A. D. 
and thus his third year corresponds to A. D. 1015. Hence this 
CoJa invasion appears to have taken place before 1015 A. D •• 
and exactly touches the period in question. 

The stc.tement of Prof. K. A. NilBkantha Sastri that. this 
Cola account is a retrospective version of F ajendr8. 's invaE>ion 
of 'Rattapadi of the year 1004 A. D., described in the Hottur 
inscription of Satyasraya, cannot be accepted. For \Ye see nowhere 
there in Kol.lippakkai mentioned. The imperial position of eitllt>r 
the CoJas or the CaJukyas in the Deccan and the South depenced 
upon their influence over the Vengi ltingdnm and Kollippakkai 
(modern Kulpak in the Hyderabad State) • was a convenient Lase 
of attack forth~ Ca}ukyas against Vengi. It is noteworthy that • 
f:>atyasraya's forces were staying in A. D. 1006 at Che',rolu (in 
the modern Guntur district of the Andhra) &fter burning two 
fortresses Dannada and Yanmadala. (S. I. I. Vl 102}. In the 
year 1007 A. D. his subordinates were in poHe-sion of the 
Telingana country (m9d~rn Warrangal district and a vaf:.t territory 
around, in the Hyderaba.d state). A record found in 1he village 
of Ponnavolu on th~ Waradannapeta road in .the Warrangal 
district mentions a ·T#lntrapala Annapayya ruling the country 
around. (Unpublished record in the collection of the Lak--hmana· 
:r·aya Panisodhaka Mandali of Hyderabad), It is clear. that 
Kollippakkai was not affected in the campaigns of the .reign 
of Satyasraya ana the records of Ra:jaraja •roundly aEsert th&t 
be captured by force the Rattapadi St:ven and a lakh country' 
(Co!as Vol. I. p. 210). Tl:le CoJa attacks of 1004 A. D. were con
ducted from the My~ore country· right acrOFtl the Karnataka to 
Donur in t~~ B1japur district and the we~tefn. Ca}uk;.yan attack 
upon V~ng1 1n 1006 was not only a retabatory measure but a 
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clever ·attempt of the Karna takas to divert the attention of the 
CoJas. lt is also evident that the Ca!ukyas left Vengi after 1006, 
but retained their posFessions in the Telingana and the Karnataka. 
Thus it is clear that this campaign of Rajendra to Kollippakkai 
and Mat:n;J.aikkadakkam was conducted most probably against 
Vikramaditya V and in, no way refers to the events before 1008 
A. D. of the reign of Satyasraya, 

Thereasons for this atta,ck of the Coias on Malkhed and. 
Kutpak are not quite cll:lar. But the position· of Vengi offers the 
clue. Vengi at the time of the accession of Vikramaditya V was 
being ruled by Saktivarman I,and there is reason to< believe that 
Vikra:maditya led an expedition against its ruler, troubled the 
country to the east of the Goda:vary and ·created confusion in 
the Eastern CaJuky an dominions. Gha tiyarikaltara Brahmadhiraja 
V<nnayabhattaraka, the brahman general of the Nolamba feuda
tory.Ghatiyankakara styles himself as '#alayam,ardanam', the 
destroyer of Malaya. (Lo;.:al Hecords Vol. 25, p. 44). The Mal.aya 

· referred to here was a subdivision of Vengi. (8. I. I. IV, 1177) 
situated very probably in the easter~ ghats popularly known as 
the Papikondalu. [In the records .of the VishQukundin rulers of 
the Andhradt sa Madhavavarma,n'Il (c. 458-488 A. D.) is ment'oned 
as the lord of Trikuta Malaya _of Vcngi and this place is identifie'd 
with the same Malaya of Ven'gi by Sri. B. V. Krishna Rao in his 
'Dynasties of the A11dhrad,esa p. 405-428']. As this rec'ord is dated, 
Monday 9th May, 1010 A. D., exactly one/ year before the 6oro
na,tion of Vimala:ditya:, it appears as 'ifthe reign of his predecessor 
Saktivarman I did not ,e:rrd in peace. Though the porona,tion of 
Vimaladitya is said 'to have been performed on the lOth ~ay, lOll 
4. D., (E. I. VI p. 349). No record of his is found in Vengi until 
his eig-hth regnal year (his last year). Curiously enough• a reco:-d 
(215 of 1894) ·dated, the 29 h year of the Coli{ king Ra:jaraja I 

• (A: D, 1014)' records the· gift of some silver; \Tessels to 'the S va 
Temple a:t Tiruvaiyatu in the· Tanjore.District by VishQuvardhana 
Maharaja alias Vimalatitya. <'fhis reco-rd .indicates clearly·, that 
Vimaladitya was living vevy probably as, a- .refugee in. ,tju~ Cola 
court. At any rate, it is doubtful. whether he was staying at 
Vengi during this , period of four years or more. l;Ience it is 
possible that ,Vimaladitya. unable to, maintain his- ~uthority in 
Vengi on: account of a troublesome.' enemy in the neighbourhood, ' 
left the Kinguom ~oon after his accession and retiring to the CoJa 
Court;., induced the CoJa mona:rch, his 0.wn father-in-law, to 
invade the dominions of Karnatakas. ,It is thus likely that 
the Coja expedition •against Kollippakkai'. and MaQQaikkadak
kam was undertaken in connection with Vengi in the interests of 
Vimaladitya. 

As we do not know exactly when the reign of Vikramaditya 
ended and when Jayasimha ascended the throne, it is not possible 
to say definitely whether it was Vikramaditya Ayyal].a or 
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Jayasimha that was ruling at Malkhed when the Colas attacked it. 
But certain facts alluded to in the CaJukyan records of the 
subsequent years seem to indicate that the Cola invasion had 
taken place almost at the fag end of Vikrarnadi'tya's reign and 
delayed or troubled the accession of Jayasirnha a little. From 
the references made by the CaJukyan generals and officials it is 
also clear that at the time of the Cola invasion the Calukyas were 
preoccupied with the Kosalas on the north and that' Jayasirnha 
bad to be enthroned with some difficulty. These records further 
state that the fortunes of the CaJukyas had to be protrcted by 
their generals and their very capital safeguarded. In a damaged 
inscription found at Gadag (B. K. I-I. 72) a certain bra-hman 
general Kes~vara:ja and his son M"a:dhavaraja appear to have 
fought succes~ful battles in the KonkaQa country and on the 
Banks of the Goda:vary and won the aomiration of Tailapa. 
This definitely refers to the reign of Ahavamalla Tailapa 973-997 
A. D. The record further states that the generals pleased 
Vikrarnaditya by their conquests in the Kosala country and 
Madhavaraja is !"aid to have won the admiration of Singanarpati, 
definitely Jayasimha by leading a cavalry force against the 
CoJas and had established somebody on the throne of Vikrama:ditya. 
(Though the record is much damaged and the date lost. certain 
important lines are still vhdble line 12 reads' ... Krarnadityana
viditam rajyavibhutiyoJe nilisi tatpad:tLjada'. Besides this Ma:dhava, 
Kundamarasa, the able general and warrior appears to have won 
a fight against the Kosalas, protected Manyakheta and the 
fortunes of the Ca}ukyan empire for he is called •a thunderbolt 
to the Kosalas, a strong protector of the fortunes of the Calukyan 
empire (B. K. 124 of 193t-33) and •Katakada Gova' a protector 
of the Kataka (E. C. VII B. K. 125) Kataka means a capital city 
and it is clear that Manyakheta (MaQI,laikkadakkam) is meant. 

An identification of the Kosalas is necessary in this connec- • 
tion. Kosala was situ a fed to the north-east of the Karna taka 
far beyond the river Godavary. KaJingaraja, one of the seventeen 
younger sons of Kokkalla I of Cedi, conquered the country about 
the beginning of the lith century A. D., and established himsPlf 
at Tummana which became the head quarters' of the family. 
(Dynastic History of Northern India by Prof. H. C. Rav Vol. ll, 
p~ 802). Another Ka:lachuri King, LakshmaQara:ja, FOn of Yuvaraja. 
de1"a 1 of Tripuri is said to have conquered a Kosalanatha or 
Ki of Kosala about A. D.1010 (Ibid I. p. 404). These two princes 
, lj&ined together in effecting the conquest of Kosaia. 
H't'I-~V'e:r. ttrat may be, Kosala passed into the hands of the Cedis 

branch of the family ruled the conn try ever since. 
?most probably, . t~e .~osala King- whom the 
eee~ to have ~e~~~wd.. . . , 

• ''c,>)' ', ,Ofi' 

ri:'·'iP~'11J1~·Jia;·. ,,e,p,edition and the 
with~ the Cola invasion 
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of Rattapa<;li. The date of the Cola invasion may rougl)ly be fixed 
as between 1014 and 1015 A. D., as it was in 10 (4 that Vimaladitya 
was at Tiruvaiyar and in 1015 the Cola-war iR mentio·nerl in the 
Cola records •. It is al~o likely that the Colas finding thP,. Calukyas 
preoccupied with the Ko8alas invaded their territory .and; ,restored · 
Vimaladity a at Vengi. But what happe:hed to Vikramaditya ~;~.nd 
Ayya~a in the wars cantiot be said. It is likely that being: b~. set 
by two enemies on two fronts the Calukyas had to protect their 
Kingdom and safeguard their very existence.. Under Fuch circum
stances the CoJas sPem to havf' invaded the Calukyan capital and 
Feveral other places around whil'e the Kosalas were attacked .by 
the CaJukyan generals. The reign of Vikrarraditya appears to 
have come to a clo!'ie soon aftf'r the Kosala war as the r,ext event 
is said to have bappen'f'd und~'r Jayasimha, when Madhavaraja 
h?d a cavalry force against the Cr. las. This war was ovet· before 
1015 A. D., as Jayasimha is se«:>n ruling from Saka .937 Rakshasa-
1015 A •. D. (E. C. V!Il St>. 16). Jt is likely that the career of 
AyyaQa came to a close during period M the CoJa attack and 
Jayasimha ascended the throne immediately after the CoJa war. 
Curious enough thHe is a verse in the Be!agave record of 
Kundamaraja which states that ··Jayasimha ascended the throne 
after defeating his enemies. 'Dispersing the overspreading dark
ness and causing hiA greatness to shine forth into all ·the world, 
as the morning sun mounts up above the· mountain of the Ea&t, 
so, subduing the .growing power of tho Kaliyuga. !Paving it no 
place and revealiog to theworld the delicate virtues of .the Krta 
·Lakshmi, he mounted upon his throne of splendour,· the King 
Jayasimha'.- (E. G. Vll s~ K. 125) . 

• 

\ . A'NOTE ON TIRUKKAMAKKO'tTA.M 

BY 

V. R: RAMACBANDBA·DIKSHITAR Uoiversity of Madras . 
• . . 

In a paper contributed to the All I;dia Oriental. Conference 
Nagpur (1946) Mr. K. R. Srinivasan said: 'In the South Indian· 
temples, Tiiukka:makkottam is the name given· in inscriptions to 
the separate sl1rine dedicated to Pa:rvati or Devi installed and 
consecrated as the comort of Lord Siva, the presiding· deity in a 
South Indian temple unit'. He further proceeded and remarked 
t.hat_only in the period of the Imperial Cholas the Tirukk[-makottam 
was intrcducP.d as a new mt>mber and later on grew in importance. 
The conclusion arrived at, is based on mere references in the 
inscripti.on!'l, and perha.ns also from a study nf 'the temple archi
kcture, a:nd the tentative definithn of a 'tf·mple unit'. According 

·• 
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to him till about the eleventh century A. D. there was no place 
for a sE>parate Amman shrine or shrine fot· the goddes11. 

We are afraid that this theory of a separate Amman shrine 
as a later addition and that from about the eleventh century 
cannot be readily admitted. This is to ignore all tradition, 
literary and oral. We must first E'Xamine the term Tirukkamak
konam or simply Kamakkonam, tiru meaning sacred. 1,he origin 
of this expression will be indeed significant !or our investigation. 
It may be a very ancient one but it became very much popular 
certainly after the .Adi. Sankarachat·ya. TraJition avers that 
.Adi Sankara in the course of his digvijaya established mutts at 
different places and one such place was Kanchi, the modern 
Conjeevaram. The ~mrrent belief is that at Kanclu. Sankara 
1ounded what is Known as Kamakotipitha. This Pitha of Kama
foti was flouri~hing here till at lea'ilt. A. D. 1686,i and in this 
connection the temple of Kamak'shi in C')njeevaram is said to be 
the one er1.:cted or renovated by Sankara and his disciples. Even 
to-day a figure of Sankara is to be seen in this temple, evidently 
a figure of the fi~st acnarya.2 And Kamakoti is written in 
inscriptions fls Kamakottam. Kamakottam means the shrine 
dedicated to the goddess Ka:makshi. "The cult of Ka:makshi must 
have become popular after Sankara and shrines in her honour 
were erected and dedicated by kings and pious devotees. As time 
went on, tht- Kamakshi amm:m koil became generally known as 
Amman koil. For Parvati or U:na, Minakshi and other names 
a!'e the names of one and the sam<? goddess. So whatever be the 
name of the goddess enshrined in a temple, the common people. 
call it even to this day Amman koil.s The revival of Devi worship 
as Kamakshi must be therefore due to Sankara who founded the 
Kamakoti Pitha in Conjeevara!ll for the first timE>. Hence the 
Kamakottam which we find in the inscriptions. If Kamakottam 
is the same as Kamakoti, then the institution· of Kamakottam • 
must at least go back to the age of SanKara. · 

Unfortunately we have no definite evidence to clinch the 
date of Sankara. Many scholars have gone into the question 
and dates ranging from B C. to the ninth centmy, A. D., have 
been assigned. But it is j,pst possible that he lived" towards the 
etid of the eighth century and the beginning of the ninth century 

·A. D. If this were to be accepted, then the origin and spread 
of KamakkoHam in t;outhern India must be at least placed from 

1. See tbe introduction to T. A. Gopinatba.rao's Co!lper.plate 
inscriptions of 8ri Sankare.charya of Kamkotipitha (1916). 

2. See in this connection the Gurvr~kl.a malika. stotram by 
Sadasivabrahmendra Sarasva.thi. Though a work of the 17th century 
it contains some reliable facts. .. . 

a. 'l he Devi W$S conceived ·in different forrn& and worshipped by 
different names suoh &IJ. Durga, Lalita, .LakjJlml, Rajarajeswa.ri. . . ~ . . 
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the ninth century. Any n·ew cu1t could not ~::pread in a day and 
hence we see after one or two centuries a number of shri'n(s with 
the name of Ka.makkottam. This doe8 not preclude the possibility 

. of the existence of such shrines earlier. The absence of mention 
of the term in earlier inscriptions cannot be trotted out as a seriL w~ 
argument for the later introduction of such Amma.n sllrin~s. 

Apart from this the Pura!fas ~peak of Kamak!"hi femple as 
very ancient, as ancient as Dasaratha, 'he king of Ayodhya:. 
Whether Dasaratha visited Kanchi Ka:makshi or nut, need not · 
deterus.1 These references E-how unmistakably the ancientnPss 
of the shrine. Again .A<;liyarkunalla:r, the cdebrated com menta tor 
on the Tamil classic Si!appadikaram, quotes from a text (.unforl~
nately the name of the work is no't given in his gloss) on litH~ ~5 
of Canto V of the Silappadikaram. The gist ·of the eommentary 
is that KarikalacchoJan whom we assign to 1he first century .A. V 
roughly took the se1.1~u, a weapon held in his hand by tiattan who 
was guarding the Kamakkottam of Ka:cci or Kanchi. (Swaminatha 
Aiyer's edition p. 162). This was on the occasion of Kal'ikula 
going on a northern expedition as}ar as the Himalayas. If this 
later version of the legend can bear any mark of veracity, the 
Kamakkottam of Kanchi was a great .. ,centre of religion even 
in· very ancient times. At least the shrine. of Kamakslli wa.s in 
existence even 'in the fir::;t cent.u·ry of the Christian era. 

This r~isesa question. In ancient South India, as it stands 
even to-day, there were separate temples to the chief deity Siva 
or Vishnu, and separate temples for Parvati or Lakshmi. There 
\vere again temples, where, in one and the same compound both 
the principal deities were housed, but in different quarters and 
with separate entrances, but all enclosed by the same. Tirumadil 
or compound walls. ·For instance, the Ekambarana:tha temple 

• at Conjeevaram has no Amman shrine. The Kamaksln Amman 
koil has no principal Siva shrine; ·From this we cannot generalise, 
and say tbat each of the principal deities has its own independent 
shrine. Sometimes they were combined ·and sometimes. were 
separated. In somH places prominence is given to the god and 
in others to the goddess. In the case' of Bhagavati Amman koil 
in GranganoPe, prominepce is· given to the go !dess. So also 
prominence is given in Madura to the Mmakshi shrine. 

' ' . 

'Ibis is the' position we should take in regard to the Tevaram 
and the .Prabandam which are songs sung in honour of Siva 
and Vhhnu respectively. In some we have a distinct mention 
of the goddess enshrined in the temple and the name by which .. - ' .~ 

1. Br: IV. 40. 88. • Th·~ Br abmanda Purana mentions in ~e~eral 
places the Kamakushta and Kama.giri being a pitham cartd to Ka.makshi 
in Rarci, !Br. IV. 40. 1; 44-94: 63-104. 'l'he Bhagavata Purana refers 
to Kamakosni being the deity presiding in Kanci. (X. 79. 14). 
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the goddess is popularly known in the Jocality and neighbourhood 
is furnished. In other cases the Devi is given the general appella. 
tion. For example, Sambandar in his Tevaram on the 'firuvanna· 
malai temple begins with the name of the goddess Unnamuiai 
Umaiyal, Even to this day the Amman in this temple· goes by 
the same name Ul}l}amulaiyal. This gives the indicatiJn that 
there was the shrine of the goddess Ul}l}amulaiyal in the time 
of this Saivasamaya:cha:rya, roughly seventh century A.. D. Let 
rnA take another example from the Prabandam. Nammalvar 
who invokes tbe deity of Venka~a in the Tirupati hill refers to 
Alar rna tarmangai urai marpa, 1i terally, possessing Alarmali
mangai in his heart. What is of interest to us is the name 
Alarmaimangai which is in common parlance Alamelumangai. 
It is well kuown that the Venkata shrine is up in the hills, and 
the Amman temple is down the hills and ewn to this day the 
goddess goes by the name Alamelumang:1i. The fact that 
NammaJvar speaks ofthe consort of Venka~a as Alarmalarmangai 
shows that this goddess was vener~ted by that. name even in 
his·days roughly seventh century A. D. Hence the assumption 
that a separate shrine for Amman was antecedent to our Vais· 
nava:cha:rya. If we take into account the circumstances in which 
a reference is made to the local goddess, we have to infer that 
the shrine existed previous to the age of these mystic poets of 
the Tamil land. 

If we stretch a little further and examine the temples not 
in the distant north like the shrine of Kailasa in EUora which 
1s aosigned even by specialists to the eighth century, we definitely 
find in this plac~ a separate shr·ine for the Amman godd~ss. 
After all the plan of these temp~e:> do.es not differ much from 
the south Indian temples. In both of thAm the central shrine 
is dedicatej to Siva whhlll is sun·oualed by sub-shrine,;, a feature, 
universally noticeable in South Indian templtls. The fact seems· 
to be that the central axiii.l group was very much the same in 
all temples. But deviation from tt1e a~cepted plan in also notice
able. We are not in ·a position at this stetch of time to explicitly 
mark out either the original plan, or change in the plan~ It is 
no use therefore ,to dogma tise that only the same fe~tt\).res prevailed 
or persisted. :5uch theorising on a slend,er basis would neither 
be tenable nor acceptable. .·~· ,. •· 

j, ""'·"' 

1. Fergusson, History of Indian Architeo~'l~· Vo!. I; p,. 327 and 
.nn_ 343 ff. .~ ... }• " . 



TRADITIONS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT IN ANCIENT KERALA . . . . . . 

BY 

DR. P. C. ALEXANDER, M.A., D.LITT, Head of the Department 
of History Venkatagiri Raja's C:.>llege, Nellore.· · 

An examination of the political and social conditions of 
Kerala in the ancient and medireval ·periods will give us ample 
evidences to prove the wide prevalence and popularity of self
governing institutions i-q.the country. _The Keralolpathi attributes 
the origin of these institutions to Parasurama himself. It rr1akes a 
frequent mention of popular assemblies called "Kuttams".1 There 

. were three kinds of ·•Ka:ttams"-the village Ku:ttam, the District 
Kuttam and the all-Kerala Kuttam. - · 

The village "Kuttam" was constituted· by the elders of the 
village called· 'Pramanis'. All the affairs of the village were 
discussed and settled in the 'Kuttam' ; and the 'Kuttam' had the 
·manage~ent of the village temple, pasture lands and ~anks. 
Social ostracism was the powerful weapon jn the bands of the 
'Pramanis' for enforcing their decisions. The hardships of an · 
ostracised person were so gre~t that people dreaded'social.ostracism 
even more than ~capital punishment. 2 The District 'Kuttam' or 
the 'N adu Kuttam' discussed rna tters which were of g~neral 
importance to ;:~.11 the villages of the Nadu. "The Na9.u or country'', 
says Mr. Logan, "was a congeries of 'Taras' or village republics 
·and the Kuttam or assembly of the Nadu was a representative 
body of immense-power which when necessity existed set at naught 
the autB.ority of the Raja and punished th(l ministers when they 
did unwarrantable acts." The existence of these 'Ku.ttams' or 
'Sabhas' even in the medieval period is proved by references to 
them in some of the . inscriptions of this period. A Vatteluthu 
inscription at Manalikara dated 27th Medom 410 M. E. .(1236 

'A. D.) ·makes a direct reference to "the Sabha of Kodainalloor".3 

.. • 

. ·1~· ':Paravur Kutt'am'', "Ayranikulam Kuttam'1
, "Ira.njany 

Kuttam" etc. . · 
2. "Like Ishmail o£ old.his hands were against all and the hands 

of all were against him. Every .one shunned him. He could not attend" 
the village temple or bathe in the temple tank ;" no barber would shave 
him, no washerman would wash for him. He became a social leper 
and a political·n6n-entity.'' History of Kerala, K. P. P, Menon, Vol. I, 
pp. 260•61. . 

3. It begins thus :- . 
"Agreeably to the understanding arrived at in a consultation 

duly held among the loyal chieftains of Sri Vira. _Srayi Kerala Varma 

iS~ 
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The advice of the "Sabhas" in matters r~ating to the agricultural 
population of the villages was invariably respected by the rulers. 
These "Sabhas" appear as permanent and well constituted 
public bodies acting as a buffer between the people and the 
Government.1 

The "Kuttam" of all-Kerala met for the discussion of affairs 
of national importance. This was •·the grand Parliament of the 
nation" where important questions like the change of Government, 
succession of Kings, etc., were discussed and decided upon. These 
national assemblies continued to be a regular feature of Kerala 
administration even as late as the 18th century. Visscher the 
Dutch Chaplain at Cochin speaks of "the great national aE~sembly 
of the Malabars collected in the open air to deliberate on the 
affairs of the state".2 He speaks of two kinds of national 
assemblies-one assembled under the orders of the Raja and the 
other by the spontaneous will of the people. 3 The Keralolpathi 
says that the All-Kerala Assembly used to meet at 'Tirunavaye' 
on the banks of the River Ponnani once in 12 years. The 
meeting of the Assembly synchronised with the famous "Mamam
kam" festival. 

Side by side with these assemblies there were popular orga
nisations called "the Five Hundred" "the Six Hundred" "the Five 
Thousand" etc. Probably these names represent the number of 
members of these organisations.4 The nature of the relationship 
between these organisations and the "Kuttams" is not quite clear. 
Nevertheless from the variouR inscriptions of the medieval period 
they appear as having played an important part in Kerala polity. 

The power and influence wielded by the kings in matters of 
administration were very insignificant. The people were keenly 

Tiruvadi graciously ruliug over Venadu. the the members of the Sabha 
of Kodainalloor and the people of that village as well as Kanda.n Thiru 
Vikraman of Maruga.tacheri entrusted with the right of realising Gov-
ernment dues ...... " · 

1. "Eariy sovereigns of Travancore", Sundaram Pillai. 
2. Visschers Letter No. 3. 
3. Ibid, 
4. "The six hundred" is mentioned in the Syrian Copper Plate 

(No.3 of Mr. Logan's Collections) as giving sanction to the deed. The 
inso~iption says, "With sanction of the palace ...... a.nd with the oon
our.rei'lce of His E.ibl;)llendy the Ayyan Adigal, His Excellency Rama, 
the ministers and ollicers, "ehe Six Hundred'): ..... carrx ~t this unres
tJ~tit,ttd possession right in the ma.~mer desoribed by· thiS copper ·deed 
for. the time that ,earth, moon and sun exist". 

, . . . . . "TJ,e ·$ix Hundred of Ve""du" is JD&IltJoned in inscription 
!fo • .:t/.60<>! MJ• Sulid'rurrPiU&t•s ooU~tion, · · · 
::~· , ~ :the. · 

1

00}')Be ... l' plfl,. te .. "!Alt.ti ... ·~ ... n .. •·ll··· . e of the "Five , . ..lit T• ~;r tJIID..:- • · ed ( ~, ·~" ,~. ·· .. · •.• ~.&lit· .,,; ac under the 
' ,~-· . ·.,, ··~. >- ';'" .;>, " .• ' ·• . • ': • . - • • ,, 
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conscious of their rights and liberties and they strongly resented 
any encroachment on tlieir rights by the rulers. There are 
ample evidences .to show how jealously the people guarded their 
rights. Instances are many when people refused to pay the 
taxes as a protest against the arbitrary actions of th8ir rulers. 
The entire class of ryots used to put forward an undivided front 
of opposition to any encroachment on their privileges and 'if any 
one· attempted to betray the cause of· the people and joi·n sides 
with the Rajas, he had to do it at heavy risks. A notable instance 
of this passion for popular rights may be seen in the resolutions 
passed by the Nattars of Nanjinadu prptesting against the illegal 
impositions of the Raja of Travancore. A· resolution passed by 
the Nattars in December 1713 enjoins on the people to make a 
united and bold stand against the imposition of the "Kottappanam 
and other unusual taxes". "We should honourably keep up all 
the privileges or rights which our ancestors enjoyed ·in old days", 
says the resolution "In thus asserting our rights, if any pidlgai 
or ·village or any single individual is subjected to loss by acts 
of Government we should support them by reimbursing such loss 
from our common funds. If at any time any one should get into 
the secrets of Government and impair the pnvileges or rights 
of the country, he should be subjected to public enquiry by the 
N a ttars."1 Flight to the mountains abandoning cultivation 
seems to have been the common method of retaliation against 
excessive taxes. ~A resolution passed by the ryots at Kadukkara 
in 1722 says, "On account of_ the heavy taxes imposed on us . 
and the cruel treatment we were subjected to till the Kumbam 
harvest of 895 M. E. '(1720 A. D.) we were forced to leave our 
fields uncultivated dl,:tring the whole year 896 M. E. (1721 A. D.) 
·and retreat to the east of the mountains''. These bold resolutions 
of the ryots of .:south Travancore indicate the great zeal of the 
people for their rights. The Rajas of ancient and medireval Kerala 
were mere feudal chieftains who had to depend· upon the people 
for their own maintenance a..nd protection. They had no standing 
armies of their own. They were never law makers; they were 
-only the guardians of the law. Th8 m~in duty of.:. the King was 
to preserve and protect the' ancient "Acharam" and "Maryada" 

·(custoi:ns·and traditions) of the people and to uphold the "Dharma" 
of the country .. The King could expect the allegiance and loyal 
'SUppbrt-of his people only if he was within the limits of law. 
Writing ·about the middle of the 18th century, Gollenesee (the 
Dutch Commander at Cochin) obs.erves, "One point must be 
observed here which is of great importance in the company's 
service viz. although the kings and princes exercise great author
ity over their· subjects, affairs are so regulated by the laws of 

. 
1. Quoted in the Tra.vanoore St~~ote Mannul, Volume I, Ch, VI, 

pp. 319-323. (N agam A.yya). 
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Cheraman Perumal that their rule can in no way be calle l 
despotic. Subjects obey their king ungrudgingly as long as he 
remains within the limits of law". A similar observation has 
been made by Van Rheede, another Dutch Commander of Cochin, 
in his Memorandum.1 He says "Subjeots are not bound to observe 
any orders, commands or whims and council decisions of the king 
which are not in conformity with their laws, welfare or privileges, 
and have not been approved in their own district and ratified 
at the meeting of their district and ratified at the meeting of 
their district assemblies". Van Rheede again observes: "No king 
of Malabar has the power to make contracts which are prejudicial 
to the interests of the land lords, noblemen or Nairs; such a king 
would run the danger of being expelled and rejected by his 
subjects." If we examine the early treaties between the Dutch 
Company and the Malabar prinees, we will find that they have 
been concluded with the consent of the chief nobles.2 

The complete destruction of self-governing institutions and 
popular power and their replacement by monarchical absolutism 
are events of comparatively recent history in Kerala. The success 
of Maharaja Marthanda Varma in his schemes of political unifica
tion of 'Iravancore and the annihilation of the feudal nobility, 
marks the beginning of royal despotism in Kerala, The example 
of Martbanda Varma in Travancore was followed by the Rajas 
of Cochin and thus by the close of the 18th century all institutions 
of self-government disappeared from the country. rrhe European 
merchants who had established trade settlements on the west 
coast played a prominent part in strengthening royal power. 
They assisted the Rajas by supplying them with arms and 
ammunition and soldiers trained in new methods of warfare. 
They realised that popular assemblies and village "Kuttams" 
were hindrances to the advancement of their commercial interests 
in the country. They knew that the Malabar princes were willing 
to give them the monopoly of trade in the country and that these 
popular "sabhas" and chieftains were standing in their way. 
In 1723 the English at Anjengo "resoved inspite of money 
expenses to put down the enemies and subject the country to the 
king." 'J'he European powers "prefered to have on the ·throne 
a despotic sovereign unaided by council or clergy who would 
of his own accord assign them monopolies of the produce they 
come in quest of and enforce the same with a strong arm". 
A new system of administration entirely alien to the political 
traditions of the country was introduced and all traces of popular 
<1overnment were eradicated. The observations of Murdoch Brown 

1. Memorandum of Van Rheeds, Para (11). 
2. Refer to the treaties between the Coohin Raja and the Dutoh 

in 1674, 1679, 1682 eto. "The Dutoh in Malabar" by Dr. P. C. Alexander, 
p. Ul. note 2. 
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to Dr. Buchanan are worth quoting in this connection. "By this 
new order of things the Rajas were vested. with despotic authority 
over the other inhabitants, instead of the very limited prerogative 
that they had enjoyed by the feudal system under which they 
would neither .extract revenue from the Ian ds of their vassals 
nor exercise any direct authority• in their districts ............ The 
Raja was no longer what he had been, the head of a feudal aristo
cracy with'limited authority, but the all powerful deputy of a 

. despotic prince, whose military force was always at his command 
to curb or. chastise any of the chieftains who were inclined to 
dispute _or disobey his mandates.'' 

THE.AGE OF STHA.NU RAVI ·THE CHERA EMPEROR 

·BY 

ELA-MKULAM P. N. KUNJAN PILLA!, Lecturer, 
University College, Trivandrum. 

The regnal year of SthaQU ~avi has been mentio.J;led in the 
well hnown Tarisappalli phites1 by Ayyanadikal, one of his 
vassals. But the question of fixing his date has proved a knotty · 
probleltl~ of .Qhera history. The late Mr. Gopinatha Rao has 
arrived at the conclusion that this King flourished in the 9th 
Century A. D. or;t the evidence of Tillaisthanam and Tirru \Tottiyur 
records 2 and tliis has now been-confirmed by other sources recently 
discovered. 

A manuscript copy of the unpublished commentary on Laghu·
bhaskanya. is available· in ~he Oriental Manuscript Library; 
Trivandrum. :..It was written by one Sankaranarayana, a court 
astronomer of SthaQU Ravi. It throws· considerable light on the 
history o.f the period.· In the'first verse Sankaranarayana praises 
SthaQU (Siva) in words which. are applicable by virtue of .double 
intendre to the Emperor as well. 3 It is stated in this work· that the 
King put a question to Sankaranarayana regarding a solar eclipse.4 

.1. T. A. S. Vol. II, page 67. 
2. T; A. S. Vol. II, pp. 76-77. .. 
a. oqrta- ~fi:Rf!f!fiifil~~ <I~<Irf~<'!f · n<Iij ~li!ru ~«~FTCJR"ffu fcp:1r 

«ccrrfara-~~w" . "<Ict .... ~~r~ a-J~~ff!la') {\ {fo slt'Q'l) i!f Q;cnf~sr'clr «~"ffQJ~<rfu 
~~l:fef{m mitfcr qitcnrffi'cr: I . 

·• 4. ~nc;fif~~~i:;~f~q~ R•uort mcr if~a fa~iiii~~ iirfflrfor a-~)~a 
qu~fu:fef 1 i~ ~rq; f(ffi~erR:<iir .iir« !:f~r~ 'if: ~?tt Wfi~~~~fertwr{'l'ii;-

~~r{OrlffiiCI': •• · 
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The date of the eclipse is given as ~ift<f<t~ or-=~~~~~~ fu!lfa'~;:rr;rt ~' 
i.e. after the expiry of 1449066 days fr·)m the beginning of Kali 
Yuga. This corresponds to the 25th of Mithunam 41 M. E. (June5 

866 A. D.). The incidence of the s0lar eclipse on that day and 
its visibility in Kerala are authentically corrob)rated. In another 
place Sankaranarayana says th:tt Jupit,jr anJ Saturn were in 
Dhanus (Sagittarius) when his p:1tron completed his 25th year,6 

certainly regnal year as the E::nperor appear,; to be an aged man 
from other remarks found in the work. Theiie planets were 
together in Dhanus only in 44 M. E. and in no other year in that 
century. It is thus evident that Sthanu Ravi cama to the throne 
in 19 M. E. (84.4 A. D.). As the Tillaistha:nam record shows that 
Sthat:)U Ravi was a contemporary of the ChoJa A.ditya I (871-907) 
it has to be presumed that he ruled over Kerala at least during 
the early years of A.ditya and that his reign extended over 
30 years beginning with 844 A. D. As the Tarisappalli plates 
are dated the fifth regnal year of this King the actual date of 
the record must be 849 A. D. Vijayara:ga, the Koyi]adhikari 
mentioned in the plates was a son-in-law of Stha:nu Ravi. It 
could not be inconsistent if Nili, Vijayaraga's daughter i.e. grand 
daughter of SthaQU R:1vi is found to be living in the year 935, 
the date of the Tiruvottiyur record. 

Kulasekhara.dynastic title. It is seen that the full name of 
the King was SthaQU Ravi Kulasekhara, Ravi i.e. Ravi Varma 
being his name and, Sthat)U and Kulasekhara titles. The word 
Sthat:)U is seen to have been used only in the first verse and in 
the body of the text the King is referred to either as Ravi or 
as Kulasekhara or as Ra vi Kulasekhara. Many of the rulers 
of this dyna~ty have been mentioned as Kulasekharas. 7 It is, 
therefore, but natural to infer that this was a dynastic title and 
that the empire was founded by one Kulasekbara, most probably 
the celebrated author of Perumal TirumoJi and Mukundama:la: . 

. 5. Anga 6; Rtu 6; Ambara 0; Nanda 9; Veda 4; Manu 14. The 
Kali dates are always read in the reverse order. Hence the figure 
1449066. The date of the Huzur Office plate of Karunandadakkan is 
1449087 i.e. 21st day after this eclipse. 

6. ~1 ~fercr~cr: <ii'~r~<;; !i(~~ fer~r;:r~~lOfftl'lf{
':qrq~fcm n~61R «ii~CfenT~ft ................................... 
···-······························· 
~;{A:_ ~m~lil<r'lTfi:rcr~: II' 
aG:r q~uftr <ilil~q-trrtrrfir ~cr{q- 1 

7. The author of three Sa.nskrit dramas and the patrons of 
Vasudeva Bhattatiri and Pra\bhakara Bhatta were Kulasekha.ras. Ins
oriptions also mention more than one Kula.sekha.ra. 
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Vanchi the Capital. The capital of SthaQU Ravi and other 
Sovereigns of this Empire was Thiruvanchikulam (Vanchi). It 
was commonly called Mahodayapuram in Sanskrit works and 
Mahotai in inscriptions. 1Kottakkakam, Senamukham, Ba:Ia
kridesvaram, Jayara:tesvara.m, Kodungalloor etc., were parts of 
the City. The City was protected by high fortresses. The science 
of astonomy had reached great heights 1·n Kerala at that time 
and the system of Aryyabhata was generally being followed. 
The Emperor was himself proficient in Astronomy and a patron 
of Art and Science. He had a well equipped Observatory at 
Mahodayapuram about which many a detail is given in the 
aforesaid commentary. 8 It is interesting to note that there were 
satisfactory arrangements for recording correct time and for 
announcing it to the public by the tolling of bell at intervals of 
a gha tika (24 minutes) from differeat sta tions. 9 

The King has been mentioned in many places as belonging · 
to the Kerala dynasty.10 The term Kerala is only a sanskritised 
form of Chera and so the reference fuay be to his being a descen-
dant of the Early Cheras. · . · 

The system of inheritance in Kerala was Makkattaya even 
at that period. The matriarchal system began only after the 
Chola war which lasted for .about 100 years from 1000 ~-D. 
onwards~ The compulsory military training which resulted in 
the formation· of the Cha:veru army (suicidal squads) might 
probably have been the cause of this change. · 

8. ''it~n;:~~~ ~fqcr~~cr ·. 
;U'!fr\,l~i=Sfcr(.Yf~Tf~a 'rfU :;;rij)rq: 1 '' 

" .... ·. • ~ · · · · · · ij'~;J~im~~~<i
:ow~cr~r;;r <fi~;~ ~ iif~~~+J:. 1 

''~'qfa Rfm:-2" i~Tiff<Ji'SfTf~i:!fi'f+J:. I'' 
9. "<r~ij)1~-ij''~~'f\,l~aorP.:<tir ~;;rrfu"a-r: ....... " 1 

...................... ''-f<t~fu'· ;;rrf:s;;rr~ orP.:<nr~" t 

10. 'o'Qi. ~'iffcro-~s~:fcr~' 
'~'~ef~ ~qrr~~~~~~' 

11. Kulottunga Cholan Ula; and Oholapuram · reoord. T. A. S. 
Vol. VI, pp. 16-20. 



XYIRATTALI-A COLA CAPITAL 

BY 

PURAVRITTAJYOTI K. R. VENKATRAMA AYY .AR 

It is claimed for old and forgotten cities that there is a 
glamour in the unfolding of their stories, but the glamour is 
mingled with a sense of adventure when the unfolding is done for 
the first time, as it is in the present instance, and has to be done 
by piecing together scrappy references from the inscriptions and 

. contemporary literature. The smaller Leyden grants 1 are perhaps 
the first to acquaint western scholars with the name of .AyirattaJi, 
also called Pa}aiyaru and Mu<;likon<;lasoJapuram, one of the capitals 
of the Co}as. 

AyirattaJi means the 'thousand temples', and the city must 
have contained several groups of shrines numbering in all a 
thousand. 

The inscription of Raja Ra:ja I (C 985-1014) in the Tanjore 
temple2 refer to two places known as .AyirattaJi. To differentiate 
between the two, one is referred to simply as .AyirattaJi, while the 
other as Niyamattu .Ayirattali or A.yirattali, a quarter of Niyamam. 
Niyamam and Candralekhai" Catuvedimanga}am, now known as 
Sendalai, both to the northwest of Tanjore, came into prominence 
in the 7th century during the time of the early Muttaraiyar 
vassals of the Palla vas 

Now to the other .Ayira ttaJi, also called PaJaiyaru. Its 
correct name is Palaiyarai3 • The earliest reference to PaJaiyaru is 
in the Devaram songs of Appar and Nanasambandar. When Appar 
visited Vadatali or the 'northern shrine' of Pa}aiyaru, he found 
the central shrine of Siva obscured by a new vimanam put up by 
Jainfl, who had obtained possession of the place, and with the help 
of the chief of the place, probably the Muttaraiyar chief, he had 
the temple cleared of the Jains and caused a new vimanam to be 
built for Siva4 • Nanasambandar also visited this shrine, the 
Merrali or western temple and the PattiSvaram temple5 • Amar
mti Na:yanar, one of the sixty three Saiva saints, flourished in 
PaJaiyaru. 

1. E. I-XXII, pp 267-81. 
2. S. 11-ll No. 66. 

. 3. Araili,is a Tamil word meaning a place situated on a river 
(aru). Palaiyarai ..... the old town on the. river. It is also referred to as-
Tiru-arai or the-holy town on the.river. · . 

4. P~riyafiUranam.. Tirunavukkarasarpuranam VV, 294-300. 
· 5. This temple ~hich was rfi,lnovated in ~he l(ith century by 

Govinda Dikshija we.s formerly •no~ded in PalaiJ&rt;J. _., 

l~ 
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Early in the· 8th Century, PaJaiya:ru .AyirattaJi was named 
N andipuram6 after Nandi varma n II Palla va mall a (c. 725-789)7, 
who was besieged h'ere ·by a pretender to the Pallava throne and 
the Dramila (Tamil) princes, and was rescued by his valiant 
general Udayacandra 8 • There is a Vi~J.?.U temple at Nandipuram, 
which is reputed to have been built by Nandivarman 'Pallavama
na9. -·One of the quarters.of PaJaiya:ru took the name of Avani 
narayanapuram after Nandivarman IIP 0

• From ·there facts it 
is clear that Palaiya:ru waH an important city under Pallava 
rule, probably one o( the capitals of the Muttaraiya Viceroys of 
the Pallavas, who ruled.the country round Tanjore. - · 

With the defe-at of the Mutt~raiyars and the co.nquest of 
Tanjore in the 9th Century by Vijay'a:laya Cola, PaJaiyaru passed 
under CoJa rule, Inscriptions· of Para:ntaka 111 · (c. 907-953) 
mention .Ayira ttali ·as a town in the Kilarkurram.. That Palalyatu 
was a Cola capital in the lOth century is bor.l1e out by an ·eulogy 

. composed in praise of Sun!iara OoJa~ Para:ntaka II (c. 956-973), 
who is hailed as the king of Nandipuram. It was a tribute to 
the high. standard of civic administration and the commercial 
prosperity of Nandipuram (AyirattaJi) that the' old scale of taxes · 
and the ancient standard measure prevailing in that city were 
adopted in several other towns such as Melappaluvur and 
Tiruchengoq.u · during the reigns of Sundara C9Ja · and Raja · 
Raja I.18 Uttarna Cola often resided at Palaiya:rut4 • ••· 

... ' . ~ \ . . . ('-. '\ 

Raja Raja I made Tanjore his capital, but he did not neglect 
Paiaiya:ru, which continued to be as renowned as ever before. He 
enl1sted.dancing women for service in his famous Tanjore temple 
from six temples at Palaiyaru;15 Tentali or the southern shrine, 
Vadatali o'r the northern£ shrine; Araiyerumantali, Mullurnakkan
tali , (a temple built in honour of Mull.urnagai, mother of a Cola 
que~m), Maflisvaram and Sangisvaram. Raja Raja's elder sister, 

6. For the identification of N andipura.m with Pa.la.iya.rai 
Ayira.ttali see ARE 145 of 28 (and 30 of 31, which mentions Pa.layara.i 
N a.ndipura.m}. · · · . • 

'7. · These dates are based on the revised chronology· of the 
Pa.lla.va.s that the present writer has diso_ussed in a. forthcoming publica-
tion. · 

8. Uda)mediram Plates: S. 1. I. II, No. 74. 
~. · PeriyatirumoH--V. 10-8 Nandipaniseita Vinnagaram or the 

Visnu-temple erected by Nandi. -t- ··- · 

10. S. I. I. II No. 66 Avanina.raya.na. was a. surname of Nadi-
va.rrnan III. · 

11. ARE 164 of 28; 249 of 11 f 145 of 28. 
12. Commentary on the Virasolivam. 

· 13. ARE 265 & 367 of 24 .• S.,J. 1. III 212. 
14. ARE 141 of !28. Para.kesari here is indentified as Uttaroa 

Cola-see ARE 28 II 3. - · · · · · 
15. S.I. I. II. 66 ~, 

2! 
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i\Jvar Parantakan Kundavai, resided in the royal palace at 
PaJaiyaru, and her orders issued from this palace were engraved 
and promulgated by the town assembly. Her grants included 
gifts and donations to the atulasal1i 16 or free hospital, that she 
founded at Tanjore. Among the temples17 that were built during 
this reign may be mentioned Arumolideva lsvaram, named after 
one of Raja Raja's surnames, to which Tirunaraiyur was granted 
as a devadanam village, and a pallipadai or temple erected over 
the tomb of Paiicavan Mahadevi, also called Nakkan 'l'illaiyaJa
giya:r, one of Raja Raja's queens, the affairs of which are said to 
have been supervised by Lakuhsa Pandita, obviously of the 
Kalamukha Saiva sect, · · 

Though Ra:jendra I (c. 1012-1 044) founded a magnificent 
capital at Gangaikor:t9asoJapuram, he made PaJaiyaru one of his 
subsidiary capitals. Inscriptions18 from the third year of his 
reign refer to his frequent residence at PaJaiyaru. Rajendra gave 
it the proud name of Mu9ikoQga5o!apuram19 • The Tiruva:langa9u 
Plates20 mention grants made by Rajendra while he was staying 
at Mu9ikor;9a5o}apuram; the Tamil portion of the detached plate 
mentions th~ Sanimantapa, and of the main record the secret 
apartment (maraividu) on the southern side of the upper storey 
called Madurantakam in the royal place. Two inscriptions from 
Kar:t9iyur21 mention grants to two temples at PaJaiyaru, 
Vanavanmahadevisvaram, built in honour of one of Rajendra's 
queens and Parantakadevisvaram, built in honour of the princess 
Kundavai. 

An inscription of the reign of Ra:jadhira:ja P 2 (c. 1018-1054 
places PaJaiya:ru in the district. of AmbarnaQU of the newly cons
tituted Uyyakkondanvalanadu. V1rara:jendra (c 1063-1069) gave 
the city the additional n"ame' of Ahavamallakulakalapuram,23 and 
Kulotiunga I (1070-1120) of Minavanaivenkandasolapuram24• 

With the later Colas A.yirattali held a high priority among 
the imperial and provincial capitals, and its place was the scene of 

16. ARE 112 of 25 ; 248 and 249 of 23 ; also 350 and 351 of 07. 
17. ARE 157 of 08 and 271 of 27. 
18. Of. ARE 463 of 08 and 585 of 46. 
19. ARE 271 of 27 : Mudikondacola was one of the surnames of 

Rajendra. I. 
20. S. I. t-III-No. 205. 
21. ARE 22 of 95 (S. I. I.-No. 578) and ARE 23 of 95 (S.I. I. 

No. 579.) 
22. ARE 124 of 22 
23. Smaller Leyden grants. Ahavamallakulakala was one of 

the surnames of Virarajendra.. It means 'he who is Death to the line 
of Ahavamalla, the western Calukya king Somesvara'. " 

24. ARE 233 of 16 meaning 'the city of the Oola who w•• 
y~otof~ous qver Minav'D Or t~e Pand7an kini' 
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events of considerable political importance. The smaller Leyden 
Plates115 of Kulottunga I, dated A. D. 1090, record the 
arrival of two ambaesadors from the Ruler of Kac;1aram (Sri 
Vijaya). Ra:javidya:dhara and Abhima:9ottunga to Kulottunga's 
court at Ayirattali. They solicited a royal grant confirming all 
previous grants made to the Buddhist Viharas at Negapatam 
constructed· by Maravijayottungavarman, a former Ruler of Sri 
Vijaya. Kulottunga (c 1070-1120) not only renewed the old grants , 
but endowed more villages. Kulottunga's 1 political and diploma
tic ·relations with the kingdoms of the Far 1£ast are testified to 
in his longer prasasti,26 ,which mentions that at.the gate of his 

, palace stood rows of elephants showering jewels ·sent as tribute 
from the island kingdoms of the wiHe· ocean. · 

The Leyden _grants ~ention that Kulottunga received the ' 
ambassadors from Sri Vijaya while seated on his' throne Kalinga- -
rayan in the tirumanjanasalai 27 within the palace. . On another 
occasion28 Kulottunga sea ted on the throne Vanadhiraja in the 
.~all Rajendrasolan ·received a NuJamba chief in audience. An 
order 29 issued from this hall registers a gift of land to the temple 
at G"angaikoQQ.asoJapura!D. · · 

· Vikrama CoJa (c 1118-1135) resided periodically at Ayiratta}i, 
and one of his ·orders30, issued from this city, is recorded in an. 
inscription dated A. D. 1122. A Tirucca:tturai inscription31, dated 
in the 14th year of this reign, refers to ·a street at .Ayir.attaJi, 
called the Vikramasolaperu_'f_l,deru, w.here the nagaratta:r or wealthy 
merchants lived. . . · 

An· Ela vasanuu:r inRcription 32 records an audience that Raja 
Raja II (1146-1173) granted to· a Malaiyama:n chief in one of the 
halls of the palace at PaJaya:rai. An· inscription 33 from Palla-

25. E~ 1,. XXII, pp. 267-81. 
. 26. S. I. I. III, p. 146. 

27. Prof. Sastri has pointed out (Colas II. p. 29) that this does 
~not n:i.ea.n that the ; king hea.rd petitions while he was bathing.' 'To 
our notion•, says the learned Professor, 'it seems· a strange mode 
of receiving a foreign embassy to hear them while you are bathing.' 
The Sanskrit equiva.lent of this term is abhisekhamantapa (of S. I. I. 
III 73 Conjeeveram). The reference must obviously be to the Corona
tion or anointment halls in the different provincial capitals where the 
emperor repeated the anointment ceremonies so that· people belonging 
to the provinces might witness these royal functions and participate 
in them. 

28. A. R. E. 93 of 10 
29. A. R. E. 51 of 10 
30. ...4.. R. E. 168 of 06 
31. A. R. E.-194 of 31 
32. ·A. R. E. 163 of 06 
33. A. R. E. 433 of 24. 



vara:yanpettai' darted in the 8th year of Rajadhiraja II, describes 
the disturbances in the kingdom immediately after the death of 
Raja Raja II, and how one of his feudatories, the Palla vara:yar of 
of Ka:dgaiku}attur saved Raja Raja's children in the harem of 
Ayira ttaJi and also his treasures. 

Raja Raja II and Kulottunga III (117~-1223) further enhanced 
the architectural glory of .Ayirattali, by building two of the most 
outstanding Co!a temples. Raja Raja II constructed a temple to 
the northwest of the city, which was called after him Rajarajes
varam (now unfortunately corrupted beyond recognition into 
Da:ra:suram), and Kulottunga the Kampaharesvaram at Tirubhuva
nam, some miles to the north-east. 

The invasion of the Cola country by Maravarman Sundara 
Pandya I in 1216-17 was a 'blow to CoJa power. When Sundra 
occupied .AyirattaJi, he summoned Kulottunga III as a suppliant 
for favour, and restored him his crown. In the words of his 
longer Prasasti34 Sundara Pa~9.ya, who "in ali grandeur, that can
not be described in song, performed his virabhisekham in the 
coronation hall (abhisekha mantapa) of the VaJavan (CoJa) in 
.AyirattaJi, the golden enclosure of which touched the solar regions, 
and spread his fame, was seated in all grace, along with 
UlagamuJuduyaJ, his queen, on the virasimhasanam, with grace
fully rising fly-whisks on either side, worshipped and attended by 
the royal women wearing glittering ornaments". 

Maravarman Sundra PaQ.dya I knew that Mudikondasola
puram, was in the l.3th century the hub of Co!a poli'ticai power, 
and that he had only to strike at it to bring about the fall of tha 
empire. Fifteen years later (about 1230-31) Sundara again invaded 
the CoJa country, again captured AyirattaJi and performed a 
Vijayabhisekham withm the CoJa palace. 

With the fall of the Co!a kingdom and its annexation to the 
Pandya empire by about A. D. 1258 the glory of .Ayirattali faded. 
An· undated Munnur record 35 , dated in tho reign of Raja Raja III 
(1216-1257), registers a gift of land after purchase by an oilmonger 
from Mudikondsolapuram for the formation of a new street. This is 
perhaps an l.ridication of merchants emigrating from A.yirattali 
during the reign of Raja Raja III when the CoJa power was 
tottering. 

The poet Sekki}ar 86 always refers to Palaiya:ru as the 
"glorious city", and in one place he describes it as the city of 

34. of. P. S. I. 2~6, 290, & S23 and S. I. I. V 431 ; VI 372 & 
VIII 394. -

35. ARE 56 of 1919 • 
.. 3.,, Author of the Periyapuranam; a contemporary of Kutottun

aa u ReriYqjiuraraam : AmarftitinaYanarDuranam v I. 



hoary renown in the Cola country watered by the Ka-veri, \nestling 
amidst tall and beauteous groves fragrant with flowers, with 
its broad streets well paved for chariots to play. To the service 
of its innumerable temples were pressed all the contemporary 
learning and arts of the Tamil country. Place names of hamlets 
all rou.nd the site of this old city, such as Manappadaividu, ~ Pudup
padai vidu, · Ariyappadaividu and Pambappadaivid 37 are reminis
cent of the strength and extnt of the fortifications that gu.arded the 
city. The city assembly included smaller townships· (ura and 
mangalams) and merchant guilds. The Palla vas and CoJas 'associ
ated the city. with their royal. names-Nandipuram,. Avaninara- ·. 
yanapuram, Mudikonda~olapuram Ahavamallakulakalapura_m and · 
Minavanaivenkundasolapuram a proud record indeed. Its natural 
situation on the banks of an old branch .of the Kaveri ·gave it the 
name Palaiyarai. Its wealth of temples earned for it the 
appeHat'ion Ayirattali. The city with all its wealth ·and magni
ficence, and even its memory have disappeared into the abyss of 
time. A. straggling village, about four miles to the south of 
Kumbakonam, in the midst of hamlets, one of which still preserves 
the name of Solamaligai, and' a few temples in different stages 
of decay, which even in their desolation are remarkable for the 
outstanding style ·of. their architecture, are all that stand to-day 

· to tell the tale of the vanished glory of an imperial city. 

.· 

' . . 

--
SOME NEWLY DISCOVERED COPPER AND .STONE 

INSCRIPTIONS IN .MAHA.KOSALA ' . 

BY 
. ' 

MR. L •. ·P. PANDEYA, .Honorary Secretary, Mahakosal 
Hi~torical Soci~ty, Balpur. 

.\ .~ 

' .. ·'.• 

For the Ben ares Session of the Oriental Conference, I con
tributed a paper on the Lodhia plates of Mahasivagupta Balarjun:a 
of Sripura (Maha:kosala). Lodhia: is a village with relics of olden 
days in the Sarangarh State, wllere these plates-three. in number 
with seal and ring intact, were discovered in July 1942: Being 
dated in the 57 regnal year of the king-the donor, and having 
been recorded in the box-headed script, this find was hailed with 
joy_ as a very important one. A.s is well known this ruler of 
Mahakosala (Maha:sivagupta) was the son of vasala, the daughter 
of the Ma.ukhari ruler Suryavarman of .~Hl"frN'q line, who felt 
himself much honoured by bestowing her daughter upon king 
Harshadeva-·the supreme lord of eastern region. ( llr<fi-'1'~~ ). 
Harshdeva's father was Chandragupta of Somavamsa. " . . . 

37. Padaividu-is 8. Tamil expression niea.nini a. satrisoii.- . 
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Since then, (1942), the Maha:kosala Historical Society has 
been able to bring to light some more copper and stone inscriptions 
in the Sarangarh State and in the Bila~pur and Raipur districts, 
which have greatly added to our knowledge of ancient history 
of Mahakosala. 

I briefly describe them here. In order of the dates of their 
find, they stand as shown below:-

(i) Kauwalal plates of Maha:sudevara:ja issued from Sripura 
and not Sarabhapura like other charters of the 
same king. 

(ii) Daikoni copper plates of Chedi era 890. 

(iii) Bilaigarh plates of Prithvideva II dated 896 Chedi era. 

(iv) Bardula plates of the 9th regnal year of Mahasiva
gupta Balarjuna of Sripura. 

(v) Koni temple stone inscription of Chedi year 900. 

(i) Kauwa:tal ( Cfi'lorrcrrifl') is a village in the Sarangarh State 
adjoining the village of Thakurdiya:, where a few years ago, 
a set of three pia tes with ring and seal was found through the 
instrumentality of a member of the Mahakosala Historical Society. 
In 1944 another member of the same society rescued from a 
possesser, another set of copper plates which is named as the 
Kauwatal plates of Maha:sudevaraja. This charter was issued 
from Sripura, and not from Sarabhapura as is the case with other 
two or three charters of the same king. The Thakurdiya plates 
were the first find giving Sripura, as the place of issue of the 
charter by Maba Pravarara:ja belonging to the ::)arabhapur family, 
whose name was quite unknown uptili the discovery of these 
plates. Our prasent charter is very interesting for having been 
issued from Sripura and for the mention of the name of the 
donor's father ~u~m:r~, and is the 2nd record of the family 
having Sripura, as the place of its issue. · 

Thus these two records-the Thakurdiy a plates and the 
present Kawwatial plates-brought to light by us, lay befo~e 
scholars inscriptional data towards making a correct and authent1c 
genealogy of the Sharabhapura kings namely :-

3ft~rsr (i) 
~1ilf;j';JfS£ ( ii) 

~T~T~ (ifi) 

iftrsm~~ (iv > 

~~i!R:fGJ (v) and ~.:m~~r«· (vi) 

I JC!!ardly refer here to my own discovery during my 
" ·. · *>ld &rl:'DUIIJQ -of the. DODHl' ala-te&\ ~•til 1i29. of the 
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damaged Sripura plates and its seal, the legend on which runs 
as follows:-

'sr~~' -«;Pt~~~ f<riji+rfij)ft:« f<Jm:;Gl: 
3Tt+ral 'if<tu~B~ ur~;:f :U=:f • ut~lt 11 .. 

This proved it beyond doubt that Maha:jayaraja's father was 
~if or ~J:T~il+lf=:f whose gold-polished silver coin1 :our Society 
possesses. It was again in ·the share of researches led by us to 
have recovered two circular silver coins of ;ft~ililTSI' with legend 
in box.headed script, within Maha:liosala area. _ 

Although our Society has not yet been successful in ascertain
ing the location of 'Sarabhapura', 2 through our attempt a· copper 
charter of; an unknown king, Maharaja Sri N arendra,8 issued 
from 'Sarabhapura', was brought to light which I jointly with 
Dr. D. C. Siroar of Calcutta University, published in the I. H. G. 

Apart from theae, what is of most outstanding importance 
in our new discovery of "Kauwatal" plates is the clear mention of 
{rst;rmr~ as Mahasamant and i_«cn and the simultaneous mention 
of l::lripura, from which place the charter was issued as stated. 
elsewhere. 'This proves_ beyond doubt that +ri{T~~cru~ and ~;i:(if~:U~ 
were contemporaries. -This fact will b~ most useful in fixing 
the dates of Sarabhapura kings. I may point out here that 
~rer+rro ~S{if~f~ was tpe grandfather 9f +~'iiTf-:ucra'l•H~Jif of &'11~ who 
belonged to qr~ic:flU' vide his Rajim and .~alod.a plates (0. P. Ins-
criptions by R. B. Dr. Hiralal). · , 

(ii) The 3rd copper plate inscription ~f +r~TflUCf'!Tt11T~"f came 
from a village named ~{~f in the Sarangarh State. It was in this . -
state that we came across the 2nd inscription-the Lodbia plates 
referred to above. The 1st inscription of this king was discovered 
at Mallar or Malar in the.Bilaspur district, which was published 
in the Epi. lnd, Vol, XXIII Part IV, p. 124-34 No. 18. . · . 

-The Bardula plates mention a fer~ (aistrict) called <61~t-ir~!' 
to ·-which the donated village Cf<!:q:i{cn,.was attached. In the Chandra~ 
pur tract of Bilaspur district there is an old village named <il'«1~ 

,.. with relics of the past, which can safely be identified with 
;i't~~-if~~~ of the record. This ~~1~ is within 6 miles from -the 
find-spot (Bardula village) of this charter. We can take this 
il'~i{~f to be the donated village Cf<!:q:i{2fi of the plates. -

(iii) Daikoni plates of Chedi era 890 refer to' a donation of 
a village made by Prithvideva II to a Brahman on 15th of Kartika 

1. Re£:-my paper-A silver coin of king Prasannamatra, the 
grand.father of king Mahasudevaraja of Sarabhapur. I. H. Q. Vol.I.X-
1933, p, 594-95. • . 

2. My paper 'Ancient Sa.rabhapul"a.' I. H. Q. XV. 1939, p. 475-476. 
3. Pipa.rdula copper plate inscription of Kin~ Nar~ndra I. H. Q. 

f9r Jupe 1943. .- · 
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when there was an eclipsel. of the moon that year, Language 
Sanskrit in N agari characters. 

The circular seal has a four-armed figure of Lakshmi who 
is seated cross-legged on an expanded lily and is flanked by t'!VO" 
elephants one on either side. It has 18 slokas and ends With 
~i'f(\ c;e_ o ~if Cffi{ 99 ~ej) 

(iv) The Bilaigarh plates also belong to ll~~1~cr II and bears 
the date 896. The language is Sanskrit and the alphabet-nagari. 
I quote some 'slokas' from the text which are of sufficient bistori·· 
cal value:-

Q~~~~iif: ~Cfi~<tii~~6<J~: 

~~~ffta ij'+J«I' <'IUfl:"fq&ft: I 

ij'G~1"d~ru feffq:crifq'f: 
Wl"r-acrt frrN,ij'"l ~~~cor~: 11 

~~cr~ ~ftrcr~~r ij')S~«<( ~q;;ft~: 

ll~<fl~q) R3;<rqfu'': *~~:atf~qq;~: 

l£: ~ifif ;rqfu~~~<ii)itq~~ -
fir-:arijiro:cr ~~f;;fl:liififfi~~~r~r<r: 

This shows that i~oft~cr II was as great a warrior as he was 
a bestower of villages and builder of temples. 

This charter records the grant of a village named ll6~am~ 
in the 'ifcr:sl' mandat or district, to a Brahman when there was an 
eclipse of the Sun. 

(v) The Koni temple stone inscription is dated in the year 
900 (Chedi era) in the reign of ll~~ II. 

The following slokas in the text refer to geographical names 
which are of enough interest. 

a~ Cliff~~ Jrff~ ~~fer Si"l~ cilRrl:ltrR 

!;{~--- fefl(ll:q~trferor ~'ffi:TCfi tffi:q<r: ~~~~6~: 1 

sr!c(Jq;q-qrm:'fi: ~lfi'~~q:rre~~rsrt 'il R?lit 

~TiifT ~ ~~;r~crfur~cr;r Fm:cr~m ~ocf~cr lie. II 

X X X X X X 
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f@fm~ ~~ {~:e-~r~ {rR-- -
~Sq' ~i1( ~~ ~:SilT§;: I 

f~~W-ll~ :qg;(t {{cr) ~-{rcrr - -
<it ~o:cr~f.Fcr-trfa"tr\Y~"f ~~~~~1: ~~~~ 11 

a- c:r1P<~ <irlO"NtrRr~~ q' {\'Of~q: 

~~,~~ ~~rfuP:r,~ttcr 
ij'oeriN'<iiHtra;;J~~~ ~t<iT 

f.rll1fi2<fi ~ 'Cf'fif{ mrlf ~~ II~ ~II 
I 

'Kcrf;JJ~' is the present day (~;J~:sr in Ganjam we know 
d"~UR ;J~i'~ from another stone inscription '~~$'9;{' is to. be identified, 
so also '~ ~tiff' '~~W' may be R4il'~) in ·the Bond State, Orissa! 

· 'Harwonga' is a new name about which we have no information. 
Ratnadeva II (sloka 9) was pleased to' bestow 'al{ powers' 

upon one of his chief ministers. The sloka 26th quoted above 
refer to the exploit of tba_ t minister. 

A village by name ij'm~:was bestowed up.on a Brahman by 
'ttoft~cr II wlien there was a solar eclipse. To quote the text:-

. 'rgi~~ ~ro:r): 'lt<fi~ifor lO"r~;ft~~ 
*" .. . Q;lif'ij'~l~ !IT;J:~~tifl~oq~ ~'ij': II 

Sloka No. 35 of the text. 

rTwo ~flla<r ~a:or-one of Lord Siva and the other of Lord 
Vishnu-were constructed at Koni. 

~~qor CJ~~)"fcr~>ctu~a-r: 

u+~: q~p:m;r m:;:t 'iirft<f :qr{~ti 1 
~ Sloka 32. 

Again 
{ ~;JPi rRi'rGfcr;f ilfi';Jffi'~fzrtr~~ 'firR<i 8or 
~~ R~ll~'c:rfrra-w QH'fiTiffli. ·II "II 

There are altogether 38 slokas in the text. 

.. 



SEX IN MEDIEVAL INDIAN ART 
(With special reference to Bihar.) 

BY 

LAKSHMAN JHA 

It is unfortunate that in spite of his ceaseless efforts Man 
has not been able to strike a baht nee between the Sexes in life as 
in Art. In as much as Art is the representation of life, it has 
ever been an arena of conflict between the sexes. When sage 
Na:rada in the Aitareya Bra:hmana1 declares "Verily the Son is 
the light and daughter, miseray itself" (Jyotirha putra)J KrpaQam 
ha duhita) he places man above women though he might be said 
to have certain justification based on the conditions of life pre
valent then. Without going into the metaphysical aspect of the 
question, it may be said that, judged by the modern ethical concep
tions of life-values, the au thor of the statement quoted above 
was putting a premium on hiss ex. The constant racial conflict!", 
however, required persons having more than ordinary physical 
strength which has generally been the monopoly of male sex and 
that makes man declare himself as superior to women. The 
woman was inferior to man because she could not fight 
side by side with him with the enemy ; she was a source 
of trouble because very often conflict arose for her. When 
these racial conflicts subsided and people got settled on land, 
they began giving more time to thinking which paved the 
way for the different philosophical theories and the schools based 
on them. Woman again creates difficulty for man. She invades 
his mental realm and disturbes his pursuits after knowledge, the 
way out of all human miseries. He is disgusted and declares her 
existence itself as useless2 • The further this search for knowledge 
leading to the final cessation of sorrows of life advances, the 
greater becomes the disgust and man declares: "What is a 
woman? Her breasts are nothing but lumps of flesh which have 
been compared to pitchers of gold ; her face that is compared to the 
moon is nothing but the abode of cough; what about her thighs 
said to vie with the trunks of big elephants? Thighs covered over 
with urine flowing down from the sustem ? The whole sight of her 
is tdigusting but the poets have elevated her out of proportions" 8 • 

Darker picture of woman would be difficult to draw. That is 
how Brahmanic literature depicts sex up to the seventh century 
A. D. · 

1. A.itareya Brahmany (Harisoandropakhyanam.) 
2. ::Paneatantram (:Mitrabhedah.) 
8. Vail&iJ.,,•*-~.:0 (Bharb'bri) SlQb 19. · 
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The Buddhist literature presents no better picture, for life 
which is represented in Art,. literary or plastic, had been_the same 
for the Brahman and the Buddhist. In the Suttapitaka we have 
the story of Mahapajapati Gautami's convers;on to Buddhism! 
Gautarb.i, the sister of Buddha's mother, wap.ted to enter Samgh~ 
but Buddha said no because she was a woman. When A.nanda ins
isted on her being admitted, Buddha put forward cer~ain conditions, 
very hard and very humiliating, for the entry into Samgha of · 
Gautami and other women. Buddha was sorrry to have allowed 
women to enter the Samgha and .he prophesied to A.nanda tha.t 
the Dhamma he propounded was to have lasted long but the entry 
of women into the Samgha would obstruct the practice of Brah.
macarya, the basis of the Dhamma, and decay would come in 
after five hundred years. 

The literary productions,. BraJ~anic or Buddhist, up to the 
·seventh century as well as the ·plastic art of which very few 
examples of sex have been so far ayailable, picture life as trying 
·to escape sex. This attempt for escaping sex i8 the· moving 
spirit. behind all art up to the seventh century A, D. This is then 
the background against which we have to view sex in the medieval 
Indian Art. In· the ancient and early medieval days they 
denounced 'woman'. There is reason for it. Man's knowledge 
had not sufficiently advanced and he had no easy methods to 
earn his· livelihood. Economic conditions were· hard because 
the means of production was_ meagre and exploitation of the 
weak by the strong was rampant. V.ery much like the poor 
worker of to-day, he had therefore to engage hims~lf in almost 
ceaseless efforts for food, clothing and housing. He had natur
ally no time for sexual indulgence; Not only that, he experienced 
certain disturbances because of his-attraction for woman and he 
denounced her. · 

Now, why this denunciation, .of wo~an ? Surely Man's lack• 
of knowledge of woman's faculties other than that of satisfying 
his sexual desires was the cause.~ ··Modern age has discovered 
these other faculties and in all the advanced countries efforts are 
taken for their utilization for social uplift. . . 

Before we proceed to consider sex in Indian Art, literary and· 
plastic, during the period extending over six centuries (800 
A.D,_:_1,400 A. D.) we would better take an account of the social 
conditions of the age. People were well·settled with agriculture 

.as the main source of their livelihood. There was no paramount 
power in India. The whole country was divided into numerous 
kingdoms often .fighting and supplanting each other. The aristo
cracy made up of the wealty individuals of the three dvija:tis-:-
Bra:hmaJ:.la, K~atriya and Vaisya-had lpst all hold over the 
administration of the lancJ and had given up all hope of regaining 
the same. They had amassed vast wealth which provided 
facilities for luxury. The people in general had reached the depth 
of poverty and having completely lost confidence in themselve~ 
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offered themselves to the petty Rajas as the different aristocrats 
holding each a tract of land corresponding to a district or a 
sub-division of to-day, called themselves. These aristocrats 
utilized these poor folk driven to desperation by the absence of 
any secure means to ·keep their body and soul together for fight
ing their battles and p.roviding things for their enjoyment of an 
indulgent life. Whenever free from battles the Raja would retire 
to his court and would give himself up to a life of enjoyment, 
attended by dancers,-male and 1female, mostly female-songstres 
and a host of others who would have no business in a place where 
problems of life are taken seriously. The Raja was the centre of 
all activities. He had to be satisfied. His wishes must be 
fulfilled. And his wishes were many and unreasonable, at times 
revolting. Sex being one of the primary instincts in living beings 
came in most often for the Raja's indulgence. In the court, 
songs must be fsuch as to create sexual excitement in the Raja ; 
if a temple is to be erected, it must have sculptures in relief or 
images that create sexual passion in him. The Raja had no 
worries about his food and cloth and house which were all there 
for him in abundance. And the next thing after this he yearned 
tor was sex. While he was making sex an ideal of kingship in 
fhe north Bihar, in the south the Buddhist monasteries provided 
the breeding grounds for sexual preachings and practices that 
speak boldly of a society on the verge of ruin. 

Buddha's prophecy came true, though late. The later 
Buddhists ceased to be inspired by the noble life of Buddha. Life 
ceased to hold an ideal for them-the ideal of self-sacrifice 
for the service of the suffering beings. The du}:_lkham (Misery) 
was there-rather in larger amount than in previous ages-but the 
noble eight.fold paths were no more. They were replaced by 
another path, the surest-Vajraya:na-as they claimed and the 
easiest, Sahajayana, as they proclaimed. This new path, the salva
tion through 'Sadhanas' practices in sexual indulgence, was in 
fact the rationalization of the Buddhist monks uncontrollable 
sexual behaviour. They would have proved to be great men 
indeed if not great as Buddhists if they had declared the old path 
of Buddha either as wrong or unsuited to the times they lived 
in and had taken to the house-holder's life. But that required 
boldness and character which very things they lacked. The stream 
o!f life flowed through a thousand channells. It had lost its 
strength and fixity. Human personality, wavering and divided, 
lo!t its vitality and groped in the dark. It was tormented by a 
thousand rival inclinations. In this overwhelming uncertainty, 
he tellngs to sex which being instinctive provided the easiest path 
forward to where no body knew; though 'to salvation' they 
~'but out of ignorance or hypocrisy is yet to be ascertained, 

• '4''Dle word 'Vajrayana' means the vehicle of obtaining 
lttt'fl tra through the ~edium of vajra which· ·is another name 
tot · · · o called because it is a thin~ which ca.unot be 
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destroyed, cannot be cut, cannot be. burnt. The position of the 
priests, the Gurus, and Vajra:chryyas in the Vajrayana thu~ 
·became very much magnified, because they invented other methois 
for the mass to attain an easy salvation. The mass could not 
master the sacred writings and could net even recite them. Tho 
Dharanis which were mostly meaningless . strings_ of words, were 
composed for them and the recitation of these Dha:ral)iS promised· 
them great merit. These Dharat;tis were later on shortened into 
equally unintelligible mantras and Vfjamantras. Individual 
mantras were assigned to. individual deities who were held to 
take their origin from the Vijamantras or mystic syllables. How 
the deities originated from particular syllables is a matter for 
independent investigation. Those votaries who could not worship 
their Gods in accordance with the prescribed procedure (Sadhana) 
were promised by the Gurus perfection·only through the muttering 
of the mantras. Thus the position of the Gurus became para. 
mount and as they showed the easy way or the adamantine 
path for NirvaQa they were c'alled vijraca:ryyas. 

-"It was an evil day for Mahayana when Asanga in th~ 
sixth century went up to heaven and brought. the Tantras down 
to earth and introduced the much-expected aid of gods, the 
want of which was keenly felt,-into the religion of the Mah'ayanists 
of his time·; they had already lost faith in their own exertions and 
required •the help of the gods f.or their salvation, nay more, 
they even stooped so low as to crave for ordinary worldly per
fections (Siddhis) and were not satisfied if they could not ·secure 
them.">~-

These Sadhanas were nothing but sexual practices in different 
forms. Even if we assume that they were union of male and . 
female in different amorous poses as pictured in mind rather than 
actual practices in sexual indulgence yet they show unmistakably 
how much of their time, energy and attention, they devoted to think
ing of man and woman as the two agents of sexual ·enjoyment. 
But the Sa:dhanas are not gone from our land and if present can 
give an indication of what existed in the past, it can be assertrd 
that these were only confined to mental gymnastics as the Sadhakas 
claimed them to be but which were in fact the mental luxury 
of a sexually Rtarved human being. There have been Tantrikas 
in the present age even up to a few years ago.-I .do not know 
if there exists any such even to-day-who ba;ve _practised the 
Sadhana on the persons of females. The five M's (Paficamakaras
Maithuna, Matsya, Madya etc.) which they declaredly adop-ted 
for their salvation include sexual intercourse as the chie'f means 
of attainment of the Good and the other 'maka:ras' are mere , 
accessories for the materialization of the great one, _the M-aithU:na. 

4. Benoytosh Bha.ttaoheryya, M. A.. 'Buddhist Iconography' 
(Oxford University Press 1924, p. p. XVII-XVI'll.) 

.. 
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The Buddhists in the four centuries that preceded the Muslim 
invasion of the country which led to the destruction of their mon
astries-Nalanda etc.-and their extinction in the land as a sect, 
developed a very elaborate process providing avenues for their 
sexual inclinations. Sex was now an obsession to them. They 
could think of nothing else. Therefore the whole energy was 
spent in thinking out various ways of indulgence and carrying 
them into practice. These processes were later on collected 
together and formed a book •Sa:dhanamala'. ..The earliest 
manuscript of the •Sadhanama:la' belong to the year A. D. 1167, 
and many of the latter developments have been incorporated 
in the work, entitled Dharmakosasailgraha by Pandita Amrta
nanda5" of Nepal in the last century. 

While the Buddhists called their new path to salvation the 
'Vajraya:na' or the 'Sahajaya:na' the Brahmar;tas gave it the name 
'Tantrava:da' round which developed a huge literature dating 
as late as the last century. As regards practices there was no 
difference between the Buddhists and the Bra:hmanas. The same 
'union of male and female energy'6 was here in.Tantravada as 
in the Vajrayana. The Tantrikas called their sect the Guhya
sama:ja ; .. in working it out theories are indulged in and practices 
enjoined, which are at once the most revolting and horrible that 
human depravity could think of, and compared to which the 
worst specimen of Holi-well Street literature of the last century 
would appear absolutely pure''. 7 

We have so far dealt with the literary side of the picture,. 
Let us have a view of the sculptures-in stone, bronze and 
ivory-of the period (800 A. D. to 1200 A. D.). Kven here we 
have to divide our materials into the Buddhistic and the Brahma
nical. The Brahmanas who made Siva-Pa:rvati as the vehicle 
of the expression of their sex in Art were more generous towards 
their highest deity, Visr;tu than the Buddhists who dragged Bhddha 
himself down on the earth to pose in a thousand abject ways to 
give food to their sexual obsessions. Buddha in this new role 
they called 'Vajradhara' the holder of the V ajraya:na, the surest 
way and united him with a female, his Sakti as the V ajraya:nists 
call her and named her 'Prajna:pa:ramita:, Several images 
in stone, bronze and ivory as well as paintings and drawings 
have been discovered in Nepal where Buddha (Vajradhara) is 
shown in an embra~.:e with his Sakti (Prajna:pa:ramitra). This poss 
they call Samputayoga8

• It was strictly enjoned in the 

5. Benuytosh Bha.ttacharyya., M. A. 'Buddhist Iconography' 
(Oxford University Press 1924, .P· II.) 

6. Hara.prasada Sa.stri M.A. 'Introduction to Modern Buddhism' 
p. 10. 

'l. Dr. Rajendra Lal Mitra 'Sanskrit Buddilist Literature' p. 261. 
.j. Binoytosh Bhattacharyya t:M, •A. 'Buddhist Iconography' 

Plate '"ul~ fblPl•te IX (c). (dl. (•). . . 
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Sadhanamala to conceive of the female partner in the Samputa· 
yoga as a young woman of the most exquisite· beauty. Th.ey 
always h;tsisted on her being a divyakumari 9 (the bright ma.id), 
d'Vira~tavarf?akrtith na:na:lankaradh ara10 (aged sixteen, twice eight, 
and decked with numerous ornarnen ts), Saumya:11 (the attractive· 0 

and submissive), navayauyanavat112 (in the beginning of her 
youth) and navayauvana: srngararasalB (in the beginning of her 
youth and full of sexual exube ranee). That came to be the ideal 
of the followers of Buddha in the centuries after the death of 
Harsa and they acheived it. Man is nowhere more successful 
than· in degradation and his efforts more . effective than in 
hypo~i~. · 

Why should the Brahrnar;1as ·choose 'Sivaparvati' for the 
expresswn of their sexual inclinations ? Vi~QU, their highest 
deity, is saved the indignities.' Visnu is found in hundreds of 
images of the period with his consort Lak!?mi either as Lak!?mi· 
narayar;1a or as 'Se!?asayi, and even his images have been found 
at several places where he stands with his four arms bearing 
Sat:~kha (Conch), ·Cakra (wheel), <?ada: and Padma (lotus) with 
female attendants having.- chamars in their hands. No where 
is he presented in the amorous pose. Even Durga:, Sarasvat1, 
Kali and othe female deities have been conceived of without 
amour. And th~mgh Bhairava and Tandava aspects of Mahe{;a 
are well known, the. most popular form of the combination of 
Siva and Pa:rvati is that in which Siva is seated-with Pa:rvati on 
his lap. Such images are found in an parts of the eastern 
provinces."l. 4 The medieval Indian Art presents certain difficul
ties in its proper understanding; "'iVhile pictures in literature 
have their counterparts in the plastic art eg. Sculpture, there 
are some anomalies one of which is the absence in sculpture of 
Ra:dhakrsna in amsor so lavishly pictured by Jayadeva (1100 
A. D.) ·in his Gitagovindam and Vidyapa ti (1400 A. D.) in his 
EOngs. The Siva•Parvati ·theme in sculpture plays as it were the 
counterpart of Ra:dhakr!?Qa in literature though MatsyapuraQa 
(Adhya:ya 260, 12-19)·gives a detailed prescription for the ·carving 
of the image of Siva-Pa:rvati in amour. 

"Caturbhujam dviba:hum va: Jatabha:rendubhuf?itam 
Locanatrayasa:ill.yuktamumai kaskan~hapaQinam 
Dak~iQenotpalm sulam vame kucabhare karam 

9. Binoytosh Bhatta.charyya M. A. 'Buddhistllconography' p. 106~ 
10. Binoytosh Bha.tta.charyya M. A. 'Buddhist ~Iconography' p: 108. 
11. Binoytosh Bha.ttaohrayya M.:A. 'Buddhist Iconography' p. 109. 
12. Binoytosh Bhattacha.ryya. M. A. 'Buddhistlloonogra.phy' p. 110. 
13. Bino:vtosh Bhattaoharyya M.A. Buddhist Iconography' p. 111. 
14. R. t D. Banerji, . M., A. 'East~rn InGian SchQol of ,Mediev~l · 

eoul~tures' :P· lll. 
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Supratistham suve~am ca tathardhendukrta:sanam 
Va:me tu samsthita: devi tasyoram bahuguhitab. 
Sabalika:krJ:.laba tilalatalilkojjvala 
MaQikUQQ.alas amyukta karnik.a:bharana kvacit . 
Ha:ra-keyurabahula haravaktra:valokim 
Va:manisam devadevasya espersaQtililaya: ta tab 
Dak!?inant bahih krtva: bahum dak$i-I).atastatha 
Skndbe va: dak~ine kuk~au sprsanty angulijaih kvacit 
Va:me tu darpanandadyadutplam va: susobhanam."15 

The reason of Siva having been chosen as the medium of 
expression ot the sexual aspect (the predominant aspect in those 
days) of the people is deeper than we may ordinarily take it to 
be. It may be seen far.-fetched, but still we have to associate 
it with the non-Aryan origin of the de1ty ,so long, of course, as 
another more convincing explanation is not forth-coming. If we 
take into account certain customs in our society of to-day especially 
in North Behar such as playing sexual pra-nks with persons 
dressed as Siva and Parvati on the new years day (Vaisakha') 
and various descriptions of Siva's associates (GaQas, Bhutas, 
Pretas) in the Pura~;~as and the Rarna:yaJ:.la, many things connected 
with Siva may be traced back to their origin in the non-Aryan 
society of pre-historic age, Nay, many of the descript10ns of 
Siva's ganas bring to the reader's mind the non-Aryan races in 
hill-tracts of India of to-day. If Hanurnan, Bali, Sugriva and 
others described as monkeys and other animals in the RamayaJ:}n 
can be taken for the non-Aryans who are given animal formFI 
in the descriptions by the Aryans because of their dislike of them 
(the non-Aryans}, we may well identify these associates of Siva 
with the kinsmen of his original worshippers, the non-Aryans. 
Perhaps the BrahmaJ:}as were aware of the indignities associated 
with unrestrained sexual enjoyment and hence they chose Siva, 
the non-Aryan deity for the purpose and spared their own deities. 
This point may be looked upon as refuted by the treatment of 
Ra:dha-Krsna in the medieval literatures but the very absence 
of the motif in sculpture may be cited in support of it. Siva was 
and is still held in high esteem, no doubt, but when man is out 
to rationalize what he takes to be the undesirable in him, he is 
sure to associate it with whatever be held high and be as far as 
possible something other than what he may call his own. 

The late Prof. Rakhal Das Banerji in his monograph 'Eastern 
Indian School of Medieval Sculptures'16 has given reproduotions 

15. R. D. Ba.nerji, M. A. 'Ea.lftern Indian School of Medieval 
Soulptu~es' p. 112. 

· 16. B. D. Banerji, M.A., 'Ea1tern Indian School_ of Mediev•l 
Soulpture' Pla.~e LV (a), (b) and (c) Plate LlV (d). 
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of four images of Siva-Parvati from different parts of Bengal' 
and Behar. In these images, Siva-Parvati have been conceived 
of strictly in accordance with the prescription -of Matsyapurana 
quoted ab:>ve, Pa:rvati is seated on the left lap of Siva ; Siva's 
left hand is touching her left breast from behind and his right 
hand is on her chin. Except in very minor datails the description 
applies to all the four images. They are all carved out of black 
Gaya stone. 

Four images of the same deities are exhibited in Patna 
Museum gallery of sculptures. In the one from Monghyr, Pa:rvati 
is seated on the left lap of Siva as in images referred_ to above; 
her right foot is placed on the lion below; Siva's right foot is 
placed on the back of the Nandi; his left hand is touching Parvati's 
left breast from behind; his right hand touches her chin; Parvati 
encircles Siva's neck with her right hand; Siva holds a Gada in 
one of his right hand. The three other images-one of them 

-comes from Saran and the . remaining two from certain other 
places (not mentioned on the label) in Bihar-also have Siva·
Pa:rvati as deities in the same pose as described just above. The 
images are carved out of black Gaya stone. An examination 
of these sculptural remains leads one to the conclusion that 
deterioration had come in not only with regard.to the theme and 
approach to it put also with regard· to the technique of Art so 
much so that neither in the materials selected nor in finish the 
artist of medieval India approaches the standard established by 
his predecessors in the days of the Mauryas or even in the days 
of the Guptas. 

We have reproductions of two images of Siva-Pa:rvati given 
by Sri·T. A. Gopinath Rao in his "Hindu Iconography" .. In oneu 
of the images (in the Rajputana Museum, Ajmere) all. the three 
deities of Hindu Trinity (Hari-hara~Pita:maha) are represented, 
Siva and Pa:rva ti are· again here in the same pose _as in images 
discussed above .. Iri the remaining image1s from Bagli, Bellary 
district in the south, Siva and Parvati have been depicted In the 
same way as above·with slight variations. Both these images are 
in stone with finish the same as in those dealt with above. 

It is to be borne in mind that while the technique of the 
sculptural art in the North has been discussed in the PuNQas 
especially the Matsyapurai].a. and the AgnipuraQa, that in the 
south has been treated in quite another set of books like the 
PuraQas called the A.gamas. :r'hey_ are "a special class of works 

17. T. A. Gopinatha Ra.o, M.A, Plate LXXIV VoL I 'Elements 
of Hindu Iconography' face, p. ~53 Part I. 

18. T. A. Gopina.tha Ra.o. M.A., Plate LXXIV 'Eleme:pts of 
Hindu Iconography; Vol. II, Part l, p. 135, . 

~3 
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inculcating the mystical worship of Siva and Sakti like the tantras. 
The traditional definition of the Agamas is 

Agatath pancavaktra:ttu gatath ca girija:nane 
Matanca va:sudevasya tasma:da:gamucyate II 

They are encyclopaedic works like the PuraQas whose ultimate 
object is also to discuss the W:lr,::hip of the triad. The Purat.:las, 
however, deal with all the three deities forming the holy Trinity, 
although Vi!?I).U has received preference and to his worship fourteen 
of the Puranas are devoted. The Agamas on the other hand deal 
mostly with' Siva. Obviously they are intended to represent the 
Pura:nas of South India. These Agamas of Daksna:tya are in fact 
more' extensive than the Pural).as of Arya:var'ta. There are as 
many as twenty·eight recognised Agamas, while the number of 
the great PuraQas is not more than eighteen or nineteen' .1 9 

So far we have dealt with the religious theme of the Art 
only, we would now better have a look at the secular aspect of 
it too. Though all arts except very few of course in medieval 
India centered round the temple as in medieval Europe they did 
round the church, the secular aspect of life was not altogether 
neglected. The door-frames of temples of the period mostly 
dedicated to Siva, the number of those dedicated to Visnu and 
other deities of the Hindu Pantheon coming next, are· full of 
sculptures in relief depicting the Life in general. And as sex 
was upper-most in the mind of those aristrocats that financed 
the constructing of these temples, the artist devoted more space 
to representation of the sexual aspect of life than to others. As 
in literature of the period so here too the artist has given up all 
restraint and exhibited Man in his perfectly brutish nackedness. 
The door-frame (1000 A. D.) from Belwa, Saran, kept in the 
Patna Museum has two representations of 'man-woman' in 
embrace on either sides of the frame. So far as technique of the 
artist is concerned, they are admirably finished and would receive 
a thousand applauses from a critic of the school that propagates 
'Art for Art's sake'. But Man through the long course of his 
history has seen the disastrous results of such an absence of all 
control over sexual exuberance as depicted in the Saran door
frame sculptures and has well banned its public exhibition; for 
sex, though one of the vital things in life, is not the whole of it ; 
one can for instance live without a companion of the opposite sex 
but none has ever lived without food. He has to look to this 
great problem of food that has defied human endeavours so far. 
Life, therefore, must have an ideal where sex: is not eschewed 
altogether-that is, however, not possible even-but is subordinated 
to the supreme problem of life, Food which means directly the 
preservation of our r ace. 

19. P. K. Aoharya, M.A., P.Hd., D. Lt., I.E.S., 'Indian Arcbi
t~cture' Allahabad, 1927, :p. 2~. 
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The two sculptures in relief on the Saran door-frame discussed 
just above are matched by another set of two representations, of 
'man-woman' in embrace in relief on a door-frame (black Gaya 
stone) lying in ruins of Siva's and Vi!?J.lu's temples at Bhagawanpur 
in the district of Darbhanga. The huge sculptural remains here 
have not been so far noticed in the journal of any learned society. 
The theme and the finish as well as the material are all sur
prisingly similar to those in the Saran · door-frame sculptures. 
According t0 an inscription (Om Sri Malladevasya .. ) on the 

:pedestal of the Lak~mmarayal)a image, the sculptures may be 
. assigned to the beginning of the twelfth century A. D. The 

inscription mention Malladeva who was the son of ~a:nyadeva 
who came to Mithila: by the close of the eleventh century A. D. 
and established his rule there. Malladeva's elder brother ~angadeva 
ruled from 11:14 A. D. to 1148 A. D. Malladeva must have there
fore flourished in the first half of the twelfth century .. The script 
of the inscription is of the north-eastern variety+ of the medieval 
Nagari, the precursor of modern mithilak:;;ara and the Bengali 
script, The script also thus points to the date of the inscription 
and hence of the image being the twelfth century. This Malla
deva is described as an ideal hero in the•Yuddhavirakatha: which 
forms a chapter of Puru~aparik~a by Vidya:pati who flourished ·in 
the end of the fourteenth and beginning of the fifteenth century. 

The sculptural remains having sex as their motif have a 
marvellous counterpart in the songs of Vidya:pati. He has been 
as unrestrained in his treatment of the theme as the sculptors 
of Siva-Parvati images and the Saran and Darbhanga (Bhagwa n
pore) door-frame reliefs of 'man-woman' in embrace. The love
songs of Vidya:pati give pictures e:&actly similar to those given 
in the sculptures referred to. The detailed description of woman 
in a thousand amorous poses in a language at once sweet and 
intelligible to even the man in the street is well ·matched with 
the'exqui8ite care and delicacy and ··the masterly finish of the 
medieval plastic art. But behind all this display ,of gaity, there 
was that Life's eternal possession, the misery wrought by poverty 
which found expression now and then in the artistic creations 
of the age. The ''mother and child' in relief on the Saran and 
Darbhanga door-frames side by side with the 'man-woman' reliefs 
and the last song of Vidya;pati (Prarthanas and Nacaris) as against 
his love songs speak clearly of the hold the Misery had over ·the 
people whose efforts to hide it behind sexual festivities failed and 
Life's pathos gained view gf the discerning mind. 



EASTERN EXPANSION OF GURJJARA DOMINIONS 

BY 

ADRIS H. B.ANERJI. 

The purpose of this contribution, is to discuss the new . light 
that has been thrown, on one of the most interesting periods of 
Indian history, by the discoveries of certain votive records at 
Nalanda. The extension of Gurjjara dominions in eastern Indias:) 
which has been made possible by the publication of Dr. H. Sastri's 
'Epigraphic Materials in Nalanda'. It would however be in the 
interests of the very point to go into the history of Gurjjara empire 
with greater detail. So few people realise that, Harsha was not 
after all the last Hindu emperor of northern India, and within 
few centuries, northern India was privileged to witness a spectacle, 
which probably it had not seen, since the Mauryan legions left 
the north Indian marches unguarded, and allowed the Bactrian 
Greeks to occupy Gandhara and the Punjab. These were the 
Gurjjaras-better known to the Indian historians as Gurjjara
Pratiharas whose desc~dants possibly still survive as Gujars 
and Padihars in the Punjab, and U. P. They were probably 
barbarians, of Hunic origin, were converted and became zealous 
supporters of decadent Hinduism. Throughout the ninth, tenth 
and possibly a part of eleventh centuries of the christian era, 
they were one of the most dominant powers in the whole of 
northern India. Their valour and their organisation was spoken 
of in respectful terms by the Arab historian and travellers. As 
long as their cavalry was strong enough, and did not degenerate 
into that rabble that faced the Turki invaders of Ghazni and 
Ghor, quite able to fight amongst themselves and to be immortalised 
in vainglorious terms by paid poets and bards, but unable to 
perform the most sacred duty that falls upon man-to defend his 
hearth and home against foreign invaders, so long the proud 
crescent ~f the Caliphs, victorious in every land from Granada 
to the Indus ; and from Gibraltar to the portions of Mongolia, 
did not cross the Multan frontier, in which city the famous temple 
of Sun, was maintained as a hostage against any attacks by the 
Kafir army. The Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta might seek their 
alliance, the Palas in Bengal may repeatedly attempt to cutb 
the haughty upstart of Mohodaya; Chakrayudha might have 
run like a shuttle between Gauc;Ia and Kanauj; the valour and 
power, of these Hinduised barbarians,. were appreciated by the 
only first class military power in the world and were respected. 
Then, in natural course, decay set in, the qualities that made 
possible the greatness in heyday of their glory, in spite of the 
mortal enmity with two other first class powers-the Pa:las and 
the Rashtrakutas, decayed-and with it vanished the glories of 
Kanauj. It was sacked by Mahmud, and in the place vacated 
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by them, the Cba:hamanas, the Parama:ras, Haibayas, Ohandellas, 
Gahadva:las and Senas led a wild ghost dance, to their hearts 
content. That was an age of decay and decomposition. Even 
then the name was respected so that the Gahadvalas proclaime9. 
in their records :-Asid=asifa.d1/Uti-vamsajata-Kshmapala-mala.<;u-
divam-gatasu.-. . ............ '. 

Such in short is the history of the achievements and failures 
of the Gurjjara.-PFatiharas. Originally inhabitants of Bhillamal, 

omodern Bhinmal in Jodhpur State; they conquered and were 
dispqssessed; and reconquered the whole of northern India. Driven 
to the deserts of Gujrat (the province owes its present name to 
the Gujars, Gurjaratra=Gurjjarara:shtra=;=Gujrat) and Rajputana, 
they overcame their disastrous defeat,, wrested practically -the, 
whole of northern India, and establiEhed 1 their capital at K;_anya· 
kubja (i.e. Kanauj). They would have ventured into Dakhan too 
·had they not been prevented by- the able a:hd redoubtable governors 
of Rashtrakutas. 1'he whole history of this dynasty, was taken 
up by constant war they had to wage against Palas of Bengal 
and Rashtrakutas of Deccan (Dakhan), both of whom were allies 
and the former aimed at the paramo.unt sovereignty of northern 

.India. (If his court poets can be believed he was annointed by the 
elders of the Paiichalas, gladly),! In: spite of this powerful coali
tion, these Gurjjaras .were able to annex· Bihar and portions of 
Bengal temporarily, if not permanently~ 

The idea of Gurjjara occupation of north-eastern India, was 
first mooted by late K D. Banerji as early as 1915.2 Naturally 
however, his findings were based upon meagre epigraphic materials, 
which was then opposed by the patriotic school of the Bengal 
historians, led by the late Raibahadur R. Chanda. It was however _ 
fated that, he would be able to give the most conclusive proof 
of his theory, by finding a small votive record of the reign of 
Mahendrapala at Paharpur. Since, the epigraphic material has 
continued to increase, and an evaluation of these is essential 
for a proper understanding of the .extent of the Gurjjara doruinions 

... in the height of their pow:er. In f~ct Mahendrapa:la:s reign in 
eastern India was limited, and the surging tide of the Pala power. 
must have regained these territories. The earliest inscription 
testifying to the occupation of Magadha is the Bihar ::>harif image 
inscriptions found by late Hirananda Sastri. It reads:-

1. [Om]Samvat 4 Chaitra Sudi 10 Sri-Ma.hi(e)n drapaladevu.-
rajye Baindhavanam. - · ~ 

2. dana(a)rthe Kumarabhandre(rire)na degaddh(flh) armma[h.] 
Pratipadi(i)tah. , -

. 1. Khalimpur Plates of Dharmma.pa.la.-A. K. Ma.itreya., Gaudale .. 
khamala, p. 14. • 

2. Pratih~ra oooupa.tion of Ma.gadb.a.-I ,dian Antiqu·1ry. Vol, 
xlvii, pp, 109ff. 
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"In the year 4, on the lOth day of the bright half of Chaitra 
during the reign of Mahendrapaladeva (the image, was set up by 
Kumarabhandra as a gift of the Saindhavas (the residents of 
Sindh)." B 

There is an undated record mentioning Mahendrapa:la found 
by the same scholar at Na:landa.4 The next record takes us to 
the ancient Soma pur a Vihara founded by Dharmmapa:la, the first 
great monarch of the Pa:la dynasty of Bengal. The find spot 
is significant, as it shows that peaceful intrusion cannot explain., 
the occurrence of the name of the most powerful monarch of the 
rivaL dynasty, in the dominions of the descendants of Gopala and 
Dharmmapala. 'Ihe inscription reads:-

1. Om Samvat 5 Sravana Dine 7 
2. Sri Mahendra-Pala-deva-rajye 
3. Bhichhu (bhu) Ajaya-garbhena Buddha-
4. Bhattarakana pradatta(h) sta-
5. mbho=yam satv-artha·hetoh. 

The year of Mahendrapa:la in which this inscription was 
engraved is somewhat early in his reign, but there can be no 
doubt about the reading. The figure has much resemblance with 
the modern Bengali 5 and, therefore, I take that its value is 
undoubted. The figure for 7 is exactly similar to modern 
Bengali 7. 

"Om Samvat 5 on the seventh day of Sra:vana during the 
reign of Mahendrapala the pillar was set up in honour of Buddha
Bha ttaraka, for the benefit of all beings by Bhikshu Ajeya
garbha."6 

The next inscription is found in Gaya district and is dated 
in the 8th regnal year of the King. It reads:-

1. Samvat 8 Sri-Mahendrapala rajyabhishe-
2. Ka Saudi R is hi putra Sahadevasya. 

"Om the yGar 8 (from) the coronation of Mahendrapa:la. (The 
gift) of Sahadeva, the son of the Rishi (rishi) Saugi (Sauri).''6 

The next inscription found at Guneriya in the Gaya district 
reads as follows:-

Text 
1. Samvat 9 Vaisakha. 
2. Sudi 5 Sr-iGuna. 
3. Charita Sri-Mahendrapa 
4. la-deva-rajye deva-dha 
5. -rmn(o)yam Paramopasaka 
6. -vantka Haridatta putra Sri('l) ....... .. 

, 
3. .Memoirl of the Archaeolog,ical Survey of Indi::J, No. 6G, 

PP• 105•06. 
4. Ibid, p. 106. 
5. I6;d, No. 55, p. 75. 
6. Memoirs of Astatic Socjety of Bengal, 'Vol. V, No, p. 3, 64. 
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"In the year 9 on the 5th day of the bright half of Vaisakha, 
in the reign of the illustrious Mahe ndrapala, at the illustrious 
Gunacharita, the pious gift of Sripa(? la) son of the merchant 
Haridatta".7 

Another image inscription not yet properly edited. takes the 
Gurjjara dominions to the hill tracts of Hazaribagh district. 
This i.mage supposed to be that of a Tara was found in the village 
of Itkhori, and was noticed by late R. D. Banerji and Dr. R. S. 
Tripathi.S Two other inscriptions of the time of Mahendrapa:la 
are supposed to be in the British Museum of London but they 
have not been properly edited nor their estampages are available 
to me now. According to Dr. R. S. Tripathi they are dated in 
the year six and year two of the king.9 The greatest proof 
however is forthcoming from the Dighwa Dubauli grant of 
Mahendrapala of V. S. 955=898-99 A. D. 

The political situation is easy to sum up. The period probably 
saw the greatest internec~ne struggle between ambitious dynasties, 
vainly trying to stem the inevitable establishment of a centralised 
imperial government, either by the Palas or by the Gurjjara
Pra tiha:ras; and then struggle oetween these two ensued for the 
rajachakravarttin ideal. In social rna tters, a riew Hindu society, 
bereft of the virility that marked it in the precedding epochs, 
came into being, with heterogeneous ethnic elements composing it. 
This is quite clear from the racial names mentioned in the pala 
epigraphs. The rigidity of the cmt~te system and loss of catholicity 

· probably commenced from this age. • 
Politically ~e know that in the eariier part of the 9th century 

A. D., the Gurjjara-Pratiharas established an extensive empire 
in northern India. In Bengal Devapa:la succeeded Dharmmapa:la 
and in tact the Pala empire. But, his successors .Vigrahapala I 
and Narayanapa:la were not so fortunate; and probably Magadha 
and northern Bengal the ancient •PuQc;lravarddhana' were wrested 
.from them by Bhoja or his son Mahendrapala I. The next Pala 
monarch whose records have been found in Bihar is Ra:jyapala. 
I therefore have no hesitation in agreeing with the view that 
it was in the reign of Ra:jyapa:la, and not in the time of his son 
and his successor Gopala u;· that the Gurjjara Pra tihara empire 
lost eastern India. According to R. S. Trip a thi an echo of the 
Gauc;Ia wars of Mahendrapa:la is probably to be ·found in the 
Chatsu inscription of Guhila where a reference is made to the 
king of Gauc;Ia.to · 

7. Indian Antiquary, xlvii, pp. 109-10. 
8. Annual Report of the Patna Museum, 1920-21, p. 44. R. D. 

Banerjfs History of BenJial, Vol. i (3rd edition), p, 231; Dr. R. S. Tri
pathi lfistorv of Kanauj, p. 249. 

9. See however Nach rickten Von der Konig lichen Gessohsob 
aft der wissenscha.ftun Zu Golsing, eto. 1904, p. rl0-11. 

10. Epica Indica., Vol. xii, ~· 15 ~ verse 2~. 



THE ANTIQUITY OF THJ1 GANGA.S OF KALINGA 

BY 

S. KAMESWARA RAU, M.A., Research Scholar, 
University of Madras 

1. The Gangas of Kalinga style themselves as Gangeyakula 
Tilaka or as Ganganam Kulam alankar'sinch, in their various 
inscriptions. They do not state any details about the origin or 
tho foundation of this Gangeya kula till the 11th century, though 
the rule of the Ganga dynast.y seems to have commenced very 
early in the sixth century. 

2. The larger plates of Codagailga 1 (1077-1148) for the first 
time speak of the origin of the Gangas ruling power. 'Ihe Gangas 
claim of lunar descent, and Yaya:ti is said to be fifth in descent 
from the moon. Yaya:ti's son was Turvasu. He had an issue 
Gangeya, born out of the grace of the Ganges. From his time 
onwards the line was named Gangeya vamsa. The eighth after 
him was Citrangada. Eighth after him was Kolahala2 who built 
a temple for Hara. After him ruled eighty-one Kings and then 
Virasimha. He conquered Cola, Pa:n9ya, Konkan, Kerala, Karnatal, 
and Latta kingdoms. He had five sons Kamarnava. Danarnava 
GuQ~rna va, Ma:rasimha and Vajrehasta. 

3. The brother of Virasimha forcibly usurpred the throne. 
The eldest son of Virasimha, Kamarnava left his ancestral kingdom 
and with his brothers set out to conquer the earth, and came to 
the mountain Mahendra. Having there worshipped the God 
Gokarnesvaraswamin, he obtained the Vrishabha-lanchana 
through his favour. Assisted by his four brothers, he then 
conquered, king Ba:laditya8 and took possession of the Kalinga 
countries. Kamarnava made the city of Jantavuru his capital. 
Having decorated his younger brother DanarQava with necklace 
(kaQthika) of loyalty, as a token that he should succeed him in that 
kingdom, he gave to Gunarnava the Ambanadi vi!?aya, to Mara
simha the Seda mandala, to Vajrahasta the Kantaka vartani. 
He reigned over the Kalinga countries for 36 years. From him 
sprang up the rest of the Ganga line. 

4. This legendary account of origin is given only in some of 
Codaganga's inscriptions. In the Korin and the Vizag plates 
which are found in two sets, .one gives a long genealogy and the 
ather a shorter one. The plates which contain the long genealogy 
give ·the account of th~:~ origin. The shorter genealogy agree 

1. Dated A. D. 1112, 1134. 1048. 
2. Jtendupatnam and-Puri plates J. A. S. B. 1896, p. 2:l'!, 
,. · $ometiQles read as Sa.laditY,a, 

· le4 
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with the genealogy given in all the plates of Vajrahasta III 
(1038-70), the grandf~then)f Anantavarman. Hence the genealogy 
which finds credence in tte plates of these two rulers should be 
taken as more authentic, the plates with this shorter account are 

· more helpful than those giving the ·legendary account of the 
origin of the dynasty. All tlie information that the long genea
logies give us is that. the Ga~gas thought that they were immi
grants into Kalinga; and that the Gangas believed themselves 
to have been b~rn by't~e divine grace of the Ganges. 

5. It is ~adifficult to• id,entify where KolahaJapura could 
have been situated. It has been identified with the village of. 
Kolala in Ganjam district, by one Scholar.1 But to suggest that 
Kolahalapura is in Kalinga itself is to deny the evidence of the 
inscriptions which give us the knowledge that Gangas came to 
Kalinga and were not indegeneus to the country. Kolahalapur 
has,been more appropriately identified with Kolar in Mysore.z 

6. Another dynasty which is associated with Kola:halapura, 
and which claims such a hoary origin· is the western Ganga 
dynasty. There are three inscriptions which either mention or 
elaborate such ·a lengthy descent. Two are those of Ganga 
Peramandi, a later Western Ganga chief. The first one3 at the . 
Rumesvara temple at Tattukere (Shimoga dt.) bears a date which 
corresponds either to A. D. 1079 (Thursday 23rd May) or to ·A. D. 
1082 (Tnursday 19th May) ... This gives a genealogy whicli varies 
a little from others. The second is a stone inscription4 lying in 
front- of the Vira Somesvara temple at Bidare (Hubli Dt.) It 
gives a long genealogical list of kings of the "lksva:ku vamsava
tara". Another5 is that of Nanniya Ganga, d. A. D. 1122. This 
gives a very elaborate account of kings who were the earliest 
to rule. . The western Gangas belong to the Ik~vaku race. 

7. The son of Hariscandra, the inscription narrates, is 
Bharata.' His queen Vijayamaha:devi begot a son after bathing 
in the waters of the Ganges. He was therefore named Ganga
datta. In his line was born Vi~Ifugopa whose wife· was Pdthvi
mahadevi. · To them were born ;the sons, Bhagadatta and Sr1datta. 
Vi~.;1ugopa gave away to his elder son, Bhagadatta, 'the kingdom 
of Kalinga.~ 'He 'later on·-ruled in· peace over that country. 

,Srida tta was ruling the ancestral kingdom. 

1. R. Subbarao. ~ • .. 
2. It is interesting to note that the western Gangas also think 

of Kola.ha.la.pura. as their· traditional oapital ~ol~halapu:a varesva.ra 
nandagiri nadha. The banas appear to have th1s t1tle ea.rher than the 
Gangas. · 

3. E. C. VII Shimogi 10. 
4. E. C. VII Shimoga. 64. 
5. E. C. Na~a.r 35 Ka.llurugeqda lnscriptlon, 

24: 
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Later in the dynasty was born Padmana:bha. He had two 
sons-Rama and Lakshmana. The ruler of Ujjayanipura be
sieged the kingdom of Padmanabha in a dispute for some orna
ments. Padmanabha refused to yield but for security sent away 
his two sons and his maiden daughter Alabbe1 to a safe place. 
along with forty.eight chosen Brahmans; when they were going 
to the South, Padmanabha gave his sons the names of Dadiga 
and Madhava. As they were proceeding South they came to 
Ganga Perur. There they met the great sage Acarya Simhanandi. 
He was struck by Madhava's strength and made him king of a 
land which was later called Gangavadi. From the dynasty of 
Madhava sprang up the Western Ganga line. 

8. The two sets of inscriptions-of the Eastern and Western 
Gangas-have all to be dated in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 
a period when such legendary accounts came into vogue among 
the several royal dynastiee in South India. It is curious to note 
that in this period the establishment of a fresh kingdom was 
considered an easy affair to the Heroes of these stories wherever 
they happened to go. 

9. Many attempts have been made to find, similarity between 
these two accounts; at first sight the differences and incongruities 
are more glaring than tho similarities. From the way in which the 
Western Ganga inscriptions narrate that Visnugopa parcelled 
his kingdom into two, giving Kalinga to the elder son, it would 
appear as if Kalinga was part of their imperial dominions. If 
that was so it is strange that Padmanabha did not send his two 
sons to Kalinga, where one of their kimmen was ruling. The 
division of the kingdom, and the statement that a Western Ganga 
monarch was the founder of the line of kings at Kalinga are not 
borne out by the later journey of the Ganga princes into the far 
south, to places like G·anga-Perur in Cuddapah district and • 
Kalahala pur in the Mysore state. Moreover the genealogies do 
not agree or cross at any point. Not even one name in the list 
bears· any similarity to those in the other. The Western Gangas 
belong to the Solar Jine and are Kanva;yana gotris, the Eastern 
Gangas belong to the Lunar line and are · Atreyagotris. Moreover 
the Eastern Gang as considered that their original home was some
where the west of the Mahendra mountain, as it is stated that 
Kamarnav~ had to proceed eastwards and came to Mahendragiri. 
The· .Western G-angas .had in mind for theil' origin a place some
where in north India, near enough to be attacked and besieged 
by the ruler .of Ujjain Dadiga and Madhava came into the "South," 
and travell~d south waT<l.s to come to Ganga Perur. Thie disparity 
in their original &bod.es, becomes_ evident i,n a -close scrutiny of 
the plates.~ ·, : · \. '. 

,. ... ··· 



1"0. One thing that is common to both the accounts it:: that 
the Gangas left their a~cestral home. Foreign conquest in the 
case of the Western· Gangas and internal usurpation in the case 
of the Eastern G~ngas drove them both to a new habitation. 
Another is that the remotely associate themselves with the river 
Ganges; both ~he dynasties befir the name Gangas. . . .. ' ' 

11.:. This' name •"Ga:ngeyava'msa" does not occur in ancient 
Indian literature. The. one "'well knowr1 Ga~1geya is Bhisma, but 
he was a lifelong. bachelor. 'But we have in the writings of early 
Western geographers and!. travellers a name Gangaridae' tha-t .is 
akin and is'.probably- formed out of Ganga. 

\o • 't ...... .. •• ' ,. + - '\'"' • 

·12;· A' tri'be Gangaridae is mentioned by Diodorus. 1 He gives · 
an account of the information Alexander obtained from Pheglaus 
an Indian pr~nce. "Beyond this (river called Ganges) were situated 
the::dom.inions of the' Braisio and the Gandaridae, whose king 
Xa_ndrames had an army ·of 20,000 horse, 200,000 infantry, 2000 · 
chariots and 4000: elephants trained and equipped for war. Porus 
assured. him of the· correctness of the information, but added that 
the 'king of the' Ga:haaridae was a man of worthless. character, and 

. held in no respect; as he was tllOu_ght to be the son of a barb_er." 

13. The same writer, who is c~nsidereq a contemporary of 
Julius Caesar, gives us to understand that both the ·tribes Braisioi 
and Ga.ndaridae together had a king, who was referred to as 
_the man with the worthless character. · He names· him the king 
of Gandaridae and was impressed with his military strength. 
He speaks in another passagB of Gandaridae as "the greatest 
of all-the very many nations of India." against whom Alexander 
did not undertake an expedition, being deterred· by the multitude 
of their elephants." · • · 

• 14. Quintus C~rtins Rufus again speaJis of ·the· G'angaridae 
and the PharasiL whose .king "Agrammes ltept in'. the field. for 
guarding the approaches~to his country 20,000 cavalry, 200,000 
infantry besides 2,000 four horsed chariots; and what was the 
most formidable force of all, ,a•·.troop of 3,000 elep~ants." 

Here agairi .we are given to understand that both Gangaridae 
and Pharasii appear}o. ~ave only one. king. But Plutarch speaks 
of two kings for the Gandari'dai and Praissi. They ._.were ··reported 
to be waiting.· for him' Praisioi (Alexander, wlio was then· at 
Hyphasis) with an army of 80,000 horse; 200,000 foot,. 8,000 war 
chariots and 6,000 fighting elephants. 2 

15. He appears to ha~e' .• taken two ki~gs-!as ruling over 
the two tribes (nations ?) and :increased • the .npmber of forces as 
if to make it a combination of two equally powerful rulers. 

. . .. ·. . . \. 

1. Diodorus XVII-93 MoCrindle. 
~. Alex 62• 
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16. Strabo (1 century) goes a step further and drops out 
Gangaridae. He describes Palibothra, and then says that "the 
people in whose country this city is situated is the most distin
guished in all lndia and is called the Prasii.1 While describing 
the course of Ganges he mentions only Palibothra. 

17. Pliny the elder, in a chapter on Indian geography in 
his work Historia Naturalis narrates: "The tribes called Calingae 
are nearest the sea and higher up are the Mandaei and the Malli. 
The river (Ganges) is never if less deep than twenty paces (100 
feet) in the final part of its course which is through the country 
of the Gangaridaes. The royal city 1Regin) of the Calinga is 
Parthalis. Over their king 60,000 foot soldiers, 1000 horsemen 
and 700 elephants keep watch and ward". 2 Whatever reading 
is accepted whether it be "Gangaridum Calingarum Regin" or 
"Gangaridum Calingarum Regia", the association of Calinga and 
Gangaridai is common to both. Pliny is one of the writers who 
speaks of the Calingae and the Gangaridae as one and the same. 
They had a common capital Parthalis. He then refers to the 
Prasii also and says that "the Prasii surpass in power and glory 
every other people not only in this quarter, but one may say in 
all India, their capital being Palibothra. 3 He. then gives their 
impressive military :figures. 

18. Another writer of the middle of 2nd century A. D. 
is Claudius Plolemaeus (Ptolemy). In his outline of Geography 
he deals with "India within the Ganges".4 He speaks of the 
Prasiske, though he does not place Palibothra at the confluence 
of Ganges and Son, but far to the south-east and lower down 
the Ganges. He then deals with the lower part of Ganges and 
says that '"all the country about the mouths of the Ganges is 
occupied by the Gangaridai with the city Garge, the royal resi- • 
dence. He shows thai Gangaridai were in the lower part of the 
Gangetic region, and that their capital city was Gange at 
146-19 ·-15. 

19. This city is further r~ferred to by "Periplus of the 
Erythrean Sea". This is believed to be the work of a Greek 
merchant of Berenice in Southern Egypt who carried on business 
with India in the latter part of the first century A. D. He says 
"there is a river nearly called the Ganges, and it rises and falls 
in the same way as the Nile. On its bank is a market town 
with the same name as the river Ganges. Through this place 
are brought Malabathrum and Gangetic spikenamed and pearls 
and muslins of the finest sorts which are called Gangetic. Having 

1. VI 35-6. 
2. Book IV Ch. 22. 
3. Bk. VI Ch. 22. 
L P. l'Z2 :Moorindle Indi&r PtolemY. 
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been a merchant he speaks of the trade of the port, with so much 
specific reference. The Gangaridae might_ have been expert 
weavers of fine muslin cloth, for the export of wbich their caiJital 
and chief part Gange was famous. · 

20. The information supplied by the Greek writers is that 
there were two tribes at the time of Alexander. Both were very 
powerful, and perhaps were un'der a common ki.ng. The Gangafi
daeis were in the lower part of the Gangetic delta region. They 
had a prosperious capital called Gange (given by some as Parthal). 
They traded in very fine textile material. The author of the 
Periplus of the Erethrean sea might have himself vi~ited the port 
of Gange .. He associates that par of the country with the export 
of cotton cl'oth. He speaks generally of the civilised and prosperous 
tribe, Gangaridae. · 

· 21. Pliny as we, have noted introduces the Calingae arid 
joins them with Gangaridae. He treats them as one and the'same. 
Thus he speaks of the Macco-Calingae and Gangaridae-Calingae. . . 

22. The Gangaridae along with Mado Kalingae are supposed 
to be a part of Calingae. The Gangaridae-Calingae lived at the 
furthest extremity· of the Ganges region, as is indicated by the 
expression "gens novissima" which he applies to them. But having 
regard to the imposing army which they had, they could have 
been hardly confined to the farthest extremity of the Gangetic 
region-the modern Sundarban region. ·Their territory must have 

comprised a considerable portion into the interior portion of 
the eastern and was part of the Gangetic delta, along the sea 

.coast. 

23. Thus the Gangaridae Calingae and Modo Calingae. aptJear 
to have been two divisions of a larger whole Kalingae .. Many of 

• the associations and characteristic~:> of Gangaridae are those of 
the Kalingas and vice versa. Two instances. can be seen here. 

~ ' . .,. . 
24. The textile skill of the Gangaridae went far and wide; 

as reported by Periplus. He speaks of the "muslins of the finest 
sort which are called Gangetic" Gangetic is the name which the 
foreigners used for the cloth of this· region, manufactured by 
the people called Gangaridae. The Arthasastra used the word 
Kalingam for cloth of a fine variety. So do the Tamil classics. 
They so intimately connected fine textile workmanship with the· 
Kalingas, that they named the cloth pro.duced in that region after 
that country. This sit'nilarity cannot escape notice, and the in-. 
ference is evident. The Gangaridae, who are a part oi Calingat1 
exported cloth which in India is known as Kalingam and in the 
foreign lands was known as .Gangetic. The people who gave these 
two names appear to be one and the same. ... 

25. Another feature of the Gangaridae is their impressive 
elephant force. Quintus Curtius Ruf:us refers to their elephant. 
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force as "what was the most formidable force of all." This striking 
association with the elephants is c•ne of the characteristics of 
Kalinga. The Kalinga country was proverbially famous for its 
elephants. The inscriptions of the Gangas1 wherever possible give 
the strength of the elephants as tone of the distinguishing attributes 
of their Kings. The Tamil classics speak of Kalinga elephants. 
Pallavat·asu, the general of Kulottunga returned to his master with 
a booty of mighty elephant forces. The Muslims always claimed 
a tribute of elephant forces from the Ganga monarchs. Thus 
from the b· .. ginning of Ganga history to the end their elephant 
force was the1r strong point. We only gain additional information 
from the Greek writers, that even before we know of the Ganga 
dynasty as such, the Gangas possessed a vast elephant force which 
they must have obtained from the dense forests of Kalinga. 

26. The position of the Gangas in Kalinga is easy to see. 
They were a p.ut of the 'Calingas' themselves, though they 
perhaps had a distinct name tor themselves. Since Kalingas 
are the larger whole the Indian writers always spoke of Kalingas 
alone. They must have extended to a part of the Gangetic 
region. But the Indian writers supposed their definite territory 
to be near the r\ver Vamsadhara, a little near Mahanadi. In 
course of time the Kalingas settled themselves in a limited region. 
By the beginning of the sixth century when the Ganga history 
begins their territory does not appear to have gone beyond the 
river Mahanadi. 

27. The Ganga rulers of the eleventh century who give 
an elaborate account of their origin have completely lost touch 
with their origin, and first abode. They give a legendary descent, 
in tune with the common practice of the age, of the divine origin 
and there credibly sudden acquisition of kingdoms. But the name 
Ganga itself and the way in which the classical writers make 
special mention of them as part of "Calingae" and some common 
attriLutes between the two, forcibly suggests that the origin of 
Gangas can be sought in the Gangaridae-who are after all a 
part of Kalingas. 

28. The Gangas arc a very ancient race powerful and 
living in all prosperity even in the early decades of the Christian 
Era. But we do not get any connected narration of their history 
from the early times A. D. 548, when we find an inscription of 
the Gangas. The gap is a. long one, but the Gangas should be 
considered as surviving all these cen·turies and when an opportu
nity arose, they asserted themselves and came into prominence • 

• 

1. The N~dagam. plates speak of V'::.jr.B~a the son of Kammar .. 
nava havinsz: been vet•v liberal in sz:iving away eleplta.nts to the needy, 
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Kalhana's Ra:jatarangiQi is.professedly a chronicle of Kings. 
But the Chronicler has narrated the incidents from the middle 
of the eighth century to the end of his·period, i.e., 1149-50 A. D. 
in such a way •as to leave the impression on the mind of a careful 
reader that the Damaras 'were as much interested in anarchy 
as the nobles of Poland in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries . 

. There was indeed no council of nobles imposing constitutional 
restrk.tions on the King, nor there was any liberum· veto, but 
the substance of power was'.more 'often enjoyed by the nobles 
than by the King .. This is proved by the quick succession of 
ephemeral kings on~.after another. Between the death of ·Lalita:piga 
a and Jayasimha there were forty-seven kipgs out of whom ·as 
rna ny as thirty were either puppets or· ruled for a short time. 
Among the puppet kings Chippataja:yapi<;la-Brhaspati,~ Gopa:la
varman,2 Pa:rtha,a Chakravarman,4 Suravarman II,~> Abhimanyu,6 
Nandigupta,7 Tribhuvana(gupta),S Bhimagupta,9 Samgramadeval 0 

were minors. Others like Vajra:ditya Bappiyaka,11 Lalitapiga,12 

Ajitapi<;ta,l3 AnaiJ.gapiga,14 Sugandha,15 Unmatta:vanti,16 K!ilema
gupta,17 Bhik~a:cara, 18 were unable to a rule themselves because 
of their low instincts and acted as mere tools in the hands of 
unscrupulous relatives or ministers.· Besides these, rulers like 
Utpalapi<;Ja,19 Sugandha;,2o Nirjitavarman,u Suravarman· I~22 
Chakravarman,23 Didda,24 Samgra:mara:ja,2o Salhana,a6 were in-

• capable of asserting their power due to the existence of the Tantrins, 
Da:maras and sometimes powerful 111inisters or commanders-in-
chief. • · ' 

As the quarrel between Stephen and Matilda for succession 
to the English throne offered the golden opportunity to the feudal 
nobles .to increase their power,' so also did the 'almost incessant 
struggles for succession enable the Kashmirian nobles to strengthen 
their position. 

Wars of succession between rival claimants to the throne 
were chiefly responsible for the rise and maintenance of the 

1. IV. 676. 2. • V:. 220-22, 228. 3. V, 264. 4. V. 288. 
5. V. 445, 449. ,6: VI. 188. '7. VI. 310. 8. VI. 312. 
9. VI. 326.28. '1.0. VI. 115. . 11. IV. 396. 12. IV, 661, 665-70. 

13. IV. 189-707. 14 .. IV. 707-09. 15. IV. 243. 16. V. 421-23. 
17. VL151-87. 18.' Vlli. 867..:75. . 19. IV. no: 20. V. 249. 
21. V. 287. 22. v. 292·94. ·23. · V. t91, 24. VI. 333-~5., 
25. VII .. 7-117. 26, VII. U5. 
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position of the unruly Damaras. The only instance of quarrel 
between the King and his brother in the Karkota dynasty is 
noticed in the use of witchcraft on the part of Tarap19a against 
his brother King Chandrapida.27 From the Utpala period the 
quarrels in the royal family increased in number. Pafigu the 
father fought with his son Pa:rtha,28 Unmatta:vanti justified his 
name by destroying all the members of his own family22-of 
course instigated by his evil counsellor Parvagupta. Parvagupta 
was moved by the unholy ambition of seizing the throne.ao 
Unmatta:vanti did not hesitate even to kill his father, Partha.Sl. 
In the first Lohara dynasty~ Vigraharaja, nephew of Didda, made 
an unsuccessful attempt to drive away Ananta from the throne.s 2 

When Ananta took away the treasures, arms and horses from 
Srmagara for a short time from his licentious son Kalasa, a 
quarrel, again, between the father and son broke out.33 Kalasa 
did not hesitate even to set fire 34 to the town of Vijaye5vara, 
where his parents were living. Just as Kalasa quarrelled with 
his father, similarly his son Harsa c.ontesteds5 with him. The 
next King Utkar~a had also to "meet the enmity of his half
brothers Vijayamallaas and Harsa. 7 The next King Harsa had 
to fight his own brothers Vijayamalla98 and Jayara:ja,a9 and his 
relative Dhammata.40 He also killed Tulia, Vijayaraja, Bulla 
and Gulla, grandsons of Tanvanga,41 and Jayamalla, the son 
of Vijayamalla.42 

Thinking that Uccala and Sussala, his relatives might claim 
the throne, Har~a plotted to murder43 them, and consequ•mtly the 
struggle between the two brothers on the one hand and Har~a on 
the other began. A third claimant to the throne was Ananda,H 
maternal uncle of Occala. Uccala came out successful in the 
contest and became King. But he had to take up his sword against 
Sussala,4o his relative Bhik~aca ra,46 grandson of Har~a,47 a son of 
King Kalasa. Ambitious and energetic Sussala marched4S against· 
his brother Salhat;ta. When Sussala became King, he had to meet 
a considerable opposition from Bhik~acara and had also to fight 
against Sahasramailgala, son of Uccala.49 

Kalhat;ta gives plenty of evidence to show that the part 
played by the Damaras was similar to that of the feudal nobles in 
Eurvpean states before the centralisation of authority. The term 
'Damara' in St. Petersburg Dictionary has been interpreted as 

27. IV. 112, 114. 28. V. 280. 29. V. 427. 30. V. 421, VI. 121-25. 
31. V. 428,431-36. 32. VII. 139-41. 33. VII. 366-68. 
34. VII 403-415. 35. VII. 6~2-6t3. 36. VII. 764,70, 810. 
37. VII. 737-829. 38. VII. 899. 39. VII. 1014-1037. 
10. VII. 1013-1049. 41. VII. 1065. 4,. VII. 1069. 
·43., VII. 1248, i251. 44,. VII. 1317,18. : .• 45: VIII. 191. 
it· m· W:os. 47. , VIII. 29~, ~~~-13: 48. VIII. 388, 
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'riotous, rebel."60 But the Damaras could not have been in a state 
of perpetual rebellion against any and every ruler. Some of them 
supported a King, while others tried to raise a rival to the thro·ne. 
The decisive factor behind their action was chiefly the amount of 
power and influenc.e which they could hope to wield under a 
particular King. This is amply illustrated by Kalhana.. The 
members of the family of Suryavarmachandra supported the royal 
house of Malla ·for a long time, 51 but, as soon as they found that 
the King was making serious effort to reduce the Dam~ras to a 
state of impotence, they deserted him. 

Suryavarmachandra52 had persistently championed the cause 
of Ananta against Kalasa and even followed. him to the new 
capital at Vijaye5vara. But his eldest son Janakachandra deserted 
the cause of Har!?a, the. grandson of Ananta, because Har~a severely 
repressed the Da:maras. ·He joined sa Uccala, a pretender to the 
throne and saved him fro~ death by inducing himH to retreat 
after his defeat. He was ohi<Jfly instrumental in defeating Har!?a55 
and in raising Uccala to the throne after a series of struggles. Owing 
to his arrogance he fought a duel with Bh1madeva and waskiHed by 
the.latter.56 Gargachandra, younger brother of Janakachandra,57 
became a favoU:rite58', of Uccala shortly after his brother's death. 
He routed59 Sussala when the latter tr.ied to wrest the kingdom 
from his elder brother, Uccala. Uccala was killed by Chu«;lq.a· and 
Radda, the latter's brothel· became King. But within a day Garga
chandra avenged60 the death .of his master by killing Ra«;lq.a and 
his followers. KalhaQa here pays a glowing tribute to his loyalty .. " 
Garga, when he had accomplished his task and appeased his wrath 
threw himself down on the throne and lamented long over his lord.'? 61 

He then raised Salhana,62 half-brother of Uccala, to the throne .. He 
also repulsed the invasion63 of Sussala. He played the role.of. the 
King-maker and served his protegee with faithfulness only so long 

·as his own authority was not questioned by the King. When, 
however, the King tried to dislodge'.him from power, he went over 
to the side of Sussala, and soon made the latter King of Kashmir. 
Difference of opinion with the King and his chagrin at the raising 
Mallako~tha to greater power, drove him to rebellion.. Pafica
chandra son64 of Gargachandra, agreed' to join Sussala the exe
cutor65 of his father, in,opposing the rebel Da:rnaras. Just as his 
father had made Salhana and Sussala Kings of Kashmir, similarly
Panchacharidra inade J'ayasimha, son .of Sussala,, a King. It .was 
he who advised6ti Jayasimha to :figh,t for th~ throne against 
Bhik!?a:cara. It was by. .. his military ai(l67 that J·ay·asi:riiha·was able 

50. Sanskrit Worterbuch, Vol. III, p. 125. 51. VIII 2780. 
52. VII 357. 53. VII 1263-64. 54.. VII 1338. 
55. VII 1548, 1553, 1565. 56. · VIII 15-32. 57. VIII 33. 
58. VIII 37, 43-44. 59. VII1196, 60. VIII 354. 61. VIII 361. 
62. VIII 376. 63, VIII 390. 64. VIII 112~. 65. VIII 6,15. 
66 •. VIII ~364. ()7. VIII l393-1400, . 
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to defeat Bhiksa:cara and enter the capital without opposition 
from any quarter. For the safety of the King, Paficachandra 
was brought forward by Rilhana68 to oppose Sujji, the powerful 
Commander-in-Chief of Jayasimha. Sasthachandra, younger 
brother69 of Paiicachandra also rendered valuable services to the 
King. He joined the King in the expedition to SirabSila castle,7o 
in which Lothana Vigraharaja and Bhoja had taken refuge. Raja
vadana, the discontented officer of Jayasimha, had raised a 
rebellion in favour of the pretender Ehoja. 71 Sa!?thachandra 
fought against him vigorously and defeated Bhoja.72 

The career of Bimba, the Da:mara of Nilasva affords another 
exemple of loyalty of his class. He was deeply attached to Har!?a. 
When Uccala invaded Snnagara, Har!?a being deserted by his 
friends and soldiers alike roamed about in the country seeking 
shelter, Kalhai.la comments: 

" While treason was ripe, this honourable man had alone 
kept faithful like a true wife never turning his eyes towards any
one else (but his lord)". 73 The powerful Damaras took sides with 
rival claimants to the throne. While Bimba supported Harsa, 
the mighty clan of Lahara upheld the cause of Uccala. The latter 
got the upper hand and Bimba was drowned74 in the Vitasta at 
the instigation of Gargachandra. In the reign of Jayasimha 
nobles of Nila:5va remained loyal to the King for a long time, but 
they went over to the side of Bhoja when the latter rose up in 
insurrection75, 

The Damaras did not belong to a particular tribe. Some 
Da:maras have been called Lavanyas76 and from this Wilson77 
concluded~that all of them belonged to a tribe inhabiting the moun
tains to the north or Kashmir. But the geographical distribution 
of the chief Damaras shows that they were mostly settled in the 
Valley of Kashmir. Had all the Damaras been identical with the· 
Lavanyas, the latter would not have been mentioned for the first 
time in the reign of Harsa. In the numerous references to the 
Da:maras in the earlier reigns, they had never been called Lavanyas. 
The Levanyas figure prominently in the regime of kings succeeding 
Har!?a. Stein78 thinks that the Lavanyas were a tribal people 

68. VIII 2077. 69. VIII 2505. 
71. VIII 2751, 2785. 72. VIII 2844 
74. VIII 424-25. 75. VIII 3114. 

70. VIII 2505, 2556. 
73. VII 1630.31. 

76. Da.ma.ras designated as Lava.nyas VII 1228 and 1229; V1I 
1236 and 1237 (ii) Prasastaraja the La.va.ny a VII 1255 (iii) Prthviha.ra. 
as Damara VIII 591, 627 and a~ La.va.nya. VIII 90, 1127 (iv) Kosthesvara 
as Da.mara. VIII 2009, as La.vanya VIII 2012. 

. . 77. A.~ Essay on the Hindu History of Oa.shmir, pp. 51.70 sqq. 
Hsa Vlew has been blindly followed by Lassen : lndisohe Alterthums-
bind~. Vol. m. , 
': · · ''f8; &jaiatangini, Vol. I. Note VII, 1171. 
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inhabiting the Kram named Luni. He tmggests that ''from the 
way in which Kalhar_1a employs the name in the passages referred 
to, and from numerous others in which Lavanyas are mentioned, 
it must be inferred that the mass of the Da:maras was recruited 
from that tribal section. If this was the case the indifferent 
use of the ethnic and class designations is easily accounted for",79 
Moreover it seems that the Lavanyas had come from the ILavaila 
Parvata, which is contigous to Kashmir. Prthvihara, and his 
son Kosthe5vara have been referred to as Lavanyas a"nd Da:maras. 
Trillaka·, a Da:mara and a Lavanya,so was a relative of Ko~thes
vara. It is likely that they or their ancestors had come originally 
from Lavana Parvata and settled in Kashmir. 

The Damar as were really a nobility of wealth .. Their wealth 
iA referred to in unmistakable terms in the Ra:jatarangir_1i. Ko~thes
vara is said to have attracted the attention of women of Sn
nagara by his noble bearing" youthfulness anti gorgeous apparel. 81 

When the Da:mars were pacified after the rising and consequent 
flight of ~hik~acara82 they appeared in Srmagara with horses, 
parasols and hors~men. Kalha!)a puts this fact thus: "In Sn
nagara, at this time owing to the equippages of the arriving 
Damaras glittering ·in splendour it seemed as if it was the season 
for procession of bridegrooms which abound when there is the 
auspicious conjunction of the constellations". 88 "And Srmagara 
was without dwelling houses, the citizens bereft of resources and 
the Kingdom swarmed with innumerable Daniaras who emulated 
the King" ,Sl . . 

Land was the chief source of wealth of the Da:maras. A 
prosperous culti'vator acquiring wealth seems to have been able 
to enter the rank of the Damaras. The earlier 'powerful kings 
of Kashmir tried their best to check the rise of this class of unruly 
nobles. Kalba9a, never very frien<_lly to the pretensions of the 

' Damaras, ridicules them by saying : · 

"Darnaras from the outskirts of the ,capital who bear arms 
but are like tillers of ·the soil'',85 The Damaras sometimes took 
recourse to clever subturfuges to hide their wealth. , . ... 

Jayyaka ''had the soil dug and he continued to fill it with 
piles of Dinna:ras and on the surface he had rice sown",86 Lalita:
ditya said, 

. "Action should 'be taken repeat~dly so that t!le people in the 
· VIllages should not· possess grain for consumption and bullocks 
for. the area of the fields in excess of annual requirement". For if 

79. Ibid, Vol. II, Note G, p. 306. 
80. VIII 1682, 1707, 1730, 27 40, 3284. 
81. VIII 1537. 82. VII11513-30. 
· 84. · VIII 1546. 85. VIII 706-10. 

83. VIII1535. 
86. vu 496, 
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they were to have excessive wealth they might become very 
terrible Damaras in a single year able to violate the authority 
of the King''.s7 

The enterprising Da:maras, however, were not contented with 
the profits from cultivation alom·. They took recourse to trade 
and commerce also. Jayyaka is dPsr:ribed to have augmented 
his wealth by engaging himself in the trade of foodstuffs which 
he exported to far off regions.ss It seems probable from the ins
tructions of Lalitaditya that the Damaras also 0arried trade in 
woollen blankets.s9 

Being landholders and merchants the Da:maras attained the 
position of local chieftains. As we speak of a prominent zamindar 
as Raja of such and such locality, so does Kalhana invariably 
refers to a Da:mara in association with the place where he exercised 
his authority. Thus he speaks of Abhinava of Sama:la:,9o Dhanva 
of Lahara,91 Sobha of Degrama,92 Vaga and Pa:ja9s of Sama:la:, 
Lakkanacbandra of the Dugdhaghata94 fort, Damaras in Krama
rajya95 and Mac.Iavarajya,96 Da.maras of Utra:sa,97 Bimba of 
Nila~va,9 B Lo~taka of Selyapura,99 DamPras in Samailgasa,l00 
Damaras of Khaduvi, 01 and Holac.Ia,102 Mankha of Naunagra,108 
Sukhara:ja of Vadosea 104 etc. The rule of a Da:mara, howeverf 
was a source of terror to the neighbouring veople. Dhanva did 
not feel any scruples in usurping the land dedicated to God 
Bhutesvara, and the result was that the people could make offerings 
of the poorest quality to the deity. They had not the courage 
to protest against the sacrilegious action of the Damara. 

The exact status of a Da:mara has not been indicated by 
Kalhai).a or Jenaraja,105 K~hemendra106 or any other writer.107 
But the Damaras of Kashmir who lorded over agricultural tracts, 
acquired wealth by selling victuals and carrying on trade in other 
commodities, cannot but be regarded as feudal lords. Stein 108 at3 
well as Kern109 maintain this view. Dr. U. N. Ghosal110 gives 
the meaning of the Damlloras as "territorial lords". 

Like the mediaeval barons of Europe, these feudal chiefs of 
Kashmir had also their own castles. Probably the term 'Upave
{;ana'111 designated by KalhaQa as the seats of Damaras, means 

87. IV 34 7-48. 88. VII 494-95. 89. IV. 349-52. 
90. Vlll59. 91. V. 51, VIII 38. 92. VII 266. 
9~. V 11 102!. 94. Vllll72-73. 95. VII 1240, VIII 40. 
96. VII 1240, VIII 41. 97. VII 1254. 98. VII 1630-31. 
99. V lll 20z. 100. VIii 651. 101. VII 1228. 
102. lbsd. VIII 733. '103. VIII 995. 104. VIII 1306-07. 
105. Rajatarangini 96 sqq. 466 sqq. 
106. Samayam II2.l sqq,; Weber, lndisohe Studien, XVIII, p. 307. 
10 i .. Jaina H.aja.tarane;irti oi Sriva.ra (editio J>dneeps, Oal. Ed. 

1835), IV 2~4, 414-595, 6Q6 eto; :Prajyabhatta and ,SaQ, 3t,,44, 63, '12. 
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Httle castles. Thus, the Da:mara Lakkanachandra was the master 
of the castle. After his death his widow offered it to the King. 
This proves that such castles did not belong to the State but were 
regarded as private hereditary possessions of the Damaras. 

Living in fortified castles as petty princes tbe Damaras 
attached to themselves bands of infantry. The chronic disorder 
in the kingdom coupled with acute economic distress, enabled 
them to recruit the services of many poor but sturdy persons. As 
el:}rly as 855-56 A. D. in the reign of Avantivarman, Dhanva, a 
Da:mara appeared before Su1~a, with a regiment of infantry.u 2 

Jayyaka of Selyapura had· a considerable force.n 3 • But upto 
the accession of Uccala to the throne we do not get any positive 
evidence of 'the possession of cavalry by the Da:maras. With the 
increasing weakness of the central authority in the subsequent 
period the Da:maras further strengthened themselves by recruiting 
ca va~ry also. 

Their wealth and military strength heightened their social 
importance so much that even the Kings of Kashmir did not 
disdain to form matrimonial alliance with them. This made them 
more haughty and turbulent than ever, just as the marriage 
alliance of Edward III with the nobility of England n'J.ade the 
feudal baronage uncontrollable in the fifteenth century. Sussala 
received Rajalak~mi114 and Gunalekha:,u 5 daughters o.f Garga
chandra as his own wife and his son Jayasimha's wife. Two 
daughters of another Da:mara were married116 to Parmandi. and 
GulhaQa, sons of King Jayasirhha. Bhik~acara marri~d117 one 
of the daughters of the family of Prthvihara. There is· however, 
no instance of a Damara having married a King's daughter. . 

Feudalism, as a form of government; however, does not seem 
to have arisen in Kashmir. No Da:mara is known to have assumed 
the right of issuing coins, nor of deciding ca-ses in his local coQ.rt. 
They did not acquire the right·of being exempted from payment 

, of taxes, the characteristic pfivil~ge of the European nobility. 
·The Damaras tried to make the King a tool in their own hands 
but did not <;:laim the exercise;of sovereign authority, 

The Damar as had in their possession places of great strategic 
importance and controlled the fertile portion of the Kashmirian 
Valley, In greater portions of the Valley of Ma<;lavara:jya we 
find the Upavesanas of the Damaras in Khaduvi, Holada:, Saman
gasa:, U tra:sa, Devasarasa; Kalya:npura, N aunagara and. Degra:ma, 
In the Kramara:jya below Srmagara, there we!.'e important 
Da:maras at Selyapura, Samala, L~hara and Rajavihara. . · 

The valley of Kashmir is surrounded by mountains on ail 
sides. They can be divided into three ranges. (1) The Pir Pantsal 

112. v 57. . 
115. VIII 459, 1607. 

113. VII 498. 114. VUI 458-59, 1444. 
116. VIII 2953, 117. VIII 878. 
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Range guards Kashmir on the south and south-west. Nature has 
provided a number of passes for communication between the 
Punjab and Kashmir. Da:maras had their strongholdR at KalyaQ
pura and Lohara. Regarding KalyaJ:.lpura Steinns says "being 
on the high road from the Pir Pantsal Pass to Srinagara it was 
repeatedly the st:lene of battles fought with invaders from that 
direction".119 Lohara was situated on the north-west of the 
independent principality of Raja pun. Mereover it lay on· the 
route and close to the Tosamaidan Pass. This Pass was the easiest 
and safest route to the Punch Valley and the Western Punjab 
lying between the Jbelum and the· Indus. Mahmud of Ghazn i 
in 1021 and Ranjit Singh in 1814 attempted to enter Kashmir 
through this rume. Selyapura if identified with Silipor, lay on 
the direct route connecting the Tosamaidan Pass and Lohara. 
(~) One great range of mountains without any marked break 
enclosei; Kashmir in the north-west and north. The Pass of 
Dugdhagha:ta was a line of communication between the north 
shore of the Volur lake and the upper Kishanganga Valley. This 
Pass "guarded the mountain route leading into Kashmir territory 
from inroads of the Darads".120 The cast.le of Sirahsila:, seat of 
the Da:mara Alamkaracakra121 was an important one for strategy. 
Stein opines that "the ridge Presents to the north towards the 
river, a narrow strip of precipitous and unsealable rocks. Some 
of these rocks are over-hanging the river (Kishanganga) and 
all along this face of the ridge there are spots where an attempt 
at descent might land even a trained mountaineer in a dangerous 
situation" .12 2 

The nobles of Kashmir were emblems of anarchy and diorder, 
rapine and plunder. They did not seek to root out the evils of 
administration, which would have been suicidal to their own 
interests. They did not try to restrain the King from cruel 
oppressions not to remonstrate against his indulgence in vile 
pleasures. Their intereF~t lay in maintaining weak kings on the 
throne. They set up Salhana a king who bad neither valour nor 

· political wisdom. In his reign the de facto sovereign was Garga-
chandra." · 

"As a result, for two or three days people appeared as if 
shal,ten by fever." 123 When the people were in such a disturbed 
condition, robbers did not hesitate to plunder the people even in 
the King's palace at mid-day. "What need to speak more, of the 
~raflic on the roads." 124 Similar was the condition of Kashmir 
in the reign of Bhik~cara. During the early part of the rule of 

. Jayasimha, when the Damar as bad just been conciliated the city 

.~Of Srmagara was stripped off of all its splendour and citizens 
J. ~ •. } • 
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deprived of their belongings. Thei carried on seditious endeavours 
and hence. 

"All the servants (of the King) were chiefly bent on unlawful 
acts and perfidy was their sole practice." 125 

They did not hesitate to give up the cause of their own no
minee, the untiring Bhik~acara, as soon as they saw that he could 
protect the troops· in critical position and bear ~p fatigues.126 Iu 
the reign of Jayasirhha the Da:maras offered thetr help to Somapala. 
They knew that Somapala on account of the defects of his person 
and character would allow them to have ''the pleasures of the 
rule entirely for themselves.~' 127 

• There, are numerous other instances to show that much of 
the misery of mediaeval.Kashmir was due to the spirit of rapacious 
self-aggrandisement of the Da:maras. Instead of prot~cting the 
common people, landholders assumed an ,attitude of a goat becom
ing the gardener, as a German proverb runs. Spengler explains 
this attitude. uThere is a natural distinction of grade between 
men born to command and men born to service, between the leaders 
and the led of life. The existence of distinction is a plain fact and. 
in healthy periods and by healthy peoples it is admitted (even if 
unwillingly) by everyone., In the centuries of decadence the 

· majority·· force tliemselves to deny or ignore it, but the very 
insistence on the formula that 'all men are equal' shows that 
there is something' here to be explained away." 128 · 

ln Kashmir common people were pressed hard between the 
intermittent hostility between kings and landholde~s, and oppres
sion of bureaucracy (officials known as .Kaysthas) and heavy 
economic depression. They' were reduced to such straits that 
Kalhal).a says." .1 

"While the courtiers ate fried meats and drinking light ·wine 
delightfully cooled and perfumed with flowers."129 the common 
people partook of rice and. · • · 

"a wild growing vegetable of bitter~taste called Utpalasa:ka."l 8 0 
: . 

. . 
125. VIII 1547. 126. VIII 1021-27. 127. Vlli 1492. 
128. Man and Technics. p 67 (1932). 129. VIII 1866-67. 

· 130. V 49. The meal of the common people has been suggested 
,bY R. S Pandit in his "River of Kings", Invitation, .XXVII!. 



HOW WAS THE SIDDHA HAI¥A VYAKARANA COMPOSED? 

BY 

S. BANERJ£, M.A., L.T., U.P.E.S., (Retired), Ben ares City. 

Students of the Rajput period of Gujrat History are aware 
of the many-sided achievements of Jaya Sinha Siddha Raja. Not 
only did he make a name by his splendid conquests, equally he 
proved himself to be a great patron of art and culture. Conquest 
of Malwa after a tedious campaign, enabled him to get possession 
of Bhoja's splendid library which he transferred to Anhilavat;ta. 
One day, while turning the pages of a novel wo"."k, he enquired 
about its name and the scholars of his court designated it as 
'Sarasvati-Ka.ntha-Bharana' or 'Necklace of the Goddess of learn
ing", a grammatical work 'composed by Bhoja Paramara of Malwa 
who wat:~ a connoisure of literature and was acquainted with 
diverse subjects, e.g., Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Astronomy, 
Mathematics, Medicine, Palmistry and the art of Building (Vastu
vidya) and had produced many works on them. 1 

The king then enjoined that a work on Sanskrit Grammar 
vying with that of Bhoja was lacking in his library and he turned 
his anxious eyes to the galaxy of scholars in his court and enquired 
of them whether anyone was prepared to undertake the writing 
of such a work. They, too, in their turn, pointed to a you-ng Jain 
scholar who was best fitted to take up the work.' 

Siddha Raja in his turn requested Rema Chandra, as the 
Jain scholar was named, to fulfil his heart's desire by taking 
up the work and thereby winning universal applause, and helping 
to diffuse his king's glory far and wide.s 

The young Jain scholar gave his consent and sent for 
standard works on Grammar from the different parts of India. 
Thus he succeeded in securing a collection of 18,000 works on 
Sanskrit Grammar." 

This vast material was fully utilised and within a year, 
H~ma Chandra completed a work known as Siddha Haima 
Vyakara9a complete in five parts and containing rules, a lakh 
and a quarter in number. o Then by the· king's directions the 
noble Grammar was brought to the palace library in a procession 

1. Prabha.vaka-Oharita Slokas 75, 76, 77 I Hira.nanda Shastri 
2. " .. .. ~9 I Edition pp. 300 & 301 
3. " ,. ,, 80, 81, 84 ~ Jina. Vijaya. Edition 
4. " " " 86, 87 I page 185. , 
p, ,. n " 

96 J . -
~QQ 
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being put on an elephant with an umbrella covering over it and 
simultaneously being fanned with'bhauris or Chamaras.s 

The Grammar was then in traduced in all the schools of 
learning within the Chaulu~ya Empire.7 

Jina Mandana Gani in his Kumura Pala Prabandha notes ' 
a special point. The learned .orthodox Brahmans of Siddha Raja's • 
realm refused to keep the new Grammar 'in their library for 
teaching purposes alleging that it 'should first of all be dipped 
in the reservoir or Kunda before the image of the Goddess of 
Learning in Kashmere and if it could be taken. out without being 
drenched in water, it would then be entitled to be termed as 'pure'. 

The proposed experiment 'was tried and the new Grammar 
emerged unpolluted from .the ordeal. Exceedingly glad at heart, 
the noble monarch sent for· 300 copyists and for a continuous 
period of three years got many copies of the · splendid work issued 
and sent them to 18 provinces of India. Twenty copies were sent 
to Kaehmere which was then the centre of learning.s Thus at 
the king's behest, the gra.mmar was circulated' everywhere and 
was taught in every temple of learning. Every ~tudent reading 
jn schools was presented with a copy. 

' 

6. "crtil~Ttrl~ <if•llrf;r o!Jf'i{~f•lfl:f{Tlf Q'~JJ;:i'tcr ol.ff'i~~ ~cfflf~!J~it I" 
Merutanga Jinvijaya Siddharaja Episode, pp. 60-61. 

7. . '{fil!CfT&J~f+~~;:~ Cfi~tG''i;JfiTt!f fe'CfT<t,CJ<rT{~ f'Cflf;JTll :q'fiR~i;J<fl~~To:i 
:rq~f;:~{~r-:ftt.r li!~<r~<ftillf'{cl ~<r«{~Cfa't <til~ ~~rfrnr+~. 1' . . 

-Meruta.nga as above. 

s. '~~rn: crftwr cr~r ~lfT@.T~~r 'ir~lfl{·~~ =cr~s::iir•Q' ~ilffi{m~a-: ~: ft~Q'-, 
. ~~i~ ~tlia- I ~~~f'i:f=tf.lf?J fe!i~..;:fr frrlf~~fcr !!~Cf'i~CT~f ~fl~a- ~~fS'1*l_ I a :q 

Q'sr Q'sr~t.r oacr fer9:~«JJ~ '~H~crcrl~~s;r~::~. ~'ffi: qf2:ifiT9:1·nt' '···· .. !i{JJ~~~<rrQ; ~~rcr-
R:'ICTTS~~ Q;<f f;:rncr: ........ l era\ U~r fcrfi:~cr~~;; ~~'i :uasr1.f· ~&f<r~CJT crtf'5flf 
'l'T<li'I: ~ ~~::;::r~oZJf't{~llCf~ ~fl8crr:, ~g~~~~~s; ·:q •• -•••••• lffq,crra:r 1 era) ~Til!T~<rr 
e-cf: <iilsfcr qofu qro<ifcr ~ 1' 

-Jina Ma.ndana., p. 16 • 

• 
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BY 

SR. ABDUR RASHID. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
I am grateful to the Executive Committee of the 

Indian History Congress for having done me the honour 
of electi11g me the President of this Section. Though I do 
not belong to that class of eminent hit-torians of Medieval 
Indian History who have occupiPd thiH chair with distinction 
in previous years, I claim to have devoted more than twenty 
years to the study and the.teachihg of !Ddo-Muslim History, 
and I take the liberty of placing before the distinguished 
gathering my views as a teacher and student of history. 

This session at Patna is being -held under the shadow of 
a tragedy un~recedenteg in the h1story of our cou?try both 
as to the are:;t affected and the JYumber. o'f ·persons Involved. 
At no other time bas it become mote imperative for the 
student of history to pause and ponder over the causes 
and consequences of such eventti aud the 'COntributions we 
all can make to prevent the r1·occuranre of such tragedies. 
One of my predecessors, the distinguished scholar Maulana 
Sula.iman Nadvi Saheb closed his brilliant presidential 
address with the following exhortation. 

"Historians of India. Do I:ot merely write history of 
India, but make its histOry by )'our 11oble examples.'' How 
far have we lived up to this passionate exhortation? How 
far have we lived up to this great ideal? Are we making 
the history of llldia or ruining it? For much that has 
contributed to the destructive suicidal bitterness, poisoning 
the currents of our national life, the histories of the last 
fo-ur generations are responsible. They have made the study 
of history a public calamity. This is a bitter truth; and 
we should realise our full responsibility and our duty to 
the coming generations. The one great and incontrovertible 
lesson of our history is that phy-sical force and violence 
do· not and cannot hold human society to-gether. The 

204 
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Use of force in every from is destructive and brutal; it des
troys, it can never create. Its only consequence is to intensify 
that cycle of hate which c3>uses very often both parties to· 
perish. All the permanent achieveme_nts of man-have b!3en 
the result not of conflict but of co-operation· and good-will 
among men. Unfortunately, in history as it is written and 
taught-specially in India-the merely scenic element of 
wars and battles has totally hid from both teachers and pupil 
that element of civil endeavour, of moral and spiritual effort 
which in the course of ages·has absorbed ninety per cent 
of the energies of our people. 

One great deficiency in the historical literature of 
India is the absence of really good histories of the peoples. 
As far as . I am aware there is not a single history of 
India written from the standpoint of the Indian· citizens 
or the Indian .worker. Imperial India or princely· India, 
or the India of the Communalists-the vision of our 

. · histori~s goes no further. Most of our histories are treatises 
witten against the· people and in them ·the people are 
either ignored or are by implication, proved to have been 
ignorant, superstitious, worthless. We are told something 
about the life of th~ people in the cities but nothing 
about. those in the villages. We· know of t.he wealth and 
the splendour of places but .have no idea of the humbler 
dwellings of the less privileged people. Our historians are, 
_consequently, far removed from the realities of the life of 
our peoples; instead of creating a feeling of national pride 
in our culture and civilization, they .have sapped the very 

. foundations of our national self-respect, we have to re-read 
• our past history and to re-interpret and write it i.n a manner 

that may evoke new faith and pride in our rich heritage 
and a new hope for the future. , · 

(> . 

No other event in Indian history. has so profoundly 
affected the history of this country as its conquest by the 
Musalmans, yet the, history ,of this conquest, the establish
ment of Muslim rule in India and its continuance f'or over 
8~~ hundred years has been dwarfed and dehumanised by 
the simple mental trick of telling the story of the pre
fessional destroyers and then complaining that the whole 
story was· one of destruction. 'rhe· Kings .are represented 
as "crowned executioners'' who succeeded in maintainin~ 
their despotic government by coercing some people by 
violence and debauching others with spoils. No attempt 
has been made to study the history of the Musalmans who 
came to India in their original homelands, or of their 

.· 
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religion, culture and their institution, of their fath, hope 
and fear, FAITH AND EXPECTATIONS. Nor has a proper 
study been made of those world events the pressure of which 
m,ade the ,conquest of India inevitable by a foreign race. 
A closer study of the history of the Indian peoples is the 
imperative need of modern times. History is essentially 
the story of the relatio.ns and interaction of social groups. 
The function of a historian is not merely to record facts; 
he has to interpret them critically and rationally. He has 
to do with potentates and with mendicants, with saints 
and sinners, with scholars and scoundrels. He has to study 
their character with its endless complexities and the reaction 
of their character upon the social environments. Cons
cientious study, industry, loV'e of truth and freedom from 
prejudice are the qualities demanded by the task. The new 
History of India which is being compiled under the auspices 
of the Indian History Congress will, let us hope, satisfy 
this need. 

Without being presumptuous and with due deference 
to the Editorial Committee of the Comprehensive History 
planned by the Indian History Congress, I would like to 
strike a note of caution against the co-operative system 
of writing this history. This system may be in some ways 
convenient. It affords the possibility of satisfying the vanity 
of a larger number of writers and securing their cooperation 
in the success of such a venture, but it is not certainly 
without its defects. A very serious drawbook in the system 
is the lack of unity in style and treatment of different topics 
apportioned to different writers whose knowledge and ex:. 
perience would necessarily be different. "Every man whe.: 
ther he like it or not is himself and not another. He has 
and cannot help having, the tendencies, the pre-suppositions, 
the outlook on life, the moral principles and the standards 
of honour and conduct which he owes to his pedigree, his 
up-bringing, his education and his status in life .•.. In the 
case of a single writer the reader soon learns his idio
syncrasies and makes allowances for them. But it is 
impossible for him to adjust his mental focus as to take 
the mean of the idiosyncrasies of a dozen men." 

The study of the history of this period 1206-15 56 presents 
very serious difficulties. Firstly, there is not that wealth 
and variety of historical literature which we possess for the 
study,of the history of the Mughuls. Many important works 

·cio·.·' ' iob the medieval Indians ·writer refers have been 
'l tbere is.little or no hope of their recovery. Secondly, 
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the coins, inscriptions and buildings of this period have 
not been studied with the same care, and interest as those 
relating to the Mughal period. Thirdly a1l available evidence, 
literary, numismatic and epigraphic, is in a language with 
which the modern student of Indian history is not con- · 
versant. Added to it is the difficulty of reading and inter
preting a foreign language in a language equally foreign to us. 
Our failure to haye a history of the peQple of India written 
for the Indian people is thus due on one hand to the fact that 
all material which exists has not yet been made available 
and on the other to the difficulty of the language in which it 
exists. Finally, we have all along searched for a history 
of the cuJture, institut.ions and religious movements of this 
period in works which were intended to he politi013-l histories 
only. We have failed to recognise the fact that the history 
of India- is the history of her cultural and religious move
ments. In this respect our records are not de:ficinet; our 
misfortune has been that we have not stud<ied them with 
the care and industry which their intrinsic worth demands. 

Foreign writers as well as .Indians have complained 
of the absence ef constitutional and institutional records 
of this period. This is due to an ignorance of the conditions 
of the Indian people-in fact of all people, during the middle 
ages. Politics as a separate social science was unknown. 
It was a sub-section· of divinity or of law and political 
theorists were theologians or legists. It is in the works of 
theology and ethics that we have to look for the material 
for the history of cl_Jltural religious and political institutions 
of India. 

The people of Medieval India· found an escape from 
the injusties of the social system, the cruelty and hardships 
of a despotic government based on the violance of the violent, 
and the soul-destroying formulae of dogmatic theology, in 
popular mysticism of the time with its neighbourly warmth; 
its insistence on good works and good faith and its simple 
straightforward approach to the problems of life and death. 
The teachings of the mystics never became r,evolutionary. 
They did not cbntribute to the discontent with the social and 
religious system but to a submissive fatalistic conciliation 
of the restless rebellious spirit to the hard and pitiless reali
ties of life. The literature of this period is rich in books of 
mystic doctrines, of lives of the saints, of collections of their 
letters and of their conversations rec'orded by their disciples. 
There .malfuzat have· preserved for us in a v-ery attractive 
form the daily convefs~tjo:n of IQen wb.o lived fo-qr or tiv~ 
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hundred years ago about the daily affairs of life. No one 
who i!i acquainted with them will complain that we are 
unable to know about the life of the common people during 
the middle Ages. Some of the most important of these 
books still await printing. Others have been printed but 
are difficult to tind. The great mystic~ of Delhi and some 
of the provincial towns gave a wide berth to kings and 
their courtiers, but they did much to soften the rigours 
qf materialist8 rule. They brought light and warmth on 
one side and cohesion and unity on another, to a society 
which was rapidly disintegrating. The Cbisht1 saints 
became precursors of Kabir, Nanak and Chaitanya. 

I can only briefly mention some of the books a study 
of which seems to me to be very urgent and important for 
rectifying our impression of the period. 

In the Fawaidul Fawaid Amir Hasan Sijzi faithfully 
recorded the characteristic!:) of the teachings of his great 
master Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya. Written in a direct 
and lueid style, it is a faithful and accurate record of the 
conversations of the saiiJt. Next to Amir Hasan, as a 
recorder of mystic conversations, comes Hamid Qalandar. 
He was one of those persons who had to emigrate to the 
Deccan in the time of Muhammad-bin-Tughluq. He attach
ed himself in Gulburga to Shaikh Burhanuddin Gharib and 
after the lc~.ter's death he returned to Delhi and proceeded 
to prepare a record of the conversations of Hazra t Nasir
uddin Chiragh (of Oudh). These recorded conversations, 
covering one hundred days, constitute the famous Khairul 
Majalis. It throws copious light on the mystic outlook 
of the period. There is an atmosphere of sadness about • 
it, as if the spirit of man would not be up to its moral 
stature as also a grand determination that will not give 
way to despair. All sorts of people come and chat with 
the Sheikh in the Khanqah. But it seems to have been 
a conversational convention that no king or high officers of 
the day should be referred to either directly or indirectly. 

Say ad Amir Khusrau son of Say ad Mubarik also return .. 
ed from the Deccan to write his famous work, Seirul Auliya, 
in Delhi. This book though very informative does not 
come up to the simple and straightforward compoaition by 
4mir Hasan and Hamid Qalandar. The book is, however, 
lridispensible for the history of the Saints of the Chishti ;·wzah . ... . 

· . : Besides these three books Fawaidul Fawaid, Kahirul 
~ajalis and S~irul .A,uliya, there are several others which 
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came be perused with profit and pleasure. Amongst the 
more important of these may be mentioned .Siyarul Ari:fin 
of Shaikh Jama1i, the Kashful Mahjub of Shaikh Ali 
Hujwaivi, Misbahul Hidaya of Shaikh Izuddin Mahmud, 
Maktubat of Shaikh Sharfuddin Yahya of· Munir, Miratul 
.A.srar of Abdur Rahman Chishti Gt.nd the Matlubul Talibin 
of Muhammad Bulaqi. There is yet another class of mystic 
literature which owing _to the difficulty of understanding 
has hardly been .touched even by specialists, like the Lawaih · 
and Lewami of Qazi Hamiduddin Nagori,land the Mulhimat 
of Shaikh Jamal Hasavi. A very large number of mystic 
manuscripts will, I hope, be discovered in the days to come. 
But here a word of warning is necessary. The press has 
also left us a large number of fabricated works, such as 
the Diwans attributeq to Shaikh Muinuddin and Shaikh 
Bakhtiyar Kaki. as also the malfuzat supposed to h'ave 
been the composition of the great Chishti Shajkhas of~ 
..,.tldia. Discriminatory judgment will be needed to distin
guish the true from the false. 

The translations of sc;>me of the important historical 
works have made the work of tho present day historian 
very easy, but at the same time it has made his respon~ 
sibility greater for most of the translations are faulty in 
extreme and exhibit pitiable ignorance of Persian and 
Arabic. The critical study of the orignals is the first 
requisite of sound historical scholarship. Every written 
document is a little scrap of human nature and it records 

- certain facts and transactions known to or ascertained 
by, the writer. He has transmitted his -experience\ through 

• writing to posterity. A close examination of such docu 
ments is essential to the proper understanding of the ideas 
and reactions of the author and his ·time. The historian 
has to employ his critical faculty rigidly and without merc-y 
to ascertain the vevaclty of every writer and his oppor~ 
tunities as well as his desire for knowing the truth. A 
translation draws a screen over the original and makes the 
critical faculty less critical and less active. 

A large number of the historical documents of the 
period are still in manuscripts and efforts should be. made 
to put them in print. Historical manuscripts after a little 
time begin to exert an extraordinary fascination over a 
student, due primarily to the individuality of a hand made 
·produce as compared with the machine made. A page 6f 
manuscript may annoy and drive' one to despair, but it has 
in' i1raJlife' and' reality which is not to be found in' t.tie 

27 
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printed page. To read manuscripi,s needs training and prac
tice, but it is a training and practice which is both instruc
tivt> and profitable. E\ en if some of the manu~cripts are 
printed, there will a:ways be a large 11umber of documents 
which will have to be studied in manuscript. The following 
books del'erve immediate attention of the scholars. Munsbat
i-Mahru . of Ainu1 Mulk Multani; Sirat·i-Firoz Shahi, 
Waqiat Musbtaqi, Makbz-~.ne Aghanan, Tarikh Daudi, 
Dasturul Albab, Tarikb-i-Sher Shahi of Abbas Sherwani and 
Fatwa-i.Jahandari of Ziauddin Barani. Munshati Mahru 
of Ainul Mulk Multani is a veritable mine of information 
on all topics about which th'.' orthodox historians are silent. 
Only one manuscript of it is known to exist. The letters 
are addressed to all sorts of people princes, theologians, 
government officers friends and relatives in which ethics, 
politics, theology and rules of administration are casually 
discussed. These letters bring to light tl1e social and 
economic conditions of the time anii the changes effected 
by the Muslim Administration t::nd Muslim ways d life 
in the social and economic structure of Indian Society. 
Some years back I ~translated five letters from Munshat-i
Mahru and published them in Islamic Culture. One of our 
research students is at present engaged in translating and 
editing the Munshat. 

The Sirate-i-Firoz Shahi is a most valuable document 
for the history of Firoz Shah Tughluq. A part of it 
was translated by a member of the Arachaelogical 
Department some years back and certain portions were 
translated by Prof. Basu. The book should be printed as 

, early as possible. It is full of information on the history of 
this period, the political institutions, medicine, hunting etc. 

::and contains an interesting chapter on the Shia doctrines 
1and their refutat,ion by Sunni theologians. The Sirat-i-Firoz 
Shahi has been subjected to a detailed study by another pupil 

l of mine, Dr. Riazul Islam who has recently obtained his 
Doctrate by his excellent thesis on Firoz Shah 1 ugbluq. 
He has prepared a subject analysis of the Sirat and proposes 
to publish the text with an introduction. Dr. Halim has 
made an extensive and careful study of the Makbzan-i
Afgh~ni and can very well edit this book. 

The other gentlemen at Aligarh are engaged in the 
translation of Tarikh-j.Daudi and T'arikh Sher Shahi. The 
:translation of Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Ziauddin Barni, of 
Tarikh-i·Firoz Shah of Shamshi Siraj Afif and a chapter 
'0~ Dastural Albab are ready for the press. Another research 
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student is engaged on the translation of Tarikhe Masumi. 
Dr. Mohammad Saleem· of our University has written an 
excellent thesis on the "Indo-Muslim Saints." Yet another 
student has recently started work on the historical material 
in the works of Ha.'zrat Amir Khusrau and this work when 
it is completed will be of great interest to the historian of 
Medieval India. 

The T~rikh Firoz Shah ·of Ziauddin Barni deserve a 
more patient and detailed study than has yet been devoted 
o it. There are rew books on this period which exercise a 
(reater fascination~ The more you read the book·the greater 
,he fascination grows and one feels closer to the. writer. 
)ne of its defects is incoherence but the very inco

ence of the book is one o'f its merits. The author is 
thinking aloud and reveals all his moods untroubled 

f r" of self~contradiction. He mirrors faithfully the 
of ordinary human weaknesses and of virtues. He 

ws us pre-eminently one- characteristic of his time, the 
asis on privilege side by side with law and some time 

privilege even above law. He accepts the distinction 
classes as God ord&.ined. He looks upon it as a social 
ndal that '"bondsman's bairns" should occupy high · · 
i tio ns in society. ' • 

Elsewhere I have dealt in detail 'with B~rni's ]ife and 
s Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi and I do not propose to take up 

r time with a dissertation on Barni whom I consider 
of the greatest Indian historians. 

Ge_ntlemen, I thank. you for the patient l}ear.ing you 
e · g1ven me. Limitations of timtS and space do not 

rmit me to speak in detail about the historians of Medieval 
dia and their works. ·I have only indicated the works 

ioh require to be studied in greater details and the lines 
which that study should be. conducted. My appeal to· you 

ain is to study the history of our people in a spirit of 
chrrient and understanding. The past should not conjuve 
reactions ''which dim our vision, dull our judgment, 

'turb our intellectual equilibrium and make it difficult for 
to assess the true value of historical date." Our history 
uld be a cohesive force and not?.a disruptive agency in 

)Ur society. · - · 

I 



BEGINNINGS OF RATHOR RULE IN MARWAR 

BY 

ANIL CHANDRA BANERJEE, M.A., 
Lecturer, Calcutta University. 

The chronicles of Marwar are unanimous in tracing the 
descent of the Rathor rulers of Marwar and Bikaner from the 
Gahadavalas of Kanauj. I do not propose to join the controversy1 
regarding the historical value of this tradition. It is, however, 
significant that all available facts relating to the Rathors of 
Marwar are quite consistent with the bardic point of view. An 
unpublished inscription2 of Rai Singh of Bikaner, dated V. S. 1645, 
describes Siha, the founder of the Rathor family of Marwar, a~ 
the great-grandson of Jayachandra, the famous Gahadavala rule 
of Kanauj. Tho Ain-i- Akbaria describes Siha as a nephew 
Jayachandra. An inscription4 dated V. S. 1686 found in t 
temple of Ranchhodji at Nagor near Josol in Mallani in Jodhp 
State describes Siha as Surija.bamsi and Kanojiya-Rathoda. T 
describes Siha in different places as Jayachandra's nephew, s 
and grandson. Tod's contradictory statements about Sih 
relationship with Jayachandra are probably due to the confus 
versions he· found in different chronicles. For instance, we fi 
in some chronicles5 that Siha came to Marwar in V. S. 1196 
A. D 1139. This date is quite inconsistent with the tradition 
relationship between Siha and Jayachandra. As the latter wa. 
killed in the battle of Chandwar in A. D. 1194, his decendant coul· 
not have come to Marwar in A. I>. 1139. Fortunately the Bith 
inscription6 conclusively proves that Siha died in V. S. 1330 
A. D. 1273. Thus the bardic tradition about his arrival in Marw 
in A. D. 1139 deserves no credence. 

The Bithu inscription says nothing about the relationshi 
between Siha and Jayachandra. But it contains some statement 
which may be said to confirm the bardic tradition. In the firs 
place, this insnription describeR Siha as a son of .3eta, i.e., Sitaram 
whom all Rathor chronicles describe as Siha's father. Secondly 

1. See: (1) Pandit Ramkara.n, "History of the Ra.tbors•', Sir 
Asutosb Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Volumes (Calcutta U niversityr, 
Vol. III, Orientalia, Part 2, pp. 259-261. (2) Pandit Bisheshwar Nath 
Reu, Glories of Marw,1r and 'The Glo1ions Rathors, pp. ix-x, 34, 38-47. 

2. Quoted by Pandit Ramkaran, Ibid, p. 266. 
3. Bloohmann and Jarrett, Vol. TI, p. 191. 
4. Referred to by D. R. Bhandarkar, lnd~an Antiquary, Jul1 

1911, pp. 181-183. 
, ~. Referred to by D. R. Bha.nda.rkar, Jbtd. 

6. Edited by D. R. Bhanda.rkar, Ibid. 
2l2 
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while Siha is called simply Rathada, i.e., Rathor, Sita is called 
Kumara, i.e., prince. It is probable that Siha was never a reigning 
prince, but his father was the son of a reigning prince. If this 
interpretation is correct. it may be surmised that Seta was the' 
son of Jayachandra. This surmise is quite consistent with two 
known dates-Jayachan~ra's death in A. D. 1194 and Siha's death 
in A. D. 1273. Pandit Ramkaran presumes Sitaram to be the 
grandson of Jaya_cbandra,7 but this is hardly consistent' with the 
available chronology. In any c,a.se, there is no difficulty in taking 
Siha as a descendant of Jayachandra. 

Our information about the fortunes of the Gahadavalas after 
the battle of Chandwar is scanty :tnd unreliable. Aycording to 
Pandit Ramkaran, they continued to rulo at Khod (Shamshabad). 
till it was occupied by Iltutmish. Then they moved towards 
Mahui via Modha, and built a fort there on the river Kali. From 
this place also they were .driven by the Muslims.s This story is 
also ac-cepted by Pandit Reu.9 We know from Muslim sources 
that Iltutmish had to fight against the Rajputs in the Ganges
Jamuna region, but details about Jaychandra's successors ar.e not 
a vailable.1.0 

According to bardic tradition quoted by Tad and Reu11 Siha 
came to Marwar in A. D. 1212. We are told that he was going 
on a pilgrimage to Dwarak~;L ; a different tradition tells us tha~ 
his aim was "to carv;e his fortunes in fresh fields".12 However, 

.. on his way he helped the Brahmans of Bhinmal against some 
Muslim invaders. He continued his journey to Dwarka,· halted 
at Anhilwada on the return journey ar.d came back to Marwar, 
where . he helped the Brahmins of Pali against marauding abori
ginal tribes like the Menas and the Mers. Pali was then an 
important commercial centre. (t was inhabited by the Pallival 
Brahmans ·and its ruler was a Brahman Chief .. Siha settled at 
Pali, and~ some years later died fighting against the Muslims iri. 
defence of this city.1s 

Dr. Bhandarkari4 has given us a Patlivala-Ohhand collected 
from the manuscripts of the Dadhi of a Pallival family in K,:~li 
in Shergarh ·in Jodhpur State. We gather from this Ohhand 
several important facts ·about Siha. We are told that he became 
minister of the Brahman ruler of Pali' in v.:s. 1292 or A.. D. 1235. 
This date is not inconsistent with tae bardic tradition that he 

7. Ibid~ p. 267. 
8. Ramka.ra.n, Ibid, p, 267. 
9. Reu, Ibid, pp. ix-x. · 

10. Habibullah, Foundation of Muslim ll.ul·e in India, PP.· 102-103. 
11. Reu, Ibid, p. x. 
12. Tod. , 
13. Ramkaran, Ibid, p, 269. 
14. Bha.nda.rkar, Ibid~ 
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came to Marwar in A. D. 1212, for the intervening period may 
have been covered by his operations at Bhinmal, pilgrimage to 
Dwarka, halt at Anhilwada, and operations against, the abori
ginal tribes near Pali. However, the Chhand telh:; us that after 
26 years, i.e., in 1261 A. D., Nasir-ud-din, Sultan of Delhi, invaded 
Pali. The Brahmans fought for 12 years and then opened the 
city-gate in V. S. 1330, or A. D. 1273. With them fell many 
Rajputs, among whom was Siha, with his 5,000 Rathors. Although 
this Ohhand is not very old, its authenticity is established by an 
old doha quoted at its end. That doha tells us that in V. S. 1330 
a fearful battle took place, as a result of which the Pallival 
Brahmans left Pali and went towards the west. Moreover, the 
Bithu inscription indirectly confirms the date of the disaster-V. S. 
1330. Muslim sources do not help us in verifying the story of 
Nasir-ud-din's attack on Pali, but there is nothing improbable 
in it, for we have referEnces to Ghiyas-ud-din Balban's operations 
against the Rajputs during Nasir· ud-din's reign. 111 Abdul Fazl's 
story1 6 that Siha was killen in a. battle at Shamshabad deserves 
no credence, for it is contradicted by tradition and epigraphic 
evidence alike. Nor can we accept Tod's story that Siha occupied 
Pali by killing the Brahmans17 a story contradicted by the Chhand 
referred to above. Moreover, had he made himself master of a 
rich city like Pali, the Bithu inscription would not have called 
him simply Rathada. 

We may conclude, therefore, that Siha died in A. D. 1273 
without being able to establish a Rathor principality in Marwar.

1 It was his son Asthan who captured Khed after killing the Gohi 
chief of that principality with the support of the latter's minister. 
Later on he killed the Bhil chieftain of I dar and put that prin
cipality in charge of his brother Sonag. Aj, the third son of 
Siha, captured Okhamandal near Dwaraka. According to Pandit 
Ramkaran18 , Asthan died in V. S. 1348. Pandit Reu19 says that 
he met his death at Pali while repulsing the attack of an army 
of Sultan Jalal-ud-din Khalji. 

Dhuhad, the eldest son of Asthan20, is said to have occupied 
140 villages. A struggle against the Parihars of Mandor cost him 
his life. The date of his death is uncertain, but an unpublished 
and undeciphered inscription found at Tirsingharin 21 in the Pach
bhadra pargana gives us a d.ate for him-V. 8. 1366. 

15. Ha.bibulla.h, Ibid. pp. 145-148. 
16. Blochma.nn and Jarrett, Vol. II, p. 271. 
17. See Reu, Ibid, pp. 34-36. 
18. Ba.mka.ran, Ibid, p. 270. 
19. Beu, Ibid, p. :xi. 
20. Bhanda.rka.r (Ibid, December 1~11, :p. 301) wronsly describ4)s 

Dhuhad as the grandson of Astha.n,. 'l· ~han .. t~~rt I~id, 



With regard to the successors of Asthan the chronicles· of 
Bikaner do not agree with those of Marwar. According to the 
former, Asthan was succeeded by his eldest son Dhandhala, who 
was succeeded, in turn, by his sons Nabhal and Udala,, and his 
grandson Asala; Dhuhad was the second son of Asthan, and he 
occupied his father's principality after Asala.22 We need not 
enter into the details of the controversy regarding the· alleged 
seniority of the ruling house of Bikaner. It may be noted, how
ever, that the date given in the Tirsingharin inscription for Dhuhad 
hardly leaves sufficient time for' four reigns intervening between 
Astban and Dhuhad. Between Siha's death· in V. S. 1330 and 
Dhuhad's reign (V. S. 1366) we have to place Dhandhala, Nabhal, 
Udala, and .Asala. If we 'take V. S. 1366 as the date of Dhuhad's 
death, for which, however, we have no direct evidence, we have 
to squeeze five reigns within 36 years. Without solving this 
chronological difficulty it is hardly possible to accept the Bikaner 
version of Rathor succession. 

In any case, there is no doubt that Asth.an 'was the real 
founder of Rathor rule in Marwar. Siha died as the loyal minister 
of the Brahman ruler of Pali, but he left for his son political 
influence and, probably, woalth, which the latter utilised in occupy
ing Khed and !dar. This small Ra thor principality was raised 
to the dignity of a kingdom by Chunda in the 15th century . 

. . 
JAJN AGAR FROM EPIGRAPHIC AND LITERARY SOURCE~ 

FROM ORISSA AND BEN GAL , 

BY 
• 

• . 
+ ' P. A CHARY A, B.Sc., State Archaeologist, Mayurbhanj State. 

" 
Credit gaes to N. N. Vasu for discovering interesting histori

cal references found in the Ganga inscriptions1 from Orissa which 
were elaborately discussed subsequently by M. M. Cbakraverti.2 
As Chakravarti had not the opportunity to know the contents 
of the Anantavasudeva temple inscription of Bhubaneswar he 
could not correctly identify the person described by Minhaj as 
"the son-in-law of the Rai"•of Jajnagar. Corroborative reference 
to the writing of Minhaj is found from this inscription of Bhuba
neswar and I have discussed in a separate paper called "Three 
Bhubaneswar Inscriptions" sent to the Royal Asiatic Society ~o_f 

22. J. A. S. B. 1919, pp, 38 ff. 

1. J. A. S. B. 1896, pp. 232-34, 
2.· Ibid, 1903, pp. 123·24. . . ' 
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Bengal. The editor of the Cambridge History of lndia3 Vol. III 
seems to have not utilised-Chakraverti's paper which is very 
authentic even now. R. D. Banerji utilised the materials of the 
Muslim hi!'ltory, the findings of Chakravarti and the text of the 
Royal Asiatic Society inscription of Bhubaneswar in his History 
of Orissa Vol. I., but he did not make any new contribution. His 
thorough study in the inscriptions of Orissa enabled him to criticise 
freely some statements of Minhaj.4 

Dr. H. C. Ray also referred to Muslim sources in his 
book entitled "Dynastic history of Northern India" like M. M. 
Chakravarti. 

Mr. R. Subba Rao in his paper on the History of the Eastern 
Gange.<J of Kalinga has discussed the Muslim references in the 
Journal of th<:> A ndhra Historical Research Society. 

Chakravarti, Banerji, Dr. Ray and Mr. Subha Rao have cited 
references to the Muslim history of Jajnagar only from inscrip
tions of the Ganga kings of Orissa and not from Rajamala, the 
traditional history of Tripura which does not mention any war 
in the 13th century with Muslims of Lakhnauti. 

During the period from 1211 to 1281 A. D. we find the 
fl)llowing Sultans of Delhi and their Governors of Lakhnauti. 

(A) Sultans of Delhi. 
(i) Sultans of Delhi. 7 

1. Shamsuddin Iltutmish 
2. Ruknuddin Firoz I 
3. Raziya 
4. Muizzuddin Bahram 
5. AUauddin Masaud . 
6. N asiruddin Mahmud I 
7. Ghyasuddin Balban 

(ii) Governors of Bengal. 8 

1. Giyasuddin Iwaz 
X X 

2. Izzuddin Tughril Tughan Khan 
3. Qamruddin Taimur Khan 
4. Ikhtiyaruddin Yuzbeg 

1210 A.. D. 
1235 A. D. 
1236 A. i.J, 

1239 A. D. 
1241 A. D. 
1246 A. D. 
1265-87 

1211-1226 A. D. 
X 

1233-1244 A. D. 
l 244-1246 A. D. 
1246-1258 A. D. 



(B) Ganga Kings of Orissa. 

1. Animgabhimadeva III 

2. Narsinmhadeva I 

3. Bhasudeva III 

1211:12459 A. D. or 
1211-1238.10 

1245-1"2~69 A. D. or 
1238 12641 0 

••• 1264-1279 A. D. 

If the period of rule of Anangabhima and Narasimha from 
1211 to 1246 are accepted, Ntinhaj's description of the leader of 
the Jajnaga.r forces as the son-in-law of the Rai is untenable 

.and in that case the wars with the Rai of Jajnagar are to be 
accepted during the life timo of Anangabhimadeva. But if R. C. 
Mazumdar's date is accepted no such difficulty arises. 

Minhaj writes that 'Jajnagar' sent tribute to· Ghiyasuddin 
Iwaz. .From this we can assume that Anangabhimt~ deva III sent 
tribute to him. 'This is the one sided version of the Muslim 
chronicler. Let us see what the contemporary inscriptions of 
Orrissa record on Anangabhima's relation with Muslims of 
Lakhnauti. The Chatesvara inscription11 was written in Circa 
1220 A. D. according , to Chakraverti~s calculation. ·rn this 
inscription the conquest of the Tuhmana country(modern Bilashpur 
Dis'trict in C. P.) ~na ·that over the Yavana king by Vishnu, the 
minister of Anangabhima have been described in verses 14 and 15. 
The victory over the. Yavana king certainly refers to the Muslim 
Governor of Lakhnauti and no one else. On this point R. D~ 
Banerji states that "there is no truth in the statement of the 1 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri that Iwaz had made Ganga kingn tributary to 
him, because both sides claim· the victory" 12 Mr. Suba Rao also 
supports Banerji.1.s Hunter is of opinion that" this raid, for it 
c·annot_be called-~ conquest, yielded no permanent result."1.4 

. . . 
Tabaqat-i-Na~iri records that "in the year• 64l A. H. -(1243 

A. D~) the Rai: of Jajnagar commenced. molesting the Lakhnauti 
territory, ana in the month of Shawwal 641 A. H. (Nove. 1243) 
Tughril.:i-Tughan Khan inarched towards Jajnagar country. The 
Muhammedans sustained an over throw and a great number of 
these 'holy warriors "attained martyrdom and Malik Tughril-i
Tughan Khan retired from that "place without having effected 
his object and returned to Lakhnauti".1. 5 • 

9. (1) B. C. Ma.zumdar, Orissa in 'the Making, p. 202. 
(2) R. Subba Rao J. A. H. R. S., Vol. VII, p. 182. 

10. (1) J. A. S. B. 1903, p, 141. 
(2) J. A. H. R. S., Vol. VIII, p. 233 and 240. 

12. History of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 260. 
13. J. A. H. R. S., V ol.ll VII, p. 234. 
14. Hunter's Orissa.. Vol; II, p. 4. 
15. Tabaqa.t-i-Na.siri, p. 738. 

28 . 
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"ln the same year likewise (642 A. H.) the Ra.i of Jajnagar 
x x x having turned his face towards Lalrhnauti territory, on 
Tuesday the 13th, of the month of Shawwal, 642 A. H. the army 
of Jajnagar, consisting of elephants and Paib (footmen) in great 
numbers arrived opposite Lakhnauti. Malik Tughril·i-Tughan 
Khan came out of the city to confront them. The infidel host, 
on coming beyond the frontier of the Jajnagar territory, first 
took Lakhnor x x x and after that appeared before the gate 
of Lakhnauti.''1 6 

,' The leader of Jajnagar is thus described:-
''The leader of the forces of Jajnagar was a person by name 

Sabantar, the son-in-law of the Rai, who during the time of Malik 
Izzuddin Tughril-i-Tughan Khan, had advanced to the bank of 
the river of Lakhnauti, and having shown the greatest audacity 
had driven the Musalman forces as far as the gate (of the city) 
of Lakhnauti. In Malik Tughril-Khan-i-Yuzbak's time judging 
from the past he (the Jajnagar ieader) manifested great boldness, 
and fought and was defeated."17 

From above it is clear that the invasion of Lakhnauti by 
the Rai of Jajnagar was continuously carried on from 1243 to 
1247 A. D. and the army of the Rai of Jajnagar was always 
victorius until the death of their leader, the son-in-law of the Rai. 
This period falls within the period of rule of Anangabhima III 
and N arasimha I. Let us see as to how the inscriptions of the 
Anantavasudeva temple of Bhubaneswar help us in corroborating 
the statement of Minhaj wbo was the eye-witness of these events. 

"In Ohodaganga's lineage was like a flag the heroic Ananga. 
bhima, whose profound strength was celebrated by the damsels 
of a multitude of hostile kings dest:t:oyed by his power, and who 
was exceedingly proud of his horses the speed of which surpassed 
that of the snake's foe or Garuda. He made an end of that 
war by defeating Yavanas with impetuousity after entering into 
their territory beyond the frontier."18 The last sentence of this 
verse reminds us Minhaj's statement." Th~ infidel host on coming 
beyond the frontier of Jajnagar territory first took Lakhnauti." 
This event took place in November 1244 A. D. when Anangabhima 
was ruling Orissa, and his son-in-law was the leader of the forces 
of Jajnagar. The temple of the Anantavasudeva was built by 
Chandra Devi, the daughter of Anangabhimadeva~who was given 
in marriage to Paramardi Deva of the Haiyaya lineage (v.7) In 
the verse 20 of the inscription .. the poet Umapati writes :-"The 
valient Paramardi De;a having found the enemies of the battle 
loving king Vira N arasimgha Deva to be dwe1ling in the world 
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of Gods, went himself thither in furyt9 to conquer them, with full 
display of glory." This passage reminds us the line written by 
Minhaj that "he (J ajnagar leader) manifested great boldness, and 
fought and was defeated.'' This fight took: place when Malik 
Yuzbak (1246-1258 A. D.) was the Governor of Lakhnauti and 
N arasimha Deva was on th~ throne of Orissa. 

'li'he Anantavasudeva temple inscription of Bhubaneswar was 
written in 1278 A, D. when Ohandradevi, the wife of Parama:fdi 
·Deva was living and so the poet described the valour of Paramardi 

· Deva in the War with the -Muslim Governors of Lakhnaut'i in its 
true colour. Minhaj described him as a Sabanter which perhaps 
a corruption of Samantaraya. N. N. Vasu has written that 
Minhaj by mistake has described the son to be the .son-in-la w2o of 
the Rai of Jajnagar. M. M. Chakravertilii rejected this sug
gestion on the ground that · Sabantar was a different person 
from Narasimhadeva; but R. D. Banerji211 has written that "The 
Commander of the Army of Orissa was the ·son-in-law of 
Narsingha Deva 1." Chandradevi waR the daughter of Ananga
bhimadeva and sister of NarasimnghadE-va I and so Minhaj 
correctly described him as the son-in-law· of Anangabhimadeva 
which relation is corroborated by the Anantavasudeva temple 
inscription of Bhubaneswar. _ 

In the verse 84 ·of the copper plate of Narasimhadeva II of 
the year 1295 A. D. mention is made of the conquest of Radha 
and Varendra belonging to Yavanas by Narasimhadva I. The · 
English translation of the verse is quoted below :-

"The (white) river Gnagablackened for a great distance 
by the collyrium washed away by the tears from the eyes of 
the weeping Yavanas of Radha and Varendra, <i.nd rendered 
waveless, as if by· his astonishing achievement was now trans
ferred, by. the monarch into blackened watered Yall1una."ll 3 

. . Apart from these epigraphic corroborations of the relations 
of the Ganga kings of Orissa with the Muslim Governors of 
Lakhnauti and Sultans o-f Delhi as written in Persian by Minhaj, 
the contemporary Sanskrit literature gives a number of reference_s 
to Muslims of northern India. 

~ 

The period of rule of Anangabhimadeva and Narsimhadeva I 
is the most glorious period in the history of Orissa according to 
the Madalapanji and copper.plate grants, when art, architecture 
and literature ·too were well developed. Two Sanskrit works' 
on Alankara namely Ekabali and, Sahityadarpana were composed 

19. Ibid, p. 155. 
20. J. A. S. B. 1896, p. 2 0. 
21. ibid, 1903, p. 123-24. 
22. History of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 265. 
gs. 1. ,A .• s. B. 1896, l>· 232. / 

/ 
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by Vidyadhara and Visvanatha respectively and have survived. 
These works mention many other Sanskrit works which have not 
yet been unearthed. The date of Ekaba\i was assigned to the 
period of rule of Narasimghadeva I by M. M. Chakravarti. As 
no reference to Eka.bali is founcl in Sahityadarpana, Chakravarti 
was of opinion that Ekabali was a later work." In Ekabali 
N arasimhadeva has been described to have fought with the 
.Mahammedans and to have fought in Bengal on the banks of 
the Ganges. The battles with the Mahammedans are indicat~d 
in the examples having words :-'Yavanavanindu Samere' {p, 202) 
Sakadhisvara (326) and Hamira. Then again, the fight with the 
Bengalis Banga-Sangara-Simaiti {p. 203) and the reference to 
the waves of the Ganges, Ganga-taranga-Dhavalani (p. 136) 
apparently speak of Narasimha's fight with Bengal Viceroys of 
the Delhi Sultans." 

According to Chakravarti the date of Sahityadarpana was 
earlier than that of Ekabali, but P. V. Kane24 in his introduction 
to Sahityadarpana has written that "Sahityadarpana was com
po3ed at some time between 1300 A. D. to 1384 A. D." Visvanatha's 
grand-father and grand uncle were reputed scholars and his 
father Chandrasekhara was a minister as well as a Sanskrit 
scholar. So it seems that he quoted verses as examples of his 
works which were written by them in praise of king N arasimha
deva I to illustrate the rules of Sahityadarpana, the two following 
of which, it seems, have direct reference to the Muslims of Bengal. 
Minhaj writes that the leader of Jajnagar forces advanced to the 
bank of the river of Lakhnauti and certair ly this river is the 
Ganges. The verse of Chapter X quoted below seems to have 
a reference to the hasty retreat of the Muslim army which had 
to cross the Ganges with great difficulty. 

"Gangambhasi Sura tra:I.:la tava nisana-nikvai.:la 

Snativarivadhu varga.garbhapa;tana-pataki:."25 

"0h Sultan, the sound of the drums beaten at the time of 
your marching were guilty of causing abortion of the wives of 
thy foeman, bathe as it were in the Ganges." Kane remarks that 
"sinners bathe in the waters of the Ganges. Here the coming 
in contact with the waters of the Ganges on the part of the sound 
is represented as bathing which is an action''. 

The other verse runs as follows :-
Sandhausarvasva haranam vigrahe pral)anigraha, 
Allapadinanrpatauna sandhirna oha vigraha". 

24. Sahityada.rpa.na 1923, p, CXXIII. 
25. Sa.hitya.da.rpa.na, p. 142. SuratraM is a sa.nskritised form of 

Arabia Sultan. 
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With Allapadina peace means usurption of all the wealth 
and property and war means sure death and so no peace o~ war 
is possible with him. 

The author Visvanatha notes that out of four methods when 
two namely peace and war are not possible with him there remain 
the other two namely Sarna (alliance) or Dana (tribute) which 
were adopted by many for their safety. ' -

The Sanskrit eulogists were fond ,of describmg. the high 
qualitiC's of the opponent of their hero for the purpose of a contrast 
to the higher qualities of their hero and as the above verses seems 
to be selected from the Prasasti (eulogy) of Narasimhadeva I, 
t.he real meaning of the verses is to be taken in the opposite sense 
according to the rules of Alankara Sastra. The first verse in- the 
plain English gives the meaning that the Muslim army which 
attacked Jajnagar was fully perished and the Sultan only heard 
the news of their defeat which reached L.akhnauti after crossing 

- the Ganges. ·The meaning of the second verse is this that all 
- other kings either offered tribute or made allia nee with Alia vadina 

(Allauddin) but on the contrary Allavadina had to do the same 
• thing with the Rai of Jajnagar. These hyperboles from the pen 

of the panegyrists are corroborated by Minhaj's bold and true 
statement of the defeat of the Muslim army in Jajnagar from 1243 , 
to 1245 A. D. when Alladdin was the Sultan of Delhi. 

Visvanath has coined the Sanskrit words 'Suratrana' and 
"Allapadinanrpati'. Suratrana means the protector of gods but 
of Allapadina "Dina is a Sanskrit worJ but Allapa is not a Sanskrit 
one. 1The Palam Baoli inscription26 of 1276 mentions good many 
sanskritised Persian words-such as Alavadina and Gayasadina 
and the epithets used in connection with these names are all 
San!?krit like Allapadinanrpati here. The Ganga copper-plates 
mention Gayasudina. So it appears that the Sanskritised form 
of Persian names was different in Orissa from northern India. The 
Coins of Shamsuddin Altamash Suritana Sri Samasuddina' and 
that of Allauddin Masaud Shah give Suritana Sri Alavadina. 27 

The copper-plates of Narasingha 28 Deva II, Bhanu Deva29 II 
and Narasingha30 Deva IV do not mention the expedition of 
Tughril in 1279 to Jajnagar as recorded by Barani and so it seems 
that it was only a mere raid which was not given any importance 
by the Oriya historians or poets, but Ba·rani's account of Ulugh 
Khan ·s expedition to Jajnagar in 1323 A. D. from Warrangal is 
corroborated by the inscriptions. 

26. J. A.. S. B. 1874. pp. 104-110. -
27. Catalogue of Coins of Indian Museum, Vol. II, p. 22 and 30. 
28. J. A.. S. B. 1896. 
29. Orissa. in the Making, p. 202. 
30. J. A. s. l3. 1895. 
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Barani writes :-
"The Prince then marched towards Jajnagar and there took 

forty elephants with which he returned to Tilong. These he sent 
to his father." 31 

The copper-plates· relate the following verse describing the 
'oign of Bhanu Deva II (1306-1327 A. D.) 

"Rajno yasya Ga.yasadina Samara 
Pra:ra vdha-sa uryak~a ta 

Praudha:neka narendra kandha-
ragalat kilala pu:rnavanih."s2 

This Gayasudina is no other than Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq I 
(1320-1324) whose son Ulugh Khan conquered Telengana. 

Thus we see that important e'1ents of the Muslim history 
are corroborated from the inscriptions of the Orissa and these 
corroborations clearly prove that Jajnagar mentioned by Minhaj 
and Barani, was another name of Orissa and Afif'A mention 
of •Jajnagar-Udisa removes all doubt regarding the identity of 
Jajnagar with Orissa. 

Now the question arises as to how Minhaj the first Muslim 
historian came to know the name of Jajnagar in 1243-44 during 
his stay at Lakhnauti. There is no doub-t about it that he came 
to know it from some definite sources which he has not noted in 
the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri. Jajnagar as the another name of Utkala, 
Odra or Kalinga is not found from any inscription of Bengal 
during the 12th century or earlier, 

The only source of Minhaj's information in Bengal is Dhoyi's 
Pavanaduta in which we find the description of a city called 
Yayatinagar ''khyatam Jagati nagarima:khyaya tam Yaya:teh" 
which is situated on the north of Kalinganagar and south of· 
Vjjayapura in Radha or Suhma in south-western or western 
Bengal. In the city of Yayatinagara, the poet of Pavanadufa 
describes that the courtyards (Prangar;ta) were adorned with 
betelnut trees twined with the creeper of the betel le'lves. This 
description locates the city of Yayatinagara of Pavanaduta in the 
seaboard district of Orissa and not in the hilly tract in upper 
Vf:\lley of the Mahanadi. 

Mr. H. P. Sastri:- noticed the discovery of the manuscript of 
Pavlinaduta in the proceedings of the Asia tic Society of Bengal 
for July 1898 pp. 190-92 and after identifying Yayatinagar with 
· . - .. he writes that "From the capital of Utkala, the invisible 

·· blows to the country of Su,hma. or what is known as 
Bengal" · Rai Bahadur IJ. f4. (,l~kraverti published 

··~p.·~. ··;,.;·. 



the text of Pavanaduta in the Journal and Proceedings of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol. I. new series, (1905) (p. 44. He 
identified Yayatinagara of Pavanaduta with Yayatinagar 
mentioned in the copper-plate inscriptions of Mahasivagupta 
Yayati and Mahabhavagupta. Bhimaratha.88 'lhese inscriptions 
record that Yayatinagara was situated on bank of the Mahanadi 
and Hiralal has suggested that Binka in the Sonepur State was 
called Yay a tin agar. In the Terumalai inscription of Rajendra 
Chola Yaya.tinagar, wrongly written as Adinagara, was the 
capital of the Somakuli kings. The Somakuli dynasty of the 
inscriptions popularly called .the Kesari dynasty in the Madalapanji, 
was ousted by Chodaganga of the Ganga dynasty in 1118 A. D. 
No inscription of Chodaganga or his successors mentions Yayati
nagara, but in the Jfadalapanji there has been described a place 
called Abhinava (New) Yayatinagara during the reign of Ananga
bhimadeva with whom Muslims of Bengal had several 'fights. 
In absence of any epigraphical evidence on Yayatinagar we can 
safely rely on the Madalapanji supporting the popularity of 
Yayatinagar during tbe reign of the Ganga king Anangabhima
deva and Minhaj's Jajnagar is the corrupt from Yayatinagara 
which can be identified according t9 Pavanaduta with Jajpur. 

Almost all the village astrologers of Orissa poesess the copy 
of the Madalapanji which they read before the public on the 
Dola-purnirna day. ·I got a copy of such a Madalapanji from· an 
astrologer of the village Kesarpur near Chaudwar .and in this 
copy of the Madalapanji it has been recorded that Chodaganga 
Deva the first king of the Ganga dynasty Of Orissa, established 
his capital "Jajnagara Kataka". According to this tradition it 
seems that there existed a city called Jajnagara the corrupt form 
of new Yayatinagar which was the capital of the Somakuli Kesari 
kings in eastern Orissa. The poet Dhoyi, the author of Pavanadut.J, 
lived before 1200 A. D. and described Yayatinagar which was 
transformed into Jajnagar in 1260 A. D., when Minhaj wrote his 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri. Stirling's version of the Madalapanji printed 
iri 1825 A. D. narrates that Yayati KeE?ari's "Court was held at 
Jajpura where he built a palace84 and a castle called Ohaudwar." 

Rajendralal Mitra's note on Jajpur runs as follows:

"Again it was said that as Y.ay a ti Kesari x x x first 
established his metropolis at. Yajapura, he must have built· the 
city and named it after himself Yayatipura which now survives 
in the abbreviated form of Yajapura. The derivation, however 
is questionable. Under the phonetic rules of the Prakrita langu~ 
age Yayati would not change into Yaya; whereas Ya:j, the radical 

33. Bhanda.rkar's List of Inscriptions of Northern India. 
Nos. 1568·70. 

34. Asiatio Researches, Vol. XV, 1825. p. 



of Yajna, even in Sanskrit yields the noun Yaja or Yaga, 8aCrifi.ce 
and thence Yajapura is an obvious and legitimate deriv-ation." 35 

N andalal Dey's notes on Jajpur run as follows:-
"Jajpur is a contraction of Yayatipur. The temple of Biraja 

at Jajpur is one of the fifty two pithas where a part of Sati's body 
is said to have fallen. Brahma is said to have celebrated the 
horse sacrifice ten time!> at Dasasvamedha ghat on the bank of 
the Baitarani rive;, and hence the place obtained the name Jajna
pura.36 x x According to Dr. Fleet Yayatinagara is the 
ancient name of Kataka (in Orissa)37 . As Yayati established a 
city called Yayatinagara after his own name in the upper valley 
of the MahHnadi, it is plausible that after occupying Utkala, 
he changed the name of Jaja~mra into Abbinava Yayatinagara. 
The mention of the river Baitarani in Mahabharata clearly proves 
the antiqu1ty of Jaj"'.pur, the corrupt forrn of Jajnapura through 
Jagapur. So the name Jajnagara seems to have been abbreviated 
from two names of the city, Jajapura and Yayatinagara." 

The name Yayatipura suggested by R. L. Mitra and N. Dey 
does not find corroboration from the epigraphic or traditional 
account of Orissa, but the popularity of Jajnagara as the another 
name of Jajapura continued upto tl1e middle of the Hlth century in 
Orissa which is proved by literary evidence. On the other hand 
the popularity of the more anci~nt name Jajpura in Bengal in 
the 16th centUiy A. D. is known from Chaitanyacharitamrita 
and Ohaitanya Bhagava!a. 

According to Saraladasa's Oriya Mahabharata (Svargarohan 
parva) Judhistird. with brothers first arrived at Jajnagari on the 
Baitarani from the north of Orissa. Fwm Jaj-:1.nagar he came 
to Amaravati Kataka (now Chhati~ in the Cuttack District) and 
then eros :ing the river Chitrotpala (the Mahanadi) carne to 
Ekamratirtha or Bhubaneswar, and on his return journey he 
came to the Baitarani after crossing the Chitrotpala. So it seems 
that during the time or Saraladasa Jajanagar was more popular 
t.han Jajapura (15th century A. D.) 

The pilgrimage of Chaitanyadeva in Orissa is described in 
the Chaitanya Oharitamrita and Oha danya bhagavata. In these 
works Jajapura on the Bai tar ani finds mention but in Jagannatha 
Oharitamrita an Oriya work describing the pilgrimage of Chai
tanya, Jajanagara on thf3 Baitarani finds mention ; and the 
mention of Varahanath at Jajanagar was the another name of 
Jajapura. The date of Jagannatha Oharitarnrita belongs to the 
same period as that of the Chattanya Oharitamrita or Ohaitanya 
Bhagavata i.e. the 16th century A. D. Sikhara Dasa's Nilasundara 

35. Antiquities of Orissa, Vol.II,,p. 157. 
-~. Geograph.ioal Diotionary, p. 214. 
17. lbUJ, p, 216. 
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Gita is another work in Oriya which contains the traditional past 
history of Orissa in the form of prophecy and from the mention 
of Kapilendra Deva as one of the kings of Orissa, it seems that 
he lived in the later .part of the 15th century or the earlier part 
of the 16th century A. D. The following lines from Nilasundara 
gita remind us the verse beginning with •Gangarnbhasi' of Sahitya
darpana quoted below:-"-

Sarna- dana chhadi narendra nripati Samara Kariva. jai, 
Hasti-asva-vaJa vahuta padive dharmi na padive Kehi 11 

Diganta hoi paJaive papie Gajapati leutiva; 
Ganga:re Kbanda;pakhaliva narendra Yayanagare Vasiva.'ll 

The King (N arendra) would fight by giving up the principles 
of Sarna and Dana, and a large number of forces of elephants 
and horses will be fallen in the· battle, but not a single virtuous 

'man. The enemy would retreat without knowing the· direction 
and the Gajapati will come back to Jajanagara after washing 
the sword in the Ganges." · · 

Sikhara Dasa mentions that the deity named Viraja resides 
at Jajnagar and this fact is another evidence in support of the 
identification of Jajanagara· with Jajpur. 

The latest mention of Jajnagar is made by the poet Abhi
manyu Samanta Simhara of the 18th Century A.. D. in his poetical 
works called Premakala. The couplet containing Jajahagara 
runs as follows. · 

"Jamvudvipe.bharata khandeesara mahi 
Mahodadhi Jajanagra madhya ramyatahim." 

As Mahasivagupta Yayati ruled towards the close of the 
lOth ·century A. D., the date of Yayatinagara cannot go beyond 
the last quarter of the lOth century A. D. but in the early 13th 
century A. D. it was contracted into Jajnagar which has been 
recorded by Minhaj; and Afif's text of· Jajnagara Udisa in 
Tarihk-i-JJ'eroz.<;hahi clearly proves that during the 3rd quarter 
of the 14th century A. D. Udisa was gaining popularity. Let u;;; 
see how the name Odisa has been derived. 

Leaving aside the Pauranic references discussed by Pargitar38 

the epigraphic records of Asoka and Kharavela before . the 
Christian era mention capitals at Tosali and Kalinganagar which 
were situated in those days in modern Orissa. Kalidasa mentions 
Utkala which was situated on the south of Baaga (Bengal) and 
north of Kalinga. During the 7th century A: D. Yuanchuang 
mentions Odra lying south-west of Karnasuvarna and north of 
Kongada and Kalinga. · The copper-plates of Soro39 mention 
Odravisaya and Uttara Tosala and that of Midnapur4° mentions 

3H. J. A. S. B. 1897, pp. 98-104 a.nd 110. 
39. 1£. I. Vol. XXIII, p. 201-02. 
40. J. A. S. B. Letters, Vol. XI 1945, V· 8, 
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Utkala. Odra also finds mention in the epithet Gaudodradi 
Kalinga kosalpati,4t of Harsadeva of Kamarupa. In this area the 
Bhauma inscriptions mention Uttara Tosala and Utkala andDaksina 
Tosala42 and Kongadamandala was included underDaksina Tosala. 
Rajasekhara48 mentions •Kalinga-Kosala-Tosala-Utkala.' The 
copper plates of Gayada Tunga44 mention Odravisaya. Rajendra 
Chola's inscriptions45 mention in 1025 A. D. Kosala, Yayatinagar 
and Oddavisaya. The Dirghasi inscription46 mentions Utkala in 
Sanskrit and Oddavisaya in the Telugu text. The Ganga inscrip
tions from the time of Choda Ganga to Narasimha deva47 IV e.g. 
from 12th century A. D. to first quarter of the 15th. century 
A. D. mention Utkala. The Muslim historians of the 13th and 
and 14th. c-enturies A. D. always have described this part of the 
country as Jajnagar. Towards the end of the 14th century 
Shamsi-Siraj Afif has oescribed at one place Jajnagar-Udiaa.48 

Kapilendra Deva's Jagannath temple inscription49 dated 1443 
A. D. mentions bis Odisarajya. Saraladasa in his Oriya Maha
bharata (Adiparva) writeg that Odisa is the another name 
of Odarastra. In Ferishtah's account on the other hand relating to 
Nizam Shah and Mahammed Shah HI (14.61-1482) of Bahmania 
of Kulbarga, "Jajnagar and Odisah are mentioned as totally 
separate territories," but in Nizamuddin'~'> Tarikh-i-Akbari50 only 
Odisa finds mention. So Ferishtah's account of two separate 
kingdoms does not find corroboration even from the contemporary 
history. 

The above references go to prove that Odra-visaya of the 
7th. century A. D. was popular as Oddavisaya in the '11th 
century A. D. Odavisaya was changed into Odavisa which form 
has not been found from any inscription but Taranath the Tibetan 
historian mentions Odavisa which he wrote perhaps from some 
earlier account. We do not know when Odivisa form was current 
but this form was certainly earlier to 1360 A. D. when Odisa was 
written by Afif. So it appears that Odisa was derived from 
Odravisaya through the following phonetic changes Odravisaya
Oddavisaya-Odi visa- Odisa. 

The Pauranic from Utkala is still popular. Those who 
maintain that Utkala is derived from Uttara Kalinga have not 

· produced any evidence on the use of Uttara-Kalinga from any 

41. I. A. Vol. IX I880, p. 179. 
42. Bha.uma kings of Orissa by Pandit B. B. Misra., p. 86. 
43. Kavyamimamsa., p. 93. 
44. E. I. Vol. XII, pp. 291-95. 
45. E. I. Vol. IX. 
46. E. I. 
47. J. A. S. B. 1895 and 1896. 
48. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 592 n. 
49. J. A .. S. B. 1893, p. 
~o. Vol. III, :pp. 86 an<t lQ~. 



inscription or literature. The mediaeval names such as Kalinga, 
Kongada, Tosala, Kosala and Yayatinagar (or Jajnagar) are no 
longer in. use. The Trikandasesa mentions that Odra is the same 
as Utkala. Stirling derives the word Orissa from Ordesa or Oresa. 
In Hobson and Jobson the Sanskrit form of Orissa is given as 
Odra-rastra-the land of the Odras. Under the word Oriya it 
is written there that "the proper name of the country is Odradesa 
or Ordesa whence .Oriya or Uriya." None of these Sanskrit words 
Odra-raHtra or Ordesa will give us Odisa through phonetic changes 
according to Prakrit grammar. 

--~·-----

THE SIEGE OF CHAMPANE-R-PA.WA.GADH BY 
SULfA.N MAHMUD I BEGADA . . 

In A. D. 1482-1484. 

BY 

DR. H. GOETZ; PH.D. BARODA . 

. 
The siege of Champaner-Pawag adh by MaQmud I Begaga is 

gen.;~rally accepted as one of the most important military events 
. in the history of late Mediaeval Gujara:t. Only after its fall the 
sultailS of AQmadab~d could regard !;hemselves truely eovereigns 

· of Western India, a fact which MaQmud acknowledged by the 
foundation of a splendid second capital at its foot. 

The siege wliich lasted twenty months, centred round the 
only spur which does not break oW in insurmountable cliffs, but 
comes down on the South-Eastern side in a series of. broad terraces 
and soft slopes. The neck of this spur is protected by two deep 
gorges. Into the northern gorge falls the rivulet of the Visva
mitri, near the traditional hermitage of Visvamitra, the great 
V edio rishi ; the southern gorge separates the lower-most plateaus 
from another, forbidding spur to its West, with the so-called 
palace of the last Chauhan raja Jai Singh. The maccessible cliffs • 
surrounding these two gorges, ~however, are connected by a not so 
high, but still sufficiently difficult cliff-band across the neck of the 
South-Eastern spm·, separating the Lower from the Middle Fort. 
The lower-most plateau, finally, is separated from the plain and 
the softly rising forelands by a. slope the height of which varies 
on the southern and south.-western sides between hundred and two 
hundred feet, on the eastern and north-eastern, however, between 
only twenty and fifty whereas towards the north it breaks off 
into the Visvamitri gorge. · 

This lower-most plateau' forms the Lower Fort, accessible at 
its weakest, E. N, E. side by the Atak Gate. The Middle l!,ort 



is reached by the Mahoti Gate, a system of gateways and bastions 
partly cut into the rock in an inner angle of the cliffband across 
the spur neck. To the south another narrow neck \(>ads to the 
else completely inaccessible spur with the so.called palace of the 
Patai Ra:val Jai Singh. Towards the we~t and then north-west, 
however, the road climbs up over steep, but passable slopes past 
several gates at specially difficult spots, to the uppermost band of 
cliffs surrounding the "Mauliya" plateau, the Upper Fort, protected 
by the .N aqqar Khan a Gate, likewise partly cut into the rock. 

Considerable time must have been lost by Mal)mud Bega9a 
in surrounding the mountain.stock and finding out its vulnerable 
points. Trenches and batteries were pushed forward towards the 
"Western'' wall of the fort, not far from the main gate. From 
here the sultan could overlook the walls and observe what the 
Rajputs inside were doing. Probably from this position an assault 
party under Malik Ayaz Sultam stormed tht} battered walls 
on the 21st November 1484 and took possession of the main 
gate. At the break of dawn the same day another party 
under Malik Sarang Qiwam-ul-Mu\k scaled another section of 
the walls when most Ra:jput guards had for a moment left their 
posts for their ablutions. The Ra:jputs vainly tried to dislodge 
Malik A.ya:z by throwing a large canister of powder against his 
position; but the wind blew this canister back to the Ra:val's 
place where it exploded harmlessly. Thereupon the Rajputs 
committed jauha:r, burned their wives and children in the Ra:val's 
palace, the majority sallied out of the gate and fell figltting, 
some retired to the Upper Fort, but surrendered some days later. 

The above account is anything but clear ; to details the 
Mirat-i-Sikandari and the Tabaka.t-i Akban, as well as the 
English accounts by J. W. Watson1 aud M. S. Commissariat2 
contradict each otller. This is not surprising if we keep in mind 
the rather com plica ted formation of the terrain which makes 
an exact description difficult, and also its present desolation where 
the jungle obliterates the vestiges of the past and where, therefore, 
local traditions tend to be transferred to those ruins which are 
still accessible. As Ohampaner can easily be reached from Baroda 

• by motor car, I made a number of excursions to check the his
torical accounts on the spot and to reconstruct the siege in terms 
of modern military science. 

The first question to be' decided is which fort the Sultan 
actually attacked. As the Mauliy a was first fortified by Mabmud 
himself, the choice can be only between the Lower and Middle 
Fort. But already Watsonbas pointed out that this could only 

the Bill Fortress of Pa.wa.gadh in Guja.ra.t, 
~·'llt•W'·'".~ ~·o. ~'l. . ··· · •.·. 

Afc~~-·• tJ~iwlUI .. lh ~6.Jr. 
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be the Lower Fort, as even from the highest siegework it would. 
have been completely impossible to overlook the cliffs of the 
Mahoti Gate. 
- But then we come to the next contradictions: The breach 
through which Malik .Aya:z entered the Lower Fort and occupied 
the mair., i.e., the Atak Gate, is said to have been in the western 
wall. The batteries which battered open this breach, however, 
must have been mounted on the same earthworks from which 
the Mahmud could overlook the town, and which must also have 
shielded the massed assault troops of Malik Aya:z. But the valley 
on the west side is· much too deep to have· rendered it possible 
to construct earthworks or to bring up guns there, nor are there 
any vestiges left in this lonely valley. Besides, the guns would 
have blen dominated by the Middle Fort, and the assailants 
would have been forced to traverse the whole Hajput town before 
they could reach the Atak Gate. As a matter of fact, the real 
point of attack was the Eastern wall, to the, left of the Atak 
Gate up to the E. S. E. corner of the {own. Here the level 
cifference between the plateau of the Lower Fort and the softly 
falling hill-side outside is not more than twenty feet. Whereas 
everywhere else the Rajput wall of baealt rubblework is still 
standing, here it has been replaced by much better Muslim 
fortifications in yellow sandstone, a sign that here the old walls 
had been completely destroyed beiore the sultan could take 
possession of them. In the area outside there are irregular 
mounds pointing out the sites_ of the deserted siege works. Inside, 
a ·row of strange basalt platforms accompanies the wall, at a 
distance of about ten yards from it and from each other. At 
the first moment one is inclined to_ ·rtgard them as the ruined 
towers of the original Rajput wall, or shelters. But both explana .. 
tions are untenable as thet:;e structures are open in front,--- and 
en the backside, and ba ve primitive bracket laddErs to the top. 
They must be catapult platforms intended to strengthen the wall. 
But even then one is puzzled. 'Ihe platforms are so carefully 
constructed that they cannot be the last-moment improvisations, 
and they are so low that one V\onders how the artilleri&ts could 
aim at any target beyond tba t high wall. But during ille long 
negotiations with Mal}mud and Ghiyaz-ud-dm of Ma:lwa, the Haval 
must have had sufficient time to construct these catapult platforms. 
And as already observed, the present walls here represent the 
repa 1r work undertaken by Mal}mud Bega<;Ia after the siege, and 
the platforms actually are .on a level with the top of the original 
Rajput fortifications where they still are standing •. For the 
RaJput ramparts were not very high on the inner side (ca. 8 feet), 
and their strength against the enemy lay in the llill slope in 
front of them or, on this;-weakest,-side, the broad moat. It is 
obvious from the earth-works and the debris of the crumbling 
walls that the moat had soon been filled up 1 and that when the 
~alls here bad been stormed, it must have been easy for Malik 
Aya.z to occupy the adjoll~ing Atak Gate. 



It now remains to explain how this actually eastern fort 
wall has been confused by the chronicles with the western one. 
Champaner was besieged from the east and south. Any position 
lying to the left of the main target z. e. the Atak Gate, could 
easily be regarded as lyir.g to the west by anybody not acquainted 
with the local situation. But another reason may also be advanced: 
There actually touk place an attack also from Lhe west, i,e., 
that of the surprise party under Malik Sarang Qiwam-ul- Mulk. 
According to one version this aimed at a sally post which the 
Rajputs had left open when making their ablutions in the early 
morning. Now, such a sally port, not very strong, lies at the 
upper end of the vaHey between the Lower Fort and forbidding 
cliff spur with the co-called palace of Jai Singh. As this valley 
shows not the least signs of human occupation, it seems always to 
have been covered by jungle. For this reason the Muslims had 
been unable to discover 1t and for the same reason the Rajputs 
must have become careless in its protection, and the Muslims 
would have finally reached it at a quiet hour without being readily 
discovered. However, tbis sally port was of the greatest strategical 
importance. At the neck between the Middle and Lower Fort. 
from here the Mahoti Gate could be reached by surprise, and 
the retreat of the garrison from the Lower Fort be cut off. And 
as the western half of the Lower Fort shows not the least vestiges 
of former buildings. it st~ems always to have been covered with 
jungle. Thus the intruders could not only occupy the small tank 
near this gate, but also reach the Medi Tala:o which supplied 
practically all tho water to the Ra:jput town. These two facts 
explain the sudden collapse and the jauhar of the Ra:jput defenders. 

Commissariat tells us that this jauhar took place on the high 
spur south of the Middle Fort, in the ruin now called "Jai Singh's 
Palace." Presuming the above hypothesis to be correct, it would 
be impossible to expLt in how even a part of the Raj put army could 
have reached the palace. In that case we shall have to assume 
that Malik Sarang's party must have intruded still further west 
either via Visvamilra's hermitage or through the gorge to the 
west of the high cliff. But this is so difficult that at the best a 
handful of first·class mountaineers could have accomplished it. 
And such a party would havu bet:m so diminutive that the Rajputs 
would have massacred it easily. But the whole identification is 
impossible and must be of recent origin. For this palace is built 
in· the yellow sandstone and with the ogi val arches used only 
by the Muslim8 whereas all the Ra:jput architecture of the place 
is constructed in basalt and in the trabeate style. This palace 

·must be part of the building programme of Mahmud Begada who 
first began really to occupy also the Middle and Upper Forts. 
For barring the ~temples, only the Sadan Shah Gate and two other 
modest and, for defense pUl'poses useless gates testify to the Ra;jput 
occupation of the area above the Mahoti Gate_ 

As a matter of fact the Raval's palace must have been situated 
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near the Atak Gate. For as already demonstrated, the main 
gate taken by Malik .i\ya:z could have been only the Atak qate. 
However, the large canister thrown against Malik Ayaz's party 
was blown by the wind tqwards the Ra:val's palace. Neither from 
the Atak nor from the Mahoti Gate this would have been possible, 
in case that palace might have been identical with the Muslim 
ruins on those high cliffs. Also Major J. W. Watson speaks of 
the "ruins of the Ra:val's p.alace on the lower spur." · During an 
investigation of the jungle near the Atak Gate I found, not far 
to the right of the road, the foundations (2-4 feet high) of a 
great quadrangle, with a large and two small courts and four 
corner towers, in the plain basalt style of all Ra:jput buildings 
of the place, with trabeate lintels and simple brackets. This must 
have been the horrible site of jauhar of the last Chauhans of 
Champaner-Pa:wa:ga9h: A strong building, representative as a 
palace, but much too cramped as to be the last retreat of a 
desperate garrison, and above all, without water. 

Now we have all the necessary details in order. to reconstruct 
the siege. The, imposing hill fort, the ruins of which even to-day, 
are so impressive, -was first constructed by Mahmud Begada, 
though his original plan· seems never to have been completed.. The 
Rajput fort not only occupied the strategically weakest spot of the 
whole mountain stock, but was alt!o as a work·of military engineer
ing far behind contemporary Muslim fortifications. Its strength 
lay not in its basalt rubble walls with simple gates, but in the 
shortage of the really vulnerable defence line. On this defence 
sector the Ra:jputs could concentrate almost their whole garrison, 
and the system of catapult platfroms behind it made an escalade 
almost hopeless. But the other sides, though better protected by 
nature, were insuffi.ciently Jo.rtified. a!1d hidden from control by 
the jungle to the west of the Medi Tala:o. The Mahoti Gate then 
had in splte of mighty bastion~. probably only one gateway, and 
both the Middle and Upper Forts lacked sufficient housing and 
storage accommodation. 

Mai)mud Begada planned tbe siege in the orthodox manner, 
by constructing high ·earthworks with assault bridges and batteries 
against the weakest point of the wall, south of the Atak Gate, 
and by filling up the most in front of it. Nevertheless the fierce
ness of the Ra:jput defence might ha\le fruetrated his efforts. But 
the surprise onslaught on the lonely and badly guarded sally 
port at the end of the valley west . of the Lower Fort permitted ' 
Malik Sarang Qiwa:m-ul-Mulk not only, to cut off the connection 
with the Middle and Upper Forts, but also to penetrate to the 
Medt Tala:o. The appearance of the Muslim soldiers from the 
jungle everywhere west of the town must have created conster
nation, and part of the Ra:jput soldiers rriust have left the breaches 
i!l order to eject the intruders. This, again, permitted Malik 
Aya:z to storm the breaches and to penetrate towards the Atak 
G~te. The populatioq fled tq ~he J:lOrtQ.ern :part of t4e town in 
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the hope to reach the Upper li,ort. But the occupation of the 
Medi Talao by the soldiers of Malik Sarang forced them ba.ck 
into the Ll.st stronghold, the Raval's palace near the Atak Gate. 
There they committed suicide. The few people on guard or acoi
dentally in the Middle and Upper Forts, threatened by starva
tirm and obviously too weak as to hope for aoy prolonged resis· 
tance, surrendered. 

POLITICAL CONDITION OF THE HI~DUS UNDER 
THE KHALJIS 

BY 

DR. K. S. LAL, M.A., D.PHIL. 

In Islamic State a non·Muslim is not accorded full status 
of citizenship in so far that he cannot expect protection of life 
and property as a m!ltter of course; but only against payment 
of Jaziya, or poll tax, may he rt'ceive ''protection of lifo and 
exemption from military service'',l-mili tary service being incum
bent on every Muslim.l1 The protected non·Muslim is known as 
Zimmi. Althou~h according r,o both Abu Hanifa and Abu Yusuf 
Jaziya could be imposed on all non.Muslims without distinction, 
yet some later and more fanatically inciined jurists do not give 
the concession of Jaziya to idolaters and leave them only a choice 
between c0nversion to Islam and death.a In fndia, however, with 
a population of about cent per cent idolaters, any extreme 
measures were impossible; and Muslim rulers here were tolerant 
from the very beginning of their rule as they accorded the status 
of Zimmi to the idolatrou'il Hindus. The Zimmis had certain other 
disabilities also besides their paying the Jaziya, e.g. import duty 
for the Muslims was 5 per cent of the commodity, for the Hindus 
it was 10 per cent• ; the Mu~lims had complete liberty to build 
and visit their places of worship, not so the Hindus. Again the 
non-Muslims were not to wear fine clothes or ride horses. 5 In 
this country Muslim rule lasted for about ten centuries and the 
treatment meted out to the Hindus by various rulers was based 
neither always on the dictates of the Shariat nor on any uniform 
policy. Some monarchs were constitutionally bigoted, others were 

1. .A.ghnides : Muhammedan Theories of • F~nance, London, 1916, 
pp. 399, 528. 

~. Quran IX. 29 : .dl J6~... J~lt~ 
· 3. Abu. Yusuf: Kitabul Kharaj-French Translation by Fagnan 

oited in T1i~&thi: Some Aspects of Muslim Administration, p. 340. 
4.. A.elanid~ ; p. 318. 
5. :m8aYolona.edi& 'Of ulam. Vol. I, PP. 958.59, 
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emperamentally liberal. Besides other influences their attitude 
as rulers was to a very great measure also determined by the 
attitude of the Hindus as a subject people. In the following pages 
it is proposed to study th0 political condition of the Hindus under 
the Khalji Sultans (1290-1::\20 A. D.). 

To disprove the medieval concept that a good warrior made 
a successful king, Jalaluddin Firoz ascended the throne of Delhi 
in 1290. His administration was lax. ·The barons asserted their 
rights. Even adventurers began to aspire for the throne. No 
surprise, then, that the Hindus also asserted their former rights 
of worshipping idols openly and riding on horses ; it is doubtful 
if they had ever been denied them before. At least now they 
passed by the ramparts of the royal palace blowing conch-shells 
and ringing bells as they went to the Jumna for idol worship,6 
The religious-minded septagenarian writhed at this audacity of 
the Hindus, but he felt himself incapable·of putting a stop to such 
indecent display of their worship. ''What is our defence of the 
Faith", cried the· Sultan, "that ,we suffer these Hindus, who 
are the greatest enemies of God and of the religion of Mu~tafa 
(~;J Jsil.l.::!.a ... v~._·,f..)Q.. 0l~ ... ~~ <.:J~f 0 ... ~.) 65 01,.)~) 1 to live in comfort and 
do not flow streams of their blood ? " J alai rhust have crushed 
them had he strength enough to do so, and justifiably, for accord. 
,ing to the Law no offensive publicity of the Zimmis was to be 
tolerated,7 

It is interesting indeed to note that both Jalaluddm Firoz 
and 'Ala'uddin Mul)ammad referred with indignation to the Hindus 
.wearing fine clothes and riding on horseback.S • According to the 
Law the non· Muslim "must distinguis)l himself." from believer3 
py dress, not riding on horReback ·or carry weapons and by a 
generally respectable atti1ude towards the Muslims".9 Jalal's 
complaint was that •'the Hindus chewed pan unmindful of anything, 
dressed in white and moved among the Musalmans with comfort 
and ease''~ 10 The ripe old Sultan knew the Law, but it i~ doubtful 
.if 'Alauddin knew it. One fact, however, is certain. The affluence 
as also the s~lf assertion of the Hindus ,was gall and wormwood 
to both of them. Jala:luddw only smarted under a sense of indig-

. nation but 'Ala:uddm took definite steps to see that so much was 
not "left to the Hindus as to admit of their wearing fine clothes, 
and indulging in sumptuous and lull urious habits". 11 During -the 
reign of Jalaluddin the Hindus could not be crushed. Neither the 

6. Ziya Barani: Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, Bibliotheca Indica Text, 
(indicated as Ba.rani hereafter), pp. 216-17. 

7. Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol I, p. 958. 
8. Barani, pp 217, 291. 
9. Encyclopaedia. of Islam Yol. 1, pp. 958-9~~--

10. Barani, pp. 216-17. 
11. Barani, p. 28?. 

JO 
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Sultan was so strong nor the Hindus so weak, that fpersecution 
of the non-Muslim could have been possible. But the monarch 
made a distinction between the Hindus and the Muslims, and 
once, after a victorious battle, "whatever live Hindu fell into the 
king's hands was pounded into bits under the feet of elephants. 
The Musalmans, who were Hindi's (country-born), had their lives 
spared."U 

Fortunately for the Hindus, 'Alauddm refused to lend his 
ears unblushingly to the orthodox 'ulama from the very beginning 
of his rule, for had he done otherwise, the lot of the Hindus under 
such a strong and implacable sovereign can only be imagined. 
Under him the temporal power eclipsed the ecclesiastical. He 
decreed only what he conceived to be for the best interests of 
the state.13 Towards that end he undertook numerous measures 
which affected all sections of the population especially the Hindus, 
who formed the bulk of it.. Naturally his curiosity was aroused 
to know the position of the Hindus in Islamic state. Qazi Mughis 
was consulted but he painted a very dark picture. "The Hindu", 
said he, "should pay the taxes with meekness and humility coupled 
with the utmost respect and free from all reluctance. Should the 
collector choose to spit in his mouth, he should open the same 
without hesitation, so that the official may spit into it ..•..........•.••• 
The purport of this extreme meekness and humility on his part .....• 
is to show the extreme submissiveness incumbent upon this race 
(..:.-I o;'".) -.::,...£:\bl ~~lc). God Almighty Himself (in the Quran) 
commands thei'r complete degradation1 4 in as much as these 
Hindus are tne deadliest foes of the true pr•Jphet. Mu~tafa has 
given orders regarding the slaying, plundering and imprisoning 
of them, ordaining that they must either follow the true faith, 
or ell:!e be slain or imprisoned, and have all their wealth and 
property confiscated."15 'Ala:uddm was not very much concerned 
about the Law. His wide experience, however, had impressed 
upon him the belief "that the Hindu will never be submissive and • 
obedient to the Musalman''.16 The experience of Jalaluddm was 
also the same. 'Ala;uddin, therefore, determined to strike at the 
very root of contumacy and "directed that only so much should 
be left to his subjects (~,) as would maintain them from year 
to year ......... without admitting of their storing up or having 
articles in excess." And 'Alauddm felt justified in taking such 
a step. He knew that the Chiefs and Muqaddams used to lead 

12. Miftabul Fatuh, Elliot and Dowson, History of India, 
Vol. III, p. 539. 

13. Barani, pp. 295-96. 
14. The Qazi quoted from the Qurans u,,ct.o tJ)',),! (!)C Sale's 

Quran, p. 152. See also Bloohman's Translation of Ain-i-Akbari, p. 237 
note. 1. 

15. Barani, pp. 290-291 • 
. 16. Ibid. n. QIIIL 
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a luxurious life and yet never paid a jital of their taxes. 17 The 
measures of 'Alauddm had the desired effect and if Baran! does 
not exaggerate the Hindus were impoverished to such an extent 
that there was no sign of gold or silver left in their houses, and 
the wives of Khuts and Muqaddams (Zamindars and Head men) _ 
used to seek jobs in the houses of the Musalmans, work there and 
receive wages.18 · 

It is obvious, therefore, that the lot of the Hindus, was hard 
under 'Ala:uddm. ·But a thorough study of the Sultan's character 
clearly shows that ·religious considerations did not prompt him 
to oppress the Hindus in any way. If the bulk of the population 
of the country as well as most of the landholders and cultivators 
were Hindus it was but n~tural that the Hindus would suffer 
most from his economic and rev8nue regulations. If the kingdoms 
'Ala:uddm invaded belonged to Hindu Rajas, if at the time of 
warfare fanaticism was let loose, tumples were razed to the 
ground and the Hindu subjects ·underwent, untold sufferings, it 
was not because 'Alauddm was a bigot. 'Alauddm' s vigorous 
measures and extensive conquests, however, created misunder
standing both at home and abroad._ In India people thought him 
a persecutor of the Hindus19- and foreigners also had the same 
impression. Maulana Shamsuddm Turk, a divine from Egypt, 
·was happy to learn that 'Alauddm had made the wretchedness 
and misery of the Hindus so great and had reduced them to such 
a despicable condition "that the Hindu women and children went 
out begging at the doors of the Musalmans". 20 The same impres
sion is betrayed in the writings of l'sami and Va~~af.n ·Yet there 
is not a single instance to prove that • Ala:uddm oppressed some 
people simply because they were Hindus and favoured some others 
only because they \were Musalmans.. If under his vigorous 
administration traders suffered it was not that only Hindu traders 

• suffered, if the revenue regulations were offensive to the people 
they were not enforced against the Hindus only, and if the 
nobility were suppressed it was not that only Hindu noblemen 
were crushed. In fact 'Alauddm's treatment of the nobility was 
perhaps most. severe and . there were very few, if any, Hindu 
noblemen in his days. The charge of bigotry, so uncritically 
levelled against him, is not warranted by historical facts. One 
thing, however, iB certain. The Hindus had been sufficiently 
suppressed during 'Ala:uddm's reign. While summing up the 
achievements of 'Alauddm the contemporary chronicler 'mentions 

17. Ibid, p. 291. 
18. Barani, p. 288. . 
19. Eg. Barani. Also Isa.mi ~ Even Amir Khusrau was inolined 

to believe that. 
20. Bara.ni, pp. 297-98 •. 
21. Isa.mi-Faeuhus-Salatin, Agra Text. pp. 569-70 ; T arikh-t'• 

Vassaf, Bombay Text Book IV, p. 448; Bk. V, p. 646, 647 •. 



with due emphasis that by the last decade of his reign the sub
mission and obedience of the Hindus had become an established 
fact. Such a submission r>n the part of the Hindus "has neither 
been seen before nor will be witnessed hereafter." 

Under the next king Qutbuddin Mub~rak Khalji the Hindus 
seem tr> have regained their lost position to a very great extent, 
firstly, because the king rescinded all the thousand regulations 
of 'A laud din and "tankahs and jito1ls began to ring in men's 
pockets", and secondly, because Muba:rak Shah had gained the 
throne through efforts of Hindu foot soldiers (Paiks). They became 
so domineering that Mubarak Shah could only crush them by 
dispersing them into various districts and then decapitating them. 
It clearly indicates that the Hindus, down trodden during • Ala
uddm's day~. had sufficiently recupera t~d. Qutbuddin was young, 
foolish, arrogant and debauch. He tJok the tttle of the Khalifa 
to himself and was enthm;iastic about converting Hindus to the 
Muhammadan faith by various temptations.22 He was also very 
cruel to the Hindu princes whom he defeated. 23 But he fell a 
victim to his lisence and the crown was snatched away from him 
by a favourite of his, Khusrau Khan. Khusrau was a convert from 
Hinduism and he again got the throne thrvugh the help of his 
Barvari relations and followers from Gujarat. Naturally the 
Hindus were in the ascendant and Nasiruddin, because of his 
obligations to them, had to overlook some of their excesses. The 
Barvaris took possession of Muslim maidens and began the worship 
of idols inside the palace. Copies of the Quran were torn to pieces 
and used as seats for idols which were placed in the niches of the 
mosques.24 But the narrative of the contemporary chronicler 
suffers from gross exaggeration. It was a political stunt of Ghayas
udcm Tughlaq to declare a Jihad against Na~iruddm, whom he 
accused of establi8hing Hindu Raj. Again, 1he suggestion of a 
modern historian that if the Hindus would have rallied round a 
leader, Delhi would have come under them once again,25 also lacks 
historical support. What the Hindus did was only a retaliatory 
measure to all that the Muslims were wont to do. They had 
kn<.'wn the Muslim conquerors breaking temples and destroying 
religious books of the Hindus. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that the Barwaris used the copies of the Quran as seats for idols. 
There was no .question of establishing a Hindu Raj nor any effort 
made towards that end.26 

Thus it would be seen that if the Hindus could not be a real 

22. Ibn Ba.ttutah Def. and Sang. Vol. III, ·pp. 197-198. 
23. Barani, p. 390. 
24. Barani, pp. 41()..411. 
25. Dr. Ishwe.ri Prasad: History of Medieval India. Fourth 

Edition, p. 251. 
ill. Sea my article .. Nuirudd'i~ Khusrau Shah'' in Journal of 

Indian History, MadJU.. Decvm~r, 1~. 



danger to the Sultanate, they were also in no way prepared to. 
submit to the political and social disabilities imposed upon them 
by the Muslim ~tate. They indulged in idol worship under thfl 
very, nose of Sultan Jala:luddm. Their suppression under 'Alauddm 
was only a temporary phase. They always tried to get back their 
lost prosperity and position and Malik 'Ala:ulmulk gave a correct 
p1cture of them to 'Alauddm when he said, "If they (the Hindus) do 
not find a mighty sovereign at their head, nor behold crowds of horse 
and foot with drawn swords and arrows threatenfng their lives 
and property, they fail in their allegiance, refuse payment of 
revenue, and excite a hundred tumults and revolts."27 Obviously 
the Hindus had to be dealt with severely and even to be debarred 
from Government service. That is why we hardly find many, if 
any, talented Hindu officers being appointed to high administrative 
posts in Alauddin's time. Favour was shown Jo the Mubamu.adans 
in every way while the. Hindus were accorded a step-motherly 
treatment. Naturally a sub-conscious feeling developed with the. 
pampered class that they domina ted over the Hindus.28 But for 
the temporary grounding down under 'Ala:uddm the Hindus were 
economically well off. They held partit::s, fought duels, wore white 
garments and rode on horses. Nor were the Hindus morally 
degenerated. Shaikh Niza:muddm, a comternporary saint, confesses 
that the Hindus were not prepared to renounce their faith under 
any circumstances. In the whole oJ the Favaidul Favad there 
are only two easel!! of conversion mentioned, and in both the cases 
the renegades were poor and illiterate curd-sellers,:l 9 In fact the 
Hindus were in a position even to pay back the excesses of the 
Muslims in the same coins as is obvious from tae events of the 
reign of Naf;liruddm. But ·this is perhaps the only instance of 
Hindus' desecrating Muslim religious books and places of worship 
in the whole history of Muslim rule in India. If thE-y did 
not do so it was because of their -religious training and· spirit of 
toleration. 

27. Ba.ra.ni, p. 268. 
28. Amir Khusrau: Deval Rani, Aligarh Text. p. 50. 
29. Favaidul Favad, Lucknow Text. · · 



CLASSICAL MUSIC SONGS AS SOURCES F'OR THE 
RECONSTRUCTION OF INDIAN HISTORY 

BY 

RAM KUMAR CHAUBE, M.A., L.L.B., Professor Teachers' 
Training College, Benares Hindu University 

It is strange to find that little attention hl:\s been paid to 
Classical Songs ; and no historian, has tackled them for the 
Reconstruction of Indian History. The reason for this indifference 
is evident. Most of these songs even now remain unwritten ancl 
are on the lips of the Musician Masters (Ustads) who communicate 
them to their selected pupils by word of mouth only. These songs 
were composed from the point of view of music and as such rarely 
contain flourishes of Rhetoric and P-legances of Classical Verna
cular Poetry. Often they are uncouth and for the requirement 
of musical contrivances even the meter is sacrificed and the 
sense is often far from clear. They have thus remained mostly 
unnoticed by the connoisseurs of Literary Criticism. They are 
set to different Ragas and B.aginis, and are sung as Dhurpads, 
Khayals, Tappas, and Thumris. But as a source of History they 
occupy the same position as coins; and will be found of immense 
use in throwing light on obscure personages and events and 
will be a good source of corroborative evidence. They supply 
valuable information about Soeial History and can be employed 
for Philological purposes as they reflect the language 'of the times 
in which they were corn posed. 

These songs cover a wide range. The earliest specimens go 
as far as the Khiljis, and they come down b the times of the 
last Moghal Emperor, Bahadur Shah. They refer to Provincial .. 
kingdoms also like those of Malwa, Gujarat and the Maharashtra. 
They tell us not only about kings and personages connected with 
the court, but they also inform us about the life of the people. 
For instance they tell us how Id, Bakrid, Dashehra, Holi, the 
Jashnas, the Victories, the coronations, the birth-day celebra
tions of Kings, the Urses, the annual celebrations of the saints were 
held. They mention the names of various musical instruments, 
the articles of food. the various kinds of firework and many 
other things. 

Amongst the names frequently to be met with are 
those of Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjehan, Aurangzeb, Shah Alam, 
Azam Shah, Sikandar Shah, Salim Shah Sur, Wajid Ali Shah, 
Raja Ram Chhatrapati, son of Shivaji, Raja ·Ram Baghela, 
Sulaiman Shah, Baz Bahadur, Rupmati and Birbal. Among the 
saints l'eferenoe is ma.de to Qutub-uddin Ba~htiar Kaki, Farid 
Ganj Shakar, Nizam Uddin Aulia, ·Nasir Udiin Ohirgh Dehlvi, 

23A 
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Ghaus-i-Azam. The names of musicians are many. Among the . 
well known ones are Tan Sen, Birbal, Sadarang Adarang, Bilas 
Khan, Sujan Khan, Rasul Bakhsh,. Kbusru. A few Illustrations 
are given below. 

Origin. of Celebration of Basant. 
Maulana Muhammad Husain Azad in his Nigaristan-i-Faris 

attributes the celebera tion of the Basant festival in Delhi 
to an incident in the life· of the saint Nizamuddin. The latter was 
j n deep grief over the death of a nephew of his named Khwaja 
Taqiuddin Nuh. a'nd was passing his days in great mental anguish 
One day he went into ecstacies on hearing a song from the cele
brated musician poet Amir Khusrau. 

The biographers of Amir Kbusrau and Nizam Uddin do not 
mention exactly what the particular song· was. But some two 
years back the famous old musician Muzaffar Khan of Delhi 
came to Benares to sing at a party at the palace of Babu Kisbori 
Raman Prasad. He sang the famous song given below in Basant 
Rag, and then it occured to me that this must be the song sung 
by Amir Khusru on the occasion mentioned above. It clearly 
mentions the names of Khusrau and the Saint and so will at once 
convince one of its authenticity. · 

Rag Basant 
, ~en~ ifc:r ~w . ~~1 ~e-l -

;Jf~Sjff ~"'t~ ~ ~~ 
~~ ~<na- :sK :sr~ 
riT'l cn~a- Rri!T' 
~f(!rfij~r n~~u ~ ~r~ ~'~) 
~;::C::\-~;::a;~ _. ~ ~nrr~ 
~ ii~Sjff ~trrr il m~ .. 
f;r~fi~;r it ~~~~~ 
Sjff<JCf Cfi{ il~ wrfUcn ~il 
~"'t~ oftq- il~ ~~ 

(~U) ~) ~c:r ~&:Til !fiT ~rift !ft ~ ~il I 
a-c:r itu ~;:r q~ cnT, ~) ~;:r) Q<fi ~ ~ il II 

Tl~e custom of celebrating Basant is. Hindu. It has been 
borrowed by the Muslims from the Hindus. It dates from the time 
of Amir Khusrau and Nizamuddin Aulia and since then Basant is 
taken regularly to the various Dargahas, (~&)~) and the custom is 
known as •Basant Charahana.' 

The following piece written in the reign of Shah Alam besides 
indicating the names of flowers also suggests the manner in which 
lt was celebr~t~d ~t that time ~nd brings out cle~rly .tht;l id~ntjty 
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of the theme and imagery as is to be gleanau from the songs 
of Amir Khusrau :-

< m?Al~ ~~f) 
'ii~WT t tR :qH ~~ :;::t~~ :q~qr ~wr, 

~Tit~ ~ cmfifi~ Cfft i!FTl ~fo -~a t Cfi~ I 

~ qPt tih 'ii~ ~{i 9;@ ~~WTit ~rr;r- rr~fiw, 
~~ ({e- <niftiA <nl ~mm <n~ 1 

~ ~ rr~ itT~ mt itrn-srrn it ~it ({~{, 
~·Hr it;a<tl ~lfa~ g~ 'ii~ 1ii~ 1 

5Jl'TCJ ilrr mt Cii1lr.ft ~a •1~crr ~;r ~rt .. 
UT{ m~ it~T{ ~ l!f~ iJt I 

Below are given thl'l names of musical instruments that; 
obtained in the time of Shah A lam 

J:I'T'l 'l~f'(f lt(T:( <if lf~CIT ~Ttl; 

~ ii~Pt {\1Ho ~~elf it; ({~itH 

G_Wi cJ(U ofi;:r ~i!Tif CfiT"i_WT ~~ll 

~i{:;::flf ~"t~ if~T<rn t ~if rrT~ 
g~ ~~qa ~ f.fa ~ ~fq:a ({1~ 

~~ 'Jfu: ~Re: ~:( 
lfT't ~ ~ ~ ~:(~ 

~ m<lr~ <nT ~~T c(\~ ~'i ~r~ lf~ {~H 

The Rag Keclara beings out the variety of fire works:-· 
';f!Clr~~ {o~ ~rrR ~ l!fWT ~ m~ {OfT{, 

:q({~ m(t ~i{f ~i{mif fuar~ <!if ~a~f ~ §i{Tt 1 

~R ~ ~ l!fo:[:q<J<fi:( i{T'frr ff <IH ~ irorrrt, 
~ ~ :Uf{ WT<lr~ Cfl1 Uil~m <tl :(Jo ~ ~Tlf ii1iff( I 

Just as the Rag Hammir gives a list of eatables:
~wtft ~ '!~it om ~if ~ ~ ~rt iJ~-iJ~ ~r~, 
til <n'iiT(\ 61U~T crrcr(t m~ <n~l ;ft<tl §(T<lrf I 

w~ ~ lTR iil~r~ ~iff ;:r:( WTHf ~ amt, 
~~AT ~'Iff ~~ m~rt <nrrf iilrr <n( iirrl (11: ~C~T~11 

In the Ba~ K~lpdrum h~s- been reproduced a son~ (Rag 
todi) "ia which ~re enumerated ·names of ornaments worn in the 
'ill'n$ of Akbar on the occasion of the celebration of the N aurnz 
-.~val:-

~Frili~~;,, 
file'Pf .; ·-· ~ -~ ·liRft ~ ~~ ~' 
~ ·~-~ · .W;f't "'tfif ~tN:cr -~ 1 

.-. ..S.'Ji:oii·'Yr&·oi.'iilii._ II.A. ,. .. flirla, um. .... .m. -..,./ 
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~ ~fi;f'l ~ijf iifl'~~ ~~~ 
' . ~;r;r ~~;; ~ ~ PJ@ ~)~ 

-~,or~ sr~ ~'ltn tr~ ~~ \~ 
. "~"~ ~ ~~;r m~;r rrror' ,~ !;f)~ , 

• , tl- • 

That the Muslim poet Sujan could pray to god Shiva indicates 
the extent of Hindu Muslim Unity in the Medieval period. 

iij'rfur~ W~Of ~~ iij')llT \11'~{ f§T<r ~{Cff 

• ~~cr t iT~ ~~ ~ i!Tffi 
~r~ if ~~il ~orr<r fCJ'5f<r lclQ:.U ~r<r 

'5itfCI"T {~err ~PJT ~;r i!<rrr '1'CfT~T 
~~~ fffl"~ Q:T't' or)u f~<rr ~rq {{a-T ~ ~~Q'T<6' · 

~"fPJ fCJ:UT~T 
~ ~ ~\li'TPJ@T f\ll'<rT ~ frr~"f<!' ~r;r. 

it~ frr<r&:'lf rrr &:) ~(fferr~r 

The love of Baz Bahadur Rupmati has been immortalised 
in the following two pieces :-

(Rag Vihag)· 

~<rr~ tir;rr a-~i\',1 ~ai. or~u 

~tfi!(fl % ort\ll'ii&:TS' ;:r\11' ~<it or)~~ 
. f;r2: <r<it lfiil{f 

(Rag Gandhm·). 

q:· \11) ~or ;:r) !i@~@;r "fi~Q' ~cr) ~i!Trr ~~EO ~~ {J~T ~~;rr li'l"~ 

"fTC:: tl ST<i~ ~'CI' q~q- ij' 3~H ;:r ~a ~$.1';r tti16;r. ~T"f Cf1.il l1T~ ... . 
~T{T <iffi?.:{ % i!T{ if~ "lT;r_ ~TQ:l ~[ ii~;JT "f\ll'a ;r;t if '~ WTat 

~~fa' . ~~ a-r~1 · ~~ &q:;;r_ orr~ • •nns' ~) fttnr~ 1 

Musical pieces_ mentioning the:· na-mes .of ,Kings are ir1 
hundreds. One referring to Aurangzeb is the following :--'-- . 

. orril' "iii ~[ ~ ~~~ "'ii ·~fcr q;~ . ;r ~P:r 
, • • CI'~Q' ~?; ~T&: SM)~ri~•H:fl~ ;j'<fi=Ff~ {l ~;Jf<f 

Another piece associ a ted with' Tansen refers to Akbar. 
~'r~ fsrioi;rtrfu" ~;S{ ~,;rqfa- 1c1~:u <-~;rqf;:r 

•• · ~sr;rm lf.~'iRr 
~~' : ~~~ ~f~& q-ffi ,~{~a-lf +rf~ ,cr;;qfa-

~'i{ ~;:rqfa- rrHH~ tt~~r~v.r 
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~m ~qfu G~;:a sriffq{ij- ~ll ~ 
~a-;rqftr <ll~r ~~ll q-p:;;rqfu 

'R fu;ra- fl aftqftr f~~~q ~~ ~ 
W<fiq~~ or~orqfu a-ror~;r trror;rqftr 

The following piece was composed by Shah Alam in praise 
of Fariduddin Ganj Shakar and Moinuddin Chishti :-

s~l it ~ ~1 it~~~ 
g~f ~~T~&J i6 

wr«t~ ~it ~~t ~qr~a rsorHn itwr ~1 u 
Thus a perusal of Music literature can throw a flood of light 

on the Social condition of the Medieval period. 

THE BAGHELA DYNASTY OF REWA 
tUnder the Lodi Sultans)* 

BY 

AKHTAR HUSAIN NIZAMI, M.A., 
Professor of History, Durbar College, Rewa. 

Bhaidachandra, Bhaidachandra was a powerful ruler. His 
dominions extended from Kalinjar in the west to Chuna:r in the 
East. He had the daring to raid the holy places of Praya:ga, 
Kasi and Gaya: with a view to free the people from the exactionsi 
of Muhammadan rulers. As the Virabhanudaya Ka:vya would • 
have us believe his expeditions were crowned with success for 
he built palaces, took up residence and placed his agents in the 
conquered cities.2 Bhaidachandra married (Uddha) RaQa Devi, 
a Bais lady, daughter of {Ba) sa:tanadeva, the "Lord of Bagisara" 
(Baksar).R Certain familieij, forming part of her dowry, escorted 
the Bais princess to her new home. They were employed in 
subsequent years for several generations to garrison the fort of 
Bandhogarh and also acted as scouts., They still reside in the 
vicinity of the fort and are known as Baksarias. They have 
developed a caste of their own,4 From this queen was born to 

*For early history: Paper read by author at the 13th session 
of the All-India Oriental Conference Nagpur, 196.6. 

r. Probably pilgrim tax: Virabhanuda.ya Kavya-1., 56, 
2. I., 56-a7~ . 
S. Ba.ksa.r in .Baiswa.ra., Unao distriot, U. P. and not in Bihar. 
4. For Bakarias in Bilaspur district, 0. P. see Russel-Tribe• 

a.nd Castes. IV •• 436. · 
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him his eldest son, Vaharara:ya, who predeceased him and his 
three wives became sati. According to State genealogies Bhaida 
chandra had a younger brother, Kudideva, who married in the 
Chandrla family of Bijaigiri (Bijaigarh, Mirzapur district, U. P.) 
and got an elephant as a part of his bride's dowry. It would 
appear that some Chauhan chief, probably of Mainpuri, U. P., 
invaded the Baghela territories and established his tha:na:s but 
his tbanas were ejected by the Baghelas,5 

Bhaidachan.dra, whose inscriptions dated S. 15311=474 A. D. 
has been found, was a contemporary of Bahlol Lodi and Sikandar 
of'Delhi. As the Baghelas were allied to the Sharqi kings of 
J aunpur they naturally in vi ted the hostility of the Lodi monarchs 
who were engaged in a life-and-death struggle with their Sharqi 
rivals. About the year 1484 A. D., as stated by Niamatullah 
Sultan Husain Shah of Jaunpur fled before Bahlol Lodi and retired 
to the country of Bha tha (Gahora:). The Raja (Bhaidachandra) 
"came out to meet him and presented him with some lacs of 
TANKAS and 100 horses and elephants after which he sent his 
own soldiers with him as . far as Jaunpur."7 In this game of 
power-politics between Delhi and Jaunpur, the Baghela State was 
a power to~ reckon with. Bhaidachandra of Gahora and 'Rai 
Tilok Chand' of Baiswara were ranged on opposite sides. No 
wonder that Bhaidachanra raided Bag1sara (Baksar), the capital 
of his Bais adversary.s· When Sultan Bahlol ousted Husain Shah 
from Jaunpur and appointed Mub[rak Khan as governor, Bhaida.; 

· chandra, after the chivalrous manner of the .Ra;jputs, continued 
to support the Sharqi Sultan. When Muba:rak Khan was expelled 
by the people from Jaunpur in 1492 Bhaidachandra imprisoned 
him. Sikandar Lodi, who was now .on the throne of Delhi, 
advanced into the territories of Bhatha-Gahora: .. Bhaidachandra 
released Muba:rak from captivity but did not desert the Jaunpur 

• cause. Sikandar entered the Baghela territories and marched 
into the pargana of Kantit, south of the Ganges (Mirzapur district, 
U. P.), where Bhaida met him and offered submission, Sikanda.r 
restored his sovereignty over Kantit but the Sultan's movement 
towards Arail,9 in closer .proximity with the Raja's· capital, did 
not inspire confidence. Bhaidachandra suddenly abandoned his 
camp and fled. Thereupon Sikandar looted his property.1 o •. In 
1495 Sikandar led his second expedition against the Baghelas. At 
Khan Ghati, identified by Cunningham with Kathauli GHAT,u 
Virasimha, the grandson of Bhaida, put up a stout resistance but, 

·s. State genealogies. . 
6. Preserved in the· Lucknow Museum, No. E 37. 
7. Makhza.n-i-Afghani-E & D., V,, 89, 
8. Kavya-1., 62. 
9, Opposite Praya.ga., on the southern bank of the Ganges. 

10. Ibid, p. 94. . • 
11. C. A. S. I., XXI., 108. 
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unable to hold his own against the royal forces, fled pursued by 
Sikandar. Bhaidhchandra himself made his way towards Sarguja: 
but, being advanced in years, died on the way. The Sultan is 
said to have advanced as far as Papaundh in the interior, 20 miles 
north of Baildhogarh, but reduced to straits for want of supplies, 
had to retreat to Jaunpur. Lakhmi Chand, a son of Raja: Bhaida, 
communicated the news of the Sultan's difficulties and retirement 
to Husain Shah who prepared to attack him. 

Salivaha'l'/,adeva. State genealogies record tile names of six 
sons of Bhaidachandra of whom the eldest had predeceased him.12 

Of the surviving sons Lakhm1 Chand (or Lachhmi Chand) is 
mentioned by Muslim historians.13 Another son, Chandra Sen 
was given the fief of Kasauta: while the eldest living, Saliva:hana
deva, came to the throne. 8aliva.hana had a Rhort reign. His 
son, Virasimha, had made an unsuccessful stand before Sikandar 
Lodi in his last expedition to Bhatha whereupon Husain Shah 
Sharqi had advanced to attack Sikandar. Sikandar conciliated 
Saliva:hana and with his help managed to defeat Husain.14 

Sikandar now asked the hand of Saliva:hana'e; daughter in marriage 
but the proposal was rejected. This stern attitude of Sa:liva:hana 
invited one more raid of Sikandar in 1499 when the country was 
sacked. 

Sa:livahanadeva. had, from his queen Arthadevi, a son named 
UdayakarQa who was given the fief of Muruka16 but the prince, 
abandoning his property, proceeded to Orissa and, marrying the 
daughter of Puru5ottama.,17 the son and successor of Kapilendra 
(1435-69), settled there. It should seem that the Baghela chief 
of Naya:garh State in Orissa is a descendant of Udayakarna. 
Other sons namely Na:gmaldeva and Bhimamaldeva (called Janak
cleva by the bards) got the fiefs of Keot1 and Luk respectively.18 

The eldest son, Virasimha, whom we have seen commanding the. 
Baghela forces against Sultan Sikandar, was born to Sa:liva:hana
deva from his queen Kalya:na Devi, daughter of Puran Mal, the 
Chauhan a chief of Bhuga:on 10 (Mainpuri district, U. P.). Due to 
the prolonged war with the Lodis, Sa:liva:hanadeva, as st.ated by 

12. Op. Cit. 
13. Op. Cit. 
14. E. ~ D •. "V., 94. 

. 15. lbtd, lV,, 463. . . 
16. S. G. The learned translators of the Kavya ·are mistaken 

in making Udayakarna the son.o,f Vira Simha. 
17 •. Kavya I., 86-8?·. . 
18. · State tenealogies. 

Ajbes-D:r •. J{Jranand- ShaStri was wrong . in identifyins 
with Silahdi ••ra, Gun~ defend~U" .of Raisin," 

ll'6 'W~ a Chauhan aad .fue 
.. dllltn11"'"'~JmiiJr.Od,l10t:l<)~ ·· • !o the Virabhanudaya 



the bards, seems to have fixed his capital for a time at l3andha;,' 
a place near Ra:mpur-Baghela::n in the Raghura:jnagar Tahsil 
of Rewa State. Sa:liva:hana founded, after his name, the town of 
Salivahanapur on the banks of the Jumna and laid out a beautiful 
garden there a vivid description of which is contained in the 
Kavya. 20 The town grew to be a good mart and Virasimha chose 

.it" for _planting a garden of his o.wn. State genealogies giveS. 1492 · 
= 1435 A. D. as the date of Sa:liva:hana's bitth. Thus he was already 
sixty when he came to the throne of Gahora (1495) "Bent down 
with age" he now invested his heir apparent, Virasimha, with. 
sovereignty and lived in retirement. He met hi,s death by offering 
his body to the sacred Yamuna:. . . 

HUSAIN SHAH, ':['HE LAST OF THE SHARQrs,
AN ESTIMATE. 

BY 

DR .. A. HALIM, M.A., PH. D., Aligarh. 

Like Baha:dur Shah of Gujara:t, Ba:z Baha:dur king of Ma:lwa, 
and Wajid 'Ali Shah of Oudh, Husain Shah Sharqi was an inventive 
genius and like them ended his life as an exile. His "elevation 
to the throne in. 862/1457, gave no fore-bodings of a tragedy; o~ 
the other hand his reign opened with great promises. H~ had 
inherited from his father Mahinud Sh~;th; a kingdom at the height 
of its glory, wh.use frontiers stretched from· Bengal. on the one 
side, almost uptotthe gates of Delhi on the other,· from the foothills 
of the Himalayas in the north upto the borders of Malwa, Bundel
khand and Baghel-khand in the south. The king of Orissa was a 
Sharqi feudatory ; and Buhlul, the Lodi usurper of Delhi stood 
111 awe of him. He was the.lord of a huge army which out-numbered 
that of any other contemporary in northern India. He had the 
support of the nobles on h~s side, arid the wise guidance of his 
moth~r Bibi Raji\ a woman with the heart of a strong man. Nor 
was Husain Shah ill-equipped for the position he was called upon • 
to fill. He was experienced in the art of government, having as 
a prince commanded armies and fought wars •. He was a man 
of un-bound-ed ambition, and the kingdom of Jaunpur which 4e 
inherited app.eared to him b~t a small appanage. From the.time 

_20. III, 16.50. 

1. For Bibi Ra.ji, Vide my Ar ticlo ."Harim infl uenoe in the· 15th 
Century Politics of India.", published in the Muslim University Journ~l, 
A.ligarh, Oot., 1939. 
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of his accession to the throne till his exile in Bengal he did not 
allow his sword to rust in his scabbard. He was a chivalrous 
and resourceful general and a popular king. Why did he then, 
prove to be the last representative of his dynasty? 

To answer the above question, we must examine the extent 
to which he himself was the architect of his own misfortune, 
as also the circumstances to which be fell a victim. 

His reign may conveniently be divided into two periods. In the 
.first (862-882/3 A. H. 145 ( -14 77 /8), we notice him marching from 
victory to victory. This unbroken record of success may to a large 
extent be attributed to the wise guidance of Bibi Raji, who after the 
death of her husband Mahmud Shah had wedded himself as much to 
a life of piety as to deep interest in the governance of the state. 
She left Husain Shah free to lead expeditions and subjugate king. 
doms. The Sultan amply proved his military worth. He reduced 
Orissa to submission2 conquered the strong fort of Gwalior, 
compelled Ahmad Khan Miwati to pay him homage and forced 
Ahmad Khan Jilwani the chief of Biana to accept his vassalage. 
This waSfollowed by his triumphal entry into Etawa, which had 
lately been ceded to Buhlul Lodi. He then marched to the west 
conquering Kol and Bulandshahr, intent on recovering Delhi, 
the heritage of his favourite wife, Malka Jahan Bibi Khunza, 
daughter of 'Alauddin 'Alam Shah, the last king of the Syed 
dynasty, still holding a shadowy court at Bada:un. He fought 
two engagements, at Bhatwara and Sikhera, (both in Bulandshahr 
District, U. P.) both of which appear to have been inconclusive 
owing to the advent of the rainy season, · 

The second period opened with the death of his mother 
after which he fell under the influence of his wife Malka Jahan 
Bibi Khunza whose vanity and obstinacy was to a large extent 
responsible for Husain Shah's ruin. Being pressed by her he occupied 
Badaun in 147S after ejecting his brothers-in-law. Next year, 
at the instigation of his wife who threatened to lead herself 
an army in case her husband hesitated to do so he invaded Delhi. 
Buhlul was reduced to a desperate plight; but at the mediation 
of Qutb Khn n Lodi the Sharqi ruler agreed to conclude a truce 
and withdrew his army. When Husain and his men were 
resting at the night and were off their guard, Buhlul fell upon 
them captured their baggage, stores and camp equipment and drove 
thousands of them to perish in the Jumna. Among the prisoners 
were 40 Husain Shahi nobles including the Wazir and ·the Maika 

· Jaban Bibi Khunza, Husain Shah's wife.3 Tbis was the beginning 
of the end of "!;he Sharqi dynasty • 

.. 

~l ··, .~'i$J: It::~~~:· lhtiaTrt¥6~:,l~):~~Il~~. 
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Before the Sharqi Sultan could repair his defeat, he re
newed the war, .staking his all like a reckless ·gambler. The 
treachery of Buhhil· had touched his soldierey pride to the 
quick. Moreover the Malika Jahan importuned him' to avenge 
her· honour and that of his other chiefs ?4 Thus when every
thing seemed to be against him, Husain embarked upon a 
perilous venture spurning aside the advice of Shaikh Gh~ni 
his spiritual guide tendered on behalf of madera tion and concilia
tion,5 His fate could not be otherwise. He was defeated at 
Kanauj and he fled to Gwa:lior. On the way' his camp and equip- · 
ment were plundered by the turbulent Bbadauriyas of Hatkant.6 

From Gwalior he was escorted upto Kalpi by Raja Kirat Singh7 who 
supplied him with cash, tent and horses and beasts of burden. 
Buhlul meanwhile had seized Etawa h and be forced a battle on 
Husain Sha:h.8 The Sharqi Sultan suffered a•defeat mainly because 
of the treachery of Raja Tilok Chand of Buxar (Unao District, 
U. P.) Now he fled to Ba:ghelkhand to seek assistance from his 
vassal, the Bhat Ra:ja, who. escorted him to Jaunpur. Buhlul once 
more defeated Husain on the banks of the Kali N adi near Kanauj, 
seized his stores and his chief wife Bibi Khunza. This battle 
decided the fate of Jaunpur which Husaia Shah quitted as soon 
as the victorious Lodi forces entered its out skirts. By the year 
888/1483, the,Lodi occupation of Jaunpur was complete. 9 During 
the next eleven years ·(888 to 900), Husain Shah remained in the 
eastern part of his kingdom, having chosen Bihar Sharif as his 
capital ruling over Bihar and Tirhut, with a revenue yield of 
5 krors of dams.10 He involved himself in a clash with Sultan 
Sikandar Lod1, sari and successor of Buhlul, by giving refuge to 
Juga, the Bachgoti chief who had captured Jaunpur from the 
hands of the Lodi officers. He took the initiative 'in attacking 
the Lodis by advancing upto Benares, but he was defeated disas
trously and driven to take refuge with 'Alauddm Husain Shah 
who treated him generously and assigned to him Kuhlgaon 
(Colgong on the E. I. Ry., Mainline) in practical sovereignty, 
privileged even to coin money. He died probably in 910/1510.11 

Even in defeat Husain • has impressed the historians by his 

4. Makhza.n-i-Afghani Niamatulla.h Herati, Muslim University 
Ms. p. 88. 

5. Kbairuddin, Ja.unpurna.rnah, M. U. Ms. 
6. Hatkant in Bah Tahsil, Agra District, U. P.'is the stronghold 

of the Bha.da.uriya Ra.jputs. 
7. Tab Akb I, 311. 
8. Tab Akb, I, 311.; Makhzan M, U. Ms. p. 88. 
9. Of. Nelson Wright, Sultans of Delhi their coinage and 

Metrology, p. 24:5 for the first coin of Buhlul struck at the Ja.un
pur mint. 

10. Tab Akb, III 286. 
11, Viqe NelsoJ:!. Wri~ht, Ca.t Qf Qoins, Ind. Mus. II, p. 



tenacity of purpose and courage in fighting against heavy odds. 
Even so it will, not be far too wrong to say that the death of 
his mother Bib! Riji, removed one of tne main props of the Sharqi 
dynasty. But the baneful influence of Malika Jahan precipitated 
the end. Nevertheless the worst enemy of Husain Shah was him
self. There is n'>t the slightest doubt that he was a brave and 
chivalrous warrior who was moved by the sad plight of his enemy. 
But he was a warrior only. He thought too much of his own 
strength and resources, and utterly failed to measure those of his 
enemy. Hence conquests proved to him mere mirage which 
receded as he approached near them. He was at a dis-advantage 
in his struggle with Buhlul Lodi the sworn enemy of his dynasty 
with whom plighted words me'int nothing. But no sane man can 
support Husain Shah's rash conduct in opening an agressive war 
on the Lodis befor~ h~ had time to retrieve his disastrous defeat on 
the banks of the Jumna in 884/1479. Revenge and not states
manship was the guiding motive of his policy and he headed 
the Sharqi kingdom to a sudden crash. That Husain Shah was 
perverse, irritable and rash cannot be denied. He could easily 
be dominated by masterful personalities like his mother and after 
her death by his wife. Had Buhlul been succeeded by a less able 
son than Sikandar, there would her been some chance for Husain 
~bah to maintain himself in the solitary nook of Bihar. But the con
temptuous letter that Husain Shah wrote to his chivalrous opponent 
Sikandar offering him the kingdom of Bihar only if he surrendrered 
Juga the Bachgoti chief who bad nmrdered so many Lodi officers 
and had sacked Jaunpur, is a striking proof of the fact that he 
had not yet given up his foolish pride and obstinacy. 

And lastly, something was lacking in the Sharqi military 
macbin,e which accounts for its failure at crucial moments in the 
field of battle. It was formidable in number aLone. It lacked 
dash and daring and an in-ordinate passion to win a battle. 
The root cause of it was this that the Sharqi army consisted 
mainly of mercenaries recruited from the Pathans, Rajputs and 
. Abyssinians,12 a mixed rabble having no interest in maintaining 
the reigning dynasty. The soldiers fought for their money, and were 
never inspired by any noble or patriotic motive. Even a cursory 
reader of the Sharqi history is puzzled with ~he ease and speed 
with whi~h the Sharqi army retired many times from the gates 
of Delhi. Sorne, das.h and drive, some keen determination to win 
military honour w'ere lacking in the Sharqi ~my. l~roved itself 
a~. no matoh fdr a national army fighting for the support of its 
tribal king. 



A COIN J.i.,RO~ ELLORE 

BY 

V. LAKSHMINARAYANA M.A., Lecturer in History, 
Sir C. Ramafinga Reddy Mun.icipal College. Ellore. 

The Coin wiJh ~bi~h_this paper deals weigts 2·914 grams1 • It 
is a copper coin, (perh~ps some silver also in mixed with copper). It 
is a coin of Qutb-ud-din Mubarak Shah of the 1Khilji dynasty. 

We may now deal with the connection between Qutb-ud-din. 
Mubarak Shah and the Telugu Country. He sent his favourite, 
Khusrau Khan or. Khusru Khan, on an expedition to Madura. 
Khusru Khan went to the South. Having collected much booty 
in the .Madura district, he returned to Telingana where he was 

· detained by the ~ainy season.2 

There are three reasons to suppose th~t the coin is a coin 
of Qutb-ud-din Mubarak Shah. Firstly, the legend on the obverse 
of the coin is the same. as the legend on the obverse' and reve~e of 

. another copper coin 3 of Qutb-ud-din Mubarak Shah. Secondly, it is 
also the same as the legend on the obverse of another copper coin4 

of the same King. Thirdly, it is also the same as the legend on 
the obverse Of SOffie Other COins 5 Of·the Same king, ., 

-
1. The Coin was brought to my notice by A.. Sa.tya.na.rayana 

Rao, a. student of the Sir C. Ramalinga Reddy, Municipal College. He 
'sa.l.d that he got it from so me labourers who found it in the area. of 
the local Municipal High School when they were digging the earth. 
The local Municipal High School and other sohools near it are in the 
area in whioh the Muslims built a fort in the thirteenth or fourteenth 
century, (St;~e H. Morris', The Godavari District, p. 35). There were 
some remains of the fort about 1878 A. D. (ibid., p. 35). 

·2. See, Cambridge History of India, Vol. iii., page 121. 
3. Coin No. 153 mentioned ir1 Edw~rd 'I'homa.s', The Chronicles 

of the Pa.than Kings, p, 183. . 
4. A.. E. No. 268 mentioned in H. N. Wright~ Catalogue ·of the 

ooins in the Indian Museum, C a.lou tta, Vol. ii, pts i & ii, page 46. 
5. AE No. 4L7 mentioned in H. N. Wrig.ht's, The Sultans of. 

Delhi, Their Coinage and Metrology, p. lOl; see also tlte description 
of other coins given in this book of Wright and also in his other book 
mentioned above. . . 

/ 



TULUVA NARASA WAS NO USURPER 

BY 

0. RAMAOHANDRAIYA, M. A. HONS., Lecturer in 
-History, Andhra University. 

The year 1.491 A. D. opened dismally for S~nuva N rsimha, 
for he knew he would not live much hmger. So he sent for 
Tu}uva Narasa Nayaka, gave him all tl::e royal treasures and_ 
his two sons as wards, with the request that whichever of them 
proved worthier be raised to be king. About the Cyclic year 
Virodhikrt, which began lOth March 1491 A. D., when SaJuva 
Nrsimha died, 1 Tu~uv~ Narasa, the Regent, 'raised up the prince 
to be king.' 11 

. Great changes were then rocking the Bahmani empire. 
Yusuf A.dil Khan was fast rising to independent power in Bijapur. 
Qasim Band, th\:1 dP- facto ruler under the Bahmani Sultan, had 
entertained hopes of founding his own kingdom at Bijnpur. He 
now invited Vijayanagara to invade Yusuf's territories. Most 
eagerly N arasa responded and bot;h Raichur and Mudgal came 

·under the sway of Vijayanagara. 

This victory added greatly to Narasa's prestige and streng
thened his position beyond compare. But this was shortlived, for 
early in 1493 A. D., according to Ferishta, 'dissensions prevailed 
in Beejanuggur, and Yusuf 'marched to retake Rachore.' 8 

The nature of these dissensions, I have discussed elsewhere. 
A brief description may here be given. The prince was suffered 
to be king. There is no indication of the coronation of the prince 
though be bad been design a ted king. N arasa was still 'retaining 
in his own hands the treasures and revenues and the government 
of the country. ·4 The meteoric rise of Narasa must have created 
for him numerous enemies among the nobles of the realm, in 
whom the Prince, chafing under Narasa's Regency, must have 
found a source of his own strength to demand that he should 
be King in reality. The Capital was torn with dissensions and 
Yusuf's invasion threatened the very security of the empire. 
Taking .advantage of a short illness of Yusuf, Narasa Na:yaka 
'composed his disputes with the Young Ray of Beejanuggur'5 
and advanced at the head of an army to Raichur. 

1. See my Paper 'When Tuluva Narasa beoa.me 
ceedings, I. H. C., Anna.malai, 1945. 

2. Nuniz, For Emp., p. 308. · 
3. Briggs, III, p. 1J • 
4. Nuniz. For. Emp., p. 308. 
~. Briggs. III, p. 11. 

Regent' : Pro· 
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The battle was fought on a Saturday in Rajah (April. 1493 
A. D.) and it went against Vijay~nagar. The young King of 
Vijayanagara died under highly suspicious circumstances an0 
Narasa's enemies exploited the situa.~ion to blame him for the 
death of the King. _Himself inno·.:ent,6 N a rasa Na:yaka strongly 
suspected Captain 'Tymarsa' of this great act of treachery. But 
h~ couldn't do him harm, for he. was ~trong and powerful. So 
he bided· his time Dncl in the rr.eanwhile, to prove his boiiofides~ 
Narasa Na:yakn. 'raised up another brother of·the lato king to be 
king .. ,' But irony of fate made that very 'Ty'ml'!-rsa' the. ccmfi
dante of the new monarch, :::io Na.rasA. elected to leave, the cityfor 
Penukonda. Thence he returned to Vijayanagara at the need' of 
a large army and denounced t_he King's favouriteas traitor.and 
murderer of the late king. The king saw th9.t resistence was fu:tile 
and he yieldJd to open-force. The Captain •Tym~rsa' was put to 
death and his head was sent to Narasa Na:yaka; The Tuluva chief 
greatly rejoiced and he 'sent away all the troops an,d e'ntered ··~h(3 
city, where he was well received by all the peopl~, by wb.orn he .:vv,as 
much loved as being a man of muoh justice.' 7 . · · 

'Some da,ys and years had passed.' The Regent entrenched 
himself in the affection's of the people.· So ·immense w'as his 
influence with the king that by 1498 A. D. N arasa Na·yaka caine 
to be spoken of as a partner with Imma<Ji Narasingara:ya in the' 
sovereignty of Vijay anagara. 8 Various officers bf the empire 
vied with one another in making gifts for the merit of Narasa 
Nayaka.9 The king himself was n_o exceptionY~ · 

But according. to Nuniz, as days passed and years rolled 
by, and as Narasa got more a'nd more_caught in the trammels 

· of power, his ·cha-racter underwent a seacharige: - He determined 
··Himself to govern the kingdom, for it· had been entrusted. to 
him by the king his lord so to do.' He kept the young king in 
the city of Penukonda w_ith 201000 guards to make safe his person 
and gave him 20,000 .cruzados of gold a year for his food .and 
expen<>es. 'Timapanarque' in whom Narasa Na:yaka greatly confi. .. 
ded, was sent to Penukonda as Captain. He was commanded 
that 'he should not allow the king to leave the city and that he 
should carefully guarcl bis person against treachery.' . Narasa · 

6. According to FerishtP, the Prinoe died on his way· to Vijaya.. 
nagar a. -of wounds received in the battle (Brig'gs, III, pp. 13-14). N uniz 
blames Captain 'Tymarsa.: for the assassination of the kipg in the oity' 
of Vijayanagara (For. Emp, 308.9). N a rasa is thus altogether absolved 
of the orime. 

7. Nuniz, For. Map. 309-310. 
8. 386 of 1904; dated Saka 1420 Kala.yukti. 
9. 355 of 1912; 445 of 1913; 511 of 1928-9; 593 of 1929-30, .. 

10. 615 of }907; E. C. Nagar, ·~3. 
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now began to make war on se"Veral places, taking them and 
demolishing them because they had revolted. 

It was then that treason was whispered into Narasa .Nayaka's 
ears. Its agent 'Condemarade' at first evoked no response. But the 
suggestion worked and Narasa. Nayaka soon succumbed to it. 
Condemarade so managed the whole affair that the kin~ was slain 
without the very murderers knowing who their "Victim was. The 
king'H disappearance was now widely talked about, the people be
lie"Ving that he bad fled to make war on the Regent. N a rasa secretly 
made all preparations to meet any emergency but openly feigned 
much sorrow. Soon Condemarade brought him assuring reports. 
'And since there was no news of the king and he holding every
thing now under his hand, he was rajsed to be king O"Ver all the 
land of N arsymgua.' 1 1 

If Nuniz were not seriously mistaken, all apearances are that 
Narasa Nayaka ended his long loyal career as a usurper and 
regicide. But em~nent historians such as H. Krishna Sastri, 
Dr. S. K. Aiyangar and Mr. Sewell, have all contended that the 
a"Vailable epigraphical evidence gives a lie to the observations 
of Nuniz. Not all of them, however, are agreed over the details. 
The question of the authorship and time, if only of the usurpation, 
is seriously disputed but hardly settled. Recently Dr. N. Venka
taramanayya joined issue stating that not only the theory of 
murder but even of the deposition of Imma<;Ii Nrsimha by Narasa 
Nayaka cannot be maintained.u He seems to support Nuniz' 
account of Tammaraya's assassination but would attribute it 
to Vira Nrsimha, son of TuJuva Narasa Nayaka.13 

Robert Sewell concluded on the basis of epigraphical evidence 
that Imma<;Ii Nrsimha was alive 'till at least February ;G8, A. D. 
l505.'14 However much he might try to qualify it,15 his faith 
in the infallibility of N uniz about N a rasa was implicit. He 
wholly believPd that N arasa Nay aka seized the throne immGdiately 
after the murder of Imma<;Ii N rsimha16 and that the 'usurpation 
probably did not take place till A. D. 1505 at the earliest.'17 Mr. H. 
Krishna Sastri on the other hand, waf:\ certain that Narasa was 
n·ot a regicide, for, according to him, Narasa diea about the end 
of Saka 1424 (A. D. 1502).18 But he did not make up his mind 

11. Nunjz, For. Emp., pp, 310-31.4. 
. 12. 'Dharmara.ya and Vira. Nrsimha.'. Proceedings, I. H. C., 

Allahabad, p. 180. 
13. Ibid. 
14. 'The Kings of Vija.yanagara', 1486-1509, J.R.A.S. 1915, p. 392. 
15. I6ia, p. 393, 'if the story of Nuniz is correct'. 
t6. Ibid. I 

17. Ibid, p. 389. 
18. :M.A:.R. 1913. Pt. II. p. 121; A..S.R., 1908·09, p. 171. 
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who should. be regarded the usurp~r. 19 He: is. however, positive 
as was Mr. V. Venkayya before htm, that the TuJuva usurpation 
of the sovereignty of Vijayanagara was an accomplished fact 
by 1501-02 or immediately before that date. 20 Dr. S. K, Aiy angar 
is definite that N13trasa was never sovereign on the throne. of 
Vijayanagara.21 Yet he would agree with Sewell that in a11 
probability Narasa Na:yaka died iq. 1505 A. D.22. He would, how. 
ever, maintain that the probabilities are that Vira Nrsimha, son 
of Narasa, set aside Imtna9i Nrsimha completely and_even g6t rid 
of him in thtJ manner d~scribed by Nuniz.23 _ . . . 

·If Naraga Na:yaka were the usurper, then the usurpation 
must have occurred before the end of 1503 A. D. For an inscription 
from Ba:chahalli in Mysore with i~s date corresponding to December 
13, A. D .. 1503 states that a gift was made to a temple 'when Nara
sanna· Nay aka died.'24 . The same event is referred to in a record 
from Dev1kapuram 25 in North Arcot District, dated in s·aka 1425, 
Rudhirodgari (A. D. 1503-04).which registers a gift 'for the merit of 
Sw.ami Narasa Na:yaka who went \o the Siva-loka.' • 

Mr. Sewell admits that both the above epigraphs may refer· 
to the sa me personage. But he ob.serves 'In the first of these, no 
titles of any sort are prefixed· to the name, ana in the second, the 
title ~Svami' certainly_ does not indicate a ruling. sovereign,2 13 So 
he sees nothing in these inscriptions to show that they refer to 
Tu}uva Narasa Na:yaka for he argues '(f a .usurper became kin'g, 
hewould certainly.insist on· his'·royal title.' 27 Like Sewell, but 
for different reasons, Dr. S. K. Aiyangar also believes that Niuasa 
of the Devikapuram grant was not the great general at all.2 8 

Of another grant29 which mentions ~sva:mi Narasa Nayaka,' he 
remarks, 'Svami (Lord) does not imply necessarily ruler. Every 
one is Sva:mi to his servants. 30 . · 

E'urely 'Every one is Svami to his servants.'· But Tiruma·lai 
Nayaka .and Hvara ~ayaka, both donors of tile gift ·registered 

19. A.S.R., 1908-09, p. 168, ... , 
20. M. A. R. 1906, para 58 and ibid, 1908, para. 81. 
21. ·'A tittle known chapter~./, p. 67. 
22. Ibid, pp. 67, 70. · · -
23. Ibid; p. 71. . . 
24. E. C. IV, Krish.na.rajapet 64. Dr. S. K. A.iyanga.r translates 

it to have been for the merit of Na.rasa. Na.yaka. 'when he should die: 
('A little known chapter, p. 92, app. No. 61). The original 'astamana
vadaga' is more correctly rendered by the epigraphist as ·'when (he) set.' 

25. 357 of 1912. · 
26. J. R. A. S., 1915, p. 391. 
27. Ibid, p. 390. • • • 
28. 'A little known chapter ... , p. 67. . 
29. 445 of 1913 from Araga.lur in Salem District, dated Sa.ka 

1434 (A. D. 1512). . · 
30. 'A little known chapter', p. 67. '·. 

• 
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iu the Devikapuram grant, could not be the subordinates or 'agents' 
of any N a rasa Na;yaka. They were the sons of one Ettappa 
Na:yaka and they held sufficiently important positions in the state 
to have figured in several inscriptions of the realm.81 The phrase 
'Svami Narasa Na:yaka' is not peculiar to grants from North 
A:rcot alone. One from the Salem District is already referred to. 
Yet another appears in Vandalur in Chingleput District, its date 
corresponding to March 2, 1500 A. D. It regigters a gift by one 
Kondaya-Nayinar who was administering Vandalur, situate in the 
territory of Ba.mu Na:yaka, the •Dalavayi o~ Svami Narasa 
Nayaka.'82 It is idle, therefore, to argue that this Svami Narasa 
Nayaka oi the inscriptions of about the same period and from 
several districts could be any other than the Great TuJuva Regent. 

A copper plate grant ft·om Dharesvara 33 dated in Saka 1424, 
Durmati, in the month of Bha;drapada, registers. a gift by 
Mahamanq.alesvara Devarasa Veq.eya for the 'longevity, health, 
wealth, kingdom and victory' of Mahamandalesvara Saluva 
Narasanna Nayaka, son of Yisarappa Na;yaka, who is also st'yled 
'Medimmisara' GanQ.akattari, Trinetra SaJuva. · Mr. Sewell, how
ever, hesitates to accept this document as a record of Narasa 
Na;yaka. He admits that later TuJuva kings of Narasa's family 
were accorded SaJuva titles but feels that this was only a later 
practice which was not true of Narasa Nayaka's times.34 But 
this is not a correct position to take. For as Dr. N. Venkatara
manayya has pointed out, TuJuva Nuasa Na:yaka was known 
as SaJuva Nrsimha as early as 1497 A. 0.35 Another and a 
stronger objection to accepting the document as of N arasa Nay aka 
is, according to Mr. Sewell, that Narasa is therein styled a mere 
MahamanQ.alesvara and not king which he would be entitled to 
as the usurper who became king. But the pity is, Mr. Sewell 
prefers to suspect the authenticity of epigraphical evidence, instead 
of quest.ioning TuJuva Narasa's claims to royalty. 

The trouble has been with most of the writers and with 
Mr. Sewell above all, that they virtually deny to otl:lers the 
possibility of mistaking one for the other among so many kings, 
all so similarly styled. Before Krsnadevara:ya four Nrsimhas ruled 
over Vijayanagara successively, vtz. S~quva Nrsimha and his son 
lmmaq.i Nrsimha, both of the family of_Gunq.a; and TuJuva Narasa 
and his son Vira Nrsimha, both of the house of !Svara. The 
name Nrsimha applied to t~em individually. As has been pointed 
out above, even Tuluva Narasa was known as Saluva Nrsirnha 

• and he took all the ·sa:}uv~ titles. Nor wt':'re the titles, 'Bhujabala,' 

31. 355 of 1912 ;.395 of Hl2. 
32. 35 of 1934-35. 
33. 32 of 1905-06. 
3,. J. R. A. S .. 1915, p. 390. 
85. .14, "of 1928. I. H. 0. P.rooeedings, 1938, p .. 181. 
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and •Bhujaba1ara:y..a' ln any way distinctive. They preceded the 
names of SaJuva Nrsimha, 8

d his· son Tammayyadeva which ·is 
another name for Immadi Nrsimha,s'f ·and Tutuva Narasa's son 
Vira Nrsimha88 tne grandson· of ISvara would. assume even the 
prefix 'Immac;li' as did the scion of the Sa:~uva royal line.s 9 And 
when so much reason there was for confusion, why take Nuniz's 
story to be scrupulously true in ·every detail ? 

I 

The truth is that Nunlz, a foreigner that he was, got per
plexed. His story reveals a Narasa of tw.o minds; one who w<?uld 
harm his master's son but would keep a guard to save him froin 
treachery; and the other surreptitiously scheming hi~ ass,assination 
for motives of self.aggrandisement. These two contradictory 
traits in one and the same person are not rare. ·Yet is it so 
impossible that Nuniz was depicting here the workings, not merely 
of two states of mind, but of two differ~nt individuals-of Narasa 
Na:yaka and· of his son Vira Nrsimha? This suggestion is not. 
so fahtastic as it may appear. For whatever hia err0rii had. been, 
Nuniz was quite cle.:tr in his mind that TuJuva Narasa Na:yaka 
was never the King of Vijayanagara, but that.his son became 
one, after him~ While describing the last moments of Sa:Juva 
Nrsimha, .Nuni.z writes, 'At his death, he. left two sons, and the. 
Governor of the Kingdom was Narsenaque who was/ather of thtJ 
king who afterwards was king of Bisnaga.'40 · .. 

_We may, therefore, conclude that TuJuva Narasa Nayaka 
died at least a year a!ld .a half earlier than Immac;li Nrsimha. 
He was no regicide, nor usurper; He was a strong disciplinarian. 
He seized all power ·but not the throne. He took rio royal titles, 
for he took no crown but contented himself with all the governing 
there was in th~ empire of Vijayanagara. · 

36. 25 of 1919 and 28l of 1931-32. · 
37. ~..64 of 1909; 122 of 1918 i 4 7 of 1916 ; 195 of 1924. 
38 .. E. C. IV, Gu 67. . 
39. 54 of 1915; 541 of 1920. 
40. For. Emp., p. il08. Mr. Sew: ell rem~t.rks tha.t · 'thi.; account: 

.of the second Nara.sa. a.nd the family relationships differs alt()gether 
from the results obtained from epigra.phical study.' · (I bid, p. 11). I a.m 
unable to know how:. For at the time when N a.ra.sa. was the- Governor 
11f the kiJ}gdom, his son wa.s not a. king. Na;ra.~a.· wa.s not alfve when 
Vira Nrsimha., his son, attained tba.t position.' , • ' ' 

i:' 

. ..; .. 

• 



"PEDAI{OMATI VEMA BHUPALA" (1403-1420 A. D.) 

BY 

V. NARAYANA RAO, M.A., L.1~., Chief Lecturer in History, 
P.R. College, Cocanada. 

Peda Komti Vema Bhupala was the last great Reddy ruler 
of Kondavedu. We get a fairly good account of his reign from 
the writings of poet Sriuadha-the greatest poet of the age and 
from "Vemabhupaliyam" or" Viranarayana Ch~:trita" of Vamana 
Bhatta Ban a and from the inscriptions of the Reddy and the 
Velama rulers of the period. Peda Komati Vema was a great 
warrior, a good scholar and a great patron of letters. 

About the early life of Peda Komati Vema we know little 
or nothing except that he w:.Ls the son of Macha, an elder brother 
of Prolc:J.ya Vema Reddy, the founder of the Reddy kingdom of 
Kondavidu. He came to the throne in 1403 A, D. 

But it did not prove to be a bed of rof.les. The Kingdom 
of Kondavedu had been considerably reduced in size and was 
surrounded by formidable enemies. The first task of the new ruler 
was to recover what had been lost in the early years of his 
predecessor Kumargiri's reign. The war of succession in Vizia
nagar gave him the opportunity, he succeeded in recaptnring 
all those territories which had been seized by Vizianagar 
He captured "Udayagir1 and the districts of Pottapinadu an1 
Pulugulanadu'' (Treveni Vol 6. No.3). Ddvaraya was unll.ble to 
Check Komativema's aggression. luscaur of lathis unholy alliance 
with Firozshah Bahmani who had invaded Vizianagar. 

Pedakomati Vema Bhupala r.ext turned his attention to the 
Reddy kingdom of Rajahmundry. He thought that he had been 
unjustly deprived of the territories which righty belonged to 
him by inheritance. Thereupon Kataya Vema Reddy secured the 
help of Devaraya I who attacked the southern frontiers of Konda
vedu. The ruler of Vijaynagar entered into an alliance with the 
Velamas of Rachakonda the traditional enemies of the Kondavedu 
Reddies. To cotmteract thcl design of his rival. Peda Komati 
Vema allied himself with Firozshah and some of the enemies 
of Kataya Vema. Bitter was the struggle which issued; the 
casualties on either side being many. Whereas the Velamas kept 
Komati Vema occupied on his Western frontier, Devaraya recon· 
quered all the territories which Komati had recovered in the 
early part of his r~ign and then advanced to the north to help 
Kataya Vema. · 

During the first phase of the war Devaraya and his allies 
1-qtleJ,"ed many reverses. Ka taya Vema appears to have been . ~so 
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defeated and killed in one of these engag~ments. A similar fate 
befell Vedagiri II, the Velama ruler; and it is said that the victor 
took a 'terrible revenge on the Velamas who had treated his brother 
Macha brutally. 

Just about this time the Bahmini Sultan l.i'irozshafi was 
defeated by Devaraya in the famous battle of "Pangal." The 
Sultan's army was routed and "he was chased almost to the gates 
of his capital." Komati Vema was· now left friendless and all 
alone. Allada Reddy., the able commander and rel~tion of Kataya 
Vema attacked him from the north and inflicted a defeat on him
at Rameswaram. The Velamas with a view to taking revenge 
for the death of Vedagiri, attacked him from the west under 
the command of Madaya Lingaprabhu, a younger brother of 
Vedagiri II. "Both the armies joined battle at an unknown place 
and after some _fighting, Vema Bhupa.la was defeated and seems 
to have lost his life. The Velugotivari Vansavali says that Lfnge 
carried away the sword of Vema as trophy. The death of Komati 
Vema occasioned disastrous consequences to the kingdom ot 
Kondavedu _and within four years after his death, the Reddy 
rule at Kondavedu came to an abrupt end, Rachavema who had 
neither the skill nor the strength. of. his father to keep the kingdom 
in tact, was assassinated. 

Komati Vema /)hupala as a Scholar and as a Patron of letters. 
The Reddi rulers ·have immortalised themselves by their 

services to the' Sanskrit and Telugu Literature. Many of the 
- rulers were not only patrons of Literature but themselves great 

Scholars and poets. In the galaxy of great patrons and scholars, 
Peda Komati Vema occupies a high and an honoured place. He 
was not only a great patron of letters but a distinguished scholar 
too. He was the author of "Sringaradeepik:a," a commentary on 

• "Amarusatakam." Though there. are many commentaries on this 
work, Komati Vema's commentary takes the first place. His next 
work was "Sapta Sati Saratika." Vema selected iOO pieces from 
Hala's Sapta Satti and wrote a commentary on them. He wrote 
"Sahitya Chintamani" a monumental work on Alankara Sastra. 
He has been called "Sarvagna Ohafnavarti," by Vamana Bhatta 
Bana in his "Vema Bhupala Charita" and Srinadha also calls 
him so in the Ponn upalli Inscription. 

Famous poets and scholars adorned the court of 'Peda Koinati 
Vema Bhup!J,la. Vamana Bhatta Bana wrote "Vema Bhupala 
.Charita" in Sanskrit prose. In this work he gives an account 
of the exploits of his patron. In the Bhupala Charita he says that 
"as there had been no noted prose writers after Bana, he under
took to make up that deficiency." Another gr43at court poet was 
Srinadha, popularly known as "Kavi Sarvabhouma." He was 
the greatest poet of . the age. It is no exaggeration to say 
that Srinadha owed his rise to Vema, and he acknowled~es 

a a 
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with gratitude his indebtedness to Vema. Srinadha wrote many 
works. He dedicated "Panditharadhya Charitam'' to Pragada
namatya, the commander of Vema and "Sringara Nisha
dham" to Simganamatya, the minister of V 1 rna. Singanamatya 
was not only a patron of poets and s ·h•1lars but was himself 
a great schoi.ar and wrote a commentary on "Somasidhamta." 
In his Sringara Naishadham, :-:lrinadha gives a graphic account 
of the court of Simganamatya "poets, l"cholars, philosophers, 
doctors and scholars in every walk of life sought his patronage 
and received it." If that was the splendour of Bingana's court, 
what should have been the grand('aur of h;s master Vema's court? 
An old adage says "as the master so are the servants." Vema 
was a great patron of Art and Letters and no wonder that his 
officers followed in his footsteps. 

Though constantly preoccupied with warfare, Vema stili 
found time to undertake works of public utility. The Phirangi
puram Inscription gives an account of the construction of a tank 
called "Santhanasagara'' by Suramombu., the queen of Vema 
Bhupala. The Inseription says that the tank was as vast as 1he 
sea. The Aminabad Inscription Rpeaks d the construction of a 
canal called "Jaganobbaganda Kaluva" by Suramamba's son 
Racha Vema in order to feed the tank and to utilise its waters for 
irrigation purposes. 

With the death of Vema Bhupala about 1420 A. D. vanished 
the greatness of the kingdom of Kondavedu which had played 
an important role in the History of The Andhras for nearly 
a century. 

--
THE REDDI KINGS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO ANDHRADESA. 

BY 

SRI R. SUBBARAO, M. A., L. T ., M. E. 8.! (Retd.) 

According to the Kaluvacheru Inscription, after the fall of 
Kakatiya Empire in 1323 A. D., the Trilinga Desa or Andhra 
Desa fell into the hands of the Yavanas (Muslims) and two Chiefs 
i.e. Cousin Brothers, Prolaya who ruled Rekapalli in East 
Godavari District and after his death Kapaya who ruled Arumana .. 
gallu, North East of Warrangal, rescued the country from out of 
~heir hands and restt>red the Agraharams to their former owners, 
!· e.,·i:? Learned Brahmans and to l'emples etc. They were helped 
1D this task by several Nayaks whose resolve was to establish 
Ve~ic Dharma in 1ihe countrf. New Temples were built as old 
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temples were destroyed and former lands were restored to th~m. 
The Brahmans and cultivators who suffered most were restored 
to their former position. Peace and security were established. 
Kapayanayaka ·ruled ov-er .Warrangal· area from 1330-1368, his 

· original capital being Arumanagallu. He was served·by 72 or 77 
Nayak chiefs called Padman'l.yaka who enjoyed small feudal 
fiefs paying tribute and helping the over-lord in tinies of w.ar. 
After his death, they became independent .in their own areas. 
In fact, he was killed in a battle by the Padmanayak chiefs 
Anapota and Madava, sons of Singamanayak, and Warrangal 
was occupied. With this, the Reddi Kingdom in Telingana ended. 

The Reddi chiefs were employed as Nayaks or military 
chief:3 under the last of the Kakatiya Kings and they helped in 
extending their Empire especially over the whole of the East 
coas~ upto Simhachalam. Between them i.e., Padmanaik chiefs 
and descendants of Prolaya Verna (Addanki Bra;nch), for half a 
century,. there was strife for power over the Krishna-Godavari 
valley and finally the· Rcddis were sqccessful. 

Kingdom ·of .Kondavidu. 

The first Reddi · cliief Mu~hnumuri Prolaya N a yak, as we 
have already noted, was helped by 72 N a yaks of whom Prol!lya 

' Vemareddi was an important and powerful member. He estab
lished himself in S. Andhra in Pungi-Desa. His grandfather, 
Vema I helped-Kakatiya Queen Rudramadevi in extending her 
power over the Northern Sarkars. But after the down-fall of 
Kakatiya · power and after rescuing the country from out of the 
hands of the Turushkas, Verna I set·up his power but not in any 
Kingly way. It was his grand~son ·who beca!Ile a King. His 
several titles show that he was a powerful ruler. He employed 

· a large army with the gold amassed by his. fat_her.. He was 
helped by Gangadeva, an influential a-nd clever politician who 
became the Guru of Vema, and who helped him in founding a 
Reddi Kingdom. He and his successors in office acted as Royal 
Purohits for the ·Kings of Rajahmundry Brancp. and received 
many Royal grants and f~vour~. They were the chief ecclesi-

·astical statesmen of the times. He was a Saivit-e and spread 
Saivite faith and Vedic culture in Andhradesa. He was res
ponsible for many a land gift to Temples, learned Brahmins and 
faithful servants. By the mi:ddle of the 14th ceutury, Prolaya 
Vema ruled over the whole country extending from Srisailam in 
the west to the .East coast and from N ellore · in the South to 
Krishna in . the North. His ..... capital was Addanki. Later on, 
Kondavidu was made the capital. He ruled from 1326-l350. 

The following Genealogy and chronology may be accepted 
.for this Reddi Dynasty which ruled qv-eL' Andhra. Desa. with 
Kondavidu as capital. · 



( 
Macha.. 

( 

I 
(2) Vema. 
1326-50 

I 
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(1) (Komati) 
I 

I 
Proia. 

I 

I 
Anna.. 

I 
Ma.lla. 

(3) Ana.pota. 
1350-1370 

(4) Ana.vema. 

L ______ _ 

( 
14'20-24(?) (5) Kuma.ra.giri 1385~1407. 

(6) Peda.koma.ti. 
(7) Koma.tivema.. 
{8) Ra.cha.vema.. 

1370-1385. 

) 
Malla.mbika.-Kata.ya.vema. 
[Founder of Ra.ja.mundry 
Branoh of Reddi Kingdom. 

Whilt Prolayaverna's Kingdom comprised only of Guntur District 
and did not extend beyond the Krishna, Anapota conquered the 
lands lying between the Godavari and the Krishna. He trans
ferrE'd the capital to Kondavidu and strengthened it. He conquered 
Konasima, the Deltic land at the mouth of Godavari. Here
organised the port of Motupalli and gave freedom to the merchants 
by removing restrictions on trade. He abolished vexatious customs 
duties and removed the tax on gold and other imports. He published 
an Edict fixing customs duties. As a result, there was brisk trade 
between the E. coast andthe foreign countries, and this brought 
much money into the treasury. During the last years of his reign, 
he was opposed by the Padmanayak chiefs and also by Bhakti Raja 
who defeated him near Suravaram and drove him out of the W 
Godavari District. Till the death of Bhakti Raja in.1367, Godavari 
District was not included in Reddi Kingdom. It was Annvema 
who conquered it. 

Vema was helped in his extension of the Empire by his brothers 
who were all learned, valourous, religious and generous, minded 
The youngest brother Malla' was the Patron of Yerra.pragada who 
soon became the court poet aud compossd Ramayanana. and 
Barivamsa, Andhra. Bhartam (Aranyaparvam) and other works. 
Vema was a great warrior. He was a prominent commander 
under the last Kakatiya Emperor Pra.ta.pa Rudra.. He was 
well versed in archery and other arts of warfare. He was a 
great devotee of Parameswa.ra and built. many temples and gave 
rich land gifts to them.. Being guided by his Guru Ganga., he 
established Vedic religion in Andhradesa. He had a rich treasury 
full of gold, his treasurer being Avachi Setti. Having conquered 
Motupalli, a sea-port and having .got rich customs-duties on all 
out-going and, in-coming vessels, he amassed a fortune which 
helped him not only in raisi:Qg a powerful army but also in 
building temples and steps leading to R. Krishna Srisailam, 
A:bobalain and other pilgrim .. centres. He built many tanks, 



temples, choultry garden and canals for helping cultivators and 
others. His Deva and Brahmana Agraharams are too numerous 
to mention. Several poets like Bala Saraswati, Bhatta Bana 
Sreenadha, and Yerr~pragJ.da were give rich presents by these 
Reddi Kings. Though a 3aivite, he showed a great toleration to 
Vishnu cult and daily listened , to Harivamsa -and Ramarfayana., 

He was adept in conquering as much his subjects' hearts as 
his enemy's forts. Hill-forts, forest-forts, plain-forts, Lake
forts all numbering 40 were constructed and garrisoned by faithful 
troops under close relatives. Du.ring his time, friendly relations 
were established with Vijayanagar, and one or two moslem 
Bahmini raids w'ere repulsed. Like his fa that, he was also noted 
for his charities. He hot only restored to learned Brahmins and 
poets the lands and villages taken from them by the Muslims 
but also gave new ones to encourage the spread of Vedic lear~ing 
and Saivite faith in the country. His court was graced by po.ete 
like Yerrapragada, astrologer, Vidwans and Pandits like 
Balasarasvath who composed many of his Edicts,. Ministers 1ike 
Mallana and Soniaya and•commanders like Malli Vemana who 
restored Amaravati Temple and gods to their former glory and 
position. The merchants and cultivators who· had suffered by the 
Moslem invasions received generous support and ~onetary help. 

Anavema. succeeded Anapota and rul'ed from .13 70-1385. 
He is called Dharma Vemana. Though Anapota had a son called 
Kumaragiri Redfi, he did not succeed- to the throne being a minor. 
Anavema was a great warrior. It was really this King who 
conquered the country lying between the Krisha and Simhadri. 
He collected a large arrny and over-ran in 1372 the whole of th~ 
Godavari valley·. He also conquered the country lying to the north 
of the river Godavari upto Oddadi. He made many land gifts to 
learned Brahmans, poets and ministers and to temples. He built 
Vir a Siro Manda pam at Srisailam. He and his sister Vemasami 
made several gifts to temples. 

After his death, his brother Anapota's son Kumaragi1'i Reddi 
came to the throne in A. D. 1385 and ruled -till 1407 A D. He was 
helped in his administration and conquests by his brother-in-law 
Kataya Vema whom he appointed as his commander-in-chief and 
Premier and to whom he set the task of conquering the 
E. Region upto Simhachalam. The rulers of north, west and.south 
were well disposl:ld towards him. Hence, Vatayavema left Kon
davidu with a large army and reached Rajahmundry ang after 
worshipping Sri Venugopalswamy in the fort, left to conquer the 
rulers of the E. Region in 1385 A. D. He defeated Koppula Reddis. 
and took their forts Bendapudi, Kootam and Panchdhavla. A 
part of Veerkotam in Vizag District was also conquered. After 
offering certflin presents to Narasimha of simhachalam in 1386, he 
reached Kondavidu safely in 1387. This newly conquered E. Region 
with its capital at Rajmundy was ruled by Anapota Reddi II, son 
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of Kumaragiri and he was helped by Allada Reddi, his minister. 
commander. In 1399, Kalinga Ganga King N arasimha IV was 
defeated by Anapota with the help of Katyavema and the Reddi 
power extended over Viza.g District also. During the reigns of 
Kumaragiri and Anapota, a great Tulapurushadanam (weighing 
one-self against gold and distributing it to the public) was done at 
Draksharamam in the presence of God BhimeAwara by both father 
and son. Anapota also gifted the villages of A naparti to God 
Ctopinatha in Rajamundry fort. Katayavema, a poet. soldier and 
statesman made several gifts of Agr aharms called Kumaragiri 
purams for the welfare of Kumaragiri whom he loyally served.' 
With t.he death ·of Anapota about 1402-3 and his father's 
death about L405-6 ·a new Epoch commenced viz. the decline 
of Kondavidu. 

As he son had predeceased him, Kumaragiri made his brother
in-law Katayavema--- the real conqueror of the E. coast--
the Viceroy of the E. Region with the capital at Rajahmundry 
and hence from 1405-6 onwards, the Rajahmundry Viceroyalty 
increased in power while Kondavidu declined under the weak 
successors of Kumaragiri, viz. Pedakoniati, Komati Vema 'and 
RachaVema (1420-24). 

'fhe reign of Kumaragiri is a great landmark in Andhra 
History. His contemporaries- Vijayanagara, Bahmani, Padma
na:yak and E. Ganga rulers- were great and powerful and they 
surrounded the Reddi Kingdom on all sides. He succeeded in 
maintaining friendly relations with all except E. Gangs from 
whom the lands lying upto Simhachalam were taken away. 
Rajahmundry was fixed as a Northern capital just to secure these 
new conquests which were rich and powerful. Peace and security 
were maintained and hence internal trade increased while tho 
freedom granted to foreign ships and trader"'(as seen in Motupalli 
Edicts) brought new wealth and glory to the Reddi Kingdom. The • 
Vasanta and Tulapurusha ceremonies were the results. Also, fine 
arts, education, dancing and music, temple-building and develop
ment of public works all received patronage. Numerous land-gifts 
were made to learned scholars, faithful ministers and to different 
Temples. The four different classes of forts were built and 
garrisoned, People w~re given military training so much so that 
·till this day the Reddis all over the cauntry look fine in body and 
spirit. Saivite and Vaishnavaite worship, Vedic learning and 

. all arts and crafts were spread. Agriculture and trade 
received groat attention and encouragement. Onl3 of the richest 
merchants, of the times, Avachi Tippayasetty was known to be 

·trading with Ceylon, Java, China, Persia and other countries 
and he was the high treasurer of the Kingdom. Coastal as well 

i fL&Jor~i.in sbipJ?ing came to be prote.ctecl and extended much to the 
., ~t08Jl~r1ty of .the people and the kmgs. Above all, the country 
··w:ftieh fell uiJder the heels of the Muslim Invaders (Tughlaq) 
' after the downfall of the Kakatiya Empire was able to secure 

",. 
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independence in every respect. What the foundations of Vijaya
nagar did to Central Deccan afte1; 1323 ·A. D., the origin and 
growth of B.eddis did to E. Deccan from N ellore· to Simhachallam 
and from Sreesailam to the E. coast. Most of their works viz 
Agraharams, Temples and Tanks as well .as cultural and social 
changes are still outstanding in Andhra Desa. Several of the 
Raddi kings wrote commentaries on Kalidasa's Dramas and other. 
works, 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

DR. P. SARAN 

THE SPIRIT OF THE AGE OF AKBAR 

I am hE>re in response to the call of the organizers 
of the indian History Congress and I wish to e;xpress my 
appreciation of their kindness in inviting me to preside 
over the section on the Mughal Period of Indian History. 
JudgE>d by the conventional method of dynastic change 
and political revolution this pPriod may be said roughly 
to extend utmost over three centuries, i.e., from the end 
of the fifteenth to the end of the eighteenth. But cultu
ral1y and socially the age which found its fullest fruc
tification under the patronage of Akbar had its beginnings 
much earlier. 

At this stage we can ask the question whether there 
was any problem of bringing about a unity of Hindus and 
Muslims at that time and of welding them into a nation 
as is gem•rally suppos.ed. Regarding this question the 
whole position and problems of our people in that. age, 
I submit, have been fundamentally misunderstood. True, 
that the texture of our society was extremely comple"[. 
It was composed of many and variegated sccial and cultural 
strands. Bence no superficial view which takes account 
only of the political institutions and the deeds of the rulers 
can help us to comprehend the main featun·s of the very 
complex pattern that the Indian Society of that age presents 
to the student. To comprehend its real character we must 
probe deeper. A detailed and critical examination of its 
various aspects will reveal certain prominent strands in 

First it will be observed that the ruli.pg class 
become • more and more lndiani~ed , and 

· t. but 
implies 
~hose of 
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Now it should be noted that except in abnormal times 
those rulers made no difference between their subjects on 
the ground of their different beliefs and f~iths. The. even 
tenor of the day to day life of the people, however, remain
ed almost entirely unaffected by the polici~s of their· rulers 
or even by the frequent political revolutions which had 
become the order of the day. . · . 

Moreover it should be re1uembered that .the bulk of 
the Muslim population were Indians.in every sense of the 
term. It is unthinkabh that a no'minal change of faith, 
whi~h in most cases wa.s due to thtt tyranny ·of the 
Hindu priesthood rather than to personal conviction or 
compulsion by the rulers, could have brought about any 
appreciable change in their mode of life, their. social habits 
and relationships or their beliefs and supel'stitions •. If 
one would want an _evidence of this, one ·has only to turn 
to the life of our village folk to be fully convinced of this 
fact. Their bodies were made of the products of the soil 
of this land even as their· spiritual and moral corpus was 
the product of its hoary culture and immemorial traclitions 
which had gone into their .bones and blood. Moreover, 
their interests and pursuits were common and ineeparable 
and have ever remained so. Their time honoured relation
ships, their business partnerships, their political co.;opera
tion, tr1 eir join~ literary, social a.nd artistic efforts and 
their festivals _and enjoyments, continued to be f:lb'ared in 
common. Botli Hindrrs arid Muslims were disciples and 
devotees of Sufis as well as .Hindu saints, and both scrupu, 
lously .respected each other's sacred books and places. The 
mutual affection and fellow feeling between the Hindus 
and Muslims is shown by an ir.cident mentioned by Khafi 
Khan. When the Emperor Aurangzeb imposed a duty on 
the Hindu merchant::s ~lone in A. D. 1667, the Musalmans 
passed the goods of the Hindu merchants in their own 
names. Instances like this can be multiplied without 
number. Their ties of blood and culture, habits and 
manners, pursuits and interests, eternal· oneness of geo
graphy and history, and in fact, the ·whole of their life 
process-all· these were too deep· and too strong for such 
disruption as was sought to be brought about· by the· 
narrow-minded, short-sighted and self-seeking .priest-hood 
who also influenced the policies of th~ir rulers. 

The common people also united on the political· plane. 
The story in the political sphere was also the same. 

Ever since the invasion of the Ghaznavids the armies 
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comprised both Hindu and Muslim warriors, and when 
Ahmad Niyaltigin threatened rebellion, it was Tilak, a 
Hindu, who with his Jat soldiers was sent to curb the 
rebel's insurgence and put thousands of his Muslim soldiers 
to the sword. The alliance of Sheikh Hamid Lodi of 
Multan with the Shahi King Jaipal against Mahmud, the 
rise of the Indian party led by Imad-Uddin Raihan against 
Balban, the revolt of the neo-Muslims against the generals 
of Alauddin Khalji, the unbreakable loyalty of Muhammad 
Shah Ja.lori to Hammir Chauhan of Ranthambhor are 
links in the same chain of political events which we find 
continuing in the alliance of Hasan .Mewati and other 
Afghan Chiefs with Hana Sanga against the foreign 
invader Babar. 

Again in the sphere of art and literature, architecture 
and poetry, spEech and writing, how the two cultures had 
coalesced by long association and mutual assimilation and 
yet without loosing their individualities, scarcely needs 
to be dilated upon. Thus we see that the points of differ
ence between the various sections of society were too few 
and of no consequence as compared with the points of 
contact and association. The fact that the immemorial 
spiritual and material bonds of unity and brotherhood 
cementing the Indian social fabric could for centuries 
successfully bear the strain of the pernicious doctrine of 
isolation and scornful class distinctions, constitutes a great 
tribute to the intrinsic soundness of the broad human prin
ciples upon which the edifice of our social organism was 
built up. It is no exaggeration to say that the manner 
jn which our people preserved their solidarity despite the 
nefarious activities of the priests and kings in conclave, 
was their proudest achievement, their crowning glory and 
their moral victory over all forces of destruction and dis
integration. 

'lhs mission of the saints: its charaoter.-Hence the 
widely prevalent belief that the mission of Kabir and 
~tfanak·and other reformer saints on the one hand and 
~tof A~-.r on the ~ther, was to bring about Hindu 

.

. · .. ·Jtt·u.·, ..• s ... l.im uQit. y .. and· .. ~o ~.buil~· up a'll Indian natio.~ '?l.lt .. o ... =-~ . .l'"~l;le .. L.DJI.~~aUy i3ll~~on~.,mo seet1_ons· of ~he I~d~an·· tfeo:~ 1_,~. 
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dispelled by the light of unbiaEed· ar:d ECiEntific investiga
tion of our' past. 

It need scarcely be stated that Kabir and "Nanak and 
their predeces!:iors addressed their teachings equally to 
the Muslims and Hindus both. These saints fea.rl~ssly 
condemned their ignora:nce, and their many vices and 
superstitions and by bard and relentless knccks tried to 
rouse them to a conECiousness of good and. evil. They 
openly denounced the depravity and na rrcw.minded ness 
of the Pundits and Mullabe, and it was this class whom 
they exhorted to give up their dogmaiiErn and exclusive
neEs and to understand tbat the broad and basic truths 
of theology and religion were similar in all faiths. Rarna
nand (l::oo A. D.-1398) who stands at the head of this 
movement in Northern India, was born and hred in the 
old and conservative atmosphere. But he broke the "shackles 
of orthodoxy and admitted all men without cistinction of 
high and low,"to a status of absolute Eocial Equality and · 
to the privilege of studying the EcripillHS. The portals 
of free and unrestricted education and study were thrown 
open to all men, In the following century Cbaitanya 
(born 1485 A. D.) did the same work of uplift of the fallen 
people in the East. 

But in the South the movement had started earlier in 
the 13th century ,A. D. and it had spread over the North 
in the 14th and subsequent centuries. 

Namdeo who in the 13th century preached in -Maha· 
rastra says:- -

~;1_ ~'elf g"{<Jf. <fiT•TT, 5§ij ~o:J1 ~~TifT I 

fto:t 'i~ ~1u, t~a&~ro:r ~a1o 1 

o:rr~r ai~ ~H~<H, ~~ ~§~r or ~a1~ 11 
Trans:-
The Hindu is blind and so is the Musalman, 
The Hindu worships in the temple and the 

· Muslim in the· mosque ... 
But Nama offers his worship to Him who 

needs n,either temple nor w osque. 
Dadu Dayal. in a similar·strain says:-

~~ 'fT~l <nr o:rr~ "'R, ~H+lif 6'il' ~~H I ' 

~t-<f· ~0 ij'~ifi o:J~l, ifT ~~ fiilJT f<i"fl~ II 
CJitl ~' r;:rf{Cfir, <iii <nr~1 'iff~ 1 • 

• <lilt J?~U 'fi1 :q@, arf~'l q?; ~ '1ff{ II 
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Trans:-
The world is deluding itself by giving a name to Him 

who is nameless (i e. cannot be defined). Men do not under
stand Truth from falsehood, nor do they think properly. 
Some go to Dwarika, some run to Kashi, som·e to Mathura, 
(in search of God) but they do not realise that the Lord 
resides within themselves. 

Raidas the cobbler (a disciple of Ramanand) who 
mainly worked in Rajputana says :-

qffa- 61~ tf~ (:qt~' a(Of <IRWf ~til ~ I 

'L'fff ~f( if~ q(~~{, a) crrfir '1ft( a~ ~ 11 

Trans :-Thou plucketh leaves to offer worship 
and calleth it liberator; 

But if God were in the idol, it should 
itself float on the water. 

Garibdas also expresses the same sentiments when 
he says:-

~;r fir~( or ~crt, lfqJ WI iTI~ U'1 I 

~~ ~~~ ~' d:;r f;r~;r •nil II 

Trans:-
What is the use of your repeating Ram by mouth or 

blo ;ving the Conch, if it does not give you real knowledge, 

The relentless onslaught of Ka.bir against idol wor
ship is a matter of common knowledge. I shall, therefore, 
confine myself to only to one quotation from him in this 
connection. 

crr~~ ~u '{a~ lift: '1~ !fi~6H 1 

nr ~u~ ~ ''" ~ 'tl !lir~1 ~r~ u 
Trans :-If you depend on the stone image which you 

worship as God, you will sink in mid-ocean. 
Maluk Das in the 17th century repeated almost the 

same words:-
qr~;r ~ dt f'l~ m ~ '{~ .IJ(T~ I 

ar~ ~( =ifTflfi ~~. Q'l~ ~T~ ~61'( II 

Trans :-If God could be reached by worshipping a 
stone, I should worship the mollptain. · .IJ&r better than 
tbe idol ,is the grinding stone, whereby w-e,.. ·ean grind corn 
tn Aft.t. ~'~ 
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Referring to the profound ignorance of the Pundits, 
Kabir says :-

qfira- w1~ 'ferqr.q1, {"f'lil ~r~l ~1a- 1 

· w1~1 'liJ ~~ :qf~wr1, '8W :U~~ ii{}.q II 
Trans :-It is characteristic of the Pundit· and torch. 

bearer that while they show the light to others, themselves 
they remain in the dark. 

No end of such quotations from the teachings of these 
saints cant" be multiplied. But they· criticised witb equal 
vehe-mence other faults of formal worship, for instance 

i!T~T a) <ii\ if flfit, ~1q flfil S~ ill~ I 

i!T"ICJf en ~~· (~fe f~tl, ~=it a) §f'f~OJ "'Iff{ II 
Trans :-The ros·ery moves in: the hand, the tongue 1n 

the mouth, but the mind is moving in all ten directions: 
thjs surely is not worship. : 

I will now reproduce a few of their sayings in which 
the Pandi ts and Mullahs have come in for open censure. 

Guru Gorakhnath who is said to have flourished in 
the lOth century explained to the Mubarn mad an Qazi that 
the sword that Mohammad weilded was not ot uon or 
steel, but cf spiritual love or the word ( tii~lfr ).. He says :-

~~~~~ i!Q.~~ ifT iii~ <iil~l, ~~'I~ 'liT fC:fllil f<r<m. I 

~('l~ 'rfq ifi~~ ~ !Val, ~~( ~~1 "IT ~~~ 1 

~il~ i!J~ ~il~ fiir~l~ II 
One Qf the mantras of Himalayan Magic clearly says 

that Ghorakhnath admitted .both Muslims and Hindus as 
his disciples which fact shows that the Muslims and the 
Hindus were living as brothers and had no antagonism 
against each other ;...;,.. 

f(i{ ~6qJ'ffOJ ifJqJ !!~T(, ~ai 6~''i f{Yl~ qr~r~ I 
Kabir openly denounced the Maulvis just as he did the 

Pundits.and said that the Maulvi who preaches the Kalima 
in the Kali age does not himself understand the secret of . 
God's mystery. He showed that degeneration was equally 
manifested a'mong, the Muslims. · · · 

fiilo:r ·Cf.Cfiilf fiqf J~tf( q~t~r 1 

~~~a-; ~~iii fa-r{ ;rf( qfqr 11 
. Trans :r-He who t~ught me the Kalima yesterday,· 

himself~ ha's not found t,he ·Diety ; and again:-
~~ flif ~ i.~'l'f, ilf"tqf q.q fill!Uiil I 
~I~ ~~~ ~o qf~, Cfif'ill ~.~ ~'til iii ll 
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Trans :-The five prayers which the Mus3.lman offers 
are all useless, because their prayers are a mere outward 
show and sham while they have some other thoughts all 
the time in their mind, but by making a show of religiouEJ 
deeds the Qazi deceives the poor people and does them 
harm instead of good. Further: -

\it ~if Jtt~ ~~rt ~(a ~ «T ;!i<n~t 'fql JTT~ I 

~~ ~u~ ~(1' ~a ~' ;.we ~~H ;q~or li'Hf II 
~ q~qf 'iT lfi'!f qi qfi', ~if t{! ~i!i ~TJTT I 

;;f1cr Ol~a ~~ ~~ 'fi{a ~), v~~~ '6'Q:f t ~rt r 
wrq;r ~t iDriiif i -~, 'ire1 ~q:1 ~art r 11 

Tra.ns :-Addressing the Mullah he said :-'If you say 
that God pervades ail things why do you kill foul?' And 
the Pundit he adlressed thus :-'0 Pundit tha study of Ved 
is only a burden to you as sand.al-wao l to the donkey: the 
result of your reading the Ved ou5ht to b3 thtt you should 
see Ram in all life. On the contrary you act s.s a butcher 
and call it piety or religion. What th3n i~ irreligion or 
impiety brother?' At the sam9 place he say a: 'DJ niJt say 
that the Ved or Quran are false; the fa he is one who does 
not think' :-

~~ 'i~if 16~ i JT':f ~5, ~5f m ;r f<r"tT~ I 

These saints were great Hum:l.nists ani preached. non
violence and kindness evan towards anim 1.ls:-

ifl{T if'li~ 'f~T liT~ t, 'fl{T JTTq;rr \lffl{f I 

~if flit <nT& ll:'fi' t, ~rfter t lfi~T~T II 
eft~ ~fl+"'~ !Jitf~r, e'if Jl~~ ~) ITT~ I 
•tr~ iifl<f ;r JTTR~, ti're;r ~) ~PiT H 

and again:-
~te W(T~l Jtf~qf, ~'TfttJ tR~~ WiT I 

and further :-
ad~ \i{JJ if~:r {~ ~~r, if! ififFlT~ ~~ ~ <il'ir 1 
nrNi~ m:if 'fi~ -~~ri", ~(f:f;q' !ll'(fq il~ ~ rnt 11 

• ~ {\il' \ii'T( ~R !ft~, «r"llr«r 'fff "~ 'f!fl·~J1i\' 1 
. ~· 
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I have searched the Dharam of the Turks, who are 
very vain, but they kill cows for sheer selfishness; why 
kill that poor cow on whose milk you are nursed. 

In another place Kabir gives expression to his utter 
disgust with the current Jorms of Hindu and Muslim 
.religions:- · 

~;:1:. 11q;r'} qj~ il'~rt, <~FJ{ ~cro:r o:r ~t 1 
~:f:!fr ~ qp;ja~ ~~, ~~ ~~ f{·~~rt 11 
~~ey:r~ro:r it qJ{ :~ilf~:!tr, ~~n1 ~'<rr ~r~ t 
(lff<!fT • ~'1 ~<!:1, f:l{ ft) ii qj~ ~iff~ II 
ii'TQ:~ B' ~qj !t'"qf ~T~, '<=i)q 'I;{Tlf '<i~<JT~ I 
~if ~R<r<:rr f~<n ~ifo:r ~o\ f:l{ ~H ~~ or~r~ rl 
f~:rso:r <r.1 ft-:j~T~ ~~\ sl''ti"i ~1 Sl''liT~ I 
~t qjii!f' ~;:[) ~~ ~r~, qj');r u~ ~ iiiTt 11 

Trans :-The Hindu is full of praise and pride for his 
religion, but he would not allow his water-pot to be 
touche·d by any one. They lie at the prostitutes' foot, such 
is their Hinduism ; The Pir and Auliya,- (saints of Islam) 
eat cocks and hens, and marry their own cousins .. They 
bring a dead body, roast it and all sit together to eat it . 
with great relish. 

0 Kabir I saw the Hinduism (as it is practised) of the 
Hindus and Islfl.m of the Musalmans, but I do not know 
which path to adopt because both these seem to me to be 
full of corruption. 

A.notber powerful element leading t\> the debasement \ 
of Hindu Society were the Bhakta's who were commiting 
and preaching all sorts of vices in the name of religion: 
Kabir censured them also as follows:-

:q;-;::;r 'if ~~~1 ~~, ;rf Gr{\ ifi'l wor~r~ 1 : 

~{;:it ~1 ~r.H1 ~~1, rrr ~r~:r !fiT q-" rrti 11 

Trans :-A small piece:of sandalwood is better than a 
whole forest of Acacia trees; similarly the humble cottage 
of a 'Vaislmava' is better than a big settlement of Bhaktas. 
Again:-

ur~Q ii'TIR:ft flilf;r fH~,.~rr) f~~ :qr~~r~ l 

~ ~ ~r~ ~ ~~?:!', ~;( f~€ff ilttrriif 11 

i.e. ; .. The follower of ~haktism, even ·if he be a ·Brahman 
is not good, but a Vaishnav, even if he be a Chandal by·, 

34a 



caste, is acceptable to me and I shall em brace him as if 
God himself. 

In another phce Kabir ha.s criticised the meat-eating 
of the Shaktas, and other vices-

qrrf1 '{~r ~~ ilift, ~~ ;ate- ~~ ~lt 1 

ta;r ;it fe:'lfT !l!fifa rrfi, !filf2: rrt!fi 'f.W' ~~ 11 

~!fiqr Cf~:qr Tl.otsr i', ~!'.fifa '{f~ f~f~ @if( 1 
{ft eyu-;r !fit wfia !fift, ~<fen iiliiS:t iilf~ 11 

Trans :-The sinners eat meat and drink wine, in the 
name of worship, all the Varnas' assemble together and 
worship Shakti and eat and drink; these people are simply 
under tho delusion of being the servants of God (Han), they 
cannot attain salvation, the fruit of their deeds is eteTnal 
hell ( lfiTft YTt;n ). 

But the meat-eaters and killers of life were not the 
only ones to be censured : the believers of non-violence, 
the Jains also were equal1y denounced for their hollow 
forms of religion-e.g., 

qf~ll Wt ~Hf<fll1, qrf• qj~ ~yf:qr I 
i.e. the Jains (Saravgis) think that by straining their 
drinking water, they become Pandits. 

These quotations from the teachings of the reformer 
saints at the head of whom stand Kabir and Nanak, are 
supported by the whole manner of the lives of these saints. 
The intrepidity with which Nanak and Kabir gave expres. 
sion to their views and criticised both Hinduism and Islam 
as they were preached by the priests and practised by ·the 
masses brought them both under the wrath of the Muslim 
rulers as well as the orthodox monopolists of sacredotal 
authority who feared the loss of their ascendancy as a 
result of the influence of the saints. It was owing to the 
hostility of the Pundas that Kabir had to leave Benares. 

The above discussion will serve to elucidate the real 
character of the mission of the reformer saints of what 

~s the period of Bhakti movement. Their mission 
··•+"·~·~~"-"''"' ..... , was not directed to·bringillg abqut reconcilia.

tbe Hindus and. the Muslims or a communal 
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orthodoxy, would rather have caused a rupture between 
the two communities. It speaks volumes for the solidarity 
of our masses, that these reformers entertained no such 
fear of endangering commanal relations by their relentless 
censure of the vices of both communities. As I have 
pointed out above, ho·wever, the comparatively small 
tmmber of those Muslims who had come from outside had 
been absorbed in the Indian population beyond recognition, 
and they had inevitably to adopt the indigenous way of 
life and the customs and manners of those. among whom 
their lot was cast. It hardly needs any proof to say that 
the Hindus and Muslims were living not only as good 
neighbours, but as children of the same motherland. The 
fact that Nanak himself, according to some authorities, 
was educated by one Mohammad Hasan, a neighbour of 
his father, who was childless and loved Nanak as his own 
child, bears testimony, if that were need edt to the above 
statement. But the most significant fact which has' a 
bearing on this question is that these reformers made no 
distinction between the Hindus and the Muslims and 
assailed the vines of both, which is the strongest evidence 
of the fact that the masses of the country, to whichever 
sect or faith they paid mental allegiance, were all -sunk in 
simi-lar superstitions and formalisms and bound ·in sense
less social restrictions. Indeed a very large section who 
had nominally changed theit: faith never gave up their 
former beliefs, customs and ceremonies. A mixture of 
Hindu and Muslim rites were observed on occasions of 
nativity, marriage, death and other sacraments. Many a 
saint and Pir and holy shrine were worshipped by both 
in common. 

The real problem was therefore, of saving the masses 
from the clutches of the debasing form which religion as 
commonly practised bad assumed and from the multifarious 
vices which w·ere being practiced by the people in the 
name of religion.. · 

I will now try to sum up the aims and objects of the 
mission of the reformer saints. ( l) Their aim was to 
emancipate the soul of man which was imprisoned by 
shackles of an utterly irrational religion and to free the 
common people from the fetters of myth and superstition 
in which they were kept bound- by the priesthood. 

(2) They exposed the futility of all forms of idolatory 
and polytheism, of sacrifices, pilgrimages, rituals and 
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ceremonies, and. preached the worship and Jove of one 
God and the efficacy of sincere devotion. 

(3) Their basis of popular religion was essentially 
ethical. They placed the necessity and importance of 
virtuous conduct, both individual and social, as the highest 
and noblest form of religion. 

(4) They therefore denounct>d all class and cast dis
tinctions and social tyrannies which were prevalent in the 
name of religion and preached the equality of all human 
beings. With a singleness of purpose and dauntle!i>S dett.>T
mination they proclaimed their human ideal in the inspir
illg words which still ring in our ears. 

~Jij tfla" '!~ ij{( ei)q, {R 1tl +1GT 6) ~R ilil ~q 1 

Nanak and Kabir, Ramanand and Chaitanaya raised their 
voice against the injustice of social discrimination and 
casting aside their pnde of birth welcomed into their fold 
all men without distinction of caste, creed or sex, not 
excluding even the so-called Chandals. In the words of 
Ranade, they asserted the dignity of the Human soul as 
residing in them quite independently of the accident of 
its birth and social rank. 

(5) They also denounced a life of reLunciation and 
taught that the true path of salvation lie~ through prac
tical life. 

(6) They fearlessly condemned the hypocrisies a.nd 
pretensions of the Pundits and the Mullahs and told the 
masses that a. cla.ss of people who were themselves sunk in 
all sorts of vice~ and depths of ignorance could never be 
the spiritual guides, much less the saviours, of mankind. 

(7) They democratised religion, roused the people to 
the consciousness of their innate ability to save themselves 
by their own efforts, and rehabilitated the dignity of man 
as man who had tbe right to think and act for himself. 

I turn now to an estimate of the contribution of 
Akba.r to the mission led by these benefactors of humanity. 
'l'be advent of Akbar, as if by the design of Providence. 
D:Y'Ju.v&.u;vnised with the dawn of a new era of stir and 

• .-.""··u"' ....... which toolt. place throughout ·the length and 
·land. I~ :Prepared tpe 'Yay for the integra-
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with the superhum<;j,n task of forging a new humanity, 
of recasting the shape of thtngs, of radically changing 
or modifying the values of life. The stupendous and 
many-sided activity of his life answered the enormity 
of his task. Among modern· writers L. Binyon, one of 
the keenest students of Oriental History and art, has 
drawn the most realistic picture of Akbar the man; 
'Contemplating the favourites of fame (whose laurel is 
bestowed like fortunes smile, not always according to 
desert) mankind is willingly credulous. Magnified by 
time and distance, these farseen personages gather round 
them an air of fable ........................ but in Akbar, one of the 
greatest conquerors, and greater ruler there is something 
which spontaneously rejec~s the legendry. It is true that 
his historians. have dutyfully made Eome little attempts 
to surround him with sup~rhuman glory ...... But the ficti
tious aureole fails to cling. It is as if the man himself 
shook off the fetters with impatience. Not that he had 
no appetite for glory; far from it. But the· reality, he 
would have felt, sufficed'. 

Two aspects of Akbar have the deepest bearing on 
the study of his character and life, viz., his ~olicy· towards 
his subjects and the derelopmmt of his rtli&ious views Much 
confusion has been caused by scholars in respect of either 
of these aspects. They·are,· however, all one in defini.ag 
his policy as one of broad toleration, although Smith, rely· 
ing on his European favourites the jesuit authorities, has 
discovered a reprehensible hypocrisy in many of his pro
fessions and actions and has readily accepted Badayuni.'s 
testimony, without e.xamining it critically, to accuse him 
(Akbar)' of persecution of Islam. 'rbeEe accusations have 
been ably refuted by the. researches of learned scholars like. 
Professor S. R. Sharma and M. L. Roychoudhry. 

• Let us now dfscuss the nature. of Akbar's policy in 
its various aspects, civic, religious and administrative. 
His administrative :r:;olicy may be dismissed with the b~ief 
rem a.,rk. that a thorough dnciency calculated to ensure· 
the safety and prosperity of the people was the hall-mark 
of his administration. As ngards his civic and religious 
policy, I venture to say,.that it has not yet been properly 
understood. I.t has been characteriEed as .a policy of 
tolerance. But I maintain that it is fundamentally wrong 
to define it as such. I will presently diEcu~s and analyse 
tpe real character of Akbar's religious policy, but before 
o9m.ing to ~t I must explain tlie different religious policieB 
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of the Muslim rulers of India prior to Akbar. The Turks and 
Afghans tried to follow a policy of conscious sectarianism 
and religious intolerance sometimes bordering on fanatic
ism, but their actual behaviour was modified and moulded 
by the pressure of circumstance:;;, into one of sullen acquies
cence to the exigencies of leaving their non-muslim sub
jects free to follow their own creeds, while of course in 
their administrative ideals they became increasingly more 
liberal and efficient in practice. 

Babar and Humayun were the ideal products of a 
noble and lofty culture. As men they were too refined and 
liberalised to enforce on non-Muslims the strict letter of 
the !Rlamic 1:-tw as it was understood or perhaps mis
understood by the Pundits of the Holy writ. They estab
lished a tradition of refined and graceful toleration of 
their non-Muslim snbjects in conformity with the in
junctions of the most liberal school of Islamic legists. 

Sher Shah was in a sense constitutionally different 
from all his predecessors. Born and bred in the land as 
a mere commoner, who had laboriously to work his way 
up from the bottom of the political pyramid to its summit, 
he had thoroughly observed the essential conditions on 
the basis of which alone could be erected a popular and 
stable political structure. Nursed in this atmosphere of 
li'~'e and let live, the great Buri ruler never allowed religion 
to over-ride politics. He handled his problems and policies 
like an $l.stute statesman and reduced to a minimum, in 
actual practice, the inequalities and invidious distinctions 
between his Muslim and non-Muslim subjects. But it was 
not given to him to alter the legal basis by which these 
distinctions had been maintained. We have reasons to 
believe that while the Jeziah was not legally withdrawn, 
it was not realised with any degree of strictness. His 
uniform justice, his public works and his sarais furnished· 
with provisions and equal amenities for all his subjects 
without distinction, and his care of the peasantry-all 
these constitute an eloquent testimony to the liberal st»irit 
of his rule • 

. Nevertheless thia policfl did 
status at .,the non,Yuslim 
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imposed upon the non-Mus1ims had to be maintained. By 
religious conviction Sher Shah was not prepared to concede 
to the non-Muslims that complete and perfect equality of 
status or of citizenship to which the Muslims alone were 
entitled. Sher Shah was a far sighted statesman and a 
wise and humane ruler. But that was all. He had his 
limitations. It was beyond his comprehension to rise 
to the height oft he ideal of equality of all men. , 

In striking contrast Akbar's policy emanated from an 
innate moral conviction that no religion, certainly not 
Islam as he understood it, could warrant such unjust 
distinctions between man and man. It was neither the 
product of political expediency nor an unconscious outcome 
of a liberalized and cultured character. Akbar's policy 
implied a recognition of humanity as a manifestation of 
God's will. ·He could see beneath the superficial diversities 
a harmonising thr,ead Q,of unity and oneness. Abul Fazl 
has translated the thoughts . of Akbar in his memorable 
words: 

'Wise enquirers follow out the same principles, and 
the people of the present age do not differ in· opinion from 
those of the ancient times. They all Agree that if that 
which is numerous be not ·pervaded by a -principle of 
harmony, the dust of disturbancl:)s will not settle down 
and the troubles of lawlessness will not cea.se to rise. It 
is so with the elements, as long as the uniting principle . 
is absent they are dead............ Even animals form unions 
among themselves and avoid wilful violence; hence they 

·live comfortably and watch over their advantages and dis
advantages............ But men from the wickedness of 
their passions stand much more in need of a just leader 

... for, th-eir inclination to that which is evil, teaches 
their passions and lusts new ways of perversity, and even 
causes them to look upon committing bloodshed and doing 
harm as a reHgious command. To dhlperse this cloud of· 
ignorance, God chooses a just King ......... to quell the strife 
among men by his experience, intrepidity and magn2lnim
ity and thus· infuse into them new vigour.' The Emperor 
Akr·ar himself/says thus: 'Divine worship in .monarchs 
consists in their justice and good administration ............. . 
All strife is caused by this that men DE glecting the neces~ 
sities of their state, occupy themselves with extraneous 
concerns' and again 'A king should make a distinction in 
his watch over the goods, the lives, the property and the 
religion of his subjects.' (Jarrett III, 399). 
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It is, therefore, fundamenta1ly wrong to define Akbar's 
policy as one of toleration which term implies a conscious 
superiority, a patronising pity, a condeRcending charity 
towards something which must be tolerated because it can 
not be dispensed with. It was based on the radically 
different principle of equality of all men. Akbar tolerated 
the Hindus and Hinduism not as necessary evils but because, 
in his view, they had as much right to live under the Pax 
Mughalic :1. as the Muslims and their creed. In Akbar's 
Islam there was room for all. By his interpretation Islam 
was raised from the status of a communal creed which it 
had been in the view of the Islamic jurists, to the higher 
level of a universal faith. Akbar's attitude therefore, 
based as it \\-as on this principle of extending equal status 
anJ. Lreatment to all his subjects was nothing more than a 
logical culmination of a proce::)s of evolution which the 
expositions and commentaries of the various jurists had 
followed. The history of all religions shows one very 
important feature, the far-reaching influence of which is 
very often missed. Few even among th_e prof~ssed devotees 
of a creed try to find out the real truth about its teachings. 
It is often smothered in the various interpretations and 
expositions of those who are regarded as a.u thorities on it. 
Islam was no exception to this rule. Realising this Akbar 
said 'It is strange that in the time of our prophet no com
ment::tries on the Qoran were made so that differences of 
interpretation may not afterwards arise. '(Jarrett, III, 390). 
Thus we find that the commonly accepted and widely 
known view of the Jiziyah and Jehad is the one given by 
Al-Sarakhsi and later preached by such divines as the 
well-known Q 12.i Mug his of Bay ana. But if we carefully 
study the different views held by the jurists themselves 
we find a. gradual liberalisation of the inter"pretation of 
the eommon law, until we have the humane Abu Yusuf, 
the greatest commentator on the Hanifite law and chief 

stice of Khalifah Harun-ar-Rashid (786-809), advising 
is master gentleness (rifq) in the treatment of the Zimmis. 

we, however, were to cast a glance over the 29th· verse 
Chapter IX of the Q )ran on whi~h the doctrine of the 

, has been based, in its proper I have no 
~uoJllDt that we will fiild tha.t the Qoran warraat 
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iLterpretation which Akbar made of the teachings of the 
scriptures and applied it in practice, was the last and the 
highest stage of a process of lin~ralisation which h'ad been 
going on in the hailqs qf the jurists. Akbar's step was 
only the end of the line .. Be it said to the undying credit 

of Akba r that it . was his singular genius which boldly 
made such an application of the creed from the very start 
of his political career: 

The first ste·p in this direction was taken as eady as 
1563, when the emperor was hardly nineteen and 'had not 
vet even heard of the Faizi brothers or their father Shaikh 
Mubarak, to whose influence the liberal views of Akbar 
a.re generally ascribed. Akbar has been accused of par
tiality to Hinduisr11 and 'other religions including· Chris
tianity and of persecuting Islam. · But we know that .he 
also denounced Sati and· a host of other evils of Hindu 
society in no uncertain terms. The range and variety of 
his progra:mme of social reform will· show that he cared 
neith8r for the Hindus nor Mu.slims where he found· a 
~:~ocial vice or a harmful custom prevailing in any commu. 
nity. In the comprehensiveness· of his reforms-religious, 
social, political, education~!, cultural eugenic-history can 
hardly show a parallel to Akbar among the crowned heads 
of any age or co'untry.· The far-reaching reforms which 
the emperor-from time to time sought to -introduce, such 
as the marriage laws, intended to elevate·· the status of 
women and to save them from such barbarities .as· Sati 
or enforced- widowhood, the forbidding of infanticide~ or 
polygamy, early marriage etc.,-all th~se must have caused 
among tqe Hindus as much holy horror and pious indig
nation as some of his· humane and scientific reforms are 
said to have caused afuong, the Muslim theologians~ .For 
instance the adoption of the Solar year, discouraging 
polygamy and marriage between cousins,. prohibitioit of 
the slaughter of animals and so .on. · . , 

. This systematic programme of all round· 'reforms 
undertaken by Akbar ra.p. parallel to his life long endeav
our to elevate the priesthood, specially the Muslim theo~ 
logian~ and Ulema of the Court, to that ·plane of enlighten·-. 
ment and broa.d-mindedness ftom where they could vi'ew 
life and its philosophy in .a proper perspective. This was 
essential for the sake of providing the intellectual back· 
ground and religious sanction for the changes ·he preached 
in the behavbur of society. But he might. as well have 
e~pected the stones to melt o.r the ocean to dry up. The 

34b 
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orthodox never make any distinction between essentials 
and non-essentials, between the form and substance of 
religion. The reforms of the current practices and customs 
of both the Hindu and the Muslim society which Akbar 
carried out never touched the essentials of religion, and 
this the obtuse minded priesthood would simply not under
stand. The greatest problem of Akbar was that he was 
several centuries in advance of them. A great gulf yawned 
between the two. The priesthood being utterly immobile 
a reapproacbment between them and Akbar was impossible. 
The manner in which the emperor, since his very youth, 
adopted an enlightened policy in defiance of age-hng ortho
doxies, leaves no room for doubting the fact that he almost 
instinctively understood the fundamentals of the true 
religion. He did not confound them with the current 
superstitions or outworn practices and conventions. This 
work of uplifting a fallen society and freeing it from 
mental and social slavery, which Akbar carried. out was 
a counterpart of the renaissance and reform led by his 
contemporary saints and reformers. 

Side by side Akbar was trying to satisfy his unquench
able thirst for a knowlPdge of the reality of existe nee 
and of the ultimate problems of the universe. In this 
attempt be tried successively the Muslim Ulema, and the 
best known authorities of the other great faiths. His 
respectful attitude, the attitude of a real seeker after 
truth, who approaches it with a mind to understand the 
merits of the subject of his study, was much misunder
stood. This it was which roused hopes in the small minds 
of the Christian Fathers that be would become a Christian. 
Some modern writers have not hesitated to accuse him of 
hypocricy when be acted as a Muslim and of heresy when 
he seemed to depart from the orthodox view-point. His 
acting as the Imam and reciting the Kbutba himself, an 
office· to which he was perfectly entitled; the Muhzar, 
misnamed and mistranslated by Smith as 'Infallibility 
Decree' ··which was no more than his assuming the final 

to interpret . Qo.ran whenever there bappent:Jd 
an irreconcilable. · the 
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an uncontrolled ambition to become both, prophet and 
king. It is hardly necessary for me to show the utter 
baseJessness of the idea that the Din-i-Ilahi was in any 
sense a new sect or religion .. But to compare this enlight
ened project which was the result of the life-long study and 
the mental effort of a seeker after truth, with the fuolhardy 
and puedle attempt of the Kha]ji Sultan and then to dub it 
as a monument of the folly of its author, is an almost in
comparable m9del of superficiality and thoughtlessness on 
the part of a scholar •. The Din-i-llahi was the consumma.; 
tion of a whole life time's earnest and intense endeavour 
in search of a formula which should ·satisfy all and hurt 
none, and contain all that was good and true and beautiful 
in the great faiths of the world. Nearly half a century before 
Smith, Max Muller, a profound and disinterested student, 
had pointed out that Akbar was 'The first man who ventured. 
on a comparative study of the religions of the world'. 

Thus it is on the background of this vast canvass of 
the many-sided activities of Akbar the emperor and Akbar 
the nian, that we can form a correct estimate and true 
picture of his policy. It was not a negative policy of 
simply enduring an evil which could not be cured. It 
was pqsitive in aim and content and constructive in its 
execution. The difference between the. policy of Akbar 
and the Muslim rulers was not of degree but of kind. It 
was a thing apart and above. The principles thus set 
up by Akbar constitute an essential characteristic of his age 
and have a very important bearing onlour present problems. 

Akbar was fol1owed by men who, however high their 
culture .and refinement, were intellectual pigmies beforA 
him. ·He was a citizen of the world'·; they were Muslims 
after the manner of the Ulerna. Their religious policy 
was moulded by a variety of circumstances. They found 
themselves involved·in·a conflict of conscience and culture. 
The deep and well laid tJaditions of Akbat's policy besides 
their own education 'and culture and above all their active 
interest in and patronage of things anathE:ma to the 
orthodox, pulled them in one direction, and their suppressed 
yet conscious sentiment that they must conform to the 
injunctions of the Sunni creed drew them in the opposite 
direction. Thus they became a battle ground ~ithin them~ 
selves. It is obvious that in the first stages the forces 
of culture and tradition were , far too powerful. J ahangir 
could not have broken away from the policy and traditio·ns 
set up by Akbar without seri<;msly jeprodising the soli~arity 
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of the state and die.turbing the equanimity of his own 
mind. But a slight departure, a thin cleavage is clearly 
visible in some of his acts which of course were occasioned 
by unusual incidents. It is, however, far from being the 
normal practice of the emperor. Under Shahjahan, how
ever we notice the beginnings of a conscious and deliberate 
rleparture from the str11ight ideal set up by Akbar. The 
cleav:tgB gradually widened, although it effectPd only a 
small fraction of the people. A part from a few acts of 
intolerance which betrayed their inner struggle the stream 
of the royal benevolence towards their subjects continued 
to flow unabatf'd. 'T'he real difference beLween the policy 
of Akbar and that of llis successor8 is that whil~ Akb:-1.r 
boldly established the principle of the equality of citizen. 
ship for all his subjectH, Jahangir and Shah Jahan with
drew that equality to an increasing extent in actual 
practice, and Aurangzeb completed their work by abro
gating that principle legally also. 

Aurangzeb and his policy: 
Coming to Aurangzeb, we observe a clean and wide 

departure frc m Akbar's sound policy and principles. What
ever the motive of the emperor might have been he com
menced a reactionary and retrograde policy in full force. 
The stream of advancement was turned backward. Two 
sets of circu msta n<Yes will be obvious to the careful student. 
The high class Muslims had become greatly degenerated. 
Power and pelf had told upon theit- character. The soft 
life of comfort and eA.~e which they had long enjoyed had 
enervated them: They had lost their manhood, their 
vigiour and intf'lligence and even their aspirations. Many 

· of the key positions in t be army a:nd most of them ·in the 
finance and other imp')rtant departments of the state were 
occupied by the Hindus. Aurangzeb saw that as a com· 
munity the urban Musalman's were falling backward and 
lagging behind their Hindu compatriots. · ' : 

emperor, therefore, strove his utmost 
which were ~urely too · and 
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to caustl to the interests of the Hindus. In his orders such 
as those dismissing Hindus from the depa.rtment of Finance 
etc., we may not question his motives, but the method was 
certainly unstatesmanlike. 

Secondly, it is necessary to· notice certain important 
facts brought to ,light recently by some wr'iters which tell 
us that certain religious centres' such as the temples at 
Benares were being used as rendezvous of seditiou·s cons
piracy by the Hindus, and this provoked the etil.Iferor to 
ta.ke steps which have been regarded as an evide~ce of 
his bigotry. But may ·it not be pointe'd out that this was 
hardly any justification for the ruthless demolition of 
temples carried out 'by him even before he had.fpecome 
emperor, and, further for •taking the various other- ~is
criminatory steps which he did against the Hirttlus: Ttien 
ag.~in may it not be questioned whether it wa~ ~ne·oessary 
or wise to visit the sins of a group of nien on the sttored 
places which 'Were the objects.··of ve'neration. of a Vast 
community throughout the ··whole. country? Could not 
the miscreants~ be otherwise suitably handled· without 
offending the religious· sus'oeptibilit'ttls of; tne Hindus? 
W hlle Aurangzeb's m·otives must be judge'd' by the new 
set of problems which· confronted him; his policy and 
method, cannot b~ regarded as .based upon a constructive 
or far-sighted statesmanship. Nor did they ~et a healthy 
example, for the subordinate and o~her lower functionaries 
9f the governments. .· 

.. In ~ec'ent tfin.es a"ttempts ar'e oei~g m'~d.E/to silo~ tq.~t 
Aurangzeb was v·erY. liberal minded towards :the .. Hindus. 
A .. numoer of Far·£aris have been discovered oy. whTo_li 'the 
emp'eror bestowed fa-vours upon Brahmans ·a.nd ja'gi'rs ·on 
temples. Even wit'liout the discove'i·y' of 'suoh docume-nts 
it would be quite u'itt&"Lr' to suppose tha\ ttlie da'y-t6-da.y 
admi.nistration·wa's·'materially affect'ed bY: ~certa'in special 
measures which we_re. pr·e~udic.ial t~ !.1 .P~f.H~ular. cl~ss ,.9f 
people. . A very unfavourable 1mpress10n however has been 
created by the ·early western historians of our country 'and 
their Indian disciples, concerning the rul'e of Aurangzeb. 
The ~ew light tliat ~a_s be~n. t.h,ro·~'h ?n h~s nis.tprlft- ~~s 

. certa1~ly rendered a great serviCe m not only , Qorrect~ng 
~hat impression but aiso showing that .i'n his il6r~al de.~l
Ings with his p'eopl'e h'e was' cfuite liumarie arid considerate. 
There is no ddubt that . the :utterly wrong notions which 
have gained' a wide cur'rency in regard . to the history of 
this period need to be corrected so tha't justice may oe 
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rendered to those aspects and personalities of our past that 
have been misunderstood and misrepre~ented and have 
caused unnecessary heart-burnings. 

The past is not dead. It cannot die. The historian 
of today is on his trial; He has not only to read and 
write history but to make history by bearing aloft and 
straight the torch of the living past, its lessons and its 
precepts, its blessings and admonitions, its~experienc.es and 
examples, and by showing the path to the generations to 
come, steering clear of the many sho;:tls and crags which • 
are in the way. He has to get behind appearances and 
capture the soul of men and things; he has to comprehend 
the laws that govern man's progress in the group and to 
translate them faithfully to others. In the performance 
of this sacred duty let him not be daunted or deterred by 
favour or frown from any quarter. Let him not hesitate 
to dislodge from the tripod the ideals of yesterday which 
have become the idols of today. Mankind has been the 
victim of a habit of converting its once dynamic ideals 
into dumb, lifeless idols. Living forces have been petrified 
Into dead formulae by the folly of a society which suffers 
from mental lethargy. Many a delusion and misconcep
tion has been dearly cherished and garnered as unimpeach
able truth even by students of history. They have not 
bt>en free from the tyranny of widely accepted but entirely 
baseless ideas about the past. We must, therefore, unlearn 
our wrong notions and do justice to history. For if we 
allow our~elves to be swept away by such misconceptions, 
conscious or unconscious, we cannot escape history. Should 
we misuse it, it \viii not fail to recoil on us. Our· recent 
histpry has borne aiiiple testimo~y to this l~w. Hence 

. the historian of Mughal India 'has a difficult task· to 
perform. The new vistas and the new ·logic which are 
opening up every day before him demand tha~ what he 
has to give to society must be fresqer and younger and 
in every respect closer to .. human thoughts and h · 
needs. tie has to show that. the essentill.l note of 
repr~sentative men who stand.at tja"head Qf
frsedom and 11lj-reti.ano.~ for ~he · ·.· . · ... 
of th~se. con.siderations I . . ... 



7. Letters of Sheikh Ahmad. 

(A NEW SOURCE OF HISTORICAL STUDY) 
[1563-1624 A. D.] 

·BY 

HASAN MURT.A.ZA, DEPUTY 'MAGISTRATE, (PA'INA). 

The letters of Sheikh Ahmacl. of Sirhind popularly known ·as 
hnam-i-Rabbani and Mujaddid i-Alf-i-Sani form a very important 
source of the history of India during the reigns of Akba-r and 
Jahangir which has remained. untapped so far. In order to be 
able to estimate the historical value of these letters, a brief 
reference to their author, his times and the conditions in which 
these were wrjtten, is essential. 

. Sheikh Ahmad was born in Sirhind in the Patiala State of 
the Puhjab in 971 A. H. (1563 A.D.) and died in 1031 A. H. (1624 
A. D.) Thus he lived fot· about forty years during the reign of 
Akbar and for about 33-years in the time of Jahangir. Through
out his life he remained in· contact with great nobles of the 
Moghal Empire and for many years was in very close touch with 
Emperor Jahangir. The policy of Akbar the Great had alienated 
the sympathy of the Orthodox Muslims and. they regarded the 

_ Stlltte policy unislamic and even hostile to Islam. This feeling 
coupled with the influences created by the Mehdavi and Roshnia 
Movements led to the birth of a Puritan Revival which was almost 
a Risorigimento _by the Orthodox party against the policies and 
principles of Akbar the Great. Sheikh. Ahmad became leader of 
this Puritan Revival. Like the ·contemporary movemen't in 
Europe, Sheikh Ahmad tried to meet tue· aggressiveness of 
Akbar's Reformation towards Islam and also to reform the 
religion from wtthin. His whole life was a continued crusade 
to destroy the riew order produced by Akbar and he 'succeeded 
to a considerable extent. 

Sheikh Ahri1ad was a renowned scholar of his tim" and to 
the Orthodox Muslims he is the undisputed Renewer of the second 
Millenium of tbe Hijri era. He i_s the founder of the 1.v.lujaddidya 
Order of the Sufis and his conception of Tawhid or unity of God 
is regarded as the most remarkable contribution to the religious 
literature after 'tlie famous mystic and scholar oLEgypt Mohiuddin 
Ibn-i-Arabi. · , 

One of the methods of the Imam to· achieve his object was to 
carry on a vast correspondence with men of eminence throughout 
the country.· He wrote innumerable letters either of his own 
accord or in reply to his discipleE~, friends and acquaintances, 
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His disciples included nobles and generals like Khan .. i-Azam, 
Kban-i-Jahan, Khan-i-Khan Khaman, Mirza Darab, Qulich Khan, 
Khaja Jaban and Nawab Sayyad Fareed. He sometimes corres
ponded with Emperor Jahangir himself. 

These letters have not been traced out by me for the first 
time. These have been widely known throughout the Muslim 
world for the remarkable force of their language and fine 
representation of the deep truths of the religion. These were 
written in Persian. Some of these were written to men in Persia 
and Arabia. These became very popular in Iraq, Syria and Turkey 
as well. These were translated into Arabic in Egypt and have· 
deeply influenced subsequent works of mysticism and theology. 
These have been translatJd in Urdu also and printed copies of 
both the Persian and Urdu versions are available easily. -

The authenticity of these letters cannot be questioned as the 
Sheikh used to keep a copy of every letter be wrote and took 
particular care to preserve the copy, I have seen 536 letters of 
the Imam in all. These cover three volumes. All these volumes 
were compiled in his very life-time, under guidance and with 
his permiEsion by three of his chief disciples. The first volume 
contains 313 letters and is known as Durul Marifat which means 
the Pearl of knowledge. 'fhe second volume contains 99 letters 
and is known as Nurul Khalaiq or light for the people. The 
third volume contains 124 letters. The volume is called 
Mu rifet·ul-Haqaiq or the knowledge of truths. 

Little historical study of these letters however has been 
made. These have generally escaped the noticcl of the scholars 
of history so far because, mostly, these letters are either replies 
to questions of religious character put to the Imam and through 
which the Imam wanted to remove the misconceptions <,f the 
religion current in his time or pieces of his advice given to his 
followers and disciples primarily and mainly in mystical subjects. 
Evidently these cannot be treated as history and have all the 
limitations of a letter. 

But the Imam being the leader of a great movement and 
reformer of his age, every word which he has written must have 
its background and must have been inseparably related to the exis
ting circumstances and influ~nces. Moreover, every literature is 
the mirror of the age in which it is written and it is all the more 
true of the literature of one. who is a typical product of his time 
and who is shaped specially by the environment and influences 
of his age. But we can read the times only by going behind 
the letters and by drawing inferences from the remarks and ideas 
which the writer has expressed here and there regarding different 
political, social and religious subjects of the age. When read 
in this perspective, those letters give a rather sufficiently clear 
piuture of the conditions of Muslim India in the time of Akbar 
and Jahansir. As it is not possibl~ tQ discuss the letters at lensth 
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·or quote all the relevant letters, I simply refer to some of these 
letters which to my mind are of historical importance and give· 
us fresh material and sometimes throw new light on the sr)cio
religious history of Akbar's and Jahangir's India. For obvious 

... reasons I have de~ided to simply quote or refer to the letters 
without making practically any comments. 

Letters referring to the Court. 

Letter No. 47 Vol. I, addressed by ~he Imam to Nawab 
Fareed; 

" The king is to the mankind what heart is in the body. If 
the heart is well, the body also is healthy. If the heart is diseased. 
the body is also spoiled. In like manner the reform of the world 
depe,nds upon the reform of the king and his unhealthiness leads 
to the unhealthiness of the whole world You are aware of the 
har.Q.ships that fell to, the lot of the Muslims in the 'past age.' 
In the 'past ages' when Islam was extremely helpless the worst 
calamity and trouble was not more than this that the Muslims 
stuck to their religion and the heretics to theirs. These words of 
the Quran that" you shall have your religion and I shall have 
my own," refer to this state of affairs but in the 'past reign' 
the heretics having obtained supremacy, used to issue orders 
of heresy in the land of Islam but the Muslims could not dare 
to issue orders oi Islam, and if they did they were put to death. 
What a pi)y it was that the testifiers of the beloved of the Great . 
God, the holy prophet Mohammad (peace and blessings be on him 
nnd hi>~ family) were down-trodden and insulted whereas those 

. who disbelieved him were honoured and relied upon. The Muslims 
· mourned with wounded heart the deqay of Islam and. their enemies 
sprinkled salt on their wounds :with ridicules and sarcasm. The 
Sun of Guidance was wrapped in the clouds of misguidance 
and the light of !ruth was covered by the veil of Falsehood. 
This day the news of the fall of the hinderance to the religion 
of Islam and the acceasion to the throne of a "King of Islam" 
having reached in the ears of all; the Muslims have taken a 
vow to assist and help the King and guide him in strengthening 
the Religion and popularise the Law. The help may be with the 
tongue or with the hand".* 

2~ Letter no. 48, Vol. 1 addressed to Nawab Fareed :
"The greatest of all virtues is to strive. for the enforcement of 
the Law and revive any of its commands specially in. the 
present age when the signs of Islam pave been pompletely 
effaced." · 

* 1. In this letter " Past reign " and" Past 'age ,. mean. ·the. reign 
of Akbar and it appears that this letter was written either on the da.y 
of the a.coession of Ja.ha.ngir or immediately after it. 
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3. In letter no. 59 Vol. I, the Imam writes to Nowab Fareed :
"I hear that the" Emperor of Islam," out of the good intentions 
which he has for the religion, has asked you (i.e., Nawab Fareed} 
to select four religious ulem:1 who may be employed in the 
Imperial Court and whose duty vvill be to describe the laws of 
the religion so that no order against the Law may be passed." 

4. Letter no. 194. Vol. I addressed to Sadri-Jehan. " The 
great God may keep you in peace and comfort. The hearts of 
the aggrieved Muslims gladdened and their spirits refreshed at 
the news of the insult of the enemies of the Faith of Muham· 
mad and the enforcement of the laws of the religion. Praise 
be to God for this ! It is His Kindness! It is now reported that 
the •King of Islam' 1 wants (the company of} the ulema out of 
his pro-Islamic disposition. God is to be praised for this." 

You are aware that in the past age whatever trouble had 
appeared, had been created on account of the misfortune of the 
ulema. (It is therefore hoped) that great care would be taken 
in selecting the religious ulema ........ , ......... " 

" My second submission is that some considerations 
urge this Fakir to go to the Army 2 but on account of the 
approach of the month of Ramzan, I have come to stay in 
Delhi. God willing, after this holy month is over, this Fakir 
would present himself before you gentlemen. Peace be · on you " 

5. Letter no. 195, Vol. I addressed to Khan-i-Jahan: 
"Men follow the religion of their rulers and past history 

justifie'3 such a conclusion. Now that change bas taken place in 
the kingdom and enmity and turmoil ha.re spoiled the men of 
religion, it is imperative for the leaders of Islam, that is, on the 
great Ministers, nobles and saintly ulema to apply all their re
sources to the progress of the Right Law and first of all to erect 
the decayed pillars of Islam for it does not appear safe to delay 
matters and the hearts of the poor are restless at this delay. The 
Muslims still remember the hardship of the last reign. It is 
apprehended that amends may not be made and Islam may 
become all the more neglected. If the King be not enthusistic 
in the uplift of the traditions of the Prophet Weace and blessings 
be on him) and the favourites of the Emperor too keep themselves 
aloof in the matter and value their transitory lives, then it will 
become very hard for the helpless Muslims ...... One of the syq1bols 
of the Islamic state is the institution of Qazis in Muslim towns 
which system has Leen abolished during the past reign. There 
has been no Qazi in Sirhind which is a big Muslim town since 
the last several years ............ The ancestors of the bearer of this 
letter named Qazi Yusuf have been Qazis of Sirhind since the 
time it. was peopled. Consequently he possesses many sanads of · 

l• i.e. Emperor Jahangir. 
l· ~peri•l Army .. 
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various Kings. • He is also decorated with Piety and .Saint·· 
liness. If you consider ~t, he may be entrusted with this important 
job ................... " 

6.. Let(er. No. 28. Vol. II: This letter_ is in reply to som~ 
questions. In it ·the Imam has· denounce:! in strong terms the 
theory of. the Transmi~ration ,of Soul which Akbar and his cour
tiers were inclined to accept. Its dentinciation -is more forceful 
and vigorous in letter No. 58 of Vol II. 

7. Letter No 4/J of Vol. III oddres3ed by the Imam to his sons 
Mohammad Sayeed and Mohammad Mosoori: It '\\as written from 
the Imperial Camp. 1t shows that the Imam was held in esteem 
in the Imperial Court, ·used to attend it daily and by his daily 
debates there use(i to counter-act the beliefs and d~ctrines pre· 
valent in court. It almost gives a list of the beliefs and doctrines 
which were discussed, criticised and ridiculed in the Court. This 
list includes the subjects which were related to some of the import- -
ant•movements of the age. It runs thus:-

"Praise be to Allah and peace on his- virtuous creatures ! 
The affairs and practices of the~e day~ are worthy of praise (to 
God). Strange and extraordinary meetings are taking place and 
by the grace of God I have not exhibited the slightest slackness 
or -weakness in my .talks on religious subjects and doctrines of 
Islam. By the grace of Allab the Great, those very ideas are 
expressed (by me) in these debates which were discussed in private 
sittings and meetings. It would take a volume to describe the 
details of any one single sitting. In particular,- on this date, th.e 
17th of the month of Ramzan I spoke at length on the subjects of 
Prophetbood of the ProphE-ts ·(peace . and praise are due to them), 
the unreliability of Reason, faith, in the Day of Resurrection and 
the proofs of tbe Rt ward and Chastisement, Sight of the Great 

. God, the Prophethood of Mohamma~ who is the last of the pro· 
• phets (blessings be on him), the Renewer of every century, the 

following of the examples of the Orthodox: Caliphs (God be pleased · 
with them), of 'frawib. (i.e. prayer ·after the night p~a~er in the 
rrionth of 1\amzan) being the .Prophet's example, the untenability 
of the doctr.i ne of Transmigration of Soul and the affairs of the· 
genii and tbeir Rewards and chastisements. The Emperor listen· 
ed to these with great pleasure. 

Besides these many other topics were discussed. A talk was 
given (by me) about the Aqtabs, Autads -and Abda'ls (these ar,e 
grades ot the sufis according to their spiritual development~e) and 
their affairs. It is a Kindness of Allah the Great that the Emperor 
accepted all tbat I said and remained in on·e state and no change 
in him took place (which might indicate that he was annoyed): 
May be that God has willed some inner meaning li.e. advantages) 
in these meetings and events whicli -perhaps contain some 
secrets .................. when I return from these meetings at night, 
I busy myself with the performance of Trawib prayer." · 
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8. The above is a typical letter of the Sheikh. There is 
another of this kind. It is No. 67 of Vol. II. It covers 16 printed 
pageR. It is a reply to some letter written to the Imam by Khan
i-Jehan. In this letter the Imam has described, very briefly of
course, the articles of faith of the Sunnis, asked the addressee to 
correct his views in the light of his discussion and then to act 
upon these. He has mentioned 25 articles of faith in all in 
order of importance. The twelvth article emphasises that 
Mohammad was the last of the prophets and his religion repea
led all the previous faiths and will not be repealed by any other 
religion and the expected Masiha after his appearance will follow 
the religion of Mohmmad and will not find any new Din. 

Articles Nos. 21, ~2. 23, and 24 describe the Sunni point of 
view about the-then existing controversy of the Caliphate and 
Imamate. 

In the 25th article, he has discussed the signs and indications 
of the approach of the Day of Ressurection according to ~the 
Prophet's traditions and has in clear and definite terms denounced 
the Mehdavi Movement. 

In the beginning of this letter the Imam has observed that 
"the time" in which he lived "was one of suspicions and rumours." 
At the end the Imam writes: "The wealth with which the High 
God has distinguished you (i.e. Khan-i-Jehan) and which people 
have neglected and perha.ps you have also forgotten is this: 
There has been a Muslim Emperor since the last seven genera
tions. He belongs to the Sunni fold and follow8 the Hanafi 
creed. It is only for the last few years that some students out 
of the misfortune of their greed which has been produced by 
the meanness of their self, have obtained access to the nobles 
and the King and out of the flattery to them have raised doubts 
and objections in the clear religion and found faults with it and 
are misleading the fools and simpletons. When such a great 
King can listen to your advices and accept these what a grand 
achievement it would bo if you put in his ears, either in details 
or vnly casually, the word of Truth, that is dogma of Islam 
according to the belief of the Sunni sect. You should present 
to him as much as you can the words of the men of truth rather 
you should remain on the look out of such opportunities which 
might lead to a talk of religion and nationality so that you 
might be in a position to explain the truth of Islam and denounce 
the falsehood of heretics and heresy." 

"Now I come to the main point. You know that a King 
is like the soul and all human beings· like the body. If the soul 
is healthy, the body is healthy too.. The disease of the soul 
causes disease of body. Thus to reform a King is really to 
~eforiil the whole mankind. The reform of the King consists in 
telling him the word of Islam in all possible ways which may 
suit the times. Next to the dogma of Islam the doctrines of 
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the Bunni Sect should also be told from time to time and the 
opposing religion should be denounced. If you achieve thit:~ gem, 
it. is really the magnificent heritage of the Prophets (peace and 
blessings be on them). This jewel is in your possession for no 
labour. You should value it. What more emphasis is required 
although the . more it is ·stressed the better it.is. The praise-
worthy God is the inspirer of action." ' ·. 

9. In le.tter No. -192, Vol. 11 addressed to one of his chief 
disciples, the Imam has deprecated the practice of Sijda . as 
introduced by Akbar. -

I 

IMAM AND THE ULEMA 

The Im-lbm has critised tha degenerate ulema in very scathing 
terms and held them responsible for most of the· evils of the. age. 
He calls them "worldly ulema" in contrast to religious ulema or 
true Sufis and Darvishes and attacks thetn in a language which 
is difficult even for a modern writer to adopt. He also giV( s an 
outline as to how. tQ make a distinction between the two. 

1. Letter No. 93 Vol. I. "To the ulema the love of this 
world and inclination towards it ~is an ugly scar on the face of . 
their beauty ........ These ulema are like touchstone and copper . 
and iron which come in its contact turn into gold but the touch-

. stone itself remains an ordinary stone .................. Imparting of 
education and giving of Fatwas are useful only when these are 
out of piety and love of God and fret~ from the desire of gatning .. 
influence, position, rank and wealth. The sign of this freedom is. 
that they are righteous in this world and have no lik:ing for this 
(low) world and whafever it contains. But these' ulema who are_ 
in the· clutches of this calamity are prisoners of the love of this 
·wretched world and are worldly and bad.· They are worse than 

• the ordinary man and are thieves of religion although they regard 
themselves the religious leaders and better than other men. Verily 
God has said, "They suppose that they have some worth in them. 
Beware ! They · are liars. The Devil has domina ted them and 
has· made them negligent (of .their duty) of remembering God. 
They are followers ot the ~a tan. Beware as the followers of ~a tan · 
are losers ............ A certain gentleman who is dear to me saw 
(in vision) that the condemned Sa tan was sitting 'idle· and had 
no anxiety to mislead and misguide the people. The ge'ntlerrian ' 
enquired the reason there·of. He replied that the bad ulema of 
the age had become hi8 assistauts and had relieved him of his 
obligation \to misleud) ..................... In fact whatever slackness-
and negligence in the commands of the law and the mischiefs in · 
the el'iforcement of· the Faith have appeared in this age are due 
to the mis forture of the bad ulema and the change of their moti· 
ves for the worse 1 ee • 11 I I I 1 I 1 111 I II I I I •• 1 II I I I I I I I 1 •• ; I I I II I I I I I I 1 II 11 I 1 11 ~~I rfhis 
world .and the world after are, as it were, two wives of a man. 
If one is happy the oth(;}r is displeased. lf tqis · world is dear1 th~ 
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one after death is displeased and if this world is looked down, 
the other appears dear. To combine together both of them is to 
combine two opposites" 

2 Letter No. 47 of Vol. I addressed to Nawab Fareed. 
"Whatever caJamity befell Islam in the past was all due to the 
misfortune of this very group (i.e. worldly ulema). It were they 
who misled the Emperor. The seventy-two seats which have 
followed the path of misguidance are led by these leaders and 
guides. Outside the class of ulema there are very few persons 
who are misguided and their misguidance has affected others 
also." · 

3. On hearing that the Emperor had ordered Nawab Fareed 
to select four saintly ulema to be employed in court for consulta
tion in religious matters, the Imam wrote letter No. 59 of Vol. I 
to N awab Fareed : 

" ...... There are very few such religious ulema who have no 
desire of rank and position and whose only object is the enforce
ment of the law and strengthening of the ~uslim nation. If 
there is desire of ra.nk, every Alim will pull (the Emperor) towards 
himself, would try to prove his superiority, would bring in con
troversies and thereby make these his sources of access to the 
Emperor. It would tesult in frustrating the object entirely. 
The differences of such ulema in the past threw the world in 
chaos and (I find that) again the same company is sought ........ . 
It would be better to select one single .A.lim for the purpose. 1 t 
would be very fortunate if an Alim who prefers the next world 
to this is available ...... If such a man is not available, one who 
is best of the whole ht may be selected after due consideration 
and care ... ...... ... ...... The best of the ulema is better than all 
the mankind and th(! worst of them is worse tha·n the reat of the 
hqman beings because it is they who can lead or mislead the 
humanity". · 

3. Letter No. 260, Vol. I addressed to Mohammad Sadique the 
son of Irl}am. '' ............ The careless ulema try to popularise the 
performance of Nawafil (The Optional) and deprecate the Com· 
pulsory.'' After this, the Imam quotes instances in his support 
and then remarks: "When this is the plight of the leaders of 
Islam, what shall I df'scribe the state of the <:.ammon-folk 1 
Weakness has appeared in Islam on account of this misfortune 
of action and due to the gloom arising out of this action, in
novations have appeard (in religion)." 

IMAM AND THE SUFIS 

1. Letter No. 47. Vol. I. "Many important persons having 
assumed the garb of Sufis in this age have entered the category· 
9f bad uJema. The~r I!lisch~ef alt;~o W~!;l "infectious~" · 
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2. In the Letter No. 266., Vol, I the Imam lias described the 
tenets of Islam and denounced very bitterly the indulgence of 
the Sufis of his time in Sima, that is, hearing of music for sake 
of bringing. about ecstasy and Raqs, that is, dance of the mystics 
during ecstacy brought about by music and has in this connec
tion observed thus. "No jurist· ha_s at any time declared Music 
to be permissible nor baR sanctioned the legality of Dance ........•..• 
The conduct of the Sufis is not an authority in matters of 
Commands and Prohibitions." • ,. · -

3. the Imam stressed tl;lat although Islam does not denounce 
the belief in miracles, it does .-not make it essential either for 
prophethood or saintlinessJ In <:t_ette'f No. 2fJf, Vol. I he writes: 
These exercises and practices wliich the mystics- do and are not 
sanctioned by the Prophet's example are unreliable and valueless 
............ The genuineness and admissibility of these experiences 
(Ahwal ~nd Kaifiyat) can be determined by judging if·there has 
been complete abstinence from the forbidden and Doubtful and 
if-these are in complete agreement with the injunctions of the 
Law ............ The conduct of the Sufis is no authority -in declaring 
an act Permitted or Forbidden .....•..•..•.•. In this matter the 
sayings of Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Yusuf and Imam Mohammad* 
(God may bestow his:mercy on them) are worthy of reliance and 
not the conduct of Abu Bakr Shibli and Abu Hasan -Nori. § 

4. Letter No. 63, Vol; II~-'' The Piri-MuridP of tl:le present 
time is in particula1• merely a matter of fashion and convention. 
When the spiritual leaders of . these days a·re ignorant of tlieir 
own self and have no idea· as -'to what is heresy and what is· 
true religion, what trace of the Great IGod and guidance they 
can· impart to their disciples." -

5 .. Letter No. 29 of Vol. I addressed to Sheikh Nizam of 
• · Thanesar :-"Some reliable persons have related that the ·disciples 

offer Sijdah to some of your Khalifas or Agents2 and ·that they 
do not stop at ground-kissing. The evil of 13uch a conduct is more . 
evident than the sun. Forbid them • to do so and- insist in it. 
It is essential for every one to avoid• such practices and in' 
particular for one who is the leader aq.d guide of tlie people." 

*Famous Jurists of Islam. 

. § fwo famous mystics of Islam who were oondemne<J, by the 
Jurists. 

1, Piri- Muri ii is the mysthHtl training of a disciple by' a s,piritual 
l ea.der. 

\ 2. Agents are those who have rea.olled a certain stage in mystical 
development and are appointed as suoh to train others. 



HINDU-MUSLIM. RELATION DURING THE MUGHAL 
PERIOD 1526 TO 1707 A. D. 

BY 

PROF. M. L. ROY CHOUDHURY, CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

The Mughals1 were Muslims by conversion ; yet, for a 
long time, they retained many of the elements of their home 
culture-the culture of Central Asia. That culture was eclectic 
elastic. After conversion the culture of Arabia supplied a 
fresh stratum in their culture. In spite of their reluctance to 
admit any foreign intrusion into their social regions, the virility 
of the religion of the Prophet of Arabia more unconsciously 
than consciously penetrated lnto various aspects of the 
social life of the Mughals. Again, after they had come in 
touch with the soft culturo of Iran, especially after the entry 
of larger number of Persian ladies into their harem. the influence 
of Iranian culture became prominent in the development of 
their society. When they conquered and settled in HinduRtan, 
they adopted the manners and :customs of the country of their 
adoption. Few of the Chagtais had any extra-territorial 
patriotism. They looked upon themselves as Indians, specially 
after their matrimonial alliances with the Rajputs. Thus the 
Mughals in India were Central Asian by birth, Arabian by 
religious association, Iranian by culture and Hindustani by 
adoption. Naturally the currents and cross-currents of their 
social and religlous associations made them something more 
than mere Muslims as is understood by the connotation of that 
term. 

Through their arteries ran the blood of diverse nationalities 
fused into one. The blood of the:Turks wasj mixed up with that 
of the Mongols in 'Iimur. Humayun's blood was the result of a 
mixture of tire Central Asian with that Maham Begam possibly 
a Persian lady. Akbar's mother was a trans-Oxiana lady, 
Hamidah Banu Beg am, daughter of Mirza Akbar Jami. Now 
the last link in the process of fusion was supplied by the Rajput 
when the princess of Jodhpur gave birth to,..Shahzadah Salim. 
Thus the Mughals in India could claim a peculiar genealogy 
and filtration of blood which could not fail to produce a peculiar 
psycho~ogy, unlike that of the e~rly Arabs who always disliked 

, 1 • We use the wori 'Mugha.l' deliberately ; the oorreot denotation 
of the Indian :Mughals should be 'Chagta.i Turk.' The word 'Mugha.l ' has 
boen used to refer to the Oha.gta.is in India.. To avoid confusion, we 
stick to the inaccurate nornenola.ture, though the repetition of a. wrong 

, ..anot make it riiht. 
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intermarriage with non-Arab3. In India, the infusion of Hindu 
blood in many instances made_ them .accommodate tendencies 
which were not entirely Muslim. 

In 'language, the Mughals had their native tongue Turki. 
Then Arabic became their language of religion. When they 
came to Persia, a third languag_e, Persian, was adopted. by them. 
Finally, in India, the language of Hindustan became their spoken 
language, while the language of Persia remained their court 
language. This linguistic fusion was of supreme iinportance in 
the formation of their character. · 

Wherever th~y went, the Arabs converted the country 
en bloc, and Islamisation was swift, thorough and almost 
wholesale. The Arabs fought battles generally with non-Muslims 
in the course of their expansion. But in India the Mughals 
conquered the country from Ibrahim Lodi, a Muslim Sultan, with 
the indirept help or rather connivance of the Hindus, and. there 
was thus no question of an infliction of Islam on them en masse. . ' -

Further, intermarriage put the Rajputs, who were essentially • 
a ruling community, o,n a par with the conquerorR and practi-
·cally raised them to the position gf, the "King's caste." Thus, 
the expecrted did not happen and_ the unexpected did take place: 
a process of fusion not always sanctioned by the Shari'at followed. 
Our investigation will pursue the' lines -along which the Mug hal 
Government moved consciously or unconseiously. In fact, the 
Mughals in India were Muslims no doubt, but their Government 
was not just what an orthodox theologia-n would plead for. 

The spirit of the times was in favour of a cultural fusion. 
A wave of Renaissance was passing over many parts of the 
civilised world for over a century precedin~ thF} Mughal advent 
into India. The European Renaissance, the_ Mahdi movement 
in Islam, the Ming Revival in China, the eclectic Sufi movement 
and the soft Bhakti cult of India were unconsciously facilitating 

! the proce8s of fusion. The Mughals appearing pn the crest of, 
the wave of that current did not miss any of. the undercurrents 
that formed the billows beneath. ' · 

The gradual disintegration of the Abbasids i'n Arabia at 
once gave l'ise to riew religio-poli tical pret~ions in the Islamic 
world. Of these, the 'Uthmanlis in Constantinople and the 
Timurids in India were the most pretentious though the scope 
of the former was wider. The growth of different political 
interests in different .parts of the Islamic•' world had broken the 
solidarity of a common Muslim State. The new races that entered 
the arena of Islam, with different cultural outlooks and social 
backgrounds, naturally struck a serious blow against the idea of 
pan-lslamism which was the fond hope of the Arabs: Tbe Timu
rids in India took full advantage of the absence of a strong 
Khalifah and of tbe disintegrating factors inherent in a wide 
and heterogeneous theocracv if it can be so termed. - The develop· . . . . : 
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ment of a new political synthesis was the direct result; the status 
of a subject was not to be determined by the acceptance of the 
religion of the conqueror but the offer of loyalty to their throne. 
This had a profound influence on the religious structure of 
the Mughal Empire in India. 

Ethnological structure, cultural eclecticism, social environ
ment and political necessity ultimately compelled the Indian 
Mughals to attempt some experiments which have given them 
a distinct position amongst the great rulers of mankind. 

Let us examine how these ex peri men ts influenced the cultural 
contact between the Hindus and Muslims in the Mughal period. 
The subjc~ct may be disc,ussed under the following heads :-

(i) Hindu right to personal security and freedom from 
personal violence ; 

(ii) Their freedom of religious wor&hip ; 
(iii) Cultural approaches. 

I. Hindu right to personal security and freedom from per-
sonal violence. · 

It goes without saying that the Dhimmis 1 who submitted 
to the rule of the Muslim Chagtai Turks were allowed to 
live in the country with all that 'Aman' (Peace of State) 
meant. It is significant that Babur conquered Hindustan from 
a Muslim Sultan, Ibrahim Lodi, with the passive help of non
muslim, Rana Sangram Singh of Chitor. So the question of 
applying the laws and traditions of the Arabs regarding the 
Dhimmis did not influence his dealings with the Hindus. The 
enemies of the Ohagtais were the Lodi Afghans. The Arabs 
had not to conquer a Muslim country en masse, so no exhaustive 
precedents were created by the Arab conquerors in relation to 
the conquered Muslims. If anywhere they had to deal with 
the Muslims along with the non-Muslim conquered subjects, they~ 
included all the people in one categoryz. In their struggle for 
political existence, services and alliances of non-Muslims were 
invaluable to the Mughals. Babur conquered Hindustan with 
Rajput help; pursued by Sher Shah, Humayu saved himself 
and his wife Hamidah Banu through the grace of the Hindu Rana 
Wansal of Amarko., Akbar escaped the highhandedness of Bairam 
and conspiracy of Maham Anaga through the help of the house of 
Jodhpur. In the creation, extension, preservation and consolida
tion of the Timurid Empire of Akbar, the services of the Rajputs 
-------·--

1. Dhimmi is a non-Muslim subject in a Muslim State who has 
aooe)ted the Muslim Soverignty but not Muslim religion. 

2. Maqrjzi, Khtl'at, I. 200. This point may further be studied 
under the following subdivisions :- (1) Muslim subjects in a non-Muslim 
State such as a Muslim subject of Shivaji in relation to the Mugha.l 
Empire at Delhi, (2) Muslim subiects of a different Muslim State suoh 
a the tmbjeots of Bija.pur or Golooqnda in relation to Delhi\ 
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cannot be estimated too highly. So the qu_estion of the right of 
the non-Muslims to stay· in the Darul I~lam could not arise in 
Mug hal India. The early Mughals were .conscious that the anta
gonism of the Hindus, sepecially that of the Rajputs, was often 
responsible for constant strife in Sultanate India ... with all its 
attendant ·evils. During the formative period of the Mughal 
Empire in .India, the usual disability attached to the position of 
a Dhimmi was confined more or less to the payment of the Jeziah 
only. . · 

So far as freedom from personal violence was concerned, the 
Prophet said, "Whosoever kills a Dhimmi wi11 not scent of paradise
its scent spreads a jounrney for forty years," and again, "the blood 
of Dhimmi is the blood of a Muslim," th()ugb Ali said, "A Muslim 
must not be' killed for murder of a non-believer." 1 But in actual 
practice, freedom from personal violence in .an age of chivalry and 
war depended more or less on one's own pow.er to ,protect himself. 
In villages,-the chowkidar· was a servant of the· village and was 
not directly connected with the government, while the Panchayet 
was responsible for the maintenance of peace. The caste organi
sation in Indja was so. compact that almost all case3 of delinq~ency 
came within the scop3 of the caste Panchayet whose decisions in 
social nratters were final. Cases of personal injuries were decided 
by the caste heads. In litigations where big people were involved, 
matters might. be taken to the Qadis or Kotwals . . The payment 
of royal demands through Patwari, Amin, Quanungo or Karori 
was the only connection between the subjects and their rulers in' 
ordinary times. The Turko-A,.fghan sys'tem was not interfered 
with by the Mughals at the out-se't. The judiciary of the Turko
Mughals was based on the model. of Arabia, and the structure 
of their courts and tbe nomenclature of the· officers w.ere planned 
on the Arabic model.2 The Muslim law in general was applied . 

' to th!') Muslims in both civil and criminal matters, aE~ well as to 
the Hindus ex:cept 'in cases of inheritance, marriage and 8ati and 
Devadq,st:. The tradition of murdering an infidel because he is 
a non-believer, as was done by some ov:er-zealous Muslim rulers 
elsewhere, could not be repeated in Mughal India.. . 

The legal position of the Dhimmis during'the early Mughal 
period was not·a problem, because 'the .right of existence depended 
on the capacity of wielding a sword. The Hindus were "left 
alone and whatever they believed in," except in . cases where 
religion was directly concerned. When the Mughal Empire was 

· established thoroughly by 1510 A. D. through the ·efforts of Akbar, 
the Mull as wanted to assert their rights of giving their -decisiQns 
in the secular affairs of the State. Bat the Mu.t~lims at that time 
were so much divided amongst themselves, there were so many 

. 1. Kindi, 'Book of Governors & Judges, pp. 351, 390. Ameer 'Ali, 
Spirit of Islam, p, 248. 

2.• Ibn Hasan, Central Struoture of Mughal Empire. p, 304. 
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schools of theologians, the Mahdi movement had created so much 
flutter in the orthodox: circles, that the Mullas had no time to 
look after the matters concerning the Dhimmis very critically. 
Already Sher Shah had given a new orientation to the Islamic 
rule in India by guaranteeing 'Peace of the State: to every citizen 
irrespective of caste, creed and colour, and he had recognis~d the 
position of the Dhimmis as members of the State. The criterion 
of State protection was loyalty to the throne and not loyalty to 
the religion alone. Generally, allegiance to the King and not 
to religion was the guarantee for protection. Of course murders 
for apostasy conr.erned more the Muslims because a believer who 
had apostatised was a greater criminal than one who did not 
believe at all.1 Further, Akbar had already contracted marriage 
with the Dhimmis and 1the fathers-in-law, brothers-in-law and 
their relatives wer~ Mansabdars of very high rank and sometimes 
governor~ of important provinces. So the question of depriving 
the Hindus of the ri-ght of freedom from personal violence did not 
arise. The marriage of the Chagtais and Rajput officially and 
not always unwillingly:a brought in new social formulas and 
standards wihch were of supreme importance in determining the 
statas of 'the infidels' in the Mughal Empire. There were of course 
instances of royal wrath during the Mughal times when the per
sonal equation got the better of the rule of law. Jahangir became 
so furious at the refusal of Raja Dalpa t Rai to surrender his 
Muslim wife that he was unceremoniously put to death and his 
body was dismembered.8 Two Kahars (palanquin bearers) had 
their feet cut off because they obstructed a royal hunt at a time 
when Jahangir was taking an aim.4 Once Jahangir killed eight 
dancing girls summarily bocause they failed to appear at the 
appointed time. Thsse mstances prove tba t the religion was not 
the deciding factor in the dispensation of justice always. 

Shah Jahan inherited from his father and grandfather a . 
high sense of justice and personally meted out justice irrespective of 
caste and creed. He spent 4~ hours every day in dispensing justice 
as 'Abdul Hamid Lahori says. At the Jharokha-i-Darshan 
usually, justice was dispensed in the presence of the Mutasad
diyani-'adalat (officers of justice and theologians), Ulama and Mufti. 
A very interesting instance of litigation has been mentioned 
by Manrique5 regarding' the accusation of killing a domestic 

1. The school of Bada.uni held such view openly and supported the 
murder of Shi'as and heretics. See Contributor's Din·i-Ilahi. p. ~73. 

2. Hindu marriages in the earlier poriod of Muslim rule were almost 
always under compulsion. So the social benefit arising out of SU<lh 
unions was much le~s than it would have been otherwise. 

3. La.hori, Padshah Namah,Vol. I pt. II, p. 57. 
4. Tuzuk, p. 79, (tr. p. 164). 
5. Manrique, Account of . Missions and Tra.'Vels, (Hulrbya.t Society) 

pp. 108-114. 
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peacock belonging to a Hindu by a Muslim. The Muslim pleaded 
that he could not be accused of killing an animal which is sanc
tioned by Islam. But the Shiqdar in charge retorted, "The 
Emperor who conquered these lands from heathens had given his 
word that he and his successors would let them live under their 
own laws and customs; he therefore allowed no breach of 
them." This spirit of liberalism in a subordinate officer. in the 
matter of personal rights of the· non-Muslim. subjects must have 
radiated from the centre. The rights of existence of the non
Muslims in the land of the Muslims in: India was an automatic 
and spontaneous matter sanctioned by . usage and not always 
a matter of individual caprice and concession' of a particular 
monarch. ···· , 

When Mughal princes were found guilty, they were gene
rally handed over to noblemen· for deal ng with tbem.1 . Mirza 
Kaiqobad, son of Mirza Hakim Akbar's half-brother, was banded 
over to Jagannath for punishment.2 Prince Khusru was· kept 
in~charge of Ani.Rti and then of Asaf Khan;~ So the nobility 
was looked upon as a class. Distinction between men on reli
giou.s grounds was not always perceptible. 

. Aurangzeb too was not unconscious of his duties as a · 
lord of Justice.4 There is an instance to show· as has. already 
been noted before, that even men from lower classes were presen
ted before him so that he might hear their grievances. Even 
the Hindus could not be punished for non.religious offences with-
out a trial. 5 · 

II. THEIR FREEDOM·.<)F RELIGIOUS WO~SHIP. 

One of the political function~'of~a Muslim State is "protec
tion of the Dhimmis." · This " protection" in the liberal sense of the 

. term includes freedom of religious observances as enjoined by the 
Qur'an.6 If this were to be given effect to, the Dhimmis should · 
be allowed the right to vorship in their own way, to build their 
own places of worship and to attend their own pilgrimages and 
fairs. In India the observance of . Hindu religious practices 
ordinarily and in the popular sense consists in the worship of 
plaral gods which in Islam amounts to idol worship i.e. commission 
of "Kufr " and "Shirk." Carrying processions of idols and exhibi
tion of deities are strictly prohibited in Islam, but with the 
Hindus it is a part of their religious practices. We shall now 
proceed to describe the attitude of the Mughal emperors . towards 
these religious practices. - · · 

1. Bernier. Travels, pp. 106-107.-
2. Akbarnarnah, III, p, 528. -
3. Tuzuk, (tr.) p. 336. 
4. Faruki, Aurangzeo and his times, pp. 100, 419. 
5. Faruki, op. cit. p. 433. 
6. Surah OI.,.~. v 6 " To you your faith ~nd. tQ IQ.e mjn~''. 



In the Su1tante period the Hindus were allowed to offer 
worship to the gods, to take baths in the sacred rivers and to 
carry images in procession, but only by sufferance. As has 
been already mentioned, the Tatikh-i- /J'irozshahi quotes a 
speech expressing the sincere regret of Jalaluddin Khilji 
at the sight of the Hindus going to bathe in the Jumna. The 
Hindus continued their age-long forms of worship sometimes 
contending against opposition, sometimes unnoticed, often making 
compromises in the chief centres of governmental influence 
by purchasing concession on payment of Jeziah and other 
financial contributions. 

Babur found in India temples, religious fairs. Jeziah, and 
the pilgrim-tax, He had declared his love for Islam on 
the eve of the battle of Khanwaha by renouncing wine and 
declaring Jehad. He justified his declaration of faith by 
allowing the conversion of a Hindu temple at Sambal into a 
moqueh 1 as well as the destruction of a temple at Chanderi 
through Shaikh Zain, his Sadr 2 and of another temple at Ayod
hya through Mir Baqi. It .seems that there was a dual personality 
amongst the Timurids. Consistency was hardly a virtue with 
them; the personal equation was a great factor in their direction 
of politics, religion and administration. 

Humayun was essentially a mystic and there is not any 
instance of destruction of a temple or interference with the 
worship of the Dhimmis under his rule. But hts reign did not 
mark any perceptible departure from the traditional line either 
for better or for worse, so far as religion was concerned. · 

Akbar's reign at the beginning witnessed destruction or dese
cration of temples at Kangra in 1572 in which the umbrella 
of the goddess was riddled with arrow. 3 A temple: at Benares 
was converted into a Maktab.4 Jain idols were destroyed by a 
_Mughal Governor in Gujarat against Akbar's orders. 

Akbar had formally abolished the piligrim-tax while he was 
scarcely twenty during his stay at Mathura. 5 He removed 
the restrictions on building of places of public worship and 
immediately afterwards numerous such places of worship were 
constructed. 6 Christians built their churches at .\gra, Thatta 
Lahore and Cambay. 7 Jain temples were built at Satrunjaya 

1. Annual Report of the Archaeologacal Survey of Iradta, Vol. XII. 
pp. 27-28. 

2 'Iuzuk-i-Babur, 145 f. 
3. Badauni, Muntakhab (tr. by Lo:we) II p. 165. Badauni (Vol. III 

p. ll8) cites an instance wb.ere Ha.ji Sultan of Tahneshwar was puni
shad for killing a oow there. 

4. Abdul Latif, Travels. p. 51. 
5. AkbarMmh (tr. by Beveridge) II. p, 190. 
6. Du Jarrio, (tr. Payne). p. 75. 
7, The A-nnual Reptir& of the J1suit M~.ssion in 1597, 



and Ujjain.t Man Singh constructed at a cost of 5 la.khs of 
rupees a very beautiful temple at Brindaban, which has been 
very highly extolled by Abdul Latif in his Travels. 2 

Regarding fairs and festivals, the ideas of Akbar we;e 
cosmopolitan. Many festivals were permitted to be celebrated m 
the Empire by Akbar, e. g. Shivaratri, Da~hara; Holi, Basant.8 

On the whole Akbar's rule had a purpose, a policy and a plan. 
Events whether spiritual or secular moved more consistently than 
they did at any other period of Mughal administration before 
and after him. Of course the orthodox · ~ection grudgingly 
suffered the grant of concession to non-Muslims in religious 
matters. 

So far as the ouilding of temples was concerned, J ahangir 
continued his father's practice of permitting non-Muslims to build 
places of worship. Benares, the city of . temples, added three 
score and ten temples during Jahangir's reign. Bir Singh Bundela 
built a magnificent temple at Mathura: Christians were per
mitted to build churches at Ahmadabad aad Hooghly, and burial 
grounds were set up at Lahore and Agra.4 But at the flame 
time Jahangir demolished temples at Mewar, Ajmer and Kangra,5 

and churches were closed a:t Agra. 11 · 

Jahangir was more a mixture of opposites than not. He is 
credited by the orthodox Muslims w-ith re~;toring the festivals 
and fairs of the Muslims. 7 He refers in his autobiography to 
his celebration of Muharram. Ramadan,. Shab-i-Barat, as well 
as ~hat of Rakhi, Shivaratri, Dussera, and Dipavali festivals in 
whiCh he himself took part. 8 Christians were allowed ·to enjoy 
celebr~ tion of the Michaelmas, Christmas, and Easter festivals and 
sometimes payments were made for these celebrations The Kotwal 
had direct regulation of these fastivals. 0 Roe says, "The Hindu 
pilgrims at Hardwar numbered about five hund.red thousand 

.. a year. · 

The first ten years of Shah Jahan's reign were decidedly 
marked by orthodoxy, and evehts rn:oved on theological lines .. 
Soon af~er his accession, Shah Jahan revived the ·pilgrim-tax, 
though 1t was !remitted •at the instance of the Kavindracarya 
of Benares whom Shah Jahan revered so. ·much. He forbade· the 

I. Jairza Sasana, Benares. Bir Samvat, 1410. . 
2. Abdul Latif, op. city. pp. 33, 50 51. Ma.n Singh also built a. 

~eautiful mosque at Ra.jmahal in Bengal which stands to-day, and Na.zam 
Is offered there· every 'Friday. 

3. Din-i-1 /a hi, pp. 147, 151, 155, 156n, 16, 304. 
4. Memoirs, J. A. S:B. 1961 pp, 174-76 · 

· 5, Tuzuk Tr., I. pp. 183-184. 
6. Roe, I. p. 312. 
7. Payne, el ahangir and the Jesuits, pp. 75. 
8. Badauni, (tr. Lowe) II, pp, 2031 A!04, 2:).2~ 
9. Ibid. p. 112, . . . 

~· 
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eompletion of temples begun in his father's time. 1 He caused 
the destruction of about seventy-two temples in and 
near Benares, four in J llahabad, three in Gujarat and 
some in Kl'l.shmir. Beautiful temples of t.he Orchha faimly were 
not spared by ~bah Jahan. Hindu officns under him were too 
imbecile or too unwilling to protest against this wholesale 
reversal of the policy and practice of the previous reigns. Shah 
Jahan did not allow the Christians the right to offer worship in 
churches publicly, though he would not interfere with private 
worship. 

The latter part of Shah Jahan's reign was not characterised 
by the iconoclastic activity which marked his early days, and it 
was pussioly due to the increal:!ing mfl.ueuce ~of Dara in politics. 
Dara personally presented a stone railing to the temple of KeRhav 
H.ai at Muttra.2 Jai Singh was given the full control of Man 
8ingh's temple at Brinuaoan in .LtiJ9 ; Hindu temples of Gujarat 
were restored to the Hind us after 1641.3 

. Aurangzeb, the ''Zindapir" (living hero of Islam), was a 
compl~-'x personality. He had already demonstrated his icono
.olastic zeal as a prince.4 

The year 1669 A.D. is a memorable year in the history of 
iconoclasm in India. In this year r.11e l:tovernor of Orissa was 
ordered to destroy all temples old and new, including those built 
during the previous decade. For the fault of a Brahman in 
Benares who usea to attract both Hindu and Muslim students, 
Aurangzetl ordered the closing of all scho.Jls and stopped a tten
dance of the Hindus and Mus 1ms in the sam~ Fchool.5 The gover
nors were only too glau to ca.rry out tHe mstruction~"> of their 
master. News reached the caviLal that the temple of Malarina 
in Ajmtlr, tbe tt'ID.!>les of Visvanatb and Gupinath at Benares, the 
temple of Keshav Rai at .vJ athura. bmlt by .B1r ~mgh Bundela, • 
had been destreyed. 6 Hindus, out of ftar, began to remove their 
idols to places of comvarative. satety. The tamous deity of the 
Uova1dhan temple was first rt:Jmuvo<.L to Jodhpur, thence to 
·Udaipur and installed there under the protection of H.ana Raj 

, 1. Lahvri, op. Cit. I. p. 452. F<lrman dated Jan, 1-:3;), Qazivin 
M. S. p 405. 

2. A.kbbarat dated 1 .t b Oct. 1666. Akbar is said to have offered 
a golden u;iibretla to the te'mple of Jwalii.mukhi. The worshi~JPing 
ut,ell.liilts in $h~ tem!)le of &rin~iip&tllom bl:}a.r inscriptions showmg that 

9f Tiv\1 Suaa.n. · . 
7th 1639. 

11)1~~~.@-bt V'9l.III,. ~t 3J.9 324. 
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Singh (March 1672)~ This was one of the. causes of the estrange:
ment between Udaipur and Delhi. In Gtljarat, safety of idols was 
purchased on payment of cash to Q:1dis qf Muhtasibs. 2 

Out of despair came cum·age of the Hindus and at Ujiain a 
. Muslim officer of the State who wa.s sent to destroy a temple was 
killed. In Gujarat Hindus offered so deternuned. a resistance 
that Friday prayers had often' to be stopped in public mosques. 
The Mirat-i-Ahmadi mentions that royal' orders were sent t0 pro
vincial officers to s~cure the u~:e of some mosque for Friday 
prayers.s The determined re~i.stunee of 1he Hindus possibly couled 
the fury of Aurangzeb for !:'Ome rirne, but soon after the death of 
Jaswant Singh in December 1678, the storm bu. st forth once. more. 

As a corololary to thi;;: a9 tl- Hindu driv<,· Aurangzeb r2im;:)l)sed 
the pilgrim-tax:.4 From an economic point of view it was rather 
a gain because one ·solar eclipse baLh brought l:ts. 100,000/ to 
th.e state.5 The Holi and the Oip tv ali . were stopped i'n 1665~6 

According to the 'Akbbarat of 1lt.ll Dec lti94 the cremation of . 
dead bodtes on the banks of the river Jum 1a W"'-~' prohibited. The 
Hindu were not allowed to . dress ilkr~ Muslims according. to the 
injunctions of the Mullas. · 

··The iconoclastic zeal of the Muslims ·wets so much s<1.tisfied 
by the measures of Aurangzeb that there was no more zest left 
in. them for about a quarter of a century for revival of iconoc
lastic activities. Moreover, confronted by a spirit of defiance 
amongst provincial governors, by tht~ rise of the militant religi~ 
osity amongst the Stklls and by the awakened consciousness . 
of Hindu Pad-Pad::hahi amongest the Mahra ttas under Baji 
Rao, the weak Mugh;J} rulers could hardly afford to continue 
the same crusade agamst the Hindu temples. 

To summarise the poRition of the non-Muslims in respect. to 
the right to worship, to bu1ld ~emples, to attend pilgrimage and 

• fair~ Babur was just a beginner in the art of iconoclasm ; Huma~ 
yun was a mystic and· tbere is no evidence to br~nd him as an 
iconoclast. Akbar was by nature an universalist and offered the 
widest J~titu~E. to all his peoples in religious matters. Jahan~ir 
was as great as he was small; he was not too much of an 
ico!loclast ; much can be said of him on either side; With Shah 
J·ahan a new policy was initiated and was continued for the.first 
ten years of his reign, but the politician ultimately prevailed 

1. G.S. Ojhah, History of Udaipur I. pp. 34·36. Ojha.h gives inter~ 
esting details of the refusal of the installation of the idol by the Jodhpur 
State officials and of the romantic adventures of the priests during the 
removal. · . · . 

2. English Faccories in India XIII. pp. 14Q-41. 
3, Mi7at-i-Ahmad:l. p. 261. · . 
4. :Ma.nuoci, II. p'p, 8 :; III. 288-289. 
5. Bernier, .P• 30i3, The rate at Allahabad was Rs. 5/!/- pe:r head. 
6 • .Mtrat·i·Ahmadz-I. 261. · Manuooi, II. p. lil4. · 
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over the theologian in him. Dara and Jahanara relieve the 
gloom which otherwise envelopes the Dhimmis. Aurangzeb's 
attitude towards everything non- Hanafi, judged by the events, 
leaves hardly anything to say in his favour. The later Mughals 
were mere ~hadow of the great Timurids and deserve no specific 
mention, because they had no policy of their own, and if ever 
they had any, they could not enforce it. 

III. CULTURAL APPROACHES. 

In the domain of culture, the Mughals were much less ortho
dox than they were in religion. It was on this plane that both 
the communities attracted each other. The proeess of fusion 
was facilitated by intermarriage fiirst between the Turks and 
the Persians, and finally between the Mughals and Rajputs. These 
intermarriages resulted in the fusion of three languages-Turki, 
Persian and Hindustani. There is no doubt that the Persian 
language was Indianised during this period. It was enriched 
by the addition of Indian words, idioms and diction so much so 
that the Persian writers of Iran interdicted the Indian Persian 
as bastard.1 Dr. M. Z. Siddiqi of the Calcutta University has 
collected a list of Indian word!'! used in the Humayunamah of 
Gulbadan Begam which was written as early as mid 16th 
century.2 On the 'other hand in couplets of Behan's Sat Sai, 
there are about a hundred Arabic and Persian words which have 
been noticed by Mr Dewhurst.3 We have shown in our work 
called the Din- i-llohi that Indian poets like Amir Khusru and 
'Abdur Rahim Khankhana mixed up Hindi, Sanskrit, Urdu and 
Persian hemistiches in the same couplets. The custom of using 
'Pen-name' ('11akhallus) in poetry, though not heretofore absolutely 
unknown, became more common among Hindu poets. The Mus
lims, on the other hand, introduced their book on Hindu subjects 
by invoking the names of Hindu gods. To mention a fe~ of 
them:- · 

.. 'Abdur Rahim began his 'Madanastak' with the name of 
'Ganesh'. 

Ahmadullah opened his 'Nayikabhed' with Sri Ramji Sahaya'; 
as he proceeded, he adopted 'Atha Saraswati Stuti' and Ganesh 
ki Stuti'. 

n in his 'Rasabhusan' invoked blessings not onht 
' but also of a series of Hindu gods and goddesses
. Radha', 'Krishna', 'Sri Sankar'. 

Shu'tJr'a refused to include the 

. subject in Jha Com• 



Ghulam Nabi in his 'Anangadarpan' used the name of 'Sri 
Ganesh'.1 

'Azam Khan began his '8inga'rdarpan' after offe~ing 6beisa· 
nee to the Hindu Saint 'Ramanuj'.. . 

On the other hand, Hindu writers like Chandrabhan, Kishan 
Chand Ikhlas and others, while writing un· Muslim subjects, invok· 
ed the name of Allah or began with the usual 'Bismillahir Rah• 
man-ir Rahim' in the orthodox Mnslim fashion. 

Hindu writers adopted the Persian style of composing 
Mathnavi. To name a. few of such writers, we may mention 
Kish~m Chand lkhlas, Benarsi Das Wali, Siyal:Koti Mal, Jaso
want Rai, Munshi Tika 'Ram and Brindaban Das. 

The Hindus were not in· the habit of recording historical 
events in the way in which the Muslims did-in short the science 
of modern historiography was not so much cultivated. in Hindu 
India. But during the Mughal period Mahesh Thakur. wrote 
his famous 'Sarvadesa Vrttanta' in Sanskrit {1650 A. D.}. No 
less than a dozen more histories were compiled by Hindus in 
Sanskrit and Hindi besides scores written by Hindus in Persian. 

On the other hand, Muslims took up Hindu subjects and themes 
in their works while they translated eminent Hindu works into 
Persian. Faidi composed a Mathnavi on Nala and Damayanti 
of·the Mahabharata. Shaikh Nur Muhammad and Mir 'Askari -
Radi versified the tale of Madhu Malati. Murad composed the 
story of Kamrup and Kamlata. Amanat naNated the stories of Sri 
Krisna. Badauni trll.nslated Battish Singhasan. Faidi trans
lated the Bhagabad-Gtta and the Katha Sarit Sagar. Naqib Khan, 
Badauni and others joiiltly undertook the translation of the 
Mahabharata and the· Ram.ayana. Tajuddin took up the Rito
pade.sa. Ghulam 'Ali Azad introduced the famous Nayika Bheda 
to the Muslim literary circ.les. 3 By the time the Mughals w.ere on 
the throne of Delhi, the Hindu cults of Rama and Krisna had already 

' entered into themes of .Muslim poetry. l{ahim· is only an expres· 
sion of the tendencies that began from the time of Malik 
Muhammad Jaisi~ The patronage of the Mughal Emperor, 
princes and grandees was of immense value in the cultural fusion 
of the two peoples. 

1 

In the field of higher music which is the eternal language of 
man, the Hindu-Muslim fusion was on a plane where the limita
tions of society and religion hardly restricted the mutual rapp

. rochment. Mutual r~actions of Hindu·Muslim music may form 

1. 'Ganesh' was the txaditional Hindu God who wrote the Divi1;1e 
book of Brahma, the Creator. 
. 2. For details see my article in Hindi in Biswin Sadi, pp. 11•16, 
Jan. 1937. Also see Sri Ram Sharm11.'s Bibilo~raphy, pp, 154-65. 
. 3. See my atticle on 'Sufism in, Udbadhan". 1340 B. S. Calcutta and 
Din·i·Jlahi, PP• 20· 2:3. 



a separate volume of considerable interest. Bakshu collected 
one thousand· "Dhrupad" in the time of Shah Jahan. Mirza 
Roshan Damir translated 'Puniataka', Faqirulhha translated 
•.Man-Kautuhal, of Man t:lingh. Raichand of Ahmarlabad collected 
the principles of Hindu music under the name of U:>ul-i-Ghina." 

On the still higher plane of :iufism, Hindus and Muslims 
drew near to each other 1hrough the sa,nts. rhe Yoga system of 
the Hiudu:;; had already filtered into the Muslim lite for centuries. 
Nazamuddin Haf<an deFcribed the Hindu method of meditation 
in his famous book Risala-i-Sattariyah.' 'Rayar:.lul Basattn' is 
another work in which the icteaF'I of Nirvana (Annihill'ltion) have 
been deFcribed. Dara :-)hukoh in hiR 'Majm' ul-Bahrain tried 
to show the similarity of Islam and Hinaui~;m. 1 The Sufi cults 
of the Roshaniy as, Tanasukbias. and llahias reeeived a good 
de d of their inspiratiOn fro n the Hmdus. 11 We have discussed 
elsewhere the reciprocal influence of Islamic mysticism and 
Hindu Vedantism. 

In the domain of literature and science, the mutual action 
and reaction bt->tween Islam and Hinduism bas been very WAll 

described in the lectures of ~ulaiman .Nadvi in his .Arab aur 
H&ndustan kt1 ta'alluq 1t."3 Arnong!;.t the treatises translated 
into Persian were Bnaskaracarya's •Siddhanta Siromani' in 
tour parts, namely 'Lilavati', •Bijagantta' •Gr.Jhajanita' and 
•Guladhyaya·. The •Li,avati' was translated by Faidi and· the 
'Btjayanita' (Algebra) by Abdultah Rashi. Medini Mal also 
translated the •Ltlavati' under tbe name of 'Badai ul Panun'. 
Zubdatul Qawanin. by Hursukh Rai giv~s an account of Hindu 
Arithmetic. Babauddin Ayub in his •Khula'{at ul Hisab' has 
borrowed tho Rule of Nine for checking the aceUL'acy of multi
plication from Hindu treatls8s. Dr. l'ara Ohand in his learned 
work, ••Influence of Islam on Indian Culture". has mentioned a 
few more instances of such translations. Babur and Humayun 
were believers in astrology, and Humayun may be called 'an 

·astronomer-king' as 'Umar Khayya.m was known as an 'astro~ 
· nomer poet'. Akbar had the great astronomical work 'Zich-'1,
. Mirsai' translated into Sansknt by· Hakim Fathullah Shirazi, 
Jabangir's interest in astrology is proved by his having a horo
scope cast for every one of his children. C1alcula tion of auspi
ciGus days was a common custom of the Muslim nobihty. Hindu 
astronomical works of this perbd lik.e Biddhantatattvaviveka of 
Ka.malakara, and Jgotisasiddhantasara of Matbura Nath Sukla 

,,b,~r definite traces, of Arab1c influence. Mirza Raja Jai Singh 

·1 •. Prof. Mabfuzul Haq bas published an excelLent edition of· this 
_,oik m Bib. Ind.- $e.r.. . . 

· · .. J;Us... . . Sufism has ctilloussed th~ baok· 
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-who is so famous for his observatory ''Jantar Mantar", had several 
Arabic works Oll Astronoa;y translated into Sanskrit. Pandit • 
Jagannath translated .Ptolemy's., Atrr:wjasti into S.anskrit a~d 
.N ayansukh Upadhyaya rendered Euchd's Geometry mto· Sansknt 
from Arabic. .Nasiruddin Tusi's famous work on circular ins
truments was translated. into Sanskrit a.nd is known as ~atara. 
The cultivation of Arabic and 1-'ersian becam~ so common 
amongst the learned scholars that dictionaries of Arabic-Sans• 
krit ·and Sanskrit::'Persian ·had to· b'e written under the titles 
of Parsi · Jatakam and l:'arsi Prakae~h, and Faidi wrote a 
grammar forth~ .Persian students who wanted to learn San.skrit. 1 

Tohfatul Hind by' Mirza Khan bin· Fakhuruddfn Muhammad 
gives an excellent description of Kuka and tiamudrikasastra of 
the Hindus. 

In medicine, the influence of Hindu science was most promi
nent during the M.ughal period of Indian Hist6ry. 2 A list of Hindu 
surgeons and Physicians have been given in the Ain-i-Akba?-i 
by Abul Fa.dl. In the Bodleial) collection, there are numerous 
Sanskrit works on medicine in Persian translations. Bhuva bin 
Khawas in his Madan-ush-Sheja-i.Szkandari described the Indian 
science of medical aphorism, an,atomy and pharmacology. Hindu 
Shah (Qasim ~~arishtah}, though commonly known as a Historian, 
also compiled a wurk on the Indian systems of. medicine under the 
name of Dastur-ul Atibba. Tahftut il1umwzn mentions many well 
known Indian medwal writers such as Caraka, Susrute, Bhojadeva 
and Bhagbat. lndiun drugs were frt:~ely us'ed by the Muslims. Books 
on Indian drugs were written by Multa 'A.li bin Husain al A.nsari, 
by .Nafe'ul S1dU1q1 aJ Jaya.si and by.''Abdul Fateh Namkin. Hindu 
works on Vetermary Suieuce transbt d by llm sayyid •Abdul 
Husain Hashmi, 'Abdullah. Gajrajnamah and Filnamu.h are two 
eminent bouks· on tr..e treatment of elephants, and on women and 
their diseases respectively. Muhammad .Quli wrute biA famous 
Kuka Sastra ·during the early period of Shah Jahan's reign. 
But the Hmdus were not slow in utilizing Persian works. Maha
cteva Bha;tta compiled Himmat Prakash; Todarananda (Rm~arat
nakaru) was writ.ten by Pahar Sayyad, Vaidyaka ,by Lullmas, 
llaj-e-Parasi Prakash by Tika Ram. The medicines used by 
the Muslims ·in their desert homes were not much efficacious 
in the climate of Hindustan. This was. specially the case with 
Tu1ks and· Mongols whose. physical constitution was. unsuited 
to desert remedies. Hence they had to use Indian medicines 
or such medicmtJs of Arab1a as were acclimatised to the new 

1. A MS. · of this grammar Samskrta-Parosika.padaprakasa· exists 
at the .Hoyal Asiatic ~ociety's Lit;rary in Oa.lcut.ta.. ~itnilar M3S 
'(Nos. 9ll-9U) can be found in Khoda. Ba.ksh Library, Patna. 

%. In· Sisu Bharati (Allahabad Nos. 38-43) I have described the 
potJition of Hindu meaicine in the court of t}le Abb~sides~ Bt>eciallr 
~~rin~ the }~arme~i ~eriodl 



environment. So in Mughal India a uow Indo-Arabic Pharma. 
• cology was developed.1 

Restrospect. 

The Hindu Muslim relation in Mughal India considered from 
different angles offers a very interesting study. Unalloyed Ara
bian principles could not be applied in India; precedents had been 
created by the Turko-Afghans ; the Chagtais had their own 
traditions ; Hindus had their own heritage; Iranian culture had 
its own contribution to make, marriage and blood connection 
tended to bridge the gulf between the conquerors and the 
conquered. Had not a European power intervened, the 
Mughals might have left a legacy no less brilliant than that 
of ther Romans and the Macedonians in the ancient world. The 
wonderful assimilative tendencies of the Hindu culture were as 
much responsible as the eclectic Mughal spirit of accommodation 
for this brilliant episode of world-History. 

BABUR'S POST-WAR SETTLEMENTS IN THE 
DOAB, MALWA AND BIHAR. 

BY 

/ DR. 8. K. BANERJI, PROFESSOR AND HEAD 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY, 

LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY. 

All the historians have spoken in glowing terms of Babur 
and his reign. He is represented as a great ruler and an equally 
great artist, scholar, biographer and war tactician. In fact 
his advent in India is put down as the dawn of Mod@rn India. 
Most of this praise he fully deserves. But while appreciating, 
his greatness we must not be blind to his failings. 

Babur's weakness lay in the fact that while a judiciou&gene
ral in war time, he had no long-sighted plans for the normal peace 
time. An adventurer as ·he was, his eyes were 'ever fixed on 
the immediate goal and no sooner was it achieved, than he 

, Telapeed jnto vacuous inaction. 
We eonsider below the three periods that immediately 

three 8t10Ces86S at the battles of (1) Panip&t 
UtU!Wa.h . and (3) the Ghagra to see how ;far he 
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Let us consider the first pi9ture of Bubur after his signal 
victory over Ibrahim Lodi. Babur proceeded to win over the 
inhabitants of Delhi by his visits to the torp.bs of the preceding 
kings of Delhi and its Muslim saints, introduced peace and order 
in Delhi by -the appointment of a Shiqdar and a Diwan and 
next proceeded to Agra, already Eecured by his son~ Humayun. 

On reaching Agra, instead of conserving his financial 
resources, Babur let loose the full flood of his generosity. Not only 
was· he extravagantly lavish on his sons and favourite nobles, 
but went on squandering Indian money on the rest of Muslim 
Asia. Let us take up the details in •order to realise the full 
enormity of his proceedings,· He gave Huma.yun 70 lacs 1 in 
cash besides a treasure-house just as it was, without ascer
taining and writing down its contents' artd then went on bes
towing with equal lavishness gifts on his other sons, nobility 
great and small, on different groups 'Afghan, Hazara, Arab 
Biluch ; on every trader and studen-t, indeed every man who had. 
come with the army' and also on those not in the army. But 
he did not. stop here. He sent· gifts to his relations at Kabul, 
Samarqand, Khorasan, Kashghar anri Iraqand to holy- men of 
Samarqand, Khorasan, Macca and Madina and finished with a 
Shahrukhi 2 for every soul in the country of Kabul and the valley
side of Varsak, man •and woman boud and- free, of age and -
non-age ! Similarly he was generous towards the Indian Afghans. 
He writes that 'he gave to Firuz. Khan f3arang Khani one -crore 
forty-six lacs five thousand· tankas from Jaunpur,. to Shaikh 
Bayazid, one crore forty-eight lacs and fifty thousand tankas 
from Oudh, to Malimud Khan ninety la.cs and thirty-five thou
sand from Ghazipur, and to Qazi Jia twenty lacs'. Ibrahim's 
mother w~s also gran'ted a Pargana worth ~even lacs. , 

It·is an apt illustration oL·Babur's qalandari nature. He 
-did not wish to hug to himself all that ca.me into his possession. 

" He was rather eager to bestow it. on gibers and hoped that while 
his lavishness would "bdng _him spiritual satisfaction; he would 
gain good-will ana recruits from all corners· of Muslim Asia. 
Similarly he. had, .. doubtless, hoped that tl:le. large largesses 

-would tempt 'the sullen Indian Afgl1ans to forego their ill-will 
and join his standard and thus solve' his political problem so far 
as they were concerned. , " • .. · 

' . ·~ . . . .. . 
So much may be said in .favour of his extravagance. Now 

Jet us turn to other considerations. • We all know that a ruler's · 
first duty as an administrator is to take full stock of -his resources 
and as far as possible to utilize them for ·state purposes. Qn this 
ground, historians . whi:le, condemning Alauddin for his 
inhu~an treatment of his subjeCts, fully approve of his poli~y of 

. . 
1. Whether da.m double,-·da.m or tanka.,· ·we 

Erskine surmises 70 lacs equal to £56, 700; . 
2. A. small silver coin. ~ • 
$~ . .. • I_ 

have not been told, 



stinginess which made him the mightiest monarch of his time. 
In Babur's case it may be noted that (1) some of his enriched 
Turki followers having obtained wealth beyond their imagination 
desired to withdraw from India altogether. Babur coaxed them 
to change their mind but his confidant, Kawaji Kalan, refused 
to be won over and was allowed to withdraw to Ghazni (2) the 
Afghan nobles did not always prove loyal to him. Shaikh Bayazid 
may be specially mentioned for he was the most refractory, 
Ibrahim's mother too rapaid his kindness by an attempt to 
poison him. Though the other three Afghans mentioned above 
remained in Babur's servioe, the gifts appear to be on too lavish 
a scale. 

The lavishness landed Babur in financial difficulties within 
three years ; for he himself writes, on October 22, 1528, 'By this 
time the treasure of Iskandar and Ibrahim in Delhi and Agra 
was at an end' and he was forced to tax his stipendiaries 30 
percent of their allowances to be used for war-materials and 
appliances, for equipment, for powder and for the pay of gunners 
and matchlockmen'. 

Thus it will be clear that Babur created a crisis by his foolish 
extravagance and to that extent failed as as administrator. 

BABUR IN RAJPUTANA. 

Let us next turn to his actions after the battle of Khanwah. 
Instead of crushing Rana Sanga and the other Rajput Chieftains 
of Rajputana, he is content to give up the plan because of the 
little water and much heat on the road' with the result that the 
Rajput problem remained postponed till Akbar's reign. Babur, 
who had shown his iron determination after the battle of Panipat 
succumbs now to the rigours of the Rajputanna climate. 

BABUR IN MALWA. 

We find Babur next paying his attention not to any 
neighbouring king but to Medini Rao, one .of the principal digni
taries of Malwa. The province :presented a confused skein 
of intrigue and party politics. The ruler, Sultan Mahmud 
Lodi, was controlled by either the Sisodia Rajputs headed by the 
Rao or by the local Muslim nobles. In 1527-8 the Rajputs had 
gained an ascendancy and so Babur proposed a campaign against 
them and when the Rao refused Babur's offer of an exchange 
of Shamsabad for Chanderi, he was killed and his headquarters 
were captured,. 

Let us examine Babijr's attitude towards his Rajput foes 
and also his measur.:s after Medini Rao's death. We may begin 
by pointing out that aftor Rana Sanga' defeat, a declaration 
of Jihad (holy war) was wholly unnecessary especially when 
he w~s ~ware of clash of interest~;~ among tne clannis~ caste-ridden 
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Rajputs and when he himself had no intention to play the demo· 
lisher of temples· like Sultan Mahmud Ghazna or Amir Timur. 
It may also be remarked that Babur did not proceed on his 
Malwa campaign with any clear conception of the problem 
or its solution, for we notice no negotiation with its ruler or 
the Muslim nobles. If he went against Medini Rao in· the 
interest of Islam his first step after the ·declaration of the jihad. 
should ha've been to rally all local Muslims including the Sultan. 
He did nothing of the kind and took no notice of the ruler. 

He ·is still more unintelligible after Medini Rao's death. 
He made no settlement with the Sultan, who was responsible 
for the government of the province; instead Babur was content 
to give Chanderi to the obscure, Ahmad Shah, the Sultan's nephew. 
Remembering Of the kaleidoscopic changes in the Malwa politics, 
we may question the soundness of arrangement, for it only 
weakened' the state by adding to its number of chiefs. 

We are nex.t cold · that Babur left an army of 2 or 
3,000 men ·to support Ahmad Shah and that he made 'khalsa of 
land worth 50 lacs.' These ··arrangements. were of a trivial 
character and nothing came of them. · We .neithe:.:. hear again 
of Ahmad Shah nor of Mull a Afaq, the· Mug hal officer, nor of 
the Mughal territory~ in Malwa. The klw..lsa land situated faF 
awav from the Mughal base, Delhi· or Agra, could not be properly 
lin~d with the rest of the empire and actually would have been. 
instead of source of strength, a cause of anxiety to· tlie Emperor, 
and we'hear no moi·e of it: Tlre only effect that the settlement, · 
had was to weaken the Sultan, ·add to the complication of the 
Malwa. politics and ultimately lead to its annexation· by Bahadur 
Shah of Guirat in 1531. . .. 

'BABUR IN BIHAR. 

If we turn ·to Babur's post-war. arrangements in Bihar, 
we have again few words of ·commendation for him. Let us 
picture to ourselves Babur after ·the battle of the Ghagra, May 
6, 1529, which broke the Bihari Afghans. His next step· should -
have been to .. bring to a satisfactory conclusion his relations 
with. them and their ally, the ruler of Bengal. But he considered, 
the latter to be out of his ken and so. was conten.t to make some 
perfunctory arrangements with him, though the actual terms 
have not been described in his memoirs. - . 

Next Babur·turned to his Afghan' foes and made the follow~ 
ing settlements with them:- · 

(a) He made land worth o.ne crore khalsa. 
(b) He gave land worth 50 lacs to Mahmud .Nuhani who 

was a co-commander of one of the Mughal ·divisions 
under Askar(Mirza at the battle of the Ghagra; 

I 
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(c) He gave the remaining land in Bihar to Jalaluddin 
Nuhani, who before Sultan Mahmud Lodi's arrival 
among the Afghans had been their acknowledged 
chief; 

(d) Muhammad Zaman Mirza received the Jaunpur pro
vince with his head-quarters at Jaunpur and possibly 
Muhammad Junaid Birlas was posted at Chunar. 

This settlement seems unsatisfactory from several consi
derations. First the khalsa land is vaguely mentioned and though 
Mulla Ghulam Yasawal is mentioned to have been sent· to collect 
'this tribute', there is no further mention of it in Babur's or 
Humayun's reign. Actually the whole of B1har remained with · 
the AfghanE~. Secondly, Babur did nothing for Jalaluddin Sharqi, 
a scion of the defunct Sharqi dynasty of Jauupur, who bad 
faithfully served him as a full commander of one . of Mirza 
Askari's divisions. Thirdly, Mabmud Khan Nuhani, who got land 
worth 50 lacs does not appear to have renJered any conspicuous 
services to his master afterwards. Fourthly, Jalaluddin Nnhani 
was a wholly incompetent person and a few months later he 
de~erted the Afghans and went over, not to the Mughals, but to 
Nusrat Shah, the ruler of Bengal. Fifthly, Babur had loudly 
proclaimed that his main object was to punish the Afghans. 
Actually he did nothing of the kind and made no compact with 
Nusrat Shah about them but freely allowed them to take snelter 
with the latter. Those who like Shaikh Bayazid and Biban, had 
refused to take themselves to Bengal, freely roamed in the1Mughal 
territory and long continued to be a thorn in its side. 

Thus both his campaigns in Malwa and Bihar appear incon
clusive and the task of their complete subjugation was left to 
others. The incompletion of his task may have been due to his 
short-sightedness or to his growing age. Whatever it may be, 
his son, Humayun, took his cue from him. He went to both the 
regions, waged wars and conquered them and then followed his 
father's policy of indecision with the result that he lost both of 
them. 

Hence we may conclude by saying that however glorious 
Babur might appear to the historians as the founder of the Mughal 
empire, he failed to make lasting settlements after his Malwa and 
Bihar campaigns and what was worse, left an inane policy for 
his successor, Humanyun's guidance and in following it the son 
met with a direr consequence than thE' fat.ber had ever to face, 
viz. the e~pulsion from the throne and the empire. 



MAHARAJ"A ABHAYASINGit AND THE MUGH.AL 
COURT TA_OTIOS. 

BY 

MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA PANDIT BISHESHWAR NATH 
- REU, JODHPUR. , 

lntroduction. 

In our paper, submitted to the Madras session of this Congress, 
we reproduced a letter of Maharaja Abhayasingh of Jodhpur. 
which gave some facts about his campaign against Sarbaland 
Khan. But here we reproduce a lP-tter from the same Maharaja 
which shows .that, apart from the defeat inflicted .on Sarbaland, 
other· successes were achieved ·by him and that said Maha~ 
raja was disappointed by the intrigues ·of the Imperial Court. 

_We learn from t~is letter (1) that Maharaja Abhayasingh 
killed Pilaji Gaek:wad 1:tnd captured Baroda with 24 other for
tresses (" ) that at that time the country was so devastated 
by the forces of the enemy and nature that the food· for 
men and Rnimals became scarce and a havoc was caused to them, 
and (3) that ·all these successes were achieved by the Maharaja 
with his own men. a·nd money, while no attention ·was paid by 
Nawab Shamsamuddaula, the minist~r of Emperor Muhammad
shah, to relieve the Maharaja of his difficulties. 

Further the letter also gives a forecast of the invasion· 
by the Maharattas in near future to avenge the los-1 of Pilaji and 
his territory. This prediction came true when an invasion· of 
Umabai, the widow of. late Khan de Rao Dabhade and Damaji 
Gaekwad, the son of Pilaji, took place. · 

(Translation of the letter). 

(To,P lines in Maharaja's own hand writing) 
. : May God help us .. 

Before this, successive orders h8Ve been sent, which might 
have been noted by you. Now you should tell them clearly 
a!!! ord~red ~nd that· what~ver they want to do, they should do. 
You should soon secure the J agir for us as well as for our retinue. 
It is better to do immediately ~whatever is to be done. We 
have wiit,ten you abou-t· Surat, so get this work done. It is our 
command. 
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(Contents of the Royal seal.) 

By the grace of Almighty Goddess Hingulaj, glory be to 
sovereign ruler, King of Kings, supreme prince, Maharaja Shri 
Abhayasingh Deva, who shines like the sun on the earth. 

Hari, Amba, Shiva, Sun, aed Vinayak-may these five deities 
always bestow favours. 

(Approval of the letter in Maharaja's own calligraphy). 

• It is our command . 

(Letter.) 

By command of the illustrious, sO\Tereign ruler, King of 
K\ngs, Maharaja Shri Abbayasinghji and his heir apperent Shri 
Ram Singhji Bhandari Amarsingh should note their favours. 
That we have alr·eady issued successive orderr;:. Hence inform 
us of the result after discussing the matter with the Nawab and 
give the enclosed letter to him. Further inform him, that, at 
his behest, we marched to this side with such big arrangements, 
and after killing the enemy, captured Baroda together with 
24 fortresses. Pilu, (Pilaji Gackawad), who could not have 
been killed even at the expense of lacs of rupees and with the 
help of lacs of horse, was killed. We have turned out the 
enemies and cleared the province of them. How much we have 
striven here up til now is known to everybody. It was very diffi· 
cult for the previous Governors to hold Gujerat, while by the 
grace of God, we faced the enemy boldly and made it free from them 
But no attention was paid to it. We took the Governorship of 
the province only relying on the Nawab, and he promised us 
so many things, which he knows fully well. 

We have carried out our words of gaining this victory, 
but n.:. heed has been paid by the Nawab. Our coming over to this 
side, at this time, has put us to a great loss. By the stringency 
of money all of our men had to face great hardsbips. The pri
ces soared so high that grain is not available even at the rate 
of one rupee per seer, while the grass was quite unobtainable. 
Nearly all the horses of our army died as they were being· fed 
on mango leaves, and one who had fifty horEes, could barely 
save five of them. People of infantry also passed their time 
on vegetables and leaves. But they all stuck to their duties as 
long as the enemy was not crushed. As they were all from my 

·native land, my honour was saved. Had they been from other 
provinces, my honour would not have been maintained; and the 

·Imperial work would have suffered. As long as there was work 
to do they remained here, but now they are ready to disperse. But 
lfe owe them 30 lacs ·as their pay 1 and they are clamouring for it. 
Therefore we are unable to prolong our stay here without the 
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army. There is no hope of the Nawab's favourable considerao 
tion, which may hea.rten·(army men). It is now the third year 
that we have been serving the Emperor. People have lost their 
brothers or nephews, and themselves suffered several hardships. 
In their absence the Jagirdars are extorting money from their 
relatives. Therefore how can they remain here? Five thousand 
of our horses have come from the districts of Ajmere province 
and the rest from Marwar. We haven't got any direct revenue 
yielding land as our own, so that we may give them as they 
were all serving in the hope of getting Jagirs. and therefore they 
are now prepared to leave. We do not want to lose our good · 
name by staying here without (sufficient) forces. We have 
unde·rgone so many hardships and yet, no attention has been 
paid 'to us. What more we should write. (in this connection). 
Now· the province should be ha·nded over to some one else, 
who would not demand any expenditure, as well as Jagir, 
and who would pay money to the Jagirdars with-out 
asking for any help.. We are leaving for our native land, 
after visiting ''Shri Dwarakanath. We" have left no stone 
unturned at the risk of our life and money. In this province 
there is nothing but loss, whereas the Imperial authorities have 
given no attention. They say that he who performs even one 
duty, his work never goes unappreciated. We !}ave, on ~mr part, 
carried out four Equally important tasks, yet nothing has beeri 
done for us. Therefore on what hope the people of our native 
land should remain here. Now tell the Nawab that the men are 
clamouring for their pay, therefore he should help us, so that 
we may be free from their dues. He should also meet our demand 
for Jagir. We would take it as a great favour of the Nawab. 
He may hand over this province to whomsover he likes, and if 

- he do·es not want to take it from us, he should me-et our demand 
for Jagir, pay the expenses incurred uptil now, and send sufficient 
amount of money for fu.ture expenses~ Get all these works done 
personally and if the Nawab simply wants to get his own work 
done, then tell him plainly that he should arrange..! for everything, 
and pe is the only man to do it, as there is no source of income 
left here. The N awab thinks that Baroda,. etc. yields an in· 
come of 30 lacs, but we have handed"it over, with great difficulty, 
to' Babi Astan by promising him one lac of. rupees, which will 
be borrowed by us. The previous income of the hind is well 
known;. after two months, an iP.Vasion of the enemy is also 
expected. Therefore it is difficult to maintain our honour, as ' 
he would squeeze out the money from each and every person_ 
by whatsoever means, depriving· the Jagirdars from their revenue 
and the Nawau would hold us responsible, but· this· would 
serve no purpose. Therefore either he may arrange for every
thing, or permit us to leave the place. If he keeps us hete, he 
should support us. , Try this and if he neither makes full arran- . 
gements nor takes away the province from us then no money 

-- would be paid to Jagirdars ~nd he woul<;l in tpat case, find f~~Jlt 



with you. Therefore, you should try your be"t. You should 
get the districts of the province even after paying some money 
for them. The N a wab may be made directly responsible for 
the deputies, who can be four>d out after search. At present 
Mulla Teg Begh Khan. etc. have taken Surat from Sohrab Khan. 
Therefore get it granted to Mustaqi Khan and tell the Nawab 
to give us orJers to take possession of it. Though it is difficult, 
yet we would take it forcibly. Take special care of this work and 
after discussing the matter fully with the Nawab, let us hear the 
result soon. It is our command Dated the 1st day of the dark half 
of Bhadon, 1789 V. S. (27th July, 1732 A. D) Camp Kherda. 

PIRATICAL ACTIVITIES IN JAHANGIR'S TIME 

BY 

PROFS. P. SANGAR, M.A. (HONS.), D. A. V. COLLEGE, 
LAHORE. 

The Mughal Emperors of India failed to realize the impor
tance of a strong naval power. This was a serious flaw which 
could always be exploited by European merchants, trading 
in India.' It was never the policy of the Mughals to discourage 
India's foreign trade and it could never pay them to displease 
India's foreign traders. As a matter of fact strict orders were 
issued 1o local authorities from time to time to provide adequate 
facilities to them. Strict observance of law, howe~er, was not 
poEsiblc and irregularities occurred l!er"e and there. The European 
merchants might, at one time or another, run across some iocal 
authorities, who for selfish motives, placed certain disabilities 
in their way. This would enrage them and they would resolve 
on the capture of Indian vessels on the high seas. They sent 
regular instructions to their resp"'ctive commanders for systematic 
plundering of Indian ships. For them it was a regular weapon 
to have their rights recognized and their wrongs redressed. The 
commanders would rifl~ the ships of their contents and take 
into custody prominent persons _ among the crew as hostages. 
These methods did not always yield happy results as the Mughal 
Government could not be owed in to acceptance of their demands. 
If the pirates escaped the clutches of Mughal officials, their fellow
countrymen in India could not. 

Besides, there were seasoned pirates who did serious damage . 
to Indian shipping and incalculable harm to Indian trade, The 
might and majesty of the Mughal Emperors inspired no awe in 
them. On the other hand, in their audacity they even laid their 
hands on ships carrying Muslim pilgrims or looted vessels belonging 
~Q m,.embers of the royal family it~elf, They escaped invariably 
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the hands of Nemesis which would recoil, agai? on their fellow~ 
countrymen in lndi a. 

In the 16th century, it was only the Portugese who held 
undisputed command of the Indian seas, and controlled all traffic 
from the Persian Gulf to Mozambique, and from Mozambique to 
Malacca. The king of Portugal held a monopoly of trade in 
certain goods and on certairi routes. To ply trade outside of these 
limits licenses, on payment, had to be obtained. Unlicensed· 
ships were 'treated as prizes of war, sunk, burnt or captured as 
circumstances might determine.' Corruption in administra.tion, 
however, was a loophole almost always exploited by the Indians. 
They could pay fo'r the privilege otherwise denied to them.~ 

The situation underwent a change in the 17th century. rrhe 
Portugese power received a rude setbaGk. at the appearnace of 
the English who proved serious rivals. The Mughal ships· were 
now subjected not only to the raids of the Portugese but also to 
those of the English and the Dutch. The three European nations, 
a1though engaged in mutual rivalries and disputes, seemed to vie 

- with one another in ruining Indian. trade and shipping. The 
main culprits in the 17th century hailed from England and the 
burden of punishment fell naturally on the English merchants 
in India. Law had to run its course and they had to pay for the 
misdeeds of their brethren. Subsequent inquiries, however, proved 
that the ·pirates were not always Englishmen. They could be 
Dutch or Portugese. This proviP.ed the English with a fresh excuse 
for piracy : this time, of course, to force the Mughals to let off 
their prisoners, This step might result in oounter-reprisals from 
the other party. · 

The Mughal authorities thus always took a serious view of the 
situation and never took it lyin,g.down. "If they were ;:ot strong 

• on sea; they were not' weak~ ~ori land. They did not sit idle 
· after a ship belonging to India had been subjected to pirates' 
raids. They were not slow to inquire . about the nationality 
of the culprits. This known, the Government compelled ·the 
members of that nation, living in India, to compensate the 
sufferers. If a ship was looted by some Englishman, the 
President of the English East India Company at Surat had to 
face a difficult situation. The merchants concern·ed demanded 
justice from th:J Mughal authorities. The latter at once ordered 
a guard to be placed over the English factory. The President 
was taken into custody and asked to make up the loss. Some
times the mernb:ws of the Council as well-had to suffer imprison
ment. · If this proved unavailing, they would threaten the 
English trade throughout India. The· English factors at Agra, 

1. Moreland: India. at the. Death of Akbal', p, 20J, 
De laet : 116, 244-45, 
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.Ahmadabad and o-ther places were imprisoned and · their goods 
sealed" 1 

Normally it was not profitable for European merchants to 
encourage looting of Indian ships. The fear of prison life and 
of financial loss and commercial breakdown held them in check. 
Even rumours of piracies sent a shiver through them as they 
feared to be 'kept fast, and their goods seized upon.' 2 The East 
India Company had issued specific instructions to the pirates 
against robbing of Indian ships 3 , although such a warning re
mained ineffective. Sir Thomas Roe, the English ambassador at 
Jahangir's court, strongly condemned the senseless activities of 
the English pirates as they served no useful purpose. On the other 
hand, the possible disastrous consequences weighed heavily on his 
mind. He complained to the Company against the pirates 'for 
whose faults they may be engaged'. He warned the'Directors 
that 'your goods and our persons' would have to answer for the 
nefarious activities of the sea-rovers, 'there must be no traders' 
and consequently 'your trade in India is utterly lost'. 4 Not only 
this. S')metimes effective steps had to be taken against the pirates. 
Roe refers to the activities of two Englishmen, Sir Robert Rich 
and •Phillope Bernerdoe,' who, although they set out against 
pirates, turned out pira. tes themselves. They chased the Queen 
Mother's ship and ·could have looted it but for the timely arrival 
of an English fleet from India. Roe 'ordered the seizure of the 
ships, prizes and goods and converted them to your use'. 5 During 
his interview with Jahangir, Roe assured him regarding this 
incident that the captains were made prisoners 'in our Ehips, kept 
in irons; and that I would soe send them home to His Majestie. 
who would make them an example of such bouldness to dare to 
disturbe the allies of his crowne' •6 Kerridge, the English preRi· 
dent at Surat, and his Council sent instructions to Captain Cleven
ger (April 9, 1625) that ships belonging to the Great Mughal's 
dominions must not be molested. 7 

The strong position of the Europeans on seas placed a power
ful weapon in their hands. If, on the one hand, they could hara.ss 
the Mughal ships, on the other, they could offer them protection 
on payment basis. The Mughals on various occasions applied 
for safe conductt of their ships to different nations. We learn on 
the authority of De Laet that the Portugese exacted huge sums 
from the Indians (including even the magnates and the King's 

1. Of. Present writer's artiole on Pirao.v during the reigns of 
Shahjaha.n and Aurangzeb, in the Prooeedings of Indian History Congress, 
1944, pp. 381-82.. 

2. Engiish Faotories, 1618-21, p. 339. 
3. The Embassy, 390-i$91. 
4. Ibid, 451-52. 
5. The Embassy, 4:51.52 ; Latter Received, Vol, VI, l '13-74, 

· 6. The Embassy. 422-423, 
'l t D, ~aet : ~lG, 
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sons) for safe-coudu.cts (commonly called pass·ports). For these 
-pass-ports huge sums of money rangii1g from three to eight 
thousand mahmudis were demanded. William Finch, who was 
in India from 1608 to 1611, holds testimony to the fact that the 
Portugese wielded. great power on seas and without their pass 
'none may passe'. 1 · 

The Dutch also took advantage of-the weakness of the Mug:
hals · and did not lag behind the Portugese. They also sold 
passes to the Mugh9Js assuring safe-conduct and _provided con· 
voy to the Indian vessels when approached. 2 · 

To· the English• i.he system of issuing passes seemed to 
provide an opportunity for commercial advantage. 'No ship 
dares go out the river of Sur~:J.t without_ our pass', boasted the 
English representative at Ahmadabad in 'November, 1613: Roe 
shared this opinion and held the . belief that to convoy native 
traders On payment basis 'may help in the establlshjnent Of trad6', 8 

He wrote to the Company (~'ebruary, 1618) that the 'feare of us' 
had compelled the Mughals to apply for passes.4 : 

In January, 1618, Ikhlas, the Captain of the 'Jahangir' appli. 
ed to Roe for safe.conduct to the Red Sea.: The English ambassa
der sent instructions to all English merchants to refrain from 

· molesting the vessel and its mariners. 5 

Next month, Roe assured I 'timad-ud~Daula .that the English 
stood by· their promise to safe-conduct Indian ships 'to the Red 
Sea.6 · · 

In March, 1625, the English vessel 'Eagle' left Swally, being 
under orders to convoy a Sura t junk 'on part of her way to the 
Red Sea.' 7 

In March, 1626, the· English ship, 'Discovery',was ordered to 
· Sura t Bar to pro~ect a, junk belonging to the Governor ot Sura t, 

bound-for the Red SeaY 
In 1617, a,t the entreaty of the merchants the English at 

Surat gave passes to two ships of 'Dahda Raspone' for the Red 
Sea. 9

. -: 

The pass system, however, failed to provide adequate li!afeM 
guard against the nefarious activities of the pirates. The loss 
caused by them to.Indian trade and shipping was not negligible. 

1. 
I, SOO. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

4.- • . . .. 

Early Travels, l3S, 203·; The Embassy, XXV; Letters Receiv·~..~ . . -
English Factories, 1624~29. 192, 356. 
English Faotories, 1618-21, 3; 12. 
The Embassy, 439. . 
English Faotories,1618 .. 21, 2. 
English Faotories, 1618 .. 21, 5. 
Ibid, 1624 .. 29, ·54. -; 
Ibid, 166. . 
Ibid, 192. 
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ln a letter written to the Company in February, 1618, Sir 
Thomas Roe expressed fear that the Er1glish might not succeed in 
procuring a suitablo port from Indian Government. The reason, 
he said, was •that they are weary of us as it is, and indeed wee 
see wee have empwerished the ports, and W)Unded all their trade, 
soe that by much perswasion of the Governors the marchant goes 
to sea ',1 

India had been enjoying a lucrative tr tde with the outside 
world from time immemorial. It was quite profitable even before 
the advent of the European merchants in tile Indian commercial 
arena. The Dutch Pelsaert who wrote his account of India in 
1626 baara testimony to this fact. By that time this trade had 
been reduced to only a fraction of its past greatness. And the 
major portion of blame for this da.mage, according to the same 
auth::>rity, must be borne by European traders whom the Indi an 
merchants termed as the 'scourges of their seas and of their 
prosperity'. The leading r1ative merchants would frankly lay 
bare their hearts before the European traders when they told 
them to their very face that 'they heartily wish we had never 
come to their country', 2 

Sir Henry Middleton, an English Captain, robbed a number 
of Indian vessels in the Red Sea in 1612. His activities were 
seriously resented by the Mughal authoritie>J who were keen on 
restitution for the alleged losses. His fellow-countrymen in India 
had to pay for his misdeeds as they were put into prison and 
their goods confiscated, obviously to compel them to make up 
the loss. 8 

The advent of the English in India and the favourable 
reception accorded to them was resented by the Portugese here. 
They made vain efforts at persuading the Emperor to expel them 
from the country. Reduced to despair at the lack of success, 
they resorted to violence by seizing an Indian vessel near Sura t. 
It had a rich cargo of coral, silver, gold and other articles, 
amounting to one hundred thousand pound sterling. After having 
robbed the ship they burnt it. Moreover, they took captive 700 per
sons whom they carried away to Goa, to turn men into 
slaves and convert women and children to Christianity. This was 
done in spite of the fact that the ship had a Portugese pass and 
that the Queen Mother had a large interest in the- cargo. 

On receipt of the news, Jahangir got incensed and issued 
orders to imprison immediately all the Portugese .in his dominions 
and seize all th"eir goods. 'He hath likewise sealed up their church 
doors and hath given order that they shall no more use the exercise 

1. English Factories, 1618-21. 
2. Palsaert:. Ja.bangir's India, 39·40. . 
3. Letters Reoeived, 1602-13, Vol. I, XXXIV, 279; 

Early, Tra:vols, 197, 203, 307. 



of their religion in_ these parts'. Mukarrab Khan, the Governor of 
Surat, was given a horse and an elephant, and a dress of honour and 
ordered to proceed to Daman and lay siege to the city. The war 
came to a close after two years' fighting and a preliminary treaty 
between the two parties was signed in June, 1615. The Portugese 
agreed to make compensation arid to grant· certain additional 
passes to native vessels, proceeding to the Red Sea.~ 

Early in 1617, Elexand('r Childe, 'master in the "James"' and 
a 'chief minister of the prince's, receiver of his rents', surprised a 
Surat vessel laden with timber in the Red Sea. He detained 'it 
for three 1nonths and· spent 'the one half of her lading'. The 
Company was required to make compensatiol\ for it. 2 

Soon after, the Company's fleet seized yet another ship 
belonging to, the same owner. The occupa·nts, who were Banyans, 

,...-clamoured for liberty. At night siK of them leapt over-board and 
swam to the shore to apprise the Surat Governor of the situation. 
The latter sent for Kerridge, the English President, and expressed 
his rage in so niany words; Kerridge, however, satisfied him by 
his assurances. The subsequent news of the capture of some 
Indians by the Captain of the same ship obliged the Surat Governor 
to adopt a strict attitude .. Their broker was kept in irons in order 
to force the English to make compensa tion.s , . 

Early in October, 16~1. the Surat President was informed by 
Captain Waddel at Swally that some English pirates had taken 

· an Indian ship and sunk it along with its passengers. Property 
including two tons of gold and invaluable treasure fell into r.heir 
hands Waddel feared that their action 'will fall heavy upon us' 
if they were allowed to carry away the spoils. He was sensible 
of 'future inconveniences ...... ahd the great disturbance of our 
Jong continued commerce in these parL" 

In the beginning ~f January, H~22, the Pr~sident of the 
English Factory at Batavia . .informed the Compa·ny' that the 
'London' and other English ships had taken, on the coast of India, 
three prizes' worth 80,000 .rials and a Chaul ship. They offered, 
he said, to restore them, if Lsa tisfaction could be made for 'your 
lost caphila', ·which had been taken earlier by the 8oldiers of · 
Malik Ambar. • · •· . · . . . · 

In March, the English Factors at Ahmadabad were made to 
a·ppear before Mohd. Taqi, the Divan. of. the Suba, to make com .. 

,pensation. for the alleged loss. They pretended ignorance and 
' shifted the blame on to the Dutch. · The Mughal officiaFdid not 

1. Early Travels, 203 ; The Embassy, xxv, 
Letters ,Received, I, 300, 305 : Ibid, II, 
xxxvii; Jahangir's Memoirs (Bev.) I, 255. 

2. Letters Received, V,.206-7. 
3. Letters Received; V, 206-7. 
4. English Facto;ries, 1618-21, 300 .. 01. 

xvii, 06 ; Ibid, III, 
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think it advisable, to settle things in a hurry, and iJOstponed the 
case till a further date. 

They were again sent for after a fortnight. They refused to 
plead gui.lty whereupon they were remanded to custody and kept 
in the Governor's house for four days and nights. The 'Hell
bound Governor' called them 'Ransadoes' and commanded the 
kotwal to keep a strict watch on them. Then he called them 
before the assembly of the big merchants of the city. The English 
reiterated that they had nothing to do with the crime and that 
the Dutch were the real culprits. It was necessary to make 
investigations. An Indian merchant, Gurdas, furnished security 
for the English President and so orders for their release were 
issued, The kotwal, however, demanded 'something to eat betle' 
for which he had to pay Rs. 25, including the tips to his 'followers', 
'it being a custom that all which come in the common prisone 
must paye or have their clothes torne from their backs'. 

The English had to suffer in Agra as well where they were 
kept in prison for over 5 _months, first in their own house and 
then in the 'common castle'. It appears from a \etter of the 
Surat President that the Ahmadabad factors were in prison even 
in May, 1622. He suggested 'that eadeavours should be made by 
all possible methods including bribery to get certificates from this 
Governor in our favour'I. 

It seems that this incident enraged the1English who deter
mined to resort to force to get their. grievances redressed. The 
consultations held by them in February and October, 1H22, and 
March and April, 1o23, throw a flood of light on this. They came 
to the conclusion that the only method to bring pressure to beaJ 
upon the Mughals was to seize their ships. The Company was 
prepared to run the risk of their Indian trade and the factors 
were ready to endure any hardship likely to result from the 
action. Accordingly, the Surat President issued instructions 
to Captain Hall to carry out the project into action. He was to 
seize all Indian junks returning from Jiddah and Mokha and 
to hold the principal officers, merchants and chief passengers 
in custody. 

His instructions were followed to the letter and acted upon. 
By the beginning of October, 1623, the •Dolphin' and the 
'Blessing' had captured seven Indian junks. The former had 
seized 'Toklie' and •Tawrie', two Surat vessels. Maqsud. Ali and, 
Shive Ji Vaniya were their respective 'nakhudas.' The 'Blessing 
had captured the Prince's junk from Gogha, a vessel of Dieu, 
and a small junk belonging to pahlwan Shaft. Their next prizes 
were the •Ganjawar' and the 'Shahi .' They anchored near Daman 
where they had under their command seven junks and 'a world 
of people to mayntaine with water and victualls.' 

1. English Faotories, :1.~22·23, 18; 68-69; 71; 72; 74; 79-80/, 

'· 
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This action of theirs, however, failed to produce the desired 
effect. The Indians showed no "Concern over the capture of seven 
ships as they had about •forty Englishmen in their bands as 
hostages.' They could not expect ·a kind treatment at the hands 
of the Mughal Government. At Surat a strong guard was 
placed in and outside of their factory. Their broker 'Pangue' 
was severely whipped with hundred koras which practically. 
tore his flesh. ·At- •Jzn.poore' a· similar treatment was meted 
out to them. They were made prisoners in their factory, provided 
with one meal a day and forced to sleep on bare earth with 
nothing to .cover them. The Indian Govet;nment, however, was 
not in favour of precipitating a cdsis. John Hopkinson at 
Surat urged upon the English President who. was c at Swally to 
accept the gestures ·of peace shown by Saif Khan, the Mughal 
official. On lOtli November an agreement was signed by which 
the English got most of their grievances removed. 

Upto now this question had failed to engage the serious 
attention of the Mughal authorities who were busy in quelling 
Shah Jahan's rebellion. The native merchants· were not sitting 
idle in the meantime. They " made strong representation at 
court regarding the conduct of the English who WE)re accused, 
among other things, of detafning goods seized in the . junks 'above 
satisfaction of our former losses ............ to the pretended value 
o~ 10,000 pound sterling.' Their act was an affront and challenge 
to the authority of the great Mughal. Feelings ran high" at the 
court and Jahangir issued 'four severall firmanes ...... to the · 
apprehending of our- persons, resti tucion of our recoveries and 
lastly our extmlfion ·out of his countries.' Consequentiy, the 
Englh,h merchants at Surat were seized and put in irons (21st 
February, 1624), their residence and warehouse ransacked and 
their· goods confiscated. "Theire wanted not that mallice, 
terrour, reproach or disgrace that the spright and renckour of 

. an offended multitude co!lld either invent or inflict."_ They became 
'shameful subject of daylie threts, revilinges, scornes, disdainful 
derizions of whole rabbles of people. whose revengeful eyes never 
glutted themselves to behould the spectacle of our mizeries.'. Even 

- threats of torture were extended to extort confession of hi(!.den 
treasure. . 

· . They complained that they were packed and stifled together 
into 'close and airless and unholesome corners.' The Surat mer
chants were r1ot the only sufferers; this treatment-· was meted out 
to .llinglish merchants in other places alsQ. 'l'hey could stand 
this no longer and t~eir resistance-power collapsed. No assistan!}e. 
was possibie from any-side. At l&st President Rastell and his 
companions signified t!leir willingness to come to agreement with 
the Mughal Government. They got ready to make compensation 
for all that had been taken from the Surat- merchants on con-
di~ion that they should accept payment in goods_ on rates pres-
9nb~d upon. ~ven during the · ne~otH-. ti~~s an u,.nsllccessful 

' -
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attempt to force the issue was made when they tried to capture 
three Indian junks going to Arabia,, 

Thus, evon if, the English could harm Indian shipping on the 
high seas, it was not a paying adventure for them. Although 
•all the forces of the Mughal Empire were powerless against a 
single European sbip,' no European nation could afford to offend 
the Mughal Emperor in the interest of its trade. 

IS RAMCHANDRA PANT AMATYA THE AUTHOR 
OF AJJNY AP~TRA ? 

BY 

DR. V. D. RAO, M.A., LL. B., PH. D. 

Professor of HistQry, Kamnarain Ruia College, Bombay 19 • 

A sound constitution is the basis of a state. Without such 
a basis the!governmental structure would be unstable, totter and 
eventually collapse. For some time, =people believf'd that the 
Marathas never cared to frame a constitution. They thought 
that the Maratha rule was the rule of a swordsman who paid 
little or no attention to the theory of government. Fortunately 
however, a band of patient scholars is working cease~essly to 
throw light on the hidden aspects of the Maratha rule. 

Because of such efforts a number of documents found their 
way out of dingy rooms and moth-eaten 'Rumals'. Thanks to 
these Savants, now we have quite a mass of materiaL Com
paratively, however, there are very few documents throwing light 
on the constitution of the Maratha State. Of these two deserve 
special mention (i) 'Rajniti' by Malhar Ramrao Chitnis, and 
(ii) Marathe Shahitil Rajniti or Adnyapatra a wo"k attributed 
to Ramchandra Pant Amatya. 

The 'Rajniti' of Malhar Ramrao Chitnis is obviously based 
on Sanskrit works of similar nature. It deals with the theory 
of State in general. On the other hand Adnyapatra gives a 
graphic idea of the constitution laid down and followed by 
Shivaji. 

The authorship of this work is a··matter of dispute. There 
is a great controversy on the question, whether Ramchandra 
Pant Amatya composed the work or someone else composed it 
and asked Pant Amatya to ac.t acco"!'dingly. In the following 
pages an attempt is made to discuss the authorship of the work. 

About this book Sir Jadunath. Sarkar sa.ys "A book of good 
counsels, but not a genuine document by a contemporary of 

. l. li;nglisb Faotol.'~es 162(-~9, 36; 55-56 ; 
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Shivaji. Throws no real light1 ". It is, therefore, evident that 
Sir Jaduna th refuses to believe that the author of the book was a 
contemporary of Shivaji. 

After reading Adnyapa tra carefully, I feel that though the 
year of its--composition is 1715, quite a large part of it must have 
been written during Shivaji's time, or written from notes made by 
a person who sa.w from close quarters Shivaji's administration. , 
Through every line of the work we have a glimpse of the policy 
laid down by Shivaji. For instance the Adnyapatra says that 
even a grainful of land should not be given by way of Inam. 
Many such illustrations can be given but the aim of the present • 
paper is simply to discuss the authorship and not the contents 
of Aelnyapatra. After studying the whole case I have come to 
the conchision that in view of the evidence available today, 
Ramchandra Pant Amatya is the author of Adnyapatra. 

Before I give my reasons for tliis bel~ef, it is necessary to give 
a brief biographical sketch of Ramchandra Pant. This will enable 
us to consider the case and. pin our points. ·• · 

Ramchandra Pant was born about the year 1650~. In/i668' 
his father Nilo Sonadev did a great Rervice to Shivaji in ~he naval 
campaign of B~rselore. By way- of reward Shivaji appointed 
Ranichandra Pant as Sabnis of Sindhu Durga (Malvan)8 • 

He was appointed Amatya jointly with his brother in 1672.4 
Evidently he acted as Amatya at the time of Shivaji's coronation 
in 1674. In 1677. Raghunath Pant Hanmante was given the 
post of Amatya,~> After the ex:ecutiou of Annaji Datto, Sambhaji 
appointed, him ~achiv.s In 1693 Rajaram once again made him 
Amatya,7 The great services he rendered while Rajaram was 
at Jinti have been referred to in the Adnyapatra itself.B · After 
Rajaram, he was with Tarabai. Shahu tded his best to win 
him over.9 but he preferred to be with Tarabai. He then came 
over to Sambhaji II. He completed the Adnyapatra on 19th 
November 1715 in_a·ccordance with the wishes of Sambhaji II. He 
retired from office so'metime between 19th November n15 and 
9th March 1716; because he has been mentioned as Amatya in 
Adnyapatra, while on a letter·dated 9th March 1716 his son 
B~agw:mtrao is called Amatfa.•o 

'· 
1. Sa.rkar-Shivaji and his times,,3rd Ed. ·p. 414. 
2 .. Sardesai-Sthirbudhi Rajaram, p. 157. 
3, Ba.vada Daftar, Part I, p. 6 and 95. 
4. Sen-Shiva Cha.trapa.ti, p. 108. 
5. R. B. Vad -Sa.nada Patratil Ma.biti, p;186. 
6. Adnyapatra-Cb.- II. 
7. Patwardhan and Rawlinson-Source Book of 

Vol. I. p. 40. 
8. Sardeshi-StbirbudhiRajaram, p. 156. 
9. Jedhe Shaka.vali, p, 37. · . 

10. Sa.:tdesai Ghara.nya.oha ltihas, Vol. I, p. 89. 

4Q 
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The original of the Adnyapatra is not available. The 
manuscript from which 'Vividh-Dnyan-Vistar' first publised it in 
1875 is also lost. The only manuscript now available is the one 
at 'Samarth Vag-devata Mandir', Dhuliu, but this is a copy and 
not the original. The year of copying is 1843. . 

There being no mention of the author in Adnyapatra, the 
question of authorship must be decided from internal and external 
evidence. 

(1) A point that strikes a reader first after going through 
the Adnyapatra is that its author must be a person who has seen 
and taken part in Maratha administration right from Shivaji 
to Sambhaji II. This can clearly be seen from the short historical 
sketch in the Adnyapatra. 

(2) Again the writer must be a person who has not only 
seen the above mentioned regimes, but has played a leading role 
therein; because every line of the Adnyapatra shows the touch 
of a master who has followed and experienced! what he preached. 

p) It must be the work of a person who bas received train
ing from Shivaji himself. A number of chapters very vividly 
show the lines of policy on which Shivaji laid such a great stress. 
A few illustrations may be given. 

(a) A warning is sounded about the foreigners carrying 
on trade in India. The author reminds that these 
foreigners have their own rulers ; and every ruler 
always has a covetous eye on land in a foreign 
country. 

(b) A very strict warning against granting of Watans. 
The writer clearly says that the Watandars are 
enemies of the state. 

(c) Very great importance is attached to the forts. The 
forts are described as the essence of the whole state. 

(d) Importance of the navy is not over-looked. The navy 
is mentioned as an important department of the 
State. 

Now -if we apply all the above-mentioned tests and try to 
find out a person who (i) saw the regimes from Shivaji to 
Sambhaji II, (ii) played a leading role in politics throughout and 
(iii) got training under Shivaji himself, the only name that 
strikes u~; is that of Ramchandra Pant Amatya. 

Prof. V. B. Kolte mentions the name of Nilo Moreshwar 
the son of Moro Trimbalf Peshwe1. But Nilo Moreshwar became 
Pant Pradhan after the death of his father in 1681. There is 
again no mention of Nilo Moreshwar holding any office, or doing 
any independent work under Sbivaji. 
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(4) But possibly the most importan't internal evidence is . 
the discourse on Navy. It iR evident that in the year 1715 there 
was no statesman other than Ramchandra Pant, who had any 
maritime experience. The discourse on Navy in the Adnyapatra 
shows the deep. e){perience and vital touch which the author 
had with the Maratha Navy. It is, therefore, quite conclusive 
that this could be written only by a statesman like Ramchandra 
Pant, who had worked as Sabnis on Sindhu Durg, and thus had 
direct experience of the Navy.· 

This Adnyapatra or Rajniti has been mentioned very often 
by Bhagwantrao Amatya, the son of Ramchandra Pant. Bhag• 

· wantrao feels sorry that the Marathas do not act ·according to_ 
RajnitP -- · 

From all the above discussion, I think that tnt definite proof 
to the contrary is available, we hav~e~to_accep.t-R-amchan·draPant __ _ 

_ Amaty.a·-as-the·auth-orof-:-Adnyapati·a. . . 

EXTENT OF HASAN SUR'S JAGIR IN SftAHABAD 

BY 
. . ....... ' 

One of the k'u ot ty problems in the early history of Sher Shah, 
concerns the extent of his paternal jagir ... the jagir that was 
given by Jemal Khan to Hasan Sur in district Shahabad of 
Bihar; and where the revenue and administrative reforms of 
young Farid were first tested. · . ' 

·The initial difficulty comes in the identification of the exact 
limits of the Jagir. All chroniclers are definite only about one 
Pargana ... Sahasram. But about others they vary considerably •. 

Abbas Sarwani mentions two more pargana.s .. Tanda and 
Hajipur. 2 .Nizamuddin' does not mention Hajipur, but prefixes 
Khawaspur to . Tanda, making it Khawaspur Tanda. 3 Fel'ishta 
has Sahasram and Tanda 4 but Badaoni eliminates Ta.nda. from 
Khawaspui·, . .thus leaving only Sahsaram and Khawaspur. 5 • 

Niarnatullah makes a surprising but incredible statemertt that 
"Jemal Khan assigned to Mian Hasan support for 500 horse and 

·settled moreover parg.ana Saha~ram on him." 6 It can be hardly 

1. P. D;, Vol. :XXVI, Letters, ss·, 124, 127, 129, 131, 135, 136, 1.37, 
2. Elliott, IV, 310. -
3. De's trans, II. 141. 
4. Briggs, II, 9~. 
5. Ranking, 1,· 46s.· 
6. Dorn 81. 
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believed that the pargana of Sahsaram was in addition to the 
jagir intended to support 500 horse .. .if so then why was it at 
all given to him ? 

About location they are equally vague. Abbas Sarwani calls 
them situated near Benares. Nizamuddin and Badaoni call them 
dependencies of Rohtas, while Ferishta. and Niamutulla do not 
give any location.~ 

Among modern authors, only Dr. Qanungo has attempted 
to give a definite outline of Hasan 8m's Jagir. Erskine following 
the statements c f Badaoni and Nizamuddin, has called 
Sahsaram and Tanda, places dependent on Rohtas. 2 Stewart 
merely mentions Tanda and Sahsara m without any attempt at 
identification, in his HiAtory of Bengal. 

Dr. Qanungo while he admits that no exact and definite 
boundary line can be chalked out, yet attempts a rough outline. 
According to him, the jagir was situated in the present district 
of Sha.habad and in Rennel's map they (l.Joth parganas) fall 
within the district of Rohtas which coincided with Abul Fazl's 
Sarkar of Rohtas. To the south of the jagir lay the out
skirts of the Rohtas hills ... on the east was the Roanne rtver ... 
to the west was the vargana of Chaund which belonged to 
Muhammad Khan Sur, the future enemy of Sher Khan; .. and to 
the north it was bounded by a line from Hariharganj on the 
eastern bank of the Soanne along Rennet's boundary line of 
Hohtas district, upto 15 miles. It comprised roughly the Baraong, 
Tilothu and Sahsaram Thanas of the Shahabad district.a 

This outline seems to be based more on approximation than 
on definite facts. For Dr. Qanungo has not tried to trace the two 
other parganas that have been mentioned by Abbas Sarwani. 

We have already noticed the variations about Tanda in 
the different authorities. 'Ihe confm,ion is between Khawaspur 
and 'Ianda. 'Ihe reason is that there were two Tandas near 
about each other-one more important and the other lEss so. 
Tho more important was called Khawaspur Tanda and mentioned 
in the Ain as a pargana of the Sarkar of Jaunpore.4 At present it 
forms a part of the Tanda pargana Fyzabad district being a 
comparatively important centre.5 Originally belonging to the 
Bhars, it was· colonised by successive waves of Muslim colonists 
who displaced the original inhabitants, and in Akbar's time and 
earlier, it "\~s a place of considerable importance. 

The less important pargana is the Tanda pargana, now 
called Barah pargana, iu Ohandauli tehsil, district Benares. 1t 

1. Ibid-all authorities quoted back. 
~. Erskine II, 112. 
3. Sher Shah p. 11-12-Red dotted line on the accompanying 

map shows the boundary a.ooording to Dr. Qauungo. 
4. Ain II 163. 
5. Fyzabad Gazetteer 276. 
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stands on the high right bank of the Ganges, 17 miles from 
Benares, 1 (25c29' N 23°11' W). On the authority of the District 
Gazetteer we can say that it was the headquarters of a pargana 
in those days though we do not find it mentioned in the Ain-i
Akbari, nor in Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh or Chahar Gulshan)l 

"This' Tanda" says Ben-ares District Gazetteer, "has the 
reputation of having formed the Jagir of the Suri family of 
Afghans from which carne Sher Shah",a and again it says, "Sher 
Shah who had hitherto been a jagirdar in Shahabad, had also 
held p_argana Barah, then known as Tanda in this district.''4 

We can be reasonably certain that" this is the Tanda men
tioned by Abbas Sarwani and meant by other chroniclers when 
they miscall it either Khawaspnr or Khawaspur Tanda. It is 
specially clear considering that Abbas specifically me.mntwionntleud · ":=:::::::-
Sahsaram Hajipur and Tanda near Benare~."5 ______---

. The confusion ha-s aris!;ln becaus6 the-well-known place 
was. substituted in place of the less.knowll. Even if we disregard 
the tradition that Tanda-has-oebind it and take our stand on 
Khawaspur alsme,-wecannot think of the latter as coming in 
Hasan .. Sur·s-jagir, due to the geographical difficulty. The vast_ 

-tract- of land which the two points 'envisage, is more nearly ·a 
princely domain than a mere jagirdari grant. And secondly 
such widely separated parganas are impossible when we consider 
Farid's administration and Abbas Sarwani's remark 'near 
Ben ares'. 6 , 

The third place mentioned-Hajip~r-which has been men
tioned by Abbas Sarwani alone-is unfortunately untraceable. 
In the Imperial Gazetteer and· in the district Gazetteers we find 
only Hajipur7-which. is north of Patna and wa~ the headquarters 
of the Bengal Gove'rnor for north Bihar. To associate it with 
fl asan Sur's jagir would be wrong for apart from th~ distances 
concerned, Hajipur did not fall into the territory of Delhi, but 
belonged to ~he king of Bengal. 

Thu~ the only thing· we can say about Hajipur is, that 
either it is a mistake of Abbas Sarw<1ni or another place of 
such a name existed in the districts of either Benares or Shaha
bad, and has been co~pletely obliterated by time. 

It is p'ossible therefore that Hasan Sur's jagir instead of 
being formed of one homogeneous compact pargana, as has been 
supposed by Dr. Qanungo, was formed of two distinct parganas, 

1. . Benares Gazetteer 371-372. 
2. ·India of Auranzeb- Sarkar. 
3. Bena.res Gazetteer. 3'i 2 
4. Ibid 192 
5. Elliott IV 310 
E. Elliott IV 310. 
7. :Muza.ffa.rpore Ga_zetteer 14.4. 

,• 
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connected only by a narrow corridor. One was the Sahsa.ram 
in the Shahabad district and anot:ler was th0 Tanda parga.na 
in the district of Benares. This is further made evident by the 
duel which Sher Khan had with Muhammad Kh::t.n Sur one of 
the chieftains- of the tribe of Sur and the parga.na holder of 
Chaundh. 

Pargana Chaundh, lay west of Sahsaram. 1 In Akbar's 
time it was nearly double of Sahsaram. For while the latter 
had an area of 31,220 bighas and a revenue payment of 2,370,790 
dams, the former with an area of 45,250 bighas, paid a revenue 
demand of 4,440,360 dams. 2 In even earlier days, the assign
ment was considerably larger than Sahsaram and Tanda, for 
while Hasan Sur was given this jagir to maintain 500 horse, 
Muhamad Khan Sur maintained 15,0l) horse in his pargana of 
Chaundh. · 

We cannot definitely say in which direction the pargana 
of Chaundh expanded. But it saems clear that south and west 
were. the only possible avenue3-for east and north lay the ter
ritories of Hasan Sur. As such h'J must have cast covetous eyes 
at the fertile Indo-Gangetic pargana and when the occasion came, 
intervened in the paternal quarrel with the passive sanction of 
Muhammad Lohani Sultan of Bihar.s 

, The Shiqdar of Tanda Sukha, who held Tanda for Sher Khan 
had orders to resist the invasion. But though, with him were 
the greater forces of Sher Khan, he was defeated and slain, and 
Sher's scattered forces fled to Sahsaram.i 

Parganas Tanda and Malhu5 were snatched away from 
Sher Khan. But Sher Khan soon turned the tables round, and 
enlisting the aid of Junaid Birlas, Mughal Viceroy at Jauupore, 
chased Muhammad Khan out of Chaundh even, and occupied 
several other parganas besides. Then he magnanimously forgave 
Muhammad Khan Sur and returned him his pargana. 

Several facts stand out clearly from this quarrel. Firstly 
that only Tanda and Balhu were taken away from Sher Khan 
and handed over to Sulaiman. Sahsaram was left intact and 
throughout the whole quarrel, there is no mention of taking away 

1· Dr. Qa.nungo identifies it with Sa.nt 43 W of Sa.hsaram in 
Rennel's map. According to him there is no doubt in its identity. 
It is identified also by Hodivala as lying in the same area (Page 447). 
·It also exists today and is called Chand. 

2. Ain II 157 ; Abul Fazl oalls it Jaund. 
:·. Fo! greater details see Elliott IV Pp. 326-328 and Qa.nungo 

Sher Shah Pp. 36-40 •. 
4.. Elliott IV 327-328 for details. 
5. Dr. Qa.nungo's mes. reads B3.lhu. I have not been able to 

identify it. It has a curious resemb\a.noe to Balhu, the nominal parga.na 
was given to young Farid by Uma.r Khan Sa.rwani, See Elliott IV 
:P. sw. 
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that pargana from Sher Khan. Even during Sher Khan's brief 
sojourn at Jaunpore with Junaid Birlas, it is likely that Sahsaram 
remained. in the possession of Nizam, Sher Khan's younger 
bro"ther. There is no mention in any chronicler to warran~ that 
Sahsaram too was taken away from Sher Khan. 

This leads us to the fact that these two· were separate 
parganas, detachable and independent with only a slight link 
between them-and the total whole· was not a compact well Jmit 
pargana. That thEOy_were some distances apart from each other 
is clear from the fligh~;l of the defeat.:.d troops to Sahsaram, even 

·where they· could not rally and be strong enough to take back 
Tanda from Sulaiman and. his · patr0n Muhammad Khan. 
But in the hilly and difficult territory that comprised the 
Sahsaram pat'gana, they yet remained strong enough and 
Muhammad Khan dared not molest them there, even if he had 
wished so. 

Vet another fact· illustr8.tes this. We know from Abba$ · 
S11rwani that the greater part of the forces of Sher Khan were 
with his shiqdar Sukha in Tanda.1 I think it was the distance 
from the headquarter and -the vulnerability of the Gangetic pl~iii 
parganas that made Sher Khan· keep the majority of his forces 
at Tanda and only a small part with himself. If Tanda had 
been a cont~guous parga'na to Sahsaram, it is more likely that 
Sher Khan would have taken the field in person without dividing 
the forces, for he then, need not have kept ·divided commands ; 
and lastly in the case of defeat, h-is forces would 4ave fled 'to 
any other place but Sahsaram which w·ould have been the direct 
objectiv-e of the invading forces • 

. · Thus we can s€e that these were distinct parganas. But 
in estimating their area we are faced by lack of informa
tion, for no definite information is available. We can form an 
estimate based only on the natural outlines and demarcations of 
the area _and on the meag!'e internal evidence which is .available 
from the' authorities. · . . 

Basing our estimation on Rennel's map2 of south Bihar ...... 
the earliest map .of the period available to us, we- see that 
Sahsaram was situated in the south-east corner Of the jagir, 
and 'fanda8 in the north-w_est. 'Ihe jagir p1ust have run 
in a north-west-south-east direction. The dividing line was the 
Karmnasa river. • ·. 

1. Ellio'tt IV Page 328, 2nd para line 3. 
, 2. Rennel's._ · A Bengali A.tlas, published 178l i map No. 3 ; a copy 

of the map is attached. · · 
3. Ren nel calls Tartda. Za.rah ; the mistake is due to the fact that 

Tanda has come to be called Bara.h now (Ben. Gaz. 371) in other maps 
Ta.nda stands exactly wh~r~ Za.ra.h of ~ennel Stl\n4. &ee :6~na.r~s 
Ga~ett~er ma.:p. · 
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The Sahsaram pargana contained the northern part of the 
Tilothu thana of the Shababad district the central part of the 
Sabearam thana and the southern parts of the Baraong and 
Karangja tbanas of the same districts. Soanne formed the south
eastern, or eastern boundary. In the south, it was bounded by a 
line from the Tilothu to tho Coodra nala crossing the billy range 
and from there the boundary ran along the Coodra and Gourreah 
nala till the latter joined the Karmna:la river2 • The north bound~ 
ary was most likely formed by Rennel's boundary line from Hari
harganj to where the line met the Karmnasa. 

The corridor formed on the Karmnasa rfver connected Sahsa
ram with the trans·Karmnasa, Gangetic pargana of Tanda. 
It is even more difficult to define this pargana as no natura} 
boundaries are traceable in the plain. It is likely that the nor. 
thern line after crossing the Karmnasa near Gudeara met the 
Ganges at Zermany (modern Zamania) while the southern bound..
ary ran from Commissary on the Karmnasa to a little below 
Zara 'to join the Ganges. Ganges naturally formed the northern 
boundary of the jagir. Thus the jagir must have contained, 
the modern Tanda pargana of the Chandauli tehsil Benares dis
trict and parts of Mahwari and Barhwal parganas together with 
the major portion of the Mahaich pargana3 in the same tahsil. 

JIZYAH IN THE POST.AURANGZEB PERlOD 

BY . 

SATtSH CHANDRA, M. A, RESEARCH SClHOLAR, ALLAHABAD 
UNIVERSITY 

The Jizyah has long been a subject of interest to students of 
Medieval Indian history inasmuch as it is an important indicator 
of the attitude of the state towards its Hindu subjects. In this 
paper some new light has been thrown on the vicissitudes of this 
tax in the confused period following the death of Aurangzeb. 
The Jaipur Records have oeen utlized for the first time, access to 
them having been very kindly given by Maharajkumar Dr. 
Raghubir Singh in his library at Sitamau. 

The first reference to the abolition of the Jizyah occurs as 
early as tbe reign of Bahadur Shah. We are told that Bahadur 
Shah had actually passed orders for the abolition of Jizyah, but 

/ .. 

1. Martin's-Ea.stern Indian-map faoing page 390, oopy a.ttaohed. 
2. Rennel's;--A Bengal Atlas, map No. 3, oopy a.tt~ohe4. 
~. l3~nal"es ~&Jietteer map, 
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that before the order could;come into effect, he died.1 Apart from 
this doubtful entry, there is· no definite evidence that Bahadur • 
Shah abolished the Jizyab or forebore from collecting it. It does 
not seem to have been collected in Mewar.2 It was collected in 
Marwar, and, by implication, in the wh_ole of India, at the begin
ning of his reign, but he may have contemplated abolishing it 
towards the end, as asserted by Vir Vinod. 3 This is quite pro
bable because such a policy would be in keeping with his 
cautious but consistent policy of compromise, and because Zulfiqar 
Khan, who had considerable influence in the state after the ·death 
of his rival, the Wazir Munim Khan in 1711; was definitely inclin-
ed to a far-reaching policy of compromise and concession. 

It was at Zulfiqar Khan's instance that Jizyah was formally 
abolished in the reign of Bahadur Shah's successor· Jahandar 
Shah-a puppet of the a<ll powerful Wazir Zulfiqar Khan. An 
entry date(\ 29 Safar, Saneh l/7 April, 1712 (N. S.) in the 
Akhbarats of Jahandar Shah (Jaipur Records) reads, ''Amir-ul
Umara Yaminuddaula Asaf .Khan Bahadur (Asad Khan) sub
mitted a petition to the Emperor that since he had become the 
Sovereign of the Roalm,:it was hoped that the Jizyah would be 
abolished. The Emperor consented and ordered that the news· 
writers should enter it in their letters to the. provinces." 

It is extremely significant that this important step shquld 
have been taken at the i·nstance of Aurangzeb's wazir and life
long favourite, Asad Khan, barely nine days after the accesion 
of the new monarch. Taken in conjunction with certain im-

. portant concessions to the Rajputs which werE) made at the same 
'time, this step suggests that Asad Khan and Zulfiqar Khan were _ 

determined to controvert, the policy of Aurang~eb at the earliest 

1. Vir Vinod iii-935. 
2. Tod i-419 quotes from a Persian pa_per stipulating a treaty· 

between Ra.na. Amar Singh and the Emperor that "the Jizyah shall be 
abolished-that it shall no longer be imposed on the Hindu nation ; at, all 

- events-that noneof the Chaghtai race -shall authorize it in Mewar.'' Tod 
places this just befor<} the death of the Rana, which, however, he wrongly 
plaoes in· 17:.6. (Correct date 10 Dec. 1'ilO). As Jizyah was definitely 
abolished in 1713, the treaty, if true, could have been concluded only with 
Baha.dur Shah, perhaps in 1709 when the latter was ret_urning from the 
Deccan. In 1709, the Rana also occupied Pur, Manda.l and Bidnur ceded 

·in 1681 -jn lieu of Jizyah. They were sought to be sequestered again in 
1711, perhaps for not paying Jizyah separately as in 1690. (See Ojha's 
Udaipur ii-588-611.) · _ 

3. K. K~ 606 Elays when Ajit Singh submitted in 1708, he agreed to 
let the Emperor "commission officers to collect the Jizya:h.'' An obscure 
passage. in Warid p, 6 (A. U. L. M!1.) says, on the other,hand, that in 
the .reign of Ba.hadur Shah the Jizyah 'became an old amanac"-(fell in 

disus.e ~~~~X._\:\! 0!)~ t<!.>:O v.'v. iii 947, Vakil's report d. 12 s. Bhadon, 1768/ 
17 July 1711, however, state.3 that Ajit Singh kille~ a Ji:z;yah Coll~ctor 
jn Jaswantp1,1r in Delhi in· this y e~~or. · 

4:1 
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opportunity.• The Sayyid brothers are usually given the credit 
• of being the first to make a decisive break with Aurangzeb's 

policy by abolishing Jizyah. It is clear, however, that they only 
followed in the foot-steps of Zulfiqar Khan, and, very' likely, e'\'en 
directly imitated him. 

There are three different accounts of how Jizyah was abolish· 
ed in the reign of Farrukh Siyar, who succeeded Jahandar Shah 
after defeating him in battle. According to some authorities, the 
Jizyah was abolished by Farrukh Siyar on 16th January, 1713, at 
Agra, six days after his victory .4 Abdullah Khan had gone to 
Delhi at the time, Hussain Ali was absent from court on account 
of his wounds, and the credit for this measure is given to Raja 
Cbabela Ram Nagra, a family servant of Farrukh Siyar and his 
father. 15 Shiu Das tells us that in a petition to thE- Emperor 
Mohammad Shah in 1720, Girdhar Bahadur, the nephew of 
Chabela Ram, stated that his uncle had "requested the 
Martyred Emperor (Farrukh .Siyar) before the war against 
Jahandar Shah, that if God granted victory to his arms, the 
burden of Jizyah should be removed. According to this agreement 
(qarar-dad) the Jizyah was abolished."6 

The second account is an entry dated 17 Rabi II, Saneh 2/12 
April, 1713, in the Akhbarats of Farrukh-Siyar, which reads as 
follows :-7 "The Bakhshi-ul-Mumalik, Amir-ul-Umara Bahadur 
(Hussain Ali) brought to the Emperor's notice that prior to the 
Imperial victory, in the subah of Bihar, alias Azimabad, it had 
been ordered that Jizyah was excused to the Hindus. It was 
now hoped that a parwana would be sent to the Daftar-i-Diwani 
(confirming the order). The Emperor conHented, and ordered that 
for the welfare of the kingdom, the Jizyah was excused." 

Vir Vinod, giving a third account of the abolition of the 
Jizyah, states that Bihari Das, the Vakil of Udaipur, ·•gave 
friendly advice to Abdallah Khan that the Hindus were aliena ted 
on account of the Jizyah ...... If you abolish Jizyah, your founda
tions will be strengthened, Abdullah Khan agreed, and got the 
Emperor to excuse Jizyah."B 

\ 

*Fu-rther elabo-ration of this interesting point is outside the scope 
of this paper. The inference is that Asad Khan did not agree with 
Aurangzeb's policy, which would thus appear not to have found full 
acceptance even among his closest advisers. 

4. Br. Mu. 1690 fol. 163 (In Irvine i -246}-This Ms. is a portion of 
ljad's official history of the reign. Also, Kamwar 390 (Sitamau Ms.) 
Khush.hal 99 (Amritsar Ms.). No mention in J. R., K. K., or M. M. 

5. Kh~h-hal 99. . 
6, Shiu Das, Br. Mu. Ms. (Patna Copy) p. 329. 
'1. Jaipur Reoords. 
8. V. V. 935. Tod ii-935, again 'iuncorraborated, says Jizyah wa• 

M»olilhed at Khemsi •Bhandari's iustanoe, after H-qsuin Ali's inv-sion of 
ll"-rwal', · · 

• 



'fhe foregoing accounts, it will be seen, do not contradict, and 
may be taken to supplement each other. Hence, it may be 
concluded that the Jizyah was abolished at the instance of the 
Sayyid brothers ev·en while Farrukh-Siyar was in Bihar, that this 
order was re-affirmed at the instance of Ohabela Ram after the 
victory over Jahandar Shah, but was, perhaps, not given effect to 
until the Sayyid brothers made a formal request about it. The 
origin:;tl order was, perhaps, passed in direct imitation of Zulfiqar's 
abolition of Jizyah at Lahore, so as not to be outbidden by the 
latter in securing the sympathy and support of the Hindus. 

Farrukh-Siyar's order abolishing the Jizyah, passed largely 
due to the exigencies of the Civil War, did not continue in force 
for long. In April 1717; it was ·abrogated. at the instance of 
Inayatullah Khan, the ex-Munshi and blind admirer of Aurang- _ 
zeb.9 Explaining the reimposition of Jizyah, Farrukh Siyar wrote 
to Raja Sawai Jai Singh on 4 Jamadi II, Saneh 6{15 May 1717. 
"Inayatullah Khan has placed before me a letter from ·the 
f::;herrif of Mecca that the collecti·on ·of Jizyah is obligatory 
according to shara. In a matter of faith, I arri .helpless (I cannot 
nterfere)."IO The real causes, however, were different. At the 
· e, Farrukh Siyar was engaged in buil'c!ing a bloc against the 

ids. By consenting to Jizyah, he won over Inayatullah Khan 
8 side, and also hoped to rally orthodoxy to his cause. Apart 

his devotion to the laws of· Aurangzeb, Inaya tullah Khan 
also motivate,d by pecuniary considerations in ·urging this 

the Emperor .. The treasury was empty, and the Jizyah 
a substantial·revenue.11 A~duUah Khan was opposed to 

measure, but in spite of that, amils were appointed, and the 
ah collected.J.2 

Immediately after the deposition of Farrukh Siyar, Jizyah 
abolish'ed once more on the prayer of Maharaja Ajit Singh, 

a Bhim· Singh of Kotah, and Raja Ratan Ohand.~3 The 

9. K. K. ii-7'12, M. M. 70a, Yahya quoted in Irvine i-334, 336. 
10. Jaipur Records, Sita.ma.u, Add. Pers •. Vol. ii-3. A. fa.rman with 

ilar purport was sent to Rana Sangram Singh. (V. V. ii·954-5, Ojha. 
~4). . 

11. Mirat i-334 says on the basis of official papers that the total 
_.., .. .u''""' yield of the tax from Gujerat was Rs. 5 la.khs. Also, see Aurang

iii-268. 274. Ace. to Shiv Das (B. A. Ms. Patna p, 309) it yielded four 
•"'"''"'~" in 1720. · · · 

12. Akbharats, entries dated 30" Moh. Yr. 6,14 Rabi I Yr ; Mirat 
14. 

13. Kanwa.r 442, K. K~ 816, Irvine i-404, Tod i-424, Mirat ii-23 
_ ... ,..,. .. ., oopy of hasb-ul-hukm abolishing Jizya.h sent to Nizam Gujerat. 

Ma.ra.tha.s lost no opportunity of gaining the sympathy of their 
w religionists by seeing that this order about Jizyah was immedi~ 

tely obeyed, at least in the Deccan. In March 1719, Ma.hada-ji Da.ji 
amna. is issued a stern injunction to the ·(Hindus) Deshmukh and 

Deshpandes of Chanawa.d district to stop collecting Jizya.h. (S. P. D. 
XXX-21*. 
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Maharana of Udaipur wrote to Ajit Singh congratulating him on 
getting the Jizyah and the Pilgrim Tax abolished.14 

By abolishing the Jizyah at the request of these nobles, the 
Sayyids openly avower\ a policy of appeasing and conciliating the 
Hindus. The two Alamgiri nobles, Md. Amin Khan and Nizam
ul-Mulk, heading a rival party, took their stand against the 
"violation of religiouH practices", i.e. the abolition of Jizyah etc., 
although they had not shown any opposition to such a step till 
then15 

Hence, in 1720, when the Sayyids were overthrown, the new 
wazir, Md. Amin Khan, revived the Jizyah, and appointed amils 
to collect it. The Hindus, led bY Raja Jai Singh and Raja Girdhar 
Bahadur, protested.· The shop-keepers shut up their shope-(an 
interesting example of political action by the middle class)-and 
even Abdus Samad Khan**" joined in opposing the tax. The two 
Rajas laid arzisbefore the .B;mperor protesting against the taxl6. 
The arguments advanced therein are interesting, and may be 
summarized as follows :- · 

(1) The economic condition of the people was ban--"'"'.,.. 
account of the distress which 1hey had suffered from the 
tions of the army, and because grain was dear."17 "During 
days the condition of the people was extremely confused 
distracted owing to the prevalence of disorder in the realm.''18 

(2) "That the Hmdus were the ancient inhabitans of t 
country, that His Majesty was Emperor of Hind (Not 
that men of both religions were equally loyal. Indeed it might 
said that the Hindus were more so, as they depended upon 
Emperor for protection i'rom his fellow religionists."19 That is 

14. Jodpur Records, quoted in M. M. V. Hen's "Histroy. of Mar 
p. 314. 

15. In 1701 Firoz Jang the father of Nizam·ul-Mulk had petitioned 
A.urangzeb to abolish Jiz) ah from his mother's tomb across the river 
Bhima. so, as to "increase the population of the place and thereby 
cause much provision to arrive at the camp. "The petition bad been 
rejected. (Ahkam 7~). 

_ 16. K. K. 936, Warid 2, Shiu Das 309, Irvine ii~103. Kamwar's ,J 
entry d. 24 Safar, Yr. 2/24 Dec. 1720, mentions abolition of Jizyah at 
request of Raja Jai Singh. 

17. K. K. 936. 
• Girdhar Bahadur, nephew of Chhabila Ram Nagar-an old 

family servant of Farrulch Siyar. He was Governor of Oudh at this 
time. 

* * Abdus Sam ad Khan a Tura.ni Chief related by marriage to Md. 
Amin Khan. He was at this time Governor of Punjab in his own 
name and of Kashmir in the name of his son Zaka.riya Khan. 

18. · Shiu Da.s, Rampur Ms. p. 1~2 This version is slightly different 
from tht. Br. Mu. Ms. It carries the story ·down to the 28th year of 
Md. Shah's reign. A copy of the Rampuf'Ms. exists in Patna.) 

19. Shiu Das, Rampur Ms. 132, Br. Mu. Ms. (Patna Oopy) p. 309. 

• 
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say' for these reasons there should be no discrimination against 
the Hindus, and no additional burdens laid on them. 

(3) Precedent-"Chabela Ram had obtained the same favour 
from the late Emperor Farrukb Siyar after his victory o.ver Jahan• 
dar Shah." ' · ' ·' 

(4) Arguments of a personal· nature-"He (Ja~ Singh) had 
bound himself to ask first of all for the abolition of the Jizyah21 • 

(If not fulfilled, his prestige would suffer, and. he would not be 
able to _serve the Emperior effectively ~tc. etc.) 

In addition to these, the Rampur Ms. of .Shiu Das's Iqbalna• 
mah22 ·advances ·.other argument-representing, probably, the 
author's own opinion :~ 

(5.) Formerly, the Jizyah was laid on "the people of the 
enemy countries-which would· not accept submission and obedi
encep" and because it was" found to suffice for the fulfilment 
of many (monetary) requirements. To-day, by grace· 'of God, 
all the people of Hindu.stan are obedient to Islam." (Herrcf', its 
continuation is unnecessary.) 

· The emperor too was opposed to the tax. 28 'In the face. 
of all this opposition, the Wazir gave way, and "the collection 
of Jizyah was deprived until the recovery of the prosperity of the 
raiyat; and. the settlement of the country." 2 4 . . 

On his assumption of the wazir's office in 1722, Nizarn-ul
mulk tried, once again, to revive the Jizyah, one of the demands 
submitted by hill},. to the Emperor being that -·~the Jizyah upon 
infidels ought to be collected as in the days of Aurangzeb.'' 25 All· 
sections of the court seem to have united in opposition to the 
proposal, although Warfd ascribes its rejection to ";the instigation 
of the sect of Hindus who had full sway over (the minds of) 

20. Ibid. 
21. 1bid. 
22. The Ram pur Ms. states Ibid. that Abdus Sam ad Khan also 

recommended to the Emperor the aboliti1Jn of· Jizyah, and that Jai 
Singh .. presented most of the mahals of Lis jagir . and zamindari iii lieu 
of Jizyah, out of regard for the shara." Unlikely, . in view of the 
silence of other Persian authorities, who would hardly have missed 
such an important conoession on the part·of Jai Singh; 

23. •·H. M. could not bring it to his ocean like mind that suoh 
money could be regarded even as good as pebbles.'' (Shiu Das, Bampur 
Ms. p. 131>. 

· 24. K. K. 936 Tarikh-i-Muzaffari, (A.U.L. Ms.) p. 304, Irvine ii.:...lo3, 
- on the . basis of l:)hiv Das (B.M. Ms., Patna Copy p. 309) sta.tes that the 

Jizya was abolished ''permantlntly,, The Rampur Ms. of Shiu Das does
not support this, and it is unlikely for in February, Maroh 1725. Md. 
Shah himself revived J izyah (See F. •• n. 27). 

25. K. K. 947, Warid 6, Shiu Das (Rampur) 153, Khu~Sh-hal · as 
quoted by Irvine ii-132. 
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umra and the wealthy, like greed and avarice, (and) the nobles 
who bad become lax in matters of faith and religion ...... were 
persuaded to make representations to the Emporor, individually 
and in groups ..••.••..• that the purpose of Nizam-ul-Mulk's request 
was only to create confusion in administration, and sow discord 
and hate between tbe employees oi the state."U 

'fhis was the last serious attempt made for the reimpo.:3ition 
of that tax which bad aroused so much controversy and bitterness, 
the Jizyah. A nominal restitution in 1725, soon after the depar
ture of Nizam-ul-Mulk from the court, made, no doubt, with the 
primary intention of securing the support of the orthodoxy in 
the forthcoming fight with the Nizam was never given effect 
to.n This was the last heard of the Jizyab in India. 

The foregoing account shows the rapidity with which Jizyah, 
considered a religious duty by Aur&ngzeb, was abandoned by his 
eons and successors ; the persistent efforts of some champions of 
orthodoxy and admirers of Aurangzeb to revive it; the rapidly 
increasing strength of the Hindus and the section which stood 
for compromise with them, as evidenced by the failure of these 
efforts; and lastly, the close link of the entire question with what 
was an outstanding characteristic of the Later Moghula, the 
factions and party politics of their court. 

26. W arid p. 6. 
17. Kamwar, Irvine ii-127 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

PROF. H. N. SUiHA, M.A. (Alld.), Ph. D. (London), Head 
of the Department of History, Nagpur University. 

Friends, 
I thank you very much for electing me to preside over 

the deliberations of the Modern History section of the 
Indian .tlistory Congress this year. While I am aware of 
my limitat10ns I feel inspired by the confidence you have 
reposed in me and the honour you h::tve conferred upon me. 
With all humility I would, therefore, say this, that in the 
midst of a galaxy of scholars that I see before me, it would 
be my pleasure and privilege to serve you in the best man
ner I can. 

Generally it has been regarded as the function of a 
Sectional President ·to summarise the work of research 
done on the period and suggest points of view or problems 
that might be taken up for further study. My predecessors 
like Dr. Dutt, Dr. Bishweshwar Prasad, and Dr. B~nerji 
have performod this function so well and so thoroughly 
that I feel I would rather pass it over to avoid repetition 
and, if possible, only advert to some points of view and 
problems. pertaining to Modern India which appear to me 
either useful or interesting. 

It was Goethe who said that ''History must, from time 
to tinle be rewritten, not because many new facts have 
been discovered but bec'luse new aspects come into view, 
because the participant in the progress of an age is led to 
stand. points from which the past can be regarded and judged 
in a novel manner." 'l'hat is a very correct view of the 
task that a1ways awaits the historian. For, as the 
time passes, it is not merely a new mass of historical• 
materials that i'B brought to light by the patient work of 
research, but side by side new problems of social, economic 
and political character emerge into view, and they call for 
a satisfactory correlation between tile facts of the past and 
the needs of the present. They force upon the historian 
new points of view or suggest new methods of approach. 
1hey emphasize new values and insist upon a reassessment 



of the old ·values. The claims of the kings and conquerors, 
the lawmakers and rulers, the people and the politicians, 
when considered in this light receive a new- orientation 
and appear to be very different from what they have been. 
We c.ften come to realise that so much of our so-called 
history either has never happened, or so much has happened 

_of which we know nothing. This perjodical dis~llusionment, 
more than anything else, is t.he outstanding service that 
the historian is capable. of rendering his people ,and hie 
country, and nothing can be more patriotic than this. 
For, it is this disi-llusionment, that helps us in forming a 
correct estimate of our natiorial- character .and achieve- ' 
mepts in the past, of our pre:::-ent endeavours and future 
po~sibilities. · 

Therefore, the task of the historian as\sumes an im
portance, which can be hardly underestimated. But it is 
always attended with difficulties about which the historian 
.cannot be ov·ercautious. Very- often personalpreferences 
and prejudices, parochial pride, national antipathies, 
communal considerations. or political exigencies influence 
our views and the entire perspective gets coloured, distor· 
ted and vitiated. ·These may appear as extremely com
mon~lace to a. gathering of eminent historians like this. 
But I have deliberately 9hosen to draw your attention to 
these hurdles and pitfalls that·beset the path oi the histori
an in general and of the historian of the Modern Period of 
Indian History in particular. Every" one present here is 
fully cognisant of the extensive scope of the period that we· 
have chosen to call Modern tndia. It covers the history of 
the British rule in india in all its phases, the rise and fall-

.of the Marathas, the. rise and f&ll of the Sikhs, the history 
o.f all those territorial entities which are known as the 
Indian States, the history of the affinities bet wen lndia and 
·her neighbours, like Nepal, Bhutan', Afghanistan, Persia 
etc. and man)i significant aspects of this· history, You 
will agree '\\ ith me when I say that the scope of the· p.eriod 
is as vast, and varied as the task of exploring it by the 
historian is tremendous. The task is tremendous no doubt, 
but, th·e pity of it is, that the magnitude of the task has. 
not evoked an adequate response from competent Indian 
scholars in- this country. Even the British Scholars who 
have worked on·this· period, have contented themselves with 
the study of one or two aspect's only-mostly the politici:d 
and administrative aspects, as to how the British conquered 
:J:ndia~ how the- ~ritisl) rllle WC1-S e~tablish~d in Jndia, what 

·~ 
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contributions the British rulers have made towards the well~ 
being of India etc. They have often made an honest effort 
to present the history of their achievements and failures in 
India, and of the strength and weakness of their Indian sub
jects in thP best manner and not very often in the most im ... 
partial manner they could. Perhaps it was difficult for them, 
for a race of rulers to be impartial or just in their estimate 
of a people whom they had conquered and ruled. It is 
natural. And I do not think I am the first person to have 
said this. But what I mean to point out, is, that if they 
have not been able to present the history of this period in 
a manner that would do justice to the national character, 
strength and weaknees, failures and achievements, of Indians 
or present the various aspects of Modern Indian history 
in their proper perspective, the responsibility of the Indian 
scholars and historians becomes all the greater. Already 

. the petiod bas attracted very little attention of the Inaian 
scholars, whose explorations into the avenues of its history 
<He very limited. If that is combined with an attitude of 
mind that accepts without scrutiny or challPnge the work 
of the British historians writing on this period we will be 
failing in our duty as historians and refusing to render 
that service to our country which as I have indicated before 
we are in honour bound to render.. • 

An illustrration as to how the work of the British his
torians has represented the character and achievements of 
the Indians in a wrong perspective may be given here. 
Writing about the transfer of authority from Sirajuddaula 
to Mirj~-tfar in Bengal P. E. Roberts of Oxford said that 
''the revolution of 1756-57 was not primarily or solely the 
conquest of an Indian province by a European trading settle
ment. It was r;;~.ther the overthrow of a foreign (Muham
madan) government by the trading and financial classes, 
native (Hindu) and British ; botn the latter gained com· 
mercially, though the British took a predqminant part in 
the actual events, and alone succeeded to the political 
sovereignty." It is true that the British alone succeeded 
to the political sovereignty, but it is doubtful how far the 
Hindus g:i.ined commercially along with the British. Sub
sequent history clearly shows that the trade and commerce 
of the country like the political power passed into the hands 
of the Bntish. Similarly it is a glaring travesty of truth 
to say that tho revolution of 1756-57 was really ''the over .. 
thro~ of a foreign (Mul;lammadan) gov~rnment by the 
~radlnf and financial Qlasses natiye (~indus> and l3ritisb," 
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Prof. Roberts thinks that the Hindus who were the traders 
and financiers of Bengal combined with the British to over
throw the Muhammedan government which was regarded 
foreign by the Hmdus. This is Iiot merely wrong but mis-

·chievous. But Roberts only has adopted the views of Hill 
_expre&sed in his r'ntroducticm to "Be.ngal in 1756-57'' Vol. I. 
There with an appearance of cogency, and perhaps on the basis 
of memoirs of Mons. Law in which .he says that "every 
one longed fer a change,. and many flattered themselves it 
would tttke place" (Hill.:_ Vol. III ·P. ·17 3) Hill came to the 
conclusion that the cause of th~ revolution was "the dis
content of the Hindus towards the Muhammedari govern
ment" (Vol. I, 'P. Iii) The implications of this statement or 

' theory are obvious as also the glaring falsehood that it. 
~ embodies.. Thi~ is -?O place_. to ad~uce. evidence for the pt~r

pose of d1scussmg 1t and d1scardmg 1t as· wrong and mls-
~~. chievous. I have done it elsewhere, -in a different work. 

But you see how false theories are propounded and get 
currency. When Mr. Hill wrote that, he was perhaps con
vinced that he was correctly iQterpreting the facts of the· 
history of Bengal in 1756-57, and when Prof. Roberts and 
others reiterated his views in their works, they too were 
perhaps- convinced that Mr. Hill had giv.en a correct inter
preta-tion. As I have said -before it cannot· bear the light 
of the day. But nevertheless 'ft li·as reinforced the theory 

. that has obtained unchallenged in the field of Indian Poli .. 
tics for ·quite a long time. The theory 'is, as you know, 

· that in the initial stages of the Briti~h rule in India, the 
Hindus always supported them. That is wby the Hindus 
were always favoured by the British ·and 'thus had a good 
start and decisive advantage over their Muhammadan 
neighbours iti all the walks of life, in admin'istratio·n, edu
cation, etc .. . 

This reminds me of a famous statement of Trotsky. 
He said "it ·is impossible· to play with history." It is a 
piece of grim truth, the grimnes_s of which is hardly 
realized by those who treat history in a mood of flippancy 
or irresponsibility. ·Trotsky was a revolutionary, a-nd a 
profound student of history ... He knew how Marx: had evolv
ed his economic determinism by turning and twisting the 
panoramic facts of human history, and how Trotsky and 
his collaborators .were themselves seeking to realize the ideal 
of Marx: through the terrible technique of Russian Revo
lution and the Third International. It is easy to treat his. 
torical facts as a series or disjo·inted vistas, w1th variations 
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of light and shade of which the colour and texture could 
be modified at pleasure by conscious and purposeful inter
pretation, but as we have seen in Germany under Hitler, 
the effort n1ay come by a terrible nemesis (of history) in 
the end. And so i.t bas happened in our country today. 
If HiJl and Roberts held that the Hindus were helpful to 
the British in overthrowing the foreign Muslim govern
ment, in the initial stages of their rule in India. G1aham 
in his Life and ~Tork of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan suggested 
that Muslims were long held in disgrace during and 
after the fateful period of the Mutiny. "During. and 
for long after the mutiny" he wrote (p. 40) "the 
Muhammadans were under a cloud. To them were attri
buted all the horrors and calamities of the terrible time." 
Was he convinced that the Muslims were alone responsible. 
for all the horrors and c~lamities of the mutiny ? One has 
to read only the British 'authors like Kaye (Vide his 
History of the Sepoy War) to get disillusioned. But these 1 

prejudices, these mischievous theories die hard, and they~ 
.have otten most disastrous repercussions. It was because 
of such impressions that Muslims were mostly responsible 
for the munity and the atrocities associated with it that 
a man like Sir Syed Ahmed had to take up the-cause of 
the defence of his community when be wrote in. 1859 
"Asbab-i-Bagbwati-Hind,'' (Causes of the Indian mutiny). 
He wanted the British opinion to change towards the 
Muslims·. And efforts like his emanating from a laudable 
desire to rectify the wrong notions about the Muslim 
community based on a misinterpretation of the history of 
the Modern period have resulted today in the rise of much 
misunder::~tanding about the political destiny of the two 
Communities-#Hindu and Muslim, in India. That is why.[ 
repeat you cannot play with History without bringing its 
nemesis upon you. 

But at the same time it must not be forgotten that 
the task of the historian of Modern India is far more 
diffl.cult than that of any other period of Indian History. 
The historian of this period lives m a whirlpool of heat and 
passion, and yet he is called upon to keep his balance of 
mind. There is so much about him with which he is 
intimately associated. The facts which he has to interpret, 
the personalities he has. to discuss and the tendencies he 
seeks to analyse and explain have often profound affinities 
with t'he texture of his own sooial and political life. They 
:ijave a deep influence upon his IPental makeup; they have 
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imperceptibly coloured,. hi_s own outlook .. And yet he has· 
to- detach his mind and outlook from.·au those associations 
and affinities, in order that his-- judgments may(l)e impartial 
and his historical insight may not be blurred and distorted. 
That is a task, which has proved to be always difficult, and 
sometimes dangerous .. Indeed the difficulties are apparent. 
But I do nQ.t ·know whether you c·an visualise the dangers 
that lie concealed in the atmosphere in which we in India 
have been living. I mean to say that a historian of this 
period may dis~over fa9ts, which to him may appear vita~ 
in the best in~erest of historical truth· or may express , 
judgments, which to him appear unimpeachable. ·But these 
facts _and judgments ,may adversely affect the interests of 
the people in certain quarters or the powers that be. .They 
may. reveal some h::>rried spots in the character .and 
pedigree of some respect:;~,ble persons and their families. 
They .may even expose some-ghastly sores in some pa.rts of 
our body politic. Then it is that the histodan finds himself · 
in a situation which is always unenviable and sometimes 
explosive. I would give you an- instance of it, of which I 
have_ personal knowledge. That. was. the case .of a friend 
of mine. He was a government servant and had a reputa
tion for literary pursuits, and historica_l research. He 
wrote profusely, and -"one of his well known works was on 
~he Mutiny of .1857. · He also wro.te_ some res~arch articles, 
1n one of whwh he gave certam facts, whwh threw new 
light on the character of al1d activities of an old historica-l 
family.· The character. and activities of the family that he 
depicted could not be regarded praiseworthy. Immediately 
the articles were brough~ to the notice of Gov{'lrnment and, 
the writer .was punished. It- is well known for.example 
what part the brother of Raghoji . Bhonsla II of Nagpur 
-played. during the diploniatic negoLiatlons -of B. J. CQle- · 
brooke immediately pr~ceding the Second Maratha War. 
If a historian were to dwell at length on the activities 

·of Raghoji's brother·, I do no~. ·know how. it -will 
be liked. by his descendants or by those who have been 
benefited tl;lereby. 

Take the case. of what an Indian. historian has 
written about the Mutiny. He says that "the I:ndiail·.-
Mutiny could not· have been suppressed but for -'tna·· help -
given to the British by the. Sikhs and the Gurkhas", 
(R.C.P. in India, P. 956). But how was it that the Gurkhas 
and the Sikhs were induced to participate in the suppres
sion of the Mutiny ? ".Quring the Nepal War" he w~ote 



"Oudh was made the base of operations and its sovereign 
advanced money to Lord Hastings to prosecute the war 
ag·linst the Gurkhas. This was rankling in the breast of 
those mountaineers, and so on the out-break of the Indian 
Mutiny, the sturdy. highlanders crossed their frontiers to 
carry fire and sword through Oudh. Sir J ang Bahadur 
boasted of having ''massacred five or six: thousand'' sub
jects of Oudb on his way to Lncknow. If that was what 
induced the Gurkhas to help the British, "the murder in 
cold blood and with inhuman atrocities" writes the same 
historian "of some of the Sikh Gurus at Delhi by the order 
of the degenerate Mughal Sovereigns made the Sikhs take 
the vow of revenge on that Capital of the Mughals. The 
loot of Delhi was a day-dream with the fvllowers of Guru 
Govind and Banda. Sir John L·:nvrence took advantage 
of their day-dream and dispatched them in numbers to that 
unhappy Capital to realize it. '·Because of such outspoken 
st:1.tements, the book had heen p-roscribed for a long time. 
Such are the dangers to which the historian of this period 
is exposed. And it is the apprehension of these dangers, 
which has damped the spirit of Indian historians to work 
on this period. Those who have ventured on the task 
they have often concentrated on and chosen safe subjects 
and kept at a respectable distance from the danger zone. 
Few haYe dared to write on the affairs of Jhansi or Nagpur 
state in the manner M 1jor B.D. Basu wrote about Sat~:~ora. 
There are numerou3 topics of this period that await a more 
thorough and impartial treatment; there are numerous 
avenues that have not yet been explored. The history of 
the ruling dynasties, for example, has attracted very little 
attention. The history of the Mysore, Maratha and Sikh 
Wars has yet to be written from a fresh point of view. 
The new tide of nationalism and freedom that is sweeping 
over the country will, I hope, enthuse more and more 
scholars to study this period in all its aspects and throw 
light -on many an obscure corner of our history. The 
functioning of popular governments in all the provinces 
and the dawning of a new political destiny for the country 
will soon induce them to shake off the apprehension of the 
dangers ·hinted above. They will carry on their work in 

· aspirit of'treedotn ·and in a·n atmosphere of security, both 
of 'fthieh a're essential conditions for tbe pursuit of re
s·e·a'frih. 

fftrts ·:leads :m·e tb -an -et«::uuination of the work of re. 
s~b oh ~ottettl IT~dt'a.'rl His1;oey tfhat is bei'ng. d<:>'De in the 
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country at present. The volume and substance of that 
work will be evident from the list, that I give below of the 

·subjects, taken up for study by. Indian scholars, at the 
various seats of learning. The following is the list for 
1946 :-

(1)-The Development and structure of the adminis
trative system in the Gwal1or state. 

(2) The Indian ~eform movements with special re
ference to Raja H.am Mohan Roy and 
Dayananda Saraswat~. 

(3) The structure and organisation of Civil services 
in India from 1833 to 191~. • 

(4) The Later Mltghals. 
(5) The Rela.tions of the E~st India Company with 

the ~ughal Emperors. · · 
(6) The Role of Women in Maratba History. 
(7} Changt>s in the Soqial ljfe of India. tn tbe period 

1800-1870 with special referepce to :Northern 
Indif-1.. 

(8) The Zamori~s of Cali cut. 
(9) The Revenue administratioQ of the EaHt India 

Company 1765-1805. 
(10> The History 9f Greater Gujarat. 
(11) Sind under Sir Bartle Frere. 
(12) History of the Maratha Navy._ 
(13) Ranoji rSinde-Founder of the Dynasty. 

•' (14) Trimbak 'Rao.Ma.'ma Peth~-A B10graphical study. 
(15) Portuguese-Maratha struggles on the Goa·Border. 
(16) History of the Konkan in the Maratha period. 
( L7) rhe condition of Mabara.~tra on. t~e . qownfstl~ of 

·. the Peshwas-Economical, Poht1cal and SoCial. 
I 1 

(f8) Visaji Krishna Biniwale-a biographical study. 
(19) The Punjab under .the La wrences (1846-58). 
(20) Europet.tn Travellers in Sind, 18th and 19th Cen-

turies. · · 
(21) The Talpur Mirs of Sind • 

. (22) The Last Phase of the Peshwas (18J.5.1819). 
(23) The Fall of the Sikhs' ~s a. folit~cal row~r. 

vss9-49). . · 
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(24) An Account of Shah Alam II and his court. 
~~5) British Relations with the Rajputs 1800 to 1858. 
(26) India under Lord Mayo. 
(27) History of Mysore from 1760 to 1800. 
(28) Political Trends in Modern India. 
(29) History of the Later Peshwas 17-W-1818. 
(30) The Problem of theN. W. Frontier. 
(31) Orissa under the E. I. Company. • 

For 1945 the list is as fol1ows. : 
(1) Relations between the Supreme Court and the 

• Governor-General, and Council .and the Courts 
of thd Company in Bengal between 1774 and 
1803. 

(2) History of Bundelkhand, 1772~ 1856. 
(3) History of the N. W. Provinces from 1803-53. 
(4) British Relations with Bhutan. 
(5) India under Lord Amherst. 
(6) Anglo-Portuguese Relations in the 17th and 18th 

Centuries. 
(7) The Rani of Jhansi. 
{8) The French in Southern India. 
(9) Maratha lmperia:lism. 
(10) Fall of the Sikhs. 
{tl) Origin of Sikh Militarism. 
(12) British Judicial Administration from Wellesly 

to Dalhousie. 

(13) Maharaja Gulab Singh, Fouuder of Kashmere 
. State. 

(14) Social and cultural movements in Modern India. 
(15) Tara Bai. 
(16) History of the Carnatic Rulers. 
(17) The Maratha Expansion in the Carnatic. 
(18) Lord Bentinck. 
{19) Shujaud Daula Vol. II (1765-75). 
(20) Social History of India in the 16th and 17th 

· Centuries. 
The subjects ~iven above br no me~n~ exhaust th~ 
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scope-of Modetn Indian History. As you will see, they 
leave many aspects untouched. It is surprising that the list 
for two years contains only 50 subjects, which are being 
studied throughout India with its twenty Universiti~s an,i 
numerous Colleges. But far more surprising is the fact·that 
during the years· _1943..45 only ten thesis b!3aring on the 
Modern History have been· written and have secured Doc-
torate degrees .. They are as follows :-_ _ · _ 

(1) History of Indian Educational Policy 1854-1904-
Allahabad, 1943. 

{2) Indian Administration under Lord Hardinge 
1844-48-Allahabad 1945. · . 

(3) Oudh under Wellesly-Bombay 1944. . 
(4) The Swiss Party in the Deccan-Bombay 1945. 
(5) An Historical Introduction to the Permanent·· 

Settlement of Bengal-Calcutta, 1944.-
(6) British Beginnings in the Malaya Indies......;Luck

now-1944. 
(7) History of the Sikhs 1769-1798-Punjab, 1944. 
(8) Th~ Problems of the-North 'Western Frontier of 

India-Punjab, 1945. · · . . · 
(9) . British Relations with Bhatan. · 

(10) India under Lord Amherst-Allali~bad, 1945 .. 
One other point that occurs to me is the lack of Local 

or Provincial Histories-. Bengali n this field has already led 
the way. But other provinces have been very slow to take 
up the idea. As far as I know ..in the Central. Provinces 
and Orissa_, _efforts are being made to write. their local 
history. To my mind _the writing of local histories should 
have been undertaken long l?efore the Indian .History Cong
ress and other boJies planned the writing of a Comprehen
sive History of India in several volumes. Indeed the task 
of writing Indian History on a comprehensive· basis could. 
have been facilitated if the h'istory.-of the provinces had 
been compiled before. There are no doubt, Provincial· and 
District gazetteers ; but these have been compiled many 
years, nearly. half a century back." In my Province, as 
well as elsewhere even the Government have felt the need 
of revising them in the. light of latest researches; · How 
perfunctorily the District gazetteers have been written, 
you will realise if I till you that one of the highly placed 
European. civilians of my province,·· who had been put on 
special du~y in the secretariat to e~allline tQ.e o]d ll,istor~c~l 

43 
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records of the government and who was himself interested 
in research expressed doubt whether the District gazetteers 
had been compiled on the basis of government records in the 
District offices and the Secretariat. I hope it has not been 
so in other provinces. If it is, I think the rewriting of 
the District and Provincial gazetteers, specially pertaining 
to this period is a task that must be immediately taken up. 
General History of India has so much fascinated our mind 
all these years that we have completely forgotten and even 
ignored our local history. It is needless to point out what 
a mass of raw material in the shape of Government records 
would be available for the purpose, if only our scholars were 
to show their inclination for it. 

While speaking about it I oannot pass over the most 
praiseworthy but strenuous efforts Dr. S. N. Sen the Direc
tor of Archives has been m·~king during the recent years 
to place at the disposal of the historians of India the raw 
material for their history. The scheme of the publication 
of records that he has induced the Government of India 
to undertake, will when fully accomplished, have fulfilled 
one of the most vital needs of the historians of the Modern 
Period and will have rendered a piece of signal service lo 
the cause of Indian Nation. Similar schemes may be 
formed in the province::J and efforts may be made for the 
co-ordination of such schemes, in a manner that will faci
litate the writing of local histories of this period as well as 
the history of India. 

There are many other aspects that I would like to 
discuss. but I would stop short lest I tire your patienca. I 
thank you once again for the honour you ha'Je done me on 
this occasion. 

---
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Macpherson considered the acquisition of Penang as one of 
the chief glories of his otherwise brief, uneventful and condemned • 
administration. Lord Cornwallis was averse to. involving the 
Company in, fresh liabilities in the embarrassed state of the 
Bengal finances, but the plan had gone too far to. be hastily 
retracted~ He therefore thought it his duty to promote the success 
of the settlement "consistently with the rigid economy which 'our 
present circumstances. so loudly call for", and gave-his sanction 
on- Dec·ember lJ, 1786.1 He prude~ tly ·resolved not to spend 
considerable amounts on defensive works, when Captain Francis 
Light began the construction of a small fort for the protection 
of the British. detachment against extern~il attacks. The Court 
of Directors wer~, no doubt, anxious try secure a convenient 
corridol' to the China seas and a productive midway island which 
should serve the double purpose of a halting·station for refresh· 
ments of the China vessels and yield exchangeable commodities 
for the Indian products. The expansion of British trade and 
power in India demanded freedom of action outside the limits 
of India more essential. The occup::Ltion of Penang, was indeed 
an outcome of the feeling in British official circles that the Dutch 
claims to supreme influence and their irritant monopolistic 
assertions in the archipelago must be resisted. The admiralty, 
on the other hand, were intent on procuring from the eastern 
islands naval requirements, more especially fine qualities of timber 
for masts and also a strategic naval station ·which might be 
extenisvely utilised by the King's ships. Cornwallis was diffident 
of the capabilities of Prince of Wales Island in this respect; he 
was meditating even whether Bombay and Bencoolen, with their 
heavy charge on the administration were ofsubstantial use to 
the Company and whether it will not be. judicious to replace them 
by some less expensive harbour in neighbouring countries and 
islands. The survey and settlement of. Diego Garcia and the 
Andamans were the results of such sentiments.2 The adverse 

1. Bang. Pub. Cons. (Straits), D_eoember lS, 1786. 
2 •. Wisset, Memoir on P. W. 1., Unrecorded Paper ·No. 114, 

Straits il. • · ·· 
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report of his brother Admiral Cornwallis, on Prince of Wales 
Island,-that it could never be of any utility as a port for ships 
of war,-seemed to confirm the feelings of the governor-general ; 
and the idea of forming Prince of Wales 1sland into a marine 
port was for a time given up under a beli.ef that the Andaman was 
a preferable station.a Dundas, however, was strong in his 
assertions that Penang "ought to be cherished both for naval and: 
commereial purposes", though he was not inclined to agree that it 
should be an instrument "to retard the increasing amity between 
this country and Holland". The principal object of Captain Kyd's 
visit to Prince of Wales Island in 1794, was to clear up the strong 
doubts respecting the comparative merits of the Andaman and of 
Penang as a port of refitm(·nt and refreshment for the navy of 
Great Britain.4 It was only subsequent to the perusal of the 
report of Captain Kyd ayd Peter Rainier's approval of the 
facilities afforded to the vessels of his squadron during the 
French Revolutionary Wars that opinions, both in India and at 
home, vt>ered round in favour of Penang. The War.s of 1793-18t5, 
necessitated operations against the Dutch colonies in the east and 
against French privateers, and the naval expeditious starting 
from or halting at Penang confirmed the utility of the island as a 
vital strategic station in time of war. The settlement thus 
entered on a new phase after 1793. 

Penang grew from wilderness into a well-populated town. 
When it was first occupied in 1786, the island was an entire forest 
"without a rood of cultivation, or an inhabitant, with the exception 
of a family of t.wo migratory fishermen".'> Out of these unpromis
ing materials, Captain Light evolved a self-supporting community 
and a stable administration. Slaves from Fort Marlborough cleared 
up the jungles; supercargoes at Canton were ordered to encourage 
the industrious Chinese to settle there 6 

; a later infiltration of 
convicts from Bengal was utilised for labour. By November 1786, 
the population of Penang had increased from 5tS to 220 and by 
the end of 1788 it shot up to 5UO, a strange racial medley of all 
nationalities7

• To meet the needs of the community an adequate 
machinery of administration and justice was essential, and Light's 
appeal to the Supreme government for setting up of courts of 
justice8 led in 1801 to the establishment of a complete judicial 
administrative system with John Dickens as first judge and 
magistrate. In th& meantime Light had introduced "some re
gulations" for the peace and safety of individuals, prohibited 

3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Crawfurd, Dictionary of the Indian Islands, p. 331. 
6. • Be.og. Pub. Oons. (Stra.its),.Ja.nu&ry 22, 1787. 
7. · Ibid. • 
8. Light to Cornwallis, May 7, l787; Ibid, June 13, 1787, Separate 

, l'rooeedings relative to Penang. · 
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gaming houses, suffered no unlicensed arrack shops to continue. 
Severe whipping, for thieving, was recommended • Penang 
was intended from the fir~?t to be a free port. During the first 
ten weeks of its occupation 21 ships and 5 prows arrived and !3 
departed. But Oornwams was not willing to accept Ugbt's 
suggestion of granting free passes to Malay traders or to 

·authorise any vessel .to hoist English colours bec~use ''the pro. 
posed meastl_re will involve us in dispute with the Dutch."~0 Light 
emphasised on its necessity in view of the dependency of Penang 
on Quedah for supplies. The prospect of opening a ·beneficial 
co.mmerce between the Company's settlements in India and 
Manilla through Prince of Wales· .Island was entertained11• 

In the firFat few years of its existEnce import duties were imposed 
"to reimburse for the unavoidable but heavy expense" of the 
settlement. 

Ligbt was autlwriEed to receive such colenists as he might 
judge expedient. A vague a·nd·indiscrfminate order seems to have 
been given at the moment of settling, "entitling every person, able 
to handle an axe, to t.he possession of such grcund, as his per
t>onal exertions or his hands might enable him to clear''; ~2 
no further obligation wa.s stipula.ted ;. "to cut down heavy 
timbers and to raiEe a little paddy.amorig the roots was deemed 
sufficient"~ 8 ; the only tenure upon "which land wa.3 held was 
the superintendent's granis; "land wa5 a superabundant com
modity, considered of little value, to ask was "to have or to 
appropriate without asking ¥.as equivalent to 1fgal justice,•:u 
Such free grants of land, with undisturbed pm~session was 
a necessary factor for developing the· -,settlement ·and the orders 
of the Supreme government relating to this matter is unique. in 
its communistic conceptions: 

"We think it would be proper that any land applied 
for by the ·settlers_ should be proportionE.'d into lots 
and divided amongst them .•.•..••. that these lots of 
land do not exceed the ability of the persons and their 
famihes to cultivate them ; t.Jy which. no part of the 
island will in time remain uncleared and we are 
further of opinion that such land should be exempted 
from tax or rent of any kind for a given period which 
should termina-te when the possessor can conveniently 
pay from the produce of his labour. It wo·uld- also be 
P:roper that the land to be distributed, should be as 
contiguous as the nature of. the country will admit; 

9. Ibid. . 
10, Beng. Pub. Cons. (Straits) December 13, 1786. : . 
11. Beng. Pub. Cons. (Sep. Proo. re. Penang) April 2, 1?87. 
12. Ibid, August 28, 1787. · 
13. Ibid. . 
1~. Ibid. 
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so that the inhabitants may be kept as much as 
possible in one society and separated only as the land 
is cleared away"1.s, 

On August 1, L 794, an order from the Supreme government 
directed that sufficient quantity of land ''in the most eligible 
situation" should be reserved for the purpose of erecting public 
buildings or othar pqblic uses and that "no allotments in land be 
made in perpetuity or upon leases ~xceeding five years"16• The 
nrder was "wisely suppressed'' by Captain Light and it was 
rescinded on August U, 1796 17 • A general survey was taken 
towards the end of that year to ascertain "the number of in
habitants, the claims of individuals and the actual state of 
cultivation"1 R. The Supreme government declared on March' 
20, 1800 : "lt can never be advantageous to the public interest 
that the govermnent should retain any considerable tracts of 
land in its own possession. It will be proper, however, to reserve 
a sufficient quantity for all public purposes". In 1801-i, there 
were 72 persons who possessed landed property and 12UO slaves 
were employed in the clearing of the lands and the cultivation of 
pepper and svices19• When Penang became a presidency in 180.1, 
the Court of Directors enforced that lal)ds "if not brought into a 
state of cultivation within a fixed period" should revert to the Com·· 
pany. The employment of slaves was condemned and clearance 
or cultivation in future. were to be carried on by free people110 • 

Extensive tracts of the finest land were seized upon "or acquired 
by trifling purchases" by Europeans ; effectual check: to practices 
of this nature wa3 recommended, all future grants of lands to 
Europeans were "to be made subject to our approbation" and 
instead of being granted in perpetuity, they were to be granted on 
long leases, ''renewable on a certain fin.;; and on payment of a 
quit-rent increasing with the increase of cultivation and a fine 
on their being transferred''. 21 No European, resident in Europe, 
was to hold land through an agent; a condition was added 
in the leases that "it shall not be obligatory on the Company to 
permit the relations, in Europe, of Europeans who may die 
possessed of leases, to go out in order to succeed to them": it 
was likewise a condition of the grants " that no large trees 
applicable to the purpose of ship-building shall be cut down ...... " 211 • 

The Company reserved the right "of resuming such portions 
thereof as it may be deemed necessary to convert to public 

15. Ibid, January 14, 1790. 
16. Beng. Sep. Cons., Aug. 1, 1794. 
17. Beng. Pub. Cons., Aug. 2, 1796. 
18. Ibid, Aug. 28, 1797 ; Maroh 20, lbOO. 
19. Appendix to the Seoond Report from the Seleot Committee 

1803-12, No. 68, p. 346. 
20. Ibid. 
21. Ibid. 
at. Ibid. 



purposes or such as may- be found· to contain mines of any 
description whatever." No grants of land were to be made to 
Europeans "exceeding in quantity 300 oorlongs unless upon very 
special reasons stated to us and approved_ by us"23

• 

. Light had to struggle against forces which were strong 
hindrances to the peaceful growth of the settlement. The Dutch 
were an irritating source of trouble to the external safety•of 
Penang. They were :' much grieved " . at the Briti8h occupation, 
and intrigued with the Malay piratical princes not only to destroy 
the infant settlement but wreck vengeance on the king of Quedah 
for the inconsiderate cession24• Proposals for an Anglo-Dutch 
alliance in 1787 and Dundas' efforts to secure the cession of 
Trinkomali fell through. The king of Quedah reali~ed that he 
had not only lost Pertang but, .with the growing trade of Pena ng, 
lie had lost the customs duties of his own port. On the. other hand, 
his fear of an attack from his northern b-oundary-was still present. 
In May 1787 Siam ·once again troubled Quedah and threa-tened 
invasion. The repercussians of Siamese tbrea t on Quedah were 
visible on·Par.ang. The destruction of Quedah by the Siamese. 
would mean the less of supplies and probably a. war in self-defence 
against Siam. Light pleaded for "timely assistance ". on behalf 
of Quedah. 25 He did not either entertain the idea of friendly 
intrusion of any other foreign power into Quedah, and estimated 

· · the king's friendship at 10,000 Spanish dollars per annum.ss 
The instructions from the Supreme Government of date January 
25, 1788, did not empower Light to " suggest hints of. promises 
which may be constrained into an obligation to defend ... the king 
of Quedah " and decidedly declared' again&t ''any measure that 
may involve the Company in. military operations against. any 
of the eastern prince~." Cornwallis, however~ agreed to pay the 
king an annual jUm not exceeding 10,000 Spanish dollars but. 
noted that "the payment be confined to seven or ten years."a7 
'fhe f~ilure of the English to satisfy ei,ther his demands for mone· 
tary compensation OJ' his desire to break the power of Siam with 
the assistance of English· forces induced . the king to solicit the 
assistance of the French at Pondicherry and the Dutch ·at 
Malacca. Three Dutch warships were actually despatched to 
Quedah : an embargo was laid on rice and other provisions carried 
to Penang and under cover of organising the invasion of Siam on 
scientific· lines, the Dutch made an imperceptible effort to convert 

23. Ibid. 'l'he usual grant to native settler was from 50 to 100 
oorlongs ; the Court, however, recommended not more than 15 to :C.O 
oorlongs. 

24. Bang. Pub. Cons. (Straits), December 13,· 1786; January 
22, 1787. 

25. Bang. Pub. Cons. (Sep. · Proc, re. Pena.ng}, : .. June .13., 
1787. 

26. Ibid. 
37t · Ibid, Ja.nuarr 25, 178~, 

, 
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Quedah into a Dutch protectorate. But the consciousness of a 
future expensive war with Siam, the king's sudden fright of 
Dutch encroachment and the timely presence of a British man
of-war fru'itated the prospects of an anti-British alliance bet
ween Quedah and the Dutch. 28 Still, the long-anticipated 
Malayan Armada numbering 200 large vessels, carrying 240 guns 
and 8000 men did arrive outside the Penang harbour on the night 
of November 25, 1790. An embargo was laid on 30,000 Spanish 
dollars worth of property in the English trading vessels at anchor, 
in Kuala Quedah. The presence of Admiral Uorr1wallis released the 
tension for a shcrt period of four months and after his departure 
Light sent an English expeditionary force and disper.;ed the inva
ding Armada (May 1791). Light's 'vigourous measures' were appre
ciated by the Supreme Council as essential for the safety of the settle. 
ment. 119 The treaty of May 31, 1791, confirmed the cession of Pen a ng. 
In return for.an annual impost of 6,00u Spanish dollars on Penang, 
the king gave the English permission to export provisions to 
Penang duty free, and bound himself not to allow Europeans, 
other than the English to reside in Quedah.8 ° Captain Light 
found it expedient t.o conclude the agreement previous to the 
receipt of the orders of the Supreme government, forbidding him 
to conclude a treaty of alliance. This order dated April 29, 1791, 
was received by Light on June 7, 1791. On July 15, 1800, the 
cession of a tract of land on the mainland was obtained, compris
ing a district 18 miles in length and 3 miles in breadth.81 This 
strip has since been known as Province Wellesley, after the 
Marquis Wellesley, then Governor-General of India. Sir George 
Leith, Lieutenant-Governor of Penang from 180J to 1805, agreed 
in general terms to protect the coast of Quedah from all enemies, 
robbers and pirates. Quedah was t0 recJive an annu1l sub;idy 
of lO,OJO Spanish .dollars ''as long as the English shall continue in 
possession of Pulo Penang and the country on the opposite coast", 

For a time Penang was used as a penal settlement for 
Bengal. The benefits of settled administration and laws and 
justice were denied to the island settlement and the government 
appointed was considered "merely, as of a temporary nature". 
But in 1802, when Napoleon renewed his war against Britain, a 
plan was laid before the Court of Directors, at the desire of Lord St. 
Vincent, .E'irst Lord of the Admiralty in the ministry of Lord 
Aberdeen, for "making the island a naval arsenal for the building 
and repairing His Majesty's ship~··.s:a It was then that a new 
orientation was given to the adverse view-points hitherto cherish
ed as regards the .settlement. The Directors were "fully impressed 

28. Ibid, August 21, 1789. 
30. Ibid, September 14, 1791. 
31. The treaty was ratified on November 18, 1802. 
32. Appendix to the Second Report from tha Seleo~ Committee on 

the Affairs of the East India Companr 1808-12, .t\.PP- No. 6i, p. J(O, 
p~r~ 6. 
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witll the great national advantages of the object proposed by the 
First Lord of the Admiralty", entertained "sanguine hopes of its 

·practicability" and most willingly a?reed ."to afford the utmost 
aid in our power in carrying into execution the measure proposed 
by His Majesty's Government". 33 The renewal of war evinced 
the indispensable necessity of ,new.modelling the government of 
the island and taking measures for "putting this important stati6n 
into a state of security from the attacks of our ememies" 34• 

. In the courae of deliberations· on. the subject, the attention 
of the Directors was dra.wn to a ·general consideration of British 
in.terests, political and commercial, in the countries un the eastern 
side of Bengal. Besides Prince of Wales Island, the company 
then po~sessed, _in the Straits of Malacca, the town and fortress 
of that. name; and· on the soQth .. west coa8t of Sumatra, Fort 
Marlborough and its dependencies. The great expense incurred 
in the administration of Malacca, without any corresponding 
benefit either from the reyenues or commerce of the place, le~ the 
Directors to signify their determination to the Governor of Madras 
to withdraw the Company;s garrison from the place and evacuate• 
Malacca. But previous to its · abando!lment, tge forti.Pcations,_~ 
arsenals and pWblic works of all description were to be destroyed 
and demolished "so ·as . to render it of least possible value to the 

·enemy's government in case the Batavians ·should hereafter 
turn their attention to the · occupation of that station", 35 " 

The garrison ~nd public stores were to be transported to Prince of 
Wales bland ,and, to "such inhabitants, natives of India or 
China, as may be apprehensive of remaining. at Malacca, after 
the British garrison shall be withdrawn ...... every aid and encour
agement should ·be affurded them for the safe and convenient. 
removal of th~ir p:Jr::;ons and effects, in·Jiting and assisting them . 
to establish themselvas under the Company's p~()tection at Prince - · 
of Wales Island ... ". 36 . Instructions were la.id down to grant the 
evacuees, under specified conditions, "moderate portiom .of land to 
clear and cultivate for their own use and benefit". 37 Malacca was 
resto.red to the Dutch under terms of the Treaty of A miens. 

, -,The practical importance ·of Bencoolen; too, was gradually 
declining. As a commercial e~tablishment it "has become ·of no 
importance;'. 'Its only produce, pepper, was a losing concern to 
the Cqmpany and p.3ppar could be much bett~r 'supplied from 
the growing plantations of Princa of Wales Island as -well as 
ft·o:u the_ Malabar coast. Bencoolen had no political value 
either. Evidently no other European power could turn it to much 

33. Ibid.,. , ' 
, 4. Ibid, para 5. 
35. . Ibid, p. 341, para L. 
36. Ibid, par~~o. 12. 
~7. lpiq. u 
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account or think of standing the expenses which must be incurred 
in maintaining a settlement there. 

The only danger spot whence Britain's enemy possessed the 
means of infesting the Bay of Bengal with his ships, was the 
inviting port of Acheen on the west coast of Sumatra ; and here, 
during the ·last two wars, the French were enabled "to refit and 
supply their ships and speedily to resume their depredations"88• 

The port of Acheen, properly fortified might command the southern 
shores of the Straits of Malacca as far as the Prince of Wales 
Island ; and in the possession of the French might prove "the 
means of great anneyanoe to our trade". To have the full com
mand of the Straits of Malaoca, therefore, it appeared to be very 
desirable that the port of Acheen should be in the hands of 
the British. The importance of the subject has been recognised 
at different times. In 1781, the Bengal government was directed 
to make efforts to acquire a settlement there ; the effort was 
repeated in 1782 and again in 1784, without any other success 
than the admi~sion of a Commercial Residency which was with
drawn in 1 i85. Penang had not been then acquired and for a 
time it seems to have been thought that in obtaining the settle
ment of Penang the Company had done all that was requisite for 
the security of the national interests in those seas. But the 
gentlemen entrusted, from time to time, with the administration 
of the island appear to have seen the value of an alliance with 
the King of Acheen. In 1798, Col. MacDonald, then Superinten
dent of the Island, submitted to the governor-general-in-council 
propositions for a treaty with Acheen. Correspondence being 
opened with the government of Acheen, the King expressed a 
desire to be supplied with two armed cruisers. It was apparent 
also that the king of Acheen had an intention of utilising the 
British connection for securing the monopoly of the trade of his 
own country against his subjects. The only alluring offer held 
out to the Company was a profitable supply of pepper. Possibly 
a political connection might have developed from that source. 
But the governor-general·in-council declined to give their consent 
''to the adoption of any measures which had a tendency to 
implicate the British nation in the local policy of any native 
government, which might probably involve us in distant petty 
hostilities, to the great injury of the commerce carried on between 
Bengal and the coast of Sumatra". 89 Failing Acheen, the 
Directors also contemplated the establishment of the influence 
of the Oompany at Mergui-"where the French are said to have 
of late resorted for provi~:~ions"-with a view to deprive the 
French of the reaources of that coast. The decision on the subject, 
however, was left to the governor-general-in-council. 

In view of the above considerations, the political and com· 

38. Ibid, para 'l. 
Ji. Ibid, para, 8, 
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mercia! importance of Penang with a sudden force as it 
were pressed upon the minds of the Directors. The position of 
the island, its climate, its fertility, its harb:mrs, its produce of 
large timber, its contiguity to Pegu, which contains the most 
abundant teak forests in Asia, pointed Penang out "as an 
acquisition of '/ery great importance ..•.•• being placeu in a most 
favourable situation for an emporium of commerce in the eastern 
seas and for becoming a commanding station for the rendezvous, 
rofitting and supply of that portion of 'His Majesty's Navy. re
quired for the protection of the Company's possessions and affairs 
in the eastern parts of Asia"40• Though imperfectly administered, 
industry, enterprise and improvement were moving satisfactorily 
on the island and its commerce, produce and population 'as it 
appeared from the reports of the superintendents. were ·~already 
very respectable". The growth of the colony, as a matter of 
fact, was being impeded in many ways by the want of regular 
government and laws and "as the inhabitants nave become more 
numerous, that want has been more felt and_ complained of"U; 
The status of . the colony wa·s therefore raised in 1805, wh.en it 
was made a- fourth ·Indian presidency under Phi lip "Dundas as 
gov.ernor, subject to the 'goverhor-general in Bengal. It is interest
ing to note that Thomas Stamford Raffles came ·as assistant 
secretary to Dundas on a salary of 6,000 Spanish dollars per 
annum (about £1,500).411 

' I ~ 

]from tpe first acquisition of Penang, the a·dministration of 
the island was carried on by persons not in the Company's regular 
civil service, appointed by and acting under the · immedjate orders· 
of the governor-general-in-council of Bengal. The Bengal Govem
ment appointed Captain Francis Light to be ."Resident •' there , 
with a salary. of Rs. 6,000, increased in 1787 to Rs. 12,000, p8r 
annum and T. Pigou " a young gentleman of known honour· 
ana integrity" was assistant to Light, with a salary of Rs. 
3,600 per annum.43 These salaries were paid . in Bengal;_ · 
they appear as charges in the Bengal accounts against the· 
names of Francis Light and .T •. Pigou, with their designation 
and a statement of the salary attached to their posts. Light. 
was confirmed "in the entire and· sole management -of Prince 
of Wales Island, under the title of Superintendent" in January. 
1787. In 1795, the- establishment was increased by the Bengal 
Government ·by ·the addition of two more assistants to the 
Superintendent. The salary of the Superintendent .was fixed 
at Rs. 24,000 per annum, whereas the three assistants were 
to receive Rs. 6,000, Rs. 3,600 and Rs. 3,000 p. a. respec
tively. ·The increase of establishment and salary was -appreciated 
a11d approved by the C~urt of. Directors in a despatch sent out 

40. Ibid, p. 33i),.pa.ra., 3. 
41. Ibid, para, 2. 
42. - Ibid, p. 341, pa.l'a., 15. 
4-a. Beng. Pub. Cons, (Sep. Proo, re. Pena.ng) Jan. 25, 1788. 
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in 1796. lri 1800, Sir George Leith was appointed Chief Officer 
with the title of Lieuteriant-Govemor on the same salary but 
with an allowance for expenses; a secretary was appointed 
with a salary of Rs. 12,0CO p. a. The appointments were made 
by the Bengal Government. The Company at home made no 
objections i o the salaries but they objected to the appointment 
of Sir George Leith on the ground that he was not " one of our 
civil servants," directed hil'l immediate removal and the appoint
ments of "a senior civil servant on your establishment fully compe· 
tent to the charge" as Superintendent.44 But since the appointment 
of Sir George Leith was made ' a CJnsiderable time previous 
to the order of your Honourable Court" and since the administra· 
tion of the island was conducted by Sir George" with great 
integrity and propriety", the governor-general-in·council at 
Bengal were •· apprehensive that any sudden change in the 
Governmant might produce an injurious effect upon the interests 
of the Company in that valuable settlement". Th~ ~upreme 
Council in Bengal, hence, pleaded with the Directors " to suspend 
the execution of your orders on this subject until he (Leith) shall 
have submitted to your Honourable Court a full view of the 
state of affairs at Prince of Wales Island."45 The letter from· 
the Court of Directors to the governor-general·in·council at 
Bengal is dated August 28, 1800, and the reply of the governor· 
general-in-council to the Court is dated· July 31, 1801. Since 
1800, however, none of the officers at the .Prince of Wales Island 
have been entered in the accounts of the Bengal establishment 
as part of it. · The reasons why they were omitted are nowhere 
stated. In 1802, the Court of Directors reiterated their orders 
for the removal of Sir George .Leith and remarked that "on receipt 
of information therein referred to, the whole establishment would 
be carefully revised," Early in lb05, the Court found it expeu 
dient to establish " a regular Government in Prince of Wales 
lsland ............ in the model of the Company's other Indian Govern-
ments subject immediately to the Company as the other subordi-
nate government of India are ......... " 46

• • 

The founder of the settlement, Captain Francis Light, 
died of malarial fever on October 20, l'i94. Light was a man 
of compreh~nsive yiews and foresight, with commanding abilities 
as a colony builder and a worthy precursor of Sir Thomas Stamford 
Raffles. It is a strange, unexplicable irony of history that the 
~tan. w~o was reE:ponsible for laying the germs of tl:\e British 
Empire In Malaysia bas been a neglected figure in the list of the 
empire builders. As Francis Steuert, his sketchy biographer 
rightly comments: "Francis Light is a na~e which is unfa·miliar 

44. App. No. 66, Second .Report, p. 339. 
45. Ibiq, No. 67, p. 339. . 
46. Court of Directors to the governor.fn. oounoil at P. W: I., April 

18, 180$, Seoond Be,port, App. No. 68, para 4. 
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to most English ears and it is wanting from most of our biographi~ 
cal dictionaries" .47 Indeed, the. classic Dictionary of National 
Biography contains no reference to Fra·ncis Light apart from 
a passing"reference iq the review of the career of his more illus
triotts brother William Light, colonel, and surveyor-general, South 
Austra-lia. The student of history feels puzzled at this wan't of . 
appreciation' of" a free-trading, interloping captain," who deser-

-ves to be ranked with the highest type of British statesman and 
practical administrator. ' 

COMPARISON OF'HAIDER ALI AND TIPU SULTAN 
WITH 'I'HE URA.R'BVS . 

. BY 

DR. K. N. ·v. -SASTRI~ Mysore_ University 

A cer-tain research student concluded hiA thesis on the Fall 
of Tipu tlultan with the following paragraph.:--

''Tipu Sultan .was a man of indomitable ambition but no 
'statesman. He had no foresight, always under-rated the strength 

of his enemies and over-estimated his own power. H was trp.ly 
said of him that •Hyder was born to create an empire and Tipu 
Sultan to lose one'. 'Ihe Muhamllia.dan Kingdom of Mysore thus 
appeared and disappeared like a. shogting star, reminding us of 
the history of Urartu in· the Tigris-Euphrates valley in the ninth 
century befor8 .Christ." - · -

I sh'ould like to examine only the statement of .. comparison 
in the ~ast sentence of' this quotation. 

First of _all let me give a summary of the history of Urartu 
kingdom. The Van dynasty which· rlrised Urartu to the status 
of a kingdom or an empire consisted of five or six rulers, the first 
three of whom were great conquerors and empire-builders and all · 
others enjoyed power and disappeared. The genius of' the .dynast,Y 
lay in building cities and temples, _constructing canals and 
encouraging metallurgy. Their attachment to religion was 
almost fanatical. They •displayed some political and, diploma tic 
ability, but on the \Yhole their prosperity was du'e to the adversity 
of Assyria and helplessn~ss of Armenia. Their rise was due to 
accid-ent, and their fall was not urie~pected. The total length of -
their rule was about two hundred and fifty years (840..609 B. u.) -

. On the fa·ce of it Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan differ from the 

47. A. Francis Steuart: A Short Sketoh of the Lives of Francis 
and William Light, p, 3. • 

... 
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Urartus as cheese differs from chalk. Both of them were men of 
international reputation and extra-ordinary intelligence. They 
understood the meaning of modern civilisation and were most 
fashionable in their lives. The Urartus, on the other hand, were 
men of the mountains and lived in the dawn of human civilisation. 
A glance at the geographical conditions of the T.aurns mountains 
region where Urartu (Ararat) lies will show why cities, temples 
and canals were constructed by tbe rulers of that area, and it is 
not possible to compare the motives of these rulers with those of 
Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan in the administration of Mysore. 
Vainglory was the whole and sole aim of the Urartus while it was 
only a small part of that of Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan. 

The Urartus had more than 200 years of history, but Haider 
Ali and Tipu Sultan were conspicuous only for forty years. It 
would be wrong to describe the former while it would be more 
nearly correct to call the Mysoreans as a shooting star (although 
it would be yet clearly a misapplication of .the word.) 

• 
Further the Urartus were the rulers of their.own dominions. 

Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan were, however, not kings. They were 
only chief mini-;ters of the Hindu Kingdom of Mysore which was 
established in 1399 and is still in existence. To describe the 
kingdom of the Wodoynrs as a Muhammadan Kingdom simply 
because Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan excersied conspicuous power 
and even enjoyed supremacy in the administration is not only not 
constitutionally correct but also historically untrue. 

There is one respect in which Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan 
resemble th~ ancient Urartus. They embarked on military con• 
quests and territorial aggrendisement far beyond the natural 
frontiers of Mysore and their own resources, entered into treaties 
with powers without any great principle or sincere (mutual) 
feelings of attachment or mutual regard and built a power which 
was more like a castle in the air than a house in which they 
could live. In both cases, nothing succeeded like success and 
nothing failed like failure. If any one should like to institute a 
proper and really good comparison between Haider Ali and Tipu 
Sultan and the Urartus it is better to say that they were more 
like South-West Monsoons than like shooting stars. 

'. 
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A FORGOTTEN AGITATION AGAINST THE · 
AMALGAMATION OF OUDH WITH 

THE N. W. PROVINCE. 

BY·. 

DR. N.ANDALAL CHATTERJI, M.A.; PH.D., D.LITT. 
Reader in Modern Indian History, University of Lucknow. 

' ... . . 

In the course of my examina't iori of .. the old district records 
of Lueknow, [ came across a file containing some interesting parti
culars regarding ap. organised agitation started in .Lucknow in 

·1s77 by· some influential people or·oudh against the scheme; of 
amalgamation of Oudh· with the Agra provmce. This episode, 
now forgotten, appears to have beGn of considerable public interest 
at that time, for it com~pelled the authorities to make ·detailed 
enquiries all over the province of Oudh with a view to. judge how ~ 
far ~he opp,~sitionists truly represented tl}e_popular opinion . 

. From the records it app~ars that the m9ve againat the 
scheme· of amalgamation first started from .the Anjtlman-i-Islam 
of Lucknow, and theri got ~the support and patronage of Raja 
Muhammad· Amir Hasan, the vice- president of the J3ritish Indian 
Association and a prominent Taluqdar of Oudb. The interested 
parties headed by the aforesaid Raja submitted a long memorial 
to the Government objecting to the scheme on the plea that the 
incorporation of Oudh ·with the Agra province would entail· 
"serious loss to the people of Oudh". The memorial was signed 
by as many as 27,750' people who pl'ofesserl to represent the 
interests of "th~ Taluqdars, za·mindars, noblemen, m·erchants and 
householders inhabiting the province of Oudh"~ · 

Under orders from the government ._(No. 208A-1877,' dated" 
29th May, 1877), ·the Commissioner of Luckqow got e~ery signature 
carefully verified and the profession of each signatory ascer'tained 
so as to find out whether the memorial was a. genuine emanation 
on the part of the ·persons in whose names it was set forth, or· 
merely the production of Raja Muhammad Amir Hasan·! 

The rE>sults of the enquiry did not prove favourable to the_ 
oppositionist~ and their memorial was in consequence rejected. 
The following facts emerge from' a study of the records :--- · · 

1. "The vast majority of the ·nan1es were those of persons 
in the city of Lucknow and not of the province generally", and 
they were mainly "owners of. property" or "businessmen•·, who 
feared "that their interests might suffer from Lucknow ceasing to· 
be a provincial capital and the seat' of government". · · 

3SL 
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2. The memorial lacked the backing of the majority of the 
Taluqdars and zamindars of Oudh, for among the signatories 
there were only three Taluqdars and eighty-three zamindars. 

3. A fair number of signatories were "persons of inferior 
classes'', many of whom later dee>lared that they had signed they 
did not know what l 

4. The two organised bodies that lent their support to the 
memorial-the RIFAH-I-A.M, and the ANJUMAN-I-ISLAM were 
found "to have sprung into existence some few months ago'' with 
members drawn from amongst the inhabitants of Lucknow alone. 

The oppsition at Lucknow appears to have evaporated after 
an official pronouncement made by the Viceroy during his visit 
to Lucknow on 4th April, 1877, that the amalgamation had been 
decided upon for administrative convenience alone. 

HOLT MACKENZIE'S MEMORANDUM. 

BY 

R.N. NAGAR, M. A., Lucknow University. 

When a comprehensive history of the administration of the 
North Western Provinces, under the East India Company comes 
to be written, the remarkable document-Holt Mackenzie's Memo
randum-will acquire for itself a deserved recognit.ion, which it 
has failed to receive at the hands of the historians. This docu. 
ment was one of the· greatest land-marks, veritably a turning
point, in the history of the Provinces. It heralded a change in 
the Government from a period of misery and slothful inactivity 
to a period of purposeful legislation, which aimed at redressing 
the grievances of the people. In fact, it formed the basis of the 
future policy of the Governq~ent. Baden Powell spoke of it in 
such glowing terms, "This remarkable state paper, it is hardly 
too much to say, not only laid the foundation of the modern 
settlement system which now prevailf:l in Upper India and the 
Central Provinces, but is the starting point of our knowledge of 
North-Indian tenures". 1 This report is available in its printed form 
in the Revenue Records of the North-Western Provinces (1818-1820). 

The occasion was the realisation on the part of the Govern
ment of the necessity of inve::~tigating into the exact state of 
agriculture, its resources, and the various tenures attached to it. 
In a proclamation, which was later embodied in the Regulation 
XXVJ of 1803,- issued 11 on 14th July 1802, the Government held 
out a promise that a permanent settlement will be granted to 

1. The Land Systems of British India by B. H. Baden Powell, Vol. II. 
'' , Th~ :ne,ul~&tfonl Qf the Gover~ment of Fo:rt Williams in Bengal. 



land-b olders in the year 1812 for such lands as may be in a suffi
ciently improved, state of cultivation, on·· such terms as Govern
ment may deem proper and equitable. 'l'he Regulation X of 1807 
reiterated the promise with the proviso that approval and sanction 
was necessary. of the Hon'bl~ the Court of Directors. The promise, 
however, was rescinded and by the- Regulation IX of 1812, as 
the Hon'ble the Court of Directors had withheld their sanction 
and .. approvaL to such' a measure. Meanwhile,- the Hon'ble the 
Court of Directo'rs raised·. doubts wheth·er the axact ~tate and 
extent of agriculture in the Provinces was known to warrant the 
granting of a permanent settlement; at].d that the Government 
might not be permanently deprived of its just share of produce in 
the land. Hence, an investigation, was ordered to be carried 
out in. regard to the existing condition of the land, and the various 
tenures attached to it. - .· ._: · 

No better choice could have been mad-e than Holt Macken
zie's --.to collect the requisite information, and to opine on it, as 
is evident.from_the·briHiant document that he produced. He was.· 
an officer ··of 'singular ability, honesty, and insight. He occupied 
a position of high trust an·d: responsibility-s~cretaryship 'of the" 
Central Government. He, thus, ·had free access to all the avail-

. able Government correspondence. He s'u:ffered from the obvious 
limitation of not being .able to conduct the investigations person
ally. For .. his judgments and conclusions he had to depend exclu-

. sively on the reports of the· Commissioners and th~ Collectors of 
the v~riou§! .districts. And the exten·t· of his difficuUies may be 
realised by the fact that the latter usually suffered from ignoranoe 
and prejudices of their own; nor· did. they possess· adequate 
resources, which might have enabled them to submit correc,t and 
comprehensive reports. Therefore, . ,Holt Mackeg_zie should. be 

·given all the' credit that is his due for arriving at conclusions, 
and laying. down suggestions, which formed the basic principles 
of the future policy and attit-ude of the Government. 

' , 
That there .,w!'ts an imperative need of the adoption of such 

.,a me~sure ~a:y·~be~easily proved. Vesting of the zamindars and 
talookdars·:.with proprietory.rights· in 'the land to the exclmlion of 
all, other. tenures,. ignorance of the various tenures prevalent in 
the country, exorbitant and incrflasing demands of revenue on. 
the land-holder, abuse of the Sales Law, rescindhig Of the promise. 
of a permanent settlement, iniquitious assessment of revenue, cor
ruptand inefficient administrative ·system, unsatisfac.tory survey, 
and all.such factors combined, resulted in one of the worst landed 
upheavals known t.o the Provinces. Discontent, unrest a·nd con
fusion prevailed allover. Forsome time t)l.e Government was not 

0 I . 

*Government Revenue Re~or<ls in th~ N~ W! Provinoe~ l81~·2Q, 
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even aware of the extent of havoc that was being wrought. 
A reorientation in the policy and attitude of the Government 
was imperative. For this it was also necessary for the Govern· 
ment to acquaint itself fully, as a preliminary step, with the 
conditions prevailing in the country. Hence the report. One 
only regret!1 that such a step was not undertaken at the very 
inception of the Government, which might have obviated most 
of these mistakes. Therefore, considering the limitations with 
which he suffered, the arrangement of data and details given 
is remarkable in its clarity, lucidity, scope and straight-forward. 
ness. He allows the facts to speak for themselves ; and his 
conclusions are statesman-like and convincing. What greater 
tribute can be paid to his honesty and insight than that his 
Memorandum formed the basis of future administration; and 
even today it is indispensable to the scholar for the study of 
the early history of the ceded and conquered Provinces? 

The Memorandum opens with the details of the first three 
revenue-settlements-the two triennial and the third quarternial 
arrangement; and procE-eds to describe how the Hon'ble the 
Court of Directors withheld their sanction and approval of gran
ting a permanent settlement, giving out the plea that neither 
the agricultural resources of the country, nor the rights attached 
to the various tenures, were fully known or clearly establ'ished 
to warrant the promulgation of such a measure. Then, it gives 
particulars of conditions prevailing in each district of the Pro
vince.s, based mainly on the observations of the late Commissioners, 
and the Board of Commissioners, detailing the amount of revenue 
levied, the outstanding balances, the method of assessment, the 
extent of cultivated, uncultivated and uncaltivable land, and of 
general conditions prevailing. It is full of revealing facts 
which are set forth frankly and fearlessly. It says* in regard 
to the district of Cawnpore, "Much too great an anxiety was 
manifested in this, and other instances from the country, 
suddenly to draw the utmost revenue which it would be supposed 
to yield. Large deductions became necessary as a consequence ; 
but even after these concessions were made the assessments 
in particular mahants was far from .moderate." In regard to 
the district of Allahabad, it points * out .......... " If information 
obtained through private channels can be relied upon, the 
first settlement was in a large measure fictitious. The lands 
were never regularly assessed. The district was let out in 
farm to three or four individuals, and all the errors and irregu
larities of the first settlement were extended to the second ......... " 
NeXt, it discusses the various important problems confronting 
the Governmedt-the advisability of granting a permanent 
setU~ment, modes· of asse~sment and survey, the landed tenures, 

• 
• 'r.Qe l(~morandum &eyequ~ ~~corqs of tQ.e Nortq w~st frqVill· 

o•s. 1818-20. 
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the rights attaching to the village communities, the sales of lands' 
short-term settlements and so on ; of which the most momentous 
and pressing problem was the first 011e. On the strength of the 
facts and figures embodied therein, he arrives at his own conclu
sions and suggestions. 

·We may summarise some of Holt Mackenzie's outstanding 
conclusions and suggestions. 

(1) He held-fully supported with evidence, that the revenue 
levied was excessive and uneve"n; and advocated moderate and 
uniform assessment. , 

(2) He pointed out the inadequacy of survey and demar· 
cation of boundaries between estates; and suggested the use of 
field maps and a standardised system of measurement. 

(3) In regard to .the most outstanding question of perma
nent settlement, he o;:vas .... frankly critical of the attitude of the 
Government. He maintained that, firstly,· the Government was 
bound by its promise to land-holders to grant them_ a permanent 
settlement. He observed ,; Th·e letter of 28th August 18Q4 
seems to convey _as distinct an acquiescence as possible in the 
scheme of a permanent settlement, as promised by the proclama
tion-the- expression- -can-,- with---scarcely any fr-a-n-kness be inter
preted to . mean as conveying an adequate restriction of their 
concurrence in the pledge to cases in which such information be 
before them." \ 

Secondly, that the. withholding of the promise, and short
term settlements created sufficient commo'tion which hindered the 
Government from deciding as to which were the lands fit enough 
to be granted a permapent settlement. 

Thirdly, tqat the Government did not at all possess adequate 
datato justify the immediate fulfilment ~f their promise. 

·· Fourthly, that the measure be deferred, and: a long term 
settlement be instituted instead. -

Fifthly, that as a pre-requisite to the _final fulfilment of 
the promise, · · 

· (a) He observed, •:I cannot but be strongly impressed with 
· the vast importance of fixing the extent and limit of 

every village for which a settlement-is concluded ; · arid 
of preserving either in the form! of a survey plan or 
otherwise, such a record of them as may enable the 
offlcers of the Government, her~after, to lay their 
han.ds on. the land that constituted the estate to which 
the engagement of the Government and the rnalgoozars 
refer." He reasoned, "Without some such measure, 
we must, as in' Bengal, be content to conclude a loose 
bargain without knowing the subject matter of the 
contract, and may rather be said to tax the individual 
than the land." 
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(b) He advocated the maintenance of an accurate rukba of 
the lands. 

(c) He suggested "Having determined the extent of 
cultiv~:~ ted lands .• , ... accurately ...... it will remain 
to notice all the circumstances which must necessarily 
lead to a different rate of assessment on different 
descriptions of lands, or lands of the same des
-cription with different productive powers, or vari
ously situated, or lands corresponding in all other 
respects but held by different discription of occupants." 

(d) He finally concluded, "It is only, I am persuaded to 
believe, that by proceeding pergunnah by pergunnah, 
and village by village that a real insight into the 
circumstances of the country can be obtained, the just 
dues of the Government secured, and the general 
system of administration be fitted to the frame of 
society." 

(4) Hitherto the knowledge of the Government in regard to 
land-tenures was scanty and incorrect. Holt Mackenzie's 
observations must have served as a ray of light to dispel their 
prejudices. He voiced his opinion in favour of an investigation 
into, and preservation of, the rights of the village community. 
He observed,* "I cannot help thinking that the benefits which 
will flow from ascertaining and recording the rights of the 
village community are far more important''. His analysis oJ the 
causes of the deterioration of the village community was 
four-fold. Firstly, he pointed out the incorrectness of the 
attitude of the Government of vesting in the Zamindar full 
proprietorship of the land, which, in fact, did not belong to him. 
and which had to be shared by other members of the community. ' 
He commented,* "Talookdars, zamindars, istemerardars, or for any 
other denomination, care must be taken to mark the real nature 
and extent of the interests possessed by them. Otherwise the 
acknowledgment of a prescriptive right of management would be 
takEn~ as the declaration of sole and unrestricted proprietorship-It 
appears to me, therefore, of unspeakable importance to unite, with 
the revision of the ~xisting settlement· the most minute enquiry 
into the circumstances of the various classes of the agricultural 
community." Secondly, he a bserved, "In almost all the reports 
of the collectors, the words possession and property are used 
without a definition of the nature of possession and property". 
Thus, for instance, he corrected a grave ommission when 
he pointed out, "Talookdar appears seldom to have 
pretended to be more than a mere collector of revenue of 

*The Memorandum Revenue Reoords of the North-West Provinces 
1818-tO. 
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the Government, claiming, indeed, sometimes a:hereditary- interest 
in the advantage of the office but urging no pretentious to a 
proprietorship in the . soil". Thirdly, he drew the attention of 
the Government towards the evil effects of the defective regula
tions-for example the Regu~ation XXVI of 1803. Lastly,, he 
pointed out the baneful influence exercised by the subordinate 
officers. He said*, "There seems reason to believe that Canoongoes 
and other, local officers in. some instances designedly misled ~he 
officers of the Government in regard to the nature of interests 
possessed by individuals in the various villages with a view to 
bringing forward the zemindary' claims on behalf Of themselves 
and their relations." ·.::- · 

.~ 

' - (5) He focussed tht'l attention of the· Government on the 
abuse of the sales law which had paralysed the administration. 
Detailing ~t length how the sales of lands were illegally brought 
about, he described, "Its (sale's) . immediate effect has been. to · 
disjoint the whole frame of the village societies, to deprive the 
multitude of rights and property whieh their families had held 
for ages, and to reduce a high spirited class of men from·tb.:e-.·
pride of independence to the situation of labour~rs oh t-heir paternal 
fields." · - - · 

Thus, the :Metnorandum of Holt Mackenzie eminently fulfilled 
the task assigned to it.· .It ·correctly and graphically revealed 
the existingfstate of affairs· in the Provinces. It was upto the 
?-Uthorities now to profit by the report, and remedy their past 
errors. That it did succeed in awakening the Government to its 
sense of responsibilities is evidenced by the legislation which 
followed. Thereafter the soundness of his suggestion is proved 
b'y their incorporation in the subsequent policy of the Government~ 

• -- The Regulation I of 18.21 attempted to redress the ill-effect of the 
sales law. The resolution of the Government of India of August 
1822 echoed the suggestion of Holt Mackenzie, when it laid t down 
"They (the . Honourable the. Court of Directors) have expressed 
their full approbation of the plan of preceeding leisurely village-
by village, for the purpose 9L uniting with the revision of the ·· 
Government assessment: the careful ascertainment and record of 
rights and interests of all classes owning and oC'cupying the land." 
In fact, the great Regulation VII of 1822, which has been hailed 
as the 'Magna Charta t of the village communities by Charles 
Raikes, breathes the very spirit of Holt Mackenzie's Memorandum. 
Thus, this remar~able document proved _to b~ the most outstanding 
land-mark in the early history of the North Western Provinces. 

*The Memorandum Revenue Records of the North'•West Provinces 
1818-20. . ; 

tGovernment Revenue Records in theN. W. Pr.ovinoes 1822-32. 
~The Eoonomio History of India under early British Rule by Rome1h 

Dutta. ··. · · . 



THE ELEVIDNTH SIKH INVASION OF TflE OPPmR DOAB 

BY 

DR. G. N. SALETORE, M.A., PH. D .. , ABO 

This invasion occurred in 1783. In the battle of Ghausgarh, 
the Sikhs were allied with Zabita. Khan. They were defeated, 
but Zabita Khan was subsequently restored to the government of 
Saharanpur. The Sikhs considered this as his defection, and 
macle reprisals by raiding his couQ.try annually during mid-March 
to June, when the Jumna. was in low tide at several points between 
Hard war and Farukhaba.d.1 In A.pril i 1782, however, Zabita 
Khan concluded an alliance with the Sikhs, armed himself at 
Ghausga.rh and opened secret negotiations with Faiz Ullah. 
Khan.2 He simultaneously encouraged the Sikhs to invade 
Rohilkhand, a project which they had not yet seriously contem
plated. He then renewed his claims to Najibabad, taken from 
him by the late Vazir and prepared tJ lead an attack against his 
successor. He also endeavoured to defeat Khwaja Ain-ud Din. 
It was the time when the annual accounts were rendered at 
Lucknow. Ain-ud-Din was about to depart for this purpose, 
when Zabita Khan proposed that his absence was likely to be 
advantageous to the Sikhs, who had appeared with hostile 
intentions on the Vazir's fronLiers. At this A.in-ud.Din ~btained 
the Vazir's permission to postpone his tour and instead proceeded 
to Daranagar. He received at this time certain overtures from 
Karam Singh. Ain-ud-Din's former colleague named Imam 
Singh, an apostate from Islam, had inspired the tSikhs with his 
character. They were iO,OOO strong, but required his aid in 
executing their designs. To this Ain-ud·Din agreed and was 
invited by Karam Singh for ~:~eoret deliberations. Other ciroums~ 
tanoes were favourable to the Sikhs. 5 Up to this time they were 
kept in awe by Mirza Shafi. But in 1782, when he succeeded 
Najaf Khan, Mirza ::)hafi withdrew his army from the Vazir's 
frontiers in order to safeguard his own position at Delhi. 
The Sikhs had amassed in sufficient n\lmbers to threaten the 
tranquility of Rohilkhand, But the subsequnet events in the 
Mughal court and the disputes between Mirza Shafi and Muham· 

1. Browne, J, India Tracts (1788) II: An historY of the origin and 
,,ogress of the Sicks, p. 29. 

2. India. Courier Extraordinary, III 55-N. Middleton to the G, G. 
in Counoil : 15 April 1782. 

3. Ibld. II, 138-J. Morgan to G. Stibbert : Oot. 1782 
-'· Ibid, II 150-J. Bristow to the G. G. inC ounoil : 13 Nov, 1782 
5. Ibid. 
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-

mad Beg Hamdani caused a further depletion of the Mughal 
troops on the Vazir's frontiers. 6 In 1783 there swept over the 
Punjab the Ohalia famine, which raged -with fury and annihil
ated the harvest. Wasted by hunger, the Sikhs left their homes, 
swarmed over Saharanpur up the Ganges and even entered 
Dehradun from Hard war. 7 

Led by four well-known chiefs, the Sikhs suddenly appear~d, 
on 17th January, at Karamkasghat, Ramghat and Rajgbat, 
where the .Jumna was fordable. Upon this Mirza Muhammad 
Kasim, the Vazir's Amil in Rohilkhand, deS1patched EOme infantry 
and cavalry to prevent their crossing. Securing all boats on 
their side of the river, they kept the enemy at bay till sunset and 
no casualties occurred on either side. On the next day however 
the Sikhs tried to ford at Rajghat, four cos from Rajp_ura. Early 
that morning Muhammad Kasim threw his baggage at Rajpura, 
in the custody of Mirza- ··Sadr-ud-Diri, and marched with an 
inconsiderable party towards Rajghat, where 20,000 Sikhs were 
seeking to cross 'the ri-ver. Their attempt was frustrated, though 
it kept Muhammad Kasim busy -tilL the nightfall. Despite a 
strenuous day's fight his' troops kept overnight vigil on the 

·enemy. On the following morning the enemy moved· otf towards 
Khurjah and Shukapur. The Gosains =though in good numbers, 
offered but little resistance to the invaders. They speedily took 
cover in their forts, leaving their· ma•ster's Jayadads to the 
mercie& of the invaders, who, completely ravaged them. Encour
aged by· this success, the :.invaders formed designs of conquering 
Rohilkhand. On hearing this the inhabitants of Sambhal, 
Chandausi and Moradabad, were frightened and departed to other 
places of safety, . Before the Sikhs committed any deprada tions 
there, Muhammad Kasim reached with 2 or 3 guns and dispersed 
them. 8 The Sikhs then emerged at Garhmuktesvar and Anup-
shahr. · · · 

They laid waste the country about Anupshahr on 23 Jan:u
ary and were inclined to (iros@·: the G,a nges. Had this been 
~ccomplished, their presence in Ghetu1 must have meanced the 
collections. The petrified local people magnified their, numbers 
and attributed motives· which they had not.~.o Pahasu, in Anup-

6:" ·Secre.t Proc~edings (I. R. D.) 23 Jun. 1783, pp. 2641-4 .; I. 6. E., 
III, 67..;_Bristow to Morgan : 5 Mar. 1783; ibid 61-9 -Bristow to Cumm-
ings: 5 Mar. 1783 of. also Ibid. II, 241-Morgan td Bristow : 22 Jan. 1783. • 

7. Francklin, History of Shah Alam, p. 95; Williams, 0. R. C., 'The 
Sikhs in the Upper Doab, Calcutta Review, July, 1~75, pp. 39-40; Ibid, 
Historical and Statistical Memoir of Dehra Doon (1874), pp. 98 .. 9 ; .Griffin, 
L. H. 'The Rajas of the Punjab (1873) p. 54. - · 

8.Secree Proceedings, (I. R. D.), 23 Jun. 17 83, pp. 2619-2682 ; I. C. 
E. III, 64-5-Letter· from Mhd. Kasim Khan; 20 Jan. 1783. 

9. Ibid, II, 241-Cummings to the Vazir: 23 Jan. 1783. 
lQ. lbad, I:£. 241-C~wmintJs to :ij~is~ow : ~~ ~an. 17~3, .. 
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shahr, within four cos of Delhi, they plundered on 24 January, and 
attacked the Jaydad of Himmat Bahadur, compelling him to 
retreat. At this time the Sikhs were about 15,000 strong.11 The 
impressiqn gained ground that they intended attacking the 
Vazir's dominions and Rohilkhand as well.12 

Measures for the protection of the Vazir's frontiers were 
devised, and several possibilities of a militar·y station exa
mined, since November 1782.13 Col. Sir John Cummings was 
stationed at Fatehgarb with a detachment, especially intended 
for the protectiiJn of the Vazir's dominions. The regiment under 
Major Nicols w~s at Farukhabad. The situation of Sir John 
Cummings beyond Karrah and Oudh however prevented his 
receiving orders in time from Col. James Morgan at Cawnpur. 
To obviate this the .latter directed Sir John Cummings to act 
upon the Vazir's orders issued through Mr. Bristow. As the 
Governor-General in Council had advised Col. Morgan against 
detaching any part of his force except in emergency, the latter 
proposed that when Sir John Cummings was required to proceed 
against the Sikhs, the regiment at Farukhabad was to occupy 
Fatehgarh. As regars the Vazir's preparations to meet the Sikh 
danger, his cavalry was kept in readiness to act with the detach
ments. Almas Ali Khan's forces, if disposed off judiciously were 
expected to be of conside.rable use. The detachments under 
Khwaja Ain-un-Din were occupying N angal, Daranagar, and 
Thay, while some were in the south of Daranagar. Muhammad 
Kasim, whose initial efforts had prevented the Sikh incursions in· 
Rohilkhand expected a fresh attempt by them, in about April, 
with a numerous army. Troops bad been posted by the Amils of 
Rohilkhand at many fordable parts, though it was impracticable 
to guard the whole extensive frontier. The force in Rohilkhand 
was 1,740 oa"alry and 6,492 infantry-quite insufficient if the Sikhs 
swooped down and retreated before the arrival of the Vazir's 
troops. The Vazir was also apprized of the British policy of not 
detaching any troops except when expedient. Due to this no 
outpost was established in Rohilkhand, though it was felt neces
sary to overawe Almas Ali Khan.u In fact Cumming's detach: 

11. I. C. E., 211-Bristow to the G. G. in Council : 24 Ja.n. 1783. 
12. Ibid, II, 221-Cummings to the G. G. in Council: 27 Jan. 1783. .., 
13. Ibid. II, 220-Bristow to Cummings: 12 Nov. 1783. Kha.npur, 

Fa.rukha.bad and Ramghat or its neighbourhood were considered for this 
purpose. The first one, while controlling an area of 50 cos on a.ll sides, 
left the frontiers exposed towards the north-west for 300 mile~. 
Farukhaba.d likewise exposed a. stretch of ~·oo miles, and the entire 
Rohilkha.nd, to enemy atta.'cks--Ra.mgha.t or its neighbourhood appeared 
convenient-first it rendered free movement of troops to reach the 
frontiers within 5 or 6 days ; secondly, its-way situation between Delhi 
a.nd Fa.iz-Ullah Khan's country prevented his co-operation with the 
trans Jumna. powers ; and thirdly, it provided the A.mils in Rohilkha.nd 
with the means to raise collections in times of need. 

l4, l, c. E, II, 241-~ristow to the G. G. in CounQil: 24 Jan. 1'183. 
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ment was deemed sufficient to protect the Vazir's dominions.u At 
this stage Zabita Khan and the Sikhs prevailed upon Faiz Ullah 
Khan to reject certain proposals of the. Vazir, promising him 
help in case of a rupture. Major Palme had not confirmed these 
details, although it was- expected that Faiz Ullah Khan was 
likely to prev<:;nt any news from reaching him at Rampura. To 
counteract this alliance Cummings suggested that 4 Regiments of 
Sepoys and the company of artillery were to take the field 
immediately, and Major Grant with 8 Regiments was detailed to 
cover the officer's baggage, magazines etc. The troops were 
bound for Anupshahr, a measure which was expected to compel 

. the Sikhs from crpssing the -Ganges and disperse to their homes. 
This army was scheduled to be in the field til~ April.1 6 On 
23 January Cummings informed the Vazir that he· ·Was ready, 
if required, to march with his troops tq, j\hu_pshahr17 •.• 

In February the enemy made an irruption in _the direC-tion
of Daranagar. Th-ey _fordEd ·on 7 Februa~ry, near Baluwallughat, 
on the !';ide of Tujagh'!it. rrek Chand Rai, the N aib of Daranagar, 
sent a Chopdar and a Hirkaratl to · Mir Muhammad Hussain -at 
Baluwallughat with instructions_ that his battalions, with 2 field 
pieces were to be kept ready to join him. The ¥ir was at Raipur, 
but failed to come when Tek Chi:tn~ Ra~ was passing through that 
plac-e, excusing himself on the pleathat his men were f~tigued. 

By that tirrie the Sikhs crossed 'and encamped near Sam
bhalwallughat. They were- attacked· by' Muhammad Amjad 
Khan's battalions, of whom 2 were 'killed and 4 wounded. The 
invadert:! being strong, they repulsed the Vazir's troops up to 
Gharri Turja, where the garrison retired behind the fort wa.lls. 
'l'be Si]rhs pursued and captured the outer encampm_ent. Then 
dismounting, they broke' up into 4 divisions and laid seige to 
the sma~l fo~t which was defended by 3 companies. - · 

On beari-ng this news Amjacl Khan hurried from Bumniaud. 
He was equipped with an artillery park with which, on reaching 

15. Ibid,)}• 241-Mm:gan to Bristow : 27 Jan. 1783. 
16. Ibid, 241-Cummings to,the Vazir _ 
17. lbia. II, 241 Cummings to the Vazir: 23 January 1783. 
Bristow objeoted to tbis procedure, which he characterised as 

''unadvised and most unwarranted," especially because Cummings had 
been informed that there was " little reason to be alarmed " about the 
Sikh movements (Ibid. 241. Bristow to tlte G. G.· in Council : 28 
January 1783). Cummings explained his action by stating that he had 
written solely on account of the menacing. appearance of the Sikhs in 
the upp~r part of th-e Doab, and their possible attempts on Rohilk:ha.nd, 
and that he would not have .prooeeJed to Anupshahr without obtaining 
the V azir's orders. He justified his procedure, by following tho 
instructions of the Board, had he marched even immediately "to guard 
againt the evil effects of delay in vraiting for iustructions from 
Lucknow." (ibid, II, 221-2-Curnmings to the G, G. in Council: 1 
February 1783). 
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the encampment, he charged the enemy with grape and musketry. 
Many were wounded and numerous men and horses killed on 
the enemy's side. That night the Sikhs encamped ou a neighbou
ring plain. But when Amjad Khan entered the fort, the Sikhs 
invested it. 

Tek Chand Rai had weanwhile started from Narnal, accom
panied by cannon and also by Mir Muhammad Shah, Muhammad ' 
Hussain Khan, Fazt Beg and the cavalry of Beni Bahadur. Seeing 
this host, the Sikhs raised the seige and prepared for a fight. They 
were then attacked and driven across the Gangus, in the course of 
which they threw their dead in the river and, gaining the -other 
side, pitched their camp at Canuheri, 5 cos away. Tek Chand 
Rai then encamped at Tujaghat, where later Mir Muhammad 
Hussain and Khwaja Ali Beg joined bim18 , 

Tlie Sikhs then devast:1 ted Surin and Baddhiram, on 25 
February, when they clashed with the Thanadar of Muhammad 
Azim-ud-Din, the Naib of Kasganj. Thereafter entering the 
districts of Saklian, Kasganj and Gargari, they destroyed the 
harvest, took away the cattle, captured 200 inhabitants, including 
women and children, killing and wounding as many. Azim-ud
Din applie( for help on the same day to Raja Saveram of Atya. 
But the settlement of Sheokoabad being in agitation, for which 
an English battalion had f>een requisitioned there, the Raja pro
mised to send assistance as soon as the collections were realised. 16 

On 26 morning some 20,000 best Sikh horse invested Kasganj~ 
Azim-ud-Din engaged them with 2 field pieces, but the enemy 
charged furiously and drove his infantry up to his fort walls. They 
were however repelled hy nightfall to their camp, about 3 co& 
up the river, with a loss of 5 men and horses. Among the killed 
was the Sikh Sardar Jaiharan, a brother of Jessa Singh.~ As a 
result of these attacks the country was turned into a desert for 
40 COB around, the collections were in abeyance and no reinforce
ments or ammunition were available.20 

The fact that the inconBiderable troops of the Naib of 
Kaf'lganj wtre able to resist the Sikhs indicated ~at the enemy 
was not formidable. Ain-ud-Din had entertained additional 
troops, on the first appearance of the enemy. But he was 
immediately ordered to disband them. He however suggested 
that a regiment be stationed in the ghats which were unguarded, 
as these troops were also useful in the collections.111 

The reverse at Kasganj compelled the marauders to march 
on 27 February from Badereah to Garhsire, 4 coB from Kasganj. 
They laid waste the villages of Surin, Badereah, Badgebatta and 

18. I. C. E., lii:, 61. Tek Chand Ra.i to Khwa.ja. Ain-ud .. Din ; f\ 
Rabi-ul .. Awwal. 

19. Ibid; III, 68.Azim-ud-Din to Almas. 26 Rabi-ul.Awwal, 1197. 
20. Ibid. . 

. ~1. lbid, III, 66-Brist9w to Cummings : 5 Mar, 1783 
·. 
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Gargari destroying the Rabi seed and stopping the collections. 
They set ablaze and dismantled the houses at Badereah, carried 
destruction at Fateppur, the taluka of Selimpur and the neigh• 
bouring villages except Madagur, and took 2,000 cows, killing and 
imprisoning many men.22 About this time a party of Sikhs 3 
to 4,000 strong burnt the village of karowli and the _Sejawal of 
the place appealed to Capt. Hawkins to march to his aid,ll 8 

Then presently, before 1 March, they retired from Aliganj creating -
some havoc in Almas Ali's district.2 4. • 

·The Sikhs marched pa'st Kasganj ~n 1 March, with the 
idea of plundering the Etaw·a'h district. They were at Mau, 
15 cos from Kasganj, three days later, with 5JOOO horse a-nd 
8,000 infantry. They ];)lundered.- -every-· house there, exacting 
Rs. 2 in li-eu of a bullock: for conveying grain which they 
took, ·whether new or damaged. With the exception of 
Secundera and Bareha, that region contained no villages with 
houses or food. The people were 15adly shaken and bereft of their 
habitations. The Rabi crop was destroyed, owing to the lack of 
men to water the fields25, · 

. ' 

It was at this period that Zabita Khan ceded to the Sikhs 
. 'the fort of Shukartar with the idea oi favouring their de@igns 

against the Vazir's frontiers, while relieving his own country 
· from-their onslaughts26 ; The fort was indefensible and weak, 

though to· the Si~hs it proved convenient to make attacks upon 
the opposite country. Zabita Khan probably gave up the fott 
because he was obliged by the Sikhs, although it was unlikely 
that he desired them to be est a bUshed in his terri tory. Lying 18 
cos off Daranagar, this fort was but a former Rohilla encampment' 
of no consequencell7. 

Quitting the banks of the Ganges near Daranag!'lor on 6 
March the Sikhs headed towards Anhpsha_hr, Aligarh, Kasganj / 
and Khurjah. Tek Chand Rai, crossed the river _,with a strong 
detachment, attacked them and returned with 3,000 head of 
cattle from the Gujars2 8 , • 

Wl)en th'e Sikhs were moving ~towards A~upshahr, Khut·jah 
and Kasganj, Afrasiab Khan crossed the Jumna. at Agra and 
proceeded with his army to join the Gosains for ousting 
the Sikhs fron1 their country. Mirza Shafi. also inte.nded to 

' 
22. 
'23. 
~24. 
25 

1197. 

Ibid, III, 72:Azim-ud-Din to Alams Ali: 29 Rabi-ul-Awwal. 
Ibid, 111,.66-Cummings to Bristow : 4 Mar.l783 
Ibid.- ~/ 
lbi~, III," 69-Aii~D:·Ud-Din -'to .A.lmas Ali:· 29 Ra.bi-ul-A,yw11.l, 

26. Ibtd, III, 67 .. Bristow to Cummings: 5 Mar. 1783. 
27. Ibid, III, 68-9-Cummings to Bristow: 7 Mar. 1783; Morgan to 

Bristow : 7 Mar. 1783, • -
28. Ibid, III, Extracts of intelligence from che N~ws-papers qrri~·ed 

. frpm Delhi : parana~ar: 6 Mo.r. 17~3. 



attack them. His brother Mirza Zain-ul-Abedin proposed to join 
Zabita Khan at Ghausgarh in a combined operation for ousting 
the t;ikhs from the region opposite Daranagar where the-y 
wrought havoc in league with "the Purrachat Gur Man," who 
was disaffected towards Zain-ul-Abedin. Afrasiab and other 
chiefs were also anxious to recover their estates from the enemy. 
In Delhi, Mirza Hhafi and Muhammad Beg Khan were reconciled 
and settled their differences, leaving the former to attend to the 
situation in the Doab29, 

For combating the Sikh intentions at Shukartar it was 
recommended that a party from Cummings' detachment should 
be stationed to watch them and remain there until the river was 
in floods so as to prevent their cro:ssing80. As regards the pro
tection of the Vazir's frontiers the orders of the Governor-General 
in Council were the following. A force was to be kept in readi
ness for opposing ar.y sudden attempt of the enemy to disturb 
the upper provinces and also to help the Vazir in "the internal 
administration of his own dominion," when it did not clash 
''with more important views." Three Regiments were recommen
ded for this purpose.s1 

Cummings also proposed the following for the Vazir's con
sideration : first, that a 'single Regiment was required near 
Ramghat on the east of the Ganges, as on the other side a small 
force was likely to be exposed to the mercies of the Sikhs, if they 
appeared in large numbers, and the quickness of their movements 
would make it impossible for him to give timely aid: secondly, 
2 Regiments with 4 six pounders were to be sent under Lt. Col. 
Knudson and stationed a few cos above or below Anupshahr on 
the west of the Ganges, for protecting Rohilkhand. This force 
could hold on till reinforcements reached them from the other 
side. If the latter proposal was accepted,· and the Sezawal of 
Faruk!:.abad still required assistanC'e, Cummings proposed to 
relieve the 11th Regiment with 5 companies. 1f 2 Regiments 
were unequal, it was further proposed to be ready with 2 more 
at a moments notice from Knudson. In this case Cummings 
wuld be obliged to withdraw 1 battalion from the Sezawal; so 
that he could leave a Regiment there. He had 5 Regiments, and 
any one could be spared, if required by the Vazir, the minister 
and Ain-u~-Din, leaving 4 with him, including the one with the 
.Sezawal, while if 2 were needed, he had still 3-a force equal to 
prevent any adverse effects from the resentment of Almas Ali. 

·Thirdly, cavalry was preferable to-other components of the army, 
but the best horse was wanted; as the common Hindusthani horse 
would merely ptfinder, iqstead or protecting the country.82 

·s9. Jbicl, III.. J(orga~,to 13rt.tow: 7 Mar. 1783. 
··so. Jbicl~ UI, ·6S·9~)lorgan to l3ristow: 7 Mtr .. .J783. 

/ 3,1: Jl m, 69·C~p to ~r~tow.: 9 Maf. na~ ;, 
k •. ;J.i •. 
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Almas Ali was favourable to the stationing of a Regiment at 
Anupshahr, since in protecting . Rohilkhand it would prote-ct his 
country too. 33 

The Sikhs left the vicinity of the Koil (Aligarh) dis~rfct and 
moved towards Farukhabad when Afrasiab reached his Jaydad.84 . 

On 8 March they encamped at Barari, assaulted and burnt 
Malikaganj, and- also Sabjimandi, and killed some men at 
Mughalpura.85 That day an army under Jessa Singh, Thossa 
Singh, Karam Singh (Chamban), Diwan Singh and other chief.s, 
marched from Shamsheen and plundered 8 towns- iri the Panipat 
district. Reaching Barari, on the Jumna, 7 cos from Delhi, t-hey 
made an encampment and hoisted their flag,s. One party then 
crossed the river anq plundered on its western bank Sarai Ruk 
Awla Khan and Badrpur, The inhabitants of these places fled 
to Delhi in confusion. ' 

Tl;le city of Delhi was now imperilled. The Nawaf-Majd-ud
Dowla took out 12. pieces _of ordnance from the Royal artillery. 
yard, disposed them off in the main_avenyes of the city, and threw 

. up en trench men ts at different places, with guards posted in 
them. - Karam Singh despatched a pair of Hirkaras to the Nawab 
demanding the Rakh'i for the city. Orders were issued bi the: 
Nawab to Mirza Shafi and Afrasiab Khan to march immediately 
to Delhi. The Sikhs then proceeded to N ajafgarr, 10 cos from 
Delhi 86• , • 

The Sikh peril had taken a serious turn, threatenin-g the total 
destruction of Delhi and· everything between their occupied areas 
and the Vazir's territory. The Mughal,----emperor had time and 
again ordered Arriir-ul-Omra in vain to proceed from Agra to 
Delhi. Financial embarrassments, his distrust of Muhammad 
Beg Khan and Najaf Khan, and the failure of his Jat expedition, 
i-q which his troops under Dawood Beg Khan were routed and one 
of his English generals Sowan killed, all of these prevented 
Amir-ul-Omra in acting immediately. 

By supporti_ng the Emp~eror and _his ministers, the British 
and the Vazir would have kept the Sikhs to their natural fron• 
tiers. If; in view of the small cost involved, they rendered no 
help, then it was certain that a permanent establishment of the 
Sikh!3 on the Vazi_r's frontiers would ensue, compelling 'the British 

33. Ibid, the. Sikh taotios were to oome rapidly and attack any part 
of the country which was undefended or contained infantry bnly. 
Henoe a good cavalry was needed for the use of Cummings. · '· 

34. Ibid, III News Letter : 8 Mar. 1783. . 
35. Delhi Ch ronicte (H y Courtesy : Sir· Jadunath Sarkar). See 

also Sarka.!', J. N.-Delhi during the Anarchyl749-l188, as told in contem
porary re.:ords, I. H. R. 0-, progs. III, p. 8 •. The date is however ~ive11 
here a.s 1782. · · 

~(}. Ibid, lll!'! ....... ·!!~: 8 ~ar, 1783, 
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to wage a defensive war or conclude an alliance with the Sikhs. 
Major Brown therefore exhorted Bristow to move the British and 
the Vazir's troops to the frontiers of Anupshahr and Daranagar, 
a move.which committed the British to nothing, while it was 
expected to protect the Vazir's dominions and encourage the 
chiefs of Delhi to exert themselves. He further urged that once 
the "character and united authority of Najaf Khan formed a 
barrier between the Sikhs and the Vazir's country." But it 
being removed, a substitute for it was required before it was 
too late87 • On 13 March the news reached Zain-ul-Abedin that 
the Sikhs had arrived, upon which he crossed the Jumna from 
Baghpat and encamped on the furtherside of Mahadar Khan's 
garden to contact them. But the enemy retreated, without 
fighting, to Panipa ta s. 

At last a force was sent under Col. Knudson to Anupshahr 
for stemming the tide of the Sikh invasion beyond Kasganj and 
Saharanpur in the direction of Daranagar. Anupshahr was 
reached on 31 March. On the way Col. Knudson noticed the 
havoc perpetrated by the Sikhs as they passed. The people 
were under the apprehension of a second attack. But this fear 
was caused by the rumours of self-interested Zamindars. 
When their fears were allayed, the inhabitants returned 
from the forts, where they had gone for safety, and resumed 
work. 89 

On 31 March the gikhs again assembled near Delhi in large 
numbers ; Afrasiab Khan was encamped near Dampur, : cos from 
Delhi, with 3 battalions of sepoys, 1,500 horse and a park of 
artillery. 

C. Knudson noticed tho grain scarcity when passing Ram
ghat on his way to Delhi. His daily supplies were obtained with 
great difficulty, in small quantities and at in,}reclibly high prices. 
This scarcity was due not so much to the poor crops of the year 
or to the damage done to them by the Sikh~, "as to the large 
exportation of grain from these parts to the West ward of the 
Jumna." Agents from Delhi were "employed all over the Doaub 
and Rohilcund to purchase grain for the exigency of that city 
and vicinity ."41 Even in April Mr. Bristow speaks of "the 
alarming cpnsequences likely to arise from the drought on the 
frontiers of the Vazier's dominions."4 2 

The vicinity of Knudson's detachment near Delhi 
created some uneasiness there, as the emperor already 

37. Delhi Chronicle (By Courtesy : Sir J a.duna.th Sarka.r). 
38. Ibid. III, 78-Knudson to Bristow: 31 Mar. 1783. 
39. Ibid. 
40. Ibid. 
4.1. Ibid, III, 78-Kundson to Bristow : & Apr. 1783 
4~· jbi~, 77-Bristow to the Jion. v;. ;HaatiDtJS; HApr.-178~ 
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distracted by his court intrigues, feared that the force had been 
summoned rather for supporting the political measures of Govern
ment than as a defeneo l'lgainst .the Sikhs.43 Major Browne 
however assured the MughaC court of their proper object44 The 
conduct of Afrasiab was perplexing. He had moved westward 
and encamped near Khurjah, 12 cos from Knudson's camp. The 
Sikhs made a fresh advance in the east.45 In this month William 
Hodges observed that as his intentions of visiting ·Delhi· were 
frustrated "by the movements of the army under Mirza Shaft, it 
appeared improbable to reach the capital" under the sanction of 
Major Brown's embassy" and "The country being over-run by 
hostile armies; as well as by marauding parties from each,. aud 
invaded by the Seiks from the province of Lahore'' he. went 
towards Gwalior.46 On his way near Shekoabad he found that 
cultivation had been given up, several village~ were in ruins and 
"the whole presented almo8t one uninterrupted scene of desola· 
tion.:; Some people migrated to the provinces, to ward .off 
starvation, begging their way.47 · 

The Sikhs intended passing into Rohilkhand if it was not 
well-guarded. Afrasiab Khan was following the movemen.ts of
Knudson's detachment from -Ramghat to Jahangirabad, keeping' 
at a distance of 4 to 5 cos. He announced that he was ''devoted 
to the King;s interest,'' and proposed to support him in" "effecting
~ change in the Government". He, however, simultaneous1y 
recruited volunteers · and carried 'on "a· close correspondence" 
with Nawab Nazib-ud-Dowla, thereby indicating the sid~ 
to which he was inclined. It was rumoured that 'his 
detachment would move to the capital. Afrasiab Khan had 
taken up a position on the road to Delhi in order to 
watch Knudson's advance48 • At Daranagar Ai)l~ud-Din had 
assembled an army of 1,0~0 cavalry, 4 battalions- of : sepoys_ 
consisting of 2,087 infantry, besides other troops acting with 
him. When leaving Lucknow he appeared confident· of being 
able_ to defend his district against the Sikhs49

• The force at. 
Daranagar was sufficient to meet the danger anP, hence the Minis. 
ter's plea that more reinfor~ements were needed appeared 
immaterial q,s Cummings' detachment was most needed in the 
countries held by Muhammad Kasim50 • The Vazir accepted these 
proposals and agreed that Cummings' detachD:lent should march 
without delay, it being required till the bursting of the, monsoonn. 

43. Ibid 78-Knudson to Bristow : 8 Mar. 1783 
44. Munshat-i-Husatni, I. H. R. C. Proge; XXI, pp. 53.4 
45. Same as 38 above. 
46. Hodges, W, Travels in India; p, 13£: .• , 
47. Ibid, p.lll- . 
4~. L C. E. III, 83-Knudson to Bristow : 12 Aprill783 
49. ibid, III, 84,.-Knudson to Bristow,:_l7 April1783. 
50. I bid, lii, ,72· 3-Bristow to Cummings : 14 March. 1783. 
51. Ibid. _ 
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In April, Mirza Muhammad Shafi, ..Afrasia6 Khan and the 
sister of Najaf Khan having inquired about the cause of the 
presence of Knudson's det13-chment, and the impending arrival of 
another English battalion at Jahangirabad, the Resident at 
Lucknow stated that the main object of the movements of these 
troops was to safeguard the V azir's dominions against the Sikh 
onslaughts52. A.frasiab Khan also informed Mr. Bristow that 
he was convinced abuut the best intentions of the British, and 
that. his ~?uspicions about the movements were nothing but casual. 
He further stated that Knudson had not confirmed about the 
contemplated Sikh invasion of that part of the country 53• Mr. 
BriAtow also reminded Ain-ud-Din about the necessity of keeping 
Knudson well-informed of the situation54• ~ 

An allegation was made against Mr. Bristow that, on the 
advise of Mirza Ismail Khan and others he desired to remove the 
Vazir's Amils, and dismiss Almas Ali and certain other old 
Officers. Haider Beg Khan therefore requested for orders whe
ther it was desirable to vest these appointments in the Vazir or 
with the Resident at Lucknow55. 

A fresh irruption of the Sikhs occurred in the second premier
ship of Afrasiab, when British detachments were sent from 
Allahabad and Cawnpur. On this occasion Major Browne 
allayed the fears of the Sikh Sardars Saheb Singh and Karam 
Singh, and endeavoured to bring about a reconciliation between. 
Afrasiab and Zain-ul-Abedin, persuading the latter from sym· 
pathising with the Sikhs5 6 • 

In May it was reported that these Sikh incursions caused 
" a grain scarcity in and around Shahjabanabad ." Thereupon 
Major Browne, at the instance of the Mughal emperor, wrote to 
the Vazir to transport grain form the east57. 

52. Calendar of Persian Correspondence VI, p. 288: 18 April. 1783· 
MunshaaC·i·Hussaini I. H R C .• Progs. XX£, p. 53. ' 

53. Cal~ndar of Perstan Corrt~spondence, VI, pp. 288-9 : 18 April. 
1783. 

54:. Ibid, p. 289: 18 April. 1783. 
55. Ibid, VI p. 289: 18 April 1783. 
56. Ibid, VII, p. 315. 
5'1. Munshaac-t-Hu1saini, op. cit, p. s•. 



THE FORGOTTEN ACT XI OF 1836 

BY 

RAMESH CHANDRA, M.A., LL.B., Research Scholar, Lucknow 
· University. 

The administration of Lord . William Bentinck and Sir 
Charles Metcalfe marks the beginning of a new era. Free from 
the dangers of war and the responsibility for costly campaigning; 
they were in a position . to liberalise the tone of the system which 
since the time of Cornwallis had been in a state of virtual dis
organisation. Benth1ck .initiated new policies 1ri the spher{S of· 
finance, justice and education and this new,spirit permeated the 
administration of Sir Charles Metcalfe and Lord Auckland. The 
Itt tter's work in the sphere of administration of justice is particu-

, larly noteworthy, although it has so far failed to attract the 
·attention it deserves. The Act XI -of ~836 which was passed 
during the regime of Lord Auckland and is now /forgotten~ formed 
in those day~ an. extrel!!_el_y i_mnortllnt measure. indicati_ve of vital. 
·change in the spirit of administration, and as such, 'is of particu-
lar interest to a student of Modern Indian- History. · 

Uptil ·the time of Bentinck the Europeans, w~o were consi
dered to be a privileged class, enjoyed ~·special right of appeal to· 
the Supreme Court at Calcutta, notwithstanding;the ju·risdiction 
or the Company's 'Adalats' or Courts. It was this special privilege 
of the Europeans which was abolished in 1836 by an act of the 
Governor GE;Jneral in Council known as the Act No. XI of ·1836. 
The.act was passed on 9th May, 1836, and came into force with
effect-from the 1st June of the same year. 

The act consists of two sections. The first section repeals 
"the 107th clause of an act of Parliament- passed in the 53rd year 
of King George the 3rd,'~ by virtue of which certaJn exclusive 
privileges granted to the East India Company for "establishing 
further Regulations for Government". of British Territories in 
India and "the better administration of Justice within the same· 
(Territories), and for regulati·rig the trade to and from tbe places 
within the limits of ·the said Company's Charter," were with-
drawn. ', -

'1 ho second clause of the act enumerates t.he courts from 
whose jurisdiction, no person\ by reason of place or birth or descent 
was to be exempted.· It is laid down, "And, it is hereby e~acted. 
that from the said day and within the said Territories, no person 
whatever shall, by reason of place or birth or by reason of descent 
be, in any ciyil proceedings whatever excepted from the jurisdiction 
of any of the Courts hereinafter mentioned: that is to say :-

. I ~ 
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"The Court of the Budder Dewany Adawlut of the Zillah 
and City Judges of the Principal Ameens-and of the Sudder 
Ameens, in the Territories, subject to the Presidency of Fort 
William in BEingal. 

The Court of the Sudder Adawlut-the Provincial Courts
the Courts of Zillah Judges-of the Assistant Judges-of the 
Registrars and of the Native Judges in the Territories, subject to 
the Presidency of l!""ort St. George. (Sudder Ameens and Di~trict 
Moonsifs were added by Act 3 of 1850.) 

The Courts of Sudder Adawlut-of the Zillah Judges-of the 
Native Judges-and of the Principal and Junior Native Commis
sioners in the Territories subject to the Presidency of Bombay". 

By Acts 24 of 1836, 3 of 1839, and 6 of 1843, similar provisions 
were made in respect of the jurisdictions of Assistant Judges, 
Revenue Courts and that of the Courts of the Moonsifs. 

The Act- is significant, as it marks the beginning of a new 
trend in the administration of justice in British India. It lays 
down, officially for the first time, the principle of equality before 
the laws, which was hitherto tacitly understood, but not officially 
observed or enforced. As a matter of fact, it is the first step in 
the process which finally, culmina ted in the famous Ilbert Bill 
of 1883. It is, therefore, rather strange that historians have 
skipped over this important enactment-one which la.id down the 
fundamental basis on which justice was to be equitably adminis· 
tered in future. 

The circumstances which justified and called for the aforesaid 
enactment may be summed up as follows. Firstly, the 8y.ste.m 
hitherto in force under which the Supreme Court exercised JU~IS• 
diction over the Europeans wherever they happened to res1de 
was thoroughly unsatisfactory, for the authority of the C~m
pany's Courts was thereby considerably impaired .. If an Indian 
outside Calcutta fil~d a suit against a European, the latter was 
free to exercise the right of having the suit transferred to the 
Supreme Court._ This gave Europeans an unfair advantage over 
the Indian subjects of the Company, and particularly over those 
who lived in the interior of the Province. Secondly, after the 
withdrawal of the previous restrictions against the immigration 
of Europeans by the Charter Act of 1833, the danger of the ill· 
treatment of Indians by European settlers became all the more 
serious. Thirdly, it was undeniable that there could not be good 
government in India, until one uniform system of law was made 
applicable to all the subjects. Lastly, the Charter Act of 1833 
embodied a new spirit and necessitated a new outlook in the 
administration by the emphasis it laid on the necessity for a fair 
administration of justice. 

'l'pe despatch fro~ the Bo~rd of Directors, dated lQtll 
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November 1834, laid down the following principles ef a now 
policy:-

(1) The Indians were to be offered all possible protection 
from acts of outrage or insolence on the part 0f the· 
Europeans. ..:. 

, ' (2) It was necessary to place the Eut·opeans under s'ome 
check, for, in India, they were likely to abuse their 
power and superiority of position and race. 

(3) The existing administration of justice in the interior 
of the Country needed reform, fori t was not "adequa·te 
to ensure to the injured native the means of due and 
prompt redress." 

(4) ";., ................ all British-born subjects throughout India· 
should forthwith be subjected t9 the.same tribunals with 
the natives." 

(5) "There can be no equality of protection where justice 
is not equally and on equal terms accessible to all." · 

(6) " Justice is to be distributed to men of every race, creed, 
and colour, according to its essence, and witl:l as little 
diversity of circumstance as possible." · 

It was in compliance with the ideas ·mentioned above, and · 
in liarmony with the spirit of the Charter Act of 1833, that the 
Act XI of 1836 was passed to abolish ~me of the special privileges 
hitherto enjoyed by the Europeans. · 

Tht~ Act .which won the approbation of all Provincial 
Governments gave rise to serious opposition from the Europeans. 
of Calcutta, and created a state of affairs that has a fafnt 
resemblance to the agitation following the introduction of the 
fainous Ilbert Bill, The enactment was violently criticised. by 
European settler.g who submitted a petition against rt.. "The 
firmness with which the Government withstood the idle outcry 
of two or three hundred people about a ma~er with which they 
had nothing to do," wrote Macaulay in his Minute, " was desi
gnated as insolent defiance of public opinion. We were the ene
mies of fre'edom because we would not suffer a small white 
aristocracy ,to domineer over millions." ·Macaulay concludes, 
his minute thus, " We have now in defiance of misrepresentation 

· abuse, and calumn~r paEsed a law,. which is -considered by our
selves, by the late Governor General, by the Governor in Council 
of Madras, by the Governor in Council of Bombay, by all, or 
almost all the civil servants of the Company, as a law beneficial 
to the great body of the people." It is indeed interestin.g to 
note that the selfish opposition of the ·Europeans of Calcutta. 
proved to be of no avail and the Act XI of 1836 survived their 
persistent clamour. 



DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS OF THE BENGAL GOVERNMENT 
UNDER CARTIER WITH THE POWERS OF HINDUS1'HAN. 

(December, 1769-June, 1771). 

BY 

PnOF. NA.NI GOP.t\L CHOUDHURI, M.A., Mahisadal 
Raj College, Bengal 

Whatever might have been the permanent effect of the Third 
Battle of Panipat upon the Maratha power, there is no denying 
the fact that the immedia t.e result of the battle w.as a temporary 
eclipse of that power in the north. 

• f 

Before the end of 1769 Peshwa Madhav Rao succeeded in 
restoring order among the Mara tha leaders and asserting hiR 
mastery over the Poona Government. It became, therefore, 
possible for him to devote his energy to the reconquering of his 
lost territories in Hindusthan. Early in 1770 a vast Maratha 
army under Ram Chandra Ganesh, the Peshwa's deputy, who 
was to be assisted by Visaji Krishna Biniwala, Tukoji Holkar and 
Mahadji Sindhia, advanced to tile north of the Chambal for 
recovering the lost Maratha estates in the Doab between the 
Ganges and the Jamuna •. 1 Consternation seized the native 
rulers of Northern India at the approach of the vast Maratha 
army. 

The English in Bengal could not look with equanimity upon 
the increasing power of the Marath&s in the north. The Court of 
Directors advised the Bengal Government not to take part in 
operations which might •weaken the few remaining chiefs of 
India that (were) in condition to oppose (the Maratha) encroach
ments'. Since the second administration of Clive, the Select Com
mittee had been carrying on negotiations, relating to the cession 
of Cuttack, with Januji Bhonsle, the Maratha Raja of Nagpur. In 
one of the mtended treaties with Januji it wae stipulated that 
the English forces should join Januji, whenever required, to assist 
him in his offensive and defensive wars against any power, even 
against the best allies of the English. The Court of Directors 
could not support the treaty as in pursuance of a treaty of this 
nature, the English might find· themselves engaged in wars 
against those powers whom they in their own interests ought to 
have helped against the Marathas 2 • As the advent of the 
Maratha army in the north completely changed the relatiOn 

1. Fall of the Mug hal Empire• Voll II. p. 4()6. 
2• General letter from Courtt 15th Septembert 1769-paras 28 & 29 • 

• 372 
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between· the Bengal Government and the Maratha power, the 
Select Committee on the suggestion of Mr. Cartier discontinued 
negotiations with Jan uji Bhorisle 3

• 

The Poona Government apprehended that Mr. Cartier and 
bjs Council would not look with favour at the advent of the 
Mara tha army in the north. They, therefore, decided to :send a 
Maratha Vakil• to Calcutta to assuage the apprehensions of 
Mr. Cartier and his Council. The Maratha Vakilleft·Poona in 
-December, 1769. 1The letters which the Vakil brought from the 
Maratha Government contained •expressions of friendship f6r the 
English'. He asmrerl Mr. Cartier· that the Marathas had no 
intentions of levying Chauth from tbe English and that they had 
come only to settle the •confused state' of Hindusthan •. Mr. Cartier 
was advised by the Select Committee at Fort William to write 
a letter to the Poena Government expressin_g the Company's desire 
to live in pe~ce with all the po;wers of Hindustlian, but at the· 
same time Informing them that the Company would give protec
tion to those allies who.m they were bound by·tr~aty to protect 4 

. With the approach of the Maratp.~ c ar_my in_ Bindusthan,
Mir Qa.sim, the-ex-nawa·b·of Bengar,-Bibar and Orissa, came out 

. of his hiding place fn Rohilkband and proceeded towards Gohad 
(near Gwalior).. where he got a plot of land. for his residence from 
the Rana of that place. In this place he had ample q.pportunities of 
stirring tip the Mara thas againi'Jt the English. The English v. ere 
frightened at the reappearance of Mir Qasim after his long. absence 
in Rohilkhand. It appeared that he ·still cherished the hope of re·
covering his lost kingdom 5 • Being lured by the p]:omise ·of reward 
the Marathas and the Sikhs promised to help him. -N ajib-ud-9aul· 
lab, Hafiz Rahama t Khan· and other Ruheia Chiefs also promised 
to join hands with them. It was decided that they should meet at 
Koil (modern Aligarh) to form. a" plan of operations against 

.. Bengal6
• It was suspected that Mir Qas1m carried on secret corres

. pondence with the French at Pondi'chery and Hyder Al~ of Mysora 
in order to draw them in to his fold 7 • The English suspected even the 
Emperor ,,who was at Allahabad and ·sbuja.ud.·daullah·of having 
secret alliance with Mir Qasim andhis associa tes 8

• The Bengal 
Select Committee apprehended that Al1ahauad would be attacked 

., 
8 • Sel. Com~ Prog-9th May, 1~70- President's Minute. · 
*The name of this Vakil was Rao Hari Amanji Pandit-vide C. P. C. 

Vol. III (a) Letter from Madhav Rao, 27th Septe(Dber, 1770 P• llO {b) Letter 
to Madhav Rao-7th November, 1770 (p. 123). ·-

4. Sel. Com. Prog, 5th October, 1770. . 
5 • Foreign Department-Select Committee-0. C. 28th January, 

1770-Letter (in French) from Le. H. Wandel, Agra., the 28th December, 
)769. 

6. Sel. Com, Prog., 16th February 1770, The President's Minute. 
7. Ibid 17th February 1770, Letter to the Sel. Com. at Fo:rt St, 

George, the 17th February 1770. 
8. · Ibid, the 16th February 17.70, the President's Minute. 
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by the confederates and consequently ordered Colonel Gailliez 
who was in charge of the magazine at Allahabad to remove it 
to the cantonment at Bankipur9 • During the first two months 
of 1770 it appeared as if all the native powers of Hindusthan 
had been udted by the intrigues of Mir Qasim to attack Bengal. 
It was a critical time for Mr. Cartier. 

The Confederacy, however, dissolved without making any 
attempt to invade Bengal and Bihar. No sooner had the allies 
of Mir Qasim,'discovered his inability to satisfy their demands' 
than they left him alone. By the middle of 1770 the Bengal 
Government became free from the anxiety of an invasion by 
the confederates1 o. 

Suja. ud-daullah gave public quietus to the suspicions of 
the English by renewed professions of unsullied friendliness. 
He declared before Captain Harper in the most solemn manner 
that, since his treaty concluded with them at Benares on the 
29th November, 1768, he had never 'entertained one single thought 
tending to their prejudices' 11 • He even wrote on the back of 
the holy Koran that he would maintain friendly relations with 
the English as long as he lived. He promised therein to 'oppose 
and chasti::e' Qasim Ali if he dared tQ create any disturbance in 
future 12 • · 

The fear of Mir Qasim vanished, but the fear of the Marathas 
remained. The advent of the Maratha army alarmed not only 
the English but also the Ruhela Chief N ajib-ud-daulah who was 
instrumental in bringing about their downfall in the Battle of 
Panipat. He knew very well that the Marathas would not 
forgive the Ruhelas for their past misdeeds. He was advanced 
in age and was not keeping good health. Knowing it well 
that it would be difficult to prevent the Mara.tha hordes from 
wrecking vengeance upon the Ruhelas, Najib-ud-daullah decided 
to buy peace with them by offering his co-operation in their 
conquest of the Doab. Ram Chandra Ganesh and Tukoji 
Holkar welcomed N ajib's offer of co-operation, while Mahadji 
Sindhia objected to it. The Peshwa supported Ram Chandra 
Ganesh and Tukoji Holkar. So the Marathas formed an alliance 
with Najib. .Najib·ud-daullah, the Ruhela Chief, was at the head 
of the administration at Delhi when the Emperor Shah Alam II 
was pas:~ing his days in Allahabad under the tutelage of the 
English. He wc1s also in charge of the Imperial family residing 
in the Delhi Fort. Najib wrote to the Emperor's mother who was 
in Delhi requesting her to allow her grandson to join him in the 
Doab. He hoped that the presence of a royal prince would enable 

9. Ibid (i) 28th January 1770 (ii) 16th February, 1770. 
10. Ibid, 13th March, 1770, Letter to the Sel. Com, at Fort St. 

George, the 13th March, 1770. 
11. Ibid, 28th Maroh, 1770, Letter from Harpar, the 5th Maroh, 1770. 
12. Ibtd, The Wazir's wr1tten protestation on the Koran. 



him to have 'the pageant of a king' in the Ruhela-Mara.tha 
army. It would also induce many chiefs of Hindusthan to join 
them. Above all, it would create misunde·rstanding among the 
three powers, for the Vazier and the English would think that· His. 
Majesty was at the bottom of the scheme 18 , Najib at the same 
time requested the Queen mother to urge her son, the Emperor, to 
join the Maratha army 14• The Queen mother asked her son to 

-come to Delhi and jointhe Marathas 15 • The Marathas too •made 
the most dutiful prof.essions to the King (i:e., the Emperor) and had 
proposed a conference with him at any place His Majesty would 
appoint' ~ 6 • But the fear of Ghazi-ud·din who was at this time in 
the Maratha army, prevented the Emperor from acceeding to the 
request of' Najib and the Marathas 17 • · H)wever, the Emperor 
acquiesced in his son's joining the- army of. Najib-ud-daulah, as it 
'was not in his power fb prevent it' ~ s. 

The alliance of Kajib-ud-daulah with the Marathas unnerved 
Shuja-ud-d a ulah. He-_ advised _.the Engli-sh- -to- check t-qe growing 
power of Najib who wou·ld carry everything before him when joined 
by the Marathas and other Ruhela c.hiefs. He therefore, proposed 
-a combined movement of the Imperial and his own forces towards 
.the frontier of Kora and he was willing to p~1t into execution the 

. proposal if he could be assured· that 'it would not be disapproved , 
by the Eqglish · Sardars'. The Select Committee asked Captain 
Harper to assure Suja.ud-daulah that this 'design of advancing to 
the frontier' was approved by them 'as a spirited resolution calca. 
lated to intimidate the Council of the confederates'. Captain 
Harper was permitted by the Select Committee to accompany 
Suja:ud-daulah to the frontier 'with the 19th battalion but -
no farther'.~ 9 Two battalions of sepoys were also ordered to 
be detached from the brigade stationed at Patna and to canton 
at Buxar with a view to intimidate Najib and the Marathas.20 

N ajib's intention from the very first .appearance of the 
Maratha army in the north was' to divert their attention from 
the pessessioris of the Ruhela Chiefs in the Doab to those of the 
Jats •. Unable to resist the constant demand of the Marathas, 
Najib-ud-daullah allowed them to take possession of that part 
of tlie Doab which had belonged to them before the Battle of 

13. c: P. C., Vol. Ill, Letter No, 285. 
' 14. Ibid, Letter No. 269. 

15 .. Ibid, Letter No. 288. ... _ 
16. Sel, Com. Pro g • ., 28th April, 17 70, Letter from Harper, th~ lOth 

April, 1770. 
17. C. P. C., Vol. III, Letter No. 271. , 
18, (i) Sel. Com. Pr<i!g. 2oth April, 1770, Letter frop1 Harper, lOth 

April, 1770, (ii) Sel. Corn. Prog., 3rd May, 1770, Letter from Harper, the 
16th April, 1770. 

19. Sel. Com .. Prog., 3rd May, 1770, Letter from Captain Har_per, the 
16th April, 1770. 

~0. [biq, Letter to f. Galli~~· 3rd ~af• 1770! 
• 
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Panipat and which then formed a part of the territories of Hafiz 
Rahamat Kh"ln and Ahmad Khan Bangash, the two famous 
Ruhela Chiefs. These territories bordered on the province of 
Kora which then belonged to the Emperor.21 It seems Najib-ud
daulah wanted to save his own possessions at the cost of those 
which belonged to the other Ruhela Chiefs. By the first week 
of May, ·1770, the Maratha army advanced as far as Etawah,2 2 
They took possession of a major portion of the territories in the 
Doab belonging to Dundi Khan, Hafiz Rahamat Khan and 
Ahmad Khan! the three famous Ruhela chiefs 2s. Shuja-ud
daulah felt uneasy at the advance of the Maratha army towards 
the Kora frontier. He told Captain Harper, as he had done 
previously, that it was 'absolutely required to move a force 
towards the Corrah frontier to oppose' the Marathas, but he was 
'prevented from (that) measure by his ignorance of' the opinion of 
the Bengal Government. 24 · 

Instead of moving his forces towards the frontier of the 
Kora vrovince, Suja-ud-daullah went out to hunt tigers. To 
Captain Harper Shuja-ud-daulah was an enigma. He suspected 
that Shuja-ud-caulah was on terms of fl'iendship with the Mara
tbas. Otherwise, he could scarcely have gone to hunt tigers at 
the time when N ajib and the Marathas were knocking at the 
door of the Kora province.25 What was an enigma to the English 
was a plain thing to the others. Shuja-ud-daullah was unwilling 
to undertake any action against the increasing power of the 
.Marathas and N ajib-ud-daulah unless he was actively assisted 
by the English, He clearly perceived that the English wa.nted 
only to intimidate the Marathas anrl. Najib and that the 
English army would not help Shuja-ud-daulah when he would 
come to grips with the Marathas. 

In the month of June, 1770, Dundi Khan, the Ruhela Chief, 
proposed an alliance amongst the Ja ts, the Ruhelas and the 
English. He thought that such a formidable combination would 
be able to drive the Marathas from the Doab. Colonel Gailliez 
was asked by the Select Committee 1o induce Dundhi Kahn 'to 
some active operations,' but he should not give Dundhi Khan 'room 

21. lind, 26th May • 1770, Letter from Captain Harper. the 2nd May~ 
1770. 

22. Ibid. 26th May. 1770, Letter from Captain Harper, 9th May, 
1770. 

23. Sel. Com. Prog.-9th June, 1770. Letter from Harper. the 14th 
.May, 1770. 

24. Sel. Com. Prog.-26th May, 1770, Letter from Harper, the 9th 
May, 1770. 

25. Sel. Com. Prog,, 9th June, 1770, ~etter from G. Harper, the 
Jitb May.l77?, 
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to expect any absolute engagement', as it was ~ar from their' 
thought to enter into any new treaty,2 6 

A few days later, the Bengal Government h3aved a sigh of 
relief at the prospect of a separation between Najib-ud-daulah 
and the Mara thas. Ma.hadji Sindhia intercepted a letter from 
Najib-ud-daulah to other Ruhela Chiefs instigating them against 
the Marathas. The- Marathas demanded from him the money 
he had collected from the conquered Jat territories.21 The 
Governnrent of Bengal could not allow to let slip the opportunity 
of separating Najib-ud-daulah from the Marathas. The Select 
Committee expected that as Shuja-ud-daula had been 'long con
nected with (Najib·\ld-daulah) in ties of friendship' he would 
'separate that chief totally t'rom the confederacy.' But Shu)a
-ud-daulah did not take the trouble of widening the gulf between 
the Marathas and Najib-ud-daula.28 

The_ failure of Shuja-ud-daulah and the English to separate 
Najib-ud.daulah from the Marathas was followed by the patching 
up of the quarrels between t~e Marathas and Najib-ud-daulah. 
The latter advised Hafiz Rahman Khan and Ahmad Khan to give 
up the territories which they had conquered in the Doab after the 
Battle of Panipat.29 Fearing that Jatsrnight be persuaded to 
form a coalition against the Mara-thas, the latter were eager to 
make a pe'ace with them .. On the 8th October, 1770, Najib-ud. 
daulah·concluded a p·eace between the Jats·and the Marathas and 
fixed .the tribute to be paid by the Jat Rajah to the Marathas.so 
Thus the English suffered a diplomatic defeat ·at the hands of 
the Marathas. 

On the 3ist October, . 1770, N ajib-ud-daulah breathed- his 
last on his way to N ajibgar, his capital. With the passing 
away of Najib-ud-daulab the Marathas were freed from the res· 
traint which that great diplomat might otherwise have put on their 
conql!e~t- in the Doab. By the. month of Noverpber, 1770, the 
Maratlia army marched towards Akbarpur, a place only six miles 
from the frontier of Kora, plundering the territories of Hafiz, 
Rahamat, and Ahamad Khan on their way 31• The English 
expectod that Suja-ud-daulah woulq now enter into a treaty with 
th.e R.uh ela chiefs and send an army to the frontiers of Kora to 

26. Sal. O>til.' ·Ptog., 19th July, 1770, Letter to P. Gailliez, the l9th 
July, 1770. \ 

27. · Ibid, the 11th August, 1770, Letter from Capt. Harper, the 15th 
July, 1770. , . . 

28. lbtd, Latter to Capt. Harper, the 11th Au&ust, 1?70 
29. Sal. Com. Prog, 25th Sept, 1770, Lette! from Capt. Harper, 

22nd September, 1770. 1 
30. Sel. Com. Prog., 7th Novr., 1770, Letter ~rom Capt. Harper, 

the 17th Oot. 1770. 
- 31. Sel. Com. Prog, 2<;lth December, 1770, ~ett~l' hom ~il' -R. 13arker1 
the 30th November, 1770. · · · . . . / . - · -

~~. 



oppose the Marathas. But he did nothing of the sort. The timid 
disposition of the English and Shuja-ud-daulah encouraged the 
Maratbas to advance further. By the next month two detach
ments of the Maratha army entered into the Kora province and 
laid 'claim to some distdcts formerly gra 1 ted to them by Shuja
ud-daulah's father' s2, Shuja-ud-daulah quite frankly told 
Captain Harper that as he knew that the Bengal Government 
would not allow their forces to pass tho borders of the Kora 
province which might be necessary in case of an engagement with 
the Marathas, he did not send his army to the frontiers of the 
province. He aleo added that the Bengal Government were 
greatly mistaken in expecting him to repel the Marathas with the 
help of the Ruhelas who had been defeated by an insignificant 
detachment of the Maratha army a few days ago. Moreover, he 
could not rely upon the Ruhela troops who, a few days ago, 
mutinied against Hafiz Rahamat Khan and pelted him with 
stones 88 • The underlying policy of Shuja-ud-daulah's not fighting 
the Marathas without the assistance of the English was that he 
knew that the English were as afraid as he of the increasing 
power of the Maratha3. The invasion of his kingdom by the 
Marathlls would endanger the provinces of Bengal and Bihar. 
So, the English were as much interested ·as he was in opposing 
the Maratha advance. Why should he then alone undertake the 
task of chastising the Marathas? 

Even at this critical moment when the territories of 
the Emperor were actually invaded by the Marathas and the 
English were bound by the Treaty and enjoined by tlie positive 
orders of the Honourable Company to give their allies 
assistance, the Setect Committee thought of only warming 
up the Emperor and his Wazier Shuja-ud-daulah by order· 
ing a Company of artillery and two battalions of Sepoys 
stationed at Dinapore to march to the bank of the Karmanasha 
aml funhtn· ordering one of the battallions stationed at Buxar 
to proceed to Allahabad 84• Mr. Cartier was fully aware that 
'in the interest of the English nation in general and of the 
Company in particular,' a coalition of th\l northern powers should 
be formed and the full aid of the English arms should be given 
to the coalition to drive back the Maratha hordes to the Deccan. 
But this action was 'directly opposite to the plan or policy incul
cated by the Company.' Mr. Cartier knew that the timid disposition 
of the Company encouraged the Marathas to invade the frontier 
of the Kora province. He told the Select Committee, "There is 
one thing I must beg leave to remark that the Marathas, though 

32. Ibid, Letter from Gailliez, the 15th December, 1770. 
83.- Sel. Com. Prog., 2\1th Dl3oember, 1770, Letter from Ca.pt. Harper, 

the 1st December, 17t0. 
34. Sel. Com. Prog. 29th December, 1170, Letter to Sir R. B~:~ork:er, 

*ll" ,~th DeQemb<tr. l'no. 
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sensible, I do suppose that we have guaranteed to His Majesty 
and the Vizir, the secure possession of their respective countries, 
and are engaged by Treaty to assist in repelling any attack made 
on the same, have on a full certainty of our pacific disposition, 
invaded the frontier of that province, and have plundered the town 
of Bittoor and several villages in its neighbourhood" 35, 

With Marathaarmy on the frontier of the Kora province, 
the Maratha leaders tried to induce the Emperor Shah Alam II 
to leave the English protection at Allahabad and joined them. 
The Emperor had also been sighing for hb returu to Delhi. The 
English had promised to escort him to the capital as early as 
1765 and they repeated their· promise year after year without 
making any attempt to fulfil it 36 • On the other hand the English 
through Munir- ud-daulah, their agent at the Court of the Emperor, -
tried to convince the Emperor that it would be hazardous for the 
Emperor to leave Allahabad and proceed towards Delhi37• The 
motive of- the English in keeping Shah Alam II under thei~ 
protection at Allahabad was to get his sanction in all their 
dealings, legal or illegal, with the European and native powers. 
To allow the Emperor to proceed to Delhi was to lose all these 
advantages. The Emperoror became convinced that the English 
would not escort him to DeihL Htl, therfore, lookerl fg_r,h-elp at 
other quarters. The Marathas came to his rescue. They wanted 
to use the name of the Emperor .in the same 'way as the English 
had been using till then. With the Emperor in their clutches the 
Marathas wanted to go -on conquering territory after territory 
in the name of the ·Emperor.38 • < . . 

So ·long the Emperor could not make an:y final decision of 
leaving Allahabad and marching to the .Capital escorted by the 
Marathas whom he could not trust .. ·But the death of Najib·ud
daulah (31st Oct., 1770) compelled his wavering mind to 'make 
the final decision of marching tc the capital. .N ajib-ud-d_aulah 
was the guardian of _the Emperor's mother Zinat Mahal and his 
heir Jawan Bakht who were ~taying in the Delhi Fort. The duty 
of_ protecting the Emperor's family in Delhi fell upon Zabita 

. Khan, son of the deceased Najib-ud-daulah. The inexperience of 
Zabita Khan a:nd the supremP. authority which the Marathas 
got on the death_ of Najib-ud~daulah in northern lndia led the 
Emperor to cherish some doubt the safety of the Imperial family. 
A rumour which was afloat at that time gave an additional 

-impetus to form his decision· to leave Allahabad in-:J,mediately for 

. 35. I bi~, 29th Dece_mber, 17 'i'O g. 0. Co pis_ Vol. 20B, pp 3Sl-383), 
President's Mmute.. · • 

36. Sel. Com. Prog., 9th August. 1770, Letter from Ga.illiez, the 8th 
July, 1770. · · ' . 

37. Ibid., 15th September, 1770, Letter from Sir R. Barker, the 19th · 
August, 1770. 

38.- Sel.- Com. Prog., 28th ApTil, 1770, Letter from Captain Harper, 
the lOth April, 1770. 



Delhi. It was given out from the Maratha camp that a mo'!e· 
ment was atoot for seting up some other person of the Imperial 
family on the throne of Delhi as His Majesty Shah Alam II was 
unfit to be the Emperor of Hidusthan by reason of his particular 
attachment to the English. 39 

The Marathas were carrying on secret correspondE:'nce wit~ 
the Emperor and offered their services to escort him to Delhi 
provided their expenses were borne by the Emperor. Their attempt 
bore fruit. Knowing full well that neither the English no~ 
Shuja-ud-daula would do anything to re·establish him in Delh1 
the Emperor determined to depend upon the Mara thas. 

The Emperor now prepared for his march from Allahabad to 
Delhi. Shuja-ud-daulah became anxious to prevent the Emperor 
from joining the Marathas. He clearly percieved that if the 
Marathas could secure the person of the Emperor they would at 
once set up another Wazir in opposition to him. He wanted 
the English to do this business for him. He told Sir R. Barker 
that when it would be known that the Marathas had taken away 
the Emperor from the protection of the English, it would lower 
the prestige of the English nation in the eyes of the Indian 
powers. Moreover, the Marathas would at once attack 'Kora 
and his own dominions' in the name of the Emperor. He, there
fore, suggested to Sir R. Barker that a show of opposition from 
the English would stir up the powers of Hindustha n against the 
Marathas who would then be compelled to give up these designs.40 

The Select Committee had no intention of detaining any 
longer the person of the l£mperor as they wel'e not authorised to 
do eo by the Court of Directors. If they had recourse to such 
a step it would have little effect on the conduct of the Maratha:l. 
In that case they would have put another prince of the Imperial 
family upon the throne and the incensed .Shah Alam would have 
troubled the English by his intrigues. They, therefore, came to the 
decision of parting with him cordially. The Select Committee 
expeuted that the favourable impression which tpe Emperor would 
carry in his mind regarding the English might render him averse 
to taking part in any movement which might endanger in future 
the English possessions.41 

The Emperor marched out of Allahabad on the 15th April, 
1771. He left behind his two sons under the care of the English 
•as the best pledges of his faith'. Sir H. Barker, the Commander
in-chief, escorted tl·.e Emperor 'to within seven coss (fourteen 
miles) of (the) boundary' of the Kora province when he took leave 

39. Sel. Com. Prog .. 9th June, 1770, Letter from Col. Gailliez, the 
19th May, 1770. 

40. Sel. Com. Prog., 1st March, 1771, Letter from Sir R. Barker, 
the 12th February 1771. 

41. Bengal Public Letter to the Court (Home), the 31st August, 
1771, para 2. 
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·of His Majesty on t.he 30th June, 1771. Sir R. Barker, 'left with 
the King the two Royal battallions after' -withdrawing the 
European officers, 4 pieces of artillery and 800 rounds of ammu
nition'.42 . The Emperor made a demand upon Shuja-ud-daulah 

' also for a body of troops to eseort ·him to Delh-i. The W azir 
acceeded to the demand of the Emperor ori the following 
grounds :-

,First,, a· force waR necessary to remove any obstruction that 
might be given on the way to the progress of the Emperor 
by ant hostile army. _ 

Secondly, on the refusal of the Wazir to supply troops to the· 
Emperor, the latter might appoint another W~zir in his place. 

Thirdly, as the second son o{ Shuja-ud-daulah would ac
company the Emperor on behalf of his father, he might fill the 
post of Wazir if such occasion arose. 

Fourthly, with a body of ten or twelve thousand troops His 
Majesty might act quite independ-ent-ly· of the Margtbas.43 - . 

The last argument appeared to the Select Committee quite 
cogent and they appro\;ed of .the Wazir's decision to send troops 
to Delhi under the Command of his second son. They also desired 
Captain Harper to accompany the son of Shuja.ud-daulah so 
that he might furnish the Select Committee with information 
regarding any intrigues in the Imperial Court prejudicial to the 
interests of theEnglish44 • ·The Emperor entered Delhi on the 
6)h January, 177245 , 

-----
SOME ASPECTS OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION FOR 

INDIANS IN OHANDERNAGORE IN 1791-1793. 

BY 
, 

R. C. MITRA 

Dudng the exciting days of the French Revolution, a body 
of rebellious .B'rench colonists in Chandernagore arrogated to 
themselves' the powers of a Constituent assembly to proclaim 
their independence of Pondichery, They met in a General Assem
bly and voted on 18 OctoBer 1791 a constitution wbich_ was ratified 
by another body of ''Commissaires" assuming to be "provisionally 
and conjointly, the_ agents-general of the French es'tablisbmerits 

42. Ibid.-Para 9. 
. 43. Sel. Com. Prog,, 4th June, 1771, Lotter from Sir R. Barker, 11th 
May, 1771. . · . _ 

44. Ibid. 4th June, J 771.- Committee's resoluti<Jn and letter to Sir 
R. Ba.t)ter, the 4th June, 1771. 

4 5. Fall of the Mughal Empire. Vol. IIIQp,32. 

·' 
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in Bengal and Commandants of the King at Chandernagore."1 

This consititution, which in spite of its obvious irregularity, 
came in to force on 27th 0 : tober 1791 and lasted, till 20th June 1793 
may be discarded by general students of history, as a piece ?f ~~re 
historical curiosity. But it contains a section on the JUdicial 
organisation for Indians which may be of interest, because being 
admittedly a provisional measure, it very likely reflects current 
practice so far as it is not inconsistent with the much vaunted 
but little respected principles of the R3volution. The section 
opens with a pious profession "to destroy the inequality thst has 
existed so long in the distribution of justice to Indians" and 
provides what follows only "until circumstances enable them to 
overoome the difficulties which prejudice has imposed, in this 
regard". 2 In matters of detail such as court·fees, the existing 
charges are explicitly continued. 

The court for ttial of Indians is to be separate from the 
court for Europeans and it was to be known as the "Court of 
Cacherie". It was to be composed of a "Zemindar i.e. European 
Judge, advised by five Indian councillors who shall have merely 
consultative voice, and of whom )ne, atleast mu'i!t be a Moslem. 
To the five Indian councillors are to be added five deputies, as 
well Indian and whom one at least must be Moslem. The court 
is to have one European Record-keeper and an Indian record
keeper or his proxy, a Brahmin or Hindu priest, a Maul ana or 
Moslem priest to administer the oaths of their respective religions, 
a Mounchy for correspondence with foreign Zemindars and six 
peons for service". The Zemindar or European president of the 
tribunal is to be elected by the General Assembly and the Euro
peon record-keeper, by the Court of Justice, to neither of which 
bodies had Indians any access. But the five Indian councillors 
are to be indirectly elected by the natural born inhabitants of 
the colony, represented by the heads of different castes and by 
merchants and landlords of consideration."' Besides the necessity 
of having the opinion of Indian councillors in matters of which 
the European Judge is not properly cognisant; there is an attempt 
to inspire public confidence by representation of castes and 
interests. The Indian deputies who are also elected are required 
to offer security of landed property to the value of Rs. 500/· sicca. 

The court is to sit four days a week unless pressure ·of busi
ness requires extra sitting. Three Indian councillors, besides the 
Zemindar, must be present. -The Indian councillors are to be 
fined Rs. 2/· per sitting for absence except in case of illness. 

1. Labernadie-La Revolution et le~ establishments Fra.noa.is dans 
I' Inde. Page. 289. 

· 2. uBegi&tre de» deliberations et arretes de l'A.ssemble General des 
oitoyens de Ohandern.a.gore:' passin No._ 91 of "Inventail'e'' of unoatalo• 
tJuecl document.J in the a~btva of P,ond1ohery. , 
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Curiously enough9 the constitution does ~ot favour the 
practice of suits being pleaded by advocates. Neither during 
hearing of original cases nor on appeal are "parties to be allowed 
to engage an advocate except in cases of-illness duly verified 9 or 
absence justified by legitimate causes or of women whose caste 
do( s not permit their appearance before a court. In these excep
tional cases the help of an Indian advocate may be pbtained. 
European advocate can be appoint'qd by an In.dian only in cases 
of appeal where the other party i!'l an European .. 

The Indian councillors "after due discussion are .to form 
their decision by a plurality of vates and· this dedsion is to be 
inscribed by the Boxy in an open reghter and is tt> be signed by the 
Z_emindar. In case of dissent9 the Zamindar can override th.eir 
opinion by specifying the considerations which determine his 
view." This is a poor commentary on the principles of equality. 
proclaimed in· the preamble. Perhaps the existing practice is 

, continued with slight modification till the rebel government has 
struck deeper roots and feels strong enough ·•to ·ovei'come the 
obstacles which prejudice has imposed". 

In criminal cases "unless the offence is committed against 
public orqer or society in general, seven persons o,f the caste of 
the-acC\ised are to be summoned by the Zemin_dar for ,preliminary 

"' hearing or for examination . uf witnes"ses. But if 'the offence · 
concerns other individuals three persons of the: caste of the indivi
dual concerned9 and four of the accused are to be summoned.tt 
Thus the caste retained its vitality as an institution determining 
·an individual's status in law and the bearing of his actio11.on 
society. · 

To meet the. cost of justice the· constitution explicitly 
authorises the "continuance of charges prevailing from time imme
morial" and these are to be levied "on all Indians without 
distinction according to the following rate":....;;;. 

Petty salamy or permission of marriage Re. 1 sicca. 
Douchy salamy or promotion of a person to caste Rs. 4-8. 
Fee on the price of slave purchased by ? (illegible} Rs. 5. 
Fee on {he deeJ of enslavement Rs. 12. 
Fee on mortgage of Cosby (?) Rs. 11. · · 
Fee· on· the purchase Of an ordinary slaveRs. 5 and on the 

related doCUJ1!ent .Rs. 5. ·· 
Registration fee on mortgage of land or immovables Re. 1-4. 
Patta salamy or fee on patta of land Re. 1-4. 
The salary bill of the staff is interesting as a measure of 

discrimination. in the payment of Indians and ~uropeans. Thust 
the 'Zemindar' is to receive Rs. 200 per month. The European 
record-keeper gets Rs. 70. Besides he can charge 8 annas for 
~yeq copy of jud~ment ap.d pe shaH par out of his salarr, th9 
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clerks required for his work. But his Indian colleague with 
similar obligation gets Rs. 20 only. The councillors are paid 
Rs. 30, the 'Mounchy' Rs. 6, the Brahmin, tile '1v.loulana' and some 
peens Rs. 5 each, while other peons get Rs. 4 each and the inter
preter is paid Rs. 30. 

• 

ANNEXATION OF THE FORT OF KALINJAR 1811-12. 

• BY 

v. C. JOSHI, M.A. HONS., Forman Christian College, Lahore 

The celebrated fortress of Kalinjar1 was annexeq to the 
British dominion in February 1812. The circumstances leading 
to its acquisition have not been adequuately noticed in any of 
the histories of British India. A study of the original corres
pondence between the Supreme Government at Calcutta and the 
Agent to the Governor-General .in Bundelkhand gives a clear 
insight into the policy of the British towards Kalinjar during 
the period of Lord Minto's administration and shows clearly 
that the dispossession of the Kiladar of the hill-fort was primarily 
the result of aggressive designs of Mr. Richardson, the Agent. 

By the Supplementary Treaty of 1803, the province of Bundel
khand was ceded to the East India Company by the Peshwa, 
who exercised only nominal sovereignty over these districts. 
Though it was a difficult task to)stablish order in Bundelkhand, 
Lord Wellesley's Government welcomed this addition of territory 
to their scattered dominion in India, because it brought closer the 
Presidencies of Bengal and Bombay. The newly acquired territory 
had both a commercial and stretagic importance for the British 
becauEe the ro~ds linking the two Presidencies passed through it. 

The pacification and total subjugation of Bundelkhand waR 
one of the main a.chievements of Lord Minto's administration in 
India. The restoration of peace and order and establi.shment of 
British authority in the province inhabited by numerous unruly 
chiefs and predatory leaders was a formidable task. 'l'he country 
was dotted with more than 1!'!0 hill-fortresses and two of these
Kalinjar and Ajayagarh-were remarkable for their position 
and strength and were regarded as impregnable. In spite of 
Lord Lake's advice to the contrary, Sir George Barlow who 
adopted a policy of endurance, confirmed the rights of occupancy 
of the Kiladars of these forts by grants of Sunnuds, under 

j. The hill fort of Ka.linja.r is situated in the Q-irwan Tehl'!il of Banda. 
Dielriot (United Province~), 35 miles south of Bt\nc\a. town. lmper.al 
ya•e&aeer of India, Vol.~ 9xfol'dj ~9081 

.. 
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conditions of allegiance and· subordination 
ment. The disorders, ·however, continued 
in the province. 

to the British Govern
to prevail . unchecked 

Lord Minto's assumption of office of the Goevrnor~General, 
in 1807, marked a change in the Government's policy towards 
the chiefs of Bundelk:hand. ·rn order to preserve the dignity, .and 
eputation of the British Government it was regarded essent.ial 
~o enforce submission to authority by adoption of stern measmes, · 

the recently acquired torritory. Lord Minto was ready to 
ulfil the obligations of the Government's engagements but would 
ot allow to pass with impunity any violation of those engage

ments on the part of the chiefs of the province. 2 . He regarded 
it impolitic to leave the strong fortresses in the possession of the 
chiefs whose loyalty was of a questionable character ,and who 
were suspected of deep contumacy and insubordination. He 
thought that the forfeiture of such fortresses would be essential 
for the safety of the Company's territory and of tqe adjacent 
states, since the chiefs had converted them, into ''instruments of 
plunder and arrogance."s · · 

Dario Singh Ohaubey, the Kiladar of Kalinjar, at the time 
of the cession of Bundelkha nd, had solicited the British Govern·. 
ment for tbe grant of the fort and 1he territory annexed to it. 
He had enteredinto a fealty bond, on 25th September 1806, which 
placed him in the position of a dependant of that Government. 
He ~as specifically bound by the .engageme-nt "never to aid or 
abet the internal or external enemies of·the Ronorable Company 
in Bundelkhand, nor .to harbour or give refuge to any such persons 

· in the fort of Oalinger or its environs, nor in any villages subject 
to my authority .................. ''4 . It was the alleged violation of 
this clause of the engagement which resulted in Dario Singh's 
dispossession of the fort, as the Briti$h Government claimed the -
right to forfeit the grant on the infring~ment of the conditions on 
which he received it. 

Richardson was an enthusiastic political officer, trained ih 
the tactics and· diplomacy of Wellesley's Government. He wa.s 
always prepared ·to grasp every· opportunity of curtailing the 
power and reducing the position of the Kiladar of Kalinjar. 5 

Dario Singh gave a pretext ·to ~he Agent for ·,the resumption of 
·his fort by the British Government. Baudnl Khan; a Pindari 
lead~r. had a place of residence in the. fort, under the protection 
of the Kiladar. ~n May, 1811, Baudal Khan who was believed 

2. Imperial Record Department, Secret Con~ulta.tions, November 
22, 1811, No. 3. -

3. S&cret Consultations, December 21, 1811, No. 5. . . 
4. Aitchison, C. U., ''Collection of Treaties, Eng~gements and 

Sunnuds" Vol II, Calcutta, 1878, Page 354. 
5. Political Consultations, April 3, 18@9, No. ~S. R'ioha.fdsQn to 

Edmonstone dated Maroh 171 1809. • 1 
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to be in league with Dulgunjun Singh a marauder chief of 
Allahabad district, seized the son of a shroff of Rewah, a friendly 
state. The ruler of Rewah solicited the interference of the 
British Agent in Bundelkhand to recover the person of the boy 
who had been detained in the fortress belonging to Dc~.rio Singh.6 

Richardson in order to help a subject of a friendly ruler and with 
the object of asserting the paramount authority over a dependant 
chief demanded from the Kiladar the restoration of the boy to 
his father and the surrender of the person of Baudal Khan. The 
Agent immediately concluded that the Kiladar h~d forfeited 
his right to the possession of the fort and the lands attached to 
it by giving shelter to the Pindari leader. The apparent weak
ness of the Kiladar and dissensions in his family aggravated his 
desire for acquiring the fort for his masterFt. He impatiently 
wrote the Supreme 0 overnrrien t :-

"Were I with my conviction, and my present knowledge 
and local influence, to neglect this golden opportunity of render
ing so essential a service to my Employers I should consider 
myself unworthy servant, unworthy of trust, from timidly 
refraining, ft\Jm acting in case clearly, according to the best of 
my judgment, requiring from me as a duty to act, most deci-
dedly .................. 7 " He believed that the possession of the fort 
by the British would enhance their local strength and influ
ence because of the prevalent belief in Bundelkhand that the 
province would never be completely subjugated by any power that 
did not possess the fortress of Kalinjar. On the least evasion of 
compliance with the demands by the Kiladar, Riachardson, 
without even making a reference to the Government, soliciated 
Col. Martindell, the Officer Commanding in Bundelkhand to 
prepare for a blockade of Kalinjars. 

Dario Singh agreed to comply with one of the two demand~ 
mad(' by Richardson. His vakeels at Banda, the headquarter~ 
of the Agent, agreed on behalf of their master, to restore thE 
Shroff's son and the child was delivered to Richardson on thE 
27th May 9 • The Agent still doggedly insisted on the demand fo1 
the surrender of Baudul Khan. The chivalrous Bundela chief o 
Kalinjar regarded the acceptance• of this as disgraceful an< 
would not comply with it. 

During the period of the above proceedings Lord: Minto wa 
absent from India and had accompanied the expedition to Java 
The Vice-President-in-Council at Fort William, in the absence o 
the Governor-General! applauded Richardson's zeal for the Com 
pany's service and expressed their general concurrence with tb 

6. Seeret Consultations, June. 7, 1811, No. 1. Riohardson to Ec 
monstone, May 20, 1811. 

'1. Ibid. . . . 
8. Secret Consultalion, June 7, 1811, No. 2. 
9· Sfortt O~:ps~lt~ttlt>ns,..~une 7, 1811, 1:fos. 3. and 5. 
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measures adopted by him. Howeve,r, the Government considered 
it important and ju~:?t to advise the Agent to· cQnfine tho demand 
to the withdrawl by the Kiladar of protection to Baudul Khan, 
if the latter was found to be in league with Dulgunjun Singh;· 
The Government was not willing to prescribe a policy which 
would place it '_'in a situation which might compel it .to prosecute
measures for the expulsion of the KilladarU". 

In the· m~antime, Richardson without waiting for the 
instructions from the ·Supreme Government renewed his demand 
for the surrendM of Baudul Khan to which the Kiladar once again 
withheld cornpHancet 2

• The policy adopted by the Agent pre
cluded from operation the course of measures suggested by the 
Vice-President-in-Council. In his letter of- the 14th June to the 
Government, the Agent re-emphasized tlie dis-advantages arising 
from the possessbn of the fortress by Dario Singh Chaubey and 
the right of the British Government to dispossess-the Kiladar 
on an infringement of the terms of the angagement of 1806. In 
his-despatch of the 2'lnd June, _Richardson clearly_ expressed_ his 
disagreement with the policy prescribed by the Government and 
requested the Vice.President-in-Oouncil to inform the Kiladar of 
the disav!Jwal of his action, if they contemplated doing so.18 • 

The Government on the receipt of the above communi
cation from Richardson acquiesced in the policy adopted by him and 
resolved not to withdraw the demand for . the surrender of 
Baudul Khan because it was feared tba't such an action would be 
ascribed ·to the Government's inability to effect the conquest of 
the fortress.H Thus the Government under a false sense c;>_f their 
dignity and prestig~ and to uphold the actions of their Agent 
accepted a line of. policy which they felt was otherwise unfair to 
the Kiladar. Richardson, however, was instructed to desist 
from further action until the Government was ·able to enforce 
the surrender of the fortress.u - · 
. Before t4e resolution .of the Government came to the know
ledge of the Agent, he ))ad, early in July, sent a newswriter to 
K-alinjar, but the Kiladar refused to allow him to stay within his 
territory. This incident further strengthened Richardson's resolu
tion to annex the fort. 16 •The Vice-President-in-Council were 
surprized and rather indignant at this uncalled for move on the · 

10. Seoret Consultations; June 14, 1811, No. 5; Edmonstone to 
Richardson. dat-ed June 11, 1811. 

11. Seoret General Letter to the Court of ' Directors, August 
24, 1811. 

, 12. Seoret'Consultations, June 28. 1811, No. 1. 
13. Secret Consultation, July 5, 1811, No. 1. 

. 14. Seoret Consultations, July 5, 1811, No. 3. Edmonstone to 
Richardson, dated July 2, 1811. 

15. ibid. . 
16. Secret Consultations, July 26, 1811, No. 1. · Richardson to 

Edmonstone, dated July 13, 1811_. 
-. 
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part of the Agent which was bound to lead the Kiladar "into the 
commission of an additional and overt aut of contumacy and 
disobedience", and 1·estricted the Government's choice regarding 
the suspension or prosecution of measures to dispossess him. Tho 
Agent was warned to guard hit-rRelf "against the acrumula tion 
of offences on the the part of the Killadar, that may render the 
prosecution of measures of extremity absolutely unavoidable".17 

On the receipt of a further dispatch frorn Richardson dated 
the 24th July, relating the proceeding regarding th'e expulsion of 
the newswriter from Kalinjar, the Supreme Government ielt that 
the disobedience and contumacy of Chaubey DeLrio hingh were too 
serious to be overlooked and resolved, on the 9th August, to 
dispossess the Kiladar of his fort and lands attached to it.18 

'Ihey, however, were not prepared to undertak0 an early military 
expedition against Kalinjar unless the result of the campaign 
in Java was known to them. The Agent was instructed not to 
give to the Kiladar any indication of the resolution of the 
Supreme Government until preparations for the annexation wert:! 
completed. 

In the meantime Richardson got in touch with the Officer 
Commanding in Bundelkhand to settle regarding the suitable 
season for the reduction of the fort. Richardson was anxious 
that the contemplated operations should begm at an early date 
because he believed that th~ British troops would be able to secure 
an easy entry into the fort through one of the gates, held by 
Nawal Kishore for whom he suggested a reward for his desertion 
of the Kiladar's cause.l 9 

The Government of Bengal received authenijc news of t'he 
brilliant success of British arms, in August, on the Island of 
Java with the return of Lord Minto to the Presidency on the 
19th October. Three days later the Governor-General-in-Council 
reoslved to prepare for the resumption of Kalinjar and instructions 
were issued to the Commander-in-Chief to make arrangements 
for assembling the requisite force in Bundelkhand.20 The object 
of the military movements was to be kept a close secret. The 
seige of the fortress was to be prece~ed by a public declaration to 
be conveyed to all the chiefs of Bundelkhand, outlining the 
"offensive conduct'' of the Kiladar and explaining the Govern
ment's policy. Dario Singh was to be informed through the 
Agent, that he had forfeited all claims to the favour of the 

- -
17. Secret Consultations, July 46, 1811, No. 4. Edmonstone to 

ltichardson, dated July 26, 1811. 
18. Seeret Consultations, August 9, 18!1, No. 6. Edmonstone to 

BioW.tdson-dated Auguat 9, 1811. 
19. Seor•t Consultations, October 11, 1811, No. 1 ; Rioha.:dson to 

Edmonstone, dated September, 26, 1811. 
20. .Se9J:et Con•ultations, Octo bar 21, 1811. No. 2 ; Edmonston a to 

· Oar e)", dated Ootober 22, 1811. 

-··,• 
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British Government, but in case he peaceably surrendered the 
fortress, suitable jagirs would be granted to him a.nd his depen
dants,21 Richardson was not in any way sanguine about making 
such an approach to the Kiladar and repeated his request to 
Government for permission to negotiate with Nawal Kishore to 
get an entry into the fort for the British troops.22 The Governor 
General in Council were apprehensive of sacrifice of men and 
money which a ~eige of K1l.linjar, strongly fortified by nature 
and art, would involve. 'Ihey considered it expedient to relinquish 
all the lands in the possession of the Kiladar and his dependants 
to secure the peaceable acquisition of the fortress. 23 

. 

Lord Minto, on his ·return 'from Java had readily concurred 
in the decisions taken by the Vict:J·President-in-Council regarding 
the reduction of the fort of Kalinjar. After a few days, . on a 
mature reflection on the proceedings relating to the subject,· he 
felt obliged. to modify the policy of \he 'Government. In his 
Minute, recorded on the 21st November,24 he examined the suLject 
in detail. He was convinced that in the· interest of the safety 
of the Company's territory the fort could not l;le allowed to remain 
in the possession of Daria Singh, but he observed that the order 
of forfeiture could be modified "if the submission of Deriah 
Singh and his conduct. on th.e sequel of this affair should appear 
1o merit indulgence." He suggested that on the peaceful surrender 
of the ·fort the whole of the Kiladar's ;agir might be left to him 
or provision may be made for him else-.yhere. Lord Minto also 
felt that the Government had failed to observe a general principle 
of administration of justice, that is, giving a hearing to an offen· 
der before. pronouncing the extreme penalty of forfeiture. Here 
was a casG of a dispute between a pt:lwerful and a weak litigant 
in which the powerful party was his own judge. The weak party 
had not been apprized of the full nature of the charge that was 
brought against him nor of the extreme c0nsequences which were 
to follow it. The Governor General rightly ipsisted that Da.rio 
Singh should be given an opportunity to explain·his conduct and 
'to defend himself. 

According to the sentiments expressed by Lord Minto, 
the Agent was instructed to .ask the 'Kiladar to attend him ia 
person or· depute vakeels. for giving an explanation. regarding 
the charges against him. Dario Singh was to be. called upon to 
surrender the fortress within a specified time, failing· which the 
British force w-ould advance for 1ts forcible occupation and he 
would lose all rights to retain his lands. 

21. Secret Consultations, November 12, 1811, ~o. 2. Edmonstone 
to Riohardson. 

22. Secret Consultations, Deoember 21, 1811, No. l. Richardson 
to Edmonstone dated Deoember, 6, 1811, 

23. Secret Consultations, December 21, 1811, No. 2. Edmonstone 
to Rioha.rdson, dated December 14, 1811. · 

24. Seoret Consulta.tions,'Deoember 21, 1811, No, 56 
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Richardson in spite of the above instructions, refraineri from 
making a demand for the surrender of the fort until the prepara
tions for the seige had been completed and the beseiging force 
had assembled at the rendezvous, in the vicinity of Kalinjar.25 

He did not give an adequate opportunity to the Kiladar to defend 
himself. The advance of the British troops towards the fort did 
not meet with any opposition.26 When they had reached within 
a distance of seven kos from Kalinjar Richardson t:lent summons to 
the Kiladar to attend on him or depute his vakee.ls within a pt>riod 
of four days. 'I'he expeditionary force, under the command of 
Colonel Martindell and accompartit'n:l by Richardson, reached 
Kalinjar on the 19th January and encamped before the fortress. 
During this period, the Kiladar was away from his stronghold to 
celebrate the marriage of one of his sons. His unfortunate absence 
from Kalinjar was interpreted as insubordination by the Agent 
and on the expiry of four days, he sent orders to the Commandants 
of the fl)rt of its peaceable surrender. 27 Dario Singh, on his return 
on the 21st January, wrote to Richardson expressing complete 
jgnorance respecting the charges against him and remonstrated 
against the policy of the forcible occupation of his fort. 2 8 

Since Dario Singh's Jetter did not contain any clear overtures 
for submission, on thP 24th January, two Pighteen pounders were 
taken up the hill of Kalinjari, at a distance of 800 yards. to the 
North East of the fort, wherefrom it was eaaily assailable,29 After 
completing the plan of the seige Richardson repeated the demand 
for the surrender of tho fortress, but to no effect. The Kiladar 
seemed to be determined to use his best endeavours to defend his 
fort,on which alone, he felt, his life depended.80 , 

In the meantime pressure was exerted on the Kiladar by use 
of force to secure the fort. The batteries of the BritiRh troops 
opened fire on the citadel on the 28th morning. The entrance to 

25. Secret Consultations, January 17, 1812, No. 3. Richardson to 
Edmonstone, dated January 5, 1812. . 

The force assembled for the seige of Kalinjar consisted of : 
One squadron of H. M. 8th Division. 
Five Companies of H. M. 53rd Foot. 
One Squadron of 1st Native Cavalry. 
Ten Battalions of Native·Infantry. 
Three Companies of Pioneers. 
A detachment of European artillery and a. battering train of 
twelve and eighteen pounders-Secret Consultations, February 
8, 1812, No. 17. 

26. Secret Consultations, February 8, 1812, No. 2. 
~1. Ibid. No, 4. Richardson to Edmonstone, dated January 24. 

1812. 

1812. 
28. Ibid. No.8. Dario Singh to Richardson reollived on 22nd January, 

29. Ibid. No. 4. 
30.· Ibid. No. 15. 
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the fort at the foot of the hill fell into the possession of the besei
gers after a feeble resistance and without any loss of life. The 
besei.ged garrison, on a point of honour, did not fire upon the 
British troops until their guns began their destructive operations. 
Even when the garriE;on replied, their answer was a feeble one. 
However, Richardson's expectation that the fort would easily fall 
into the hands of the British proved to be .false. There was not a 
single desertion from amongst the sardars and troops in the for- ' 
tress and the Agent's hope of getting an entry into the fort through 
the good officeg of Nawal Kishore turned out to be an idle dream. · 

The fire from the batteries on the Kalinjari hill had an as
tounding destructive effect on the fort. Dario Singli, alarmed at 
the prospect of loss of his tort and lands, sent five of his men, on 
the night of the 28th January I to the British camp for negotiating 
a settlement. The conditions· which the Kiladar wanted to be 
agreed to by the Government for the de1ivery of the fort were 
regarded as unreasonabte·and extravagant by tha Agent and the 
deputation returned disappointed1n. By the first of February the 
batteries had effected a breach, considered practicable and on the 
following morning a column of five companies of His Majesty's 
53rd Regiment, under the leadership of Lt. Col. Mowbey attempted 
to Cal ry the fort by storm. They failed in the execution of the 
plan to ent~r fort through the breach on' the ·North Eastern wall 
of the fort .. The garrison was well-prepared to oppose such an 
assault. As the British troops ascended the hill the defendants 
fired on them through the brflach and showered stones which prov
ed to be more destructive than their· matchlocks. The attempt 
having .failed the assailants were obliged to retreat with severe 
loss32• 

However, the daring .assault on the fortress did not entirely 
prove fruitless.. The Kiladar, apprehensive of another similar 
attack, opened negotiations next morning; On the 3rd February, 
he offered to deliver the fort ori the basis of assignment of land 
of equal value for all ·that part of the jagir which he and his 
brethern held.33 Richardson· considered the, terms acceptable, 
but to impress the strength o( the British Governmen·t delayed 
the acceptance for a couple of days. An agreement was arrived 
at on the 5th Febr11ary for the final annexation of Kalinjar fort 

31. Secret Proceedings, February 8; 1812, ~o. 11, Richardson to 
Edmonstone Janua.ry 3(),·1812. · . 

32. Secret Consultations, February, 15, 1812, No. 2. Richardson to 
Edmonstone. dated February 2, 1812. · . · 

Captain Fraser, Lieutenant Rioe; one Sergeant and ten men of the 
53rd were killed ; ten o.fficers and 120 men were severely. wounded. Lt. 
Faithful, Commanding the Pioneers .and nearly half of his men were 
wounded. 

33. Seoret Consultations, February 15, l812! No. ~. Rloharqso:p. tq 
:mdrnoq.~toq.e, da.tec\ rabrqa.rr 5, l.Sl~! . 
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to the British dominion. 84 The 8overnor General-in-Council 
readily accorded their approval to the action of the Agent regard
ing surrender of the fort and confirmed the terms of agreement as 
consistent with the ultimate object of the Government to eject 
the Kiladar from the fortress and not to reduce the resources 
of his support. Lord Minto taking in view "the na turallmpulse 
of human passions" and the "force of prejudices so peculiarly 
predominant with respect to the Fortress of Callinger", was 
disposed to overlook the Kiladar's refnsal for peaceable surrender 
of the fortress and further obJerved that the dignity and interests 
of the British Government did not require the "extremity of 
retri bu ti ve vigour''. a 5 

According t<:> the arrangements ·made with Da:r:io Singh 
Chaubey the fortress was evacuated by his men and British 
troops occupied it on tho 8th February. 3 6 Lands were assigned 
to him and his brethern who held a united interest in Kalinjar. 

Thus the stronghold of Kalinjar which during its chequored 
course of history had defied many a conqueror was annexed by the 
Company, by a show of superior force. It was indeed regarded 
aR one of the important successes which attended the British 
military operaiions in India and it was the final step in the 
attempt at pacification and subjugation of Bundelkhand. The 
foregoing narrative, however, clearly shows the injustice of the 
proceedings leading to its acquisition by Company. It was the 
bullying and arrogant Richardson who by his impossible demands 
on Dario Singh forced him to defy the British Government. A 
more cgnsiderate and humane treatment of the Bundela chief on 
the part of the local Political Agent of the Government would 
not had led to an impasse and the Kiladar's ultimate disposession 
of the fortress. 

34. Seoret Consultations, February 29, 1812, No. 3. 
35. Seoret Consultations, February 15, 1812, No,4. Edmonstone to 

Riahardson. 
36. Seoret Consultations, February 21, 1812, No.1. 



PATTAS OR TITLE DEEDS OF THE VILLAGES COMPRISING 
. THE FRENCH COLONY OF CHANDERNAGORE. 

BY 

S. P. SEN, B. A. HONS. (London), Lecturer in History, Calcutta 
University and National Co.uncil of Education, Bengal. 

About the beginnings of the settlement of the French at 
Chandernagore in Bengal some interesting details are contained 
in Doc. No. 83 of the Manuscrits des Anciennes Archives del'Inde 
Francaise, Pondichery. It includes· all the Farmans and Para
wanas . for the establishment of the French in Bengal and the 
Pattas or Deeds of Sale of the estates and lands comprising the 
colony of Chandernagore. The originals of these interesting papers 
are lost, or at least not prAst:Jrved in the French Archives, and about 
the reasons for their loss we get sufficient light from Doc. No. 
24l2. Manuscrits des Anciennes Archives de l'Inde Francaise, 
Pondichery. It states that a few days before the investment of 
Chandernagore by the forces under Clive and Watson (14th March, 
1757) Renault de St. Germain, Governor of Chandernagore, had 
s;mt all the records of tl.le settlement to Jean Law de Lauriston, 
the Chief of the Kasimbazar settlement. While Law in his turn 
had to leave Kasi~bazar in the face of the advancing English 
forces, he entrusted the house and the records of the Company to 
an Armenian. The latter .was compelled to deliver all the records 
to the English, who retained those documents which migbt be use
ful to them and sent back: the rest to Renault at Pondicherry in 
December, 17.)7. Among the docl,lments retained by the English 
and never returned to the French were the Farmans and Para
wanas obtained by the French ·company in Bengal and the title 
deeds of the ~illages comprising tho settlement of Chandernagore. 
But although the originals were lost in this way, translated copies 
of these valuable documents were k:ept at Pondicherry and are 
thus preserved to us. The Farmans and Parawanas have alreadr 
been noticed in a differeat Paper for the Indian Historical Records 
Commission, 1946, and the present Paper will deal with only the 
title deeds of the esta t\38 and lands comprising the colony of 
Chandernagore as they came into the posses3ion of the French 
from time to time. 

The history of the French settlements in Bengal began with 
the exploratory voyage:J undertaken in 1685-87, although as early 
as 1674 Du Plessis had obtained a Farman from Shayista Khan, 
the Mughal Viceroy at Dacca, which however could not be 
utilised for lack .of resources 1 • The exploratory work was 

1. Memoires de Francois Martin; Vol. I, p. 649. 
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followed in 1688 by the establishment by Bourreau Deslandes, 
son-in-law of the founder of Pondicherry, of the first French 
factory in Bengal at Hugli, the great centre of maritime com
merce in the Province. The exact site of this factory cannot be 
defini~ely ascertained, nor do we know the reason for its aban
donment except a mere guess that possibly the original house was 
too small and there was little scope for further expansion. In 
1690 the French moved outside the town and established their 
factory a little to the south of it in a village where the later 
colony of Ohandernagore grew up. It was situated in the estate 
of Boro-Kishanpur, the headquarters of the Pargana of Boro 
within Satgaon. and belonging to Molla Abdul Had\. The French 
purchased 61 big has of land in that village for their settlement, 
but as the plot was adjacent to a garden belonging to the Dutch 
Company the Dutch tried to prevent the French from building 
their settlement house so near their OWll possession. It was 
because rA this dispute between the two commercial rivals that 
although the original deed of purchase is lost we have d{,finite 
reference to it in two Parawanas of the Nawab of the Province 
and a Dastak of the Faujdar of Hugli, which state that the 
French duly purchased the plot of land and that the Patta had 
bEen properly sealed by the Qazi. 

The two Parawanas are from Ibrahim Khan, Nawab of 
Dacca. The first one was addressed to Mons. Deslandes and 
dated 20th of the month of Sha'ban of the 33rd year of the reign 
of Emperor Aurangzeb, or 29th May 1690 according to the date 
written in French at the back of the original. It states, "l have 
read with great care the letter you sent me a few days back on 
the subject of the territory which you purchased in the estate or 
village of Borokishanpur, whereupon I have given an order to your 
Wakil, sealed with the seal of the Qazi, with respect to the house 
which you have . taken on rent from Molla Abdul Hadi, the pro
prietor of the said house. I have written a Parwana or letter to 
Mir Muhammad Akbar to prohibit and prevent the Dutch from 
troubling you in the construction of the settlement house, so that 
you· may build it with safety and tranquility". The second Para
wana, addressed to the officers and employees of the village of 
Borokishanpur and bearing the same date, "A few 
ago the Wakil of the ny of France I'AT\l'A<~An 
the Director . 6f the same · · .. pad .·i·~:;,l; 
b·~s .in·· tJ:t.e ~iilll\ge·.of l'IOlr()k:'tSll•~m:)'Qr 

·· l!t~~ .. or. ~<t,.e~ !f ~ .. ~ .·~·t .. ,l ~·A .. ~. \;~tl·~~;-Rr'T· 
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quietly according to the customs of the other Companies. If the 
Dutch still oppose it, you Ehall prevent them. Be watchful in this 
matter''. 

As a result of these two Parawanas there was issued a Dastak, 
dated 22nd of the month of Ramazan of the 34th year of the reign 
of Emperor Aurangzeb (1691 A. D.), by Mir Ali Akbar, Faujdar 
of Hugli. After referring to the cause of the dispute between the 
French and the Dutch the Dastak states, '' ............... but having 
received a few days later a second Parawana dated lOth of the 
month of Ramazari of the 34th year of the reign of the_Emperor 
that the 61 bighas of land, following the Patta sealed by the Qazi 
and the admission of the Wakil of the Dutch, belong to the Com
pany of France it is just that the Nawab should have granted the 
said Parawans to the Director of the above Company, and that 
it should have been prohibited for the Dutch to create trouble in 
any way, what we are also doing by the present Dastak. It is 
moreover stated in the said Parawana that the Director of the 
Company named has taken on rent a house from Molla Abdul 
Hadi, proprietor of the said house. The Director of the said Com· 
pany .may make repairs to the said house, construct his settlement 
house and defend himself against the Dutch if he is still troubled 
by them", ' 

That was the beginning of the principal French settlement 
in Bengal, but for a long time French trade was completely para-

. lysed by the two wars of the League of Augsburg and the Spanish 
Succession. Towards the end of the second war the situation 
improved, thanks mainly to .the enterprise of the merchants of St, 
Malo. The revival of French trade .and commerce in Benga:I con
sequent on the ·appearance of "Malouin" vesseJs necessitated the 
expansion of the principal settlement in the province, and in 1715 
the French purchased the en tire· estate of Borokishanpur from the 
descendants of ,Molla Abdul Hadi, from whom the French haa 
originally acquired their plot of 61 bigh[rs. Tbe purchase was 
made through Rajaram Sharma Choudhury who lent his name to 
the French Company fo~ the purpose. The deed .of sale and the 
counter-note of 'Rajaram Sharma Choudhury are reproduced below. 

·"Patt.a or deed of sale of the estate of Borokishanpur, capital 
of the Pargana of Boro, sealed with the seals of Mohammad Seny 
and Abdul <,luddus, Qazis or Judges of Law, dated 14th of the 
month of Falgun of the Bengali year 1122, which ·corresponds to 
the' 17th of the month of Safar of the Hegira year 1127 and to 24th 
February, 1715 A. D. 

"We the undersigned, Shaikh Abdul Bad, son of Molla Abdul 
Hadi and grandson of Shaik Sadre (Syedur ?) Mohammadi, and 
l:;haikh Ahmadi, son of Molla Mohammadi and grandson of Molla 
Abdul Hadi, inhabitants of Nadia, judicial officers of Hugli, pro-: 
prietors of the estate of Borokishanpur, capital ·A the Pargana of 
Boro within the jurisdiction of Satgaon, declare to .have sold to 



Rajaram Sharma Choudhury, son of Haricharan Choudhury and 
grandson of Ramram Choudhury, for the price and sum of eight 
hundred and twentyfive sicca rupees of the current year the said 
est a 1 e of Boroki8ha npur of which the circumference and the limits 
are known to all, the lands cultivated are uncultivated within the 
said circuit, the gardens, fish-ponds, pools, fruit and other trees 
and forestt~, excepting the mosque, the garden and the pond, the 
whole surrounded by a ditch, and 12 bighas of land as belonging 
to the mosque, of which the revenue serve~S to maintain the 'mali' 
or the gardener who has the care of the said mosque, and also the 
houses of Kishanram Madhusudan Das, of Shvetambar and of 
Prabhuram and their gardens and ponds, on condition of the said 
Rajaram Sharma paying to the Treasury officers of the Emperor 
the khajna or rent due to his Imperial Majesty; in testimony 
whereof we have given the present Patta for the said Rajaram 
Sharma Choudhury to be able to administer and enjoy the said 
estate of Borokishanpur on paying the said kbajna or rent to the 
Treasury officers of the Emperor by which we shall not have any 
claim upon it whatsoever. 

"We Shaikh Abdul Bari, son of Molla Abdul Bari and Shaikh 
Ahmadi, son of Molla Mohammadi, judicial officers of Hugli, certify 
to have received from the hands of Rajaram Sharma Choudhury, son 
of Haricharan Choudhury, the sum of eight hundred and twenty five 
sicca rupees of the current year for the estate of Borokishanvur with
in the province of Sa tgaon, except the mosque and its dependencies 
and the houses of Kishanram Madhusudan Das, Shve~ambar and 
Parbhuram and their gardens and ponds, and that in the presence 
of Mohammad Seny and of Abdul Quddus, Qazis or Judges of the 
Law, who after having heard from the mouth of the above named 
that they had sold and had received the said sum of eight hundred 
and twenty five sicca rupees for the said estate of Borokishanpur 
with the exceptions mentioned in the said Patta have sealed the 
said Patta and the present receipt with their seals, which Patta 
and receipt they have seen signed by the above named (persons). 

"Counter-note of Rajaram Sha-rni~ Choudhury in favour of. 
·Messieurs d'Hardancourt and la Blanchetiere to whom he had lent 
his name for•the pllrchas~ of the estate of Borokishanpur, dated 
19th o( "the month of Falgun of the Bengali year 1122 wbicb cor· 
responds to 1st March 1715. ·· : ·'· 
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and seven tys1x sic ca. rupees, which sum" would form in total one 
thousand five hundred and one sicca rupees, which have been sup
plied and disbursed by the said sieurs d'Hardancourt and Ia Blanft 
chetiere, to whom belong as masters and proprietors of the said 
estate or territory of Borokishanpur, the rents, profits, revenues; 
losses and expenditures also being to their account. I declare also 
that the above sale has been done under and in my name in accor
dance with the law and orders of the King and on the condition 
that the said gentlemen will grant me in perpetuity for myself 
and my heirs the enjoyment and proprietorship of forty one bighas 
of land exempt from all rente, and besides hundred rupees per year 
in my capacity as Jemidar or first writer of the said estate. 
Written on the 19th of the month of Falgun of the Bengali year 
1122 or 1st March, 1715. · · 

Signed/-· Rajararn Sharma." · 

That was how the French acquired the estate of Borokishan.: 
pur which forms the northern part of present Chandernagore. 
About L5 years later they extended their settlement by the acquisi
tion of two more estates of Prasad pur and Sernplara1 , now forming 
the. southern part of the town. The Patta of this purchase is 
reproduced below. 

"Patta of the estate of Prasadpur sold in full proprietorship 
to the Company and purchased in consequence of a deliberation 
of the Council on the lOth February 1730, made on the 29th of the 
month of Ashar of the Bengali year 1137 or the 9th July or· there-
about 1730. . . 

"There appeared before us, ·Qazi of Chandernagore, the named 
Lal Sen, son of Gopi Sen and grandson of Maniram Sen, inhabi-
tant of. ........... in the kingdom of Bengal, who promised and does 
promise to have sold an estate named Prasadpur and other lands 
and pl~;~.ces, houses and tree~ belonging to him in the estate of 
Sampl ara to the named Ramram Choudhury for the sum of 
eleven hundred and twenty-five sicoa rupees, the· which sum he. 
received in full payment in the shop of Balaram Badal. If the 
relatives or heirs of Lal Sen appear in future with some claim 
on the said estates, all th.eir demands and claims ·are and will be'·. 
mill and untenable. In testimony of which we hav~ given the 
present Patta sealed with our seal to serve him at the proper time 
and place. · 

"I, Lal Sen~ son of Gopi Sen and grandson of Maniram Sen, · 
certify to have sold an estate named Prasadpur and other lands· 
and places which are in the estate of Samplara with_the houses 
and trees belonging1to me to Rajaram Choudhury; son of Brindab'an 
Choudhury and grandson of Haricharan Choudhury for the 

1. It might be the French version pf the Bengali name "San:ipla." ; 
or 1t might have referred to the locality known as "Sbyarnpatti" or 
"Shyambati". · 
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sum of eleven hundred and twentyfive sicca rupees, the which 
sum I have received in full payment in the shop of Balaram 
Badal Bagnan, in testimony of which I have signed and given 
the present receipt to serve him at the proper time and place.'' 

Two years later the French purchased another plot of land 
adjoining the estates of Prasadpur and Shabinara in order to round 
off their territory. The Patta or deed of sale is reproduced below. 

"Patta of a plot of eight bighas and fifteen Cottas adjacent 
to the estates of Prasadpur and Shabinara, dated 30th of the 
month of Bhadra of tlw Bengali year 1131) or 12th September 
1732 according to the note written in French at the back of the 
original. 

"There appeared before us, Mohammad Hanif, Qazi at 
Ohandernagore, the named Ramcharan Sur, first writer of the 
Cutchery, son of Nidhiram Sur and grandson of Baikunta Sur, 
who promised and does promise to have sold of his own free will 
to the Company of France in .full proprietorship a territory 
adjacent to the territories of Prasadpur and Shabinara contain
ing eight bighas and fifteen cottas with all the dependencies for 
the price and sum of three hundred and eighty rupees of the 
current year on condition of the said Company paying to the 
Zemindar seven rupees and one anna sicca as khajna or rent per 
year, as he has paid before to the said Zemindar. He has 
moreover declared and does declare that none of his relatives or 
heirs will be able to lay any claim on the said territory in future, 
adding that their claim'!! are and will be null and untenable. That 
is why the Company will ba able to do whatever it will like, or 
rather whatever it may think proper, wtth the said territory. In 
testimony of which we have given the present (Patta) sealed 
with our seal to serve him at the proper time and place, 

"l, Ramcharan Sur, son 6f Nidhiram Sur and grandson of 
Baikunta Sur, certify and acknowledge to have received for the 
price of the above territory the sum of three hundred and eighty 
rupees of the current year in the shop of Balaram Badal Bagnan 
in the presence of Mohammad Ba[}if, who, after having heard 
from the llli>Uth of th~ said Ramcharan Sur that he has sold the 
said 'territory and that he has received for that three hundrfld 
and eighty rupees of the current year, has eealed with his own 
seal the present receipt. 
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8th year of the reign of the Emperor, prohibiting the' officers of 
Hugli and Satgaon to maltreat the inhabitants of the village. 
The Parawana is reproduced below. 

·'Let it be known to all officers and employees of Hugli and 
Satgaon at present in office and to all those who will be in office 
in future, 

"A few days ago the Wakil of the Company of France 
declared to us that the officers and employees of Hugli and of Sat
gaon maltreated the inhabitants of the villages of the said Com
pany, although they pay the rent ordained by His Imperial 
Majesty, and that because of their injustices these inhabitants 
far from getting settled down in the said villages were abandon
ing their houses, which rendered great prejudice to the Company 
and to its commerce; we, therefore, let you know by the present 
Parawana not to take nor to extort in future anything from the 
said villages except the rent fixed by the order of His Imperial 
Majesty, and not to maltreat the inhabitants in any way nor to 
employ violence to draw some profit. Be careful about what I 
am writing to you." 

In 1727 the French acquired the estate of Gondalpara (also 
known as Telingapara or Telinipara), now in the south-eastern 
part of Chadernagore. It originally belonged to the Danes but 
later came into the possession of Hussein Hamedan Shaliby. The 
latter's gomastas, Haji Billal and Haji Abdulla, had pledged the 
estate to Ramkishan Roy on behalf of the Fr·ench Company for 
a loan of two thousand sicca rupees advanced to them by the 
Company; and on iheir failure to pay the amount by the stipulated 
date, lOth November 1727, the property passed into the hands of 
the French Company, the Patt'a being signed on the 19th November 
l'i27. Although Doc. No. 83 of the Manuscrits des Anciennes 
Archives de l'Inde Francaise, which contains the other Pattas 
does not mention Gondalpara at all, there is a "memoire" a bout 
the acquisition' of that estate by th~:J French Company in the 
''Letters et Coventions des Gouverneurs de. Pondichery a vee · 
Differents Princes Hindous" (pp. 23-24). 

Besides the villages mentioned above there are a few others 
included in the present town of Chandernagore, but it is not 
known when they were first acquired by the French nor are their 
Pattas available. It should be remembered that the present boun
daries of Chandernagore were settled by an Anglo-French treaty _ 
in 1853, when there was some exchange of territory between the 
British and the French, 

,· 



APPENDIX A 

ANNUAL REPORT-1946 

The Indian History Congress continues to maintain its 
position in the academic life of the country. It has received 
support from the Governments, Universities and learned associa
tions and scholars of the country. It has yet to win recognition 
as the only authoritative National Council of historians of India. 
This it will do by the devotion and zeal of its members, so far as 
they make the deliberations ofthe Congress weighty and responsible 
by their learned contributions in the various sections of the Cong
ress, by their partioipation in its activities and by their resolve to 
maintain the solidarity of their organisation. 

Representalton. As in the previous years, at the last session 
(19i5) also, most of the Indian Universities, the dovernment of 
India, the Provincial Governments uf North-Western .Frontier 
Province, and Bihar and the Indian States of Tripura, Baroda, 
Mayurbhanj Puddukkotai, Mewar, Jodhpur and Kolhapur were re
presented by their nominees. The following IParned associations had 
also sent up their representatives : C. P. and Berar Jain Research 
Institute, Yeotmal ; Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 
Poona ; Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal ; The Adyar Library 
and Theosophical Society, Madras; the P. E. N. Association, 
Bombay; Hindi Sahitya Samllielan, Prayag; Royal Asiatic 
Society of Bombay; The Mythic Society, Bangalore; Nagari 
Pracharani Sabha, Benares; and Rajwade Samshodhak Mandal, 
Dhulia. 

But I have to express my disappointment again that a number 
of Provincial Governments and Intlian States did not find it 
convenient to be represented at the meeting of the Congress. May 
1 express the hope that under the popular Governments of the 
Provinces the response will be more generous and that the Indian 
States will be largely repesented at our meetings. 

Membership. Last year I had referred to the decrease in the 
number of members, and had made an appeal to the existing 
meuibers to enrol at least two new members each so as to raise 
t;be membership to 500.. . I addressed a personal letter also to a very 
l•~P amber of intluen:Cia~ mell)bers, dulling the year, requesting 

to their friends and collefl.g)JQS to join the Indian 
tdn•uz,rPtA.a. 1 reqe.i vewl S.ijSUfA\nces of co-

:J:>:~Bg,l\1&:' to yel;\r has 
ye$r 

in 
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however, \hat the old members will not relax their efforts and will 
striv-e to raise the number to 500 within the next few months. In 
this connection, I have to appeal to the existing members to 
renew their membership long before the meeting of the Congress, 
and not remit their membership fee ju~t on the eve of the sess\on. 
I may her!:' draw attention to Rule 23 (b) of the Constitution which 
lays down that "membership of the Association shall cease unless 
renewed atleast one month before the meeting of the Association." 

Comprehens1:ve History of India : Some progress has been 
made this year also in the preparation of the ·Comprehensive 
History of India. A considerable portion of volumes V and 
IX is now ready and the manuscripts of most of the chapters 
of these two volumes have been handed over to the Editors 
concerned for the purpose of editing them. It is expected that 
these volumes will be sent to the press within a period of six: 
months. A hirge portion of volume III is also ready, and many 
other contributors have promised to send their contributions at 
an early date. But even one scholar can hold up the prepara
tion of a volume by delaying his contribution. The manuscripts 
of some chapters in other volumes, except volumes IV and XII, 
have also been received. The office has been sending constant 
reminders to the contributors, and definite time limits have also 
been imposedfrom time to.time, but the response of the learned 
contributors has not been very encouraging. It has been decided 
by the Executive Board to execu-te agreements with the contri
.butors which will require completion of the work within a limite~ 
period .. Such agreements are now. ready and will soon be 
executed. I take this opportunity of emphasising again the 

. importance of early production of the History of India, particu
larly as the financial support; accorded to the scheme has been 
so generous and prompt. We have an obligation to the public 
and shall be betraying the trust reposed in us, if dilatoriness 
of the scholars obstructs the early preparation of the History. 

The promised donations amount .to Rs. 2,36,100 of which 
Rs. 1,65,100 have been realised, · 

I have to repeat once again our sense of gratefulness to the 
Rt. · Hon'ble Sir Tej Bal;ladur Sapru but ~or whom the collection 
of funds could not have been possible. · 

I have also to express my sense of gratitude to Dr. Tara 
Chand, President of the Congress for his untiring efforts in 
securing donations and raising funds. 

, I 

Co-ordination of research.. 'File information furnished by some 
members about their research output is being compiled and will 
soon be published. For the purpose of coordinating research it 
is necessary that full informaticm 'of' the research activities of 
the scholars should be available as far as. possible. May 
it be hope·d that the scholars who have not yet furnished infor
mation about their subjects of rese~rcq wi~l do so at an early date' . 

i~ . . . 



Of late in many quarters strange notions l!ave been 
entertained about the purpose of history, and partisan politics 
bas not hesitated to mould Indian history for purposes of pro
paganda. The time has now arrived when the Iudian History 
Congress, as a representative organisation of the historians 
of India, should issue an authoritative declaration of the purpose, 
scope and meaning of history. At this stage of national develop
ment, when popular governments are functioning in the provinces 
and vision of an independent India is in sight, and when partisan 
spirit is rampant in the country, the need of such a statement is 
all the greater. 

I have to report with great sorrow the sad death of two of 
our ex-Presidents, Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit and Dewan 
Bahadur S. Krishnasvvamy Aiyangar, who had helped in raising 
the stature of the Indian History Cong:ress by their devotion· 
and energy to the cause of historical soholarEhip and the streng
thening of the Indian History Congress. 

It is matter of gratification to us that the founder of the 
Indian History Congress, Prof. D. V. Potdar has been honoured by 
the Government for his scholarship by the grant of the title of 
Mahamahopadhyaya, and that the title of Diwan Bahadur 
has been conferred on Rao Bahadur C. S. Srinivasachari, an 
ex-President. 

We are grateful to the University of Patna for so kindly 
inviting us to hold our session in the historic city of Patna. 

I have to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Tara Chand, 
the President, for his unfailing support, guidance, sympathy and 
inspiration. I have also· to thank Dr. K. K. Datta, the Local 
Secretary, for his zealous efforts in making the arrangements 
for the session in such abnormal times. 

BISHESHW AR PRASAD, 
Joint Secretary. 
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Minutes of the Annual Busil!ess Meeting of the Indian l-liator)' 
Congress Association held on 29th December 1946 at Patna 

The Annual Business Meeting of the Indian History Congress 
was held on 29th December :1946 in the Senate Hall of the Patna 
University at 11 a. m. The following members were present:- · . 
1. Prof. K. A. Nilaka:nta Sastri 30. Mr. G. C. Rath 
2. Dr. S. N. Sen 31. Mr. Anil Chandra Banerji 
3. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 32. Mr. N. K. Bhattasali 
4. Dr. A. S. Altekar :i3. Mr. S. N. Sen 
5. 1\:fr. S.M. Jaffar 34. Dr. R.N. Dandekar 
6. Mr. Shibli Ibrahimi • 35. Dr. A. D. Pusalkar. 
7. Ur~ Tara Chand 36. Prof. V. V. Mirashi 
8. Dr. R. C. Majumdar 37. Dr. K. K. Datta 
9. Mr. A. C. Banerji 38. Dr. K. N. V. Sastri 

10. Mr. G. R. Singhal 39. Prof. S. V. Puntambekar 
11. Dr. N. N. Ghosh 40. Mr. Pratap-agiri Ramamurti 
12. Mr. R. G. Gyani 41. Mr. V. R. R. Dikshitar 
13. Dr. P.M. Joshi 42. Sardar Ganda Singh 
14. Dr. V. D. Rao 43. Prof. Shri Ram Sharma 
15. Mr. Bal Raj Madhak 44. Mr. D. G. Mahajan 
16. Prof. D. V. Potdar 45. Mr. Rishabhdas Jain 
17. Mr. U. R. Venkata Rama 46. Mr. K. H. Kamdar 

Aiyar. 47. Mr. S. P. Sen 
18. Dr. I. H. Qureshi 48. Mr. A. C. Banerji 
19. Dr. N. Venkataramanayya 49. Mr. A. H. Nizami 
20. Mr. P. Acharya 50. Miss Maryla Falk 
21. Mr. B. N. Puri 51. Mr. A. Subbaraya Chatty 
22. Dr. B. P. Saksena 52. Mr. Jaipal Singh Rawat 
23. Dr. ·A. Halim (Aligarh) 53. Dr. Pratul C. Gupta 
24. Dr. J. N. Banerjea 54. Mr. V. Narayana Pillai 
25. Mr. K. D. Bajpai 55. Dr. P. Basu 
26. Mr. Satya Prakash Srivastava 56. Dr. H. N. Sinha 
27. Mr. M. M. Nagar 57. _Mr. S. Nurul Hasan 
28. Pt. B. N. Reu · 58. Dr. Yusuf Husain Khan 
29. Mr. R. Subba Rao 59. Mr. Mahmud Husain 

The ruling of the Chair was sought by some members who 
had not paid their membership fee one month before the session as 
required by the rules, whether they could take part in the Business 
meeting. The President gave his ruling that for the present 
session only such members may vote for elections and stand for 
elections also and that the Executive Committee may make the 
rules clear for the subsequent sessions. 
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1. Tbe minutes of the last meeting were read by the General 
Secretary and confirmed. 

2. The following resolutions of condolence were moved from 
the Chair and were passed all standing. 

"That the Indian History Congress Association places on 
record its deep sense of sorrow and loss in the demise of Diwan 
Bahadur Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar and Ra() Bahadur K. N. 
Dikshit, two of its distinguiscd Presidents who played a great part 
in shaping the work of the Congress and furthering the projects 
undertaken by it. 

"That the Indian Hh;tory Congress Association further records 
its sense of sorrow at the demise of Prof. H. H. Dodwell whose 
services to the cause of Indian Historical studies are very well 
known." • 

3. The following resolution of felicitation was moved from 
the Chair and was adopted with acclamation:-

"That the Indian History Congress Association offers its 
most sincere felicitations to Dr. Tara Chand on his well merited 
election as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Allahabad, and to 
Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. D. V. Potdar -and Diwan Bahadur 
0. S. Srinivasachari on the titles conferred on them by the Govern-
ment." · 

4. The General Secretary presented the Report for the Year 
1946 as recommended by the Executive Committee for adoption by 
the House. A discussion ensued in which objection. was taken to 
the quality of the papers and the printing of the proceedings of the · 
last session. It was suggested that the papers should be scrutinized 
by the Sectional Presidents before they should be allowed to be 
included in the Volume of Proceedings and that so far as pos
sible the proofs should be corrected by the authors. It was also 
suggested that a uniform system of transliteration should be folio· 
wed and that the system adopted by Epigraphia Indica. Epigraphia 
lndo-Muslimica, Royal Asiatic Society and Imperial Gazeteer be 
adopted. It was also suggested that a standing committee to 
.supervise printing be formed in Allahabad which should, if neces· 
sary, also revise the proofs of the papers. The House was also of 

"'W""~"'·u. that papers submitted to tqe Indian History Congress 
be published elsewhere and that the writers make a 

f.UIIl•.-•l~Wl~. tbat the- pa.per .has not been published elsewhere and 
for publication elsewhere. Furtlier that the 

. ,papers should be only with lhe ·per~ission of 
09tJreu. It W8t!l atso suggt}Sted that the rules 
tl;li~ P~·- T'Q.& Repo,r,t was then adopted. 

. : . . . 
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6. The Treasurer presen.ted the budget estimates for 1947.48 
as approved by the Executive Committee. It was resolved to 
adopt them. (Appendix C). 

7. The House considered the venue for the next session and 
in this connection considered the invitation extended by the Univer- -
sity of Bombay and Bombay Historical. Society which had been 
recommended by the Executive Committee for acceptance. It was 
resolved to accept the invitation. 

8. The Presid~:Jnt reported election by the Executive Com· 
mittee of the following office. bearers and President and Sectional 
Presidents for the year 1947 : · 

President 

Vice-Presidents 

General Secretary 

Joint Secretary 

Treasurer 

• 
... 

President for 1947 Session 

Sectional Presidents : 
1. Dr. R. N. Dandekar 
2. Dr. B. A. Saletore 
3. Prof. G. V. Rao 

Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri 

Dr. Tara Chand 

Dr. S. N. Sen 

Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 

Mr. 0. P. Bhatnagar 

Dr. B~ P. Saksena 

Prof. Mohamniad Habib 

4. Khan Sahib Syed Hasan
1
Askari .. , 

Section 1-Upto 711 A. D. 
Section II-711 to 1206 
Section III-1206-1526 
Section IV-1526-1764 
Section V-1764·onward. 5. Prof. S. V. Puntambekar 

9. The House elected the following members to the Execu
tive Committee for the year 1947 :-:- ' 

1. MM. ~rof. D. V. Potdar 8, Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari 
2. Dr. R. C. Majumdar ~ 9. Dr. A. L. Srivastava 
3. Dr. K. K. Datta 10. Dr. K. N. V. Sastri 
4. Dr. A. S. Altekar. 11. Dr. H. N~ Sinha 

·5. Prof. V. V. Mirashi 12. Dr. N. Venkataramanayya 
6. Dr. I. H. Qureshi 13. Dr. S. K. Banerji 
7. Dr. J. N. Banerjea 14. Dr. D. C. Sircar 

10. A vote of thanks was moved by Dr. Tara ·aband to the 
University of Patna Reception Committee, Volunteers and private 
hosts .. and it was supported by Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari, I?r. R. C. 



.Majumdar and Dr. I. H. Qureshi. Dr. K. K. Datta, the Local 
Secretary made a reply. The vote of thanks was adopted with 
acclamation. 

11. The President in his concluding remarks drew attention 
to the following matters :-

He remarked that the quality of papers should improve. 
By gathering annually at a place our social contacts are becoming 
very strong. We should come here as learners and teachers. 
He also pointed out that due publicity to our conference is not 
given and he suggested that the Local Reception Committee should 
give a full description ot the Session in the newspapers. Further 
he observed that on account of the delay in publishing the History 
of India volumes, people were getting restless. The contributors 
should realise their responsibility and submit their chapters at 
their earliest convenience. They should cooperate with the 
Association. 

Lastly he thanked all. 

BISHESHW AR PRASAD, 
General Secretary. 

MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

December IJ8, 1946 

The Annual meeting of the Executive Committee of the Indian 
History Congress was held at Patn'l in the University buildings 
on the 28th December 1946 at 5-30 p. m. Owing to the absence 
of Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, the President of the Session, 
Dr. Tara Chand, the outgoing President, took the chair. 

The following members were present. 
1. Dr. H. N. Sinha 7. Dr. K. N. V. Sastri 
2. Dewan Bahadur Prof. C. S. 8. Dr. I. H. Qureshi 

Srinivaschari 9. Dr. Banarsi Prasad Saksena 
3. Prof. D. V. Potdar 10 .• Mr. V. Narayana Pillai 
4. Prof. S. V •. Puntambekar 11. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
5. Dr. P.M. Joshi 12. Dr. K. K. Datta 
6. l)r. J. N. Banerjea 13. Dr. Tara Chand 

The following business was transacted :-
. 'the Minutes of the last meeting were read . -~ .~on

til"''ftec:l. 

con.BlUEir.E~.a :6.~\t 
.. mcJ ... ··.~ .... ; .•.. ·.· .. ·~.'·: ... ·' . <&urr·~ ..,44 · · · ,. ···.· · .&l · 
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3. The Committee considE~red the Annual accounts for the 
year 1945-46 presented by the Treasurer and recommended them 
for adoption to the Business meeting. (Accounts-Appendix B) 

4. The Committee considered the Budget estimates for the 
year 1947-48 presented by the Treasurer and ·recommended them 
for adoption to the Business meeting. (Budget~.Appendi:e 0) 

5. The following were elected as Office-bearers for 1947. 
President: Prof. K. A. ~ilakanta Sastri 
Vice-Presidents : · 1. Dr. Tara Chand 

' 2. Dr. S. N. Sen 
General Secretary: Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
Joint Secretary : Mr; 0. P. Bha tnagar 
Treasurer:· Dr. B. P; S~ksena 

6. The following were elected as President and Sectional 
Presl.dents for the lOth Session of the Indian History Congress : 
President ·· Prof. Mohammad Habib 
Sectional President: Sec. I Dr. R.N. Dandekar 

Sec; II Dr. B. A. Saletore 
Sec. III Prof. G. V. Rao 
Sec. IV Khan Sahib Syed Hasan 

Askari 
Sec. V Prof. S. V. Puntambekar 

7. The committee considered the in.;itation extended jointly . 
by the Bombay Historical Society and the University of Bombay 
through Dr. P. M. Joshi to the Indian History Congress to hold 
its lOth Session in Bombay in December 1947. 

The Committee also considered the letter of the Patna State 
{Eastern States Agency) inviting the Indian History Congress to 
hold its next session in the State. 

It was resolved to recommend to the Business meeting' the 
invitation of the Bombay University and Bombay Historical 
Society for acceptance. - . 

It was further resolved to· thank the authorities of Patna 
State for their kind invitation. 

Dr. I. H. Qureshi renewed his invitation on behalf of the 
Delhi University to the Indian History Congress to hold its session • 
in Delhi _in December 1948. The Committee expressed its grateful-, 
ness to the Delhi University. . . 

8. It was resolved to appoint Messrs. G. P. Jaiswal and 
Co. to Audit the accounts for 1946·47 and sanctioned the payment 
of Rs. 50 for the work. 

9 •. The Committee con:~idered the prupJnl of Prof, H. K. 
Sherwani relating t() the pu':>licEtotiiJn of a jJ.lrLnl by the Indian 
:ijistorr Oon&'ress. ~t W~9 y;e3:Jlv~i tq ~p;niqt ~ sqb-ooapl\itte~ 



to consider the proposition and suggest practical means for 
implementing the decision. The sub-committee was. asked to 
submit its report to the Committee at its next meeting. The 
following were appointed members of the sub-committee:-

1. Dr. S. N. Sen, (Chairman) 5. Dr. P. M. Joshi 
2. Prof. Mohammad Habib 6. Dr. I. H. Qureshi 
3. D. B. Prof. C. S. Srinivasa- 7. Prof. H. K. Sherwani 

chari • 8. General Secretay. (Secre-
4. Prof. D. V. Potdar tary). 

10. The Committe~;) considered the proposal relating to the 
publication of Original Source material for the History of India. 
It was resolved to drop the proposal. 

Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri arrived at this stage and took· 
the Chair. 

11. The letter of the Government of India relating to the 
decimilization of the weights and measures was considered. 

It was resolved to record it. 
12. The Committee recommended that the following 

resolutions of condolence on the sad demise of Dr. S. Krishna
swami Aiyangar and R.ao Bahadur K . .N. Dikshit and Prof. H. H. 
Dodwell be moved at the Business meeting from Chair. 

"That the Indian History Congress Association places on 
record its deep sepse of sorrow and loss in the demise of 
Dewan Bahadur Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar and Rao 
Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, two of its distinguished Presidents 
who played a great part in shapililg the work of the Cong
ress and furthering the projects undertaken by it. 

"That the Indian History Congress Association further 
recorJs its sense of sorrow at the demise of Prof. H. H. 
Dodwell whose services to the cause of Indian Historical 
studies are very well known." 

13. The Committee recommended the· following resolution 
of felicitations to be moved from the Ohair at the Business 
meeting. · 

"That the Indian History Congress Association offers its 
most ·sincere felicitations to Dr. Tara Chand on his well
Uleriied ele.otion as Vice-Chancellor of the University 

·~ .. ~ .. :.:; .. 1!1 .. • ~~:tt~~d~nd j}i~~~ .. ·B··.·. a~.~~-.r~. f• .l>S .. ~m.~.·. v ...••.. ; .. =cha;{~~ . , 
.. t.,~f>,,~tlea oon,ferre,d OJ;l, thWf,~'f -~ qoY:~fiJPftt\~) , , · 

; ;<.::.:·~':·;. i .' ; '. ' . •. .,. ('' ,- :1 ' ' 

' ; 
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APPENDIX B 

IN"DIAN Htn'ORY CO ~GRESS 

Statement of ace ount:~ for the period from 1st .January, 1945 to 
31st March, 1946 of the In dian History Cong1·ess. 

Opening Balance 
Membership fee 
Imperial Bank Balance ... 

· Establishment· · 
Sale of Proceedings 
Stationery 
Printing 
Bank Commission 
Postage and Telegrams ... 
Miscellaneous i ••• 

Printing of Proceedings .•. 
History of India Scheme 

. Cash with office 

' 

I 

Dr. 

Rs. a. 

4,152 9 
380 9 

49 13 
253 14 

18 9 
194 4 

45 3 
300 0 

611 
33 9 

Cr. 

p. Rs. a. 
2,535 3 
2,7l0 0 

6 
01 

189 15 
0 
( i~ 

0 
9-
0 
0 
0 
6 

p. 
9 
0 

0 

-------___ .. ___ __ 
· · Total 5,435 2 9 1. 5,435 2 · .9 

--"------=--------~ 

Opening balance for the next year. 

Imperial Bank Balance . 
History of India Scheme 

· (To be realised) . • 
Cash with office 

Total 

TARA CHAND 
General Secretary 

4,152 9 6 
6 11 0 

33 9 6 

4,192 14 0 

B. P. SA KSEN A 
Treasurer 

Examined with the books and certified correct.. 

Sd. G. P. JAISWAL &: Co.-.,. 

52 
Registered Auditors 



APPENDIX C 
INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESS 

Budget Estimatesjor the year 1947-48. 

Particulars 

INCOME 

14<:·,~~enl!ng Balance .. . 
r~;ffltmb'et~hip fee .. . 
J.,\~~~le of Proceedings .. . 

.. , --

EXPENDITURE 

BISHEHW AR PRASAD 
Joint Secretary 

Total 

::: / 

... ... 1 

... I 

Total 

\
. Actuals of 

1945·46 

I 
(15 Months} 

Audited) 

R~. a. p. 

Estimates 
for 

1946-47 

Rs. a. p. 

Estimates 
for 

194-'t-48 

R~. a. p. 

2,535 3 9 3,896 0 0 ; 1,600 0 0 
2,'710 0 0 2,500 0 (J 2,560 0 0 

189 15 0 i 200 0 0 i 250 0 0 
-------1--------1---------

5,435 z 9 1 6,596 o .o i 4,:j5o o o 
-------1-------:-------

1 I 

:;so 9 o 1 

300 u 0 i 
303 11 0 l 
194: 4 ~ I 

5GO 0 0 I 500 0 0 
1,200 0 0 I 1,500 0 0 

4 70 0 U I 250 0 0 
250 0 0 t 200 0 0 
5 I 0 0 : 50 0 0 

150 0 0 150 0 0 
50 0 0 150 0 0 

18 9 0 i 20 0 . 0 20 0 0 
45 3 0 i 100 0 0 100 0 0 

-----1---------~---
1,242 4 9 \ 2,790 0 0 2.9~0 0 0 

B. P. SAKSEN A 
Treasurer 

~ -c 
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INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESS 
. 

List of members enrolled for the 1946 (Patoa) Seaaion 

Life Membe-rs· 

1. The Rt. Hon'ble, Dr: M. R. Jayakar, M. A.. LL. · D'l 
D. C. L., P. C., Wmter Road, Malabar Hills, Bombay. 

2. Jehangir K. Seervai, Esq., W~rder;t Roa~, BofUbay. 

3. Dr. Bool Chand, Benares Hindu University, Benares. 

4. Prof. S. V. Puntambekar, Politics Department, Nagput· 
University. 

5. Dr. A. S. Altekar, Benares Hindu University, Benares. 

· 6. Syt. ManibhaiDwivedi, M. A., Research Scholar, Nava
sari (B. B & C. I. Rly.) 

7. Thakur Batuk Singh, M. B. E, Dy~ ~:B~inancial Adviser, 
Military Finance, Govt. of India, South Block, New Delhi. 

~! .. • \ '·- . • • ; . ·' 

8. · Mr. Khwaja Mohammad Ahmad, Director of Ar\:haeo-
logy, Hyder~bad Deccaq, . 

9. Mr. I. B. Piitel, Frenny House, Sitla Devi R'Jad, Moh!m, 
Bombay. 

Ordfaary Members 

1. . Dr .. A. H. Siddiqi, Principal, Sindh Muslim College, 
Karachi. 

2. Mr. 1\.§qk pb~ndra ~~anerji, 2, CtJllege Squ<.+r~· palcu.~ta. 
3. Mr. A. M. Parmasivanandan, 34, Vaidyanatb Mudaii 

Street, Chet~ppt, M!:l-dr~s. .. 

4. M1·. A. Lehuraux, Cfo Mr. B. P. Sathm, Wa1·den RoaJ, 
l3ombay. · 

5. Dr. A. D. Pusalkar, M.A., Ph. D., 118, Shivaji Parka, 
Bombay. 

6. Mr. A. N. Krishna Aiyangar, The Aclyai' L\br~ry, Theo· 
sopbical Society, 4-dyar, Madras. . · 

7. Fr. Abdul Majid Siddiqi, History Department, Os!Uania 
Universitv, Hyderabad Dn_ 

• ~ t' ' I • ' 

. 8. Dr·. A. G. Powar, M.A., Ph. D., Rajaram College, Kolha· 
pur.ShahupurL ' - . · ·'· 

~· Mr . .t\nil Ch~ndra :Sanerji, 2, c~hy~e s,qlf~r!e, Q~lput~~! ~' 
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10. Mr. A. K. Gupta, Lecturer, Rajendra College, Chapra 
·(Bihar). 

11. Mr. A. Ghosh, Superintendent for Publications, Archaeo
logical Department, Curzon Road Barracks A, New Delhi. 

12. Dr. A. L. Srivastava, Professor of History, Punjab 
University, Lahore. 

13. Dr. A. Halim, M A, Ph. D., Fida Manzil, Near Diggi, 
Aligarh. 

14. Mr. A. C. Banerji, Curator, Archaeological Museum, 
Sarnath, Dt. Benares. 

15. Prof. Akhtar Husain Nizami, Darbar College, Rewa. 

16. Anant Rao Baji Esq., 18 Raman Street, Thyagrainagar, 
Madras. 

17. Mr. A. V. Pandya, State Archaeologist, Rajpipla State. 

18. Dr. B. 0. Chhabra, M.A., Pn. D., Offg. Govt. Epigraphist 
for India, Ootacomand. 

19. Dr. Banarsi Prasad Seksena, M. A,, Ph. D., History 
Department, Allahabad University, 

20 Sahityacharya Pt. Bisheshwar Natb Reu, Superinten
dent, Archaeologicall>eptt., Jodhpur. 

21. Mr. Bimla Prasad Mukerji, 19, Ekdalia Road, Bally, 
gunge, Calcutta. 

22. Mr. B. P. Majumdar, Lecturer, B. N. College, Patna. 

23. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad, M. A., D. Litt., History Depart. 
ment, Allahabad University, 

24. Major Badrudain Ahmad, 5, West Range, Park _Circus, 
Calcutta 17. · 

25. Mr. Bal Raj Madhok, M.A., D. A. V. College, Srinagar, 
K~s4mir. 

( 

~. Mr. Bisliesh:waJ: Oliakrabarti, P. 0. Deogachi, Qt. D.acea,. 
:F~rit Ji. Yctuter, Distort Department, 

:UilltiVtdli~~ , '· . ~: .. J' ·. ·"·"·· ... ; . . 
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32. Prof. C. S. Bhatta, Baring Christian College, Bable 
(Gurdaspur). 

33. Mr. C. V. Joshi, Rajdaftardar's Office, Kothi Buildings, 
Baroda. 

34. Dlwan Bahadur Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari, M. A., 
2, Sannidbi Rtreet, Chidambaram. 

35. Mr. Chandra Chur Misra, Cjo Prof. N. N. Gh9sh, History 
Department, Allahabad University.. · 

::S6. Mr. C. M. Sharma, Curator, St.ate Museum, Bharatpur. 

37 .. Mt. D. G. Mahajan, c: P. & Berar Jain Research Ins-
titute, Yeotmal (Berar). · 

38. Mr. D. V. Kale, M. A., Editor, "Sahyadri", 568, Narayan 
Peth., Poona. 

39. Mr. D. RaJa Ram, M.A., Principal, St. Stephen's College, 
Delhi. 

40. Shrimant Dharam · Rao Bhujang Rao, Zainindar of· 
Ahiri, P. 0., Dt. Chanda (0. P.) · 

41-, Dr, D. R. Bhandarkar, M. A., Ph. D., 2/1, Lovelock Street, 
Calcutta. · 

42. Prof. D. V. Potdar, 77, 8hanwar, Poona City. 

43. Prof. D. S. Chauhan, Chhatragarh .College, Raipur, 

44. ·Dr. D. C. Sarkar, P. 93/94, Manoharpukur Road, 
Calcutta. • 

. 45. Mr. E .. P. ~. Kunian Pillai, Lecturer, University College, 
Tribandrum. · 

46. Principal F. C. Arora, Sri Rana Padam Chandra S.D. 
College, Simla West. · 

47. Prof. G. Nath, Ranchi Degree College, Ranchi . 

. 48. Mr. G. S. Sahai, Lecturer, Christian College, Lucknow. 

49·. Prof. G. Venkat Rao, M. A•., LL.B., His-tory Depart
ment, Andhra University, Waltair. 

50. Mr. G. Yazdani, Orange ~rove, Khairatabad, Hydera
bad Dn. 

51. Prof. G. M. Moraes, M.A., St. Xavier's.College, Bombay. 

52. Dr. G. N. Saletore, Asstt. Registrar, Rajputana Agency, 
Abu. 

53. Mr. Ganesh Prasad Srivastava~ Assist~nt Tr~nsportalion 
r~cer, 0(10 Andrel Bl N, ~· . .· . : . 
~ . . 
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54. Mr. G. Narayan Rao, M. 1:· ., Lecturer, Intermediate 
College, Bangalo re . 

. 55. Mr. Govardhan Rao Sharma, M. A., History Depart
ment, Allahabad Univen~ity. 

56. Sardar Ganda Singh, M. A, Khalsa College, Amritsar. 

57. Dr. Herman Goetz, Curator, State Museum, Race Course 
Road, Baroda. 

58. Prof. Hemraj, M. A., Jaswant College, Jodhpur. 

59. The Hon. Secretary, Bharata Itihasa Samshodhak 
Mandala, 313/A Sadashiva, Poona. 

60. Mr. Hari Har Pande, J. P. M. Municipal [nter. C>llege, 
Banaras. 

61. Fr. H. Heras, S. J., St. Xavier's College, Bombay. 

(i2. Prof. H. K. Sherwani, Principal Anglo·Arabic College, 
Delhi. 

63. Dr. H. N. Sinha, Nagpur University, Nagpur. 

64. Mr. .Eiari Ranjan Ghosh, Lecturer, G. B. B. College, 
Muzaffarpur. (Bihar) 

65. H. K. Barpujari, Esq., M.A., Catton College, Gauhati. 

66. Dr. Indu Bhushan B1nerji, 12, Deshpriya Park Road, 
Calcutta. · 

67. Dr. Ishwari Prasad, Professcr of History, Allahabad 
U ni versi ty. • 

68 .. Dr. I. H. Qureshi, Professor of History, Delhi University, 

~9. Mr. Jal P. Birdy, M. A, Petit Orphanage, Lal Bagh 
Road, Bombay. 

70. Prof. Jaganna1h, M.A., Sanskrit Deptt.., East Punjab 
University, D. A. V. College Building, Jullundar City 

71. Pt. Jaya Chandra Vidyalankar, Secretary, Nagri 
Pracharni Sabha, Banaras: 

72. Mr. Jitendra N a th Banerji, 28, M anoharpukur Road, 
Calcutta. 

73. Mr. J. C. Mathur, I. C. S., 1, The Mall, Patn3. 

74. Dr. Jai Pal Singh .H.awat, Principal, R. R. College, 
AI war. 

75. Prc)f, J. N. Sarkar, History- Departml3nt, Patna Collegt>j 
Patna. 
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76. Jagmohan :M.ahajan, Esq, 74, Lakshmi Buildingsi 
B"mbay. 

. 77. Mr. K. M. Ashraf, M. A., P. E, S.i District Inwector of 
Schools Dera Ismail Khan. 

' 78. Khan. Bahadur K. M. Asadullah, lmperial Library, 34, 
Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta. 

79. Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Professor of History, 
Madras. University. 

80. Prof. K. G. KUt1dangar, Rajaram.College, Kolhapur. 

81. Mr. K. C. Gopalarao, Andhra Hi~torical Society, Raja. 
mundry, 

82. Mr. K. G. Bakshi, B. A., LL. B, Superintendent, Arch,a· 
eo logical Deptt., Gwalior State, G-walior. 

83. Mr. K. R. Venka.ta Rama .Aiy~r. Director of Public 
Instruction and . Historical Records Officer, Puddukkottai. 
(Puddukkottai;. 

· 84. Mr. Kasim Ali 8ajanlal, Sajan Lal Street, Seounderabau, 
Dn. 

85. Pt. K. Ohattopadbyaya, M. A., Department of Sanskrit,. 
Allahabad University. 

86. Dr. K. N.· V. Sastri, Mysore University, Mysore. 

87. Dr. K. K. Datta, M.A., Ph. D., P.R. S., Patna College, 
Patna, 

88. 'Mr. Kalyan· Kumar Ganguli, Asutosh Museu:n, Calcutta 
University. 

89. Prof. K. Bhattacharya, B/'?/138 Hararbagh, Benares 
City. 

90. Prof. K. M. Sinha, '13. N. College, Cawnpore. 

91. Mr. K. Rangarajam, Rukmani Buildinge, Mambalam 
. West, Madrae. 

92. Dr. Kishori Saran Lal, Hislop College, Nagpur. 

93. Mr. Krishna Narain Seth, 94, Mfston Hostel, Lucknow 
University. 

94. K. R. Srinivasan, Esq., Assistant Superintendent of 
Archaeology, Madras. 

95. Prof. Mohammad Habib, M. A., Professor of Hist(;ry, 
Aligc.rh University. 
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96. Mr. M. N. Nagar, Curator, Provincial l'f.useum; 
Luck now. 

97. Pt. Madho Swarup Vats, Superintendent, Archaeological 
3urvey, North Circle, Agra. 

98. Dr. M. Rama Rao, M.A., Ph.D., Hindu College, Guntur. 

99. Dr. Mohan Singh, Oriental College, Lahore. 

100. Mr. M. L. · Raychau,lhury. LectUl·er, Calcutta Univer
sity, Calcutta. 

101. Mr. M. V. Gujar B.A., Shri Shivaji P. Military School, 
Poona. 

102 Mihendar Kumar Basu, Esq:, Post Graduate student, 
Calcutta University. 

103. N. K. Bhattasali, Esq., Curator, Dacca Museum, P. 0 
Ramna, Dacca (East I akistan). 

104. Dr Niharranjan Roy, Pageswari Professor of Indian 
Art, Calcutta University. 

105. Prof. N. Veokataramanayya, Madras University, 
Madras. 

103. Prof. N. N. Ghosh, M.A., History D&partment, Allaha
bad University. 

107. Mr. N ani Gopa} Chaudhuri, Mahishadal Raj College, 
Midnapur. (W. Bengal) 

108. Dr. Nand Lal Chatterji, Lucknow University, Lucknow. 

109. Mr. N. C. Zamidar, M.A., LL B., Juni Indore, Indore, 

110. Prof. K. R. Phatak, B.A., Ram Narain Ruia College, 
Matunga, Bombay 19. 

111. Mr. 0. Ramchandray_\' a, M.A., History Department, 
Andhra University, Waltair. 

112. Mr. 0. P. Bhatnagar, M.A., History Department, Alla
habad University. 

113. Dr. P. 0, Alexander, History Department, V. R. College, 
Nellore. 

114 . . Dr. P. Saran; Benares Hindu University, Benares. 

115. 
StatP. 

Mr. P. Ach~rya, State Arch:1.eologist, Mayurbhan; 

116. 
Bombay. 

Mons. Pierre Berthelot, French Consul in Bombay 

117. The Principal, Gurukul University, Kangri, Hardwar. 
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118<: Mr. P~ V. Kan_e,'Advocate,,Angri_e Wadi,,.Bombay. 
. ·• 4 • I 

119. Dr. P. M. Joshi, M.A., f'h.D;, Librarian, Bombay Univer-
sity Bombay. · · 

l2o .. ;~ Dr. 'P. Srinivasachar, ! M.A.,' Ph.D,, Principal. S,R,R. 
College, Bezwada. · . · · · · · · , 

', 12L 1 Mr. ·Paresh Nath Mukerji, JI.:I .. A., :woo.dla ~~s 'Badshah-
bagh, Luck now. . · . . · . . • · · 

-122 . Dr. P. C. Gupta;. M.A., f>h_. q., J2?, Rashpehari Avenue, 
Calcutta: 

'123. Miss P. T. M. In_sia~ 1.59 Brownirg R?~d, Colo111bo. 

124. Mr. Pratapgiri Ram Murti, Wilson-Coiiege;,'Boinbay. 

lt5. ~-Mr. P.'U. Rath, Superintendent of. Ar-chaeology, .Patna 
State, P 0. Balangir. . · -·: .:;· .·· . :, .. 

126 .. Mi!'8: P. D .. ,Misra, Gf.L7, .~adies'~ Qua~t~r~,; Bena~es 
H • d U • . , .. ,JI '- •· ,{ m u mvenuty. . . , :-: .. · _ :· 

• ~ 4 f 

· l27. J Mr.-P •. Shesha<iri :S~st:!!•r:f!Jnd~· 5Jo~!e.ge ,&_High School, 
Guntur. · . . . .• - _ 

' ' '. ' .- . ~ .- . ' ' ) . . . 
128. Prof. Parmanan,d, M.A., Secretary, Board ·of H. S. and 

Inter. 'Kducation, Allal,abad. · · C · · 

129: 1\-.r. P. K Gode: C""tlratot, ·Bhandarkar. 0. R. Institute, 
Poona. ~ . •.r ~ 

• l ' .• 

130~· Prof. · P. VetJkatrama, Sharma, 12, Mab.aJ~kshmi 
. Street, Madras ,17. . .. . · 

1si. · P.' D. Cb.audh.ury~ EEq:, Curator, Assam Provincial 
Museum,_Gbu-ha ti. . . . · · 

• . ' ~ ~ , "' •, . ; • i r • ~ j "t ~,f • ~ 

.132. The R~gistrar, UmverEity of Ceylon, Colombo. 
F ' "'. 4.. I, ' /- •.. > • • .~ -

133. llr. R. N. Dandekar, M. A., Ph. D.,, Bhandarkar 0. R. 
Institute, Puoua 4. 

134 • .Mr. R. Sub.ba .Rao, 'secretary;" Andhra Historical 
Researct1 SucJery, H.b.jahmundry. ; ' ., . ; 

13:1. Maharaj Kumar Dr. Raghubir Singh, IkLitt.; .'Raghu· 
bir Niwa~·. ~rtanwu (C. 1.) · . · , . 

f T4 • • 

1

136. br. Rama'Shankar Tripathi, Benares·Hindu University, 
Be nares. 

137. Mr. Ramesh Chandra, 30, Kutchery Road; ·Lucknow. 
' . ' 

' · 138. Mr. R. T. Chemburkar,"· Rukinfni Village• Sattar Pack, 
P. 0. Chemburkar. · -

s;) 
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,e,uff~~39 •. Mr.'Ral>indra Nath Gboshal, 2, Col1ege Square, Cal-

140. Mr. R. K. Ranadive, M. A., Dandia Bazar, Baroda, 

·", . ~141. :'Mr:R. VJ Poduval, Director of Archaeology & Museum 
Tr1vandrum, Travancore. ' 

;;.'1.12. ·~:or: R. C. Majumdar, M.A., Ph. D., 4, Bipin Pal Road, 
Kalighat, Calcutta . 

.. "}H ,."',·:,..-!-';., , ' . . ~ 

:· · U3. Mr: Rudra Raj Pand~, M. A., Principal, Tricband 
College, Kathmandu, N P.pal. 

.rf«. ''"Mr. Ramesh Chandra Mitra, College De Bussy, Chan
dr&Ha~ore (Frerioh India). 

145~ :Mr. Rishabh Das Jain, Secretary, Mahavir Jain Ins
titute, 408, Mint Street, Madras. 

()&:6. -~R. · R. Narayanan, M. A., 3 Ved Nivas, 1st Floor, 
Bhandaji Road, Mutunga, Bombay 19. 

,.-;, ' r -

' · . 14.7. ~-M?. ·R: G. Gyani, ·prince of Wales Museum, Bombay, 

:;;. ·14'3. R. K. Das Gupta E:o;q., Calcutta University. 

149. Dr. R. P. Tripathi, D. Sc., A11ababad University, 

150. R. K. Parmu Esq., Dodi Kadal Road, Srinagar. 

151. Prof. S. R. Sharma, Ferguson College, Poona. 

152. Dr. S. N. Sen, Director of Archives, New Delhi. 

153. The Secretary, Tamil Research Institute, R. S. Puram, 
Coim·batore. 

154. Dr. S. K. Banerji, Rai Behari Lal Road, Lucknow • 

.. ( 155.-•. The Secretary, Anjuman.i-Taraqqi-i·Urdu, 1, Daryaganj 
Delhi. 

15:6. Pro( Shibli lbrahimi, Calcutta. 

157. Prof. Syed Hasan Askari, Patna College, Patna. 
'~~ Sias.·· ·)lr: ISyed Hasan Murtaza, Behar Executive Service, 
~tna. 

lf,L~:~''169 .: 'Mr Sbanti Kumar Rastogi, M. A., "Saura Kutir", P. 0. 
K'adam Kuan,· Patna. 

~160. Dr. S. K. Saraswati, 6fl, Mahadeo Road, Cal~Jutta. 

161. Prof. Suraj Deo ~a rain, G. B. B, College, Muzaffarpur 
ihal'\. 
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162 .. Mr .. Satish Qhandra Misra, M .. A.,~B.'L,, ~dvocate, 
Patna. · ·1 .· •. : Jr·: 

163. Mr: Sudhi'l.' -Ranjan Das, Asutosh .Museum,.tGalcutta 
U ni versi ty. · ·' .)~c ::· 

, lSi. The 'Secretary, Gujrat •Vernacular ·Society; LEhadra, 
.Ahmedabad. · . . .. .~ 'i. 

165. The Secretary,Numi8matic Society of'India/Prince.of 
.·Wales Museum, Bomb~y. ._ ;. .. , 

166. Mr. S. L. Poplai, M. A., Lecturer, Hindu College,· Deibi. 

. . '167 •. Mr. s:N: Sen, Keeper of·-Nepal MuselliDi' LKathmandu, 
Nepal. . ., < -~" 

· 168. · Swami ·Sank a rananda, 19 B, '<Raja .Rajkisse'n 1 Street, 
Calcutta. 

169. Mr. s. N. Das Gupta, History Department,1 Luc.linow 
University. .? .·r:- ·.e.· 

170. Mr. Saty.a Prakash Srivastava, 121, Rt>st Camp, Ttindia 
(Agra), . . .,. · · · . · · -- .... ' · • 

..,.,. ' L-

. 171 .. Dr.>S. 'Moi·nulHaq,.Aligarh.:V.niv~trsi~y; .. - • 
172. Mr.~ Syed · Altaf ·Ali' {Brelvi):; Asstt. ·. Secret:Wy, 'Con· 

. ference Academy. Jf Islamic,Re.search,-' AJig~·rh/~ :.·. • .~ , : 

173. Dr. Sachin Sen, M.A., Ph. D., Editor;:The lrtdian·NaHon, 
· Frasar Road, Patna. .· . . : . j.l )J .': .~v ;'1 .: · 

174. Mr. S. P. Sen, B. A.,_ 3A, Motilal Nehru Road, ... P:- 0. 
·RashbehariAvenue~Galc"utta~···-' _.~ "u:: .~) -.1.''.· .. · 

175. Mr. S. Patnaik, Deputy Collector,' ;Ganga·· ·:M:a~di, 
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